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EDITORIAL.

It is customary, at the beginning of every un-

dertaking, to make many promises of doing good

work. Every new editor of a college paper, in

looking over back numbers, thinks he sees nu-

merous places for improvement, and, innocently

considering himself first in this discovery, is

ambitious to first make use of it. Fond friends

foretell a brilliant success if " such and such a

thing be done." Visions of former editors in

jealous wrath, tearing their hair, float before him.

How thankfully the timely thought, " Let your

own discretion be your tutor," comes to such an

one ! As for us, we are satisfied to maintain

the reputation which the Leaves already has

won.

The Seminary never had a more propitious

opening than did it this year. Every thing points

to advancement and growth. Sixty of the old

girls back, and fifty-one new boarders, make the

hive a busy one. A large number of young

ladies were refused admission, as it is impossible

to accommodate nicely more than one hundred

and eleven in the building. It is impossible to

describe the home-feeling which gives to Lasell

its charm. We are not alone with ever so many

young, thoughtless girls. The silver-haired

mother of our Preceptress reminds us of that

easy-chair a long way from here, and " dear

grandma ;

" while the crowing and cooing of

that wonderful little baby have the most natural

and homelike sound in the world. We found no

marked changes in the Seminary itself, — a few

pleasant additions here and there, to make more

perfect the already delightful place. It is the

customs of Lasell which we have found quite

different. The time for receiving calls is now

placed on Monday afternoon, instead of Satur-

day evening as before. We blushingly affirm the

reason given for the change to be that Saturday

evening should be devoted to wielding the-

darning-needle. It may be an experiment which

the Faculty, seeing the number of callers dimin-

ished, may be happy to have made. Alas for

any youth who, having missed five trains out of

Boston, finally reaches Auburndale, and plods his

eager way on Saturday night unto the Seminary

door ; for over it is written, " Let no man enter

in, on pain of death !

"

The Lasellia and S. D. Literary Societies have

always met on Monday evenings. We are now
allowed Saturday evening for that purpose

;

study hour remaining on the former evening just

the same. We hope the Faculty agree with us

that the society work is certainly not recreation.

We hope they agree with us that it is bene-

ficial to all who join. It is, then, desirable that

the societies continue in the school. But is it

tending in that direction, when new girls refuse

to use the only evening of freedom in the week

for purposes of debate ? It certainly will make
an endless year of work for each member. Not

only the wardrobes, but the health of the young

ladies, we fear, will need mending.

The cooking lectures will not be delivered at

the old time ; and, as Monday morning is quite

given up to sweeping, it is probable they will

come on some study afternoon.

CROQUET VERSUS LAWN-TENNIS.

[I came across the following this summer, and thought

it might be interesting to our girls at Lasell. It is taken

from "The London Graphic," and presents an English

view of these sports. The writer had evidently not

seen "four girls playing at tennis" on Lasell's grounds

every day in fair weather. — J. c. B.]

There are signs of a croquet revival this year.

Lawn-tennis is not altogether doomed, but the

young ladies are beginning to see that it is a

game for men. If played by girls, it should be

played without corsets. Against a young fellow

in flannels, a girl in stays, and a dress weighted

with the cumbersome protuberances which are

now in fashion, has no chance. If she bestirs

herself much in striking at the ball, her move-

ments are not only ungraceful, but injurious to

her health ; if she cultivates grace, waiting in

pretty attitudes for the ball till it comes within

her reach, then there is no game. The proper

tennis costume for a girl would be a Garibaldi

shirt and a plain skirt, as light as possible ; but

girls do not really care enough for tennis to

make any sacrifice of personal adornment for

its sake. What they like is the open air and

the company of men (four girls playing at tennis,

with no men looking on, is a very rare sight) ;

but croquet offers these attractions, with addi-

tional possibilities in the way of talk.

At croquet, the fair player may wear what she

pleases, strike picturesque attitudes, go through

the game without hurry, and hold sweet confi-

dential chats [ah ! oh !] between the hits. At

tennis, there is no confidential chatting. Cro-

quet is certainly slower than tennis to good
players of the last game, but not slower than

tennis as played by some young ladies, who
only send the ball over the net once out of

five tries. It might have been expected that

the earnestness of some young men in their

practice of tennis would prove fatal to the game
as a social pastime. Enthusiasts of the racket

play too well for their sisters and their sisters'

friends ; and it is really no great fun, after all,

to " field out " while a proficient in flannels

amuses himself by cutting balls in so dexterous

a style that they scarcely rebound, and must

always be missed, even when a girl tires herself

out by straining at them.

Curiosities in a boarding-school,— the new
chairs.
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LITERARY

THE RETROSPECT.

How prim, sedate, she seems to be,

As she sits and cons her lesions o'er

!

What would you say if you had known
This summer she was such a goer ?

How like a bearded savage he,

In thread-bare clothes, his books in hand !

Who'd think he all the summer swelled

The greatest dude in all the land ?

A LASELL REMINISCENCE.

In after-years, now we are gray,

Methinks, dear '84 and five,

Our thoughts oft turn to No. 6,

As sure as you and I're alive.

We think of how we tedious sat,

From three o'clock to half-past four,

Each with her " Merchant " in her hand,

Each glancing, longing, at the door ;

Of how our teacher taught, explained,

With careful patience, knotty points;

Of how we answered, feebly vague,

The while we thought on aching joints.

Sometimes professor chiding spoke,

Of possible " exams." he hinted :

The girls smiled on, their foreheads clear,

Their calm assurance no-wise dinted.

Because they were so well prepared ?

Oh, no ! far from it, I assure thee :

They thought, " Such things have never been,

Such things we're certain never will be.

"At Lasell Sem. examinations

Are things which never have a place

;

Our sober, honest, steadfast work

Doth never end in frantic race,"—

Till, after many gentle hints,

The previous "possible" turned out "fact."

The girls their " Merchants," primers, grasped :

They then found out 'twas time to act.

Then for a week there was no fun,

The Seminary had a ca'm :

To her own room each frightened girl

Had firmly gone, prepared to cram.

One April afternoon, the bell

Brought troops of white-faced anxious girls,

Pens, rubbers, pencils, fiercely stood

In lieu of former bangs and curls.

The "raving locks" were tightly coiled

In classic pugs on shapely necks

;

Each gait took on a longer stride,

Like that at Harvard's new Annex.

We bore great sheets of Congress size,

We sat us down to do and dare,

We seized the dreaded printed sheet,

With gestures wild we sawed the air.

Behold ! two pages closely printed, —
Questions on grammar, primer, text,

Opinions, metres, and constructions :

At each we wondered what came next.

How we ever did live through it,

How we came out well and strong,

How our feeble brains recovered

From the strain so hard and long,—

Is beyond my comprehension :

Yet the fact remains, you see

;

For we're all now old and wrinkled,

And as gray as gray can be.

Each has made Shakspeare her life-work ;

Each has felt it more and more,

That she owes her fame and fortune

To that "exam." of '84.

A SEMINARY TALE.

Four cold stone walls ; high above, the uncov-

ered rafters of the ceiling, where the fat spiders

make their silken snares ; a floor of cement be-

neath ; a basket piled with coal and rubbish in

one corner, from which a rat occasionally steals

;

a bed of straw upon the hard floor ; high up in

the wall, a narrow chink, through which a pale

sunbeam finds its way ; a heavy door, whose

grating bolts tell too strongly my utter helpless-

ness,— heavens ! can it be I who shiver in the

cold, and sleep upon that bed at night? I am
writing this with a pointed bit of coal, upon

some paper which I begged the servant to bring

me, when she set in my bread and water. There

is little danger of my being disturbed. The sun-

beam through the chink comes and goes, again

and again ; and the only sign of human life I

see is the hard hand of my keeper, as she puts

my scanty meals inside the door. Occasionally

I hear a merry burst of laughter above me, as

the girls go up and down the halls, affectionate

as ever, I suppose, vowing eternal friendship and

unwavering trust in each other, as when I was

among them, loved and respected by all. On
what sinking sand do you build your affections,

dear girls ! The first wind of adversity that

blows, the first waves of suspicion that dash,

bring your fair castles to the ground. It were

better to trust only when years have proved your

friend true. In what a delicate balance our fate

is weighed ! It was but the simple act of direct-

ing an envelope which brought me here. I was

a new girl, and ready to oblige any one : so

when Emma Colby laid a letter on my desk, and

asked me to direct it, I immediately complied.

It was addressed to a young man in Auburndale,

but I had not been at Lasell long enough to

question that. Two mornings afterward, the en-

velope was brought to me by one of the teachers,

who inquired if I had written to that young

gentleman. I hastened to explain that I merely

directed the envelope for Emma Colby. That

was all that was said to me. Two days after,

Emma and her trunks left for home. A plan of

hers to ride in the moonlight with this same

young man had been discovered, and she had

been privately expelled. I can never forget the

glance she gave me as the door closed upon her.

Such a hateful gleam never entered into mortal

eyes before. It foreboded some evil to me, and

it was long before I ceased to think of it.

September came again, however, with its stores

of fruit and golden leaves, and fpund me at

Lasell, an " old girl," and a member of the Jun-

ior Class. It had been a gloomy day, not only

on account of the gray sky and dripping eaves,

but because the shadow of death rested above

us. We had received word that Emma Colby

had died a few days before. The name awak-

ened many painful recollections ; and I went

into the library, that I might be alone. The
roqm was unlighted, save by the fire, whose

flickering flames threw fantastic dancers on wall

and ceiling. The wind whistled dismally down
the chimney. I listened spellbound, it sounded

so like a voice. It grew more and more distinct

and certain. Finally I heard, in supplicating

tones, my own name called again and again. I

started back, thinking some one must be in the

room ; but no, I was entirely alone. " Mary,

Mary, Mary Power !

" cried the voice, until I

seemed compelled to answer, " What is it you

wish of me ? " — "I am the spirit of Emma Col-

by," said the voice. " You alone in all the earth

can hear me when I speak. Since I left my
mortal body, neither rest nor peace have I found.

The gates of heaven and hell are shut upon me.

By the foul wrong you did me when I was upon

the earth, do me one favor, that I may escape

eternal damnation." My throat was dry and

parched j I could only move my lips in saying,

"What can I do?" But the spirit invisible saw

and understood me. " I grossly deceived Pro-

fessor Bragdon before I left Lasell. Could I but

see him, and crave his pardon, my soul will be at

rest. I ask that you will lend me your body, that

I may enter into it, and seek Professor Bragdon."

Each sentence was followed by most pitiful wails

and lamentations. " What !

" I gasped, " suffer

a spirit which is left to roam about, — refused

admittance even into hell,— to take possession

of my body !
"— " Would you keep my soul in

eternal death? "said the terrible voice; "you,

who caused my first disgrace
;
you, who might

have said a word to save me
;
you, who might

have covered my fault, and have allowed me to

correct it ? O Christian as you think you are,

would you refuse this cup of cold water to my
thirsty, starving soul?" Her hopeless wail

stirred my heart with pity. " Come," said I,

" make what use of this frail body you can, and

return it to me .as you took it." Before the

words had left my lips, the fire broke into a

merry, crackling blaze, and I seemed to be

dancing in time with the blue jets of flame.

" How merry a life has the spirit !
" I thought.

I floated around, now on this side, now on that,

lighter than the south wind. I am whirling fast
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against the bookcase ; I will be crushed against

it. But no : I pass right through the cover, and

shoot between the pages of a book. " To sleep,

— perchance to dream," I read. Now I can

solve the riddle, thought I. I sleep, but I have

no hideous dreams. Hamlet should have taken

" arms against his sea of troubles." Every thing

seemed like atmosphere. I could see through

the blue walls, beyond through the blue trees

;

and I found myself looking way, way down to

the earth below, as though I were a kite, darting

here and there in my heedless journey. It

seemed but a short time when I again became

conscious of the flickering fire in the library, and

recognized my body sitting in an arm-chair. The

hand was playing impatiently with the dress, and

the eyes wandered anxiously around the room.

" Emma," I whispered, " are you through with

my body? "

"Yes, come quick," she said. "My time has

almost come. I must away to the other world."

Down from the book I came, tumbling, floating,

shooting, falling, unsteady as a boat in the outer

wave of a whirlpool, circling nearer and nearer

till I felt myself drawn into the body, and con-

trolled by a mighty power, as strong and relent-

less as the suction of a charybdis. I was myself

again. Feeling I would be late, I hurried into

chapel. My first glance at the school rooted me

to the threshold. Not an eye among them all

but looked upon me with fear and amazement.

Surge upon surge the color rolled into my face

at their prolonged gaze.

I looked helplessly at Mabel, my dear friend,

my guide and counsellor, my best beloved.

There was no love nor pity in her cast-down

eyes. I turned to those who had taught me

from day to day, who had gained my sincere

regard, and who, I thought, at least trusted me,

if they did not return my love. Oh, why was I

not struck blind before I ever saw such pictures

of anger and withering scorn as were upon their

faces ! Our principal, his black brows knit close

in angry scowl, raised his hand lest any one

should speak. Two girls in the back of the room

broke into a titter at this. Their ridicule made

me strong. I felt the blood leaving my face,

my body, " oozing out, as it were, at the palms

of my hands ;
" but courage came in its place.

" Tell me," I said in low and calm voice.

" why I meet from every one such indignant

looks? Why do my mates shrink from me, as

though I were a leper? Why do you, trembling

with anger, forbid any one to speak to me?
•What wrong have I innocently committed, that

you should scorn me so? " I heard a low cry of

pain behind me. I turned not at all ; but I knew

the dear voice, changed though it was. " Tell

me, professor !

" I said.

Exasperated beyond measure, he grasped me
tigh'.ly by the arm, and then, pointing at me

with his disengaged hand, attempted vainly to

speak without passion.

"Girl, wicked as is your heart, we still had pity

on you, and would have saved you this disgrace.

Not ten minutes ago was she sent from this room

for talking aloud in a most shameful way during

prayer-time ; and now she, she (can I believe

my eyes?) returns, and with calm and injured

look, as if wrong had been heaped on her Olym-

pus high, demands an explanation of her recep-

tion ! How can I best unfold the baseness of

her nature? How we have found her away from

the school in the evening, and before the entire

faculty asserting that Miss Carpenter here gave

her permission. The bracelet which Lucy Smith

lost was found among this girl's trinkets. She

confessed with tears and pleading to Lucy, but

utterly denied the fact to her friend Mabel."

I wrenched myself from his grasp. I could

bear it no longer. Trembling with rage, I cried,

" Lie, sir ! steal, sir ! O professor, how " —
He clapped his hand over my mouth.

"Be still!" he said, "that the mercy of

Heaven be not wholly turned by such a lying

tongue !

"

I sank down upon the floor at his feet, and

covered my face with my hands.

" Her every impulse is a lie," he continued.

" For weeks she has read her Latin from a trans-

lation which we found in her room. This she

absolutely refused to confess. Finally, her Latin

teacher examined her books, and found the trans-

lation written word for word under each line.

Honor, she has none ; sense of right, she has

none ; reverence for her Maker, she never once

felt ; the deep and terrible sin upon her soul,

she never thinks of. Surely the Great Physician

alone can heal her sin-sick soul, can cast the

evil spirits from her."

At the word " spirit," my mind rushed back

to Emma Colby.

" It was a spirit," I gasped. " It was "—
I said no more. My reason, remembrance,

fortitude,— all left me.

When I awoke I found myself upon the bed

of straw in this empty coal-cellar, with the lurid

ray of a sinking sun making distinct my hideous

surroundings.

My mother, you believe that I am innocent.

If I should never live to see you, believe me,

I have been true to your teaching. Oh ! I hear

a heavy tread outside, a mocking, cruel laugh,

the clanking of chains. O God, be merciful

!

" Why Mary, wake up, wake up ! " said my
room-mate. " You have been dreaming, I think,

by the way you called for help."

" Oh, yes," I said, " I have dreamed the story

you read to me from the London paper, about

revenge." And I sank back exhausted upon my
pillows.

UP THE SAGUENAY.

There were four of us, girls and cousins.

Our badge was the daisy, our motto " Q. & S.

Co." ( the translation whereof is left to the vivid

imagination of the reader ), and we were out to

see and enjoy every thing that came within our

reach. We had come by boat from Montreal

the night before, and here at Quebec were to

change for the steamer " Saguenay." This ef-

fected, the question of state-rooms arose, staring

us in the face ; and, judging by the crowd assem-

bled about the purser's window, we should be

thus rudely stared at for some little time. How-
ever, as we were no worse off than our fellow-

passengers ( it being impossible to secure state-

rooms in advance), we put a smiling countenance

on the fa ce of our woes, and meekly took a posi-

tion in the rear of the aforesaid throng. Patience

is ever rewarded ; and so was ours, with a state-

room conveniently large, and sufficiently near

the entrance to the dining-saloon. Depositing

bags, umbrellas, etc., we breakfasted with the rel-

ish incident to youth and light hearts, but as

hastily as possible, in order to secure pleasant

seats on deck.

The scenery about Quebec is most delightful.

Leaving the "Silver City" behind, we passed

on our left the straggling and picturesque village

of Beauport, with the whitewashed cottages of

the French peasants, and the one tin-roofed

church, lifting its towers, like supplicating arms,

toward the blue heavens above. Soon we saw

the mist arising from the Falls of Montmorenci

:

then the whole beautiful cataract appeared in

sight, leaping down the precipice, to mingle its

waters with those of the St. Lawrence ; but it as

suddenly disappeared from view, behind the Isle

of Orleans, — the steamer here taking the right

side of the river.

Thus recalled to ourselves, we took occasion

to observe the passengers about us. There were

the usual number of staid folk travelling for

health or pleasure ; also the " bridal party," —
quick eyes discerning them even under the

guies of a big shawl and a turned-up collar ( for

it was cool on the river) ; a party of students

carolled college-songs on the bridge above us

;

and the ever present priests, their sombre robes

strangely contrasting with their jolly red faces,

paced the deck, with hands behind them, up

and down, up and down. We girls were seated

somewhat apart from the others, and occasion-

ally read aloud from Mr. Howells's " A Chance

Acquaintance " descriptions of the very scenery

we were enjoying. All day long we "dropped
down the stately river," stopping at but one or

two places, — the most prominent being Murray

Bay. This is quite a popular summer resort

among Canadians, — the chief attractions being

its boating and fishing facilities ; for surely noth-

ing about either the village or the great white
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hotel would be likely to attract a sane person

from his comfortable home. The banks of the

St. Lawrence are rather flat, and to some might

be uninteresting; but the scenery is quieting if

not varied, and the river itself of great interest.

It gradually broadens, until when Riviere du

Loup is reached, at dusk, we have twenty miles

of water between us and Sadousac on the oppo-

site shore. On the wharf at Riviere du Loup,

all sorts of fantastic forms and weird shadows

appeared, flitting hither and thither in the gath-

ering darkness ; the occasional gleam of a lantern

serving but to heighten the ghostly effect. A
couple of merry French girls of the better class,

discovering friends on the boat, laughed, chat-

tered, and gesticulated after the fashion of their

nation, to the infinite enjoyment of the passen-

gers, who had nothing to do but look and listen.

Several half-breed women and children came

to the wharf's edge, anxious to dispose of baskets,

and various knick-knacks carved from wood.

One little fellow especially amused us, swinging

his arms frantically about, and actually thrusting

his wares into our very faces ; shouting himself

hoarse, meantime, in his quite unintelligible

native patois. One of his little whitewood canoes

is now in our possession, presented by a gallant

passenger, to encourage the boy, and " please the

girls."

During the night, the steamer entered the

waters of the Saguenay ; and we awoke next

morning to find ourselves anchored near its head,

at Ha Ha Bay. A smiling world, and the assur-

ance of ample time, tempted us to "try our

land legs :
" so we joined the motley, noisy group

assembled on the landing. The arrival of the

boat is a great event to the habitans of this

region, and every man and boy is on hand for

his share of the " plunder ;
" the men receiving

small pay in return for assistance given the boat's

crew in " wooding up," etc., the boys selling

berries, and doing odd jobs.

One of these lads, bright and dirty, half Indian

half French, attracted our attention by mounting

an empty buckboard, and giving rein to a half-

starved looking animal, which, however, seemed

in a fair way to make off with his burden.

Hailing the lad, we made him understand, by

gesture and a show of coin, that we wanted a

ride : so, two at a time, we drove all about the

hamlet. A merry time we had of it, and an

appetite for breakfast the jolting gave us too !

But oh, the mud ! It was black and sticky and

deep. And that boy had the very spirit of mis-

chief in him, and the horse seemed a Pegasus

" come to life again ;
" for between the urging

of the one, and the high spirits (?) of the other,

our speed was most alarming ( always taking into

consideration the mud, for we surely relieved the

village of our "peck," at least ).

At Chicoutimi, through the politeness of one

of the " students " afore mentioned, we had an-

other buckboard ride. This was quite a stylish

vehicle, two seated, and the top lined with a

brilliant red and yellow figured goods ! But our

comical conveyance was soon forgotten, upon

reaching the Chicoutimi Falls, in admiration

for its really lovely situation and great natural

beauty.

From this very head of navigation on the

Saguenay, we started on our trip down the " sad,

dark river of the North," and during the remain-

der of the day wound in and out between its

steep banks and numerous islands ; seemingly

every moment about to run into some precipi-

tous rock, or barely escaping the shelving banks

of an island, so narrow is the channel. The

shores close in upon us, steep, rocky, and utterly

void of any green thing, excepting, perhaps,

groups of low, dark evergreens struggling for

existence. Nature here is solitary in her grand-

eur, and not a human foot comes to disturb the

stillness. Not a hamlet is seen, a thatched cot-

tage, a tent. The steamer alone, sole proof of

civilization in this solitude, ploughs her way

through the sullen waters.

As the afternoon wore away, the deck became

more crowded with persons seeking eligible po-

sitions from which to view the most interesting

objects of the trip. At last the gently sloping

side of Cape Eternity came in sight ; and half

way up the height, to our astonishment, we per-

ceived a statue of the Virgin, white and pure,

placed there by devout Catholics, but how or

when we could not learn. Rounding the point,

we suddenly passed under the frowning preci-

pice, rising abruptly from the water's edge to a

height of fifteen hundred feet. The river at its

base is of an unknown depth, and we shuddered

as we looked from its inky blackness to the dizzy

heights above. The passengers then began

throwing stones, it seeming an easy matter

enough to strike the cliff, which appeared so

near ; but one after another the harmless mis-

siles fell with a splash into the water.

Steaming out from Eternity Bay, and passing

Cape Trinity's less abrupt, but still loftier, peak,

we pursued our way toward Tadousac. Here,

just as the sun was setting, a little party of us

went up the hill, crossed the rustic bridge over

a romantic gorge, and, descending a slope on

the other side, came to the oldest p'ace of wor-

ship on the continent. Joaquin Miller thus

speaks of it :
" Here, at the mouth of the river

of death, first landed the French, September,

1534; about fifty years, only, after Columbus

discovered the new world ! The river is wide

like a sea, although we are four hundred miles

from the open ocean. The scene is much like

the Bay of Naples. The air is certainly vastly

superior in purity and sweetness. The soil is

tawny, and dotted with plateaus of birch and

pine and cedar, which seem to have fled up the

rugged rocks that rise gradually and gracefully

back from the water. Here these hover in the

steepest and most inaccessible places, as if to

escape the axe ; for, ah ! it is cold here for half

the year or more, and the ' habitant ' must have

his roaring wood-fire. Still, how secure this

spot is, with its one little bit of a church, set as

a dot on the map, to wait the first coming of

the white man to all the mighty North ! Trade

and strife and progress and battle have gone

by the other way ; but the little wooden church,

with the weight of many centuries on its bowed
shoulders, stands there in the grass alone, look-

ing on the grand bay, 'peace in its heart, prom-

ise of rest like to this on its holy altar.'
"

We went quietly and reverently into the quaint

little edifice, and, schoolgirl like, pressed flowers

and grasses (plucked from the graveyard near)

between the leaves of our note-books, to be kept

as souvenirs of the old church at Tadousac.

That night we crossed the wide, beautiful St.

Lawrence in rather solemn mood, leaving behind

us this strange, interesting northern country, with

its unfathomable, winding river, its rocks and

stunted vegetation, and its " habitant," happy in

his ignorance, but almost as much a savage as

the American aborigines.

When the full moon broke through the rifted

clouds, making a path of light and glory across

the water, our spirits arose, though softened j and

almost unconsciously we sang. Gradually, others

on deck joined us, either to help, or ask for more
;

and when our last port was passed, and we well

on our way back to Quebec, the passengers said

" good-night " as friends, who, but two days since,

had met entire strangers.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

Two scientific gatherings of great importance

have been held since our last number was is-

sued.

The British Association for the Advancement

of Science, a body comprising nearly all the high

scientific authorities of England, Scotland, and

Ireland, held its annual meeting at the earnest

invitation of the citizens and lord mayor in the

hospitable city of Montreal. Never before had

the association attempted the experiment of

holding a meeting at a distance so great.

But the attendance was large— very large for

such an undertaking. The total registered num-

ber was 1,773, and over half of these crossed

the Atlantic. The remainder included Cana-

dians and some Americans (citizens of the

United States) ; many of whom read papers, and

took part in the discussions.

The other gathering was the annual meeting

of the American Association for the Advancement

of Science, at the City of Brotherly Love, whose
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citizens, in the cordial reception and hospitable

entertainment of their special guests, sustained

its former reputation.

The numerous attractions at Philadelphia dur-

ing the first part of September probably served

to increase the number in attendance at this

meeting of the association. The Franklin In-

stitute Electrical Exhibition, rivalling in some

respects the late Paris and Vienna Electrical Ex-

positions ; the Pennsylvania State Fair, noted for

the excellence of its display in almost every de-

partment ; the advent of many prominent mem-

bers of the British association at the close of the

Montreal meeting, — these and other circum-

stances concurred in swelling the number of regis-

tered members (1,261) beyond any figure known

heretofore.

Though even five hundred less than the num-

ber at Montreal, there seems to be an easy way

of explaining the apparent inferiority in size of

our association. The British allow only those

to attend their meetings who have formerly regis-

tered as members, while the Americans earnestly

invite the attendance of citizens and visitors to

all their proceedings. In this way, many citi-

zens of Philadelphia this year, not wishing to

become members by the payment of a fee which

entitled all so paying to the reductions in rail-

way fare and other advantages, attended the sec-

tional meetings, with great interest and profit.

As the object of scientific research is to amel-

iorate the condition of mankind everywhere and

always, we attach a strong preference to the

American method.

The notable feature of the Philadelphia meet-

ing was the presence of these foreigners. In-

deed, not only were there over two hundred

members of the British association present, but

many foreign scientific bodies in France, Austria,

Belgium, Italy, Russia, India, and Japan were

duly represented by delegates. As many of these

visitors read papers, and took part in the discus-

sions, an excellent opportunity was presented to

Americans to become acquainted, to a certain

extent, with some of the most noted scientists in

the world.

As a rough estimate of the amount of work

done during the week of each meeting, we may

mention that the British association read 327

papers, and the American 304. At the former

about 50 reports on important scientific questions

of the day were made ; the committees having

had at their disposal, for investigation and re-

search, $7,500.

In this respect, our association may well learn

a lesson. To see the presiding officer labor at

bringing out a report of some kind, from some

member of the numerous committees appointed

the preceding year on important subjects, was

nothing more or less than a farce. Appropri-

ations for the use of each committee in its work

should be generously made, with strict regu-

lations as to its use.

As to the relative merits of the work done in

the meetings of the two associations, it must be

admitted that our cousins work on a higher plane

than we. The character and quality of the

papers presented seem to be superior to ours.

Perhaps the greater encouragement which science

receives in Great Britain (and most other coun-

tries) from the government, in the way of grants

of money for various researches and scientific

projects, accounts in a large measure for this dif-

ference. When our nation recognizes the im-

portance of regular and continued scientific

research by endowments for that purpose, and

when our State governments encourage scientific

education in a broad and systematic way, then

we may hope to stand on an equal footing in

this respect with other nations.

An electric light has been introduced into the

new light-house on the Island of Kaza, at the

entrance of the outer harbor of Rio Janeiro.

The light is revolving, having two white disks

and one red one succeeding each other at in-

tervals of fifteen seconds ; and it is visible thirty-

five miles away.

It is said that another Atlantic cable will be

laid between England and Canada. It will start

in Scotland at the Faroe Islands, touching Ice-

land and the west coast of Greenland, and from

there running in a southerly direction as far as

the Bay of St. Lawrence ; it will land at Gaspe

Harbor. The total length of these cables will be

some three thousand one hundred and fifty

nautical miles, while the longest section will not

exceed nine hundred miles. On this account,

the working capacity of the cable will be about

double that of any of the present cables.

ARCTIC EXPLORERS HOME AGAIN.

Of all the many interesting items of scientific

news during the past summer, none presented

such a thrilling phase, and so touched the sym-

pathies of all civilized nations, as the rescue of

Lieut. Greely and his few surviving comrades

from the jaws of Arctic cold and ice. It is im-

possible in a few lines, and the short time at our

command, to present the picture as it should be

painted ; but we can state a few of the facts, and

leave the painting to the imagination of our

readers.

In 1 88 1 thirteen of the nations of Europe

and America entered into an arrangement for

establishing various stations in the polar regions,

chiefly northern, for the purpose of securing ob-

servations in regard to weather, tides, action of

the compass needle, and other phenomena found

to be of more and more use now to mankind in

their every-day life and business. These obser-

vations were to be taken during the same period,

at all the stations, for one, and in some cases,

three years. Fifteen stations were established,

two of which were furnished by the United States,

one in Alaska, and the other on the eastern coast

of British America, opposite the northern ex-

tremity of Greenland.

Here at a latitude of 8i° 44', the most north-

erly station of all the nations, Lieut. Greely

and his party of twenty-five workers were landed

in the summer of 1881. The "Proteus" had

made an easy and quick passage to Lady Frank-

lin Bay, the destination of the party, and after

landing her stores of coal, eatables, etc., bade

farewell to the little colony already nearly estab-

lished at Fort Conger.

The station had been chosen near the bed of

coal discovered by the English in 1875, and the

materials for a house had been bought on the

coast of Greenland during the passage ; so that

all promised well for the sustenance and protec-

tion of the party. Well enough, so long as the

provisions lasted, which were intended for three

years ; but after that, what ? What if no vessel

could reach them?

Along the shore leading from Fort Conger,

down for two hundred and fifty miles to Cape

Sabine, stations of provisions had been left, or

cached (hidden), at intervals of from fifty to

seventy-five miles. Some of these had been

there for years, some were left by the " Proteus"

herself. It was understood between Lieut.

Greely and the authorities that each year a

relief party would be sent to furnish new men, in

the place of the sick or disabled, and a fresh

stock of provisions. If help should fail to reach

him after the two years were finished, his course

would be to commence a southward retreat along

the coast, using the caches as needed. He him-

self stated, in 1881, that this plan was perfectly

feasible.

Accordingly, in 1882, the " Neptune " was fit-

ted out, and sent on her relief expedition. After

six weeks' steady fight with the ice-pack and

adverse winds, failing to reach Fort Conger by

over one hundred and fifty miles, the captain

gave up the battle, and, after establishing two

caches, sadly turned homeward.

Again, in 1883, the "Proteus" set out on her

errand of mercy. Many remember the dreadful

issue of that attempt. Caught in the solid ice,

nearly two hundred miles short of her destina-

tion, she was easily, fearfully crushed, and slowly

sank. The officers saved a quantity of her

stores, and again established a cache for Lieut.

Greely in his forced retreat from northern cold

and starvation. By boats and sledges, the crew of

the " Proteus " finally reached Godhavn. Green-

land, where was the " Yantic," their other vessel.

Great, indeed, was the disappointment when

the fate of the " Proteus," with the failure of this

party to reach Greely, was known. The spring
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of 1884, and not a word concerning the noble

band at Fort Conger ! Sad forebodings begin to

spread among the people. Brothers and fathers,

sisters and mothers, wives and children, look

northward at night with tears in their eyes. The

country becomes alarmed ; scientific men and

old Arctic explorers study out the probabilities of

the whereabouts of the party ; Congress offers a

reward of $25,000 to the captain of the whaler

who should bring back Greely and his men

;

and a bill is passed, empowering President

Arthur to use any amount needed to fit out a

thoroughly equipped expedition.

Even foreign nations are aroused. Great Brit-

ain, in a most kind manner, proffers the gift of

the Arctic steamer "Alert"— noted for the

cruise of Sir George Nares to this same spot in

1875-

The little fleet of four vessels sails in May

;

the world waits in suspense. In mid-July there

flashes over the wires and cables of the world

the glad news that the party has been found, and

that the flagship "Thetis" and the "Bear"

have brought them on board to St. Johns.

But a sadness fell like a funeral pall over this

bright message, when it was added that seven-

teen out of the original twenty-five were dead

;

and that all the remaining men when found were

within a few hours only of a similar fate by star-

vation and cold.

THE RESCUE.

The force of the storm had blown the tent,

under which they had huddled in despair, down

upon them. The strongest of the party could

manage to hold up the signal-flag for the brief

space of two minutes only, to direct aright the

relief party, whom they could hear, but not see.

The facts concerning the restoration of the

survivors we learn from a communication of

Surgeon Green of the " Thetis," in " The Medi-

cal Record :
"—

"The cases of Greely's six fellow-survivors, it is

remarked, were very similar to his. The condition

of all was so desperate that a delay of two hours

in the camp was necessary before they could be

removed to the relief vessels. Brandy, milk, and

beef-essence were administered.

" Greely fainted after being carried to the ward-

room of the ' Thetis.' When he was brought to,

a teaspoonful of minced raw fresh beef was given

to him. His clothes were carefully cut off of him
;

and heavy red flannels, previously warmed, were

substituted. He was excessively emaciated, and

his body emitted an offensive odor. His skin hung

from his limbs in flaps. His face, hands, and scalp

were black with a thick crust of soot and dirt.

He had not washed himself, or changed his cloth-

ing, for ten months. He had lived a long time at

a temperature inside the hut of from five to ten

degrees above zero. He was nervous and irritable,

at times almost irrational; and his eyes were wild

and staring. He insisted on talking, craving news,

and demanding food ; but he complained of no

pain.

" His tongue was dry and cracked, and coated a

brownish black. He was ravenously hungry. His

pulse was 52, and soft or compressible. His skin

was cold, clammy, shrivelled, and sallow. His tem-

perature under the tongue was 97.2 degrees. There

was great muscular waste, and he was unable to

move or to stand without support. Before leaving

Fort Conger in August, 1883, he weighed 168

pounds: he now weighed 120 pounds. He was

carried aboard the ' Thetis ' about eleven p.m. on

June 22, it being then broad daylight in that region
;

and his treatment from that hour until eight o'clock

the next morning was a teaspoonful of minced raw

beef, alternated every half hour with a teaspoonful

of milk-punch. Strict quiet was enjoined.

" On June 23 Surgeon Green was compelled to

allow him to read some letters from home, after

which he seemed less restless. He talked ration-

ally, but showed a loss of memory in often repeat-

ing what he had previously said. He had not

closed his eyes in sleep since ,his rescue. The
treatment was the same as during the night, except

that finely cut raw onion was added to the mincecl

beef, and half an ounce of milk-punch was given

every two hours.

"On the next day, June 24, although he had yet

had no sleep, and he showed a great desire to talk

and read, there were signs of improvement. He
was less persistent in demanding food, his tongue

presented a moister appearance, he began to com-

plain of soreness in his limbs, and his heart sounded

stronger. Surgeon Green had him sponged with

tepid water, and briskly rubbed with flannels. He
gave him a small quantity of oatmeal thoroughly

boiled, beef essence, and scraped beef and onion.

" On the next day, June 25, Lieut. Greely slept

for the first time. He awoke, after two or three

hours, much refreshed. He talked without excite-

ment, and his tongue and skin began to look more

natural. His muscles felt sore, and his ankles

were puffed.

" On the next day, June 26, his mind was tran-

quil, but there was a loss of memory of words. He
was allowed to sit up in bed, and read a little. He
slept six hours. For the first time since his rescue,

medicine was given him,— some muriate of iron.

"On the next morning he had eight ounces of

broiled steak ; and on the following day, June 28,

he dressed himself, and sat up for two hours. His

food was now gradually increased from day to day,

and he continued steadily to improve. On July 1

he was well bundled up, and allowed to sit on deck

for an hour in the sunshine. On July 17 the

' Thetis' arrived at St. Johns.

" Lieut. Greely's muscles were now filling out

rapidly ; and he was allowed to go on shore, and

take exercise. Here, Surgeon Green says, the

lieutenant committed an error in diet at the Ameri-

can consul's table, and suffered for two days with

a slight attack of intestinal indigestion. On July

25, for the first time, he was allowed to eat three

square meals. Six weeks after his rescue, he had

gained 49 pounds. He gained ()\ pounds the first

week, 15 pounds the second week, 8 pounds the

third week, 7 pounds the fourth week, 5| pounds

the fifth week, and 4 pounds the sixth week."

Thus the survivors were brought bark to life

and health, though some of them have remind-

ers still of their visit at death's door. All honor

to the brave men who so nobly bore their suffer-

ings, and who fulfilled the mission so well on

which they were sent !

[We must postpone until another number the

fuller discussion of the results of this most im-

portant expedition.] J. C. B.

SOUTH-END INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.

One of the most interesting exhibits in the

Mechanics' Fair is that of work done by children

in the South-end Industrial School. The ex-

hibit occupies one of the smaller apartments on

the first balcony, opposite the organ. There are

dresses of woollen and cotton stuffs, cut, fitted,

and made by girls from twelve to fourteen years

of age. The work is, of course, done under the

supervision of the teacher, but it is none the less

the work of the children, and looks remarkably

neat and well done. There are dresses, skirts,

aprons, jackets, and caps in the department of

dress-making ; and in the line of more fancy

articles, are shown very fair specimens of em-

broidery and art needle-work. The work of the

boys is no less important. Carpentry is taught

in its simplest form, to give the boys a correct

knowledge of the use of tools ; and the result of

their lessons may be seen in numerous boxes,

boot-jacks, dish-racks, tool-boxes, and so forth.

The older boys are instructed in brass hammer-

ing, and both girls and boys unite in drawing

designs for brass. There are on sale several

picture-frames of hammered brass, which have

been designed and executed by boys thirteen

and fourteen years of age ; and the designs of

many are very good indeed.

Much good is being done by benevolent peo-

ple of Boston, in the support of these industrial

schools. And not essentially different in purpose

are the many vacation schools now opened dur-

ing the summer months for the poor children of

Boston, where the girls are taught sewing, em-

broidery, and kitchen-gardening ; while the boys

are instructed in carpentry, wood-carving, clay-

modelling, brass-hammering, and in some of the

schools shoe-making is taught.

This work of industrial and vacation schools

is one toward which none of us ought to feel

indifferent, for they are the means of educating

and improving many boys and girls who are

growing up to be the citizens of our towns and

cities. —• m *—

POLITICAL NOTES.

It is not worth while to be censorious about

Mr. Blaine's tour. As the poet says, " To-ur is

human," etc.

The best style of bank-note steel-engraving
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has been issued, with a beautiful portrait of Mr.

Blaine. 'Tis from a recent portrait, and repre-

sents the next President as he will look when

being sworn in, on the 4th of March next.

It is with interest that thousands have followed

Blaine in his Western tour. Surely he has been

received everywhere with the greatest enthusi-

asm, and we are more confident than ever that

he will occupy the Presidential chair.

The voters of the United States want to know

how Cleveland stands on the tariff issue, but Mr.

Cleveland refuses to gratify them. He contents

himself with pointing to the purposely muddled

tariff plank of the Democratic national platform,

and remarking, " I have nothing to add."

Gov. St. John's letter of acceptance as candi-

date for the Presidency of the United States has

appeared. It is a warm and earnest appeal for

the interest of our country in the cause of intem-

perance. He says, "This traffic, sanctioned as

it is by the laws of our country, costs the people,

at a low estimate, one billion dollars a year,—
not to speak of the destroyed homes, debauched

manhood, poverty, heartache, crime, and cor-

ruption it produces. This disgraceful business

should be suppressed, and the enormous sum of

money that, under the present system, is worse

than thrown away, saved to the people ; and thus

a protection would be given to the industries of

this country, that would enable us to throw our

doors open wide to the competition of the

world." _^^_

ART NOTES.

The statue of Admiral Dupont, which is to

stand in Dupont Circle, Washington, has been

completed in Philadelphia, and is expected to

reach the capital early next month. It will be

unveiled the last of October or the first part of

November. Mr. Launt Thompson, the sculp-

tor, will receive about $14,000 for his work.

The admiral is represented as standing on the

deck of his vessel, uncovered, earnestly gazing,

having first dropped his field-glasses, which he

holds in both hands in front of him. The
statue is about ten feet high. The face is said

to bear a striking likeness to the famous officer.

The pedestal, which is already in position, is of

Richmond granite.

It is not yet decided what disposition will be

made of the valuable collection of etchings and

prints left by the late Mr. Claghorn of Philadel-

phia. When Seymour Haden was in this coun-

try, he declared that he knew of no collection

of his own works as complete as that possessed

by Mr. Claghorn. The collection is said to be

worth about $250,000.

The desired statue in honor of John Harvard

is now provided for by the munificence of a

friend of the university, whose name is with-

held. It will be erected near the Memorial

Hall, instead of on the Delta as at first pro-

posed. ^^
MUSICAL NOTES.

The Lasell Glee Club will be re-organized for

the coming year.

Dudley Buck has declined his Yale College

degree of Doctor of Music.

The bodies of Beethoven and Schubert are to

be transferred from the burial-ground of Maehr-

ing to a new cemetery outside of Vienna.

Nevada studied Gounod's " Redemption

"

under the master himself.

Sembrich is in Dresden. She will not visit

America dur'ng the coming season.

Theo is a widow.

Gilbert and Sullivan are engaged upon a new
play.

Liszt is not blind.

Gounod's book on Wagner will consist of three

parts, under the headings, "The Man; The

Artist ; The School."

Mme. Albani returns to America in January,

for concerts.

Gerster will not visit America until year after

next.

Lotta's new musical play " Nitouche " has

made a failure in New York.

Mme. Patti will celebrate the twentieth anni-

versary of her debut in Paris as Violetta in

"Traviata," Oct. 27.

Rubinstein's dread of seasickness keeps him

from visiting America.

Mrs. Annie Louise Cary-Raymond emphati-

cally declines all offers to sing in concerts.

Wagner is said to be classed among the

clash-ic composers.

Vienna has given fifty thousand dollars for

the erection of a monument to the memory of

Mozart.

M. Peror, a Paris pianist, proposes to play in

a den of lions. Something is said about cruelty

to animals.

LOCALS.

Hurrah for Blaine !

The results of the Lasell election were as fol-

lows : Blaine and Logan, 89 ; Cleveland and

Hendricks, 19 ; Butler and West, 5 ; Mrs.

Lockwood, 2 ; St. John and Daniel, 5. "That's

the way we do in Jackson !

"

Adam raised Cain : so did Cain, when he

killed Abel.

Italy has 4,800,000 lemon-trees, which pro-

duce 1,260,000,000 lemons annually; and yet,

during circus season in Italy, lemonade is just

as sad looking and pale as in America where

lemons are always more scarce.

One girl was heard to remark to another, that

the ice-cream was frozen by steam here ; where-

upon the other exclaimed, " Why, I should think

it would melt !

"

On entering the front hall, the old girls were

pleased to see an addition to the hall furniture,

in the shape of a grandfather's clock standing

in its corner by the curtains. It is pleasant to

hear its silvery tones chiming the hours.

Teacher (in despairing tones).— "Now, Miss

H., don't you think you fully understand this

part of the lesson? " Miss H. (her eyes riveted

on some object outside).— "No; but there's

a dear little squirrel running out on the railing."

The number of tennis-players has increased

so much this year, that two new tennis-nets have

been set up for their use.

One of the young ladies in the nineteenth-cen-

tury history class gave us the startling information

that France is situated in England, and occupies

about one-half of Great Britain.

Even though Boston is the Hub of the Uni-

verse, and professes to lead all other cities in

intellect, and supports well its surrounding insti-

tutions of learning, still we have received from

one of its inhabitants a letter bearing this address,

" Mrs. Lasell Semnary, Aurbendle, Mass."

The water at a certain railroad-station out

West gave out, and a supply had to be brought

in barrels for the engines.- One dark night an

engine was by mistake filled up from six bar-

rels of whiskey, and eight or ten of beer, just

arrived at the station for delivery to members
of the temperance club in town. The engineer

never had such a time in all his life, as the en-

gine got drunk. It whistled constantly, snorted,

and reeled, and with difficulty the machine was

kept on the track ; and, when they got to the

terminus, nothing would persuade the engine to

go to its home in the round-house. It staid

out all night.

Sub. Fresh, (to dignified post-graduate).

—

"Are you a freshman?"

P. G.— " No, I'm a post-graduate."

5. F.— " Why, what's a post-graduate ?
"

P. G.— " Oh, it's only a girl that has the mis-

fortune to come back to a school after she has

graduated from it, and slowly petrify to a post !

"

.S. F. (horrified). — " Oh, how awful !

"

{P. G. collapses.)

The familiar cry, " Bananas all ripe ! Bana-

nas all ripe !
" once more resounds through the

streets of the village, which is a sign that the

fruit-venders have returned to gladden the hearts

of the Lasell girls.
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The contrast between French and American

newspaper advertisements is so amusing, that

we print a sample of the former. An optician

advertises thus :
—

Large choice of the best opera and field

glasses, with best and pure achromatical glasses

with the most aggrandizement and largest sight

;

double perspectives of the newest construction,

for wide distance ; carefully proved barometers

and thermometers ; spectacles and pincenez

with the finest glasses of real crystal to the

cheapest prices. Articles which are not con-

venable will be willingly changed.

These October days have been unexception-

ally pleasant for rowing, and the Juniatas have

made good use of them. The vacancies occa-

sioned by the non-return of the " old girls " have

not been filled as yet. At a recent meeting of

the club, the following officers were elected :
—

President. — Lydia Starr.

Secretary and Treasurer.— Gertrude F. Pen-

field.

Captain.— Gussie M. Lowe.

First Strokes Oarsman.— Rachael Allen.

Second Strokes Oarsman.— Kittie Prescott.

It was rather frosty on Oct. 16, but that fact

did not lessen at all the surprise and delight of

the girls when they discovered snow-flakes fall-

ing. Too bad ! We might have recorded a

sleigh-ride, had not their eagerness frightened

the snow into rain.

Master John and Miss Belle Bragdon are

happy now in the possession of a Shetland pony

and a little village-cart. The pony was one

which professor obtained in Scotland this sum-

mer. It was brought to Auburndale, and placed

in the stable, before the children had heard of

their gift ; and, of course, their surprise and

delight were unbounded.

Wednesday evening, Oct. 15, a few of the

Seminary girls attended the lecture on Wendell

Phillips, delivered in the Methodist church by

Mrs. Mary A. Livermore. " It is impossible,"

said Mrs. Livermore, " to paint any adequate

picture of the life of Wendell Phillips, except on

the dark background of American slavery." A
clearer or more interesting account of the causes

which brought about the American civil war can-

not be found than is in this lecture. It is one

which a patriot and hero-worshipper will not fail

to attend.

Mrs. Harris, sister of one of the girls, and a

lady who has given much of her life to mission-

ary work in Japan, gave a very interesting ad-

dress about Japan, at the Seminary a short time

ago. Mrs. Harris's remarks and descriptions of

Japanese women were enhanced, and much more

enjoyed, by the fact that she appeared in Jap-

anese costume. After the address, she met some

of the teachers and girls in the parlors, where

she exhibited numerous idols, and performed the

mode of greeting, common in Japan.

Saturday night the 18th, a number of the girls

indulged in a taffy-pull, and had a very merry

time.

The girls who had not participated in the fun

gave any amount of " taffy," so to speak, to those

that had. Of course the taffy-pullers returned

the compliment, only in a more substantial form.

On Monday, Sept. 29, about fifty of us, mostly

" new girls," were packed like sardines in the

barges of our friend Mr. Tinkham, and were

merrily driven to see the sights of Concord and

Lexington. We visited the site of Thoreau's (or,

as our driver termed it, Pharaoh's) hut ; the old

burying-ground ; Sleepy Hollow, where are in-

terred the bodies of Hawthorne, Thoreau, and

Emerson; saw the "Old Manse," and the

house where still remains the bullet-hole, a relic

of the Revolution ; and then took our lunch by

the bridge, near the famous statue of the " Min-

ute-Man." We visited the State's Prison, and

passed the houses of Emerson, Louisa Alcott,

and Hawthorne, and then drove through Lex-

ington homewards.

The first Saturday evening after our return to

Lasell was made memorable by a little social,

the object of which was to put the new-comers

on a friendly footing with all. The pupils, and a

few friends from the village and vicinity, were
?
' received " by the Seniors, and entertained dur-

ing the course of the evening with selections by

Miss Penfield and the Lasell Glee Club.

Refreshments of a light nature were after-

wards served, and the evening seemed to have

been hugely enjoyed by all present.

All who have been to Lasell know what a

"Tuesday Question " is. We are happy, how-

ever, that every Tuesday does not necessarily

bring with it one of these interrogatives, which

usher in a week of thought and research, and a

carefully written answer.

The last question propounded was of a most

astonishing nature to our diminutive compre-

hensions. "What is the fundamental form of

the universe ? " " Name the colors of the rain-

bow in their order."

Most appropriate to the time of year, was the

subsequent question, "What are the names of

the different trees whose leaves change their

color in the /all?" "What is the cause of this

change?" It seemed a simple question; but

several of the girls could discover but four, while

others varied from that number to fifteen. One

observing girl found twenty-one. All agreed

that change of color was caused by the frost,

except one, who said it was due to Nature.

Rev. Richard Winsor, missionary to Western

India, at home for a year, but about to sail for

his field of labor, addressed the young women of

Lasell upon the subject of East Indian missions

last Tuesday evening. His remarks occupied

the time of the usual weekly prayer-meeting.

Mr. Winsor leaves his young daughter at Lasell,

and has therefore more than an ordinary interest

in the school. He contrasted the condition of

the million girls of India with those before him,

whose home in Christian lands gives them ad-

vantages which to the former are quite unknown.

Something of the simplicity of their habits may
be inferred from the fact that their board, clothing,

and tuition can be secured for a year for twenty-

five dollars ; a sum that is often given to them

by their sisters in this country. Mr. Winsor

showed that every Christian must, by virtue of

that calling, be a missionary in some important

sense to all whom he can teach. Mr. Winsor

considers the East Indians noble by nature, but

priest-ridden. They are kept in superstition by

their ignorance, for few of the common people

can read. They believe in the Incarnation of

the Divine Spirit in the Trinity, and in a new

birth. As children, they are compelled to com-

mit large portions of the Vedas to memory, but

are quite ignorant of the meaning, as these books

are written in Sanscrit, a tongue unknown to

the people. The habits of the women and their

dress were described. It is rare that any one

knows how to sew. Their simple garments make

the use of the needle unnecessary. They live in

houses of one room, perhaps only eight feet by

ten feet large, with mud walls, and in great filth.

The women grind the corn, and cook the food.

The girls never go to school.

Happily this state of things is now undergoing

a change for the better, through the influence of

the Christian teachings of the missionaries.

Mr. Bragdon knows a Christian gentleman,

formerly a teacher, who intends to spend this

winter in Germany and Rome, and next summer

make a tour of the Continent on a bicycle. He
will take a boy or young man under his care.

Mr. Bragdon recommends him in every way,

and will put any parent, wishing such a chance

for his boy, in communication with the party.

PERSONALS.

Miss Marion Sigafus was married at her home,

Tarrytown, N.Y., Wednesday, June 25, to Mr.

J. Everett Bird.

Miss Mayme Weyl and Mr. George Townsend

were married Thursday evening, July 10, at the

home of the bride, 3050 Thomas Street, St.

Louis.

Miss Belle Fitzgerald and Mr. Robert M.

Kerr were married in the Vermont-avenue Chris-

tian Church, Washington, D.C., Thursday even-

ing, Aug. 7.
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Miss Yetta Westheimer was married at the

Synagogue, St. Louis, Mo., Wednesday evening,

Sept. 3, to Mr. Simeon Binswanger of that city.

Miss Nellie Canfield and Mr. Charles C.

Cunningham were married at the bride's home,

Washington, Io., Wednesday evening, Oct. i.

Miss Hattie Williams was married Tuesday

evening, Oct. 7, at her home, Washington, Io.,

to Mr. Frank Wilson.

Miss Emma Hare and Mr. H. A. Smith were

married Thursday evening, Oct. 9, at her home,

St. Joseph, Mo.

Miss Leora Haley and Mr. Frank A. Marvin

were married in the Episcopal church, Marble-

head, Mass., Oct. 15.

Miss Hattie B. Settle and Mr. William T.

Bush were married at Watertown, N.Y., Oct. 2.

Since writing the above, we learn that the

other day Hattie Settle rode by the seminary,

with her new husband. In view of this very

strange proceeding on the part of an old Lasell

girl (we cannot excuse her by reason of any

supposed timidity, or reluctance to show her

chosen life-mate to the curious gaze of her

Lasell sisters), we hereby retract the above, and

declare it unpublished,— till she explains.

Through Mrs. Morrill comes the sad news of

the death, on the 31st inst., of Mrs. Poor of

Cambridge, mother of our Neena here in '82.

We are very sorry for Neena.

"Elaine Goodridge, Sept. 14, 1884." May
there be many happy .birthdays for the new-

comer ! Professor Goodridge is gratefully re-

membered at Lasell j and the prosperity of the

school at Bernardstown, under his supervision,

is no surprise to those who knew him here.

Miss Elizabeth May Hosford's parents gave

a brilliant lawn-party in her honor, at their home,

Clinton, Io., Wednesday evening, July 2.

Miss Griggs has returned, and has a warm

welcome from teachers and friends.

Miss Newkirk brings good tidings of Kitty

Morrell, now Mrs. Van Husen, of Detroit, Mich.

Miss Fannie L. Gregg sends her photograph :

we would like better to see herself.

Miss Hilton and other new girls report kind

commendation of Lasell from old pupils. May
the memory of the school brighten as the years

go by, and as experience of life proves how good

is kindly restraint, and the true work of a school

!

Miss Abby Goodale made a brief visit at

Lasell, during vacation. She has returned to her

work as principal of one of the public schools in

Duluth.

Miss Annie R. Bragdon was married Wednes-

day evening, Sept. 3, at the home of her friend,

Miss Nellie Ferguson, Brookline, Mass., to Mr.

Arthur Winslow of Aubumdale, and has her

home near " the dear school ;
" Mr. Winslow con-

tinuing his work in the Allen Brothers' School,

at West Newton.

Miss Fannie Wiswall visited the Seminary in

vacation. Her health is much improved since

her long stay abroad.

Dr. R. L. Walston made his first visit to the

Seminary in vacation.

Mrs. C. L. Hoag came also to see the place

where her daughter spent a happy year.

Emma Genn was called home suddenly by a

severe accident, and is still detained by it. We
shall welcome her back.

The girls of '81 -'8 2 will be glad to hear that

Miss Lucy Lappan is now in Hanover, Germany,

where she will remain for some time pursuing a

course of study. Her letters, giving accounts of

her travels this summer, are very interesting. It

was planned that a friend should be with her

this winter ; but unexpected news from America

deprived her of a companion, and she is now a

" stranger in a strange land." " A brave little

woman " says an intimate friend. Homesick

girls should compare their situation with hers.

Miss Gussie M. Lowe, '84, has returned as a

post-graduate, and is now pursuing the studies

of music, painting, book-keeping, and elocution.

Dora Walston did not return this year as

expected. The attractions of _£V/ucation were

too small for her at Lasell this year.

Miss Nellie H. Packard, '84, made us a short

call last week, and the promise of a longer one

in the near future. She is by no means idle : a

class of five in painting, the South Boston Flower-

Mission, " papa's books," and numerous other

things, keep her busily engaged.

The friends of Miss Lulu Wells will be sorry

to hear that she does not return to Lasell this

year, as she had intended. After travelling

through Europe five months, Mrs. Wells and her

daughter return to America, leaving Lulu in

Paris for the winter. She has found a pleasant

home, with an American friend, in a French

family, and is studying the language with one of

the finest teachers in Paris. There are pros-

pects of her pursuing her study of painting under

Mr. Bacon, who is quite a celebrated artist.

Some may remember an engraving, entitled

" Burial at Sea," which appeared in " Harper's

Magazine " last winter, engraved from one of

Bacon's paintings. We wish Lulu a successful

and happy winter, and a safe return home.

The cousins Hattie and Emma Seiberling are

at home in Akron this year. Hattie is contin-

uing her lessons on the pianoforte under a

Cleveland professor, and is otherwise engaged

with a " palette and a paint-brush."

Died in Watertown, Mass., Aug. 2, Mrs. Ella Stock-

ing Porter, wife of Mr. Lewis B. Porter, aged 25

years.

Such was the sad intelligence which suddenly

changed our glad summer vacation into a season

of mourning. May God comfort the hearts of

those of us who sorrow because she, whom we
loved so well, has been taken from our midst

!

For several years after leaving Lasell, Ella

remained with her parents in Hyde Park ; where,

as has been truly said, she was well-nigh idol-

ized by the home-circle. One year ago this

month she was married to Mr. Porter, and later

removed to Watertown. During the last Christ-

mas holidays, we, together with several of the

" old girls," were delightfully entertained in her

charming home.

A short season of happy wedded life, a few

days of motherhood, and our beloved friend was

laid to rest in the quiet " God's acre " of her

village-home.

How blessed, to those of us who were her as-

sociates in bygone years, is the memory of her

beautiful life ! Although younger than many of

her schoolmates, her matured judgment and

womanly ways made us look up to her as to an

elder sister.

While earnest and faithful in improving the

talents with which she was so richly endowed,

yet never, in her enjoyment of the gifts, did she

forget the Giver. With her versatile genius

consecrated, she was a power for good ; and it

seemed as if she was so much needed here : but

God makes no mistakes !

Her marked courtesy to the aged, and her

unselfish interest in the welfare of those around

her, made her a universal favorite.

Particularly do we recall the rich melody of

her voice. Not alone were we charmed with

her perfect rendering of classical music, but well

we recall her singing in the prayer-meetings.

Here it was that, from the depths of her pure

soul, she " sang of His mighty love, mighty to

save."

Often, in the quiet of our room, she would

exclaim, while her lovely brown eyes filled with

tears, " How good God is to us, and how true

we ought to be to him !
" Dear girls, could our

angel friend speak to us to-day, I fancy the

message would be the same " How good God
is to us : how true we ought to be to him !

"

" She is not dead, the child of our affection,

But gone unto that school

Where she no longer needs our poor protection,

And Christ himself doth rule.

In that great cloister's stillness and seclusion,

By guardian angels led,

Safe from temptation, safe from sin's pollution,

She lives whom we call dead." L. R. P.
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Because we have been more fortunate than

many schools in the preservation of the lives of

our students, the death of any one who has been a

student among us is, perhaps, all the more keenly

felt. On Saturday, Oct. 18, word was received

at Lasell that our friend and schoolmate Nellie

Marsh had passed from this life to finish her

education among the celestial ones. She had

been in delicate health for some time ; and,

though her friends had thought she was too frail

to stand the blasts of earth long, yet her death

at the last was unexpected, as death always is.

In token of our grief for her loss, and sympathy

for the bereaved mother, one member from the

faculty, and one from the students, attended the

funeral, held in Worcester, where she had of late

made her home. The mother, almost heart-

broken at the loss of her only child, felt grateful

and comforted to meet the friends from Lasell,

to be able to speak about Nellie in her school

relations, which were so great a part of her life,

— greater, indeed, than we had realized before

;

nor did we fully appreciate how dear Lasell had

been to her, till her mother told us how earnestly

she had plead to be allowed to return, notwith-

standing her delicate health, and how, in the

hope she might improve, she had held to the

engagement of her room until about two weeks

before the term opened, when her mother wrote

that Nellie was not well enough to return to

school. Nellie was one of those quiet, unob-

trusive natures, the pleasure of whose presence

is not so fully appreciated till we are deprived of

it. She was a favorite with her teachers and her

mates. She had won the affection of all by her

faithfulness in her work, her kindly thoughtful-

ness for others, and a constant effort to do right.

Just entering upon young womanhood, a com-

fort to her friends, the only child of a widowed

mother, it seems strange to us, perhaps, that her

young life was cut short
;
yet we, in the blind-

ness of our mortality, cannot see how much suf-

fering she may have been spared, or what lessons

her friends may learn from her death. Is there

not some message from God in it, and may not

there be a lesson for us ? If we had known she

was to go so soon, would not we all have found

one more opportunity to have said a kind word,

or done a kind act? and ought we not to daily

have the same consideration for others, which we

would show did we know the remaining oppor-

tunities were so few?

EXCHANGES.

It is with reluctance we take up our stylograph

again, after three delightful months of freedom.

We feel very charitable toward all. Visions of

swinging hammocks and moonlight walks— alas,

how distant they seem already !
— have left us in

no mood to criticise, or to be criticised, in other

than the most friendly manner. We hope that

in this lovely autumn-time the Leavfs will be a

pleasure and benefit to all who may hear their

gentle rustling.

Coming across the " Academy Trio " for June,

we are lead to hope that it will not forget its

friends this year ; for it is indeed a spicy and

readable little paper.

We are surprised, and none the less pleased,

by the absence of lengthy political articles in our

exchanges, and with which it is such a temptation

to editors to fill up the empty columns.

We have before us the " Vassar Miscellany " for

July, and are at once struck by the Commence-

ment subjects, which would seem to require an

unusual amount of thought and careful reading,

and would do credit to any of our brother colleges.

Still, we are compelled to heave a sigh of relief

that we were not among the favored few to listen

to these learned discourses, especially in the hot-

test summer weather, when lighter thoughts, as

well as clothes, are all that are bearable.

The "Dartmouth" and " Bowdoin Orient"

greet us : old friends, yet in one sense new, as

their covers will show. We extend a most hearty

welcome to " The Princetonian," " Colby Echo,"

" North-western," " The Exonian," " Bates Stu-

dent," " Kent's Hill Breeze," " Vassar Miscel-

lany," " Sentinel," " Dartmouth," " Philippian,"

" Bowdoin Orient," " Oberlin Review," " South-

ern Collegian," "The Radiator," " News Letter,"

"Williams Athenaeum," " Willistonian," "The

Crescent," " Student Life," " High-school News,"

and " High-school Argo."

TENNIS.

In keeping with the addition of two new ten-

nis courts comes the information that a tennis

club has been duly proposed and organized.

This new body is known as the Atalanta Tennis

Club, and rejoices in seventeen members, the

membership being limited to twenty. One of

the club recently gave us a long account of the

reasons for the name being thus, referring to

the Atalanta of running fame, who stopped in

her racing efforts to pick up the balls thrown

at her feet. By the means of a great stretch

of the imagination, we are at last enabled to

understand the implied significance of the title.

The officers are as follows : President, Jessie

A. Hayden ; secretary and treasurer, Lizzie M.

Whipple. The members are at present adorned

with new pins, the design being a small racket

with the letters A.T.C. dropped upon the string-

ing, the whole being of Roman gold.

On Monday, Oct. 27, the first tournament was

held, the members to compete for the yearly

prize offered by the club. Said prize is a pin

composed of a tennis net and posts, with the

lettering, etc., upon the netting ; the member

winning it the greatest number of times to have

final possession at the end of the year.

Upon this day, the excitement was intense

;

some non-participants even leaving their rooms

unswept, that they might be able to view the

contest. The first prize for singles was awarded

to Lou Walston ; the prizes for doubles, to Lou
Walston and Birdie Routt.

A SAFETY-BRAKE FOR VESSELS.

What is known as the " sea brake " is a novel

invention which is said to be getting very popu-

lar on the upper lakes. On each side of the

stern part of a vessel is hinged a great fin, nine

feet by nine and one-half feet, made of boiler-

plate, braced with angle-iron. They are ar-

ranged to fit in the rim of the vessel, where they

are secured by simple catches, which are con-

trolled by lines from the pilot-house. When the

fins are closed, they press against springs, so

that when the catches are released the fins are

thrown out from the side of the ship, and are

caught by the water. If the vessel is under

headway, they are instantly thrown out until

they stand at right angles with the keel. As

they assume this position, they bring up against

powerful springs. It is said that a steamer run-

ning at a full head of steam can be stopped

within her own length by this contrivance.

Either brake can be used separately, and thus

throw the vessel in any direction quicker than if

the rudder were relied upon alone.

AN INFAMOUS LAW.

" The Woman's Journal " says, " Several years

ago a citizen of Washington, who happened to

be poor, married a young lady who had great

wealth. They had but one child, who died.

The husband had entire control of his wife's

property, and managed it wisely. At his death,

not long ago, it was discovered that nearly the

entire estate stood in his name ; and, as there

was no will, his relatives got the most of it. The
widow, who was worth two hundred thousand or

three hundred thousand dollars when she mar-

ried, is now comparatively poor ; and her late

husband's relatives, who had nothing, are com-

paratively rich. Even the house in which her

father lived, and which was her own when she

married, went to them under an odious and

wicked law which provides that a woman in the

District of Columbia has no right of dower in

property that is encumbered."

G. H. INGRAHAM,

=Aftothecary,=

Corner of Waltham and Washington Sts.,

WEST NEWTON.
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EDITORIAL.

That the just and the unjust are treated with-

out partiality at Lasell, is a tradition of long

standing ; but, like most of the institutions of

antiquity, this is rapidly becoming a thing of the

past. Any one who has attended Lasell during

the last four years knows about the course of

lectures on Physiology and Hygiene, delivered

by Dr. Porter of Boston. The lectures come

every fortnight for five months of the school

year. Dr. Porter makes the lectures very inter-

esting, and we learn much of practical value

from her which we could not from a text-book.

Until this year every student in school has been

obliged to listen to Dr. Porter, take notes, and

write abstracts of what is said, no matter how
many years she has heard the same things re-

peated, nor how thoroughly she studied physi-

ology before she came, nor whether she is in the

special or regular course. But now times are

changed : those girls who have heard the lec-

tures two years are excused from attending

;

while those who have been here one year are

required to attend, but not to write the abstract

of the lecture. We think there are cases where

special students might be excused altogether.

This arrangement is very satisfactory, however,

to the girls, and we hope it may prove so to the

teachers.

Quite a stir has been created lately among

grammarians, on account of the proposition to

place a new word in the English language. There

has always been lacking a personal pronoun of

common gender, in the third person, singular

number. Some one has finally coined a word

which seems to fill the deficiency very nicely.

It is a contraction of that one into than. It

would be declined like any other pronoun, hav-

ing three cases,— the nominative and objective

being the same, while the possessive is formed by

adding s. In a sentence like this : Each one

must be guarded by his or her conscience, the

possessive form of thon would be used for his or

her ; then the sentence would read : Each one

must be guarded by thons conscience. There

are certainly very good reasons why this word

should be adopted, and we think it will be.

We feel quite certain that it is not well under-

stood outside how much thought and care are

expended for the health of the girls at Lasell.

This year, more than usual study has been given

to the matter of bettering the physical condition

of the girls. Accurate measurements of every

pupil have been taken ; and Miss Ransom, with

the aid of Dr. Sargent of Cambridge, is mak-

ing out a plan of exercise for each one. The

gymnasium, having been supplied with new ap-

paratus, will be open all the time, giving us the

opportunity to exercise whenever it is most con-

venient. The benefits to be derived from this

will be almost invaluable, and we hope the ar-

rangements will meet the hearty co-operation of

the parents as well as the girls.

We have not noticed that any one of the

magazines announces a list of contributors ap-

proaching in ability, reputation, and power to

interest and instruct, that which " The Youth's

Companion" announces of writers actually en-

gaged for 1885. This year it offered three thou-

sand dollars in prizes for good short stories. It

secured not only the stories, but many new

writers, whose work will be hereafter utilized.

And the price, only $1.75 a year, will cover a

subscription from now until the close of the year

1885. Sample copies are mailed free by the pub-

lishers, Perry Mason & Co., Boston.

The small vote which St. John received in the

Lasell election aroused the inquiry as to what

the sentiment regarding temperance is among
the girls. An attempt was made last year to or-

ganize an auxiliary of the W. C. T. U., but failed

because the girls considered the constitution too

rigid. A Lasell Temperance Society, of very

mild requirements, was formed ; but it was

found, after the officers were appointed, there

were no more temperance girls for members of

the association, and no one could be induced to

join. The many arguments that able-minded

men and women have put forth to convince peo-

ple of the harm coming from alcoholic liquors

have been heard so often that they have lost all

their effect. Statistics have been given showing

the immense number of crimes attributed to

drunkenness. Frances E. Willard and Mary A.

Livermore were both at Lasell last year, and

spoke most eloquently on the subject of " Intem-

perance." Their words had little effect. No
doubt there are many young ladies here who

never would offer wine to young men, nor ap-

prove of their drinking it, but who think, be-

cause they are ladies, there can be no harm in

an occasional Roman punch, brandy sauce, and

an after-dinner glass of champagne. Is it not

folly to ask young men to refuse what they them-

selves partake of at pleasure ? The girls here are

certainly less frivolous than at the majority of

boarding-schools. Every thing possible is done

to make sound-principled, independent, whole-

minded women of those who come to Lasell.

Can this be accomplished if the girls absolutely

refuse to take a decided stand for temperance,

the great reform of the age, the goal toward

which the finger of civilization points ?

A pound of pluck is worth a ton of luck.—
Garfield.
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LITERARY

MARGERY GREY.

A LEGEND OF VERMONT.

Bright the cabin walls were gleaming,

In the sunbeam's golden glow,

On a lovely April morning,

Near a hundred years ago ;

And upon the noble threshold

Stood the young wife Margery Grey,

With her fearless blue eyes glancing

Down the lonely forest way.

In her arms her laughing baby

With its father's dark hair played,

As he lingered there beside them

Leaning on his trusty spade.

" I am going to the wheat lot,"

With a smile said Robert Grey;
" Will you- be too lonely, Margery,

If I leave you all the day I

"

Then she smiled a cheerful answer

Ere she spoke a single word,

And the tone of her replying

Was as sweet as song of bird :

"No," she said, "I'll take the baby,

And go stay with Anna Brown
;

You must meet us there, dear Robert,

Ere the sun has quite gone down."

Thus they parted : strong and sturdy

All day long he labored on,

Spading up the fertile acres

From the stubborn forest won ;

And, when lengthening shadows warned him

That the sun was in the west,

Down the woodland aisles he hastened,

Whispering, "Now for home and rest."

But when he had reached the clearing

Of their friend, a mile away,

Neither wife nor child was waiting

There to welcome Robert Grey.

" She is safe at home," said Annie,

" For she went an hour ago." —
" It is strange I did not meet her,"

Came the answer, quick and low.

Back he sped, for night was falling,

And the path he scarce could see ;

Here and there his feet were guided

Onward by some deep-gashed tree.

When at length he gained the cabin,

Black and desolate it stood,

Cold the hearth, the windows rayless,

In the stillest solitude.

With a murmured prayer, a shudder,

And a sob of anguish wild,

Back he darted through the forest,

Calling on his wife and child.

Soon the scattered settlers gathered

From the clearings far and near,

And the solemn woods resounded

With their voices rising clear.

Torches flared, and fires were kindled,

And the horn's long peal rang out

;

While the startled echoes answered

To the hardy woodman's shout.

But in vain their sad endeavor,

Night by night, and day by day;

For no sign nor token found they

Of the child or Margery Grey.

Woe, woe, for pretty Margery !

With her baby on her arm,

On her homeward way she started,

Fearing nothing that could harm.

With a lip and brow untroubled,

And a heart at utter rest,

Through the dim wood she went singing

To the darling on her breast.

When, in sudden terror pausing,

Gazed she round in blank dismay :

Where were all the white-scarred hemlocks,

Pointing out the lonely way?

God of mercies ! She had wandered

From the pathway ; not a tree

Giving mute but kindly warning,

Could her straining vision see.

Twilight deepened into darkness,

And the stars came out on high ;

All was silent in the forest

Save the owl's low boding cry.

'Round about her in the darkness

Stealthy shadows softly crept,

And the babe upon her bosom

Closed its timid eyes, and slept.

Hark, a shout ! and in the distance

She could see a torch's gleam
;

But, alas ! she could not reach it,

And it vanished like a dream.

Then another shout, another,

But she screamed and sobbed in vain,

Rushing wildly toward a presence

She could never, never gain.

Morning came ; and, with the sunbeams,

Hope and courage rose once more :

Surely, ere another nightfall,

Her long wanderings would be o'er.

Then she soothed the wailing baby
;

And, when faint from want of food,

Ate the wintergreens and acorns

That she found within the wood.

Oh the days so long and dreary !

Oh the nights more dieary still

!

More than once she heard the sounding

Of the horn from hill to hill.

More than once a smouldering fire

In some sheltered nook she found,

And she knew her husband's footprints

Close beside it on the ground.

Dawned the third relentless morning;

And the sun's unpitying eye

Looked upon the haggard mother,

Looked to see the baby die.

All night long its plaintive moaning

Wrung the heart of Margery Grey

;

All day long her bosom cradled

It,— a pallid thing of clay.

Three days more she bore it with her,

On her rough and toilsome way,

Till across its marble beauty,

Stole the plague spot of decay.

Then she knew that she must leave it

In the wilderness to sleep,

Where the prowling wild beasts only

Watch above its grave would keep.

Dumb with grief she sat beside it,

Ah, how long, she never knew.

Were the tales her mother taught her

Of the dear All Father true,—

When the sky was brass above her,

And the earth was cold and dim,

And when all her tears and pleadings

Brought no answer down from him ?

But, at last, stern life the tyrant

Bade her take her burden up;

To her lips so pale and shrunken

Tressed again the bitter cup.

Up she rose, still journeying onward,

Through the forest far and wide,

Till the May flowers bloomed and perished,

And the sweet June roses died

;

Till July and August brought their fruits

And berries from their store
;

Till the golden-rod and aster

Said that summer was no more;

Till the maples and the birches

Donned their robes of green and gold

;

Till the birds were hastening southward,

And the days were growing cold.

Was she doomed to roam forever

O'er the desolated earth,

She the last and only being

In those wilds of human birth ?

Sometimes, from her dreary pathway,

Wolf or black-bear turned away
;

But not once did human being

Bless the sight of Margery Grey.

One chill morning in October,

When the trees were brown and bare,

Through the streets of ancient Charlestown,

With a strange bewildered air,

Walked a gaunt and pallid woman,

Whose dishevelled locks of brown

O'er her naked breast and shoulders

In the wind were streaming down.

Wondrous glances fell upon her;

Women veiled their modest eyes

Ere they slowly ventured near her,

Drawn by pitying surprise.

"Tis some crazy one," they whispered.

Back her tangled locks she tossed :

" Oh, kind hearts, have pity on me !

I am not mad, but lost."

Then she told her piteous story,

In a sad, disjointed way ;

And with cold white lips she murmured,
" T;ike me home to Robert Grey."

"But the river," they said, pondering,

" We are on the eastern side ;

How crossed you its rapid waters ?

Deep the channel is, and wide."

But she said she had not crossed it

:

In her strange, erratic course

She had wandered far to northward,

Till she reached its fountain source
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In the dark Canadian forests
;

Then, blindly roving on,

Down the wild New Hampshire valley

Her bewildered feet had gone.

Oh the joy-bells ! Sweet their ringing

On the frosty autumn air.

Oh the boats across the waters,

How they leaped the tale to bear!

Oh that wondrous golden sunset

Of that blest October day,

When that weary wife was folded

To the heart of Robert Grey.

Unknown.

IOWA BLUFFS.

It was a leaky old ferry-boat in which we

crossed the Upper Iowa River ; and not until

the creaking wooden pail had made many a dip,

did we cautiously step aboard, and pull ourselves

over the pretty stream.

At the landing we were met by the " oldest

inhabitant," a huge bowlder, full of forms, whose

life came, and passed away again, a myriad years

before our own existence. Finding him of a

hard and taciturn nature, we were glad to move

on to the new quarry.

A profitable business in fossil stones had for

some time been carried on in this place, and now

a new quarry was being opened. The full force

of a neighboring spring had been directed to the

spot, and was tearing away earth and stone, fast

working down to the solid rock. Just beyond,

under the shadow of a high bluff, stood the old

mill, dingy and forlorn. Here the quarry-stone

was sawed into slabs. It was more easy to

believe than to doubt that the mill was haunted.

There were windows, but the light refused to

enter. All about on floor and shelf lay scraps of

what had been, — slabs well marked with cri-

noids, sections of the orthoceras, and here and

there a little trilobite kept as a rare prize.

Our interest in geology was not sufficient to

hold us long at the mill and quarry.

The spring which supplies the mill with water-

power gushes out of the rock part way up the

bluff, and flows down with considerable force

over rocks and loose stones. It is qui^e a feat to

reach the head of the spring, crossing the water-

fall on a railless bridge, stopping every few steps

to steady a board under foot. Once safely

across, we stood there on solid rock ; while at our

feet the sparkling waters tumbled down the bluff,

all unconscious of their rainbow hues.

It was indeed beautiful as we rested on that

little table-land of rock, and looked down at all

below. Above us rose the rocks high and

threatening, layer upon layer of solid stone in

its quiet strength, all calm and motionless, ris-

ing many feet above our heads. On one side,

some ten feet above us, hung a huge bowlder,

which seemed ready to fall at the slightest jar.

Way up in the cliff, far beyond our reach, was

a rounded projection, which the wise ones say is

the head of an orthoceras, whose life had been

lived a hundred thousand years ago. Close

beside it, in poor, irregular letters, is cut the name

of some adventurer who had climbed to that

height. And many a man, in visiting Willett's

spring, sees the name, but neither sees nor cares

for the being whose body has for centuries formed

part of the solid rock. Such is human thought

of fame,— not what one is, but what one seems

or claims to be.

But we had delayed too long on the way, and

hurried on to the real object of our tramp.

After two hours spent in hard climbing, relieved

now and then by a rest in some shady nook, our

guide, who had run on ahead, called down, " Here

we are !

"

Hot, and not a little tired from our trip, we

climbed the last hill, and exclaimed, " Here we

are," as we turned a sharp corner in the rock,

and passed from August into October weather.

We were at the entrance of the ice cave.

Having rested a little on the rocky ledges of

the large ante-chamber, preparations were made

for a look into the cave. Waterproofs and rub-

bers for the women, and linen dusters for the

men, was the regulation costume. Thus clad,

candles lighted, and canes taken up, our small

procession started on its inarch. For the first

ten feet, daylight helped our flickering candles
;

but, after the first sharp turn in the passage, we

were entirely dependent upon their light. The

rocks under our feet grew slippery ; the walls were

wet and clammy, and in places hung with sheets

of ice.

On we went, usually walking upright, but oc-

casionally stooping to pass under some low-hang-

ing rock, which offered only a narrow passage.

Those behind, looking into the darkness beyond,

felt as if they had found some witch's den : the

bent forms clad in black moving noiselessly

about, the occasional flash of a candle, the sound

of a voice in the distance, and jewel-like glim-

mer of the walls, lent an unearthly appearance

to the place.

After advancing eighty or a hundred feet, we

came to a place where only a small hole led into

the next chamber. We went no farther, but,

stopping there, were entertained with a history

of the man who, resting against the wall, found

himself frozen to its bosom, a discussion of the

chances that the ceiling would sometime fall,

and kindred subjects, fitted to make us appre-

ciate the daylight when we saw it again.

It was with a genuine sense of relief that we

came out into the fresh air, and sat down to

enjoy a luncheon of ice.

Winneshiek's ice cave claims to be the only

one in America, although its rival is found in

Scotland. All through cold weather the walls

are dry and free from ice ; but, as summer comes

on, the ice slowly forms, increasing in amount

until early in August, when the coming winter

robs the cave of its power, and the ice slowly

disappears. The ice is most abundant in the

warmest weather, hanging on the walls in sheets

from two to six inches thick.

The cave's summer comes in winter, when its

breath melts all the snow about the entrance.

Geologists and chemists have offered various

explanations of this ice in summer, and heat in

winter, but none have been fully satisfactory.

SOURCES OF THE PLOT OF " THE MERCHANT OF
VENICE."

It is said that Beethoven would sometimes

take a simple little air which he had probably

heard some country girl humming as she scrubbed

at the wash-board, or the lullaby of some tired

mother as she stood at the cradle of her child,

and work it up into a grand masterpiece. So it

was with Shakspeare. He would take a simple,

crude story which may have been told him when

a child, or some fable which he had read, and

make it a grand production by adding such grace

and finish to it as he alone was capable of doing.

He obtained several of his plots from old story-

books : one was a Latin compilation of tales,

called " Gesta Romanorum ; " another an Italian

compilation, entitled " II Pecorone," an English

translation of which was known to have been

extant in Shakspeare's time.

Although some of the stories connected with

"The Merchant of Venice " have been found in

many different places, some even traced back to

the mediaeval Greek romances, yet it is probable

that Shakspeare obtained his ideas from later

productions.

There is an old English declamation from

which Shakspeare might have gotten the inci-

dents connected with the pound of flesh. The

title of it is, " Of a Jew who would for his Debt

have a Pound of Flesh of a Christian." In this,

however, the ordinary judge of the village pre-

sides ; nothing is said of the intervention of

Portia, and nothing about the " shedding of one

drop of Christian blood."

There is another story, however, more closely

connected. It is in " II Pecorone," and is enti-

tled " The Adventures of Giannetti." This is so

nearly like the incident in "The Merchant," as

almost to convince one that it is a literal transla-

tion. In it the lender is a Jew, the borrower a

Christian ; and from this we get the words " equal

pound of your fair flesh, to be cut off and taken

in what part of your body pleaseth me." But

the Jew in this is not pictured quite as cruel and

merciless as Shakspeare's Shylock. He seems

to have wanted the flesh, not purely out of

revenge, but because it would cure a certain

malady with which a friend of his was afflicted

;
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but it seems that it was revenge alone that made

Shylock so oblivious to all entreaties.

The story of the caskets has been told time

and time again, once by an English poet Gower,

and once by the Italian novelist Boccaccio ; but

Shakspeare probably took his from a story in

the " Gesta Romanorum." Even this is very un-

like that in " The Merchant." In this a Roman

emperor, Ancelmus, has born to him a son.

When the king of Naples hears this, he becomes

alarmed lest in later years this son should avenge

himself for the wrongs done his aged father, and

so decides to ask for a treaty of peace between

the two nations, which is granted on certain con-

ditions which the king of Naples will not accept

:

so he contrives to gain his end by marrying his

daughter to the son of Ancelmus. It is here

that the caskets are introduced. The princess

wins her husband by choosing the right one of

three caskets, which are similar in description

and inscription to those in " The Merchant."

The episode of the rings is found only in " II

Pecorone," and the story is very like that in

" The Merchant." It is here that the name of

Belmont first appears.

Some critics have thought that Shakspeare

followed an unknown novelist, who blended the

story of the pound of flesh and that of the cas-

kets into one, for it has been found from an old

diary that a comedy entitled "The Jew" was

played at the "Bull" in 1579, when these inci-

dents were combined ; but whether Shakspeare

was even aware of this fact or not is doubtful.

Critics have thought that Shakspeare was not

original enough, inasmuch as his plots were sel-

dom of his own invention ; but it is just as ab-

surd to reproach Shakspeare for not forming

his own plots, as it would be to censure Powers

for not making the clay from which he modelled

his Greek Slave : for these old stories were just

about as useless before Shakspeare had applied

his magic touch, as the clay was before the Greek

Slave was fashioned.

ABOUT TALK.

In the old story, the fairy godmother, coming

too late, finds that some wicked fairy has afflicted

her favorite with plain looks, and bestowed the

coveted gift of beauty upon another. She hastens

to undo the mischief as best she can, by declar-

ing that, at every word, of the pretty girl's, frogs

and lizards shall leap out of her mouth ; but that,

whenever the plain girl shall speak, pearls and

diamonds shall fall from her lips.

A y©ung girl from an American home of wealth

came one fall to a boarding-school. She imme-

diately attracted notice by her prettiness of face

and figure, and the grace of her every move-

ment. There was a cherry glow at her lips, and

a peachy bloom on her cheeks, her dark eyes

looked up from beneath long fringed lashes, her

silken hair seemed to have caught some of the

rays of the sun. She was dressed with exqui-

site taste, — simply, as became a schoolgirl, but

prettily, and with that indefinable touch that we

call " style." The teacher to whom this girl first

presented herself looked upon her with secret

delight. She said to herself, " Now I have

found an ideal girl, so far as externals go ; and

I know from her frank, bright, open look, that

she is intelligent and true, too. How I shall

enjoy her
!"

A few days after, that teacher, sitting in her

room, heard the girl talking with some of her

new-made friends. These were the fragments of

her conversation, which she caught from time to

time :
" What beastly grub they give us here !

You just bet I'd skip home on the next train if I

could. I have the most divine pug at home you

ever saw. You'd be mashed on my brother if

you knew him. He's the most heavenly waltzer !

Squelched? I should snicker to murmur!

Hope I'll kick the bucket before I ever get such

another blessing ! That man must have been

off his base when he turned on this steam. It's

colder than a barn door here. I must meander

to my 6x8. S. Y. L. See you later. Ta ta."

It was enough. Shattered was the fair air-

castle ! Do you think that that teacher ever

quite got over the effects of her disenchantment?

The faultless dress somehow did not please as

it had ; the pink cheeks and pretty lashes had

somehow lost their charm. There was a touch

of commonness upon it all; not even the evi-

dences of a good mind and heart, which were

not failing later, sufficed to atone for the poverty

and vulgarity of that girl's speech. 'Twas as if

one should find a lily, pure and white and fra-

grant, in contact with some old cast-away to-

bacco-pipe. Would you want to wear it in your

dress after that ?

" But all girls talk so." Alas, it is almost true,

if one can trust one's ears. But, thank heaven,

there are a few girls yet, in some of the nicest

homes in America, who, looking up to their wise

and womanly mothers with old-fashioned rev-

erence, and earnestly seeking to gain from the

speech of the cultivated people whom they meet,

and the great authors whom they read, are learn-

ing to clothe their thoughts in a beautiful and

fitting garb. These are the girls who one day in

society will hold at their sides the noblest and

most finely cultivated men, entranced by their

delightful conversation.

In looking over a little memorial of Mrs.

Henry M. Fields, I find page after page of

eloquent praise of her, from famous clergymen,

scholars, writers ; but none have impressed me
so much as these few simple words from Presi-

dent White of Cornell University :
" Many were

so happy as to see her more frequently ; but

there cannot have been one who enjoyed every

moment of conversation with her more than I.

The thought of discussing with her some matter

of common interest has cheered many tedious

journeys to the city ; and the great metropolis

seems sadly shrunken to me, now that she no

longer stands in it."

SPOOPENDYKE AT DEATH S DOOR.

" My dear," said Mr. Spoopendyke, with a

groan, " my dear, I hope you'll be kind to the

baby after I am gone. You needn't mind about

a monument,— a simple stone will do me ; only

I want you to watch and see that the measly

thing don't get canted over sideways like some

I've seen !
" and Mr. Spoopendyke straightened

out in his stuffed chair, and kicked his slipper to

the other side of the room.

" But, dear, you're not going to die," meekly

responded Mrs. Spoopendyke.

" Did you hear my remarks about the tomb-

stone and the baby? Did you catch the spirit

of my injunctions about the offspring and the

Hie Jacet" ? and Mr. Spoopendyke groaned,

and kicked the other slipper to the ceiling.

" I was only going to say," murmured Mrs.

Spoopendyke consolingly, " that, if you take care

of the rheumatism, it will go away."

" P'r'aps you've some information as to where

it'll go !
" shrieked Mr. Spoopendyke. " P'r'aps

you think it'll go down-town in its best clothes to

the matinee when it ought to be home a-getting

dinner ready. Well, it don't. Nor it don't go

'round with it's back hair in its mouth, hunting

for a pair of dog-gasted crimping-pins with a pair

of tin trousers on ! This rheumatic pain is go-

ing to a funeral, that's where its a-going ; and the

late lamented on that occasion is going to be one

Spoopendyke, of which I am he ; " and he fell

back in his chair, and groaned dismally.

" Yes, but I know "—
" You know ! — yes, you know : with your

amount of information, you only need a door-

mat with ' Welcome ' on it, and a red-headed

clerk, to be a public library."

" But I was only going to ask if the potatoes

didn't do any good," sighed Mrs. Spoopendyke.

" Did the potatoes do me any good ? Ask 'em,"

said Spoopendyke, as he drew a huge tuber from

his pants' pocket. " If that one doesn't know,

inquire of this. If that one can't tell, p'r'aps this

can ;
" and he pulled another potato from his

pistol-pocket. " Come forth," he yelled, devel-

oping potatoes from all over him. " Come and be

my bride ; speak the speech as I pro— Come

forth," he bellowed, as a huge potato stuck fast.

Then he bumped his elbow on the corner of his

chair ; and, lifting himself out with a bound, he

smashed the potatoes with a bang against the

wall. " Did the potatoes do me any good !

"
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" I was only going to say that I heard " —
" You heard! With your capacity for sounds,

you only need your head lightened up, and a big

nigger to pound on it, to be a bass-drum."

" I heard that the potatoes were not good for

the rheumatism ; but that it should be taken care

of, and rubbed constantly. I know there must

be something good for it," sighed poor Mrs.

Spoopendyke.
" Produce that something ! Roll that some-

thing into my presence, and pull out the bung !

Let that something be encouraged to squirt.

But it's too late— too late. The shadows of

death are fast closing around, and the dog-gasted

lamb is prepared for the measly sacrifice. If

you ever find it, rub it on my tombstone."

With which injunction Mr. Spoopendyke began

to undress himself slowly.

" I've shuffled around in this mortal coil until

the measly thing's almost unwound, and now

I'm going to take a whack at immortality ;
" and

Spoopendyke crawled dismally into bed. " If

I'm dead in the morning, don't cry. And if I

ain't dead— you be dog-gasted careful not to

make any noise to disturb me."

"Well, I don't care," said Mrs. Spoopendyke,

as she dropped on the floor to take off her boots.

" I know there must be something good for it.

If he isn't better in the morning, I'll have to

bring the monument to the house ; and, if it isn't

as tall as the Tower of London, he'll howl around

all day because I don't love him."

Then Mrs. Spoopendyke crawled carefully into

bed. She was rewarded for her thoughtfulness

by the inquiry whether she thought the rheuma-

tism was a hammock prepared for dog-gasted

females to fall in and out of, or a Dutch oven to

warm cold feet.

—

Brooklyn Eagle.

POLITICAL NOTES.

Our next President — ?

The song of the People's party :
—

" Of all sad words of tongue or pen, the saddest are

these :

We've lost our Ben."

The song of the defeated candidate :
" It is

better to have run and lost, than never to have

run at all."

All the Presidents of the United States have

been blue-eyed ; and the eyes of the defeated

candidates have been green (with jealousy).

The great object of Butler's candidacy, the

saving of Massachusetts to Blaine, has been

accomplished. As a candidate, he has been a

failure.

The next national House of Representatives

will probably stand about one hundred and

eighty-five Democrats, to one hundred and forty

Republicans.

The decrease of the public debt during the

month of October was $8,307,192.

Charles J. Faulkner, United-States Minister

to France in i860, is dead.

At present writing, it seems quite evident that

Cleveland is to be our future President. It has

been an enthusiastic campaign ; and it will be a

great disappointment to all stanch Republicans,

to see their party go out of power.

We trust that the Democratic party will have

the country's interest at heart, and that we may

find the United States in a prosperous condition

at the end of the administration.

The motion granting precedence to the Fran-

chise Bill has been passed by the House of

Commons. The Radicals are combining to

oppose the Government compromise with the

Lords. They aim at the abolition of that body.

It is reported that Japan has offered to act as

mediator between China and France.

Chinese advices state that the Empress of

China lias offered half of her jewels for the

defence of the empire against the French in-

vasion.

The Crown Prince of Germany has become

Regent of Brunswick. The title of " duke " has

been dropped. The Prince's eldest son will suc-

ceed to the regency when his father becomes

Emperor of Germany.

The Lord Mayor of London entered into his

office with great pomp and ceremony. The

most important features in the procession were

several Nile boats fully manned, a herd of camels,

and a drove of elephants. The Lord Mayor

was everywhere greeted with enthusiastic cheers.

A GREAT FEAT.

Mr. Blaine's tour of the country, pending his

election, will go into history as one of the mar-

vellous achievements of the age. The speeches

he made, and the fatigue he endured, stamp him

as one of the broadest-minded and ablest-bodied

men in the country. There is not one man in a

million who can make speech after speech, hour

after hour, day after day, without repeating him-

self. On his way through Michigan, Mr. Blaine

made as many as a dozen speeches in a day, in

which he did something more than merely make

acknowledgments of honors accorded him, but

went into intelligent and elaborate discussions of

the issues of the campaign. Before returning to

Maine, he made five hundred speeches, which

might be garnered and read for their forcible

points, broad conception, and progressive free-

dom. As an exchange says, it was this power to

present living issues with a freshness and breadth

that never tired the auditor, that stamped Louis

Kossuth as the foremost statesman of his time.

Mr. Blaine's addresses have not been so elaborate

or so ambitious as those of Kossuth, because the

occasion neither demanded nor permitted of

such wonderful elaboration. But Mr. Blaine

has been unanswerable, and no journal of the

opposition has ventured to assail him beyond

the merest superficial criticism. No editor or

orator of the opposition has attempted to reply

to the forcible presentation of the case for the

American people made by Mr. Blaine. He has

been unanswerable as no other public speaker

has been, because his words have been words of

truth and soberness, instinct with profound con-

victions, and pervaded with an earnestness pos-

sible only to men who have penetrated to the

core of things which underlie and go before

national progress. He has comprehended the

real issues of this struggle as no other man has

done, and in dealing with them has ascended

above the carping criticisms of ephemeral jour-

nalism. Though no man has ever better de-

served the utmost of favor at the hands of a

great and intelligent people, none have ever

appeared as the solicitors for such favor who

could so well afford to accept his triumphal prog-

ress as full compensation.— Ex.

ART NOTES.

There is now in New York a portrait of the

late William M. Hunt, painted by the late J. F.

Millett. It is not common to see such a combi-

nation as this,— an artist distinguished and be-

loved in his own country, painted by an artist in

a foreign land, more famous perhaps than his

sitter, but certainly not more beloved.

The picture was on exhibition, and offered for

sale, in Boston, but not finding a purchaser for it

the owner brought it to New York ; and it is

thought that somewhere, in some public gallery,

a settled home may be found for it.

It is curious to observe, from the returns of the

Royal Academy, how small a proportion of the

pictures on exhibition within its walls are sold to

visitors. Out of sixteen hundred pictures, only

two hundred were disposed of while in the

building ; and of two hundred pieces of sculp-

ture, only five.

The advantage of being hung on these re-

spectable walls seems to be in the advertisement,

" Exhibited at the Royal Academy," which we

see on so many pictures when at the dealers.

Holland has been, and will always be, a

favorite resort for artists ; and two Americans,

George H. Boughton and E. A. Abbey, made

their trip one of genuine discovery. Avoiding

the paths of the common tourist, and discarding

Murray and Basdecker, they strolled through

the most beautiful portions of the country, fill-

ing their portfolios with sketches which for

variety, beauty, and originality, excel any thing
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and every thing ever before gathered in the land

of dykes and canals. It had been planned that

a well-known writer was to accompany them, and

add to their sketches his impressions of the

country ; but, owing to his inability to keep the

engagement, this part of the work was executed

by Mr. Boughton. The result of this combina-

tion of art and literature was a most delightful

and enjoyable series of illustrated papers in

"Harper's Magazine," now made into a beauti-

ful holiday book, under the title of " Sketching

Rambles in Holland."

The two artists saw Holland as it is, and their

work presents a more faithful and attractive idea

of that country than has ever before been given

by either pen or pencil.

The fine Titian owned by Professor Cornelius

Tilton of Harvard University has been loaned

by him to the Metropolitan Museum of Art,

where it will stay a year.

MUSICAL NOTES.

Notes by the weigh : five-pound notes.

The class of '85 has at last a most melodious

call.

Del Puente is at San Carlo, Naples.

Emma Thursby will soon begin a series of

concerts in Norway.

Valleria is singing in London.

Miss Marie van Zandt, it is said, will soon

leave the operatic stage. Wonder why ?

Gerster and Campanini are to head a concert

company in the United States this season.

Rubinstein is at St. Petersburg.

The latest verse the Salvation Army has added

to its chorus, " What makes it Heaven :
"—

"There'll be no policemen there,

There'll be no policemen there
;

In the mansions above,

Where all is love,

There'll be no policemen there."

" The meaning of song goes deep," says Car-

lyle. Wherefore? Where are those two girls

who study logic ?

Paris, Nov. 8, 1884. The Paris court to-day

gave its decision in the Patti divorce case, grant-

ing the Marquis de Caux an absolute divorce.

Materna comes to America about the last of

December.

The new statue of Bach, which was recently

unveiled at Eisenach, is unanimously declared

to be one of the finest in Germany.

Theodore Thomas has arrived in America.

'85 gave a very " classical " concert Hallow-

een.

Gustav Reichardt is dead.

The Cincinnati "Inquirer" says, " Mapleson

has unearthed another tenor ;
" but whether from

Pompeii or Herculaneum, is not stated.

Pappenheim seems to be losing her voice.

Her success at San Francisco was not very great.

Guarro, the composer, died at Naples, of

cholera.

Trevelli comes to America in April.

Barcelona is a popular resort for musicians.

The well-known tenor, Pasquilino Brignoli,

died recently in New York. He was a great

favorite with the American public.

Mme. Albani is still in London.

Herr Carl Reinecke, who is at the head of

the Leipsic Conservatory, says that some of the

most earnest and gifted pupils in Leipsic at

present are Americans.

Strauss has accepted, on brilliant conditions,

an engagement to give a series of concerts next

season in St. Petersburg.

Great preparations are being made for the

German opera season in New York.

Camilla Urso has now permanently settled

in Boston, where she is attracting pupils from all

parts of the United States.

Costa's library brought low prices.

Constantinople is having quite an operatic

season.

There is a Chinese orchestra in London. Let

it stay there. _^^—

SCIENCE.

The tower of the Hell-Gate light-house was

lighted up for the first time Wednesday night,

Oct. 16, by nine lamps of the Brush-Swan Elec-

tric Light Company, each of sixty-nine thousand

candle-power. It is considered the most power-

ful light used in any light-house in the world.

Professor G. F. Wright, treating on the Ni-

agara River and the Glacial Period, infers that the

river itself has worn the whole of the gorge from

Queenstown to the Falls, with, perhaps, some

little assistance from pre-glacial erosions above

the whirlpool. The rate of erosion, calculated

at about three feet a year, would make the time

requisite for the work so performed not over

11,000 years.

M. Duter has proved that the magnetism of

flat steel magnets, whose surfaces are their poles,

does not disappear when they are removed from

the magnetic field.

A new electric battery has been recently made.

Both electrodes consist of plates of coke ; the

one surrounded by a paste of lead peroxide, and

the other covered on its horizontal upper surface

with pieces of platinized coke. The two are

separated by means of parchment paper. The

exciting fluid is a saturated solution of sodium

chloride.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company is ex-

perimenting with a view to adopting the electric

headlight.

Professor Nordenskjold, the Arctic explorer,

is preparing to undertake an expedition to the

South Pole.

Dr. Schoreinfurth is spending three months

in Berlin, preparatory to a new journey through

the Egyptian deserts, which he will undertake

next winter. His main object is to survey the

desert. _^—_

LOCALS.

One of the Preps has been suffering from a

growing-pain, and the other day she informed us

that she was positive she had pleurisy of the

heart.

A Senior wants to know if the pericardium

isn't " that thing in your throat." She would also

like to know what it means.

What young lady has been mostly discussed

lately ?

Polly Ticks.

First Girl.— What does B.C. mean?

Second Girl.— Before Christ.

First Girl.— Well, what does A.D. mean?

Second Girl. — Oh, that means Before Adam !

Some strolling Thespians were once playing

" Macbeth " in a country town. Their proper-

ties were not kept in very systematic order;

for when the hero of Shakspeare's drama ex-

claimed, " Is that a dagger that I see before

me?" a shrill voice responded from the "flies,"

" No, sir ; it's the putty-knife. The dagger's

lost."— Ex.

Maid of Athens : what is the difference be-

tween the above and carboline?

One is Maid of Athens, and the other is made

of petroleum ; but both come from Greece.

Pinkie. — " And he wrote me the most beau-

tiful letter, all full of quotations from Wordsworth,

— a regular Wordsworth letter."

Room-mate (meekly) . — " Did he ?
"

Pinkie.— " Yes ; and one was a quotation

from "Marmion," I guess, all about moonlight

rows and things."

Miss P. (musingly)— " I wonder if Lot's wife

was fond of salt."

Miss M. — "I shouldn't think she would have

been."

Miss P.— " Well, any way she seemed to turn

to it."

While there's life, there's hope ! We still are

true to Blaine, and have not telegraphed our
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congratulations to Cleveland. One would easily

judge of our loyalty by the numerous portraits

of Blaine and Logan which adorn our doors.

Sunday morning at breakfast.

Jlftss .— Did you know brown-bread is

good for a weak back ?

jlfjss . — No, but this tastes as though it

had been good for a week back.

P. G. (Speaking of the singing in one of the

Boston churches)— "The contralto was superb."

Miss. L. — " Was it a man or a woman ?
"

Future S. G.— " Can you tell me whether we

have to be excused from taking a bath the same

as from going to walk?
"

Old Girl.— " Yes, certainly."

Teacher in French Class.— " All of you who

have ever been in Paris, please raise your hands.

Two of you? Miss H., how long were you

there?"

Miss H.— " A year."

Teacher. — " A year ! and did you speak

French? "

Miss H.— " No, ma'am."

Teacher.—"What did you speak— English?
"

Miss H.— " No, ma'am."

Teacher and Class in Chorus.— " Why, what

did you speak? "

Miss H. (composedly) — " Nothing : I was

only a year old."

Miss Carpenter has lately been presented with

quite a large addition to her library. The books

are many of them rare in this country, and quite

a search was necessitated that they might be

found. Among those most valuable, we find the

works of Mary Cecil Hay, Wilkie Collins, The

Duchess, Miss Braddon, Ouida, and Charles

Reade. The chief charm of these books lies

in the fact that they were presented ( ?) to Miss

Carpenter by the girls.

Quite a number of the Haynes book-rests are

in use among the girls now. For the purpose of

holding a text-book while using a lexicon, or

paper and pencil, these rests are invaluable to

students. Dr. Haynes invites suggestions re-

garding them ; but they seem to us quite per-

fect, and at least far superior to any thing of

the kind we have ever seen before.

During their Western trip, Professor Bragdon

and family happened to be in a town where a

convention of the W. C. T. U. was being held.

Every six minutes throughout the day, all the

bells in the place were tolled ; for it is estimated

that a drunkard dies every six minutes. Of

course, all the children were asking why the bell

was ringing ; and they were answered, "Another

drunkard is dead, and they are tolling the bell

that the people may know of it." A short time

after this, Professor Bragdon started for the East

again. Little John said to him, when they had

boarded the train, "We aren't going to see a

single drunkard on the way home." His father

immediately said, " Why, John ? " The youngster

replied, " Because they all died the other day,

don't you remember? "

Hallow-een, weird and ghostly as ever, with

all its mysterious festivities, was a time of much

pleasure to the Lasell girls. Early in the even-

ing Miss Martina Grubbs read to the girls Burns's

" Hallow-een," which gave us an idea of the

many practices common in the Hallow-een-est

of all Hallow-een countries. After a brief study

hour, the girls repaired to the " club room,"

where, masked, and in ghostly attire, they enjoyed

a good dance. We do not feel at liberty to re-

veal to the public statistics showing the number

of girls still suffering from indigestion, caused by

the marvellously beautiful oysters and cake served

at supper that evening ; or how many ate salt,

and went to bed backwards ; or descended the

cellar-stairs at midnight, and had a private con-

fab with their future husbands in spiritual form
;

or arose as the village-clock sounded loud and

clear on the frosty night air the hour of twelve,

and gazed in their looking-glasses. But in the

morning, judging from the glad or sad expres-

sions on the different faces, we supposed that

the destiny of each had been revealed to her.

The Star Lecture course of Auburndale has

afforded unusual delight to those attending from

the Seminary this year. Mrs. Alary Livermore's

address on Wendell Phillips on Wednesday, Oct.

15, has been mentioned in the former number of

the Leaves.

On Oct. 22 Professor Churchill of Andover

read, in his inimitable way, selections from " Pick-

wick Papers," Dickens's " Christmas Stories,"

" Hamlet," and from a few anonymous writers.

The audience at his will was convulsed with

laughter, while yet the tears were dimming the

eyes. As a reader of Dickens, Professor Church-

ill has no equal.

Professor C. T. Winchester of Middletown,

Conn., delivered his celebrated lecture on "An
Old Castle," Wednesday evening, Oct. 29. The

enviable reputation which Professor Winchester

has made, on account of this lecture particularly,

led us to anticipate much ; but our expectations

were more than doubly realized. Professor Win-

chester is an easy, fluent speaker, who holds his

audience, one might say, breathless with admira-

tion and interest throughout his entire discourse.

The lecture, " My Impressions of the West,"

delivered by Rev. J. W. Bashford, Ph.D., on

Wednesday, Nov. 5, presented some very novel

ideas to us. It was a great pleasure to all to see

Mr. Bashford standing again in the pulpit, which,

for so long a time, he had occupied as pastor of

the Methodist Episcopal Church in Auburndale.

The violin concert given on Nov. 12, by Sig.

Guiseppi Vitali, assisted by Sig. N. Fanelli,

harpist, was pronounced by all as a great success.

As an imitator, Sig. Vitali has no equal. One

number of the programme, " The Sounds of

Spring," brought out rounds of applause.

The stereopticon illustrations of Paris, shown

by Mr. George H. Allen of Boston, on Nov. 19,

completed the course of lectures very pleasantly.

Entertainments of this character generally grow

tiresome before the evening is ended, but this

proved quite contrary to the general rule.

Among the many places of interest which can

be easily visited by the young women of Lasell

is Echo Bridge at Newton Upper Falls.

As Monday, the 3d of November, was about

as perfect a day as could be desired at this sea-

son of the year, a number of the girls thought

the time would be well spent in driving to the

bridge and to Mount Ida. And so it was, as all

who have ever heard the echoes will acknowl-

edge.

The bridge consists of six large stone arches,

under one of which quietly flows the Charles

River. It is said that under this arch a sound

can be heard to echo nineteen times. Eight or

ten were the most we were able to count. The

names of the different presidential candidates

were called ; and it was thought by some that St.

John echoed longest and loudest,— probably it

was because we stood by the water.

The bridge was built by the Boston Water

Works Company, as a support at that place for

the aqueduct which furnishes the Hub with that

most necessary article, water.

After leaving the bridge, it was suggested that

Blaine was to speak in Newton at half-past four

;

but we could not go there and to the mount too !

All preferred to see the "plumed knight:"

even the few Democrats sisters of our number

were not loath to go.

Although the train bringing Mr. Blaine was

nearly half an hour late, the crowd gathered at

the station were very patient ; and, when it did

arrive, cannon was fired, and cheer upon cheer

arose. Scarcely had he crossed the platform to

the stand from which he was to speak, when sud-

denly one end of the hastily built rostrum gave

way. What fears crossed our minds as we heard

the falling boards, and saw the man, on whom we

looked as our future president, disappear ! But

it was with joy that we saw him soon assisted to

rise, unhurt ; and a board placed across some of

the timbers served for a stand. When he said,

"That is the way the Democrats will fall to-mor-

row," the crowd gave vent to their thoughts in a

rousing cheer; but when he added, "But the

Republicans can always find enough platform on

which to stand," the expression of the people

was more loud than before.
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As the train pulled out from the station, we

caught a last glimpse of him, with his head un-

covered, standing on the platform of the rear

car ; while the sound of the cannon was almost

drowned by the voices of the admirers of Blaine.

On our return to the Seminary, it was with the

feeling that this had indeed been a red-letter

day. _^_~_

THE NEW PICTURES.

Some of the fruits of Professor Bragdon's trip

abroad are beginning to show themselves on the

walls of Lasell. He has added largely to the

art collection, gathering his pictures mostly at

Berlin, Dresden, Munich, and Paris, but not

confining the specimens to these galleries men-

tioned, those of Italian cities being well repre-

sented ; though doubtless we should have had

more of the latter, had not the cholera forbidden

the party to go into Italy. First in importance

are the oil paintings, a half-dozen German pic-

tures, some of them taken from the late exposi-

tion at Munich. They are mostly genre subjects
;

one of them a peasant scene, very naive and in-

teresting. A half-dozen more are water-colors

by Venetian masters, light, airy bits of scenery or

figures. All of these pictures are scattered

through the various parlors, a very valuable ad-

dition to their effect; while the engravings drey

have displaced find space for themselves about

the halls and in the dining-room. The chapel-

walls are also a little more closely filled ; while

the fine view of the Roman Forum, and the

Arch of Titus, are removed to give room for two

very lovely engravings of German paintings by

Plockhurst. They are scenes from the life of

Christ, " The Walk to Emmaus," and the " Part-

ing between Christ and his Mother." These en-

gravings are handsomely framed in bronze, in the

same manner as a new engraving of " St. Michael

and the Dragon," by Guido Reni, which hangs

in the front hall. This one is much finer than

the one we had previously.

Our stock of the photographs of the old mas-

ters is increased by some three hundred which

Professor Bragdon has gathered. Not many of

them are yet mounted. Some are to be arranged

in books, and others framed. Unmounted pho-

tographs are so troublesome to handle that the

new collection has not yet been put upon exhi-

bition. A favored few have rather by accident

gained a peep at them, and promise us a rich

treat in store. —*

SOCIETY NOTES.

There are a few maidens who wander around

adorned with tiny gold pins bearing the mystic

letters " P. C." " We cannot tell the why and

wherefore " of these emblems ; although, from

the size of the owners, we should judge the title

to be " Portly Creatures."

The Lasellia Club is in a flourishing condition :

many new members have been initiated, and it

bids fair to be the most prosperous year the club

has yet enjoyed. At a recent meeting, the fol-

lowing officers were elected :
—

President.— Miss Hayden.

Vice-President. — Miss Stebbins.

Secretary.— Miss Ailing.

Treasurer.— Miss Grubbs.

Critic. — Miss Penfield.

Guard.— Miss M. Routt.

Assistant Guard.— Miss J. Brown.

The A. B. C. will shortly hold its annual ini-

tiation : the prospective members are already

getting their winding-sheets in readiness.

The members of the Tennis Club have been

making hay while the sun shone ; or, rather, have

been playing tennis during the recent warm

weather, as the many roughened hands and faces

can testify.

The L. M. A. seems to be entirely defunct.

The object of this organization was always a pro-

found secret. The meetings were generally held

at midnight, and the " business " was discussed

to an accompaniment of sardine-boxes and mo-

lasses ( ?) candy. .

The S. D. Society is progressing finely this

year, with twenty-five new members. The de-

bates have been very interesting and animated,

being entered into by both the old and new

members. On Saturday evening, Nov. 8, an

irregular meeting was held ; and the " Courtship

of Miles Standish " was given in a pantomime

of six scenes. The first election of the year

for officers will be held on Saturday, Nov. 15.

The " O. K. B.'s" hold their revival meetings

regularly.

PERSONALS.

Miss Thomson, formerly teacher here, is now

in the faculty of Baldwin University, Berea, O.

We wish to correct a mistake made in the

October number. It was Miss Emma Hack,

not Hare, who was married to Mr. H. A. Smith,

Oct. 9, in St. Joseph, Mo.

Carrie Kendig reports a rough but enjoyable

passage homeward from her summer trip abroad,

and readiness for work at 35 Dale Street, Boston

Highlands. She promises to visit Lasell soon.

May we be there to see !

Mrs. Anna Marbold Wernsing has lost her

little twin boys. She mourns, but as a Christian.

Mr. and Mrs. Wernsing sailed Nov. 1, on

steamer " Hartsburg," for Badberger, Germany,

Mr. Wernsing's former home, where they will

make an indefinite stay. Like a loyal Lasellian,

she orders the Leaves sent to her there, and

sends her love to the "old girls." She has our

love and sympathy.

Mamie Fitton of Rockville, Conn., here in

'79, invites us to her marriage to Parley B.

Leonard, at five p.m., Nov. 19. Mr. Leonard

will get a good wife.

Edna L. Crook died at her home in Spring-

field, Mass., Oct. 9, 1884.

She had been long in suffering health. In

June, 1883, after months in which she had

seemed to wait in the shadow of death, she

wrote of " joyful willingness to live or to die, as

God wills," and of a sense of his strength "as of

everlasting arms," supporting in the severest

suffering.

Some time later, assured by the physician of

recovery, the vision of the farther shore had been

so long near and vivid that she " could not re-

strain tears of disappointment."

In January, 1884, she seemed convalescing,

and wrote again in the calm, uplifted spirit of one

who has the vision of God.

We have no later words from herself, but can-

not doubt that she turned again toward death in

joyful trust, assured in the sustaining grace of

which she had so long and sweet experience.

Bertha Morrison, Chicago, is about to

change her home to Michigan Avenue, near

Sixteenth Street, where she hopes to see more of

the Lasell friends who visit that village. She

writes that ib Hosford is in Chicago, and that

Ogontz does not seem to have stolen her affec-

tions from Lasell ; also that Carrie Hinckley is

struggling with housekeeping cares, having her

" trials with maids who know nothing, and those

who know too much."

Mattie Henry is visiting Lizzie Hoag in

Lockport, and reports her (Lizzie not Mattie)

as lovely as ever. So is Mattie.

A letter from Ida Sibley, who is at 5,560

Germantown Avenue, Germantown, with her

sister Emma, gives assurance of her well-being,

and plans for usefulness, and intimates that we

may see her this winter. She will be welcome.

Annie Potter and Dora Mayo were both here

over Sunday recently. We were very glad to see

them, as we are all of our old girls.

Bessie Merriam was here for a short time the

other day. She goes to see her sister quite often,

who resides in Newton, and doesn't forget Lasell

on her way home. We always welcome her

bright face.

In the last Leaves the notice of Hattie Wil-

liam's wedding was given. Since then we have

received the following account :
—

Wedding.— On Tuesday eve, Oct. 7, 1884,

Rev,. C. L. Stafford married Frank L. Wilson,

son of Hon. C. H. Wilson, and Miss Hattie, only

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Albert Williams.

The night, without, was dark and dismal, resem-

bling one of the forty nights in Noah's experi-
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ence, against whose furious pour he had provided

for the safety and comfort of himself and his
;

but, within, all was light, and full of good cheer.

At 7.30 the pair of lovers walked in before a

large and brilliant company, supported on either

hand by their parents ; and the knot was neatly

tied, and the twain embarked in a life-boat for a

voyage that we hope will be long and pleasant,

and prospered with the favorable winds of for-

tune, ending, at last, — far off, — at the Happy

Isles.

'Twas a- right good and wholesome looking

couple, the parties being well contrasted in per-

sonal appearance ; and they were self-possessed,

and looked radiant and happy. The rooms were

prettily decorated, and all forgot the tempest in

the midst of the brilliant scene.

The bride wore a cream-colored satin dress,

with an over-dress of Spanish lace of the same

color, and a bouquet of natural flowers at the

throat ; and she was a fair vision. Frank was in

black, and wore, besides, a smile and a bouquet.

Refreshments were served, and at a season-

able hour the company surrendered the field to

the new conquerors. They have beautifully

fitted up rooms over Moore's store, adorned with

the numerous pretty and costly presents they re-

ceived, and with pictures and bric-a-brac, much

of which was made by the bride's artistic hands
;

and they ought to be as happy as paired birds

in an embowered nest, in that cosey retreat.

The world never grows old, as we do, but re-

news itself perpetually and incessantly : the dew

is on its grass o' mornings now, as at dawn

a thousand years ago, and the dew of tender

sentiment falls on young hearts still ; and the

old, old knitting of the affections continues, with

never the dropping of a stitch, — the sly Cupid

"attends to his knitting," as Penelope to her

web. The sharp-eyed old man observes that

love glances still shoot across streets and audi-

ences as subtly as when he was a youth of bound-

ing pulse and free fancy, and was caught with

eye-sparkles and the enchantment of smiles.

" The sense of the world is short,—
Long and various the report,

—

To love and be beloved.

Men and gods have not outlearned it

;

And, how oft so e'er they've turned it,

'Tis not to be improved."

On Thursday eve Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Wilson

gave a brilliant reception to the new family ; and

everybody was there to greet the pair, who looked

as blooming as the red, red rose.

Bon voyage!

Professor Dole writes to the Principal that

his lungs are better than fifteen months ago.

We are very glad to hear from him, for indeed

his many former pupils hold him in grateful

memory. How ready he always was to help us

in every way ! No question in the range of study

found him unprepared with kind and clear reply,

or direction and help to sources of information.

He seemed to know the contents of every book

in the library, and his many purchases for it were

made to supply what we most needed for refer-

ence. How patient he was ! — if one may call

so cheerful a companion patient.

Always suffering he seemed, but ever ready

and interested, when a day's work was done, for

all the boating, walking, and general dragging

around which we girls exact of the good man

who keeps us from drowning and mishap " off

the grounds." He must loathe the memory of

us, or he would come sometimes to see us.

EXCHANGES.

The " Yale Courant " contains a very unique

article, " Of Love and Tennis." It is certainly

a pleasing form of moralizing.

The last one of the " Clippings " in the " Phce-

nix " has been going the rounds of college jour-

nalism for about a year, and we would advise the

editor to seek something at least new.

A friendly feeling of nearness comes over us

as we read in the "Vassar Misc," "The rule

concerning nails, tacks, and pins is being rigidly

enforced." Enter a Lasell girl's room, and read

Art. 3 of the "Suggestions" tacked on the door.

The " Leaves " would be pleased to make the

acquaintance of the " Archon," if the editor who
wrote would be so kind as to tell us its abiding

place. It must consider itself far famed indeed,

to expect us to know the college (?) which pub-

lishes it.

"The Flower Girl," in the "Colby Echo," is

the best poem we have noticed among our ex-

changes. It is beautiful in its pathos, and well

worthy of mention.

Would the " University Cynic " be kind

enough to send us Vennor's Almanac ? We are

without one at present. Even if the Exchange

Notes are by a Green Mountain editor, we are

sorry he is not bright enough to see the analogy

between a politician and a weather prophet. We
would like to add that we are ladies, brought up

in the " exotic atmosphere of a Bostonian board-

ing-school," and, therefore, unaccustomed to the

backwoods vernacular used toward us.

We shake hands with you, " Stranger," and

are only too glad to echo your sentiments on
" Bangs." Let all our sisters read these selec-

tions :
—

" Bangs are considered by the writer as a snare

and delusion. We can see a possible cause why

a young woman should carry an alligator- skin

portemonnaie, containing a glove tassel, two pep-

permints, a boot-buttoner, two hair-pins, and ten

cents in change, down-town in her hand for four

miles ; . . . but, in spite of all the depths of

philosophy or researches of science, the reason

why any young lady of ordinary beauty and in-

telligence should desire to obscure her face with

the same variety of appendage as that which usu-

ally adorns the countenance of a breachy cow is,

and must ever remain, an unfathomable mystery.

. . . To the careful student of natural history,

bangs furnish a broad field for research ; and no

more profitable place for their study can be found

than the home of the " Stranger." Some may be

seen short and crimpy, clustering around the

plump face like an early Savoy cabbage leaf on

an old Hubbard squash ; another kind is long and

straight, under which the mild blue eyes of their

owner peep like an old gander trying to crawl

through a hedge-fence ; other varieties curve in

like a clam-shell engaged in removing the soot

from an old kettle-bottom ; while others curve

out and up, in strong resemblance to a turkey

with his eye fixed on a hawk far above the reach

of ordinary vision."

- » m •—

OUR NEIGHBORS.

The Freshman class at Harvard numbers 229 ;

Yale, 145 ; and Cornell, 213.

The base-ball mania has attacked the young

ladies of Bridgeton Academy. They have organ-

ized two nines, and selected their ball-grounds.

At present the question of uniforms is the all-

absorbing topic.— Ex.

Vassar College has graduated altogether five

hundred and ninety-six students. Of this num-

ber one hundred and eighty-eight have married,

or only one in three.— Ex.

Wesleyan has decided to substitute cardinal

and black for her present college color, lavender.

BY THE RIVER.

They wandered alone by the river,

Two children, happy and gay :

The spring had come in its beauty,

The glory and brightness of May.

The two had been playmates always,

Had shared childish sorrow and joy :

The little maid, gentle, confiding

;

Strong, brave, and true was the bov.

They wandered alone by the river,

—

The summer-moon shone overhead :

The boy had grown on into manhood,

The maiden toward womanhood sped.

No longer the prattle of childhood,

But grief, like a frost, chilled the heart

;

The tears from her eyes were fast falling, —
The time had now come, they must part.

She wanders alone by the river,

And autumn's cold winds chill her through.

No longer he lingers beside her,

Her brave, gallant lover in blue.

In his grave in the South he is sleeping, —
Many years since that summer have fled :

Her dark locks from sorrow have whitened,

Her heart, like these dry leaves, is dead.
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Jordan,

Marsh,

& Co.

Dry Goods Shopping

BY MAIL.

Send for our Illustrated

Catalogue for all information

relative to goods and prices.

Mailed free to any address, on

application.

Rookwood Pottery
OF CINCINNATI

Are pleased to announce that their new
Art Parlor, at No. i West Street, is

now open, with a full display of their

ARTISTIC Productions in Pottery, suitable

for WEDDING, BIR THDA Y, and

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

Eastern fforeigu ^oofcstove.

Catl £a>c^oen^of,

\\\ Fremont Street Boston.

(jJj\NI£ of the Eargcst Stocks of 33ooks tit the Jorcign^ arto Indent ILanguagrs ; 9Tauchnttj Collection of

lEnglistj Authors; ©rrman Circulating ILibrarg.

Catalogues on application.

--WEBERS^
{25, 27 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON)

Ladies and Gents Restaurant.
Oysters and Salads a specialty.

ESTABLISHED 1823.

Chickering Pianofortes.

The Largest and Oldest Pianoforte Manufac-

tory in the United States.

6q,ooo INSTRUMENTS MADE.

Grand, Square,-

and Upright

PIANOFORTES.
For Sale.

Second-hand Pianofortes, in great variety,

for sale and to rent, at various prices, by

Chickering & Sons,
/J2 Tremont St., Boston. /jo Fifth Ave., New York.

Rand, Ave-

ry, & Co., Printers, Elec-

trotypers, and Binders, uy
Franklin Street, Boston.

Kjlark, .Adams, & Cjlark,

IMPORTERS OF

c'ROCKERY, CHINA,
-AND GLASS;

French and German Fancy Goods

;

65 and 67 Franklin Street,

Corner of Arch Street,

BOSTON.

CHARLES G. TINKHAM,

Livery, Hack, and Boarding Stable,

Corner of Lexington and Severn Streets,

AUBURNDALE.

OPEN AFTER THEATRES.

Caterer for Wedding Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinner and

Evening Parlies, and Receptions.

Also Club Suppers at short notice and reasonable prices.

Walker & Pratt Manufg Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Heating and Cooking Apparatus,

Nos. 3/ and 35 Union Street,

BOSTON.

ESTABLISHED i84y.

Aaron R. Gay & Co.,

NO. 122 STATE STREET, BOSTON,

Stationers
AND

£)lank JSook J\4 anufacturers,

First-Class Account Books of any desired

pattern made to order.

S. S. GAY. EDWIN W. GAY.

FALL MILLINERY.

MRS. M. H. KIMBALL,
DEALER IN

French Flowers, Hats, Bonnets, and
Trimmings,

MELROSE STREET, AUBURNDALE.

SWAN & NEWTON,
Dealers in

Poultry, Wild Game, Etc.,

No. 18 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston,

HENRY SWAN. S. B. NEWTON.

DENTIST——
Dr. H. L Sanderson,

Office, Robinsons Block, West Newton.
Nitrous Oxide and Ether administered ivhen desired.

-ALFRED BRUSH,

APOTHECARY,
Plummer's Block, corner of Auburn

and Lexington Streets, Auburndale.

ARE you out of Paper ? In need of Visiting Cards,
** Blank-books, or any kind of Stylographic Pens, or

Stationery ? Try

WARD & GAY,
184 Devonshire Street, .... Boston.

CLASS DAY INVITATIONS A SPECIALTY.

C. A. W. CROSBY,

= Watches, Jewelry^
SILVER AND PLATED WARE.

4.J4 Washington Street, . . . Boston.

MILLS BROTHERS,

Cooperage Stock,
Office, 160 State Street,

Yard, 473 Commercial Street. BOSTON.
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EL ITORIAL.

We are to have a new gymnasium ! and that,

too, in the immediate future. The ground was

broken for it on Dec. 6 ; and we feel certain,

from the number of men employed in laying

the foundation, and in hewing timbers, that the

building will be ready for use at the beginning

of next term. Those tempting rows of grape-

vines, however, are now things of the past, for

the gymnasium is building directly above the

place where they were wont to nourish. We are

sure all the old girls will rejoice with us when
they think of the old gymnasium. Somewhere
it has been said that one enjoys the pleasures of

others most when thon * has been the cause in

some way of their happiness. Now, if you old

girls wish to really enjoy hearing from Lasell,

each send a good sized check to Professor

Bragdon, that we may have the long-hoped-for

chapel next year.

A short time ago a paper was sent to us, with

an article in it marked. The smile which for so

long a time had been stranger to our face came

back with blushes of delight as we read :
—

" Lasell Leaves begins the new school year in

a manner highly commendable. The account of a

tour on the Continent, and the stories of excursions

in the vicinity of the seminary, are well written.

Take the number through, it has not been excelled

by any one of the numerous student periodicals

received at this office. The young ladies who edit

the Leaves are contributing not a little to the good

name of the crowded halls at Auburndale."

Eager to see whence came such a commenda-

tory notice, we turned to the titlepage of the

paper, and, to our amazement, found it to be a

Western paper published in January, 1878. The

smile has vanished forever.

The first cooking lecture of the year came off

at quarter past ten on the morning of Dec. 15.

This arrangement makes Monday a very busy

day, and, if one has a caller in the afternoon,

she certainly has no resting time. We are in-

clined to think Monday morning the best time

that can at present be found.

Every afternoon in the week is occupied in

some way, either by Dr. Porter's lectures, or

classes in chemistry, natural philosophy, stenog-

raphy, or free vocal ; and it would be very tire-

some to go from one of these sedentary recita-

tions into cooking lesson, which compels us to

sit still three hours more.

1 See editorial in November number of the Leaves.

MRS. LEONARD ON THE POLITICAL INFLUENCE OF

WOMEN.

The best work that a woman can do for the

purifying of politics is by her influence over

men, by the wise training of her children, by

her intelligent, unselfish counsels to husband or

brother or friend, by a thorough knowledge and

discussion of the needs of her community.

Many laws on the statute books of our own and

other States have been the work of women.

More might be added.

It is the opinion of many of us that woman's

power is greater without the ballot, or possibility

of office - holding for gain, when standing out-

side of politics. She discusses great questions

upon their merits. Much has been achieved by

women in the anti-slavery cause, the temperance

cause, the improvement of public and private

charities, the reformation of criminals,— all by

intelligent discussion, and influence upon men.

Our legislators have been ready to listen to

women, and carry out their plans when well

framed. Women can do much useful public ser-

vice upon boards of education, school commit-

tees, and public charities, and are beginning to

do such work. It is of vital importance to the

integrity of our charitable and educational ad-

ministration that it be kept out of politics : is it

not well that we should have one sex who have

no political ends to serve, who can fill respons-

ible positions of public trust? Voting alone can

easily be exercised by women without rude con-

tact : but, to attain any political power, women
must affiliate themselves with men, because

women will differ on public questions ; must at-

tend primary meetings and caucuses ; will inevi-

tably hold paid office, and strive for it,— in short,

women must enter the political arena. This will

be repulsive to a large portion of the sex, and

would tend to make women unfeminine and

combative, which would be a detriment to soci-

ety. It is well that men, after the burden and

heat of the day, should return to homes where

the quiet side of life is presented to them. In

these peaceful New-England homes of ours,

great and noble men have been raised by wise

and pious mothers, who instructed them not in

politics, but in those general principles of jus-

tice, integrity, and unselfishness, which belong to,

and will insure, real statesmanship in the men who

are true to them. Here is the stronghold of the

sex weakest in body, powerful for good or evil

over the stronger one, whom women sway and

govern, not by the ballot and by greater numbers,

but by those gentle influences designed by the

Creator to soften and subdue man's ruder nature.

And still, year by year, the standard of col-

lege education is raised higher and higher and

higher and higher and higher. Columbia has just

organized a banjo club.

—

Burlington Hawkeye.
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LITERARY

A SUMMER TRIP IN EUROPE.

On last Commencement Day, June 18, several

Lasell girls went to New York to join a number

of others who were to spend the summer in

Europe, travelling in Dr. Loomis's party.

There were twenty in our section of the party.

When we left New York, the next afternoon,

there were quite a number of Lasell schoolgirls

at the dock to see us off.

During our voyage over, the weather was for

the most of the way pleasant, and we enjoyed

a reasonable amount of peace and comfort by

day ; but we would like to know the internal

composition of the pillows on which we attempted

to sleep at night. In time of war, an indestruct-

ible fortress could be built of them ; for no ball

or bomb-shell would make any impression on

them.

After landing at Glasgow, we rested a day, and

then started for Holland, reserving Scotland and

England till later.

The Hague and Rotterdam are attractive cities,

with their canals and quaint old houses. On the

front windows of nearly all the houses, little mir-

rors are fastened in such a way that in them

those in the house may see reflected the faces

of persons passing by.

There seems to be a mania in Holland for

knitting. Women walk along the streets with

great baskets or bundles on their heads, and

knitting. Others have a sort of yoke over the

shoulders, with large baskets suspended at each

end. Their hands are free : so they knit. Even

little children at play have their knitting in some

capacious pocket, ready for work if they stop

to rest a few minutes. Such great industry is

positively painful.

In the museum at Antwerp we saw the arm-

less artist, Charles Fehr. He was copying a

head from one of the pictures in the museum.

He holds his palette on the great toe of his left

foot ; his brushes are held between the first two

toes of his right foot. It was astonishing to see

how neatly he mixed his paints, and cleaned his

brushes.

There is a sort of garden connected with St.

Paul's Church in Antwerp. In this place is the

Mount of Calvary. It is of some cinder-like

substance, and is built against the wall of the

church, extending almost to the roof. There is

a cave or grotto at the base. On the left side

of its inner wall is a representation of future

punishment. There are figures in relief of the

suffering souls. These figures are colored, to

make them appear more lifelike, and all are en-

veloped in flames ; their eyes, red with weeping,

are turned up toward a figure of Christ above

them. In the centre of the grotto is the tomb

of Christ. Through a small grating may be seen

an image of Christ on a bier.

While going from Antwerp to Cologne we

passed through Malines,— called the "city of

fools " because the people once tried to extin-

guish a fire on the roof of a church ; and the

fire was found to be only the moonlight shining

on a glass globe.

On the morning of July 4, we were in Co-

logne, the city renowned for its cathedral and

perfumes. In the afternuon we were on a steam-

boat on the Rhine. A patriotic girl from New
York had one lone fire-cracker which she had

brought from her native land, and it was fired

with great ceremony.

The scenery along the Rhine between Bonn

and Bingen is beautiful beyond description, with

the high hills on either side, the many castles

and ruins. Some of us were very much surprised

at the appearance of the vineyards. Having

always heard of the "vine-clad hills" on the

banks of the Rhine, we had expected to see a

luxuriant growth of vines ; but, to our astonish-

ment, none of the vines looked more than three

feet high, each closely trimmed and tied to a

stake.

What a delightful place Heidelberg is ! The

old castle, standing on a high hill overlooking

the town and surrounding country, is so beautiful,

even in ruins.

When we were coming away from the castle,

there appeared before us a creature who looked

as if he had stepped out of Mark Twain's book,

" Tramp Abroad. " His face, which had been

gashed in all directions, was adorned with a net-

work of court-plaster. The point of his nose

was missing, and one eye was covered with a

bandage. We did not waste any pity on that

young man, knowing that he had probably

fought a duel, and would undoubtedly fight an-

other when his wounds healed. This was the

only student we saw in such a fragmentary con-

dition, but there were a great many with scarred

faces.

Let those who are fond of the much-despised

gooseberry go to Heidelberg. There they may

have gooseberries as large, at least nearly as

large, as plums.

Frankfort is one of the brightest and prettiest

cities in Europe, and from this attractive city we

went to Leipzig. Of all the gloomy places im-

aginable, Leipzig is the worst. How can so

many persons feel like studying music or any

thing else in such a dismal place ?

When we were in Berlin, one of the ladies an-

nounced her intention to work for the women
suffragists, in the hope of being rewarded with a

Berlin appointment. It certainly is a delightful

city.

The Thiergarten, or public park, which is

about three miles long and one mile wide, is

covered with forest trees ; and, with its shady

walks and drives, is a positive relief from the or-

dinary parks, with their artificial lakes and crazy-

quilt flower-beds.

The Column of Victory, erected at the close

of the Franco-Prussian war, is most magnificent.

It rises to a height of one hundred and ninety-

four feet, and is surmounted by a colossal gilt

bronze figure of Victory.

The great street of the city, Unter den Lin-

den, abounds in fine buildings, among them the

palaces of the Emperor and Crown Prince, the

Arsenal, and Opera House. At the east end of

the street is the famous bronze equestrian statue

of Frederick the Great.

A small river, the Spree, runs through the city.

A conundrum asks :
" Why should Berlin be the

liveliest city in the world ? "— " Because it is al-

ways on the Spree.
"

It is possible we may sometime forget the

great works of art we saw in Dresden, but time

can never efface the remembrance of the ap-

pearance of the party the morning we left. As

we were leaving the hotel, the proprietor pre-

sented each with a large bouquet, and what ap-

peared to be a diploma, but when untied proved

to be a picture of the hotel and guide to the

city. Mrs. Loomis, as the wife of the conductor

of the party, received a floral structure fully as

large as a peck measure.

At Prague the menus were on small American

flags ; and at each plate was a bouquet of red,

white, and blue flowers.

Nuremberg was the queerest and quaintest

city we visited. The walls of many of the

houses are quite low, but the sloping roofs are

very high ; and in these roofs are usually from

three to six stories of little dormer windows.

On the exterior of the Church of St. Sebaldus

are many curious carvings. There is one door

called the Bride's Door. On either side of it are

figures of the Wise and Foolish Virgins. The

foolish virgins look exceedingly dejected and

forlorn ; but any thing more pert and self-

contented than the faces of the wise virgins

cannot be imagined. One day, Professor Brag-

don took several of us for a walk in some of the

streets, which are so narrow it would be almost

impossible to drive a carriage through them.

Much of our summer's pleasure was due to the

kindness of Professor Bragdon. Having been

abroad several times, he was familiar with all

points of interest. He was untiring in his efforts

to add to our comfort and pleasure in every

possible way, and for his many favors we are all

deeply grateful.

There is one place few of us would care to

visit again : that is the cemetery at Munich. In

the cemetery is a building mainly of glass. To
this building all persons dying in Munich are

brought, to remain for three days. A wire is
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attached to a finger in such a way that the

slightest movement would cause a bell to ring in

a room in which some one watches day and

night. Looking through the glass, we saw the

bodies of several men and women, and three

babies.. Around each corpse were hung numer-

ous floral wreaths. It was inexpressibly sad to

see so many lying there dead, brought from their

homes to that public place.

When we were in Munich, it was finally de-

cided that on account of the cholera it would be

best to abandon going to Italy. This was a very

great disappointment to us all, but we felt it was

wisest to give it up. As we were not going

into Italy, we had more time to spend in Ger-

many, and also went down the Danube to

Vienna. The man who wrote of the " Beautiful

Blue Danube " must have looked at it through

blue glasses. The sad truth is that it looks like

very dirty soap-suds ; but the scenery along the

river certainly is beautiful. Many persons think

it rivals that on the Rhine.

In the Loretto Chapel of the Church of St.

Augustine, in Vienna, are sealed urns containing

the hearts of deceased members of the imperial

family. In that church is an exceedingly beauti-

ful monument to the memory of Maria Christine,

daughter of Maria Theresa. Among the figures

is one of an angel leading a blind old man.

While we were admiring the work, a very old

man came up to us, and asked one of the ladies

if she spoke English. She replied that she did

;

and he immediately began to give a description

of the monument in broken English, very much

like the English of the Chinese. Pointing to

the angel, he said, " She be one good fellow :

she pullee old man 'long."

In Vienna we had the first and only ice-cream

which could be compared to the genuine Ameri-

can article. One day several ladies were looking

at some ice-cream dishes in a Vienna china-store.

They were somewhat larger than individual

butter-plates, and the saleswoman said they had

none larger. When one of the ladies showed her

the size of those in ordinary use in America, she

exclaimed, " Oh, what a great amount of ice-

cream the Americans must eat ! What a happy

country !

"

Oh for the pen of a ready writer to fitly tell

of the beauty and grandeur of Switzerland, with

its deep blue lakes and snow-capped mountains !

Lucerne is seen at its loveliest from about four to

half-past five o'clock in the morning. Nothing

more beautiful can be conceived than the lake

and mountains in the early morning light. We
had a perfect day when we went up the Rigi

:

there was not a cloud ; and we had a magnifi-

cent view of the distant line of snow-covered

mountains, almost a hundred and twenty miles

long.

In Switzerland we usually travelled by coach

and diligence, and how we did enjoy it ! for the

roads were nearly all well kept, and we saw much

more of the country than could be seen from

the windows of the odious European railway-cars.

All Americans should be truly thankful that they

are permitted to live in a land where they have

the blessed privilege of travelling in an American

car, instead of being cooped in a three feet by

six compartment of a foreign railway carriage,

with six or seven other unfortunate travellers.

At Interlaken we were pleased to meet Miss

Abbie Hill, a former pupil at Lasell.

When we were down at Chamounix we went up

the Montanvert to see the great sea of ice, Ma-
de Glace. A few crossed the Mer de Glace, and

ascended the Flegere. We made the ascent of

the Montanvert on mules. If there is such a

thing as total depravity in animals, those mules

were totally depraved. We seriously objected to

their desire to go to the edge of the narrow path,

and look down over every precipice.

What a change from the quiet of the moun-

tains to bright and gay Paris ! From the top of

Napoleon's great Arch of Triumph, we had a

fine view of the city. In the distance, the

Trocadero, a curious semicircular building, in

which was held the Paris Exposition. From

among the trees rises the dome of the Hotel des

Invalides. Under this dome is the tomb of

Napoleon. There is the grand Opera House,

and the green roof of the Madeleine Church,

a church without windows, except in the roof.

Looking across the city, we see the Heights of

Montmartre, where the Communists took their

stand at the beginning of the insurrection.

One Sunday afternoon we went to hear Pere

Hyacinthe. The once celebrated man now

preaches in a room, which answers for a church,

in an out of the way part of the city.

We had imagined that all kinds of articles

could be taken duty free into England ; but when

we crossed the Channel, to Newhaven, our trunks

were more thoroughly searched than when we

landed in New York.

We regretted we could not stay longer in

London, that great city of endless attractions

;

but we improved what time we had.

We learned two new words in London : that

a Mackintosh is English for a gossamer cloak,

and goloshes are a pair of rubbers.

When we went to Shakspeare's old house in

Stratford, the old schoolhouse, and the church

in which he is buried, we were reminded of the

many Saturday afternoons our literature class

spent down in No. 6 with that devoted Shak-

spearian Professor Rolfe.

The first evening we were at Melrose, we fol-

lowed the advice of Sir Walter Scott, and went

out to view the abbey by moonlight ; but the

moon failed to appear, and a sudden shower

drove us to the shelter of the hotel. At Mel-

rose we had delicious strawberry jam. One of

the girls, who had a brother at home with a

sweet tooth, procured a small jar of the jam, and

carried it in her hand during all the rest of our

journey. When last seen in New York, she was

still clinging to the jar.

The day we went through the Trosachs, there

was a drizzling rain, but the driver called it a

Scotch mist. Wr

e enjoyed, the visit to Stirling

Castle, Holyrood Palace, and the old castle in

Edinburgh ; but we were beginning to be anx-

ious to return home, and were all happy when

we set sail for America.

There are some things too sorrowful to be

talked about. Our homeward voyage was of

this nature. Suffice it to say, that the weather

was stormy nearly all the way.

There are, of course, some disadvantages in

travelling in a large party ; but every thing was so

well arranged, and we found it very agreeable to

have no care of tickets or trunks, and our hotel

accommodations were usually very good. We
had a pleasant trip and a delightful vacation.

THE CIGAR VS. WOMAN.

"The gentlemen seem to enjoy it so much,

let them smoke." That is the last permissive

expression which ought to fall from a woman's

lips, and would be among the very last if she

knew exactly what was wrapped within the con-

cession. It may, indeed, argue well for that

unselfish regard for the pleasures of the sterner

sex, which is so characteristic of womankind

;

but we may well question whether such an open-

handed concession argues either scientific sense

or economic observation.

Literally, the stick of tobacco within masculine

lips is growing more and more to be the rival of

woman, and carries the day. It is not difficult

to trace the operation. Boys go by themselves

to smoke. Young men leave the company of

young women in order to burn their idols. On
trains of cars the cigar separates the sexes ; and,

while the woman companion is left alone, the

male escort is immersed in atmosphere heavy

with stale and stupefying odors. At the hotels

the same process of selection is carried on ; and,

at least as to habit, the law of the survival of

the fittest is not in operation. The fittest thing

would be for the lords to be with the ladies, but

King Nicotine decrees otherwise ; and the to-

bacco bait leads to the lobby, and allures to that

ubiquitous room where the ringing of glasses

and rattling of oaths compound in ominous

disharmony of morals.

The drift is none the less plain and patent in

the general currents of society. A tea-party or

an evening company is given. No sooner are

the viands despatched, than again the process of

separation is developed. The abnormal appetite
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asserts its sovereignty over innate instincts. The

unnatural dominates the natural. The unclean is

not let down from heaven, but comes in, never-

theless ; and, as it comes in, the finer and refin-

ing sex go out. Typical forms, which sadly need

reforming, are frequent enough in all grades of

society. There is our old friend Ph.D. : he

early learned the way of the transgressor ; and

every year has witnessed his going beyond the

year before in the number of soothing signals

burnt at the door of his lips.

Notwithstanding the soporific spells laid with

growing frequency upon his senses, he has be-

come eminent in his profession, and enjoys

more than a national reputation for genius and

ability. We have watched the development in

his case. We believe our diagnosis is correct.

In early manhood, this wreck of the human

loom covered his finer manhood all over with

the showers of sooty carbon. Now, carbon is

one of the most effective non-conductors known

to science; and, in his case, the accumulations

became so great as effectually to shut out the

rays from feminine beauty, and completely in-

sulate him from the magnetic attraction of the

sex.

The cigar became a sceptre which permitted

no Esther to approach. It became a torch

which most cruelly burned the wings of Cupid

whenever the little erotic messenger dared draw

near. Tobacco fumes proved fatal to the breath

of love. Had he never made the acquaintance

of a cigar, he, doubtless, to-day had been a

happily married man, and had been fulfilling his

duties as an honored pater familias. As it is,

one poor woman the more is left to the discon-

solateness of spinster life, while he continues in

the celibate singularity, without a pledge given

to human society, without a home, and minus

those splendid possibilities in the direction of

developed domestic ties and conjugal affection,

which might have crowned a magnificent man-

hood.

What is true in his case is equally true in

myriad other cases ; for we venture the assertion,

which we believe can be scientifically substanti.

ated, that manhood is almost sure to inwreathe

itself in the smoke of the noxious weed ere it

contents itself in the monastic air of bachelor-

hood. Could science and common-sense get the

ear of womanhood, it would surely convince her

that her apologetic commentaries upon these

masculine labors which end in smoke are so

many encouragements to a noxious rival which

forbodes no good to her sex. Let the woman

remember that there is a fatal logic which asso-

ciates the cigar-shop with the drink-dens ; and

it is not the decree of accident that plants the

one near the other, but it is according to that

law of relationship which links causes in kind in

near proximity.— Ex.

THE COST OF DRINK.

It is estimated that, in the United States and

Territories, 130,000 places are licensed to sell

spirituous liquors, and 390,000 persons are em-

ployed in these grog-shops. If we add to these

the number employed in distilleries and whole-

sale liquor-shops, we shall have about 570,000,

while there are but 150,000 ministers and school-

teachers. While one class is laboring to advance

the country in moral and spiritual life, the other

plies the work of death. The clergymen cost the

United States $12,000,000 annually; the crimi-

nals, $40,000,000 ; the lawyers, $80,000,000

;

intoxicating drinks to satisfy and increase de-

praved appetites, $700,000,000. The liquor

traffic annually sends 100,000 to prison, reduces

200,000 children to a state worse than orphan-

age, sends 60,000 to a drunkard's grave, makes

600,000 drunkards, and brings woe, disease,

misery, crime, and premature death all over the

land.— National Temperance Almanac.

AMERICAN NOVELS.

The first and most striking trait in these books

is the extraordinary respect for class distinction,

position, "gentility," and money among the

characters described, with scarcely an exception.

The highest feather in a girl's cap is to have

refused a " British nobleman," or, at least, one

of the Boston " aristocrats." Next comes the

value set upon dress. The importance of the

" gown " question can hardly be imagined by

the European mind. A French heroine is of

course bien mise, and her chassure is probably

insisted on ; the petites mules, or the bas bieti

tires. An English girl must be picturesque in

her attire, and her clothes must be becoming
;

but to say that her gowns came from Paris would

not enhance her charms in the eyes of the

readers, who would probably consider her very

absurd for her pains. A wild civility

"Doth more bewitch me than where art

Is too precise in every part."

There is not much trace of Herrick, however,

in the United States ideals. A list of Miss Lydia

Blood's gowns, as given by so clever a man as

Mr. Howells, might be drawn up for the advan-

tage of milliners ; Miss Daisy Miller's flounces

and the many buttons of her gloves, are among

the chief points of her portrait by Mr. James.—
The Contemporary Review.

POLITICAL NOTES.

It is now said that Logan, if not elected to

the Senate, will return to the practice of law, at

which he will make, between " Chicago and

Washington," at least $25,000 a year.

In Washington Mr. Blaine has taken more

commodious quarters for the winter than he

occupied last year.

It is reported that, when he passed through

Boston, the few friends who saw him were

impressed with his cheerful manner. If he is

a disappointed man, he bears no trace of it, but

shows every indication of that intellectual vigor

which was his marked characteristic. Mr. Blaine

says that he has no idea of entering public life

again.

At a Thanksgiving dinner in Berlin, two

hundred and seventy Americans were present.

Minister Kasson called for three cheers for

Grover Cleveland, the next President ; and they

were heartily given. A telegram was then sent

to the governor, announcing that the Americans

in Berlin had drunk to his health.

At the last session of the Forty-eighth Con-

gress, President Arthur's last message was read

and received, before a large attendance of the

members of both houses. It is a very long

document, reviewing the features of the various

department reports. Among the various topics

which it contains, he recommends that our

naturalization laws be revised and made uniform

;

that the coinage of silver dollars, and issuance

of silver certificates, be immediately suspended

;

that the navy be restored ; that the unit of

weight in first-class mail matter be one ounce

;

that Congress assume absolute political control

of Utah ; that our merchant marine be revived

by commercial treaties, by a better consular

service, by the enactment of measures to favor

the construction of a steam-carrying machine

under the flag of the United States, and by the

establishment of a uniform currency basis for

all countries on the American continent ; that

a national bankrupt law be adopted ; and that a

suitable pension be conferred upon Gen. Grant.

MUSICAL NOTES.

Gounod desires to dedicate his oratorio

" Mors et Vita " to the Pope.

The account of Brignoli's death is very pa-

thetic.

Miss Clara Louise Kellogg's intended mar-

riage is reported.

Nevada failed to entirely please her critics by

her performances in oratorio at the Norwich

(Eng.) Festival. It is said that her method is

essentially operatic.

Patti comes to Boston in December.

The Conservatory of Music in Mexico has

over two thousand pupils.

It is feared that Mme. Gerster will not be able

to fulfil her American contract, on account of ill-

ness.

Europe is full of American singers.

Mme. Patti will sing in none but the larger

cities this year. Towns whose assessed valuation

is less than the prices of seats will have no

chance to hear her.
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Mme. Ermina Mencini Frazzolini, the cele-

brated singer of some years since, is dead. To

her Verdi owes much of his popularity.

Mr. and Mrs. William Peck, the old-time

bell-ringers, are now nearly eighty years old, and

are in an unfortunate financial condition.

A subscription is in circulation having for its

object the raising of sufficient funds to pay for

an erection of a monument in memory of the

late Pasquilino Brignoli.

Lucca goes to Berlin in February.

Lasell is certainly not lacking in the musical

line. Besides about fifty-four pupils who take

instrumental music, and about thirty who take

vocal music, there are those who take lessons

upon the cornet, banjo, and guitar.

Emma Abbott tries to do well.

Nevada is pronounced " second only to Patti
"

by many Europeans.

Miss Marie van Zandt, while singing in " The

Barber of Seville," in Paris, was seized with ver-

tigo, and was obliged to retire before the last act.

Wagner's music is beginning to find favor in

Italy.

Mme. Dealchi will soon appear in Boston.

In a letter to a friend Mme. Nilsson denies

positively any intention to visit America this year.

At the re-opening of the Theatre Italien, in

Paris, Mme. Sembrich received a veritable ova-

tion on her appearance in " Lucia."

ART NOTES.

The work of organizing the exhibition of

drawings and engravings by Gustave Dore is

making satisfactory progress, carried on by the

Cercle de la Librairie.

The firms of Hachette, Mame, Jouvet, Hetzel,

and Calmann Levy will contribute rare proofs,

engraved blocks, and original sketches in their

possession. The illustrated papers of Paris,

and publishers of Dore's works in England and

America, have also consented to loan works in

their hands. The collection of sketches and

water-color paintings in the possession of the

Dore family is expected as an addition to the

exhibition, which will be opened, if possible,

about the ist of March, in the club-rooms of the

committee, on the Boulevard St. Germain. A
splendid catalogue is being prepared, which will

contain, besides a description of the works ex-

hibited, a nomenclature of the books and publi-

cations issued, illustrated by the artist.

The demand for the best reproductions of the

important pictures of the old and new masters

is so great, that the Soule Photograph Company
have added two thousand more subjects to their

collection, and now have more than eight thou-

sand.

The authorities of the English National Gal-

lery have given permission to a French publish-

ing house, and to a German firm, to copy the

art-treasures there for reproduction as engravings,

and have refused the London Fine Art Society

the same privilege.

The artist W. Hamilton Gibson has discov-

ered what he believes to be a genuine Claude

Lorraine. While rummaging in a loft over a

stable at his homestead at Sandy Hook, Conn.,

he saw an old picture covered with dirt and

varnish. He removed the coating of varnish,

and, to his great delight, saw a beautiful land-

scape. There were rocks and trees, a shepherd

and shepherdess, and a stone bridge over a

stream. Sunlit clouds were in the air, and the

warm light and color peculiar to the great mas-

ter's painting pervaded the picture. On the back

of the picture was the monogram " C. L." and

the autograph " Claude Lorran." There could

be found no date. The spirit in the technique,

and freedom in the drawing, show that it was

not painted by a copyist. The father of Mr.

Gibson had the painting about thirty years ago.

It was warranted at the time to be a " genuine

old master of great value." The varnish soon

covered it, and hid its beauties ; the family of

Mr. Gibson, sen., did not like it : so it was re-

moved to the lumber-loft, where it has been for

fifteen years. If this is a genuine Claude Lor-

raine, as it is believed, it is probably the only

one on this continent. Mr. Gibson intends to

establish its authenticity beyond a doubt.

SCIENCE.

" A light fee," the lawyer remarked, as he

pocketed a thousand-dollar check from the gas

company.

It is wondered whether the coming Massa-

chusetts Legislature will have any gas question

to consider " in re-Morse."

Grape-seed oil is among the new products of

Italy.

Herr Wolf of Saxony has invented a safety-

lamp, which burns benzine instead of oil.

A new blasting paper is announced, a power-

ful rock explosive, and a recent Austrian inven-

tion. It is described as being ordinary blot-

ting-paper coated with a mixture of prussiate of

potash, of charcoal, saltpeter, potassium chlorate,

and wheat starch. On being dried, it is cut into

strips, and rolled into cartridges.

The electric-lighting apparatus on the dome

of the court-house at Wabash, Ind., was wrecked

on the 2 2d of October by a flock of wild geese.

The Prussian authorities are planning a hygi-

enic institution as a branch of the University of

Berlin. It is said that Dr. Koch will be placed

at the head of it.

Dr. Finsch, the German explorer, left Sydney

in the the "Samoa" on Sept. 10, to explore the

Phoenix and Union Islands.

The students of Berlin University have organ-

ized a new association among themselves,— a

society of students of the science of dentistry.

They have added the American stars and stripes

to their banner, in acknowledgment of the debt

this science owes to the United States.

It is now proposed to carry the railway-trains

across the English Channel on steamers, and

two propellers suitable for the purpose are being

constructed.

The German Association of Naturalists has

selected Strasburg for its next year's assembly.

The Association for the Advancement of

Women held its annual meeting in Baltimore,

Oct. 29, 30, and 31, under the presiding guidance

of Mrs. Julia Ward Howe.

Capt. Kostorich of the Russian navy proposes

the use of a small captive balloon, to which an

Edison lamp is suspended, for night signalling.

By the aid of connecting wires, the lamp may be

lighted and extinguished ; and the apparatus may
thus be used with any of the codes in vogue.

Mr. J. C. Burke, teacher of the sciences at

Lasell, gave an interesting and valuable paper on
" Recent Arctic Explorations," at the Natural

History Society's meeting in Newton, Tuesday

evening, Dec. 3. Touching first upon the early

explorations, and what they accomplished, he

came down to the more recent ones, giving spe-

cial reference to the Greely expedition.

Mr. Burke, being urgently requested by some

of his pupils, has kindly consented to read the

paper at the school some evening next term.

LOCALS.

One of the girls recently went to ask Profes-

sor's permission to go into Boston with her

room-mate and the latter's brother. On being

asked if he was on her calling-list, she exclaimed

in the greatest surprise and innocence, " On my
calling-list ! Why, he's just like a brother to me :

indeed, he's really ?nore than a brother !

"

Miss K. (explaining an experiment in philoso-

phy to Miss L.).— First you take a consecrated

solution of calcium chloride, and—
Miss L.— Thanks, awfully ! but I think I can

remember the rest.

One of our brilliant pupils spells neuralgia

" pneuralger." We sincerely hope she may never

be afflicted with such a frightful thing as that

looks when written.

While two of the girls were dancing together

in the club, one of them wanted to tell her part-

ner to reverse, and, not thinking of the word at

the moment, said, " Oh, please back water !

"

"'TIS beauty that doth made woman proud
;

'Tis virtue that doth make her most admired

;

'Tis modesty that makes her seem divine."

Puggie to Brainey. — Let me propound a

conundrum to you. What three wise persons

in the world have had pug-noses ? Say you give

it up.

Brainey (meekly).— Yes, I do.
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Pitggie. — Socrates. Anthony Trollope, and

Lizzie May.

Miss C. (meekly). — And some persons have

accused ex-President Grant of inclining towards

nepotism.

Pinkie (thinking of the expression " Caesar-

ism" in the lesson of the day before).— Who
was Nepot?

Said one of our city clergymen yesterday, " If

architecture be frozen music, there will be ter-

rible noises when some of our New-England

churches thaw out."

Of the ten Seniors, three elect Latin ; three

elect French ; six elect astronomy ; two only

elect logic.

Of the Juniors, four elect chemistry ; three

elect Latin ; seven elect French ; one only ven-

tures on trigonometry.

Some of the lovers of tennis played several

sets on Nov. 19, the weather being very pleas-

ant. The day after, there were three inches of

snow on the ground, and the thermometer way

down somewhere near zero.

A most satisfactory arrangement has been

made regarding the Christmas vacation. The

catalogue had advertised that vacation com-

menced Saturday, the 20th, at one o'clock. Un-

der this arrangement, but very few of the girls

could reach their homes before Sunday, and

consequently would have to remain here until

Monday morning. The Faculty very kindly has

decided to end the term on Friday afternoon,

and shorten the Easter vacation one day to make

the year even.

The reading of " As You Like It, " by Profes-

sor Raymond, on Thursday evening, Dec. n,

was most thoroughly enjoyed by all who heard

it. Touchstone and Audrey appeared funnier

than ever, and called forth much laughter and

applause from the audience.

On Monday evening, Nov. 10, a very delight-

ful entertainment was given by the pupils of

Miss Call and Mrs. Morrill. The girls recited

the different cantos from "The Princess," by

Tennyson, and sang the songs which come be-

tween each canto. The programme is as fol-

lows :
—

Solo :
" Tears, Idle Tears "

. . . Miss Prickett

Synopsis Miss Grubbs

Miss Marshall, Canto I.

Solo :
" As through the Land." . . Miss Starr

Miss Davenport, Canto II.

Trio :
" Sweet and Low." . Misses Jackson, Prickett,

Starr.

Miss Ryan, Canto III.

Solo: "Bugle Song." .... Miss Whipple.

Miss Hammond, Canto IV.

Solo :
" Home they brought her Warrior." Miss Penfield.

Miss Ebersole, Canto V.

Solo :
" Ask me no more." . . . Miss Routt.

Miss Lowe, Conclusion.

Each one performed her part so well that it

would be difficult to say which one excelled.

Miss Davenport delighted every one with her

graceful gestures. The feeling which Miss Ham-
mond threw into her selection thrilled the audi-

ence. The " Bugle Song " was perhaps the most

difficult, as well as the most brilliant number

on the programme. It was finely executed by

Miss Whipple, and called forth well merited ap-

plause for an encore ; but Miss Whipple did not

respond. The entire performance was satisfac-

tory, and we are glad that another entertainment

of the kind is to be given soon.

The heart of one of the young ladies was

gladdened by having her brother and his college

chum visit her during the vacation. Unheard

of event in the annals of Lasell : the two young

men were actually domiciled under its broad

roof-tree ! Re-unions were held every evening

in the parlors, and college songs echoed through

the halls. Monday they returned to college,

pleased, we hope, by the little insight into the

home-life of a boarding-school girl.

VACATION.

It has come, and gone. How slow it seemed

in coming, how fast in going ! Never did five

days fly as those did. At first it was intended

to give us only one day ; but Professor Bragdon

kindly allowed us a vote as to whether we would

take our sweets all at once, in the shape of five

days at Thanksgiving, or have them given to u s

in bits, as Washington's birthday and Decoration

Day. We were so unpatriotic as to decide

almost unanimously against "The Father of his

Country " and " Our Heroic Dead," considering

a bird in the hand better than two in the bush.

About two-thirds of the girls " hied them to

their ancestral halls ;
" and as it is supposable

that, immediately upon their return to the bosom

of their families, they were put upon a pedestal,

and worshipped from a respectful distance by a

crowd of admiring relatives and friends, it is to

be inferred that they have had their full share

of glory, and so will not be referred to again in

this chronicle.

The class which will have the honor to appear

in print is the small one of about fifty girls who

stood by their colors, and refused to leave the

good ship Lasell even for a short holiday. I

am sure we of this fifty will always recall with

pleasure what was to most of us a first, and to

all of us a pleasant, experience of a Lasell vaca-

tion.

Wednesday morning Professor Bragdon had a

sale of what he facetiously referred to as " lost

articles." It was rather amusing to see a girl

pay seventy-five cents for the privilege of re-

claiming a handkerchief which perhaps had cost

her only twenty cents when new ; but this was

one of the cases which prove that there is some-

thing in a name. The money obtained from

this sale, about twenty- five dollars I believe, was

sent to the Baldwin-place Home for Little Wan-

derers ; and Thanksgiving morning Professor took

us in to the exercises and dinner at the Home.
We enjoyed our visit very much, but were almost

as impatient as the children for the exercises to

give place to the dinner. The little folks had a

good, old-fashioned, New-England Thanksgiving

dinner. As soon as we had seen them fairly

started in the work of demolishing the piles of

good things contributed by generous friends

of the Home, we went from there to the Old

North Church ; on our way trying to imagine

how Paul Revere felt when he saw, beaming

out from the high belfry tower, that little flame

which kindled so great a fire.

At the church we were kindly and courteously

entertained by the rector, who showed us the

old chandeliers, and four images about the or-

gan which were captured from a Spanish pirate

ship, the old Bible presented by George III., the

old Prayer-book, the gallery where the slaves

used to sit " in good old Colony times," and

the old organ and clock. The church itself was

an object of great interest to us, as it was built

in 1723, and still contains the ancient box pews,

which were a new sight to most of us. A few

of the most adventurous of us climbed the steep

belfrey-stairs, saw the oldest chime of bells in

America, and stood upon the spot where once

shone out the candle which was not " hid under

a bushel."

Just here I hope I shall have the sympathy

of an admiring public. I wish to convey fifty

young ladies from the Old North Church belfry

into the dining-hall at Lasell in the shortest pos-

sible way. I guess we will let them jump.

The dinner, as is usual with Lasell Thanks-

giving dinners, was superb, as can be seen from

the menu.
SOUP.

Mock-turtle, julienne, crackers, pickles.

FISH.

Salmon, Hollandaise sauce, Saratoga potatoes, rolls.

ROASTS.

Turkey, oyster stuffing and sauce, duck, cranberry

sauce, currant jelly.

COLD MEATS.

Cold ham and tongue, lobster salad.

VEGETABLES.

Mashed white potatoes, baked sweet potatoes, corn,

green peas, squash, onions.

PUDDINGS.

Pine-apple, Bavarian cream, cocoanut.

PIES.

Mince, apple, custard, squash.

DESSERT.

Vanilla ice-cream, fruit-cake, chocolate-cake, sponge-

cake, candy, nuts, raisins, oranges, bananas, Tokay

grapes, coffee, bon-bons.

We did ample justice to the dinner, most of

us eating straight through the menu. We were

at the table from 2.30 to 5.45.

The tables were very prettily decorated with

flowers ; and when they were cleared of all but
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the dessert, the hall was brilliantly lighted, and

the girls had donned their gay caps which came

in the bon-bons, the scene was one long to be

remembered. After three times three for the

housekeeper, we adjourned to the gymnasium,

where we engaged in blind-man's-buff and other

games, and wound up with an old-fashioned

Virginia reel.

The rest of the vacation was given up to revels

dear to the soul of a schoolgirl, and the lark and

the turkey were rivals for the position of favorite.

Several of us engaged in a little " sing " two or

three evenings, until we were kindly informed by

Professor that the villagers were not savages, and

so did not care to be soothed ; after which we

abated our zeal in the musical line.

Our sympathies 'are extended to the two young

gentleman who visited the Seminary (?) during

vacation. We feel assured that, had they placed

their shoes outside the guest-room door for the

"porter" to blacken, the girls at Lasell would

not have dragged the shoes off, or cut them up

for keepsakes.

Monday evening we went back reluctantly to

hard work, but comforted our hearts with the

thought that it was only three weeks to Christ-

mas, and another season of " revelry by night."

SOCIETY NOTES.

The S. D. Society is in a flourishing condition.

The new members, about twenty-five in number,

have most cordially joined hands with the old,

and all have a deep interest in the society.

At a recent meeting the following officers were

elected :

—
President.— Miss A. Johnson.

Vice-President. — Miss Allen.

Secretary.— Miss Bubb.

Treasurer.— Miss Ryan.

Critic. — Miss Corcoran.

Usher.— Miss Moffett.

In regard to its club paper, the Lasellia Club

has adopted large size single sheets in preference

to octavo ordinary sheets of former years. On
Saturday evening, Dec. 6, was held the first

irregular meeting of the Lasellia Club for this

year. The entertainment prepared was very

finely rendered. Miss Reece and Miss Ninde,

two of the leading pianists of the school, called

forth much applause from the audience by their

beautifully executed selections from well-known

composers. Miss Penfield, ever full of her bright

and original ideas, gave us one of her charming

chalk-talks, representing the Lasell girl from the

time of her entrance at Lasell till her exit. The
pictures were such a marked success— especially

the "Breathers" — that much petitioning for

them was done on the part of the audience.

Misses Whipple and Starr, our favorite duetists,

enchanted the club with their bird-like voices,

and received loud and prolonged encores. The

grand finale was a "cute" and bright selection

recited by Miss Grubbs. She kept the audience

convulsed with laughter over the opinions of the

" Brakeman at Church," and very gracefully

responded to her hearty encore.

The Lasell Publishing Association held their

monthly meeting Dec. 4. The election of officers

for the ensuing term was as follows :
—

President. — Miss Prickett.

Vice-President.— Miss Allen.

Secretary. — Miss Marshall.

Subscription Agent.— Miss Mirick.

Auditing Committee. — Professor Bragdon,

Miss Willard, Miss Lufkin.

Editor-in-chief. — Miss Whipple.

Local Editor.— Miss Ninde.

Musical Editor. — Miss Mills.

Scientific Editor. — Miss Rose.

Exchange Editor. — Miss Carson.

Political Editor.— Miss Peck.

* * -

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Space compels us to omit many of the ques-

tions we have received, but in the next number

we hope that all will be satisfactorily answered.

Who is the author of that national anthem

with the refrain beginning, "O Solomon Levi,"

etc. ?— Musical Friend.

That momentous question has not yet been

settled. By some it is ascribed to Mozart, but

others contend that it was written by an unknown

composer bearing the name of Smith.

Can taffy tolu be sent by mail?— Taffy

Chewer.

From the occasional sounds issuing from No.

27, we should judge that taffy to Lu is sent

mostly by females.

Will you tell me a permanent and safe cure

for warts ?— One who is as yet Thwarted.

Our highest medical authority tells us that a

regular course of devitalization will prove most

effective.

Why is more food consumed at the Senior

table than at any other ?— Prep.

You doubtless refer to the feast of reason, of

which said body are supposed to take freely in

large quantities.

I think I am in love ; but, that I may be sure,

will you please state the symptons ?— Mag.

We never discuss subjects of that nature in

these columns, but we can refer you to Jad and

Mooney, class of '85.

Are there any means by which the length of a

person's arm may be decreased ?— X.

It is said that Miss D. of Liberty Hall carries

into constant practice her admirable method of

fore-shortening. We advise you to apply to her

in person.

Why were the occupants of the " Trio Roo m "

so happy during vacation ?— Spectator.

Because they furnished their own Grubbs.

Why does a girl like to wear the society pins

of her college friends ?— Small Boy.

She probably likes to have them pin their faith

to her, if only symbolically.

Why does tradition tell us of so few noted

women in very ancient times?— Historian.

Because tradition usually descends from father

to son, and thus gives the women no chance.

Why do the girls in the front of the building

prefer to suffer unendurable heat rather than

open their windows? — Outsider.

We do not know.

PERSONALS.

Misses Allen, Ryan, and Baily all wore
beaming countenances a short time ago, the

cause being a visit from their parents.

Blanche Shaver was here one Monday not

long ago. She looks just as bright as ever.

We were pleased to see Effie Miles, who was
at the Seminary a few weeks ago. She says she

is having a good time at home.

During vacation, Lena Kaull and Nana Poor
visited Lu Walston. They were welcomed heart-

ily, and we hope we may see them again soon.

Laura Davis's ever radiant visage was seen

around the halls lately. We were glad to see

her looking so well and happy.

Miss Lulu Wells is alone in Paris for the

winter, 35 Rue de Lubeck ; her mother and
sister having returned to Denver. She thinks

Lasell more comfortable in winter ; says she
" pokes and pokes the fire all day long." She
saw Grace Eaton in the Bourse. She was ex-

pecting turkey and cranberries for Thanksgiving

Day, and remembered her visit to the " Little

Wanderers " a year ago.

Ada Hibbard Crewe sends words of cheer

from her home in England. Her health seems
firmly re-established, and her little child is perfect.

She is an enthusiastic Liberal, and characterizes

the people clamoring for the removal ofthe House
of Lords " England's truest subjects."

Lettters from Mrs. John Shearn {nee Bettie

Morris) say that she is inexpressibly happy. That
little pink and white infant, which dates from

Oct. 28, is undoubtedly one of the sources of

her happiness.

Miss Lizzie Whipple is anticipating a visit from
her old room-mate, Miss Jennie Baker, during

the holidays. We hope she will make Lasell a

good long call before returning home.

Miss Maude Haller spends the Christmas va-

cation with Miss Jennie Hasbrook, who attended

Lasell last year.

Miss Annie Potter goes home with Miss Jen-
nie Jackson, to remain during Christmas holidays.
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Miss Florence Shiff is attending the Misses

Bond's School in Baltimore, Md. The school

is a very pleasant one, but Florence has been

too long at Lasell to let any other place be first

in her affections.

Miss Martina Grdbbs will make Miss Gussie

Lowe happy with a visit Christmas.

Miss New Kirkirk goes home with Miss Law.

Miss Emma Genn is back among us once

more.

Lottie Hardy was here on Saturday not long

ago. We were glad to see her bright face once

more.

Anna Hoxie is spending the winter in St. Louis,

and says she is enjoying herself immensely.

Helen Davenport was all smiles last Saturday.

Cause : her beloved brother had arrived.

We don't know for sure, but we rather think

Lou Hammond was as glad to see him, from the

way in which she talked to Professor.

EXCHANGES.

The " Dickinsonian's " dress, if not artistic,

can surely claim the merit of being odd. In

glancing over its twenty pages, we are not able to

find one article in which an outsider would be

interested : it is Dickinson from beginning to

end. By a paper thus filling up its columns with

matter entirely personal, it becomes almost a

worthless exchange.

The " College World " in the " North-west-

ern " gives us much useful information concern-

ing our brothers and sisters.

The " Student Life " contains a good reply to

"A Defence of the Theatre." The answers are

well made, and deeply grounded on truth.

The "Yale Courant " abounds in bright and

witty articles, frequently varied with poems. The

latter, however, are almost entirely on the par

amoicr order.

We are confident that we only echo the senti-

ments of many colleges, when we assert that it

is most belittling and unmanly in such institu-

tions as Princeton and Yale, to be constantly

engaged in petty bickerings and mud-throwing.

It is only too easy to find examples of this, but

the article in the " Courant " for Nov. 8 is espe-

cially ungentlemanly.

We are always pleased to see the " College

Transcript, " which comes promptly to hand.

We can give it no higher praise than to say that

the paper is only an exponent of the college

itself, and brings its students before the public as

earnest, wide-awake men and women, who have

regard for the duties as well as the pleasures of

life.

The prospective class in psychology would do

well to commit the following :
—

Across the moorlands of the Not
We chase the gruesome When,

And hunt the Itness of the What
Through forests of the Then.

Into the inner consciousness

We track the crafty Where
;

We spear the Ergo tough, and beard

The Ego in his lair.

With the lassoes of the brain we catch

The lances of the Was,
And in the copses of the Whence
We hear the Think-bees buzz.

We climb the slippery Which-bark tree

To watch the Thusness roll,

And pause betimes in gnostic rhymes

To woo the Over-Soul. — Ex.

OUR NEIGHBORS.

Harvard holds the collegiate and national

championship in tennis. The average standing

of the girls in the Annex is higher than that of

the men in college. Out of the eighteen gradu-

ates of Harvard since 1801 who now hold prom-

inent positions on various newspapers, thirteen

were formerly on the staff of some one of the

college publications.

China now wants peace ; so does France : she

wants apiece of China.— Ex.

Horace rode along the Sacred Way on a mule,

but the modern Sophomore follows him on a pony.

— Ex.

Freshmen at Williams are enjoying the novel

sport of hazing the Sophomores.

First Communist.— "Tell you what 'tis, cit-

'zen Schmidt, this here American people ain't

got no enterprise— no snap-—-not sense enough

to know a good chance when they see it. Why,

this here election was jest bilin' over with a good

show for anarchy— an' did they take it up ? No,

sirree." Second Child of Progress.— "Nah!
Dot vas so. Dere vasn't aenarchy enough in

'em to prake a beer-zaloon open, ain't it? I

shame myself for dot holy banner of commun-

ismus, my frent. Uf some of dem colletch

shtudents don't choin us, ve vas up der shpout

gegong, dot's sairtin."

—

Puck.

The foot-ball season has now closed. Some

very good games have been played, and the

contest for first place was a sharp one among the

different colleges. Yale ranks first, Princeton

second, University of Pennsylvania third, Wes-

leyan fourth. We notice avery good article in the

" Transcript " defending the practice of the game.

The writer fears that a cowardly dread of hurts

will be substituted for manly indifference to mere

bodily ills, should foot-ball be discarded from the

athletic sports of colleges. The safe, but effem-

inate lawn-tennis, and artificial gymnastics, can-

not as fully develop as the field sports of our

trans-Atlantic ancestors. A very good appeal is

made at the end of the article to the committee

at Harvard, which " comes forward to shield the

bodies of the students from possible bruises and

broken bones, but which makes no attempt to

shield their souls from drunkenness, cowardice,

and debauchery."

A beginning class in Arabic has been formed

at Cornell, to recite twice a week.

In the "Advertiser " for Nov. 10, the reports of

the treasurer and secretary of Harvard Annex

very much interested us. The entire article is

well worth reading. A short clipping from the

secretary's report will give an idea of what work

the Annex girls are doing.

The actual work done in the class-rooms is shown

in the following detailed statement: There was

one student in Sanskrit under Professor Lanman,

who studied Whitney's Grammar, and read in Lan-

man's Reader. Nine attended a course of lectures

on Greek literature given by Professor Dyer. Ten
read Lysias, Plato (Apology), Homer (Odyssey,

Books I., IV, V., VI., IX., XII.), Aristophanes

(Clouds), and took a course in Greek composition,

under Professor Croswell. Four read Sophocles

(Ajax), Aristophanes (Birds), and Thucydides (Book

VI.) with Professor Dyer. Seven pursued a course

in Greek composition under Professor Croswell,

using Sidgwick's text-book. Seven read at sight,

with Professor White, Books XIII.-XIX. of Ho-
mer's Odyssey, and Book VI. of Thucydides. Six

read Plato (Republic), and Aristotle (Ethics, Books

I.-IV. and X.), with Professor Goodwin.

Twelve students, under Mr. Preble, read Livy

(Books VIII. and IX.), Horace (selections from

the Odes and Epodes), Cicero (De Republica, Book
I., and selections from Books II. and III.). Three,

under Professor Smith, read Phormio and Andria,

part of the Heauton Timoroumenos of Terence,

selected letters of Cicero, Agricola, and Germanica

(28 chapters), and Epistles and Satires of Horace.

Five pursued a course of Latin composition under

Mr. Preble. Seven read Ouintilian (Books I. and

IX.), and selections from Lucretius, with Professor

Lane.

Thirteen students received the usual instruction

in themes and forensics from Mr. Wendell. Eleven

took a course in English composition under Pro-

fessor Hill. Eleven took Professor Hill's course

in the literature of the nineteenth century, listen-

ing to lectures on Webster, Burke, Miss Austen,

Scott, Hawthorne, Irving, Goldsmith, Sterne, Car-

lyle, and Emerson, in connection with the study of

the works of those writers. Three students took a

course in Anglo-Saxon under Professor Greenough.

Professor Sheldon had a class of nine in element-

ary German, using Sheldon's Grammar and Joynes-

Otto's Reader, and reading stories from Zschokke,

Miigge, and Heyse. Five took a course with Pro-

fessor Bartlett in the literature of the sixteenth

century, with exercises in writing German, studying

selections from Echtermeyer's collection, Schiller

(Der Neffe als Onkel), Grimmelshausen, Das Witt-

haus zu Crausac, and Wilhelm Tell.
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UNPP.AISED GRACES: A BLAMELESS BODY.

" I pray God your whole spirit and soul and

body be preserved blameless," is Paul's prayer for

his friends. A blameless body is rarely labored

for, and still less rarely prayed for : it is an un-

praised grace.

But the body is the habitation of man ; and

we have a right to judge a man by his habitation.

If the fences are drunken, the paths unkempt, the

flower-beds fertile in weeds, the windows broken

and repaired with old hats, the porch in decay,

the doors pendent on broken hinges, the roof

ragged, we are sure that the inhabitants are thrift-

less, shiftless, idle, vagabondish, perhaps intem-

perate. So we have a right to judge of the soul

by the house in which it lives. A clear eye, a

clean skin, a firm step, a sweet smile, a ringing

laugh, a blushing cheek, all speak of a pure, good,

true soul within. And equally significant are the

bodily signs of a soul diseased. But the body

is more than the habitation of man : it is his

organ, the instrument by which he must do all

his work in this life. A good soul is useless if it

has not a good body to interpret it in word and

action. Eloquent thoughts slumber like seeds

in the ground if there is no tongue to utter them.

Brave thoughts die like idle dreams if there is no

strong body to enact them. A heroic soul wins

no victories if it has not a heroic body to carry

it to the battlefield. But the body is more than

either a habitation and an instrument of man :

it is the temple of God. It is his dwelling-place.

He whom the heaven of heavens cannot contain

dwells in his children. Shame on us if we in-

vite him to a house which he has wonderfully

equipped, but which our wilfulness, our igno-

rance, or our neglect, has suffered to fall into

decay ! Into what poor, unkempt, uncared-for

temples we sometimes invite him !

It is not enough that we keep our bodies from

open, palpable violation of God's laws of health
;

from drunkenness and rioting. They have been

given us to care for, to develop. All sickness is

sin, — original or actual ; inherited or individual.

Health is holiness ; health is duty. A good di-

gestion is as truly obligatory as a good con-

science
;
pure blood is as truly a part of manhood

as a pure faith ; a vigorous brain is as necessary

to useful living as a vigorous will, which it often

helps to make vigorous ; and a well-ordered skin

is the first condition of that cleanliness which is

next to godliness. Therefore, good food, and

plenty of it, which makes good digestion
;
good

air, and plenty of oxygen in it, which makes good

blood ; rest, recreation, and, above all, sleep,

which are the brain restorers ; and bathing regu-

larly and frequently, which keeps the skin healthy,

— are as truly sacred duties as Bible- reading,

praying, and church-going. These are not com-

forting words to the invalid, but they are needful

words to those who are guilty of needless invalid-

ism, and to those who are going carelessly in that

direction. If you are sick, your first duty to

yourself, your fellows, and your God, is to get

well. All other duties are, except in extraordi-

nary cases, subordinate to that. If you have a

reluctant body that must be spurred to all its

duties like an over-jaded horse, your first duty is

to feed it, rest it, clean it, put it in repair. There

are many of our readers whose first prayer, night

and morning, should be, " Give me a blameless

body ;
" and whose first endeavor in life should

be to use those " means of grace " which will

give them an answer to that petition.

GEORGE E JOHNSON,

DEALER AV

Hay, Grain, ^ Feed,

Lexington Street, Auburndale, Mass.

BRIGGS WADS WORTH,
Commission Merchant, Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Etc.,

Stall 8g, Faneiiil-Hall Market, Boston.

Artists Materials,

FOR

Crayon and Charcoal Drawing,

China, Oil, and Water-Color Painting,

ART MANUALS ON ALL SUBJECTS,

Etching Materials, Studies of all Kinds.

o<] ARTICLES FOR DECORATION, [>o

Including Albertine and Barbotine Ware, Panels of

Alabaster, Bevelled Plate Glass, Cardboard, and

Polished Wood ; Brass, Zinc, and Frosted

Plaques, Mirrors, etc.

mg- SEND FOR A CATALOGUE. -=©ft

WADSWORTH BROTHERS & ROWLAND,

84. Washington Street, Boston.

G. H. INGRAHAM,

^^Apothecary,^^

Corner of Waltham and Washington Sis.,

WEST NEWTON.

Young Ladies

Boots, shoes, and slippers,

Stylish and Durable, at Moderate Prices.

GYMNASIUM SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Thayer, McNeil, & Hodgkins,

J.J Temple Place, Boston.

V. A. PLUTA.

^""PROVISIONS,

Corner Auburn and Lexington Streets.

FROST & ADAMS- -s*~
Importers and Wholesale and Retail Dealers of

Artists' Materials,

Decorative Art Novelties, Art Pottery, etc.

Artists'
1

Outfits of every kind.

Ebonized Panels.

Winsor & Newton's Colors.

German Colors. 1

French Colors. \

tucker & Green's Colors.

Sketch Blocks. ,

Plaques of all kinds-

China Colors.

Mirrors for Decorating. jir:JS3§Jfc

Artists' Boxes. J

Artists' Brushes.

Artists' Canuas. m
Handbooks on Art. C s«lf§IP-

Studies to Rent.

Lustra Painting Materials.

Water-Colors.

SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS SUPPLIED AT LOW FIGURES.

Bronzes- C Canuas Stretched.

Brocades. CO Drawing Instruments.

Spangles. 00 Plaque Rims.

China for Decorating. ^ Artists' Easels.

Paper Panels- -ft Drawing Paper.

Tambourines. Materials for Tapestry, etc.

Repousse Materials. Kensington Painting Materials,

F. S. Frost. od H. A. Lawrence.

Picture-Frames,

Art-Materials, Engravings, Photographs, Alber-

types, and every kind of picture.

Frames, Passepartouts, Easels of every Kind.

Panels,

Plaques, Papers, Colors, and various Art-Ma-

terials.

Framing reasonably and promptly done.

C. H. CODMAN & CO.
(Successors to G. S. BRYANT & CO.),

No. 34 Bromfield Street, Boston.
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Marsh,

& Co.

Dry Goods Shopping

BY MAIL.

Send for our Illustrated

Catalogue for all information

relative to goods and prices.

Mailed free to any address, on

application.

ESTABLISHED 1823.

Chickering Pianofortes.

The Largest and Oldest Pianoforte Manufac-

tory in the United States.

69,000 INSTRUMENTS MADE.

Grand, Square,

ESTABLISHED 1847.

Aaron R. Gay & Co.,

NO. 122 STATE STREET, BOSTON,

Stationers
AND

Rookwood Pottery
OF CINCINNATI

Are pleased to announce that their ntw

Art Parlor, at No. 1 West Street, is

now open, with a full display of their

Artistic Productions in Pottery, suitable

for WEDDING, BIRTHDAY, and

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

Boston |forei0ii 3pcrcrk5to*e.

Carl ^ttyozntyof,

\\\ Exzmant Street Boston.

fl|\NfE of the ILargcst Stocks of 33oofcs in the .foreign^ anO <Encient ILanguagcs ; 2Tauchnit> dTollccttan of

English authors ; ©crman ^Circulating Eibrarg.

((Catalogues on application.

and Upright

PIANOFORTES.
For Sale.

Second-hand Pianofortes, in great variety,

for sale and to rent, at various prices, by

Chickering & Sons,
152 Tremont St., Boston. /jo Fifth Ave., New York.

Rand, Ave-

ry, & Co., Printers, Elec-

trotypers, and Binders, 1 1y

Franklin Street, Boston.

(jlark, yidams, & f^tlark,

IMPORTERS OF

/^ROCKERY, CHINA,^ AND GLASS;

French and German Fancy Goods

;

65 and 67 Franklin Street,

Plank Pook ]\4 anufacturers,

First-Class Accottnt Books of any desired

pattern made to order.

S. S. GAY. EDWIN IV. GAY.

FALL MILLINERY.

MRS. M. H KIMBALL,
DEALER IN

French Flowers, Hats, Bonnets, and
Trimmings,

MELROSE STREET, AUBURNDALE.

SWAN & NEWTON,
Dealers in

Poultry, Wild Game, Etc.,

No. 18 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston,

HENRY SWAN. S. B. NEWTON.

Comer of Arch Street,

BOSTON.

^WEBERS^
{23, 27 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON)

Ladies and Gents Restaurant.

Oysters and Salads a specialty.

OPEN AFTER THEATRES.

Caterer for Wedding Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinner and

Evening Parties, and Receptions.

Also Club Suppers at short notice and reasonable prices.

CHARLES G. TINKHAM,

Livery, Hack, and Boarding Stable,

Corner of Lexington and Severn Streets,

AUBURNDALE.

DENTIST.^—
Dr. H. L Sanderson,

Office, Robinson s Block, West Newton.

Nitrous Oxide and Ether admi?iistered "when desired.

ALFRED BRUSH.

APOTHECARY,
FHummer's Block, corner of Auburn

and Lexington Streets, Aubnrndale.

Walker & Pratt Manufg Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Heating and Cooking Apparatus,

Nos. 31 and 35 Union Street,

BOSTON.

/IRE you out of Paper ? In need of Visiting Cards,

f*- Blank-books, or any kind of Stylographic Pens, or

Stationery ? Try

WARD & GAY,
184 Devonshire Street Boston.

CLASS DAY INVITATIONS A SPECIALTY.

C. A. W. CROSBY,

h= Watches, Jewelry,
SILVER AND PLATED WARE.

f.ff Washingtoti Street, . . . Boston.

MILLS BROTHERS,

Cooperage Stock,
Office, 160 State Street,

Yard, 473 Commercial Street. BOSTON.
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EDITORIAL.

We are back again ! We have passed through

the trials of getting something that thon will like,

have done our duty by the Christmas goose,

have received and given thanks for the presents

sparingly bestowed upon us (for the late cam-

paign has caused "hard times"), have made—
and broken— countless New-Year resolutions,

and have endeavored as best we might to crowd

countless fun and hilarity into seventeen short

days. Yes, we are back again, with the tears we
shed at our departure from home scarcely dry

upon our cheeks.

During our absence, as did Minerva from the

cranium of her papa Jupiter, has sprung up our

new gymnasium ; but not entirely armed, as was

Minerva at her debut, for the outside is lamenta-

bly bare of paint, and the inside is still free from

the network of ropes, pulleys, trapezes, and other

machinations, by means of which we are shortly

expected to perform in some slight imitation of

the manner of the " Harvard men."

The entrance to this building, we see, is to

be from the chapel ; and, during all hours of the

day, the recitations in that room will be dis-

turbed by those passing through. This, although

a serious inconvenience, will be but a passing

grievance. However, we will not be obliged to

meander throughout the whole length of the

halls, attired in gowns of the Lady Habberton

description, in constant danger of coming in

contact with visiting strangers ; for, lo ! in close

vicinity to the gymnasium proper, have been

added dressing-rooms, in which we can store

our " gym. suits " until the time comes to join

the innumerable caravan, and don said articles.

But, alas ! a goodly portion of the ground now
occupied by the gymnasium belonged to one of

our best tennis-courts ; and for this, each mem-
ber of the Tennis Club, " crines effusa," is weep-

ing and gnashing her teeth.

We are glad to see that so many of the girls

are to take lessons in practice cooking this year.

The number of those about to commence is un-

usually large, and we trust that all will be much
interested. The class meets at half-past two,

once a week ; and a menu is prepared by the

teacher, each pupil endeavoring to cook one

dish. At five o'clock the members of the class

draw nigh the festive board, and prepare to

devour the products of their labor. This, it is

needless to say, forms the most enjoyable part

of the work.

But we notice that each desires to cook the

cake or pastry, and very seldom does the first

chooser select the meat or vegetables for her

task. This, we think, should be avoided, or

else the reputation of the Lasell girls in the

cooking department will be great merely as

"fancy cooks." To be sure, the prize awarded

for the best loaf of bread obviates the difficulty

in that direction ; for, with the chance of obtain-

ing that little gold loaf of bread, who would not

toil and strive with yeast and dough? Let us

suggest, however, that the amateur cooks of this

year pay a little more attention to the proper

preparation of plain food.

Those who attend school or college at a dis-

tance from a large city have no idea of the

musical advantages they lose. Lasell being sit-

uated so near Boston, not only are the musical

departments headed by the ablest instructors

from that city, but we gain great pleasure and

profit from the different concerts given there.

We have attended this winter the series of

Symphony Concerts given in Music Hall every

Saturday evening. These are conducted by

Mr. William Gericke ; and at them one can hear

the best symphonies, rendered in the finest man-

ner, for a merely nominal admission-fee.

The performances are much simplified, and

our enjoyment of them enhanced, by the lessons

given by Mr. B. J. Lang, on alternate Thursday

afternoons, in Chickering Hall. He takes the

programme for the following Saturday evening,

and, in his own inimitable manner, describes the

theme of each composition, usually beginning

with introductory remarks as to the age in which

the composer lived. These lessons are very

largely attended by the young would-be musi-

cians of Boston.

Then, too, there are often stray concerts and
recitals, also oratorios, in which the best soloists

appear. Among these must be mentioned the

series of recitals usually given each winter by the

professor of instrumental music at Lasell, Mr.

Joseph A. Hills, in which, assisted by the best

talent of the city, he interprets the works of the

old masters in a manner that gives not only great

satisfaction to us, but, what is more to be desired,

to the imperious musical critics of Boston.

Although the theatre and opera are denied us,

yet lately, it being vacation, we had the pleasure

of hearing the divine Patti, and her colleagues

in divinity, Nevada and Scalchi. We listened

entranced throughout the whole performance,

but one night our enjoyment was somewhat dis-

turbed. The opera was " Semiramide," and Patti

was rapidly descending a chromatic scale in " Bel

Raggio," while the audience held its breath for

fear of losing a note, when somebody back of us

(a man of course), unable to stand the strain

any longer, broke forth with, " My, but ain't her

top notes elegant !
" Afterwards, we wondered

at the Boston " culchaw " of the speaker, but con-

cluded he must be some travelling Westerner.

Last winter we attended several of the Wagner
Festival concerts in the large Mechanics' Build-
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ing arranged for the purpose. We heard the

" Overture to Tarmhauser " performed by the

large orchestra under the leadership of Theodore

Thomas, and listened delightedly to the grand

March from " Lohengrin," as sung by the chorus

of six hundred voices. We heard Scaria, Win-

kelmann, Materna ; and then on that last night of

all, forming a most admirable contrast to the stout

German prima donna, appeared our old friend

Christine Nilsson. How we did enjoy them all !

Should Dr. Damrosch come to Boston with

his German opera, we trust his visit will be dur-

ing our Easter vacation, that we may then hear

Wagner opera, and listen to the great German

singers when they are " unhampered by the con-

ventionalities of a concert-room."

The coming term will be fraught with great

anxiety for our Senior class. Although for some

years it has been the custom to omit the reading

of essays at Commencement, yet the essays are

written, tied with the customary blue ribbon, and

laid upon the table in the library on that day

for the casual reader to glance over.

This is the time of the year for the dreaded

productions to be brought forth, and already we

can see the look of despair upon the Senior's

brow. No longer are sounds of mirth heard in

the vicinity of Senior Hall ! The class jokes

are things of the past ! But at the end of the

term, when the ordeal has been passed through

in safety, we hope to see their countenances,

although of course greatly emaciated, adorned

with triumphant smiles.

There seems to be eternal warfare upon some

subjects here at Lasell, and the attack has been

lately renewed upon one of them. For the

benefit of those unacquainted with the laws of

Lasell, we will state, that, conspicuously displayed

upon the door of each room, can be seen a white

placard bearing the significant title " Sugges-

tions." But woe to the damsel who does not

heed the advice so kindly suggested !

Article III. of this placard reads, "Do not

stick pins, tacks, or liails into the walls." We
are quite willing to be " careful of ink and shoe-

polish ;
" we have no desire to " set any thing

hot upon table or dresser;" and we can accus-

tom ourselves to the fact that "furniture is easily

broken, footboards easily split ;
" but not to be

allowed to tack our choicest possessions upon

the wall ! Well, from sad experience we have

learned that

" It is a sin to steal a pin,

But it is a greater to pin the paper."

Since our proofs were sent to the printer, we

have formally taken possession of our new gym-

nasium. It is needless to say that our apprecia-

tion of it is great.

THE RHINE-STONE AGE.

Nearly all girls pass through a period which

has been called the "ribbon" age,— when the

happiness of life seems to depend on the posses-

sion of " pretty things ;
" when every thing that

shows color or glitter has an attraction for them
;

and when their desire for cheap trinkets, if they

cannot obtain valuable ones, brings a sense of

mortification and pain to many sensible and con-

scientious mothers, who have forgotten their own

youth and the pleasure they derived from the

black velvet wristlet, with its steel or gilt buckle,

which preceded the " bangle " era. There was

this to be said for the black velvet wristlets and

necklets, however, that they were simple, the re-

verse of showy, inexpensive, and durable. Rhine-

stone rubbish is the reverse of all these : but the

bits of glass, especially the colored " rainbow "

glass, have a certain charm, and, set in silver,—
as single bar or crescent pins, as clover-leaf or

tiny buckle for neck velvet, as horseshoe hair-

pins, combs, bracelets, or dress ornaments—
have many admirers.

Costly jewelry or hand-wrought ornaments are

quite thrown away upon girls at this age ; and it

is almost wickedness to expend what has cost

much labor, time, or money upon articles for

their use which do not suit the freshness of their

youth, and which they do not appreciate. It is

one of the problems which eternally presents

itself, whether the desire, which is so universal,

should be gratified or repressed : and, within

certain limits, it seems as if it were better it should

be gratified. A natural desire repressed usually

breaks out worse in some other and more harm-

ful direction. It is indeed a pity that it cannot

be gratified in better ways, and by genuine things,

— by flowers that grow, and by work done with

their own hands ; but, in an age of shams, it is

unreasonable to suppose that could remain un-

touched by them. Every little while we hear

that the bangle has been killed beyond hope of

recovery. Whence, then, the small regiments of

them that have marshalled their forces in every

show-case, and have been sold in battalions at

prices ranging from sixty-five cents to five dol-

lars ? In sterling silver, the coiled serpent, with

ruby eyes and bangles, composed of silver rings,

plain and twisted, and held together by a silver

link, are the favorite styles, and a set for each

arm are not too many ; but the cheap and com-

mon representatives of these are many of them

atrocious, vulgar, with no more value than whit-

ened tin, and having attached to them, as pen-

dants, a jumble of pigs, dogs, men, and some

sort of implements. Such things as these, even

the poorest girls, if they were well taught at home

or at the public schools, would refuse to buy

or to wear. They would have too much self-

respect to deck themselves out with things that

would disgrace the Hottentots, and that no na-

tive peasant girl who works in the fields of Nor-

mandy or Brittany would condescend to touch.

There is dignity in the silver ornaments that are

handed down from generation to generation in

these peasant houses ; but in these corrupted

strips of metaline, with their infantile attach-

ments, there is neither the dignity of good de-

sign, nor the suggestion of a finer taste. They

are simply brutal, and can hardly be called

cheap, for they are not worth even the small

sum asked for them. Jennie June.

THE PROCESS OF ELONGATING SACCHARINE
SUBSTANCE.

A happier set you never met,

Than the girls at the Senior table
;

And all the good times, if told in rhymes,

Would fill a book of fable.

Stories are told, and we talents unfold,

That astound by their depth and power ;

And our excitement often reaches the height

To deserve a scowl and glower.

In all our fun their seems to run

An under-current of sadness

;

For some of our mates, alas ! are in love,

Which, you know, is a species of madness.

But allowing them this, which they say is bliss,

—

And we Ml not discuss the matter, —
We'll tell you a yarn of a Saturday night,

And endeavor not to flatter.

The clubs were excused, and we none refused

To don the apron snowy ;

It was a fine night for a candy pull,

It was so cold and blowy.

With steps of speed, for we had need,

We hastened to the kitchen ;

And there we found the kettles ready,

And all were told to pitch in.

We all had to stir (not without some demur),

Including the one we've adopted;

And, speaking of ladles, a tired one would say

To another, " I've dropped it."

At length it had boiled ; and, with fingers all soiled

By attempts at preparing the pans,

We all stood around to see it poured out,

For William took it into his hands.

Then we frolicked around, and tried to drown

Our impatience while it was cooling;

And great was our joy when some one announced,

" The'candy is ready for pulling."

We each took our share, and none was to spare,—
We made that a point in dividing

;

And we all went to work with such earnest endeavor,

'T would have kept e'en the worst from back-

sliding.

It was finished in time, ere the bells rung nine,

Which was signal for our dispersing

:

So with very good grace we shouldered our loads,

And went on our way conversing.

We do solemnly vow, and you will allow,

Now you have heard the truth of the matter,

That the candy was fine ; for here's evidence, —
There was nothing left but platter.
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SWEET AUBURN.

" ' Sweet Auburn, loveliest village of the plain,

Where health and plenty cheered the laboring swain,

Where ' " —
" Oh, hush ! " came a husky voice from the

other side of the room. " We're not swains, but

svvainesses."

" Besides," chimed in a rather high treble,

"that verse won't do at all: there is something

wrong with the whole thing. ' Health and plenty'

is all right, for we're healthy enough, goodness

knows ! and, well, yes, we have plenty."

" Plenty of hash," interrupted the husky voice.

The high treble sublimely ignored her husky

companion, and continued, —
" As I was saying, it is not the health and

plenty that displeases me in that verse, but the

word ' cheered.' Somehow or other, I think

that word misplaced : then the adjective ' labor-

ing,' for I don't think we're laboring swainesses."

" Yes, we are," again interrupted the husky

voice. " We are laboring, or we were laboring,

under some mental aberration, when we decided

to come here to school."

" Oh, be quiet, girls ! " laughed the merry

voice of the girl, who, a few moments before,

had been soaring aloft in Goldsmith's immortal

verse. " I tell you what's lots more interesting :

let's talk of the coming holidays."

" Well," began the irrepressible husky voice,—
" ' Two more weeks, and then salvation

;

We shall part at Auburn station:

No more Latin ; no more Greek ;

No more ' "—

"Give us something new and original," said

her companions, highly disgusted.

But, before going further, let me introduce

you to these three girls. The first was a blonde,

a true blonde, with blue eyes, golden hair ; and

she was beautiful, beautiful in the extreme.

Our friend with the husky voice was very-

dark, with raven black hair, and large, dark eyes.

Still, she was not beautiful, not even pretty, but

was very majestic in appearance. She was a

great favorite with all, and had a certain charm

which few could resist. Our third friend was

small, with brown hair and steel-gray eyes, rather

large mouth, and a pug nose which gave her

the appearance of being very saucy.

"Well, girls," said Margaret Raymond, the

blonde, " you can't imagine how I have been

counting the days, hours, and minutes before

vacation."

" Can't I, though ? " said Jeanette Gordon, who

usually went by the name of Jean. " I suppose

you have been calling your mathematical bump
into operation, for your brilliancy in that" direc-

tion is not a bright and shining light ; and, if it

is, you keep it pretty well hid under a bushel."

" Oh, dear ! " sighed little Mabelle Young,

who was Margaret's stanch defender. " Now,

maybe, Jean, you think you're saying something

bright ; but the brilliancy of your remark need

not be hid under a bushel, as no one could see

it anyhow."

Jean laughed, and, turning to Margaret, asked

her her plans for the coming vacation.

" It is not my plans for the vacation that I am
thinking of," said Margaret; "but to think that

that abominable Commencement has to be gone

through, and that I am valedictorian, and have

only a white muslin dress to wear. Oh ! if I

were only rich, I should be perfectly happy. I'm

going to lay in wait for some rich old codger,

with one foot in the grave ; and then he'll die,

and leave me his fortune."

" ' My face is my fortune, sir, she said,'
"

quoted Mabelle, throwing her arms admiringly

around Margaret's neck. " And if one is to

judge by the quantity of beauty displayed, then

yours is an ample fortune."

It was twilight, and so neither could see the

terribly white and pained expression in Jean's

face. Meg's thoughtless words were the cause

of it, although she knew that they were mean-

ingless, and were only uttered by Meg for the

sake of something to say. Then, too, it brought

up recollections of a past full of misery,— misery

of which few girls know any thing. The girls in

school had divined that there was some great

mystery, some great sorrow, connected with Jean's

life ; but what this indefinable something was,

none knew but Jean— and one other.

" Jean," called Meg. Her face instantly

changed. She was a girl of a good deal of self-

control, and she did not wish the girls to see

the almost wild look in her face.

" Yes," she answered, with a laugh. " Why,

where is Mabelle? "

Mabelle was standing at the window, watching

the great drops of rain splash against the pane,

and slowly run down the glass.

" ' Mabelle, little Mabelle, with her face against the pane,

Are you watching the beacon-light a-trembling in the

rain?'"

asked Jean.

" Well, not exactly," laughed Mabelle. " Well,

yes, perhaps. I was looking at that one great

star shining so brightly, when it is raining so

hard ; and then I wished on it, because it is the

first one I have seen this evening. Come see,

Jean, and you can wish, too,— something that

you want most, you know, for it will be sure to

come true."

Jean slowly came to where the little girl stood,

and rested her hand on the child's head. A
wish, the great wish of her life, welled up in her

heart ; and with it the tears slowly fell, one by

one.

" Oh that he would come back ! " she mur-

mured to herself.

" Why, Jean, what is the matter?" said Ma-

belle, as she felt one of the tears fall on her hand.

" I was thinking of my father, May," she said.

May sighed, for she thought of her own dear

father, and then remembered that Jean had no

father or mother. Further than this, she knew

nothing of her. She supposed Jean to be about

eighteen or nineteen years of age ; but she had

heard it whispered among the girls, that "Jean

Gordon was no spring chicken."

Jean here interrupted her reverie by saying,

"Why, where is Meg?" A loud snore from the

other end of the room announced that Meg was

still there.

" Well, I am insulted !
" exclaimed Jean.

" This is a nice way to treat a visitor. I come

to see you two girls, and, lo and behold ! one of

you goes to sleep. I think it's just about time

for me to take up my bed, and walk." Where-

upon she took up the pillow she had brought

with her, and, bidding the girls good-night, went

to her room. It was a pretty, cosey room, and

a very comfortable one. She sat down by the

table ; and, turning the light in her student's

lamp brighter, she put her hand in her dress, and

pulled out a small gold locket, opened it, and

gazed at it for a long time.

"Five long years," she muttered, "and I am
twenty-two. Oh, how long it seems ! Will he

never come?"

She was not thinking of her father.

(To be continued.)

GERMAN "BULLS."

Irish bulls are much more famous than Ger-

man blunders of the same sort, but some of the

latter are very amusing. A German newspaper

has collected a few af them :
—

" After the door was closed, a soft female foot

slipped into the room, and with her own hand

extinguished the taper."

" The chariot of revolution is rolling onward,

and gnashing its teeth as it rolls," is what a Ber-

lin revolutionist told the students, in 1848, in a

speech.

" The Ladies' Benefit Association has distrib-

uted twenty pairs of shoes among the poor,

which will dry up many a tear."

- " I was sitting at the table, enjoying a cup of

coffee, when a gentle voice tapped me on the

shoulder. I looked around, and saw my old

friend once more."

TO THE OLD GIRLS.

Found.—Two pair of skates, which the owners

may have by sending a description of them, and

also the directions for forwarding, to the editor

of The Leaves.
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Died.— At Lasell Seminary, Auburndale, Mass.,

Mrs. Abby Carpenter, aged 79 years.

We were all very much shocked and grieved

to learn of the death of dear Grandma Carpen-

ter.

When we left for our vacation on the Friday

before, we knew that she was still suffering from

the attack of illness which she experienced about

Thanksgiving time, but were not prepared to hear

that the sweet woman, who had for so long a time

filled the place of grandmother to every girl who

has entered the school, would no longer give us

her kindly greeting as we paused a moment at

her door, would no longer sit at table with us, or

be with us at prayers.

Mrs. Carpenter came with her daughter, Miss

Caroline Carpenter, to this school from her home

in Saratoga, N.Y., in 1873, and has lived here

ever since. Then about sixty-eight years of age,

she was no longer a young, or even middle-aged,

woman ; and it was always a marvel to her friends,

that she could still retain her perfect sympathy

with youth and its restless activity. Never a

homesick girl, alone for the first time in a

boarding-school where every face was a stran-

ger's, sought sympathy from Grandma Carpenter

who did not go away comforted, feeling that she

had one friend, at least, among all the strangers.

Her sweet influence over us is one to be felt

rather than described. We felt that she had a

personal interest in each of us ; that she, sitting

in her low chair in the cheerful room on the

second floor, watched the restless tide of girl life

which passed and repassed her open door, look-

ing down from the peaceful height of her beauti-

ful old age upon impetuous youth, not chidingly,

but in sympathy with their joyousness and in

indulgent pity for the chafing young hearts who

fretted under restraint, and could not see their

good fortune in being protected and cared for.

The funeral services took place in the Semi-

nary parlors Friday morning, Dec. 26, at ten

o'clock. Many of the old pupils came, includ-

ing those who had long since left the school, and

a number of teachers and pupils who were spend-

ing their vacation in or near Boston. Flowers,

for which she had so great a love, and which it

had been such a pleasure to her girl friends to

gratify, covered the casket. They were supplied

by friends in the house and two of her young

friends in Boston ; with a wreath of beautiful

English ivy, sent by Mrs. and the Misses Atkin-

son. The services, brief but touching, were

conducted by the Rev. Mr. Watson, assisted by

Rev. Calvin Cutler. She was buried at Mount

Auburn, in a part of the lot, where, but a few

months before, our good friend Dr. Latimer was

laid.

To say that we miss her is to express it but

feebly ; and we have a sincere regret that the

girls who are to enter the school in the future

will not find, as we found, a grandmother here,

and will never know her, as we knew her, a kind

true friend and Christian.

AN INTERESTING EXPERIENCE.

On one of the hills of Vermont is the small

village of Moretown. In accordance with the

old custom, a district school is kept during the

fall, winter, and spring. It was the good fortune

of Mr. John Atkinson, a young college student,

to be summoned as teacher for this school some

time since. It was his first call, and he went

into his field of work with some trepidation.

He found kind and social people, and bright

and studious scholars. His pupils were all

ages, from six to eighteen years, bright, dull,

and indifferent. Some were fond of study, and

some were fond of something else. There was

one little fellow who especially attracted the

notice of the teacher. He had black, snapping

eyes, red cheeks, and a roguish look. Throwing

spit-balls, making pictures, etc., were his favorite

amusements. From noon till night his " noddle-

box " was busied about every thing except his

lessons. Now, Mr. Atkinson, having taken all

the prizes in oratory and rhetoric at his college,

naturally desired to educate his pupils in those

arts. Accordingly, he labored faithfully to erad-

icate the " pump-handle gesture," and to stir

the youthful mind to an appreciation of fine

diction. Finally, he had taken great pains to get

up an entertainment, to which the parents and

friends were cordially invited. Especially had he

drilled the above-mentioned boy on an original

production, entitled " The Importance of Early

Rising," and had introduced, by repeated effort,

a number of passable gestures, which he well

knew would amaze the country-folk. Imagine his

consternation, when, the long-expected day arriv-

ing, and the little fellow's name being called, the

latter marched to the platform, and held forth

as follows :
—

" Hens is curious animals. [Broad gesture with

both hands.] They don't have no nose, no

teeth, nor no ears. [Forcible gesture with right

hand.] They swallow their vittles whole, and

chew it up in their crops inside of 'em. [An

upward gesture with both hands.] The outside

of hens is usually put inter pillars and inter

feather dusters. The inside of a hen is gener-

ally filled up with marbles and shirt-buttons

and such. [Here both hands went into his

pockets.] Hens is very useful to lay eggs for

plum-pudding. Skinny Bates eat so much plum-

pudding once that it set him into the collery.

[A giggle by the young orator.] Hens have

got wings, and can fly when they're scart. I cut

my uncle William's hen's neck off with a hatchet,

and it scared her to death. Hens make some-

times very nice spring chickens."— Ex.

TOO CONSIDERATE.

I rowed her out on the river bright,

Till the land was lost from out our sight.

The heavens were trying the waves to outshine,

With never a cloud in the far blue line.

On the shore the ripples in kisses broke,

—

But, oh ! I was dying for one small smoke.

She spoke of the birds and the leaves so green

;

But what is nature to nicotine ?

She spoke of the tides and the Trinton myth
;

Said Miss Jones was to visit her room-mate, Miss Smith.

She said she enjoyed these her boarding-school days,

At the club-meetings, and in various ways.

For her eyes were blue, and her face was pale,

And she was a girl from Auburndale.

And I was a Freshman from Harvard College,

Where I strove to gain a little knowledge.

And I rowed and I thought, but I never said,

" Does Havana tobacco trouble your head ?"

She talked of the flowers, she talked of the sand;

And I thought, " Tobacco you cannot stand."

She talked of our little row-boat's speed,

While I yearned for a whiff of the wicked weed.

At last I spoke, between fright and fret,

" Would you mind if I smoked a cigarette ?

"

She dropped her eyes on the Charles so blue,

And said, " Would you mind if I smoked too ?

"

AT THE GRAVE OF KEATS.

Within the city wall of Rome, " at once the

wilderness, the grave, the city, and the paradise,"

under the shadow of the pyramid of Cestius,

lies the quiet little cemetery of the Protestants
;

and in the midst of its desolate beauty is a grave

whose headstone bears the inscription, " Here

lies one whose name was writ in water." As we

stand beside this grave, we cannot but feel how

forcibly the old truth, " Whom the gods love die

young," is illustrated by the young and gifted

poet, John Keats, who lies buried here.

The first image which crosses our mental

vision as we stand at this grave is that of the

affectionate little child, who, when his mother

was very ill, and the doctor said she must not be

disturbed, for many weary hours guarded her

door with an old sword. Next, we see the pale,

delicate schoolboy, who, though bright and in-

telligent, paid little attention to his lessons, and

indulged in the yearnings and fancies of his

own imagination. But at last a prize was offered

in the school : then was aroused his ambition
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and his love of glory. He devoted himself to

his studies with all the ardor of his nature, and

finally won the prize.

Again, when little more than a boy, we see

him, in turn, mourning the loss of both his par-

ents ; serving an apprenticeship under a surgeon

named Hammond ; studying his profession in

London, and passing successful examinations

;

and at last pursuing his studies amid the beauties

of the Isle of Wight, where he had gone on

account of his health. There begins the saddest

part of this sad life, for we see now the young

poet striving to give to the world the fruits of his

rare genius ; and we see the world, through the

medium of the great " Quarterly," returning to

him only harshness and cruelty. Now, standing

at his untimely grave, arises once more the ques-

tion, Whether the bitter criticism of William Gif-

ford hastened the death of Keats ? The partial

answer we have in an extract from one of his

own letters :
" Praise or blame has but a mo-

mentary effect on the man whose love of beauty

in the abstract makes him a severe critic on his

own works. My own domestic criticism has

given me pain without comparison beyond what

" Blackwood "or " Quarterly " could possibly in-

flict ; and also, when I feel I am right, no external

praise can give me such a glow as my own soli-

tary perception and ratification of what is fine."

But whether or not this severe treatment in any

indirect way caused the death of the young poet,

his health, always delicate, began to fail from this

time. We see him next mourning the death of

a beloved brother, then exerting all his feeble

strength to attain a position in life which would

warrant his marrying the woman he loved.

At last we behold him at Rome, where he had

come as the last means of restoring his health.

We see the delicately beautiful face grow paler

and sadder day by day ; we can almost see the

sorrowful expression of the large blue eyes, and

almost hear the pathetic tone of his voice as he

says, " I can feel the daisies growing over me."

We can but observe the indications of a dis-

appointed ambition, as he dictates the mournful

inscription we read upon his gravestone.

Still we gaze upon that quiet grave. Over it

shines the bright Italian sun ; around it sing the

happy birds ; from afar we catch the sound of

the busy world, which still goes on its unchanging

course, heaping upon others, perhaps, as many
of its sorrows as it heaped upon Keats. It is true.

.
"Man is unjust, God is just, and finally justice

triumphs ;
" for the beautiful lines of " Endy-

mion," and " The Eve of St. Agnes," will live

forever in the hearts of all true lovers of poetry

;

and upon the proud records of literary fame,

among the names written in letters of highest

glory, is that of John Keats. To-day all the

world admits the truth of the lines written by his

faithful friend who lies buried beside him :
—

" Here lies one whose name was writ in water !

But, ere the breath that could erase it blew,

Death, in remorse for that fell slaughter,

Death, the immortalizing winter, flew

Athwart that stream : time's printless torrent new,

A scroll of crystal, blazoning the name of Adonais."

Ex.

ART NOTES.

" To be great, a work of art must satisfy two

requisites,— it must be outwardly attractive, thus

showing that it has in it the purely aesthetic ele-

ments ; and it must have the intellectual quality,

an inner significance which illumines the form

from within, and feeds the mind, even after the

senses have been sated." These words, by one

of the few just and competent critics in Amer-

ica, deserve perpetuation ; for they define, in a

vigorous and simple sentence, one of the most

important and fundamental truths of art.—Ex.

It is reported, that, in a talk to the Gotham
art-students recently, Walter Shirlaw said that no

study is too trifling to be useful, and that it is

far better to paint an old pair of boots than not

to paint at all. Every thing is useful if studied

intelligently ; not because you can make direct

use of it, but because it increases the fund of

material from which you can draw if necessary.

One studies Latin not so much because he ex-

pects to read or write it in his daily life, but

because from the study of it he derives strength

and purity to characterize his English, which he

does write and speak. " There is a Latin study

in art as well as in literature."

All who study art cannot become artists ; but

all who learn what it is are better able to enjoy

the beautiful both in art and nature. Real love

of art may be instinctive and inbred, but satis-

factory appreciation of it must be cultivated.

It is said that, in painting, a careless worker is

oftentimes a careless painter. Munkaczy often

painted on his great pictures in a dress-suit.

Some say his pictures were the better for it,

although it is rather a strange conclusion to

draw.

In drawing from life, Professor Wilmarth of

the National Academy advocates the French

system, which represents objects as they appear,

rather than as they are. A distant object is not

seen in detail, but in masses of light and shade.

It should be painted, then, as you see it ; for as

it appears to you, so will it appear to others, and

they will compare it with nature around them.

All the detail of nature cannot be put on a

canvas, but you can simplify and mass the detail

so that the same impression may be made on

others as was made on you.

A successful experiment has been made in

reproducing the "round and solid " in iron cast-

ings by the Magee Art Casting Company. They

are the first to produce a solid figure without

joints, and perfect in modelling and finish. This

addition to our arts will be of great value, since

it will allow our markets to compete with the

imported bric-a-brac and broge wares. — Ex.

A large picture has recently been discovered

in Vienna, representing the interior of the British

House of Commons in 1793. It comprises

about one hundred portraits, including William

Pitt addressing the House, Speaker Addington

in the chair, and Fox, Sheridan, and Erskine in

the Opposition benches. From a full description

of the painting, by Mr. Scharf, it appears that it

was the work of Antony Hickel, a native of

Bohemia, who resided in Paris, and was much
in favor with Queen Marie Antoinette and the

French nobility. In consequence of the French

Revolution, he removed to London, where his

picture occupied him two years. Its existence

was scarcely known, until inquiries were insti-

tuted regarding it, in consequence of a mention

made of it in a German dictionary of artists.—
Ex.

MUSICAL NOTES.

Emerson's talent is much appreciated at the

fair at New Orleans.

Currier's band from Cincinnati is at the Ex-

position, and discourses sweet music.

Joseffy will soon visit Boston.

The original Boston Guitar and Banjo Quar-

tette have re-organized under the leadership of

Mr. Cad Robinson.

The season of Italian opera, in Boston, proves

a great success. Mile. Nevada became at once

a favorite, and it is believed will be second only

to Patti. Patti, Scalchi, Mile. Dotti, Mme.
Fursch Madi, and the others were duly appre-

ciated.

Mr. Joseph Claus, the young Boston baritone,

is abroad, where he contemplates remaining for

an indefinite period.

A fine Christmas concert was given at the

Methodist-Episcocal Church, Auburndale, Sun-

day evening, Dec. 28.

All turn your attention to comic opera, for

Miss Lizzie McCaull is to return here.

De Wolowski recently committed suicide at

Washington.

Professor Hills's work at Lasell has so in-

creased, that an assistant is required.

The generosity of Joseffy will no doubt be
appreciated. During a trip to the North-west, he
discovered a young Indian boy with great musi-

cal talent, and immediately sent him to Europe
for a musical education.
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Liszt will give a piano recital in Paris this win-

ter ; for a charitable object, 'tis said.

The Milwaukee Musical Society offers a prize

of a thousand dollars for the best composition

written for it. Suppose some of the Lasell stu-

dents compete for it.

Two hundred and fifty tenors are registered by

a certain bureau in London, and still there is

room for more.

While in San Francisco, Patti was highly

spoken of by the press, and was called the great-

est diva in the world. Very soon a professional

sent her a challenge to swim any distance she

would name, with a silver cup as reward.

Franz Schubert was present at the funeral of

Beethoven, and was the next famous composer

whom death claimed.

Recently a leading Boston paper reproved

the classical style of the Symphony Concerts, in-

timating that concerts were simply to amuse.

Mr. Gericke, the leader of the Boston Sym-

phony Orchestra, is somewhat disapproved of,

because at times he absents himself from the

rehearsals, and sends a substitute.

" Just for Fun " is the funniest song now be-

ing sung.

It is said that William Belden, Jay Gould's

partner, frequently engages musicians to sing and

play for him when at home alone.

Nov. 28 a reception was tendered Marie Gold-

ine in San Francisco.

In Vienna, Johann Strauss recently celebrated

the fiftieth anniversary of his debut.

POLITICAL NOTES.

Mr. Cleveland's hand-shakes are estimated

at three thousand a week.

Mr. Hendricks is senior warden of his church.

Mr. Tilden will be at the coming inaugura-

tion. He has already secured his rooms in

Washington.

Mr. Blaine's absolute refusal to pine away

and die is extremely annoying to the Democratic

newspapers. That he persists in being cheerful,

is to them a most irritating circumstance.

The fear of being again made slaves, as a re-

sult of Cleveland's election, is shown by the fact

that Mrs. Henrietta Page, aged 50, a colored

woman doing a lucrative restaurant business at

Newport, R.I., has sold out, drawn her money

from the bank, and, with her son, removed to

Montreal for safety, their fears getting the better

of their common-sense.

In a village of New England, one of the at-

tractions of a Democratic procession was a man

who was to ring a bell, and at the same time

raise his own voice to its highest pitch, and

shout for Cleveland. He had imbibed a little

too freely during the day, and at night his friends

were horrified to hear " Hurrah for Blaine ! vote

for Blaine !
" The man himself did not discover

his mistake until the procession had gone over

half its route. He was then heard to say, " Och !

but I have been yelling for the wrong person."

He was so disheartened that he resigned his po-

sition.

Dakota, now seeking admission to the Union,

claims a greater population than Delaware, Rhode

Island, and Nevada combined. She also has the

smallest per cent of illiterate people of any com-

munity in the world.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

Professor Bell, the inventor of the telephone,

is experimenting successfully in teaching deaf

children to talk.

Invalids are now fed on baked milk. The

milk is put in a glass jar, covered with paper on

top, and baked ten hours in the oven.

M. Dubois of Paris finds that chloroform acts

with extraordinary rapidity on criminals after the

introduction of alcohol into the system, and ter-

minates in death with startling abruptness. This

discovery may form a clew to the fatality of

chloroform in some cases.

An engine said to be the smallest in the world

has been made by a watchmaker now connected

with a watch manufacturing company. As de-

scribed, the engine is of the upright pattern, and

is made of steel and gold. It rests on a twenty-

five-cent gold piece, and can be worked either

by steam or compressed air. The cylinder is a

little less than a sixteenth of an inch in diame-

ter, with a little less than three thirty-seconds of

an inch stroke. The balance wheel is a third

of an inch in diameter, and makes something like

a thousand revolutions a minute. The wristpin

is a sapphire cut for the purpose.

An aeronaut says that no balloon has ever

gone over a second sunset. The moment the

sun goes down, the gas condenses, and you get

through the night better than the day ; but the

next day, in the presence of the sun, the gas

expands, and you mount to great elevations. But

every mount the balloon makes cripples its power

;

and it is only a question of hours, if not min-

utes, how long you can keep up. If an aeronaut

could have forty-eight hours of night, he could

travel a great distance. The highest rate of

speed he had ever attained, with a strong wind

blowing, was eighty miles an hour.

The spider, by a careful estimate made by

means of actually weighing it, and then confin-

ing in a cage, ate four times its weight for break-

fast, nearly nine times its weight for dinner,

thirteen times its weight for supper, finishing up

with an ounce ; and at eight p.m., when he was

released, ran off in search of food.

The twenty-four o'clock system, which went

into use in Greenwich Observatory, and among
sailors and most railroads throughout the world,

on Jan. 1, is not an entirely new thing. It has

been used in Southern Italy for several years

;

and an Italian physician, writing in the year 1652,

mentions having had a friend call on him at

twenty-two o'clock, " an hour when both I and

he should be in bed."

Every committee-room of the Senate has been

supplied with an electric bell, which is rung by

a touch upon a button in the Senate-chamber.

The sound of the bell at any time during the

sessions of the Senate will be a summons to

senators in the committee-rooms to appear in the

Senate-chamber.

The Washington Monument, over five hundred

feet high, is to be protected from lightning in a

novel manner. The apex of the monument is to

consist of a conical block of aluminum of con-

siderable size ; to its bottom part will be attached

a heavy copper bolt or cord, which will at once

be divided into four parts, one of these being

carried to either of the four heavy columns sup-

porting the elevator. These, in turn, will be

connected with the well near the base of the

monument, thus making a complete and ample

connection between the summit and the earth.

A similar connection between the temporary top

of the column and earth was maintained, thus

protecting the workmen, as well as the structure

itself, from the effects of any electrical disturb-

ances.
.—«- • -*

—

LOCALS.

The reading-room is indebted to R. H.

Stearns & Co., for a very charming little book on

" Card and Wedding Etiquette."

Lost in the wash,— one ho.

First Girl.— I live in Williamsport.

Second ditto.— Oh, yes ! that is near Penn-

sylvania, is it not ?

(After nine o'clock at night.) O Nell, listen !

I think I hear the fire-alarm. Oh, dear, oh,

dear, I hope it isn't very near here ! Let's see,

anyway. [She clutches her meek room-mate

excitedly by the arm, and draws her to the win-

dow.] No ; I see no signs of a conflagration.

I wonder where it can be !

Room-mate.— Oh, / know! It's the girls

doing their breathers in the next room.

The other day some girls were standing on

the south veranda, watching the progress of erec-

tion of the new gymnasium opposite. Just then

a workman appeared on the roof, and excited
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among the girls much fear lest he should tumble

off. One of them wanted to know of the others

what he would be if he should fall ; and, as none

of them could answer, looked wise and said,

" An eaves-dropper, of course !

"

King Uavid, according to Scriptures, played

on the harp and sang. Now, was not King Da-

vid a Jew ? and was not his harp a Jew's-harp ?

But how could he play on a Jew's-harp and sing

at the same time?

Have you had a good time ?

How we do wish vacation would last always !

The other day in a Latin class, the teacher

asked what was the bird sacred to Juno? A
bright scholar answered quickly, "The serpent."

The private cooking-classes have at last begun.

The first of Mr. Heminway's course of six

law lectures was given at Lasell, Wednesday

evening, Jan. 7. They promise to be as inter-

esting as last year, and are not at all a repetition,

as he gives entirely different illustrations of his

points.

Teacher.— I want you to read " Enoch Ar-

den," and " Mosses from an Old Manse."

The student writes in her note-book, " In a

garden. Moses from an old mantz."

A Junior French Scholar to her Friend.—
Oh, you can't think what a lovely book we are

going to read in French class ! The name of it

is, " Une mer de Glace." I think it means " a

mother of ice-cream."

Wednesday evening, Dec. 17, Professor Ray-

mond gave his last reading, in this part of the

country, at Lasell, before leaving for New-York

City, where he intends to make his home. He
chose for his programme selections from various

authors, and so delighted his audience that he

prolonged the entertainment— yielding to encore

after encore— sometime after the usual hour for

closing. He then gave us a little address in

parting. He showed us how thoroughly he has

been in sympathy with his girl-audiences for the

past five years, and how much a friend he is to

all the young. It was with sincere regret that

we took his hand as we left the room, feeling

that Lasell will have lost one of its brightest feat-

ures next year,— the ever enjoyable readings.

The rehearsal given at the Seminary, Dec.

17, 1884, was in every way an evening pleasantly

and profitably spent. The programme, though

short, was choice, including selections from Men-

delssohn, Rheinberger, Kullak, Bach, and Schu-

mann. It is a matter of congratulation that

we have so much talent among the new girls,

which will in some measure compensate for the

loss of the old. The Orphean Club gave three

selections, which reflected credit upon Professor

Davis's careful instruction.

After the rehearsal, we were kindly invited to

spend the remaining quarter of an hour in the

parlors, where the girls joined in a hearty sing,

accompanied by the banjo. Owing to the storm,

but few outsiders were present ; but those who

came manifested a hearty appreciation of the

effort on the part of the pupils to afford them an

evening's entertainment. The following is a

programme of the evening :
—

PUPILS' MUSICAL REHEARSAL AT LASELL SEMI-
NARY FOR YOUNG WOMEN, AUBURNDALE, MASS.,
WEDNESDAY EVENING, DEC. 17, 1884.

PROGRAMME.

Chorus, a." Peasants' Wedding March." Soderman.

b. " The Moorland Ride." . . . Hering.

ORPHEAN CLUB.

Pianoforte. " Andantino." Delacour.

MISS G. LOWE.

Song. "Swallows." Boott.

MISS PRICE.

Pianoforte. " Prelude in E-minor." . Mendelssohn.

MISS ADAMS.

Song. "Down on the Sands." Ilslcy.

MISS M. ROUTT.

Pianoforte. "Ballade in G-minor." . .Rheinberger.

MISS ALLING.

Song. " Message from the King." .... Pinsuti.

MISS PRICKETT.

Song. " Kitty of Coleraine." Rea.

MISS J. JACKSON.

Pianoforte. " Etude in E-flat." (Octaves.) Kullak.

MISS durfee.

Song. "Gavotte." (From "Mignon.") . . Thomas.

MISS WHIPPLE.

Pianoforte, a. "Gavotte in B-minor." . . . Bach,

b. "Traumesvvirren." . . Schumann.

MISS NINDE.

Song. "Nazareth." Gounod.

MISS penfield.

Chorus. "The Early Morning." (Op. 64. 1.) Rheinberger.

ORPHEAN CLUB.

PERSONALS.

Abbie Hill, one of our old girls, is spending

the winter at a small boarding-school in Soleure,

Switzerland. She intends to spend another year

in Paris before returning home.

We learn from the representatives of the Wil-

liams family now at Lasell, that Mary is enjoy-

ing her winter at home immensely. She has

joined a German club by way of improving her

mind, and is also becoming quite domesticated,

after her two years of boarding-school life, which

she attributes to the cooking-class and lectures.

Clara Prentiss is now in the handsome new
house recently built by her father on Northamp-

ton Street, Holyoke. It is delightfully situated

on high ground above the city, with pleasant

views of the hills about, and the Connecticut

River winding between. She is engaged to Mr.

Will Subley, of Brooklyn, N.Y., is very well, and

finds life pleasant in these days.

The engagement is announced of Annie Bur-

ney to Mr. Eaton of Fitchburg.

Miss Le Huray and Fannie Hanscome spent

part of the vacation with Louie Best Cumnock,

at her pleasant house in Chicopee. Her hus-

band is the agent of the Dwight Mills there.

She is well and happy, and looks just as bright

and fresh as in her schoolgirl days at Lasell, de-

spite her matronly cares. Truly, as a good friend

of hers said the other day, " Her lines have fallen

in pleasant places."

Helen Hoke occasionally writes to friends at

Lasell. She is at home in Hanover, Penn., and

seems to be enjoying herself unusually well.

She is looking forward to a visit to old Lasell at

Commencement, however, which shows she is

still one of us, notwithstanding the great attrac-

tions in Pennsylvania.

Alice Fox, who left school before the close

of this last term on account of delicate health,

will soon leave her pleasant home in Detroit for

the wilds of California. On her way West, she

will spend a short time at the World's Fair at

New Orleans. We hope her trip may prove ben-

eficial to her health, so that she may resume her

studies at Lasell next year.

We are sorry that Susie Griggs is not coming

back to spend the rest of the year with her

numerous friends here.

Miss Keith enjoyed a visit from her father last

Monday.

We are glad to see Maggie Corcoran with us

again.

Several new girls have come in since Christ-

mas, and the school now is more crowded than

ever.

By some vacation mischance, we are late in

announcing the marriage of Etta B. Kendrick

to Walter S. Glover. Her home is Harrison

Street, Harrison Square, Boston.

Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Garland (Edith M.
Pew) are " At Home : Nott and North Streets,

Saco, Me.," since Dec. 17.

Married, at Rochester, N. H., Dec. 25, Carrie

H. Wallace and Charles E. Hussey.

Mr. Hussey is principal of the grammar

school at Newton Upper Falls. Ah, Carrie ! is

it "the irony of Fate," that sweet home and love

should make all things beautiful in this " horrid

Newton"?

Jennie Hayes and Charles R. Stearns were

married in Williamsport, Penn., Jan. 1, 1885.

Miss Ransom only was present of the Principal's
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family, who were hoped for in vacation ; but afar

we all wished her a happy New Year. Mr. and

Mrs. Stearns are now in New Orleans, but will

make their home in Williamsport.

Edith M. Flint and Edward Barker were

married at her home, 88 Rock Street, Fall River,

Jan. 14. Three hundred guests, among them

several Lasell schoolmates, gathered in her beau-

tiful home to witness the ceremony. Mr. and

Mrs. Barker left the same afternoon for Florida,

where they will visit Cora in her new home in

Staunton.

Mrs. Georgie Hatch Jones visited us this

week, in company with her school friend Irene

Sanford. The five years since Georgie left us

have been years of great improvement in La-

sell, which were duly enjoyed, although "the

old times had been so happy." Mrs. Jones's

home is at Gunnison, Colorado.

Miss Nellie C. Prentice, whose face cheered

these walls some nine years ago, was married

Dec. 27 to Mr. E. T. Merrill, tutor in Latin in

Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn. The

ceremony was performed by the bride's father,

the Rev. Professor George Prentice of Wesleyan

University, at the family residence in Middle-

town. On account of the very low state of

health of the bride, only one or two near friends

were present. We extend our best wishes to the

newly married couple, and trust that Mrs. Mer-

rill's health and strength may soon return.

Anna Lovering, of the class of '81, made us a

little call Jan. 13.

Mrs. H. K. James's (Maggie Hamilton) baby

boy was one month old Jan. 4.

Lizzie Luther remains at Attleborough study-

ing music. She never fails to do her duty to the

Leaves.

Bertha Harris thinks she is busy ; is now in

Lawrence, expects to go South soon for the

spring months. She has enjoyed her work in

the Art Museum in Boston very much.

Mr. Br^gdon, till he is able to render personal

thanks, wants to mention his pleasure at the kind

remembrance of Blanche Blackstone, who is still

" school-marm " in Illinois, but expects to come

East again for art study ; Ella Stedman Frank,

who is not so absorbed in her new home in

Corning, Io., as to forget her " childhood's

friends
;
" Sophie White, who is still making as

light as possible the dark corner of Pennsylva-

nia ; Alice Linscott Hall and Nellie Chamber-

layne, of whom more is below ; Stella Smith,

whose beautiful forget-me-nots win a hearty

"never " from our lips as we think of the pleas-

ant days of '77 and of '82
; Carrie Good, who

in her happy vacation did not forget those left

behind ; Mary Stebbins, whose quaint gift hangs

just back of where all the girls sit when they

"come to the office a moment; " Mary Wither-

bee, whom we have hoped to see before this

date ;
" Annah " Beach, who still laughs ; Lulu

Wells, who sends her greeting across the Atlan-

tic ; Florence Shiff, who ought to be here yet
;

Mamie Marshall, who is blessed with a mother

near ; and Nellie Hugus, whose picture of mosses,

flowers, and shells is odd as it is beautiful, and

suggests her own handiwork. Among his Christ-

mas greetings, none are more welcome than

those from the old girls, whose faces are as fresh

as if it were but yesterday he looked into them,

up from his office, or down from his chapel chair,

and whose places none ever take.

Mr. Bragdon has been much interested in a

book on "Early Life in Colorado," sent by Mrs.

Good, who kindly remembered her daughter's

teacher with a Christmas greeting which was very

welcome.

Mrs. Alonzo Flint of Providence, aunt of

Cora and Edith, sent for Christmas a superb

volume and a quaintly characteristic note. The

book is a reproduction of the famous Boydell

Shakspeare gallery, and is a permanent treasure,

the more gratefully received that it is so unde-

served. Mr. B. will not soon forget her tribula-

tions in the " sky-parlor " in Glasgow.

Nellie Chamberlayne is visiting Alice Lin-

scott Hall at Drury College, Springfield, Mo.,

and she hasn't words to tell her (Alice's) pleas-

ure ; and when Nellie hasn't words, words are

scarce ! They expect to visit Lasell in June, and

bring the family ; the family consisting of one

small boy belonging especially to Alice, about

whom they have the usual eccentricities of

mother and aunt.

Bernice Langworthy McFadden reports good

health, and a pleasant holiday visit with Lou

Bailey's people in Washington. She expects a

visit soon from Emma Sibley Guilbert.

Dr. Charles Loomis, " the young doctor,"

wants to know who wrote about the trip to

Europe in December number, and sends his

greetings to the " Europeans " of '82 and '84.

Aeby Turner writes a welcome letter from

Lansing, Mich. Thinks the Leaves improved.

There are signs of improvement in Abby. She

thinks she would appreciate Lasell better if she

were here again. She liked her eighteen-month

stay in Germany very much. She reports Jen-

nie Smith Rankin delightfully placed in a pleas-

ant home, with the " best of husbands." Our

greeting to Abby.

Rev. Milton S. Vail, who was for a time in-

structor in Greek and Latin here, now mission-

ary to Japan, whose little talk on Japan last

spring pleased us so, was married Jan. 1 to

Emma C. Witbeck of Greenbush, N. Y. Our

congratulations.

We welcome us as new pupils this term Misses

Golden of San Francisco ; Simpson of Dallas,

Tex.
; J. Johnson of Holyoke, a former friend

of Miss Prescott's ; and Mary Ebersole, sister of

Carrie Ebersole of the Senior class.

The third annual meeting of the Asylum-hill

Sub-circle was held at 139 Collins Street, Mid-

dletown, Conn., Dec. 30, 1884. The order of

exercises consisted of bread-making illustrated

essays, music, and readings. The experiments

in chemistry, illustrating December readings in

"The Chautauquan," were given by Professor

J. C. Burke of Lasell Seminary.

EXCHANGES.

We don't have time to look inside the college

papers very often ; but, having a few leisure mo-

ments one day, we started for the reading-room,

and gazed at the covers, wondering which was

the best. Of course that beautiful owl on the

covers of the " College Argus " struck our vision

immediately. We thought, " Well, there we will

certainly find something interesting." But, alas !

the inside was not as wise as the outside, and we

went up-stairs, sadly saying, " Vanity, vanity, all

is vanity."

We think the Yale-ites are guilty of great irrev-

erence when they address the immortal Shaks-

peare as " Billy."

The " Colby Echo" seems to be an unusually

well-written paper ; some of the others might, with

much propriety, follow its illustrious example.

We took up the " Phillipian ;
" and, being

folded back to, we actually took it for a theatre

programme, and at first could not think how it

came here. On looking for the names of the

actors, we soon found our mistake. How sorry

we were !

What beautiful illustrations the "Tech." has !

In fact, it is the main attraction. Nothing like

high art.

The " Princetonian " is not remarkable for

good looks ; but it's not so bad when you come

to the inside, after all.

We like the " Bates Student." It is not too

deep for our tender brains to understand, and

we can appreciate the funny things in it.

The " Polytechnics " is nice, and we think it

first-rate reading. From the character of the

illustrations, we judge that zoology is a favorite

study.

It does not take long to read the " Exonian,"

though what there is of it is very good ; but we

think the idea of the editor, while getting up the

paper, must be, " Brevity is the soul of wit."
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OUR NEIGHBORS.

Columbia has graduated 85,000 students since

its foundation.

The richest university in the world is that of

Leyden, in Holland. Its real estate alone is

worth four million dollars.

It is reported, that, out of 596 graduates of

Vassar, only 188 are married. Will such be our

fate also ?

The School of Theology connected with the

Boston University has met with a sad loss in the

death of Dr. Latimer, its Dean.

The oldest college in the United States (with

the exception of Harvard) — viz., William and

Mary College, Virginia— has been compelled to

close its doors, having but one student at the

beginning of the present school year.

A thousand-dollar scholarship has been left

to Dartmouth College, upon the condition that

no student using liquors or tobacco shall receive

the benefit of it.

The professors of English at Harvard now
excuse editors of the college papers from essay-

writing. This cannot fail to have a good effect

on Harvard journalism. The editors will have

more time for their journalistic work, and com-

petition for editorial boards will be stronger.

One hundred and ninety college papers are

published in the United States.

The Faculty at Dartmouth have suspended two

of the editors of the college paper, for too free

expression of their sentiments.

The largest observatory dome in the world is

being made in Cleveland for the Michigan Uni-

versity. It weighs ten tons, and has a diameter

of forty-five feet, four inches, at the base.

Of eight of the principal colleges of the United

States, the only one advocating a protective tariff

is the University of Pennsylvania. At Williams

the free-trade theory is taught ; likewise at Yale,

Harvard, and Amherst. Princeton is in an un-

decided state as to which side to uphold. At

Columbia, in the School of Political Science, all

instruction has a leaning to free trade.

—

Ex.

Cornell has 407 students, about 50 of whom
are young ladies.

Every member of the Faculty of Amherst is

a graduate of that institution.

Out of the eighteen graduates of Harvard

since 1881, who now hold prominent positions

on various newspapers, thirteen were formerby on

the staff of some of the college publications.

The average salary of the American college

professor is $1,500.

A Chinese girl is studying English branches

at the Ohio Wesleyan University. She intends

to become a physician, for the sake of the women

of her native country.

The Juniors have been reading "The Faerie

Queene." The professor had been explaining

that Duessa represented the Catholic religion.

Miss read the following :
—

"The lady, when she saw her champion fall

Like the old ruines of a broken towre,

Staid not to waile his woefull funerall,

But from him fled away with all her powre."

Prof.— Is this the usual custom?

Miss. — Oh, no, sir ; they give them a wake.

GEORGE E. JOHNSON,

DEALER IN

Hay, Grain, M Feed,

Lexington Street, Auburndale, Mass.

BRIGGS WADS WORTH,
Commission Merchant, Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Etc.,

Stall 89, Faneuil-Hall Market, Boston.

Artists Materials,

FOR

Crayon mid Charcoal Drawing,

China, Oil, and Water-Color Painting,

ART MANUALS ON ALL SUBJECTS,

Etching Materials, Studies of all Kinds.

o<] ARTICLES FOR DECORATION, [>o

Including Albertine and Barbotine Ware, Panels of

Alabaster, Bevelled Plate Glass, Cardboard, and

Polished Wood ; Brass, Zinc, and Frosted

Plaques, Mirrors, etc.

im- SEND FOR A CATALOGUE. -®&

WADSWORTH BROTHERS & ROWLAND,

84 Washington Street, Boston.

G. H. INGRAHAM,

=Apothecary,^-

Corner of Waltham and Washington Sts.,

WEST NEWTON.

Young Ladies

Boots, Shoes, and Slippers,

Stylish and Durable, at Moderate Prices.

GYMNASIUM SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Thayer, McNeil, & Hodgkins,

4f Temple Place, Boston.

V. A. PLUTA,

^""PROVISIONS,

Corner Auburn and Lexingto?i Streets.

-$-»EROST & ADAMS-
Importers and Wholesale and Retail Dealers of

Artists' Materials,

Decorative Art Novelties, Art Pottery, etc.

Artists'
1

Outfits of every kind.

Ebonized Panels.

Winsor & Newton's Colo -s.

German Colors.

French Colors.

Tucker & Green's Colors. I MM t f>
Sketch Blocks.

Plaques of all kinds. ^BUM ^

China Colors. M wk\
Mirrors for Decorating. 9kArtists' Boxes.

Artists' Brushes.

Artists' Canuas. ^siiJHA
Handbooks on Art.

Studies to Rent. S§£
Lustra Painting Materials.

Water-Colors.

SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS SUPPLIED AT LOW FIGURES.

Bronzes. c Canvas Stretched.

Brocades. CO Drawing Instruments.

Spangles. 03 Plaque Rims.

China for Decorating. S-- Artists' Easels.

Paper Panels. -C Drawing Paper.

Tambourines. t. Materials for Tapestry, etc.

Repousse Materials. <s Kensington Painting Materials.

F. S. Frost. 05 H. A. Lawrence.

Picture-Frames,

Art-Materials, Engravings, Photographs, Alber-

types, and every ki?id of picture.

Frames, Passepartouts, Easels of every Kind.

Panels,

Plaques, Papers, Colors, and various Art-Ma-

terials.

Framing reasonably and promptly done.

C. H. CODMAN & CO—
(Successors to G. S. BRYANT & CO.),

No. 34 Bronifield Street, Boston.
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Marsh,

& Co.

Dry Goods Shopping

BY MAIL.

Send for our Illustrated

Catalogue for all information

relative to goods and prices.

Mailed free to any address, on

application.

Rookwood Pottery
OF CINCINNATI

Are pleased to announce that their iuw

Art Parlor, at No. i West Street, is

now open, with a fill display of their

ARTISTIC Productions in Pottery, suitable

for WEDDING, BIR THDA Y, and

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

Boston foreign -SJooHstovc.

Cat I ^ctyoen^of,

\\\ Fremont Street Boston.

{jfl\N3E of tijc ILargcst Stocks of 36oofts tit tfjc .foreign^ art}, Indent languages ; STaucrjnitj (Collection of

lEnglisrj authors ; (Herman CCirculatmg ILibrarg.

(Catalogues on application.

ESTABLISHED 1823.

Chickering Pianofortes.

The Largest and Oldest Pianoforte Manufac-

tory in the United States.

6g,ooo INSTRUMENTS MADE.

Grand, Square,-

and Upright

PIANOFORTES.
For Sale.

Second-hand Pianofortes, in great variety,

for sale and to rent, at various prices, by

Chickering & Sons,
152 Trcmoiit St., Boston. /jo Fifth Ave., A?ew York.

ESTABLISHED 1X47.

Aaron R. Gay & Co.,

NO. 122 STATE STREET, BOSTON,

Stationers
AND

=WEBERS^
(25, 27 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON)

Ladies and Gents Restaurant.
Oysters and Salads a specialty.

Rand, Ave-

ry, (jf Co., Printers, Elec-

trotypers, and Binders, ny
Franklin Street, Boston.

(jlark, yjdams, & (ulark,

IMPORTERS OF

/CROCKERY, CHINA,

,
AND GLASS;

French and German Fancy Goods

;

65 and 67 Franklin Street, -

Corner of A rch Street,

BOSTON.

OPEN AFTER THEATRES.

Caterer for Wedding Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinner and

Evening Parties, and Receptions.

Also Club Suppers at short notice and reasonable prices.

CHARLES G. TINKHAM,

Livery, Hack, and Boarding Stable,

Corner of Lexington and Severn Streets,

AUBURNDALE.

Walker & Pratt Manufg Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Heating and Cooking Apparatus,

Nos. j1 and 35 Union Street,

BOSTON.

Eylank Jf^ookManufacturers,

First-Class Account Books of any desired

pattern made to order.

S. S. GAY. EDWIN IV. GAY.

FALL MILLINERY.

MRS. M. H. KIMBALL,
DEALER IN

French Flowers, Hats, Bonnets, and
Trimmings,

MELROSE STREET, AUBURNDALE.

SWAN & NEWTON,
Dealers in

Poultry, Wild Game, Etc.,

No. 18 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston,

HENRY SWAN. S. B. NEWTON.

DENTIST^—
Dr. H. L. Sanderson,

Office, Robinson s Block, West Newton.
Nitrojis Oxide and Etker administered when desired.

ALFRED BRUSH,

APOTHECARY,
Plummer s Block, comer of Auburn

and Lexington Streets, Aubnrndale.

ARE you out of Paper ? In need of Visiting Cords.
** Blank-books, or any kind of Stylographic Pens, or

Stationery ? Try

WARD & GAY,
184 Devonshire Street, .... Boston.

CLASS DAY INVITATIONS A SPECIALTY.

C. A. W. CROSBY,

-= Watches, Jewelry,=-
SILVER AND PLATED WARE.

f/A. Washington Street, . . . Boston.

-MILLS BROTHERS,-

Cooperage Stock,
Office, 160 State Street,

Yard, 473 Commercial Street. BOSTON.
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EDITORIAL.

At a recent meeting of the Lasell Publishing

Association, a new resolution was made. In

accordance with this, each member of the Asso-

ciation, who does not otherwise furnish material

for the Leaves, is obliged to give either a per-

sonal or local item for every issue.

Many letters have been received from the

" old girls," complaining of the scanty news of

others of their number, that they obtain through

the medium of the Leaves. Yet they do not

seem to realize the difficulty that the present

editors (whose knowledge of the Lasell girls

extends only five years back at the uttermost)

experience in obtaining the much-desired news.

This new rule, which we hope will be strictly

enforced, will partially obviate the difficulty ; but

we beg and beseech of the past members of

Lasell's large family of children, that they aid

us by sending to the editors those little items

concerning themselves and their former school-

mates, which are of so much interest to all.

For the benefit and enlightenment of a few

of our readers who have never watched the

changes in a girl during her stay at Lasell, we

shall endeavor in a few words to describe the

grand transformations necessary to her in passing

from the Freshman to the Senior year.

The typical maiden arrives at the doors of

Lasell some bright September afternoon, and

for the first few days is barely distinguishable

from any ordinary mortal, excepting for the

look of lamb-like innocence that is depicted on

every feature of her countenance, and which is

visible even through the traces the coursing tears

have left upon her cheeks. She started from

home with the idea of proudly enrolling her

name with the Freshman class, and had gloried

in the thought during all her journey. But, upon

perceiving the looks of horror cast upon her

when she announces her intention, she discov-

ers that every thing is in the name ; and so,

although doing regular Freshman work, she in-

forms all inquiring friends that she is a " spe-

cial." She reads her Suggestions, and is highly

enlightened thereby. She soon learns that to

talk slang, stick pins in the wall, or wear high-

heeled shoes will cause her to be rejected as a

candidate for the self-governed list. She adopts

a thick bang and dude collar ; endeavoring,

meanwhile, to curry favor with one of the older

girls by performing menial services, calling this

older girl her " mash," and worshipping her at

a distance. 'Tis at this time she joins a club,

during the meetings of which she sits on the

back seat, occasionally arising to second a mo-

tion. Her chest commences to develop by

means of the " breathers," and her sleeves be-

come too tight to accommodate the enlarged

muscle caused by daily practice in the gymna-

sium.

Meanwhile, she progresses with her studies,

and at the end of the year gazes with wonder-

ment and awe at the Seniors as they grasp their

hard-won diplomas.

Vacation passes ! She returns, kisses in wel-

come everybody she meets, and calls each and

every one by her first name minus the handle,

trying, as she does so, to awe the new girls with

her vast knowledge of Lasell life. To her old

and tried friends she recounts, in glowing colors,

the pleasures of her vacation, and (our face is

suffused with blushes as we tell it) gives long and

animated accounts of the impressions she has

made on the sterner sex.

She takes up the burden of her manifold duties

once more, never forgetting for a moment that

she is now a Sophomore, and must conduct her-

self accordingly. She figures more prominently

in the club-meetings, sometimes going so far as

to put forward the motion for adjournment.

She also occasionally writes a short notice for

the Leaves
;
purchasing, as she does so, a dozen

copies, which she marks, and spreads broadcast

among her admiring relatives. She even aspires

to the dignity of being Roll of Honor, and of

now and then receiving a call from " one of my
friends at Harvard." She tries to confine her

flowing tresses on the top of her head, in the

vain effort to add to her height and consequen-

tial air. She pays more attention to her studies,

becoming at last imbued with " the spirit of the

school."

The moment the last bouquet is pressed into

the willing hand of the Senior at Commencement,

our friend whispers to herself, " I'm a Junior !

"

The vacation again having passed, she again

presents herself at Lasell, with her hair brushed

straight back from her brow, and a general air

of self-importance visible in her every feature.

This time she does not deign to notice her former

playmates the Preps., and passes the Freshies

and Sophs in the halls with never a glance in

their direction. Her visions of bliss are dis-

turbed, however, with thoughts of her Junior

essay, and soon she is hard at work. Her class

is organized
;

perhaps she is appointed presi-

dent, and for the sake of the class honor calls

innumerable class-meetings, to the amazement

of the Sophs and the amusement of the Seniors.

Maybe her class gives an exhibition, maybe not.

If it does, she invites all her friends, and astounds

them with the depth and power of her wisdom.

She sees her name " in print" among the editors

of the Leaves, and is delighted thereby. She is

one of the chief authorities in her club, and has

risen far above the office of usher or guard.

During the Commencement exercises, she fig-
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ures prominently, and performs the duties of a

lackey with much eclat.

" Time rolls its ceaseless course." She has

now attained the acme of her former ideas of

happiness : at last she is a Senior ! She smiles

benignly on those around her, as she enters the

Logic class, or is seen emerging from some

recitation in History of Art. She studies in her

room, or else is found poring over mighty tomes

in the library, deep in the mysteries of some ab-

struse science. She is looked up to by all the

under-graduates, and often furnishes them advice

of much use to them in their literary efforts.

It is also her privilege to help " receive " the

invited guests at the one social oasis in her desert

of scholastic duties.

And so, having undergone for four years the

mental and moral training of Lasell, she is ready

to graduate, and go forth to reform and reclaim

the world. _^_~_

A DREAM-FACE.

As I wandered alone through the city,

My thoughts with my steps keeping pace,

There gleamed, and was gone in a moment,

Before me, a beautiful face.

The eyes shone like stars in the twilight;

The hair made a halo complete ;

And the lasting impression it gave me
Was purity, simple and sweet.

No stain of worldlines; marred it,

No trace of passion or pain :

Only that holier wisdom

That a true child of Nature can gain.

Long years have passed since that vision

Flashed on my sight, and was gone ;

But it chained my soul with its glory

In a thrall that is gentle and strong.

For it came when my heart was despairing,

When 1 doubted if any were true
;

When it seemed as if greed and self-seeking

Were masters the whole world through.

But from that I took heart, and sought ever

For those who were free from earth's stain,

For those who were pure and unselfish :

I found them again and again.

THE OLD WAY AND THE NEW AT CHURCH.

In Gov. Winthrop's " Conclusions for New
England " occurs this sentence, " The Church

hath no place to fly into except the wilderness ;
"

the principal design of the Puritans being, at

first, to find a place of refuge beyond the seas

for the victims of tyranny in Church and State at

home. But did those Puritans act more justly

to people of other beliefs in this country ? Sev-

eral Baptists were once compelled to attend

meeting against their will ; and, as they did not

behave according to the Puritanic notion, they

were sentenced to pay a heavy fine or be

whipped. Quakers were treated in the same

manner. Several suffered death on the gallows

for returning to their homes after banishment.

But the Puritans regarded themselves in no wise

as "persecutors," but maintained that they were

rightfully defending their own religious principles

from reproach and contempt by strangers.

The faith of the Puritans was cast in the

sternest mould ; yet, to do justice to them, one

is not required to indorse all their doctrines, for

they lived in an age of general intolerance and

intense excitement. There are no churches now

where it is necessary for the minister and all the

men to be armed, while sentinels are placed at

the door, and others watch outside, to protect

themselves against the savages.

When we listen to the chime of the church-

bells every Sunday morning, do we remember,

that, for many years, our forefathers gathered at

the sound of a horn or the beat of a drum ?

The elders rode, carrying their wives on the

pillions. The younger members of the family

walked, often many miles. In the middle of

the eighteenth century, the owner of the first

chaise in Norwich was fined for riding in it to

church.

The characteristic quality of the old-time

church, within and without, was perfect plain-

ness, — the walls of the houses of God being

as devoid of ornament as the services were of

pomp or ceremony. At first, there was no need

of artificial light, as there were no evening ser-

vices. Later, tallow-candles were used. These

were placed in tin candlesticks against the walls.

If there were no means of heating now except to

open the doors to the sun, we would often find

an excuse to stay at home. The first church in

New England, in which there was any fire,

divided on that account. But any one absent

from church for more than one Sunday was

sought out by the tithing-man, and, unless he

offered sufficient defence, was fined, set in the

stocks or in a wooden cage, or whipped.

The elders and deacons sat in front, below the

pulpit ; in the body of the church were ranged

the congregation, the men on one side, the wo-

men on the other, according to age, rank, and

social condition. In the back seats and in the

gallery were placed the children and negroes.

How much more pleasant it is to see all of one

family sitting together ! It seems if there is one

place more than another where the family should

be united, it is in church. What would our an-

cestors think could they be present at an annual

auction of pews? Behind all were the tithing-

men with long staves tipped with brass, with

which they rapped unmercifully the heads of

slumbering or disorderly men or boys. The

faces of the girls were brushed with a hare's foot

appended to the rod. There was no laughing

or playing then during services ; and, once, a girl

was threatened with banishment as a vagabond,

for smiling in church. In this age, the whole

congregation is frequently seen smiling, and even

clapping of hands is sometimes heard.

Imagine being seated on hard benches, ex-

posed to the cold, listening to the exhortations

of the minister, whose sermons alone often occu-

pied two hours, with the prayers proportionately

long. We consider it a trial of endurance if our

services are much more than an hour long ; but

about two centuries ago, every want and need of

the people was expressed in their extemporane-

ous prayers, which were made while all the con-

gregation stood. For a long time the hymns of

the Bay Psalm-book were the only ones used.

These were given out a line at a time, and sung

by the whole congregation, who knew about five

tunes ; but that might compare favorably with

some of our modern choirs, where each individ-

ual sings a separate tune. It was a long time

before musical instruments were used in church,

and then caused a good deal of strife. After the

regular services, all the members took commun-
ion, and then filed up the aisle ; each contribut-

ing his share to the support of the church, and

the salary of the clergy.

In the country, for many years, the Sunday

services were the only occasion for social inter-

course. Families from a distance came for the

whole day, bringing their dinner with them, but

leaving one child at home to watch the house

and prepare supper. Between services was the

great occasion of the week, for then one heard all

the news and gossip. No one was allowed to

observe Christmas as a sacred day, and every-

one went about his usual work. Now Christmas

is celebrated all over the Christian world, and

more pleasure is taken in the festivities of the

holiday season than any other during the year.

The beautiful floral decorations of Christmas and

Easter awaken tender feelings within us.

In the New England Colonies, the minister

was the great man of every village. He taught,

the youth, and all were accustomed to go to him

for advice. Then the ministers were about the

only persons that could lay any claim to an edu-

cation. Do we now have implicit faith in all of

our ministers ?

Were a church-goer of the seventeeth century

to enter one of our modern churches, would he

known for what purpose the building was used?

Take, for example, the People's Church of Bos-

ton, with its stained windows, handsome chande-

liers, carpeted floors, comfortable opera-chairs,

the large organ behind the pulpit, and the gallery

extending in a semi-circle around the church.

He would be filled with astonishment could he

see a colored minister occupying the pulpit.

Some people are always pining for the " good

old times " and primitive customs ; but, if they

had endured the discomforts of the old-time

church-goers, they would doubtless appreciate

modern improvements,
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SWEET AUBURN.

(Continued from January number.)

Commencement Day, Meg's great terror, at

last arrived, and with it all the bustle and flurry

attendant on such occasions. Meg's simple

white muslin dress was very becoming, and in

pleasing contrast with the elaborate toilets of

many of her classmates. The opening prayer

said, the customary essays read, and then came

her turn. She veritably looked like an angel of

light as she stood there, the sun shining on her

slightly disarranged golden curls, and her eyes

bright with excitement. She opened her simple

good-by with

" Oh, what is so rare as a clay in June ?

Then, if ever, come perfect clays ;

And heaven tries the earth if it be in tune,

And over it softly her warm ear lays."

There was but one thing to mar the brightness

of this perfect June day, and that was the ever

sad "good-by." And then there were Jean

and May : how could she say good-by to them,

and perhaps never see them again ? But soon

" Her night of sorrow now is turned to day,"

for, when she at last saw Jean before leaving,

Jean told her that May and she must consent to

spend a good portion of the summer at Jean's

beautiful home on the Hudson. Meg gladly

accepted the invitation, and soon departed for

her any thing but luxurious home.

Two months have passed, and it is the latter

part of August. Jean Gordon is lazily lounging

in a hammock in the park surrounding her home,

anxiously awaiting the arrival of Meg. The

carriage at last slowly comes up the driveway
;

and Jean highly shocks her old-maid aunt (who

is looking out of a window), by opening the car-

riage-door, and throwing herself in the arms of

— a tall, dark young gentleman. He draws his

breath quickly, and a strange look comes in his

eyes ; but Jean, covered with confusion, and

making many apologies, notes it not. He very

stiffly mounts the steps, and Jean hears him ask

if Mr. Gordon is at home. Half an hour after-

wards she sees him leave, and, hurrying to her

brother's library, relates her amusing but embar-

rassing encounter with the stranger, and inquires

who he is.

"Only a Mr. Smith from the West," replies

her brother.

" What an uncommon and romantic name !

"

laughs Jean ;
" and, pray, what does he want

here?"

" Simply a matter of business. Any thing else

you would like to know?" impatiently asks her

brother.

" Yes, lots. He is an uncommonly nice-looking

man. I'd like to have a chance of seeing him

again, and telling him how rude he was not to

notice my apologies."

With this she left the library, and rushed out-

side, and,

"Tying her bonnet under her chin.

She tied a young man's heart therein,"

although she was entirely unconscious of it ; for,

standing not ten feet from her, on the other side

of some shrubbery, was the strange young man

with the " romantic " name. Hurrying down

the pathway, and singing in a low tone to her-

self, she reached the gateway just as the carnage

was again entering. She cautiously looked in

before making any advances ; and, yes, there was

the beautiful, bright, sunny face of Meg. She

stopped the carriage, and got in. When they

readied the house, Jean said,

—

" Meg dear, how tired you must be ! Let us

go up-stairs immediately ; and, while you are tak-

ing off your things, I will tell you the funniest

thing that just happened."

Jean led the way up the broad staircase, and

entered a cosey little apartment that she herself

had prepared for Meg ; for she knew that Meg
was not used to much grandeur, and wanted to

make her feel as much at home as possible.

" Well, now tell me the ' funniest thing,'" said

Meg, taking out her hat-pin.

" Well, would you believe it, just before you

came the carriage drove to the door ; and, think-

ing you had arrived, I opened the carriage-door,

and threw my arms around what I supposed was

your neck, but it was the neck of a gentleman,

—

a gentleman, mind you, with a great big frizzly

black beard, too. Ugh ! I hate beards !

"

" Ditto, me too, I also, the same," laughed

Meg. " Oh, how awfully cheap you must have

felt!"

" I did ; but, after I made some very touching

apologies, he did not even see fit to acknowledge

them. But, if he is to be found in this part of

the country, I'll be even with him yet.

" Oh, by the way !
" resumed Jean, a moment

after, " yesterday I received invitations to an im-

mense garden-party given by the Channings of

'The Highlands,' a place about two miles from

here. They never do things by halves, so I

guess it'll be fine. You'll create quite a sensa-

tion, Meg, for you are by far handsomer than

any girl around here."

" But, Jean," said Meg, a look of consternation

coming over her face ;
" I have not a dress nice

enough to wear to such an affair."

" Your graduating-dress will be quite the thing,

I assure you, dear. Muslin is the only thing

suitable for a young girl to wear to a garden-

party. The dress I'm going to wear is almost

exactly like yours."

Meg was comforted ; for she did not know that,

in saying this, Jean renounced all thoughts of

the soft surah and Egyptian-lace dress which she

had intended wearing on this occasion.

The afternoon passed pleasantly, and after

supper the girls went to Jean's music-room.

This was Jean's own private property, for she

was marvellously talented in a musical direction
;

and everywhere was strewn sheet-music and mu-

sical instruments. Jean was not very fond of

the piano, but loved the organ passionately.

" Sing me something real lovely and sad,

Jeanie ; I like it in the twilight. It makes me
feel sort of heavenly."

"
' Music hath charms to soothe the savage

breast,' " mischievously quoted Jean as she seat-

ed herself at the organ.

The delicate locust-trees cast their long even-

ing shadows through the half-opened stained-

glass windows and across the organ, as if they,

too, wished in some way to participate in the

music. Then, soft and clear, rose the first strains

of "The Lost Chord," and soon Jean's rich

contralto voice filled the room with its melody.

Jean seemed to forget that any one was present,

and poured out her very soul in the closing

words, " It may be that only in heaven, I shall

hear that grand amen."

The song ceased ; but Jean's fingers mechanic-

ally struck weird, wailing minor chords, as if she

were bent on finding " the lost chord."

One low sob escaped her lips ; and then she

felt Meg's soft hand resting on her shoulder, and

heard Meg's voice say, —
" Jean, please tell me all about it. I know there

is something weighing on your mind : please let

me share it with you. Oh, if I could only help

you bear it !

"

" Dear little Meg," said Jean, turning sud-

denly, " you are right : I am miserable, so miser-

able ! My life has not been worth living for the

last five years. I have wished again and again

that I might die. I know it was wicked, and

sometimes I thought God would be treating me
justly if he would strike me dead. But I have

never told any one, Meg, and perhaps I had

better still bear my sorrow in secret."

" Please tell me, Jean : it would be easier for

you to bear ; and I might comfort you, even if it

were ever so little."

" Well, I will. Perhaps, perhaps I can bear it

better if I have some one to share it with me.

Five years ago (I was only seventeen) I met

my brother's college-chum. He was princely in

appearance, but his most striking feature was his

eyes,— such wonderful, big, black eyes, that

seemed to look through one. I was but a child,

and had no special attraction but my voice and

a decided taste for sketching in water-colors.

Of course I fell deeply in love with this ideal

of mine, this impersonation of all manly and

chivalrous qualities. I mentally called him ' my
knight,' and used to love to sit and watch him.

By degrees, he took more notice of me. We
would ride together, sketch together ; but I was

happiest when, on beautiful moonlight nights, he
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would row me out on the lake, and we would sing

together. By degrees we found out that we had

so much in common that soon we were together

nearly all the time ; and when one evening, just

such as this, in this very room, he put his arms

around me, and drawing me close, close to him,

he pressed kiss after kiss on my lips, and called

me his life, his all, I felt I was so happy I wanted

to die just then in his arms, for my joy seemed

greater than I could bear. We plighted our troth,

with the big, silent moon and the stars alone to

witness it. We promised to be true forever, that

not even death could part us. But he was poor,

and I was so rich. He was proud, and said he

would not marry me till he was as rich as I.

One late September evening he came to say

good-by to me. He said, laughingly, that he

was going West to make his fortune, and grow

up with the country. We staid alone together

all that evening. Those precious flying minutes !

I played and he sang his good-by to me,

'Whate'er betide, I will return, my own true

love, to thee.' He kissed me passionately, and

was gone. My brother did not wish me to

marry him, as he wanted me to make a grand

match ; but I loved my Hugh. Heaven only

knows how I loved him ! And I would keep my

vow to him forever. I have never heard from

him since. How I waited and longed for some

word from him ! O Meg, you have never loved !

You do not know what it is to long ' for the

touch of a vanished hand, and the sound of a

voice that is still
;

' to love, adore, worship, one

who is dearer than life itself,— and then never to

hear a word from him. You can never fully un-

derstand what ' hope, long deferred,' really is.

Two years ago they told me he was dead ; had

been killed by the caving in of some mine. But

I am still waiting. He said he would return—
and it is five long years. O God ! will he never

come? "

Just then, the shadows of the locust-trees were

broken by another, a moving shadow.

(To be continued.)

—•—•—•

—

WHAT HAS BECOME OF OUR GIRLHOOD?

Amercian business-men are accused of being

in a constant hurry to become rich ; of vieing

with each other in the endeavor to amass the

greatest amount of wealth in the shortest space

of time. American girls are also in a hurry,—
eager to become women, and to gain their ne-

cessary education in as few years as possible.

True, genuine girlhood is fast becoming a scarce

article. Where is the live, earnest schoolgirl,

enthusiastic over her studies, doing her work

heartily, gaining her education slowly, it may be,

yet thoroughly?

Look for a moment at the average pupil. As

soon as she enters the high-school, she imagines

herself to have attained the dignity of young

ladyhood, and would be highly incensed if told

that she is yet a simple schoolgirl. She dips

into society-life as much as possible, and attends

dances and parties, frequently losing half a

night's rest. Thus her mind is diverted from

school-work ; one result of late hours being half-

learned lessons for the next day. Other results

more serious are apt to follow, for loss of sleep

is a great enemy to good health. Her emotions

too, if developed later, would be better and no-

bler, more worthy of a true woman. In this way

she hastens through a most important period of

her life, and graduates from school at an early

age, poorly prepared to do her best as a woman,

because she neglected to be a girl first.

And, after all, what is the need of this hurry?

We shall find ourselves grown up soon enough,

without abridging that happy girlhood which

never comes but once. It has been aptly said,

" A woman may hope to become an angel some-

time, but she never can be a girl again."

A woman of the nineteenth century has no

unimportant position to fill. How necessary,

then, that a young girl should make wise use of

her school-days, in order to be more fully pre-

pared for the responsibilities to come in after-

years ! If she lives like an ideal schoolgirl, she

will dress simply and sensibly during school-

hours ; she will follow the old proverb, " Early

to bed and early to rise," thus insuring good

health for the future.

A girl is not expected to fill many responsible

positions. Her principal duty is to provide her-

self with all possible means for doing her share

later on. She must acquaint herself with all

those things essential for a woman to know, and

by close observation store up plenty of miscella-

neous knowledge for future use. She must do

all this while a girl, else it will remain undone.

Therefore, to make a noble woman, intelligent

and self-reliant, how important it is that the time

of preparation be not diminished, but fully and

wisely employed !

We should be loath to grow up too rapidly,

from the thought of the many joys of youth, if

for no other reason. The business-man, absorbed

in the cares of his profession, gives a sigh for the

happy days of his childhood, when, after lessons

were over, he might refresh mind and body by a

run in the open air, or a game of base-ball, pre-

vented by none of the vexing cares which are so

sure to come in mature years.

The white-haired grandmother seated in the

cosiest corner, dependent on the love and ten-

derness of others, thinks over the different por-

tions of her life, as she sits there day after day.

She speaks oftenest, and with most pleasure,

of her girlhood, and chides the young people

around her for growing up so soon, and thus

leaving out of their lives so important and en-

joyable a part.

Should we not profit by her counsel, and lin-

ger as long as possible, " with reluctant feet,

where the brook and river meet"? A woman is

worth more to herself and others by thus giving

time for each power to develop.

The fruit, hot-house grown, may be pleasing

in appearance and agreeable in taste, but the

highest perfection of richness and beauty is only

reached by the strawberry which grows in the

field, watered by frequent rains, and developed

by the sun shining upon it day after day.

Then let us hasten slowly through our girlhood
;

and, equipped with a sound body and cultured

intellect, we may confidently assume a woman's

responsibilities, sure of success, since we are

capable of obtaining it.

A. B. C.

The 7th of February had at last come ; and,

at half-past seven, I, together with two other girls

who had been in suspense for some time, were

at last relieved by a tap at the door, announcing

that the A. B. C. goat was in readiness for us. At

this announcement, I sat down on the bed (so

great was my excitement), and began to reason

with myself. Was I glad I was living, or not ?

Yes, I was ; but I wasn't ready to die. Just then

the consoling words of one of the members, who
had always been one of my most kind and sym-

pathetic friends, occurred to me. That after-

noon she had whispered very confidentially to

me, that she didn't wish to disclose any of the

secrets of the initiation, but that any one who

belonged to a boating-club must get used to the

water ; and that I need have no fears if I only

would wear a gossamer. Then the thought, too,

that I (one hundred and fifty-six pounds) wasn't

easily dissolved, or washed away, consoled me
considerably : so, seizing my gossamer, I tore

down the hall, to the place appointed, as heed-

lessly as if I had been a nineteenth-century

Undine, who would but laugh at a whole Niagara

of water. But, when I reached the place, I was

told by the mistress of ceremonies, to " shed that

gossamer," and prepare to be sacked. Imagine

my feelings ! It was enough to realize what a

fool I had been, without having to think what

a big one I would look to be tied up in one of

those horrible white bags ; but such is life : and,

hoping never to get into a tighter place, I quietly

submitted to being rolled down the hall to a place

which from the odor I concluded to be at least

the ante-room to the infernal regions, and the

I-am-thy-father's-ghost voice which interrupted

the silence only confirmed my belief.

The horrors which followed must never be

told. However, I passed through them all, and

came out alive, glorying in the fact that I am
now a member of the A. B. C.
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ART NOTES.

A subscription bust of Poe, by Mr. R. H.

Park, has been placed in the New York Metro-

politan Museum.

A Cruikshank memorial has been placed at

Kensal Green by the artist's widow.

Picture-hanging is a decorative art. Every

person of refinement is supposed to know some-

thing about it ; for whether the picture is a sketch

in black and white, a water-color, or an oil, its

beauties may be enhanced, or destroyed entirely,

according to whether it is or is not rightly placed.

Hanging is about as important as framing.

There should be plenty of light for monochromes,

while the background is of less importance ; but,

in hanging a picture in color, the background

should be arranged to bring out its good points.

Of course, the arrangement of a room is governed

by the quantity of light. A dark parlor needs

something to counteract the weakness of its

light, while a bright room needs toning down.

For large picture-galleries they use olive-green

and maroon a great deal in the wall-coloring.

Gray is a bad tint ; in fact, no light color should

be used which can conflict with the pictures.

The best cleaning preparation for oil pictures

is soft soap and warm water ; but no picture

should be washed till it is at least two years old.

No line of art is unworthy of study. If you

have the talent for historical painting, and have

to paint fans, paint them. The time will come

when you will be able to paint the pictures you

wish ; and, meanwhile, your fans will be much

better than those of the man who has no talent

beyond the painting of fans. — Ex.

An oil picture ought not to be varnished for

full three months after it is finished, if at all

;

for, if varnished too soon, the paint will crack in

time.

The study of drapery is so useful and so easily

prosecuted, that no one is to be excused for

neglecting it. Your curtains and portieres, a

dress thrown over a chair, the cover dragging

from your table, afford excellent opportunities.

Drapery, like still-life, is always before you ; and,

while the latter is especially useful in promoting

proficiency in arrangement, the former affords

precious lessons in line and light and shade.

For the study of textures and color, there are

few better exercises than painting drapery. —
Ex.

Of the many forms of artistry in glass, that

known as " cameo-glass " is perhaps the least

familiar. This art has for some years been a

specialty of the manufactory of Messrs. Webb &
Sons, at Stourbridge ; several specimens of their

work having been shown at the last Paris exhibi-

tion, and one fine plaque being at Kensington.

All these examples, however, are surpassed in

size and elaboration by two large vases on view

at Mr. Good's in South Audley Street. They
differ in effect, though they are alike in the true

cameo character, in the depth and relief of the

cutting, the excessive elaboration of design, and

the process of manufacture. The process may
be briefly described as the successive overlaying

of three vases of blown glass of distinct colors,

fused together, ordinary glass usually forming the

vase. The difficulties of expansion, and the lia-

bility to brittleness, are overcome by annealing.

The upper layer is scraped away, leaving only

just sufficient tint to enable the artist to give the

light and pale tint required for the more promi-

nent portion of the design. The second layer is

that to which the graver's work is chiefly applied
;

the design being produced by deep cutting and

clearing away of this second white layer until the

darker lower layer is revealed as a ground to the

white and tender tint of the upper couches. Of
the two vases at Mr. Good's, one is of a dark

olive and almost opaque, with a conventional de-

sign in white, touched with pale yellow in the

lightest parts ; the other is much more trans-

parent, of a sea-green hue, white roses and foli-

age forming the design, the petal of the flowers

being tinged with the pink of what is permitted

to remain of the uppermost layer. The process

is necessarily most laborious, and the product

costly. The least satisfactory points are the de-

signs, which are of no particular artistic merit,

and are much too intricate and elaborate to give

full effect to the fundamental tone. There is no

reason why antique designs should not be copied :

such, for instance, as the famous Sardonyx, the

" Apothesis of Augustus," in the imperial collec-

tion at Vienna.— Ex.

MUSICAL NOTES.

The effect of music on the senses was oddly

and wonderfully verified during the mourning for

the Duke of Cumberland, uncle of George III.

A tailor had a number of black suits which were

to be finished in a very short space of time.

Among his workmen was a man who was always

singing " Rule Britannia," and the rest of the

journeymen joined in the chorus. The tailor

made his observations, and found that the slow

time of the tune retarded the work. In conse-

quence, he engaged a blind fiddler ; and, placing

him near the workshop, made him play con-

stantly the lively tune of " Nancy Dawson."

The design had the desired effect : the tailors'

elbows moved obedient to the melody ; and the

clothes were sent home within the prescribed

period.

The first composer who tried his hand at

setting an opera to music was Francesco Bam-

arino, an Italian artist ; and the piece to which

he lent the charm of a melodious accompani-

ment was "The Conversion of St. Paul," which

was brought out at Rome in 1460.

When Gerster wants to be particularly .disa-

greeable to Patti, she hums, " Hush, my Babe
;

lie still, and slumber."

Miss Louise Pyx, the Swedish soprano, has

arrived in this country. She has been singing,

with great success, in her native land, and, for

the last two years, also in England.

When the Polish violinist Wienawski was

playing before the Czar Alexander II., in the

private apartments of his Majesty, a Newfound-

land dog erected himself against the performer,

and stood there inspecting the violin. The Czar,

who was quietly enjoying the artist's embarrass-

ment, finally said, " Does the dog interfere with

you?" The frightened violinist answered, " No,

your Majesty : I am afraid I interfere with the

dog."

The directors of the New-York College of

Music have decided to make the lectures in

musical exegesis, given by Dr. S. Austen Pearce,

free of charge to the students and their friends.

Remenji is in Australia, where he will remain

for some time.

That dashing composer Lecocq is shortly to

bring out in Paris his new operetta, "The Lame
Devil," which will doubtless " go trippingly," de-

spite its title.

Col. Mapleson is elated at getting Mile.

Emma Turolla, for whom he has paid a forfeit of

twenty thousand francs at Buda-Pesth.

In the matter of a keen appreciation of the

" eternal fitness of things," commend us to the

Rochester leader, who, after the third act of

" Romeo and Juliet," which closes by Tybalt being

slain by Romeo, caused his orchestra to play,

" I'll meet you when the Sun goes down," and

"We never speak as we pass by."

It is not generally known that Mendelssohn

writes operas. " Die Beiden Pedagogen " was

composed by him in 1821.

Jenny Lind Goldschmidt is one of the faculty

of the College of Music at Albert Hall, London
;

and is said by the directors of the institution to

be a most devoted teacher, and the idol of her

pupils.

Mr. Mapleson's season of Her Majesty's

Opera will begin at Drury Lane, London, in June.

The list of sopranos will include the names of

Mesdames Adelina Patti, Christine Nilsson, and

Marie Rose, and the three debutantes ; viz.. Miss

Emma Nevada, Mile. Maria Carvelli, and Mile.

Ada Riccetti.

A Marseilles physician spent a few days in

Paris. His first visit was to the Imperial Acad-
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is very minute, and it will doubtless prove of

much use.

One of the oddest anniversaries on record

occurred recently in the city of Amsterdam in

Holland. It was to celebrate the two-hundredth

birthday of the man who invented thimbles.

His name was Nicholas van Benschoten ; and

he made the useful little " finger-hat " in order

to protect the fingers of his lady-love, never

dreaming that the article would ever come into

general use. Thimbles were made, at first, of

iron only ; but afterwards gold and silver were

found adapted to their manufacture, and now

other materials are used. In China the thimble

is made in the shape of a lotus-blossom.

THE LASELLIA CLUB SLEIGH-RIDE.

On the evening of Jan. 24 the front hall of the

Seminary was filled with young women, whose

bright eyes and expectant faces showed that some-

thing unusual was being anticipated ; namely, a

sleigh-ride, celebrating the fourth anniversary of

the Lasellia Club. The young women were all

bundled up, and the number of pretty hoods that

appeared on this occasion was something won-

derful. Privately, we think, had the hoods not

been so becoming, that many would never have

known that it was so cold a night.

Fortune seemed to smile on the club ; for

during the day Nature took upon herself a new

coat of ermine, which rendered the sleighing all

that could be desired. At the appointed time

Mr. Tinkham's large sleigh, drawn by six horses,

drew up to the door, and soon was full to over-

flowing ; six of the participants being compelled

to take refuge in a hack. Dashing down the

road, Auburndale was soon left in the distance

;

and the woods resounded with college-songs and

merry laughter. The sleigh-bells, and two tin

horns that the driver thoughtfully provided, served

as accompaniments. Ere we were aware of it,

we found ourselves drawing up to the hotel at

South Natick, where we were to have supper.

Alighting, we entered the spacious parlors that

had been prepared for us. During the interval

before supper, we were entertained with songs and

recitations from the members of the club ; after

which we adjourned to the dining-rooms, where

a tempting repast was served, to which we all

did justice. About half past nine, realizing that

it was Saturday evening, and that a good time

cannot last always, we once more donned our

wraps, and started home mid songs, conundrums,

and wise sayings.

The ride passed so rapidly, that, before we were

aware of it, we found ourselves once more at

Lasell. Before separating (for the night), we all

agreed that we had had a delightful evening ; and,

wishing each other good-night, we folded our

things like the Arabs, and as silently stole away.

emy of Music. In the middle of the first act

the Southerner whispered in his neighbor's ear,

"Who is the singer?" The other told his name.

" Ah !
" exclaimed the doctor, " the finest speci-

men of a cold in the head I ever heard."

A capital epigram in an address on church-

music was, " The church wishes for worship in

music, but not for the worship of music." Very

good ! __^_

POLITICAL NOTES.

When a man has a suit in the United States

Supreme Court, he looks to Waite for justice.

This accounts for the law's delay.

The United States Government ought to meet

Canada at least half way in any earnest effort it

may make to facilitate the extradition of crimi-

nals between the two countries. Such a step

would be in the direction of furthering not only

justice, but honesty. There might be fewer rich

swindlers if they knew easy escape was impossi-

ble, and punishment certain. At any rate, it is

due the inhabitants of both countries, that, when

their own criminals are forced to hide their of-

fenses, foreign rascals should not be allowed to

flaunt their villany in the faces of honest people.

There will be a great rush of Democrats to

Washington, for the 4th of March. This is

natural. A. Democratic inauguration is like one

of those celebrated comets we read about, only

to be seen once in a great many years. Men are

middle-aged to-day who saw the last in their

teens ; and, after Cleveland's, the babies of 1885

will have passed through six of Shakspeare's

"Seven Ages" before they see another.

The ancient brethren who compose the civil-

service commission are trying hard to convince

themselves and their friends that Mr. Cleveland

proposes to keep the entire Republican party in

office.

It affords the Republican organs a good deal

of satisfaction, apparently, to speak of the " con-

flicting elements" in the Democratic party, and

the trouble Mr. Cleveland is going to have with

them. Their interest in the matter arises proba-

bly from the contrast which Democratic conflict

presents to Republican harmony, as shown in the

late campaign.

There is a mountain in New Hampshire which

is named after Cleveland, Blaine, John Kelly,

Boss Tweed, Susan B. Anthony, and O'Donovan

Rossa. It comes real handy to have a spare

mountain around.

The oldest Democrat in -the country lives in

Hamilton County, O., and his name is Samuel

Ropelee. He was within a year of being old

enough to vote for Thomas Jefferson for his first

term, in 1800, and was nine years old when

George Washington was elected first President

of the United States. He has lived under the

administration of every President from the first,

and lacks but four years of being as old as the

government of the United States. He voted

the first time for Jefferson in 1804, then for

Madison, Monroe, Jackson, Van Buren, Polk,

Pierce, Buchanan, Douglass, McClennan, Sey-

mour, Tilden, Hancock, and Cleveland. On
the last election day, a Republican called upon

the old gentleman, and offered him money to

vote for Jim Blaine, but the offer was indignantly

refused ; the veteran saying he was in his hundred

and fourth year, and had always voted the Demo-

cratic ticket, and saw no reason why he should

change now, and had too much respect for his

honor to be bought up.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

An expert base-ball player has been unable to

hold a ball thrown from the top of the Washing-

ton Monument. The force at the ground was

estimated at forty pounds.

There is a considerable difference between

the movement of a storm and a hurricane. The

former moves thirty-six miles per hour, and the

latter eighty miles in the same space of time.

The British army has now a field kitchen ; the

fire of which will go like that of a steam fire-

engine, and do its work while on the march.

The telephone has recently been put to a new

use, that of measuring the difference of tempera-

ture between stations at some distance from

each other.

The iconometer (view measure) is a name

given by M. Rossignol to an instrument he has

devised for enabling photographers to quickly

ascertain the suitability of a view for photograph-

ing.

Electricity has been so applied to fireman's

hose, that the engineer, though squares distant,

can be directed when to stop, and when to go

on.

A recent design for a pin, which has been

devised by a Parisian jeweller, is that of a fly,

which continually moves its feet in a most life-

like manner.

The latest surgical luxury is an instrument by

which incisions may be made without giving pain.

It consists of a knife which is regulated by a

watch attachment, so that it advances at the rate

of only one inch in six hours. A slight sensa-

tion of uneasiness is produced, which does not,

however, prevent the patient from going to sleep.

At a recent electrical exhibition in Philadel-

phia, Dr. St. Clair of Brooklyn, N.Y., exhibited

an electrical lamp, which is intended for the use

of dentists and surgeons in lighting up the

mouth or other cavities of the body. The lamp
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LOCALS.

Seven more weeks until the Easter vacation !

Wanted.— A lost music-box, which was dear-

ly beloved by its owner, since " it had been in

the family for years."

The other night we heard " music in the air."

We wonder within ourselves if it was the lost

music-box.

Saturday night, Jan. 24, the " S. D.'s " took

their annual sleigh-ride to Boston. A loyal " S.

D. " describes it as follows :
—

" There has not been a better night this winter

for a sleigh-ride. As we started, the full moon

arose, and added greatly to the enjoyment of the

evening. There were a number of sleighing

parties out, who flew past us with a shout of

' sympathy ' for our good time. When we ar-

rived in the city, we drove to the Adams House

for supper. When our feast was over, our chape-

ron surprised us in an unusual gallant fashion by

presenting each girl with a beautiful rose-bud.

We reached home tired, and with our noses and

ears tinged with the cold, but happy, neverthe-

less. In our dreams that night, sleigh-bells and

oyster-stews played a prominent part."

Jan. 18 (Sunday) was made memorable by

the absence of baked beans for breakfast.

In zoology class.

First Fresh.— Isn't a perch a bird ?

Second ditto.— No, dear, it is only what a

bird roosts on !

Nellie Borden, one of the European party of

'84, who is spending the winter in Florida, re-

cently made her cousin Virginia Johnson very

happy by forwarding a box of delicious Florida

oranges.

Rumor says that the inmates of No. 31, with

a little (?) help from their friends, have con-

sumed about nineteen dozen of these oranges

in two weeks. We begin to doubt the statement

of the happy pair in 31, that their constant

increase in avoirdupois is wholly due to daily

exercise in the new gymnasium.

The " S. D.'s " have elected the following offi-

cers for the ensuing term :
—

Miss Mabel Cogswell, President.

" Minnie Peck, Vice-President.

" Lou Fribley, Secretary.

" Daisy Lloyd, Treasurer.

" May Colburn, Critic.

" May Bigelow, Usher.

The new gymnasium was dedicated Jan. 27.

We were delighted by a concert given by the

heads of the musical departments of the insti-

tution : Professor J. A. Hills, piano ; Mrs. L. P.

Morrill, vocal ; Miss Etta Sherman, violin ; Pro-

fessor J. W. Davis, leader of the chorus classes.

Professor Bragdon, with his ready tact, made a

few appropriate remarks, which were followed by

refreshments and an enjoyable social time.

In behalf of the patrons of our reading-room,

it gives us pleasure to return our thanks to A. S.

Barnes & Co., for the magazines of American

History, recently received.

In the United States history class, one girl in-

formed the teacher that the Canary Islands were

in Spain. Another bright girl said that Nova

Scotia was in Florida. As we possess a Christian

spirit, we will forgive them, as they are " Preps."

One of the " witty " girls was writing near us

in class the other day. She made us believe

that, "no matter how fast her pen moved, the

paper was stationary !
" It made us feel badly.

The following officers were elected in the

Lasellia Club on the eve of Jan. 17 :
—

Miss G. Lowe, President.

" M. Marshall, Vice-President.

" Price, Secretary.

" Hanscome, Treasurer.

" E. Jackson, Critic.

" Morton, Guard.
" Hilton, Assistant Guard.

Conundrum.— Why are girls who always want

to be excused from walk, like saloons? Ans.

Because they are full of sham pains and ails.

PERSONALS.

Kokie Gregg is at her home in Pittsfield. She

is tutoring in order to enter Wellesley next year.

The following was sent to the " Personal " edi-

tor : Mrs. Ed. Van Husen {nee Kitty Morrill),

Florence, few weeks old.

Minnie Nickerson is taking private lessons in

'iterature and French in Boston.

Blanche Ford spent last Sunday with her

parents in Boston.

Carrie Kendig, who made the Seminary a visit

lately, announces the fact that her sister Anna

will be married in April.

Mrs. Henry M. Knowles (nee Helen Dykes)

called on the " old " girls and teachers a few

days ago.

Nellie Hugus is still in Pasadena, Cal. She

has lately joined a boating-club, and writes of a

great deal of success therein.

The class of '8^ deserve special praise for the

way in which they are carrying on the work

started at Lasell. We cannot make a full re-

port, but the following items suggest themselves :

Lillie Packard is studying a second year at Bos-

ton University, taking a special course in the

higher mathematics. Sephie Mason has been

studying Latin and Italian, in addition to con-

stant work in music. Alice House is president

of a Chautauqua literary and scientific local circle

in Cincinnati. Sadie Corey is assistant teacher

of Latin at Lasell, and is also a faithful worker in

a Chautauqua circle at her home in Brighton.

Cora Cogswell has been taking German and

painting lessons, and teaching a younger brother

and sister. What have other Lasell graduates

been doing? We want you to report to the

Leaves.

Lizzie Canterbury is at home in East Wey-

mouth, busying herself principally in trying to

make happy the lives of those around her.

Lizzie Hoag and her twin-sister Laura have

been visiting Tib Hosford at her home in Clin-

ton, Io. Tib graduated at Ogontz last spring,

and is now free from the petty cares of school-

life.

Martha Prentice busies herself with painting

at home in Le Roy, New York. Nellie Parker

is now with her, they both having just returned

from a visit to the Seiberlings in Akron, O.

Anna and Jennie Baker spend their time very

profitably at home, taking vocal lessons. Jennie

was recently East on a visit to her old room-mate

Lizzie Whipple, in Boston, and spent a few

days at the Seminary. We longed to hear her

recite as was her wont, but did not get an oppor-

tunity.

A short time ago we heard that Dora Walston

was to visit the East, and possibly might come to

Lasell in the midst of her journeyings ; but we

learn that, in common with all women, she has

changed her mind, and intends to go to the Ex-

position at New Orleans instead.

Jessie Hill has been visiting in Chicago, and

intends to stop off at Richmond, Ind., to view

Marguerite Boston, on her return to New York.

Sadie Perkins is at home in Hyde Park. She

is taking music of Otto Bendix in Boston, and is

struggling with harmony also.

Dora Mayo was at the Seminary the other day.

Bessie Merriam came to Professor Cumnock's

reading. She is pursuing her art studies in Bos-

ton.

Mrs. Jennie Hayes Stearns writes of the Ex-

position as disappointing, which seems the uni-

versal opinion of visitors at New Orleans. Mr.

and Mrs. Stearns have now returned to Williams-

port.

Belle Bragdon and Mame Congdon were sur-

prised to meet each other at a wharf in Jersey

City, whither each had gone to see a friend off

for Germany,— a mutual friend as it appeared.

Miss Bragdon has been for some weeks visiting

friends in New York.

Annie Tubb is spending the winter in Brook-

lyn, N.Y., taking lessons in drawing from life,

with Professor Whittaker.
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From Badbergen, Germany, Annie Marbold

Wernsing writes, " This is a quaint little town,

the birthplace of my father ; and the house in

which I live was built more than two hundred

years, and has been given from father to son for

that time."

Ella Ellis writes from East Sandwich, " How
strange Lasell must seem without ' Grandma Car-

penter's ' lovely, peaceful face and gentle voice !

What a quiet spot she made of her room in the

noisy school !— next to home it seemed."

Annie Lovering called at Lasell last week.

Her home is still Claremont, N.H. Another

pleasant visitor was Miss Carrie Kendig, Boston

Highlands.

Cora Cogswell writes that Ida Cogswell Bai-

ley, Junior, aged three weeks, is a candidate for

Lasell's Freshman class of A.D. 2000. Cora

takes a lesson in German now and then, but some

one is evidently (she didn't write this) coaxing

her that sewing and housework are good things

to get posted in soon.

The " Class of '84 " held its first reunion

a short time ago at Lasell. The girls were

handsomely entertained by Professor and Mrs.

Bragdon, who made the few hours spent with

them as enjoyable as possible. Professor does

not realize how much his " naughty class " ap-

preciated the beautiful flowers, and the sumptu-

ous repast prepared for it by his thoughtful

kindness.

The classes in French are making rapid prog-

ress in pronunciation and conversation, under

the able instruction of Mile. Marchal of Boston.

It was only last month that we spoke of the

marriage of Nellie Prentice-Merrill. Now comes

the sad news of her death on Feb. 2. Her

sweet ways and pure character made many friends

for her ; indeed, she was beloved by all who knew

her. She has entered into her rest, where there

is neither pain nor sighing, amid the eternal joys

of heaven.

A few evenings since, a party of Lasell friends

called on Mrs. Carrie Wallace Hussey, in her new

home at Newton Upper Falls, and found her the

same "Carrie " that left Lasell in the June of '82,

notwithstanding her added dignity. She is surely

near enough to her Alma Mater to show her in-

terest in it by frequent calls.

The social event of yesterday was the marriage

of Miss Edith, third daughter of John D. Flint,

Esq., to Edward Barker, formerly of this city, but

now engaged in the house-furnishing business at

Worcester. The bride is one of the handsomest

and most popular young ladies of the city, and

has a large circle of friends. At the appointed

hour, yesterday afternoon, several hundred of the

friends assembled in the elegant and spacious

parlors of her father's mansion to witness the

ceremony. The service was performed in the

south parlor, under a beautiful floral decoration

of white carnations and rose-buds, representing

an open umbrella suspended from the ceiling,

while a profusion of potted plants added their

beauty to the decorations. Six ushers stood with

the contracting parties during the ceremony,

which was performed by Rev. D. A. Jordan of

the First Methodist Episcopal Church. The ush-

ers were Messrs. Oliver E. Hawes, William B.

Hawes, and Charles H. Carr, of this city ; Mr.

Abram Barker, a brother of the groom ; and Mr.

A. Flint of Providence, and Mr. John Flint of

Salem.

The bride wore an elegant dress of heavy white

silk, richly trimmed with duchesse point-lace, and

carried a large bouquet of lilies of the valley.

There were also very many exceptionally fine

toilets worn by the guests, and the party was a

most beautiful and attractive one. A very pleas-

ant feature was the presence of a large number

of school-friends from Lasell Academy, at which

institution Miss Flint completed her studies in

June last.

A reception followed the ceremony, when con-

gratulations were extended. Tillinghast of Prov-

idence served a fine collation, and Reeves's

orchestra provided music. The presents were

numerous, beautiful, and of considerable value.

Mr. and Mrs. Barker took the boat for New York,

and will make quite an extended wedding-trip to

Florida. That evening, a very pleasant reception

was given in honor of the young ladies from

Lasell, which was greatly enjoyed. {From a

Fall River paper.}

In a letter to Miss Cushman, Miss Lucy Tap-

pan writes from Dresden, that, in company with

a congenial friend, she intends taking a two

months trip through Vienna, Trieste, Alexandria,

Cairo, Jerusalem, and Sicily, probably proceed-

ing after that to Southern Italy and the Riviera.

We are sorry to learn that her health compels

her to seek a warmer clime, but trust that the

breezes of the Mediterranean will bring her

strength again.

Since our last issue, Dr. L. C. Loomis— under

whose supervision our principal has given so

many Lasellians a summer vacation abroad—
has made a brief visit here. He is not now pro-

posing to take a party this coming summer ; but,

if any Lasell girls are planning for it, the Princi-

pal is prepared to suggest an arrangement which

he thinks satisfactory.

Mr. Bragdon purposes, as some of you already

know, a little trip around the world. He will

leave Boston early in October, spend two weeks

in Colorado, Utah, and California ; sail from San

Francisco last of October ; visit Japan, China,

Ceylon, Southern and Northern India, Egypt,

Palestine, Damascus, Ephesus, Troas, Constanti-

nople, Greece, Sicily ; landing at Naples the last of

May. Hence, those who wish may visit Europe
;

while those who prefer may return at once with

Mr. Bragdon, who will be at Lasell for Commence-

ment. The company will consist of Mrs. Brag-

don, Mr. Bragdon, and not over twelve girls. The

expenses from New York to New York again

(not including any stay in Europe) will be from

$2,500 to $3,000 each, for the eight months.

Mr. Bragdon is to have the help of resident

personal friends in Japan, China, and India.

As you see, girls, the thing is only outlined

vaguely as above. The question now is, Shall

we go next fall, October, '85, or a year from next

fall? I don't know as it will make any difference

to me ; and I would like to hear soon from those

who think they may go with me (nothing binding

in this), as to their convenience.

,., C. C. B.

EXCHANGE NOTES.

The "Crescent" is one of the most interest-

ing of our exchanges. Some of the things in it

are quite good, especially the "Clippings," which

are very amusing.

We feel it our duty to reply to the question

asked by " W. S. C. " in the closing line of his

poem (which we quote below) in the January

number of the " Yale Courant," by advising him

to do less smoking and a little less swearing.

PERPLEXITY.

A youngster sits in his college-room,

Spinning webs from fancy's loom ;

Weaving and planning in revery,

Trying to find whatever he

Can reach in this dismal world to do.

"Minister? No:
Quite too slow

For a man whose love is a cheerful brew."

Imagination strikes this and that

;

He roams from castle to city flat,

. From bachelorhood to the married state,

And groans to think of the latter fate ;

He plods the professions through and through.

" Doctor ? No :

Too much 'go ;

'

Eternally flustered, and in a stew."

Visions of poverty, lank and grim,

Darken the dreams that come to him,—
Frayed " Prince Albert" and last year's tile

;

Clothes that "once on a time" had style
;

Crying babies and scolding shrew.

"Journalist? No:
Nought but blow

;

7'Aat's a profession I'd never woo."

Fire dies down, and his pipe goes out

;

Ditto hope, and he's still in doubt.

Where are his castles bright and bold ?

Vanished in smoke. The room grows cold.

Isn't there something, anything new ?

" Lawyer ? No

:

Misery, woe !

What in the devil can I do?"
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The short poems in the "Bowdoin Orient"

have a general tendency towards sentimentality,

which is rather tiresome, to say the least.

The editors of the " Brunonian " must be very

energetic, to publish so large and pleasing paper

bi-weekly.

The " Dickinsonian " confines itself almost

wholly to locals, which we like very well, but

think it would be very preferable if it had some-

thing else also.

The "St. Mary's Sentinel" is one of the few

rather uninteresting papers. It seems as if it

could hardly interest any but the students of the

college itself.

The " Tech " seems to get out quite peculiar

and thrilling stories, which cause us much
amazement and a good deal of alarm, until we

come to the end, when we are rather disap-

pointed at the mild close.

We find one or two readable things in the

" North-western," but they are few and far be-

tween.

We congratulate the editors of the " Beacon,'

who, while they are zealous followers of Black-

stone, can afford to descend from their elevated

position, and give us such amusing pages as are

contained in their interesting monthly.

OUR NEIGHBORS.

The value of chewing-gum as a factor in edu-

cation has been settled at last. A Macon (Ga.)

schoolmarm had six bright scholars come to

school provided with gum, and six without. She

then threw twenty-nine problems at them, with

astonishing results. The chewers of gum cor-

rectly answered twenty-one, while the gumless

six had mastered only eight. Thus is another vital

educational question solved.

Smith is the only college for women founded

by a woman. Wellesley was founded by Mr.

Durant, and Vassar by Matthew Vassar.

Princeton allows students twenty-five unex-

cused absences in each term.

The editorial staff of most of the college

papers number from seven to twelve.

Pie-making is one of the electives at Vassar.

Nine American colleges have adopted the

Oxford caps.

The new elevator at Vassar is not much used,

as the girls prefer to slide down the banisters.

There are one hundred and ninety college

papers in the United States, the oldest of which

is the " Brunonian," founded in 1829.

The Faculty of Wellesley will not allow the

students to publish a paper.

The plan initiated by Williams College, of

having the protection as well as the free-trade

view of the tariff question presented to its stu-

dents, has also been adopted by Harvard.

It is a significant fact that the Eastern colleges

which favor scientific education, instead of classi-

cal, have received the greatest gain in the num-

ber of pupils. The Institute of Technology and

Cornell University are particular illustrations of

this tendency, — the former reporting one hun-

dred more students than last year j and the en-

tering class of the latter being larger than that

at Yale, and, according to reports, equal to that

at Harvard.

GEORGE E. JOHNSON,

DEALER liV

Hay, Grain, a*A Feed,

Lexington Street, Auburndale, Mass.

• BRIGGS WADS WORTH,
Commission Merchant, Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Etc.,

Stall 8p, Faneuil-Hall Market, Boston.

Artists Materials,

FOR

Crayon and Charcoal Di'atuing,

China, Oil, and Water-Color Painting,

ART MANUALS ON ALL SUBJECTS,

Etching Materials, Studies of all Kinds.

<xQ ARTICLES FOR DECORATION, |>o

Including Albertine and Barbotine Ware, Panels of

Alabaster, Bevelled Plate Glass, Cardboard, and

Polished Wood ; Brass, Zinc, and Frosted

Plaques, Mirrors, etc.

m~ SEND FOR A CATALOGUE. -=©»

WADSWORTH BROTHERS & ROWLAND,

84 Washington Street, Boston.

G. H. INGRAHAM,

=Apothecary,=

Comer of Waltham and Washington Sts.,

WEST NEWTON.

Young Ladies

Boots, shoes, and Slippers,

Stylish and Durable, at Moderate Prices.

GYMNASIUM SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Thayer, McNeil, & Hodgkins,

dj Temple Place, Boston.

V. A. PLUTA,

^""PROVISIONS,

Corner Auburn and Lexington Streets.

FROST & ADAMS, >,—

Importers and Wholesale and Retail Dealers of

Artists' Materials,

Decorative Art Novelties, Art Pottery, etc.

Artists'
1

Outfits of every kind.

Ebonized Panels. S w
Winsor & Newton's Colo >s.

German Colors.

French Colors.

Tucker & Green's Colors.
f fVB- -lift

1 rr
Sketch Blocks. i& Bet "-WflfcU
Plaques of all kinds. iB TSIr
China Colors. ii' pip--" - ~^^*3^
Mirrors for Decorating.

Artists' Boxes. Ef mB
Artists' Brushes. BEt-- - ie^i^iiHI

Artists' Canvas.

Handbooks on Art. fjfj,
-"-J

:"l-"
ga

fflH' Bv
Studies to Rent.

Lustra Painting Material. t.

Water-Colors.

SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS SUPPLIED AT LOW FIGURES.

Bronzes. c Canvas Stretched.

Brocades.
•2
CO Drawing Instruments.

Spangles. 03 Plaque Rims.

China for Decorating. ~C Artists' Easels.

Paper Panels. «: Drawing Paper.

Tambourines. c« Materials for Tapestry, etc.

Repousse Materials. Sj Kensington Painting Materials.

F. S. Frost. 05 H. A. Lawrence.

Picture-Frames,

Art-Materials, Engravings, Photographs, Alber-

types, and every kind of picture.

Frames, Passepartouts, Easels of every Kind.

Panels,

Plaques, Papers, Cowrs, and various Art-Ma-

terials.

Framing reasonably and promptly done.

C. H. CODMAN & CO
(Successors to G. S. BRYANT & CO.),

1 No. 34 Bromfield Street, Boston.
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Marsh,

& Co.

Dry Goods Shopping

BY MAIL.

Send for our Illustrated

Catalogue for all information

relative to goods and prices.

Mailed free to any address, on

application.

Rookwood Pottery
OF CINCINNATI

Are pleased to announce that their new

Art Parlor, at No. I WEST STREET, is

now open, with a full display of their

ARTISTIC Productions in Pottery, suitable

for WEDDING, BIR THDA Y, and

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

|3ostott lforei0u ^oolistovje.

Carl ^c^oen^of,

\\\ Fremont Street Boston.

/JjNltfiS of tfje ILargcst Stocks of 33oofes in trje JForcign^ ano ancient ILanguages ; Caucfynit} Collection of

3£uttlislj Sutrjors; ©cnnan Circulating ILibrarg.

Catalogues on application.

~^=WEBERS^^—
(25, 27 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON)

Ladies and Gents Restaurant.
Oysters and Salads a specialty.

OPEN AFTER THEATRES.

Caterer for Wedding Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinner and
Evening Parties, and Receptions.

Also Club Suppers at short notice and reasonable prices.

ESTABLISHED 1823.

Chickering Pianofortes.

The Largest and Oldest Pianoforte Manufac-

tory in the United States.

6q,ooo INSTRUMENTS MADE.

Grand, Square,-

~and Upright

PIANOFORTES.
For Sale.

Second-hand Pianofortes, in great variety,

for sale and to rent, at various prices, by

Chlckerlng & Sons,
152 Tremont St., Boston. 130 Fifth Ave., New York.

Rand, Ave-

ry, & Co., Printers, Elec-

trotypers, and Binders, iij

Franklin Street, Boston.

dlarky yidams, & Cjlark,

IMPORTERS OF

/CROCKERY, CHINA,^ AND GLASS;

French and German Fancy Goods

;

65 and 67 Franklin Street,

Comer of Arch Street,

BOSTON.

CHARLES G. TINKHAM,

Livery, Hack, and Boarding Stable,

Corner of Lexington and Severn Streets,

AUBURNDALE.

Walker & Pratt Manufg Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Heating and Cooking Apparatus,

Nos. jz and j5 Union Street,

BOSTON.

ESTABLISHED /84y.

Aaron it. Gay & Co.,

NO. 122 STATE STREET, BOSTON,

Stationers
AND

£jtank Jfyook J\4 anufacturers,

First-Class Account Books of any desired

pattern made to order.

S. S. GAY. EDWIN IV. GAY.

FALL MILLINERY.

MRS. M. H. KIMBALL,
DEALER IN

French Flowers, Hats, Bonnets, and
Trimmings,

MELROSE STREET, AUBURNDALE.

SWAN & NEWTON,
Dealers in

Poultry, Wild Game, Etc.,

No. 18 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston,

HENRY SWAN. S. B. NEWTON.

DENTIST.=—
Dr. H. L Sanderson,

Office, Robinson's Block, West Newton.
Nitrous Oxide a7id Ether administered when desired.

ALFRED BRUSH,

APOTHECARY,
Ptrimmer's Block, corner of Auburn

and Lexington Streets, Anburndale.

ARE yon out of Paper? In need of Visiting Cards,
Si Blank-books, or any kind of Stylographic Pens, or

Stationery ? Try

WARD & GAY,
184 Devonshire Street, .... Boston.

CLASS DAY INVITATION'S A SPECIALTY.

C. A. W. CROSBY,

—^^IVatckes, Jewelry,^^
SILVER AND PLATED WARE.

djd\ Washirrgton Street, . . . Boston.

—MILLS BROTHERS,-

Cooperage Stock,
Office, 160 State Street,

Yard, 473 Commercial Street. BOSTON.
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EDITORIAL.

Another term is nearly over, and we are

looking forward with pleasurable anticipations to

the coming vacation. Our brains need renovat-

ing, as also do our clothes ; for during the last

three months both have received the wear and

tear of constant service. The one week allotted

to us in which to recruit ourselves is the momen-
tous week in which the shop-windows put forth

the signs of spring, — costumes. 'Tis then that

each feminine heart (except the one carefully

nurtured at Lasell) is full of longings for a new
gown and bonnet. Beautiful spring will then be

here in truth. Lasell also will follow the general

fashion, and send forth its Leaves fresh with a

new staff of spring editors.

The next term will pass quickly ; and before

long we will soon be domiciled, and walking

upon our native heath once more.

But the past term !

It was with regret that we recounted the pleas-

ures of our Christmas holidays upon our return

soon after the opening of the new year. It is

true that our labors at that time stretched lie-

fore us like the Dismal Swamp ; but, arrayed in

our goloshes, we have waded through in safety.

For the Freshman and Sophomore, life always

seems a burden ; but additional cares have been

added to the lot of the Junior, in shape of

the so-called " leview of United-States history,"

and the arguments upon Protection versus Free

Trade, which she is obliged to prepare for the

political economy class. But the way of the

Senior is verily beset with thorns ; to wit, her

endeavors to acquire new ideas for the pro-

spective Senior essay. Yes, the Senior might

have been seen at any time, within the last few

weeks, with note-book in hand, and " pencil in

mouth," waiting patiently for an idea to come,

that she might carefully treasure it for the much-

talked-of and more-feared essay.

But although the list of our studies has been

long, correspondingly large has been the array

of our pleasures.

We have had two courses of lectures : one

upon "The Principles of the Common Law,"

by Mr. Alfred Hemenway of Boston ; and the

other upon " Architecture," by the Rev. Arthur

May Knapp of Watertown. Both lecturers have

rendered themselves and their topics very inter-

esting to us. We have had readings by Profess-

ors Raymond and Cumnock, and have enjoyed

them thoroughly. The clubs have been unu-

sually prosperous ; for not only have the mem-
bers feasted their minds in the course of their

literary exercises, but opportunity was given them

of more substantial refreshment during their

recent sleigh-rides.

We have each and every one of us experienced

the delight of taking a " header down below "—
the hill, in our efforts to guide the course of the

festive toboggan, and steer clear of all obstruct-

ing trees and stone walls. We have skated

somewhat, the usual fate of broken limbs and

dislocated ankles being spared us this winter.

One item has been added to our customary con-

versational topics ; namely, the doings in the

gymnasium. Instead of conversing fluently upon

the weather and other kindred themes, as was

our wont in former days, we discuss with zeal

as to the growth of our muscle, and the ease

with which we can lift ourselves the prescribed

three times. Our desires to be famed for our

muscular development have almost surpassed

our efforts last fall to wield the tennis-racket, and

give a good " cut."

Feb. 22 has come and gone, and our rooms

are at present decorated with the tiny flags

presented to us on that occasion. Forever in

our memories will the patriotic thoughts of the

now defunct gentleman, whose birthday it was,

be linked with fond recollections of the choco-

late-cake we had that night for tea, and the

theatricals with which we celebrated afterwards.

But one of our former pleasures will be denied

us ! It is rumored that the Juniors will not give

the customary Junior exhibition this year. We
are truly sorry to learn of this ; for the Junior

exhibition has hitherto been to us all a most

enjoyable occasion, besides giving to the Junior

the opportunity of appearing before the public

in the guise of an essayist.

But soon the term will be finished, and the

long anticipated vacation will be a reality. Let

us hope that it will prove to be as pleasurable as

our expectations, and that we will return free

from all fatigue, and ready to take up once more

the burden of our cares.

It is with extreme regret that we learn of the

ill-health and consequent departure of Professor

Burke from Lasell. We knew that his health

this winter had not been as good as formerly,

but had no idea that it would necessitate his

leaving us and the work he loves so well. As

the Professor of Science, he has accomplished

much during his three years' professorship here.

Not only has he interested his pupils in their

studies, but by his personal efforts the Lasell col-

lection has been greatly increased, and the gen-

eral standard of the scientific department raised

to a great degree.

We hope that his absence will be merely tem-

porary, and that his rest will bring to him again

that fountain of happiness,— good health.

On account of lack of space, the third chapter

of " Sweet Auburn " is necessarily postponed to

the next number.
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THE DEBT OF LITERATURE TO MISFORTUNE.

The desire for expression is one of the strong-

est instincts of human nature. Passion cools its

throbbing pulses in a burst of tears. Thoughts

are hardly thoughts until they express themselves

in language. Their solitary reverberation in the

soul is painful to us. We long to pour them out.

The most natural means is that which lies closest

at hand, — to speak them in a friendly ear. Nay,

in the circle of congenial souls, new thoughts are

quickened into life under the influence of an-

other's thought, and, clothing themselves in fitting

words, come forth from our lips almost to our

own wonder. It is not strange that we like to

talk. Next to talk, letter-writing has become a

natural means of expression to us. There are

those to whom the personal presence of. even

the dearest friend is a restraint in the utterance

of their best thoughts. We sit alone, and by

imagination transport ourselves to the presence

of our friend, unclogged by the weight of these

gross bodies. No critical eye will see the words

we write. No one will complain of us for not

saying something else, that was not at all our

purpose to say. The personality of our friend

stimulates without embarrassing us. Through the

space that separates us, however wide it may be,

all that is warm and smiling and friendly in him

comes to us to awaken and brighten our thoughts
;

while all that is foreign to us in his nature, that

is cold and critical, stays far away where the

bodily presence is.

To a healthy nature, happily situated in life,

these two modes of expression will prove amply

sufficient. The appreciative smile on a dear

face gives back a more quick return to our fitly-

spoken word than the faint applause of a far-off

world. The letter full of our best thoughts has

brought us one of like kind, though different

;

yet all the more pleasing by every point in which

it differs from ours. Some people would affirm

that literature is a collection of the best thoughts

of the world. But how do we know what fine

thoughts have never been given to the world ?

Go through all the volumes of "Table-Talk"

which you can find : have you not heard as

charming talk at many an informal little gather-

ing? Praise, if you will, the self-conscious,

painted and powdered letters of a Lady Mary

Wortley Montagu : every day there are passing

through the mails better letters than these,—
fresh, charming letters, all glittering with fancy's

silver frost-work, and fragrant with white lilies of

pure sentiment. But the world knows not of

them. Some heart responds ; and a little packet,

carefully tied up, grows yellow in somebody's

private drawer. The noble thoughts poured

forth in talk lodge in some hearts that hear, and

help to make finer men and women in the world.

The Shakspeares that have never written plays

have had just as much real influence on the

lives with which they came in contact as our

Shakspeare had in his private life. The John

Miltons who were not blind, and lived epic

poems instead of writing them, have added just

so much of fine thought and noble action to the

world's life. Depend upon it, the good things

which we have in literature are to the good

things that have been and still are in life, as a

handful of silver coins to the glittering treasures

yet hidden in the deep places of the earth.

But, still, let us be thankful to the hands that

have digged out a little of the shining stuff, and

to the force that has shaped and smoothed it for

the world's handling. If Skakspeare's father's

business had prospered, and young Will hadn't

found himself, at an early age, with a growing

family dependent on him, we might never have

shuddered at Macbeth's "dagger of the mind,"

or gone a-wooing with Romeo. If Spenser had

got a fine office in London, and never been ex-

iled to the dreary wilds of Ireland, the face of the

Faerie Queene might never have " made a sun-

shine in a shady place." If there had been

plenty of money to defray the expenses of John-

son's mother's funeral, Prince Rasselas might

never have left the Happy Valley. If money

hadn't been eternally slipping through poor

Goldy's fingers, the gentle Vicar of Wakefield

might never have told us his woes. If Nature

had given to the poor little dwarf of Twicken-

ham a tall figure and a strong constitution, Belin-

da's lock would never have been immortalized

;

and the world would have missed a thousand

wise thoughts imprisoned in the amber of a neat

couplet. If it had not been for the graveyard,

the lonely moor, the stern, cold father, the nip-

ping breath of poverty, the pressure of sorrow

upon sorrow, and the pent-up passion of a fiery,

heroic young soul, Charlotte Bronte would have

been a name unknown to our heart's love.

But why go on heaping up names ? Is not the

wine of literature almost all made out of crushed

grapes? The healthy nature, happily placed,

delights in the objective, and finds in real life

its full nourishment ; but the invalid, weary of

gazing on the four walls that shut him in, turns

for relief to his own mind, and forgets his lan-

guor in translating into pen-language the pictures

of memory and imagination painted there. The

healthy child romps and plays with its fellows

;

when it has a thought, it shrinks from the labor

of putting it into writing : but the lonely child,

in uncongenial surroundings, grows introspective,

and delights to find in the pen a means of pour-

ing out its too busy fancies and longings. The

deformed finds society painful ; but, in the quiet

of his own room, he can write down his thoughts

that burn in words that glow : and the world, in

reading, will forget the poor crippled body, and

reverence the great mind. In this field he may

speak commanding words with no galling sense

of inferiority. In the kingdom of mind he rules

by his inborn kingliness. This plain, sad-eyed,

woman, whose life is spent in doing home])'

tasks among humdrum people, lias hidden in her

heart a little world of sweet visions and graceful

fancies,— a capacity for great and heroic passion

which can never come into her life, because

timidity prevents her from showing out her true

self in the presence of the few people who would

appreciate it. But these thoughts and feelings

grow in her till she is possessed by a great hunger

to give them utterance, and at last they flow out

at the pen-point ; and, among those who read,

there are kindred spirits who recognize her, and

receive her as one of themselves.

Or it may be that the wolf puts in his head at

the door, and an ease-loving nature is roused to

ask what it may do to be saved from those sharp

teeth. Now, writing of the finest artistic kind is

not generally that which keeps the pot boiling

most briskly ; but, nevertheless, it is true that

much good work would never have been done if

it had not been for some outside pressure. Men
are naturally indolent, and prefer a little present

pleasure to a greater good afar off.

And so come these angels in disguise, — sor-

row, deformity, privation,— and with their prun-

ing-hooks cut away the exuberance of leaves,

that fruit may grow for others' good. It seems

as if lives are darkened on purpose that they

may give to the world a language of sorrow ; that

hearts are suffered to wildly throb, and be broken,

— sometimes by a quick, sharp blow, and some-

times by a slow, wringing process,— that passion

may glow with a deathless fire in the pages of

yonder book.

Yet happy they who have suffered, and been

found worthy to take their place in this goodly

company, to speak to one generation after an-

other, and find out true lovers in every age and

country. They stand out from among the shift-

ing crowds of humanity as representatives of its

life, its joys and sorrows, hopes and fears, tri-

umphs and failures. They belong to the world :

they are its best-beloved teachers. Their bodily

weaknesses are remembered only with loving

pity ; their privations have earned for them mul-

titudes of friends ; their sorrows have been

washed away by tears from a thousand eyes.

OLD CATALOGUES.

By the kindness of Mrs. Jennie Whitin Lasell,

I have received many old copies of the catalogue
;

so that I now have a complete file from 1853-54

to date, excepting only 1854-55, 1863-64, and

1865-66. Any one having either of these, and

willing to part with it for the library bound vol-

ume, will do the old school a great favor by

forwarding.— C. C. B.
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THE CHARACTER OF JULIUS C/ESAR.

One of the principal objections urged by lesser

critics against the tragedy of Julius Caesar is that

Shakspeare has passed lightly over the character

of the great Julius himself, and has put boastful

and vapouring language into the mouth of that

mighty conqueror, who in his Commentaries has

shown himself and his great achievements in such

dignified simplicity.

But was it the habit of Shakspeare to pass

lightly over any of his historical characters?

Did he give no careful and thoughtful study

to the characters of Brutus and Cassius ?

It must be remembered that Shakspeare took

the facts of this play from Plutarch, and this his-

torian says that Csesar altered much for the worse

before his death. He had "reached the highest

point of all his greatness, " and was spoiled by

power, and the flattery of the courtiers who sur-

rounded him. He was ambitious to obtain the

name and dignity of king, as he already had the

power
;
yet he feared to risk all his present great-

ness to obtain that one coveted and forbidden

rank, and above all he feared lest he should

show fear. He admits to Anthony that he fears

Cassius
;

yet, when Anthony tries to re-assure

him, he hastens to say,—
"I rather tell thee what is to be feared,

Than what I fear; for always 1 am Caesar."

He has acquired the policy of greatness,—
to seem what it is not. He attempts to hide

his fear under the most boastful language, but

he over-shoots the mark. The very inflation of

his language shows fear.

Plutarch states as a mere fact this deplorable

change in Csesar ; but Shakspeare, having that

rare gift of putting himself in another's place,

enters into the mind of Caesar, and shows us

the inward workings of his covetous desire to

become king.

If one change in the once noble Caesar lay in

his ambition and haughtiness, another certainly

lay in his superstition.

In his suspicion and hesitation before crossing

this his second Rubicon, which separated a lawful

rule from tyranny and usurpation, he is seized,

contrary to his usual nature, with superstitious

fears and misgivings. He becomes vacillating.

His pride and his defiance of danger struggle

with his forebodings, and restore him to his for-

mer confidence, which proves his ruin.

When the signs of the elements, the dreams of

Calphurnia, and the message of the priests who

have offered a sacrifice, and found no heart, are

all ominous, he determines to appear brave, if

he cannot be so. He puts his own interpreta-

tions upon the portentous omens, and finally

yields with apparent reluctance to the entrea-

ties of his wife, and agrees not to go forth on

the fatal Ides of March.

He shows both his vacillation and his ambi-

tion in afterward yielding to the wily speech of

Decius, who tells him that to-day the senators

are going to offer a crown to the great con-

queror, and may change their minds if he is not

at the senate house.

Later, in the scene at the Capitol, he seems to

have regained his former confidence in himself

and his own power. In his refusal of the suit

for repealing the banishment of Publius Cimber,

the assurance and arrogance of a long continu-

ance in power crop out. He must have become

absolutely certain of his position, or he would not

have used such haughty language in refusing the

suit of such influential men as Brutus, Cassius,

and the other conspirators.

It has been urged by some critics, that Shaks-

peare treats the character of Julius Caesar unfairly,

and presents only his worst side to our view. It

is true that if Shakspeare had wished to enlist our

sympathy for usurpation and tyranny as repre-

sented by Csesar, and against republicanism and

freedom as represented by Brutus and Cassius,

he must have presented Caesar in a far different

light.

But although Shakspeare, from the standpoint

of this play, could not give us an ideal Caesar,

yet by many passages in his other plays, and by

the way in which, in this play, he allows his mem-
ory to be respected as soon as he is dead, the

great dramatist shows how truly he admires all

that is noble in the great conqueror.

Altogether, Shakspeare 's representation of the

character of Julius Caesar is a most natural con-

ception of what it must have been at the time of

his downfall.

FORGETTING OUR HEROES.

It is asserted that the youth of the present

generation are in danger of growing up with little

knowledge of some of the prominent characters

who figured in connection with the Civil War.

We give our attention, it is said, to earlier history

;

and in the text-books used in our schools some

prominent events of the Rebellion are dismissed

in a paragraph or two, and make little impres-

sion on the student.

A party of schoolgirls, gaily singing "John

Brown's Body lies a-mouldering," were surprised

to learn that the John Brown referred to was any

other than a mythical character. The teacher

of those pupils, in an impromptu examination,

put the question, " Who was John Brown of

Ossawotomie ? " One-third of the hundred and

more pupils present declined to attempt any

answer. From the remainder some odd replies

were elicited, only a very few being correct, and

all in writing. Many thought him a Southerner

;

most that he fought in the Civil War, was a

leader, perhaps a general ; several asserting that

he tought on the Southern side, though against

slavery. Others were sure that he was a traitor

and an abolitionist, which, it is to be feared,

were synonymous terms in some minds. He
was hanged at various times before the war, from

two to eight years, in 1858, or in the latter part

of the war. Two, who wished to be more defi-

nite, described him as hung to an "apple-tree,"

in fact, " a sour-apple tree." This was doubtless

written in good faith ; and similarly the unfortun-

ate man was called a "rabid seceasionist \sic\"

a "copper-head," who was hanged by the Union-

ists. It is hard to say whether this was worse

than to declare that he was " hung for making

speaches \_sic~] to rouse the people in the Rebellion

against slavery !

"

It was doubtless a slight confusion of memory
that made him famous for a raid through Ken-

tucky, Virginia, and Tennessee, and a still wider

aberration placed him in the war of the Revolu-

tion : this original statement being made yet

more amazing by the assertion that he compelled

his several sons, who disapproved of their father's

course, to engage in fighting with him !

The spectator, who regrets to know that the

blood of the martyr was in any sense spilt in

vain, has pondered long over this mass of error,

and, turning to the brief mention made of John

Brown and his raid in our ordinary text-books of

United States History, wonders whether these

books should bear the whole weight of blame.

TO ALL "OLD GIRLS/'

Will you please make a point of sending me
any change in post-office address ? I often want

to send you some news of the school : and, sent

to an old address, the circular is lost, and you

lose the news. Let every one do this, with-

out fail, who cares to keep up connection with

Lasell.

And write me, even if only a postal, when-

ever any thing worth note, any thing which

would be interesting to your old mates, happens

to you or any of our common friends. You can

help to make the Leaves interesting by a very

little trouble on your part.

Once more : it seems to me that each one of

you ought to leave your photograph here. You
know I try to keep you all in albums ; and it

would be a great pleasure to me to have a pict-

ure of eveij girl who has been at Lasell under

my care.

I think more of such things than a good many
do. And even if your conscience tells you you

were not very good girls, and even if you didn't

like me much, or at all, I'd like to have your

picture all the same, and will furnish it a respect-

able home, and assure it good treatment and

much attention. Now, please send on your pho-

tos, all who left none with me, and much oblige,

Yours as ever,

C. C. Bragdox.
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HOW EDITH FLINT DOES IT.

Well, Old Girl,— Very likely you remem-

ber our housekeeping at Lasell, and what good

times we had. Now I am housekeeping in the

loveliest spot in the " Heart of the Common-
wealth," and the good times are increasing.

Yes, I am keeping house, and it's splendid. I

never want to do any thing else, and my husband

thinks it is fine. My house is just the right size,

and will be so pretty in the summer, with its

piazza and vines. My rooms look small, but,

fitted with all my pretty things, are very cosey.

But my kitchen : you should see it to appreciate.

Some of the dishes there concocted are fearfully

and wonderfully made. My husband says I am
a model housekeeper, and we enjoy our home

very much. Of course I am busy, but I like

that. Still, I have time for reading, calls, etc.

My washing and ironing are done out of the

house : it is so much less trouble. Then, I have a

woman come in to do the sweeping ; she scrubs

and cleans, and is quite a help. You used to

tell me at school, I never could get up in time

to get a breakfast. I could ; but, somehow, it is

always ready when I come down. You know

there is a self-raising flour, and we have griddle-

cakes. We have eggs and lots of nice things.

My husband makes elegant coffee, so I let him.

He cooks the steak, too : he likes it, and I don't

mind. I haven't made any bread yet. I know

how ; but there is a bake-shop near, where we can

buy nice fresh loaves whenever we like. They

have nice cream-cakes, doughnuts, pies, and rolls
;

and it's just as well to buy them, for then you can

get small quantities. The boys were out to spend

Sunday, and they wanted to cook all the time.

I made some meringue ; it made them sick, but

it was because they ate so much, and it was rich.

I cooked some beans one day, and they were very

good. I must go out and get some oranges for

tea : we eat a great deal of fruit. Yesterday I

went in town, and bought a lovely dog and a

dinner-set. What shall I name him? He is so

lovely, you should see him. I never realized at

Lasell how lovely it was to keep house. I am so

happy all the time. Come to see me when you

can, and write to me ; I will answer when I get

time.

Lovingly,

Edith.

To do God's will : that's all

That need concern us ; not to carp or ask

The meaning of it, but to ply our task

Whatever may befall,

Accepting good or ill as he shall send,

And wait until the end.

Margaret J. Preston.

Woe to poor man; each outward thing annoys him
;

He heaps in inward grief, that most destroys him.

Sir Philip Sidney.

ETIQUETTE.

Different persons have entirely different opin-

ions in regard to taste and etiquette. Some are

sticklers for certain manifestations of good breed-

ing, while others lay stress upon other and quite

dissimilar rules of behavior. For instance,

—

There are men who would be ashamed to eat

with their knives, even in private, but who will

talk at the top of their voices in the public read-

ing-room.

And men who, though they would scorn to re-

main seated in a horse-car while a pretty girl is

standing, will throw a banana-skin on the side-

walk, regardless of the inevitable consequence.

And women who are scrupulously neat as to

their hands and fingers, but who will, neverthe-

less, persist in wearing the biggest hat at the

theatre that they can get hold of.

And women who sing like seraphs, and yet will

they keep the car-window wide open, though they

know that it means pneumonia to one-half of their

fellow-passengers, and catarrh and sore-throat to

the other half.

And women whose conversation is a liberal

education and perennial delight to the listener,

and yet their hair presents first-class presumptive

evidence that it has had no acquaintance with

comb and brush for a month, at least.

And men who never forget to lift their hats to

a lady, but who cannot be trusted with impunity

for a dollar.

And men who would die rather than eat their

soup from the end of their spoon, but who will

lie like Ananias upon the slightest provocation.

And men who are scrupulously careful to give

a lady the inside of the walk, and yet think noth-

ing of calling upon you at your busiest hour, and

boring you until you wish they were dead.

And women who would never presume to help

themselves at table until everybody else is sup-

plied, who will, nevertheless, say the spitefulest

things imaginable about their dear friend behind

her back.

And boys who never forget to say " Yes, sir,"

and " Yes'm," but who are taken with sudden

sickness the moment they are asked to do an

errand for their mothers.

And girls who do not have to be coaxed to

play upon the piano before company, but who

will turn around and giggle when a strange man

makes remarks about them in the street.

And men who would not clean their nails in

public, but who will shove a pewter quarter on

to a blind man.

And men who always say " Beg pardon," be-

fore telling you you lie, and who, nevertheless,

will inevitably fail to remember to pay their

butcher bills.

And men who would never interrupt another

while he is speaking, but who will advise their

best friend to invest in a worthless stock, simply

because they have some of that stock which they

wish to dispose of.

And men who are too polite to look over your

shoulder when you are writing, who think noth-

ing of registering false oaths at the custom-house

almost daily.

Many more instances might be adduced, but

the above will suffice to show that we do not all

think alike upon these little matters of etiquette.

ART NOTES.

The Boston Art Club's winter exhibition has

just closed, and has been pronounced only mod-
erately successful. The universal complaint was

that the New-York artists had crowded out the

home talent, but the New Yorkers contributed

little of special note. Since the death of Hunt
and Fuller, Boston has seen little originality and

inspiration there ; that is, outside of landscape-

painting. But there are many well-trained stu-

dents still working, so we have much to expect

of the future.

The Paint and Clay Club's exhibition opened

a week ago. Their receptions and exhibitions

are always the gayest of the season : and this

one is said to be unusually interesting.

The difference between a study and a sketch

is, that one is intended as a guide to what one

has seen, and the other as a reminder of it.

Both have their uses, and they are equally valu-

able to one who knows how to apply them. —
Ex.

Studies from still-life are never wasted. A
useful study for the student in oils is a composi-

tion made up of half a dozen different kinds of

stuffs, arranged so as to bring the texture into

contrast. Another is a group of bottles, of dif-

ferent tints of glass. Porcelain objects furnish,

in the same way, valuable studies of surface

values. No harsh contrasts must be permitted.

The value of the experiment is in the success

with which you analyze and reproduce the more

delicate differences of color, luster, and surface

texture.— Ex.

In looking at any work of art, try to concen-

trate your whole attention on it. It is only by

doing this that you will be able to understand it.

You cannot read two books at a time. No more

can you look simultaneously at two pictures.

—

Ex.

The modern taste in art ignores, to a great

extent, the old creative, aesthetic tendencies, and

favors naturalism ; still-life being the one particu-

lar form. Even Renaissant decorative art, which

was so imaginative both in detail and effects,

has died out. The present art has fallen into a

narrow mental rut, despising creations, and using
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nature as its master. It takes nature as its guide,

and deems the highest position is to be a faith-

ful imitator. Of course, modern art has done

great good. It has opened men's eyes to the

beauties of nature, and has taught them to love

it more. A few " master-hands " show nature in

a broad way, as the reflection of divine power

;

while others have enlarged the scope of human
sympathies by portraying the poorer class, and

comparing them with their more favored brethren.

Art that depicts the lowly of humanity, aiding

the recognition of the eternal brotherhood, is a

high art.

Still, modern art, although it shows great pos-

sibilities, has less faith than old art. It is rather

too content to dwell on materialistic things, and

show clever paintings of costumes and accesso-

ries that make up a striking tableau. It is some-

what vulgar, and loves to linger on the satin and

velvet in a picture, proud of its dainty touch.

MUSICAL NOTES.

John Howard, of the " Howard Muscular

Method," has been in Cincinnati the past win-

ter. At first his method received a great deal

of criticism, but now the best musicians are

well pleased with his instruction. He is about

to return to Chicago, where, for nearly two years,

he has been extremely successful.

The " Popular Science Monthly " has an in-

teresting paragraph on " Musical Geese." It

seems that an air on a violin will sometimes get

a whole flock of geese wild with delight. On
one occasion, at a country wedding, there was a

curious performance. After dinner, a lady en-

tertained the guests assembled on the lawn with

music from an accordion. A flock of geese

were feeding in the road just below the house,

and with outstretched necks poured forth loud

notes of satisfaction. Soon a white gander be-

gan dancing a lively jig, keeping good time to

the music. For several minutes he kept on, to

the delight of the company. The experiment

was tried several times afterward, and each time

the gander began his lively dance. The " Month-

ly " also tells of a bobolink placed in the cage

with some canaries. He didn't sing himself,

but, with a peculiar cluck, could always set the

canaries singing. After a time, he began to learn

their song, note by note, and in the course of a

few weeks mastered it entirely.

Mr. Leopold Lichtenberg is to be a member

of the Thomas Orchestra next season.

Boston is very much pleased with the Mc-

Gibeny family.

Emma Abbott's engagement in San Francisco

has not proved so successful, financially, as that

of last season.

Mapleson lost heavily in New Orleans, ditto

in St. Louis. Poor Patti ! Mapleson will try

Chicago in the early part of April.

New Orleans was delighted with Fursch

Madi.

Jenny Lind's health is failing.

Rose Stewart goes abroad in September, and

studies under Mme. Marchesi, who will probably

send to us another prima donna.

Mme. Marchesi wrote in Emma Abbott's

autograph-album, " Je suis Mere de ton talent,

et je t'aime de tout mon cceur. Ta maman
musicale."

A prominent authoress says that the want of

expression in singers is occasioned by a " lack

of vital contact from the cerebrum to the grand

ganglion of soral plexus."

We have always had an idea that it was some-

thing of the kind, but, somehow, could never

express ourselves understanding^

.

A blue-eyed girl went into the music-store

and said, " Have you any easy Boston Provi-

dence pieces for beginners?
"

"What are Boston Providence pieces?"

asked the astonished clerk.

" Pieces without any runs in them." exclaimed

the blue-eyed girl, very sweetly.

The clerk gasped, and then handed down a

piece in nine sharps, the score of which included

two bases, and was full of stops.

He said he thought that would catcher, as it

was pitched very low.

—

—

POLITICAL NOTES,

Siiting Bull announces that he would like to

be made a citizen, and allowed to vote.

Mr. Cleveland's address was dignified, sim-

ple, and forcible. He said what he had to say in

plain language, unembellished by rhetorical flour-

ishes, but terse and trenchant, leaving no doubt

as to its meaning, and impressing the reader

with the conviction that it came from the heart.

This first message of the President will go far to

make him renowned throughout the world.

The first woman's-rights convention was held

in 1848. In that year the first stones were laid

for the foundation of the Washington Monu-

ment, which to-day stands complete.

The Chinese labor question promises to be-

come as sharp an irritant in Canadian politics

as it proved to be not long ago in this country.

The report of the Chinese commission to the

Dominion Parliament recommended a tax of ten

dollars per head upon every Chinese man, wo-

man, and child coming into British Columbia

;

that all the Chinese in the province be placed

under the supervision of inspectors, to be ap-

pointed by the government ; and that the pro-

vincial legislature be authorized to pass a special

act to regulate the domestic affairs of the Chi-

nese. The trades-unions of Toronto have peti-

tioned parliament to prohibit the immigration

of Chinese altogether ; and it is not unlikely,

that, before long, the importation of " Chinese

cheap labor " will be forbidden in the Dominion

by a statute as rigorous as the one now in force

in the United States.

Mr. Arthur returns to private life with the

general regard of the country ; and even party

malice and hostility " speak him fair." His

conduct, during the long illness of President

Garfield, was most commendable , and, since

his succession to the presidency, he has grown

steadily in the good opinion of the country.

Coming into his great office suddenly, and under

the most difficult and painful circumstances, he

retires from it with dignity, with honor, and with

the respect of his fellow-citizens.

* • •

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

It has lately been discovered that codfish skin

makes elegant leather, when tanned, being very

tough, and of a pearl-gray color.

The removal of the electric-lighting apparatus

in the Capitol, Washington, shows the skeletons

of millions of insects, that were attracted by the

brilliant light, piled up in heaps all over the re-

cesses of the roof.

Dr. C. C. Abbott avers that crows have

twenty-seven distinct cries, calls, or utterances,

each readily distinguishable from the others, and

each having an unmistakable connection with a

certain class of actions.

A process has been invented by Professor

Eder of the State Industrial School at Vienna,

which he calls ortho-chromatic photography, and

which enables the photographer to reproduce

colors in exactly the same tones as they appear

to the eye.

Large quantities of small electric lamps are

now used. The first small lamp seen in this

country came from England two years ago ; but

now they are turned out by the hundred, and

sold at retail for $1.50. The smallest are half a

candle power, about the size of a pea, and used

by surgeons, or as toy scarf-pins, etc.

Paper has been put to a number of new uses.

Among these is that of paper towels. They are

used by surgeons for cleansing wounds, and cost

only from twenty-five to thirty cents per thou-

sand. Paper bottles are now made on a large

scale in Germany and Austria. The bottles con-

sist of two pieces, which are joined afterward.
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Paper doors, although costing about the same as

wooden ones, are much better, because they

neither warp, swell, nor shrink. Few can detect

their composition.

A landlord in Berlin has introduced paper

plates. He likes them because they are so cheap

he can afford to throw them away after using

;

the waiter, because he is not responsible for

breakages ; and the guests carry them home.

A yet greater novelty is paper shirts. The

bosom of the garment has seven layers, one of

which can be torn off each day, disclosing a clean,

white surface.

An enterprising inventor is trying to perfect a

plan for printing chapters of a sensational novel

on the back of each layer; thinking the wearer

will be in so great a hurry to finish the tale, that

he will peel off the layers more often than ne-

cessary.

The latest thing in clocks comes from Russia.

It is a little timepiece about eight inches high,

on a base five inches in diameter, and covered

with a glass globe. All the works are plainly ex-

posed. The pendulum is a solid brass wheel,

supported at the centre, or hub, by a slender

wire. It does not swing, but revolves from left

to right, and right to left. Being a four-hun-

dred-day clock, the winding of it is a small

item. It will not vary five minutes in four hun-

dred days. No temperature affects it.

The telegraph-lines in Norway are believed to

frighten the wolves away. It is said, that, how-

ever hungry a wolf may be, he will never go into

a spot that is enclosed by ropes stretched on

poles. Since the first telegraphic line was estab-

lished, twenty years ago, no wolves have been

seen.

A German inventor proposes to wrap a steel

tube with silk until a diameter is attained corre-

sponding with the ballastic power which is re-

quired for the cannon. For any given diameter,

silk possesses a tenacity as great as that of the

best-tempered steel, and has the advantage of

a superior elasticity. After the tube has been

made, it is centred upon a lathe, which turns with

a great angular velocity. Above, and parallel

with, the tube are arranged a number of spools

of silk, which cover the surface in the form of a

helix, by means of guides, without leaving any

space between the threads. When the desired

thickness has been obtained, the silk is coated

with gutta-percha or hardened caoutchouc, in

order to preserve it from air and dampness. The

silk being a bad conductor of heat, the gun can

be fired very often without getting hot ; and it is

stated that it can be more easily managed, since

its weight is only one-third as great as if it only

were of steel. —

LOCALS.

Tragic love-scenes in Senior hall, lately. For

particulars, apply at Nos. 27 and 33.

Might not the corridor leading from the

chapel to the gymnasium be appropriately

named the " Bridge of Sighs?"

The recent bonfires in the side-yard remind

us of the days of our youth, when we liked to

stand around a smoking pile of autumn leaves.

One girl has received a hundred and fifty let-

ters since the beginning of this term.

Not long ago, a couple of unknown youths

entered the Seminary, without the least cere-

mony, and wished to engage an oyster supper

for a sleighing-party. Upon being told that we

did not entertain sleighing-parties, they went

away, remarking that this wasn't a very " swell

"

hotel.

The parlors were crowded with guests upon

the afternoon of the 23d.

We heard a little " Prep " talking about get-

ting a splinter in her finger. She said she had

left it in so long that it had frustrated.

Question.— Which tastes the better, crackers

and butter, or crackers without butter?

A girl asked us what was the reason some of

the girls were crazy. We couldn't tell, so she

said it was because they had no reason.

After the extensive practice in throwing hand-

grenades, it is hoped that, in case of fire, the

girls will extinguish the flames with much skill

and presence of mind.

The following list of officers has been elected

in the Lasellia Club :
—

Miss Ford, President.

" Jennie Brown, Vice-President.

" Penfield, Secretary.

" Blanche Lowe, Treasurer.

" Hayden, Critic.

" Foster, Guard.
" Swan, Assistant-Guard.

The following is the list of officers elected

in the Publishing Association for the ensuing

term :
—

Professor Bragdon, President.

Miss Penfield, Vice-President.

" Colburn, Secretary.

" Westheimer, Subscription Agent.

" Peck, Editor-in-chief.

" Hammond, Local Editor.

" Price, Musical Editor.

" Hayden, Scientific Editor.

" Routt, Art Editor.

" Moffett, Political Editor.

" Conklin, Exchange and Literary Editor.

Since the Senior entertainment, quotations

from Shakspeare spice the conversation of the

"grave and reverend" ten.

A GIRL wrote home: Dear Father, — Please

send me five dollars. More next time. Your

affectionate (laughter, Lu.

The class of '66 is the banner class, it having

been the first to respond to the appeal to the

Alumnae for help to defray the debt. This it did

in the person of Mrs. McKinstry of Winnebago

City, Minn. Who follows?

Principal Bragdon begs again for friendly

and careful search, by the Alumnae, among relics

for the old catalogues of Lasell. He has none

before '56—
'5 7, and lacks those for '6o-'6i, '63-

'64, '65~'66. Does it not seem too bad, that,

for want of so few, he should fail to make a com-

plete file? Does any one know what catalogues

were published before '56—
'5 7 ?

The New England Historical Society would

be glad of any years before '68-'69. If any

are sent to me, I will see that the society gets

them.

I have copies of '72-'
7 3, '73-74, '75-76,

'76-77, '77-78, '80-81 to spare, if any would

like to have them.
* •

A YEAR ALREADY.

As the new year rolls on, bringing us around

to March again, we are forcibly reminded of

what was taking place in our midst a year ago.

Few of the "old girls" could pass the anniver-

sary of March 2d without some moment of reflec-

tion, if not sadness. Our thoughts, involuntarily,

recurred to her who had been one among us

;

and who, though never obtrusive, yet, in her

own quiet way, caused her presence to be felt

while among us ; and her memory to be kept

green since she left us, while her influence still

lives in our midst.

Just at the opening season of the year, and

as her young life was opening into womanhood,

she was transplanted to her heavenly home.

It was such a pleasant time to go. It was

Sunday (Communion Sunday) ; and though

Julia had been denied the privilege of joining

with the rest of us at the table of the Lord's

Supper, yet on the same night was she admitted

to communion with the saints. We think of

Julia as living, not dead. In the heavenly king-

dom she is called to do the will of her Father,

while we have been left to work a little longer

here : that is the only difference. And for Julia

herself we cannot grieve ; but our own loss

comes to us afresh at this anniversary time,

and we think of the parents at home to whom
this must be a sad, sad day. They have our

prayers and our heart-felt sympathy ; and by the

kindly messages to the girls, read now and

again from their letters, we know the girls at

Lasell are not far from the hearts of Julia's

parents.
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FEBRUARY TWENTY-SECOND,

Washington's birthday, was agreeably celebrated

this year. As it came on Monday, there were

many callers here during the afternoon. Owing

to the kindness of Mr. Shepherd, we found a

pleasant surprise for us upon going down to

supper. The tables were beautifully decorated

with ferns and flags and chocolate-cake.

In the evening, the Seniors gave their usual

entertainment. This time it was a play, entitled,

" The Shakspeare Water-cure." The following

was the programme :
—

THE SHAKSPEARE WATER-CURE.
" We your humble patience pray, genlly to hear, kindly to judge,

our play."

PROGRAMME.

Patients tinder treatment at this celebrated liydropathy.

Portia G. P. Durfee.
" Who of legal knowledge has obtained such a grip,

is by

Shylock G. V. R. Prickett.

taken into partnership."

Lady Macbeth . . . . J. C. Williams.
" Here's employment for thee."

Macbeth L. WAlston.

"What is to do? The deed without a name."

Juliet M. S. Cogswell.
" Romeo, be but sworn my love, and I'll no longer

be a Capulet."

Romeo L. G. Fuller.
" I take thee at thy word." And he did.

Ophelia C. Ebersole.

"A little more than kin, and

Hamlet L. Starr.

less than kind."

Othello L. M. Whipple.

Hereafter haunted by Desdy's mother.

" ' Tis true, that a good play needs no epilogues."

The parts were very well chosen, and the act-

ing was almost worthy of professionals. Mac-

beth and his lady looked tall and stately, and

my lord nourished his sword like a true Scotch-

man and veteran. Romeo and Juliet quarrelled

in quite a lively fashion, and almost made us

believe they were real lovers. Hamlet looked

very dismal, walking about the stage with Semi-

nary's only skull in his hand, and frowning now

and then upon Ophelia, who, by way of variety,

gracefully fainted several times. Shylock had

the misfortune to smile, and, in consequence,

his big black mustache fell off; but, after a little

giggle in the audience, the incident was forgot-

ten in the beautiful song which he sang to Por-

tia. Othello, the colored waiter, convulsed the

audience by her funny appearance and comical

gestures.

The whole affair was very pleasing ; and, after

partaking of ice-cream, we came away, wishing

that every graduating class would contain so

many brilliant and charming girls.

LASELLIA ENTERTAINMENT.

Thursday, March 5, the Lasellia Club gave a

public entertainment in the chapel, for the pur-

pose of furnishing their club-room. The affair

was one of the pleasantest we have ever at-

tended.

Professor Hills lent his kindly aid in the musi-

cal department, in acknowledgment of which,

the club presented him with a bouquet of roses.

The debates were well sustained on both sides.

The judges appointed by the president were

Mr. Barnard of Newhall, Lynn ; Mr. Merriam of

Harvard ; and Mr. Warren of Boston Univer-

sity. They decided the debate in favor of the

negative.

One of the pleasantest features of the evening

was a large panel of elegant roses, presented by

the "S. D. " Society to the " Lasellians," tied

with the latter's color.

The chapel was very well filled ; and we were

pleased to see " an admiring crowd of brothers

and cousins and uncles " from Harvard.

PROGRAMME.
PIANOFORTE CONCERTO. Op. 94. Rheinberger.

Adagio patetico, Allegro emergica.

Mr. Hills.
The orchestral accompaniment supplied on a second piano,

four hands.

Misses Ninde and Alling.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS. Miss Gussie Lowe.

QUARTETTE. "Legends." Mbhring.

Misses Alling, Routt, J. Brown, and Starr.

RECITATION. Selected. Miss Langley.

SONG. a. " The Violet." Hood.

b. " Ho Messo Novo." Gounod.

c. "A Disappointment." Hood.

Miss Whipple.
DEBATE.

Resolved, That business ability is of more worth to

the world than learning.

Affirmative, Misses Ford and Hanscome.
Negative, Misses Jackson and Price.

intermission.

PIANOFORTE SOLO.
a. Solfeggietto. Etnanuel Bach.

b. Gondoliera. I iszt.

Mr. Hills.

SONG. " Carrier Dove." Cowen. Miss Penfield.

RECITATION.
" As You Like It." (Part) Scene If. Act III.

Rosalind. Miss Marshall.
Celia. Miss Hammond.
Touchstone. Miss Jennie Brown.

VOCAL DUO. "VieniMeco." Campana.

Misses Whipple and Penfield.

TO THE OLD GIRLS: FOUND!

Several silver spoons, which the owners may
have by sending a description to the secretary

at Lasell Seminary.

PERSONALS.

Nellie Packard was among the guests at the

Lasellia Entertainment.

Anna Curtis is studying this year at Welles-

ley College.

Carrie Waters and her parents are board-

ing in Boston this winter, and enjoying life at

" the Hub " very much.

Bertha Childs is taking music-lessons in Bos-

ton.

Lena Kaull is visiting Ada Anderson at

Hawkinsville, Ga.

Dora Walston is attending the Exhibition

at New Orleans.

Mary Laura Alger made a brief visit here

Feb. 29.

Her many school-friends will be glad to know
that her address is now Millville, Mass., instead

of Camden, S. C, as it gives hope of seeing her

more frequently at Lasell, and hereabouts. Her
mother is still an invalid ; and we can well ima-

gine this sweet, womanly daughter in care of her

home, and the comfort and cheer thereof.

It is Annie Webb (not Annie Tubb as it was

printed in last number), here last year from Win-

chester, who is spending the winter with her

married sister at 320 Greene Avenue, Brooklyn,

taking lessons in drawing from life under Pro-

fessor Whittaker. Of course that suits Annie to

a " T." She has not forgotten her liking for Lasell,

however, and grieves that she could not go

through. Her mother was married last summer
to Judge Carter of Haverhill.

Minnie Gilmore of '75 made us a little visit

a week or two ago. She always brings good
cheer. Her health has much improved.

Gertie Benyon Parker's ('80) address is

Hotel Brunswick, Kansas City, Mo. They say

she rather enjoys the West.

Lucy Curtis ('80), from her home in Rock-

land, keeps her eye on Lasell, and is bound it

shall "go straight."

Ella Ellis ('81) has a nice school in East

Sandwich, and seems to be enjoying her chosen

profession. She says she shouldn't wonder if

one of '81 surrenders soon to matrimonial wiles.

This must mean herself; for we all know that

Nell F. isn't old enough yet, and Anna Lover-

ing isn't the marrying kind, and Gertie Rice—
didn't she say many a time she " never would " ?

Grace Perkins Pattillo has set up her Pena-

tes at 23 Church Street, Gloucester, as perhaps

her old friends know. She writes very cheer-

fully about the photos sent to the Alumnae.

Lillie Potter ('80) keeps her address at

2139 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, and just now
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doubts her coming East in the spring. Her

mother has been quite ill : better now.

We hope they will both come, and make head-

quarters at Lasell.

Blanche Jones has come to New York to see

her father rightly started for Europe, and plans

to spend the spring in the East awaiting his

return. So we beg and expect a visit for Lasell.

Her address just now is 44 Lee Avenue,

Brooklyn.

Anna Marbold Wernsing is spending the win-

ter at her father-in-law's, Badbergen, Germany.

Will call at Lasell on her way West next spring.

Lizzie Hoag and her sister have made Bertha

Morrison a visit. Attracted by the knowledge

of the presence of the rich Eastern girls, robbers

entered during their visit, and stole three or four

hundred dollars' worth.

Wish Mamie Congdon would send her ad-

dress.

May Merrill sends word that Abby Good-

ale enjoys her home in Duluth, Minn, (we

should be glad to hear from Abby again), and

that Sephie Mason is in California. May is

working at her music.

Minnie Bigelow of Webster writes a cheer-

ful word as she sends her subscription, and

promises us a sight of her soon.

May Bailey is boarding with Sallie Weeden

in Newton, and doing some temporary painting

with a specialist in Boston. She reports Nettie

Libbey as occasionally writing, little of herself,

and that Ella Morrison's mother is seriously ill.

Our sympathies are with Ella.

Emma Cardell (Mrs. W. F. Gierke), 426

Broadway, South Boston, and Lou Barker (Mrs.

C. E. Worcester), Concord, Mass., called to-

gether Feb. 26. Emma has two little girls, who

are now having whooping-cough in good shape.

Her mother, who was long an invalid, died last

fall. Lou has passed through much sorrow since

she was a girl here. She has lost all her chil-

dren ; and by her husband's death, on last

Christmas day, she is left entirely alone again,

and has gone back to her father's house. Her

face has lost something of the roundness of

Lasell days. These two and Hattie Joslyn keep

up the intimacy of schooldays.

Miss Grace White and Mr. Albert Ladue

Gould were married Wednesday, Feb. 18, at

the home of the bride, 268 Hamilton Street,

Albany, N. Y.

Miss Emma Adelaide Cutler was married

Wednesday evening, March 11, to Mr. Horace

W. Baxter, jun., at the residence of her parents,

No. 1 Arlington Street, Boston.

Mrs. Charles Goodyear (Eirene King) writes

from Denver that she expects soon to visit her

home in Athens, Greece. Wouldn't it be queer

if the Lasell Round-the-VVorld Party were

greeted in that ancient city by a Lasell gradu-

ate? Yet it is quite possible she is there when

we are, if we go this year.

Mrs. Henry McKjnstry of Winnebago,

Minn., of the class of '66, has the honor of

sending the first instalment of the Alumna;

answer to the appeal for funds to pay the debt.

Such is the influence of the great North-

west. Our thanks to you, Mrs. McKinstry.

Now, who steps up alongside of this pioneer

from the West?

Sadie Smith Schofif.ld of '76 writes from

Quincy, 111., that she and Mr. Schofield are

hugely enjoying housekeeping, and she now and

then finds " Miss Parloa " helpful, and holds out

a little hope that we may see them in the spring.

Sorry to hear that Jessie Boone Bonsall has

lost her mother, and is herself just recovering

from a severe illness. Strength to endure as

well as do, dear Jessie.

Mattie Henry is at home (Akron, O.), and

writes that she may fly through Auburndale this

spring. We'll shoot her on the wing, if she does

not stop.

Mary Witherbee writes a letter (from Lau-

rel, Del.) full of ambition and judicious zeal.

She means to perfect herself by further special

study for her chosen profession, — teaching.

We hope Lasell may be the place where she

will do it.

Mr. D. B. Flint of Watertown, a friend of

the school, and uncle of one of the pupils, has

sent his fine alethoscope to remain with us a

while in order that we may enjoy the new pho-

tographs by the aid of its lens. We tender

many thanks to Mr. Flint for his thoughtfulness.

}. Addie Johnson has been absent from school

several weeks, on account of the serious illness

of her mother. We all miss her, and sympathize

with her in her sorrow.

Nellie Carson was obliged by her ill-health to

leave the Sem. We trust that the careful home

nursing will soon bring her back to health again.

Leora Haley (Mrs. Frank A. Marvin), Grace

Kitfield, Helen Johnson, Sadie Perkins, and

Grace Eaton visited Lasell March 8. Leora is

still " Frank," in love in a cottage, but discreetly

keeps herself en rapport with a cooking-school.

Grace Kitfield says she makes a splendid teacher,

and likes it ; Helen smiles as sweetly as of

yore, and longs for Lasell again ; Sadie grows

womanly ; and Grace is getting to be quite a

young lady. To see the old faces did us good,

like a medicine. Leora's address is 13 Essex

Street, Cambridge ; the rest as heretofore.

Ok one of the old Lasell girls, "The Indian-

apolis Journal" says, "The Misses Turner of

Lansing, Mich., who are the guests of Mrs. James

Black, are charming musicians. Their selections

at the Matinee Musicale concert, on Friday even-

ing, elicited the warmest applause."

We believe it.

Leiia Frissell, who is almost a Lasell girl,

being a member of the Lasell European party of

'84, has, through sorrow, found her mission.

Her brother's wife suddenly died, leaving sad-

dened friends, and a little child to Leila's care.

We know she will be faithful, but we are sad

with her and them for the loss from the delight-

ful home circle on earth.

Loitie Snell Simms says her boy and girl are

the " best children in the world." We seem to

have heard something like that before from

young mothers ! But we will judge for ourselves

in June. Bring them both, Lottie.

Helen Hoke is at home in Hanover, Penn.,

and says, " Please don't put any thing in the

Leaves about me." (We had asked her permis-

sion to say something). So we will not. Only,

she writes a good letter.

The bright face of Mrs. Geyer (formerly Jennie

Raymond) was a welcome sight to all who knew

her as pupil and teacher here. She is as merry

as ever, and as industrious apparently ; for she

is not only taking lessons in art, but is working

at it professionally. She has seven orders for

crayon portraits, to be filled when she goes back

to Brooklyn. She has been visiting her aunt.

Mrs. Atwood (Miss Jennie West), in Portland.

Lou Orrf.ll was another welcome guest of a

week or two back. She looks very much as of

old, but with an improvement. She used to be

Johnnie's great favorite. Alas for constancy in

affection ! Johnnie has quite forgotten the time

when he printed letters to Miss Lou " R L."

EXCHANGE NOTES.

We beg leave to thank the " Courant " for its

very due and just appreciation of our reticently

proffered advice.

Of the " Archon," of Dummer Academy, we

heard it said that " it couldn't be much dumber

anyhow."

Why doesn't the " University Cynic " change

its name? Its weak shafts of withering sarcasm

are totally unworthy of a veritable "cynic/' It

must also suppress its intensely patronizing air.

to be in the least popular.

The " North-western " seems to be a good,

solid paper ; and the article on " The Secret-

Society Question " is especially fine.

The " Academian " very innocently remarks of

its exchanges. " Through them we get the ideas
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from all parts of the United States." Speaks well

for the exchanges, but how about the ideas ?

The " Crescent " is becoming sadly demoral-

ized and slangy, if we may judge of its general

tone by the " Picked up Adrift."

O Yale student, what difference is thine ap-

pellation to thee ! "A rose by any other name,"

etc., thee knows.
—• •

—

OUR NEIGHBORS.

There are sixteen fraternities represented in

the University of Virginia, the largest number

at any one college in the country.

Amherst and Dartmouth are thinking of start-

ing daily papers.

The Faculty of Cornell have forbidden smok-

ing on the campus.

The first female college in the world was the

Wesleyan, in Georgia, opened in 1838.

The students of Princeton will present a Latin

comedy soon.

Some of the students of Harvard College

amused themselves lately by giving the statue of

John Harvard a coating of tar. As usual, when

such a thing occurs, the press of the country

cannot sneer enough at " higher education " in

the great institutions of learning.

Iceland, it is said, is to have a university next

year.

Yale has formed a banjo club.

Dr. Sargent thinks rowing, boxing, cricket,

and pedestrianism on the decline, and baseball

soon to follow the procession.

Tufts College is to have a new gymnasium,

the cost of which is estimated at fifty thousand

dollars.

Michigan University is to have a military

department.

Girard College educates about a thousand

orphans annually.

The University of London has recently, for

the first time, given the degree of doctor and

master of arts to a lady.

More than one-fourth of the students in

German universities are Americans.

The University of Vermont has lately com-
pleted her " Billings' Library," capable of hold-

ing a hundred thousand volumes.

The Harvard Annex has the names of fifty

young ladies on its rolls. When the endowment
fund reaches a hundred thousand dollars, the

Annex will be incorporated with the university.

The following has been going the rounds of

the press: "Is your chum a close student?"

wrote a father to his son in college. " You bet

he is, father," was the reply. " You couldn't

borrow a ' V.' of him if you were in the last

stages of starvation."

At Williams they cry for light in the gymna-

sium in the evenings ; at Harvard and Princeton,

for light in the library ; while from Yale we hear,

that, according to the testimony of the librarian,

there are some men in the Junior class who have

not drawn a single book since their entrance into

college.

A dancing-class is being formed at Princeton.

GEORGE E. JOHNSON,

DEALER IN

Hay, Grain, ^ Feed,

Lexington Street, Auburndale, Mass.

BRIGGS WADS WORTH,
Commission Merchatit, Wholesale a?id Retail Dealer in

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Etc.,

Stall 8g, Faneuil-Hall Market, Boston.

Artists Materials,

FOR

Crayon and Charcoal Drawing,

China, Oil, and Water-Color Painting,

ART MANUALS ON ALL SUBJECTS,

Etching Materials, Studies of all Kinds.

o<\ ARTICLES FOR DECORATION, £x>

Including Albertine and Barbotine Ware, Panels of

Alabaster, Bevelled Plate Glass, Cardboard, and

Polished Wood ; Brass, Zinc, and Frosted

Plaques, Mirrors, etc.

Xm- SEND FOR A CATALOGUE. =©8

WADSWORTH BROTHERS & HOWLAND,

84 Washington. Street, Boston.

G. H. INGRAHAM,

=Aftothecary=

Corner of Waltham and Washington Sts.,

WEST NEWTON.

Young Ladies

Boots, Shoes, and slippers,

Stylish and Durable, at Moderate Prices.

GYMNASIUM SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Thayer, McNeil, & Hodgkins,

A."] Temple Place, Boston.

V. A. PLUTA,

*«. >PROVISIONS,

Corner Auburn and Lexington Streets.

Art Novelties
FOR DECORATION.

ARTISTS' MATERIALS
FOR

Crayon and Charcoal Drawing ; China, Oil, Water-Color,

and Lustra or Iridescent Painting.

STUDIES OF ALL KINDS.

Bevelled Plate Glass, Cardboard, Polished Black and
Cherry Panels ; Mirrors ; Brass, Porcelain,

Composition, and Wood Plaques.

Frostings, Rrocades, Rronzes, and Flitters.

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE.

SPECIAL TERMS TO STUDENTS.

Wadsworth, Howland, & Co.,

82 and 84 Washington Street,

BOSTON.

Picture-Frames,

Art-Materials, Engravings, Fhotographs, Alber-

types, and eiery kind of picture.

Frames, Passepartouts, Easels of every Kind.

Panels,

Plaques, Papers, Colors, and various Art-Ma-

terials.

Framing reasonably and promptly done.

C. H. CODMAN & CO
(Successors to G. S. BRYANT & CO.),

No. 34 Bromfield Street, Boston.
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Marsh,

& Co.

Dry Goods Shopping

BY MAIL.

Send for our Illustrated

Catalogue for all information

relative to goods and prices.

Mailed free to any address, on

application.

Rookwood Pottery
OF CINCINNATI

Are pleased to announce that their ntw

Art Parlor, at No. I West Street, is

now open, with a full display of their

ARTISTIC Productions in Pottery, suitable

for WEDDING, BIRTHDAY, and

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

Geo. E. Richardson & Co.,

Fruit, Nuts, etc.
No. 1 Faneuil-hall Square,

BOSTON, MASS.

-±=WEBERS=—
{eS, 27 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON)

Ladies and Gents Restaurant.
Oysters and Salads a specialty.

OPEN AFTER THEATRES.

ESTABLISHED 1823.

Chickering Pianofortes.

The Largest and Oldest Pianoforte Manufac-

tory in the United States.

6q,ooo INSTRUMENTS MADE.

Gra7id, Square,-

-and Upright

PIANOFORTES.
For Sale.

Second-hand Pianofortes, in great variety,

for sale and to rent, at various prices, by

Chickering & Sons,
732 Tremout St., Boston. /jo Fifth Ave., New York.

Rand, Ave-

ry, & Co., Printers, Elec-

trotypers, and Binders, uy
Franklin Street, Boston.

(jlark, ^/idams, & (jlark,

C
IMPORTERS OF

ROCKERY, CHINA,
AND GLASS;

French and German Fancy Goods

;

6$ and 67 Franklin Street,

Corner of Arch Street,

BOSTON.

CHARLES G. TINKHAM,

Livery, Hack, and Boarding Stable,

Corner of Lexington and Severn Streets,

AUBURNDALE.

Caterer for Wedding Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinner and

Evening Parties, and Receptions.

Also Club Suppers at short notice and reasonable prices

Walker & Pratt Manufg Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Heating and Cooking Apparatus,

Nos. J1 and 35 Union Street,

BOSTON.

ESTABLISHED 7847.

Aaron R. Gay & Co.,

NO. L22 STATE STREET, BOSTON,

Stationers
AND

Blank Book fix anufacturers,

First-Class Account Books of any desired

pattern made to order.

S. S. GA Y. ED WIN IV. GA Y.

SPRING MILLINERY.

MRS. M. H. KIMBALL,
DEALER IN

French Flowers, Hats, Bonnets, and
Trimmings,

MELROSE STREET, AUBURNDALE.

SWAN & NEWTON,
Dealers in

Poultry, Wild Game, Etc.,

No. 18 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston,

HENRY SWAN. S. B. NEWTON.

DENTIST=—
Dr. H. L. Sanderson,

Office, Robinsotis Block, West Newton.
Nitrons Oxide and Ether administered when desired.

ALFRED BRUSH,

APOTHECARY,
Plummer's Block, corner of Auburn

and Lexington Streets, Auburndale.

ARE you out of Paper ? In need of Visiting Cards,

-*-* Blank-books, or any kind of Stylographic Pens, or

Stationery ? Try

WARD & GAY,
184 Devonshire Street, .... Boston.

CLASS DAY INVITATIONS A SPECIALTY.

C. A. W. CROSBY,

—== Watches, Jewelry,=^H
SILVER AND PLATED WARE.

4J4 Washington Street, . . . Boston.

MILLS BROTHERS,

Cooperage Stock,
Office, 160 State Street,

Yard, 473 Commercial Street. BOSTON.
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EDITORIAL.

Several letters have been received, inquiring

about the breathing exercise. All that can be

said of this exercise is that it beggars description.

If any one really wishes to understand this ac-

complishment, we ask them to come to Lasell,

and allow us to put them through the exercise

two or three times. We have not the sjightest

doubt that a few lessons, well and powerfully illus-

trated, will render one an adept in the art. The

fortunate person who is initiated into this exer-

cise will leave the school realizing the fact that

he has arms indeed. If he has received the

proper instruction, they will hang " like great

bags of sand at his sides." He has undoubtedly

often been told before to educate his brain, and

allow his feet to go untaught ; but now the words,

" Put your mind in your feet," will ring in his

ears. As he lightly springs alongs, his chest ris-

ing and falling with his quick and regular breath-

ing, and that powerful but invisible string thaj

comes from the sky, and is pulling him along,

he may readily mis-quote the words of a well-

known couplet,

—

" Let those breathe now who have never breathed

before,

And those who have breaihed, breathe no more."

The last vacation, before the school breaks up

for its long rest, has come and gone ; and we are

once more in our places, relaxing and " divideliz-

ing " as of old. The school was not nearly as

deserted as usual : so the returning wanderers

found plenty of arms in which to fall, and many

listening ears in which to pour the accounts of

the " perfectly elegant " times they have had.

Last term closed very pleasantly, the evening

of March 30 being most enjoyably spent with

Longfellow and Whittier. The selections, which

were all most happily chosen, were read by the

young ladies in a manner which did credit to

both themselves and their teacher. The next

evening was given the regular pupils' musical re-

hearsal ; the programme this evening being more

varied than usual, a number of different instru-

ments being played, evidently to the satisfaction

of the audience. The morning of April 1 was

made memorable by the delighted looks of the

girls when they gathered around the tables, and

saw bananas for breakfast, and the peculiar sound

of surprised displeasure when they discovered

they had been the victims of a practical joke.

It was not the black sheep who perpetrated this

joke, but the Shepherd himself. School closed

at noon, and the vacation was spent very quietly

by those who remained here ; undoubtedly, the

girls were storing strength for the parting strug-

gle. Upon going to breakfast Easter morning,

we were all delightfully surprised to find a beau-

tiful flower at each place. This more than made

up for the cruel joke of the 1st of April. School

re-opened April 8 ; and it was strange to notice

the gleam of intelligence that passed over one

girl's face, as she turned to her companion, and

said, "Ten weeks from to-day, I am going home."
" So say we all of us."

It is said that Vassar College has the honor

of being the place where the vender of chewing-

gum becomes wealthy. Whether this accusation

is true or not, we cannot say ; but we can say that

Vassar is not the only place where a dealer in

that article would make his fortune. It has been

stated that the chewing of gum goes far towards

solving the most abstruse problem in mathemat-

ics, or in the comprehension of the wonders of

science. It has also been stated that the chew-

ing of gum weakens the brain. A small por-

tion of the enterprising girls of Lasell undertook

to settle this question for themselves. Each

knew her average capabilities, and at a certain

time, no one knows just when, commenced upon

the sweet article called "tolu." But ah !

" The best-laid schemes o' mice and men
Gang aft a-gley."

And one night all the gum in the building found

a resting-place upon the Professor's desk ; and

oh ! we hate to say it, our candles were laid be-

side them. For the sacrifice of our candles we

have been repaid ; as now, a table, decorated

with a brass candle-stick and wax candle, occu-

pies a prominent place in one of the halls.

To this table the girls proceed with their nu-

merous letters, and affix the seal.

To hear a few words from Mr. G. M. Fiske

of Auburndale was the privilege of the girls at

Lasell, who manifested their deep interest by

their close attention. He spoke in behalf of the

Soldiers' Home at Chelsea, Mass. It is wished

to establish a hospital in connection with the

Home, in which the veterans can receive the

medical aid that is necessary. Mr. Fiske fired

our patriotism by speaking of many of the glori-

ous but fearful battles that were fought in the

Rebellion ; and his words proved the more effec-

tive by the fact that he had taken an active part

in these battles, and was relating his own terrible

experience. He closed by asking the girls to

contribute what they could to this noble cause.

After a few reminiscences of his own army

days, from Professor Bragdon, we all joined in

singing, with great enthusiasm, our national

hymn.

"Sweet Auburn" is continued from February

number, and will be concluded in our next.
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A LETTER FROM CALIFORNIA.

Sf.phie is so positive in her directions not to

read any " selections " from her letter, and the

letter is so much too good to lose, that I see no

way but to publish it entire, which I venture to

do, with thanks to her, and deprecations of her

futile, because so distant, wrath.

C. C. B.

March 21, 1885.

Dear Professor,— Your note reached me last

night; and I was very glad to hear from you,— to re-

ceive even a lithographic copy, sent by your secretary.

Yet I deserve nothing more, as I haven't written to you

for a long, long time. How did you know that I was in

California? One of your little birds must have told

you. I wonder how much of my news will be stale
;

whether you know as much about our journey as I do

myself. But I'll take it for granted that you know very

little about it, and will tell you from the beginning.

When we began making plans for the winter, mother

said nothing could tempt her to spend another winter in

New York or Boston. She has such dreadful times try-

ing to walk on ice, and she suffers so much from the

cold, that the advent of winter is a sorry time for her.

So, quite naturally, we began to talk of coming out here

to see my sister, from whom we had been separated

over three years. I was fairly wild at the prospect, and

anxious to hasten the time of our departure. When we

finally sailed away from the New- York wharf, and some

of our friends did honor to the occasion by shedding a

few tears, I could hardly keep from dancing in my de-

light. Onions couldn't have made me weep. We sailed

on the "Colon," with ninety fellow-passengers,— delight-

ful p.ople, too. Such lovely weather as we had 1 We
wore summer clothes till within a few days' sail of

'Frisco, and had no rain or fog. We spent our days in

lo.lnig ab >ut on deck under the awnings, reading, doing

fancy work, and having a good time generally. The

moonlight nights were heavenly. As regards seasick-

ness, father and mother have a tale to tell. Suffice it

to say, that mother couldn't lift her head from the pil-

low for three days. But I maintained the reputation of

the family, — hadn't the slightest nausea, or even head-

ache, was present at all the meals, and did full justice

thereto. We had a very disagreeable time on the Isth-

mus, as we expected, and were devoutly thankful when

oar two days' stay there was over. I never could have

imagined such a filthy place as Aspinwall. We stopped

at eight places on this side, but went ashore at none but

Acapulco. At a school there we saw little children

(native) making macrame lace, and embroidering hat-

bands. It is needless to say that the teachers were edu-

cated in this country. At Achajutla we saw an active

volcano. We could see nothing but smoke in the day-

time, as we were sixty miles away ; but at night it was

grand. At every eruption we could see a column of fire

thrown hundreds of feet in the air.

All was smooth sailing until we were within a day's

sail of 'Frisco. Then we had some fun. We struck a

gale blowing sixty miles an hour, or rather it struck us
;

and the effect was somewhat alarming. The worst acci-

dent was that which happened to an old man who had

been sitting in the smoking-room. He was thrown from

one wall to the other three times, and had three ribs

broken. The water-coo'er fell, and rolled back and

forth on the dining-room floor till we thought the ship

must be coming to pieces. But we reached here at last,

safe and sound, and have had a lovely winter. While

our friends in the Fast were freezing, we were enjoying

May weather. You will be interested to know that the

thermometer was over eighty in the shade three days

of last month. The fields are full of poppies and lilies.

We are delighted wih California, and are very glad to

have escaped the terrible cold you have experienced'

We shall stay a year at any rate, as it is a pretty long

journey for father and mother to take. We have been

well, unusually so, and are keeping house together now,

— the six of us. I am learning how to cook: that

branch of my education had been sadly neglected, you

know. We found my sister and her husband apparently

unchanged ; but Grace is a big girl, nine years old, who
sits up on the piano stool every day, and takes a music-

lesson of her "aunt." Oh, I am growing old! You
needn't laugh.

Well, I have been telling you this long story of our

trip, and have forgotten my main object in writing; viz.,

to thank you for the promise of the pictures. You have

the correct address,— 407 Montgomery Street, San

Francisco. I shall be very glad to have the pictures, as

I am intensely interested in the seminary and every thing

connected with it. The re-union will be rather doubtful,

wont it? I wish the class could "re-unite" out here.

What a good time we should have ! Please give my
love to the old girls and teachers ; but don't, I beg of

you, read any "selections " from this miserable letter, to

them.
Very lovingly,

SEPHIE G. MASON.
407 Montgomery Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

OUR COOKING CLASS.

There are eight young women at Lasell, every

one of whom feels confident that, should she

ever have to earn her own living, she could de-

mand a good salary as a cuisiniere. For have

we not just finished a course of cooking-lessons

under Mrs. Bragdon? What other recommenda-

tion can we need ?

You girls who take next year will have the ad-

vantage of the cooking apartments which are

now being fitted up in our new building ; but,

just the same, you can't have any pleasanter

memories connected with them than we now

have of our little ten-by-twelve kitchen.

" Fond memory brings the light of

Other days around me,"

as I think of those delightful Thursday after-

noons when we gathered around our festive

board, covered with a " feast of nectar'd sweets "

of our own making.

I can still see May turning that ice-cream

freezer ; and— you know who — chopping pota-

toes ; and Minnie kneading her bread a good

deal more than she needed.

The only thing we are waiting for now is a

little ten-by-twelve kitchen of our own, where

we can try all those dainties that are bred in

Miss Parloa's cook-book, without Mrs. Bragdon's

helping hand. When this eventful time comes, I

think that we shall be thankful to Lasell and

Mrs. Bragdon ; as we may not be so fortunate in

getting a husband, like Edith's, who can make
" elegant coffee," or in having a " bake-shop

just around the corner."

THE JUNIATA BOAT-CLUB INITIATION.

Thf. village clock had just struck eight ; our

heroine had sought refuge from her gloomy

thoughts in sleep, and she lay in peaceful

slumber across the bed. She was startled from

her slumbers by an agonizing shriek. " Had she

dreamed ? " No : from a room somewhere above

her, she caught the sound of stifled moans, and

cries for help.

The Juniata initiation was taking place ; and,

trembling with fear, she fell all in a heap on the

carpet. Then she heard the tinkling of the bell

attached to the goat ; and how she pitied the

poor girls who had to ride him ! Then came a

heavy thud. One poor victim had fallen back,

vainly attempting to climb the greased pole.

All was silent for a few moments. " Doubtless

the poor girl's arm was broken." Yes ; but she

has an avenger. The wrath of Jove descends

upon her cruel oppressors. And the terrible

thunderings struck terror to her heart. But all

was serene without ; there was no sign of rain.

The ether seemed to be disturbed only in the

room above. She clasped her hands in mute

thankfulness that she had not been asked, and

deeply regretted her envious thoughts of the

afternoon. She dreaded the next morning, with

its news of broken arms and dislocated limbs.

Imagine her surprise when she beheld, bright

and beaming, each at her place at breakfast,

the seven girls initiated the night before. But

each bore a scar on her face, which "could a

tale unfold." I'll warrant the day was warm and

pleasant, and gave promise of good rowing soon,

and the girls were thinking of those pretty white

suits with "Juniata" embroidered on them.

OLD CATALOGUES.

By the kindness of Mrs. Hayden (Maria War-

ren, '58) of East Hartford, Conn., I have received

a catalogue for 1854-55. I now lack only any

(if issued?) before 1853-54, and those for

1863-64 and 1865-66, to make the set for the

library complete. When I get them all, I will

have a handsome volume made, and you may

all see it at Commencement time.

C. C. B.

What torment's equal to the grief of mind,

And pining anguish hid in gentle heart,

That inly feeds itself with thought unkind,

And nourishes its own consuming smart ?

Spenser.

"Johnny, how many hours are there in a

day?" — "Twenty-three hours," said Johnny.

"What has become of the other one?"— "I

don't know, but I heard the teacher say the

days were one hour shorter than they used to

be."
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SWEET AUBURN (Continued).

The garden-party at the Channings was cer-

tainly a splendid affair. Prominent among the

young people present were Jean Gordon and

Meg Raymond. While Meg is sitting near some

colored hanging lights, gayly chatting with a

crowd of admirers, Jean is seated in an alcove,

away from the " merry throng," and is earnestly

talking to a handsome dark young man, who is

saying, " I am very sorry indeed, Miss Gordon,

if I offended you ; but surely allow me to plead

' not guilty/ at least so far as intention was con-

cerned."

" Ah, well, Mr. Smith, so long as you constitute

me both judge and jury in this case, I shall ren-

der the verdict, ' Not guilty so far as intention

was concerned ;
' but, let me assure you, you

quite snubbed me."

The young man laughed gayly.

" And it isn't any fun to be snubbed," she

added in a hurt tone.

"Ah !" he said more seriously, "I can quite

agree with you there. Please accept of my
heartfelt sympathy ; and have I fully atoned for

my, what you are pleased to term, ' unpardon-

able rudeness ' on that first unlucky meeting of

ours? "

" Yes," she said laughingly, " and we are going

to be very good friends." She frankly held out

her hand, which he pressed lightly.

" Are you engaged for this waltz ? " he asked.

She glanced over her program.

"No."
" Then will you not come out on the balcony

with me? It is so warm here."

" Do you not think it would be pleasanter to

promenade that walk where the Japanese lan-

terns are?"

" Yes, much," he said, as he offered her his

arm.

As they were descending the balcony steps, she

said, " Do you know, I feel as if I had known
you all my life. There is something strangely

familiar about you, and I can't think what it is."

He smiled.

" Is it a pleasant impression, or otherwise ?
"

" Oh, otherwise, I assure you !"

" Do you believe in the theory of evolution? "

e asked.

"Why?"
"Oh !" he said with an amused look, "per-

.aps we have met in other forms. That would

account for the strange impression you have re-

ceived of one, who, though a complete stranger

to you, still feels that he may hope to claim a

little of your friendship."

"Since you are to remain here through the

winter, and we are to be next-door neighbors, I

have made up my mind that we shall be good
friends ; and please don't think I am terribly

unsophisticated if I begin right here by dropping

conventional society phrases, and speaking as I

think."

" Delightful !
" he said, bending a.Iittle over

her. " It is so refreshing to meet a young lady

nowadays, who is not a complete sham."

Here they were interrupted by two figures

coming hastily toward them. They drew a little

aside in the shadow.

" I should think, Mr. Channing, that you know
me better than to broach the subject again,"

said a fair young girl, in an angry tone.

" Indeed, Meg, it is all a ridiculous misunder-

standing. Listen " —
Here the speakers disappeared ; and Jean,

looking at her companion, said, " Do you know
who that young gentleman is?"

" Yes : that is Ralph Channing, nephew to

our host and hostess ; and he is also a friend of

mine. And the young lady is your friend ?
"

" Yes, we were chums at ' Sweet Auburn.'

But, Mr. Smith, I must return to the house, as

it is time for me to leave. Come see me just

when you please ; and don't be conventional,

for we are to be such goodfriends."

Three months have passed, and the cold

breath of winter has left nought but a few leaves

drearily waving to and fro on the branches of

the trees.

Jean has kept her promise, and she and Mr.

Smith have become firm friends. It is a de-

lightful friendship, such as few have experienced,

that of sincere interest in each other, unbroken by

the sentimentality of love. In fact, all thoughts

of that unsubstantial article had entered the head

of neither. Just at present they are seated be-

fore the open fire in Jean's music-room.

He has told her many experiences of his past

life, but has carefully avoided much mention of

his numerous trials and tribulations. To-day he

is in a rather melancholy frame of mind.

" I am going away soon, Jean. I am tired of

doing nothing. It's a very unsatisfactory mode
of life."

" Why, Harry ! You don't really mean that

you are going away?"

"Yes, I do."

"But where?"

"To the devil, I suppose."

" Harry, what is the matter ? I had no idea

you were unhappy. You have told me so much
about yourself already, that I shall feel real hurt

if you cease to confide in me."
" You're a dear girl, Jean, but I'm not going

to make you feel badly by a recital of my
wretchedness. A man's not a man if he can't

bear his troubles for himself."

" And a man's not a man if he lets his troubles

carry him to the devil."

The young man laughed bitterly.

" I'll tell you, Jean. Money is the ' root ' of

every thing, whether it is good, bad, or indif-

ferent. This ' root ' is something that has been

very scarce with me. Literally, I had to fight

my way through college. Just after leaving col-

lege, I fell desperately in love with a very sweet

young girl, and believed my love reciprocated.

I was not in a position to marry : so I went to

work, and worked hard. It was a pleasure to

me, for her dear face was ever before my eyes, a

beacon-light guiding me upward and onward.

I wrote to her several times, but received no

answer. One day I received a note from her

guardian, stating that she was to be married
;

and, soon after, I received wedding-cards di-

rected by her own hand. It was more than I

could bear. I did not believe she could be so

untrue. My mind gave way, and I was sick a

long time with a delirious fever. When I recov-

ered, I was seized with a peculiar ambition. I

would become rich, and return to the East, and

live in grand style where she could not help but

see me continually. I would strive for praise

and honor from my countrymen. Then I

thought, if she had ever loved me, it would

strike such remorse to her heart that she would

be miserable all her life. I became possessor

of a silver-mine, and was very successful. I was

jubilant. But foes, in the disguise of friends,

departed one day for Canada, carrying with

them my hard-earned wealth. The mine gave

out, and left me penniless."

He felt a warm tear strike his hand. He
turned quickly. " Don't pity me, Jean. I de-

served it. It was a just reward for my wicked'

wish to imbitter the life of a woman. And," he

added entreatingly, " please, Jean, don't quite

despise me. I have thoroughly repented, and

have decided to show my repentance by trying

to live a noble and unselfish life."

"Then you aren't going to the devil?" she

mischievously asked.

" Now, Jean, that's ungenerous. Don't cast

that up to me, but help me out of my dilemma.

What shall I do?"
" Harry, you once told me that you wrote a

good deal while in college, and, on one occa-

sion, received the highest prize offered for story-

writing. Why not try your hand at it again? "

" What ! Do you mean write a book? "

" Certainly. You once said my music-room

was very inspiring. If you wish, you can write

here. I promise you, you shall not be dis-

turbed."

" You are very kind, Jean ; and, if I write

here, I guess it will be we who compose the

story, not I. I guess we'll try it. It will be a

source of great amusement anyhow, and we

can't do less than fail.

"' But screw your courage to the sticking place,

And we'll not fail.'"

(To be continued.)
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Died, in Dalton, Mass., March 30, Helen C. Carson,

aged fifteen years.

When we began another year of school to-

gether last September, we little thought that,

before its close, one of our number would be

taken from us ; for, in the fall, Nellie seemed

quite strong and well, having passed a pleasant

summer, and returning to Lasell full of energy,

and ready for work. Always fond of study, and

having a remarkably bright, active mind, as well

as a very strong, resolute disposition, she sur-

mounted all obstacles which came in her way,

and made a success of whatever she undertook.

Her illness came on so gradually, and seemed at

first so slight, that she felt no fears, but spoke of

it as a cold which would soon pass off. But she

did not seem to gain strength ; and, although she

was very reluctant to do so, she was obliged to

leave school in February, and go home. We all

hoped that the entire rest and home care would

bring her back to health again, but it seemed best

to " Him who doeth all things well " that she

should be summoned home while she was yet a

child. Although young in years, Nellie felt deeply

on many subjects, and this, together with her

thoroughly upright disposition, gained for her

many warm friends among her older schoolmates,

as well as among those of her own age. During

her illness, Nellie found great comfort in the

thought of the Saviour, and often repeated to her-

self the words " everlasting life," seeming to look

forward with joy to the time when she should be

at rest. The school was represented at the fu-

neral, which took place April 2, by Professor

Bragdon and Miss Coe. Nellie's many friends at

Lasell, wishing to send some token of their affec-

tion, gave a wreath of beautiful white flowers. We
shall always remember the bright, earnest face of

our little mate, and we often think with sorrow

of the home made lonely by her loss. Mr. and

Mrs. Carson have our sincere sympathy in their

great affliction.

AN OPEN LETTER.

Middletown, Conn., March 17, 1885.

My dear Friend,— It seems as if I did not

half express my thankfulness to you girls for your

kindness and munificence to us, although I tried

my best that last night, in chapel. But, some of

the girls being away at the concert, I did not feel

satisfied, and have not felt so ever since.

This is about the first chance I have had to

write on the subject ; and even now, as you see,

I am using a tablet, and resting in an easy-chair.

Not that I have been any worse, but am trying

to get all the rest I can, and not to make hard

work of writing.

As I said in chapel, I had been thinking be-

fore ever you brought that little package into our

room, on Thursday noon, how I could thank the

girls for their thoughtfulness and kindness to

Mrs. Burke, little Edith, and myself; and then,

when that handsome present appeared, it seemed

as if the students had outdone themselves.

"Then it was a real surprise?" Of course it

was ! I had not dreamed of such a thing. The

idea of a present had not entered my head
;

and, if I had not received one, I should never

have thought of it.

And nothing could have been more appropri-

ate. There was no bulky article, to require time

and care in packing ; but ten gold birds, in a

cage so soft that they couldn't injure themselves,

even if they should get uneasy, and try to get

away !

I wondered a little at your leaving our room

so abruptly, after giving us the package ; but,

when we reached the eighteenth or nineteenth

paper, so nicely wrapped around the mysterious

something inside, I could see that you might

wish to leave us alone to enjoy finding the

"nucleus." True, we had to laugh a little, when

the wrappers piled up knee-high ; but, after we

had opened the " cage," and looked in— Well,

we found the top papers wet when we gathered

them up afterwards. The tender chord had been

struck, and our feelings overcame us. May He
who seeth in secret reward you all openly ! I

have enjoyed my work at Lasell, largely because

I have seen the results in so many of my pupils.

I have time now to look back, and see what I

haVe not taken time to see before. I cannot

believe every thing, however, that some of the

newspapers are saying about me. An over-esti-

mate is about as bad as an under- estimate, in

the eyes of those who know the cold facts. /
am satisfied with the truth.

Now, I have been interrupted in writing this,

but trust that you may be able to connect its

broken sentences. As I say, I have not felt quite

satisfied about acknowledging the girls' present

;

and, to do so more fully, I have written you

these lines, which you may make use of as you

think best,— either passing them to some of the

girls to read ; or if you are willing, and can

secure some out-of-the-way corner in the

Leaves this month or next, perhaps the editor

would not object to an " open letter." In any

event, I tender my sincere thanks to the kind

and generous students of Lasell, for their unex-

ampled conduct towards me and mine.

I remain,

Very truly your friend,

JOSEPH C. BURKE.

An agreeable person is one who agrees with

you.

AUBURN HALL.

The Auburndale Village Improvement Society

has been lately brought into greater prominence

than ever before, as the lessee of the recently

evacuated schoolhouse. The two rooms on the

upper floor of the building have been trans-

formed into one large room ; and this, having

been prettily painted and decorated, is now
known as Auburn Hall. A hall suitable for en-

tertainments, either of a musical, literary, etc.,—
perhaps social nature,— has long been needed

in Auburndale, where the various churches have

hitherto been used for the purpose, greatly to

the dissatisfaction of some of the good people.

Auburn Hall was formally opened and dedicated

on Tuesday evening, March 17. Much to our

delight, the Orphean Club was invited to sing

at the occasion ; the invitation being given, no

doubt, out of respect for our instructor, Profess-

or J. A. Davis, who is held in high repute as a

leader and conductor.

ART NOTES.

George W. Childs has presented to the

Philadelphia Academy of Fine Arts a collection

of sketches and studies in black and white.

There are forty-seven in all, and twenty are at-

tributed to the great painter's own hand.

Nearly three hundred paintings, formerly

owned by Mr. George T. Serrey, but, by reason

of financial reverses, soon to be dispersed at

auction in Chickering Hall, are on view at the

rooms of the American Art Association, where

they deservedly attract much attention.

We understand that between eleven hun-

dred and twelve hundred pictures have been

sent to the Academy of Design, New York City,

for the approaching spring exhibition ; but, as the

galleries contain space for only about eight

hundred, the percentage of rejected works will

be smaller than at the water-color exhibitions.

At the last water-color exhibition the sales

amounted to a little over twenty-one thousand

dollars, at catalogue prices, and the actual re-

ceipts, as distinguished from receipts based upon

catalogue prices, were eighteen thousand dollars.

We read in " Scribner " that there is a dif-

ference between a painting and a pound of

sugar. Glad to know it.

A choice collection of rare specimens of

Arab and Persian art is now being held at the

Burlington Fine Arts Club in London.

An international exhibition of blacks and

whites is now in progress at the Louvre.

An exhibition will open at Toulouse the 1st

of May.
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A statue of Claude Lorraine is to be

erected in Paris.

Rome has an exposition of wood carvings,

under the auspices of the Industrial Museum.

The Society of the Friends of Parisian

Monuments have restored the Porte St. Denis,

which was gradually going to pieces.

It seems that even the Louvre sometimes

gets misled, according to recent comments in

the French journals regarding the three pictures

by Franz Hals, lately bought for about twenty

thousand dollars from the monastery of Beeren-

steyn. The largest picture, a family group, is

said to be about ruined by unskilful cleaning

and restoring ; the portrait of a woman has been

similarly damaged ; and the portrait of a man is

the only one of the three which is in good con-

dition. The " Courier de l'Art " is our authority

for these statements.

Rosa Bonheur's last painting, a cattle scene

in the Pyrenees, has been offered to a New
York dealer for twelve thousand dollars.

The exhibition of the works of Eugene

Delacroix at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris, is

pronounced a triumph, and is daily visited by

thousands.

Rosa Bonheur has just passed her sixty-

second birthday.

MUSICAL NOTES.

In spite of his advanced age, Liszt is still ac-

tively composing.

In Patti's absence, Sembrich seems to be the

vocal star of Europe.

The Opera House at Buda Pesth is the finest

in Europe, and is chiefly built of white marble.

Music in the United States has met with a se-

vere loss by the death of Dr. Leopold Damrosch,

which took place at his residence in New York

City, Feb. 15. Dr. Damrosch was in his fifty-

third year, having been born at Posen, Prussia,

Oct. 22, 1832. His early life was spent here

;

and, as his parents had chosen the medical pro-

fession for him, he was placed in the University

of Berlin, where he graduated with high honor.

After his graduation, he returned to Posen, where

he practised his profession until 1854. It was

then that his early love for music, which had

been rapidly growing, achieved the mastery over

his adopted profession ; and he started out as a

concert violinist. He played at Berlin in 1856,

and also in Magdeburg, where his talents were

universally appreciated. He was urged to go to

Weimar, and did so. Here he won the friend-

ship of Liszt. In 1856 he married Helena von

Hiemburg, with "whom he lived happily. Al-

though Dr. Damrosch enjoyed a European rep-

utation, his greatest work has been done in this

country. It was upon his work done in the Ora-

torio and Symphony Societies that his reputation

as a gifted, energetic, and zealous musician was

founded.

Beethoven symphonies were first heard in

Boston in 1841.

Fursch-Madi has signed a contract with Theo-

dore Thomas for a spring and summer season.

It is said that she will receive $20,000 for forty

concerts.

Gounod's new Easter Mass was produced in

Paris, a few weeks ago, under the composer's

direction. It is more severe and austere than

previous masses by him. Great care has been

taken to avoid theatrical effects. The work made
a deep impression, and will shortly be performed

in England.

Mme. Adelina Tosti has organized a concert

company, including Miss Ollie Torbett.

Mapleson has arranged for a spring season in

New York, beginning late in April.

Rubinstein has been concertizing in Moscow.

Von Bhlow has been giving concerts in the

principal cities of Russia.

Jones.— "I hear that the handsome young

tenor of your choir is to marry the charming

soprano. Sing-ular, is it not? "

Smith.— " Yes : each struck a chord in the

other's heart ; it did not take long to register their

vows, and it will be a note-able wedding. They

will spend their honeymoon on the high c's."

" Very romantic aff-air, no doubt."

" Well, no, except that they met by chants."

Severini, the well-known teacher of music,

died recently in New York.

Among the ladies of the chorus at the Teatro

della Pergola, Florence, there is one, still singing

away, aged seventy-four.

Miss Bessie Hamlin has appeared in oratorio

in England, with signal success. Leading critics

pronounce Miss Hamlin's voice and method

phenomenally fine.

Terese Liebe is in New York.

Rubinstein will personally conduct his "Tower

of Babel " at Leipzig.

Seven musical composers born in America

were announced for representation at the last

novelty concert in New York. They were John

K. Paine, E. Macdowell, Dudley Buck, George

E. Whiting, F. van der Stucken, E. C. Phelps,

and Templeton Strong.

Tamberlik, before definitely retiring, will sing

in two operas at Madrid.

Listz has left Rome, and gone to Pesth, where

he is to give lessons to the advanced pianoforte

students of the National Musical Academy.

Music or no music, it is an historical and also

a zoological fact that the cat was the original

pur-former.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

Some statistics estimate the annual consump-

tion of quicksilver throughout the world at 78,-

000 bottles ; and the quantity obtained from the

California mines from 1850 to 1883 is stated to

have been 1,357,403 bottles. The European

mines, during the same period, had an output

of 1,316,973 bottles. Out of the twenty-seven

mines in California, only five are now worked.

On the evening of July 13, 1884, a French

scientist, M. Desquesnes, succeeded in obtain-

ing a photograph of a flash of lightning. It was

taken in the ordinary way, with a very dry plate
;

and, although the picture is very imperfect in

other respects, yet it gives a very accurate idea

of the minute ramifications of the discharge.

A London exchange notices what is probably

one of the earliest references to the use of India-

rubber for the removal of pencil-marks from

paper, in a note to the introduction of a treatise

on a perspective, by Dr. Priestly, published in

1 770. The author remarks, " Since the work was

printed off, I have seen a substance excellently

adapted to the purpose of wiping from paper the

marks of a black-lead pencil."

" Now that electricity is becoming the great

light producer and motor of the age, why not

utilize the electric eel as a draught-horse ?
"

The Imperial Canal of China is 100 miles

long. In the year 1 781 was completed the great-

est undertaking of the kind in Europe, the Canal

du Languedoc, or the Atlantic and Mediterra-

nean. Its length is 148 miles; it has more than

100 locks, and about 50 aqueducts ; and, in its

highest part, is no less than 600 feet above the

sea. It is navigable for vessels of upward of 100

tons. The Erie Canal is 350^ miles long; the

Ohio Canal, Cleveland to Portsmouth, 332 miles

long. The Suez Canal is 26 feet 4 inches deep,

72 feet 5 inches wide at bottom, 329 feet wide

at water surface ; length a little short of 100 miles.

Panama Canal is to be 45^ miles in length.

In the North Carolina " Medical Journal," Dr.

J. R. Irving says that one of the best and most

pleasant things that can be used to relieve the

painful state of the dental nerves is chewing

cinnamon bark. It destroys the sensibility of

the nerves, and suspends the pain immediately if

the bark is of a good quality.
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LOCALS.

Girls, dust your racquets !

The " S. D.'s " have a new officer in their

club, called the " budget-girl."

The Lasellia Club was presented with a hand-

some desk by Miss Whipple.

The girls are home from their vacation with

bright and blooming faces. They seemed to

have a pretty good time, but nevertheless they

were all glad to get back to charming Lasell.

Belle said, in making a drawing of the temple,

ter coming from Mr. B.'

the altar of burnt insects."

after coming from Mr. B.'s chalk talk, " This is

A tiny fancy show-case turned from a bit of

the " old town elm " at Plymouth, and enclosing

a sample of Plymouth rock, is a late addition

to our "museum."

An application for further information about

Lasell, from one who bases her request on liking

much the catalogue of 1884, comes addressed to

Edward Lasell. Mr. Lasell died thirty-three

years ago.

At Sunday school, the superintendent gave

each child a piece of unleavened bread. One

brought his home, and offered his mother a

bite of his "twelve bread."— "What do you

mean ? " said his mother. " Oh, they said it was

eleven bread, but I call it twelve bread !

"

One of the young ladies, being short of funds,

wrote to her father, " Send me twenty dollars by

return mail. He who gives quickly gives double."

Her father replied by the next mail, enclosing

ten dollars, with the remark that, as he responded

promptly, the ten dollars enclosed were equiva-

lent to the desired twenty dollars.

A Senior was heard to remark the other day,

" Have you ever read Johnson's Life of Boswell ?
"

A dude (standing in front of the picture of the

horned Moses, under which is written, " Rome.

Moses. Michsel Angelo").— "Oh, dear! Is

that Michael Angelo?

such an ugly man.

I didn't know he was

Rev. H. T. Knapp delivered his last lecture in

the chapel April 8. We are all sorry that these

instructive and entertaining lectures are finished.

One of the girls, displaying her muscle with

pride :
" Just see, it's all muscle, not a bit of

flesh on my arm."

One of the girls was shedding tears in her soup

at the table the other day, when a friend observ-

ing her said, "K , what are you crying

about?"— "Oh," said K ,
" Miss C

spoke to .me so kindly."— " Don't cry, my dear

girl," said the friend. " I dare say she didn't

mean it."

A type-writer is the last addition to the office

furniture. Girls, you might practise on this, and

so be fitter for one kind of earning.

The Seminary has recently had the offer of an

eight hundred dollar telescope for five hundred

dollars. It is a first-rate glass in every way for

the first price, and is a special bargain at the

second. Some of Lasell's friends are giving

generously to other schools. Where are the

friends who will show their faith in Lasell?

Here is a chance for one.

A MILD REBUKE.

At all hours of day, and almost of night,

Wherever you go, to left or right,

But one refrain from room and hall,

From little girls, big girls, short and tall.

Hark ! just listen, and you will hear

The Seniors warbling loud and clear,

" Only to see thee dar " — Then it dies away,

And the Juniors yonder take up the lay.

" Only to hear thy voice, e'en though "—
Here the chapel bell rings, and away they go.

Next the Sophs take the cue, and gently sing :

"Thy faintest whisper" is their murmuring.

Then the Freshies, lifting their childish voice,

Lisp the finis, " Would make my heart rejoice."

And all into one grand chorus burst,

Making the second verse just like the first.

And now, my dear, darling, " delightfullest " girls,

With the brightest of eyes, and the prettiest of curls,

Do you think that it pays to be wasting your strength

In voicing your longing at such a great length ?

Don't you think a few weeks, or say months, ought to

do?

How much do you s'pose "thee darling's" longing for

you ?

How many times, in the course of a week,

Do " thee's " thoughts turn to you, or of you does

"thee " speak ?

Don't you think you might better be learning your art,

Or reviewing your United States history chart,

Or finding the square on the hypothenuse,

Or sewing— just a hint— the buttons onto your shoes ?

The B. S. S. is a society of no great fame,

nor of great age, since it was only founded on

New Year's eve of '85 ; but it is wonderful what

such young organizations can accomplish if their

members are only energetic. The second meet-

ing of this Society was held on the first evening

of spring vacation. The result of the evening's

endeavors would have astounded Hercules him-

self. There were only nine of them ; but the

caterer in Boston, who furnished something to

merely start on, probably wondered if there had

been an annex erected at Lasell.

DO.

The girls who have pored over the pages of

the little book called " Don't " are now invited

by an exchange to accept advice in regard to

things they should do.

Do be natural : a poor diamond is better than

a good imitation.

Do try to be accurate, not only for your own
sake, but for the sake of your sex : the incapa-

city of the female mind for accuracy is a stand-

ard argument against the equality of the sexes.

Do be exact in money matters : every debt

you incur means loss to some one, probably to

some one less able than you to bear it.

Do answer your letters soon after they are re-

ceived, and do try to reply to them with relation

to their contents : a rambling, ill-considered let-

ter is a satire upon your education.

Do observe : the faculty of observation, well

cultivated, makes practical men and women.

Do attach as much importance to your mind

as to your body.

Do recollect that your health is of more im-

portance than your amusement : you can live

without one, but you'll die early without the

other.

Do try to be sensible : it is not a particular

sign of superiority to talk like a fool.

Do be ready in time for church ; if you do

not respect yourself sufficiently to be punctual,

respect the feelings of other people.

Do get up in time for breakfast.

Do avoid causes of irritation in your family

circle ; do reflect that home is the place in which

to be agreeable.

Do be reticent : the world at large has no

interest in your private affairs.

Do cultivate the habit of listening to others :

it will make you an invaluable member of soci-

ety, to say nothing of the advantage it will be to

you when you marry.

Do be contented ;
" martyrs " are detestable :

a cheerful, happy spirit is infectious
;
you can

carry it about with you like a sunny atmosphere.

Do avoid whispering : it is as bad as giggling.

Both are to be condemned ; there is no excuse

for either one of them. If you have any thing to

say, say it : if you have not, do hold your tongue

altogether ; silence is golden.

Do be truthful ; do avoid exaggeration : if you

mean a mile, say a mile, and not a mile and a

half; if you mean one, say one, and not a dozen.

Do, sometimes, at least, allow your mother to

know better than you do : she was educated

before you were born.— Christian Intelligencer.

What need of faith if all were visibly clear ?

' T is for the trial time that this was given.

Though clouds be thick, the sun is just as near;

And faith will find Him in th^heart of heaven.

Anon.
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THEIR FICKLE HEARTS.

They had always known each other, those two

When they were very, very young, they used to

make the most charming mud-pies together in

their back yards ; and, when dinner-time came,

they used to be fairly dragged away from each

other by their cruel nurses, whose dear hearts

were not at all touched by the tearful little faces,

or the shrill, imploring voices crying for just one

moment more of bliss and dirt.

They had long ago outgrown pinafores and

mud-pies, but their affection for each other was

not one bit less ardent. His name was Richard,

but they called him " Dick " for short. She was

Kit. He was not what you would call exactly

handsome ; but as he passed the neighbors'

houses, going to and from school, they were in

the habit of remarking, " What a nice-looking

man Dick will make !
" It really did seem as if,

when he reached the age of mustaches and dude-

glasses, he would be in appearance somewhat

above the average youth of the country. Kit

was pretty : there was no mistaking that. Every

one had known that always ; and no one had

known it longer than the charming Kit herself.

Her gray eyes had a merry twinkle in them ; her

mouth was sweet, and it, too, had just a suspi-

cion of a twinkle in the corners, that seemed just

made to go with the eyes. Every one loved Kit,

and Dick loved her more than all the rest put

together ; at least, he thought he did, which is

about the same thing.

He always dragged her sled up the long, slip-

pery hill in the winter-time, because it was so

dreadfully heavy for her ; and, when the boys

and girls coasted in the moonlight, he always sat

next to her on the long " double-runner," just to

keep her from falling off. They had gay times

and sad times together, and shared each other's

joy and tribulation. When Dick was whipped

before the whole school, because he shot a paper

wad into the teacher's eye, Kit cried loudly, and

told the master that her papa would have him

arrested, so he would ! They were married when

Dick had reached the age of twelve, on Kit's

birthday, by Kit's kitchen-girl, who, to grace the

occasion, wore a sheet for a surplice, and one of

the bride's black sashes for a stole. The bride

was beautiful in grandma's best brocade from

the attic, and Dick sported a villanous-looking

mustache which brother Jim had once worn at a

masquerade. He felt very large indeed when

he promised to cherish for better, for worse, the

blushing little bride at his elbow ; and really he

meant every word he said. They loved each

other better than ever after their marriage, and

vowed never to separate.

Children grow surprisingly fast. Dick was six-

teen before his father could realize it, and one

day that good gentleman aroused himself to look

around for a school suitable for the education of

his youngest son. Dick was overjoyed when he

heard of the arrangement, but really he almost

cried when he thought of his pretty wife left all

alone. When the news reached Kit, she posi-

tively refused to be comforted, and left the table

in tears every meal for the first three days after

she had heard it. Nothing was left for her to

do but to repair to some institution of learning

also, and, by the novelty of such a thing, deaden

her lively grief. Accordingly, one day in Septem-

ber, the sorrow-stricken pair both started off with

their fond papas,— Dick with his teeth set hard,

and a determined look in his face ; and Kit- with

the salt tears steaming down her pretty cheeks.

Dick was established comfortably in a school

for boys, preparatory to one of our largest col-

leges, and began to enjoy life in real earnest ; but

Kit's sweet face was ever with him, and seemed

to him to frown on him in a most sorrowful man-

ner once or twice when he didn't know his Latin

lesson, and tried to skip class. He dreamed of

his pretty wife every night for the first two or

three weeks of his stay at school ; the third week,

he dreamed of her every other night. He wrote

stormy epistles full of vows of eternal friendship,

beginning, " My own," etc., every day for three

whole weeks ; the fourth week, he wrote not quite

so often, and not so long ; at last a letter came

which had no beginning worth mentioning ; and

ending frigidly, " Yours truly." He said to him-

self that he was " plugging," and wished for

goodness' sake he had more time to keep up his

correspondence. Kit was at a large seminary in

a little New England village. She was dread-

fully homesick. The home is where the heart is,

you know ; and Kit cried herself to sleep every

night for three weeks. The week following, she

left off weeping, and contracted the habit of at-

tending nocturnal spreads just to drown her grief.

It was too bad ; but she positively couldn't find

time to write to her friends, she was so very busy.

There was a picture on her dresser of an old

young man, with his hair parted in the middle, a

Vandyke beard, and a most entrancing droop in

his eyes. The picture was borrowed from a

friend who roomed next door. Kit thought it very

charming. The young man was so nice and old.

She wished Dick would have a beard : his picture

looked so childish beside the other. But then,

Dick was only a youth. What an absurd idea to

pretend that she and Dick were really married !

She had outgrown all such nonsense, she hoped.

She wrote her quondam lover something to that

effect. He replied, some time afterward, that he

had thought it exceedingly nonsensical all along.

Long years afterwards, Kit married the old

young man with the Vandyke beard ; and Dick,

who had been studying abroad, returned to his

native village, with a foreign air about the cut of

his clothes, a dude-glass in his eye, and benign

smiles for every pretty girl he met.

PERSONALS.

Miss Ebersole has decided to stay with her

sister until June.

Misses Allen, Ryan, and Bubb spent their

Easter vacation with friends in New Haven.

Mr. George Peck of Detroit gave us, as well

as his daughter, a pleasure in coming to see her

school-home, a few days since.

Carrie Wallace (Mrs. Charles E. Hussey)

brought her sister Annie, who was visiting her,

to see us, March 25.

Mrs. C. A. Goodyear (Eirene King, '57)

sends a hearty invitation to the Lasell party to

call upon her at her home in Athens, whither

she sailed April ti. Her address is care of Dr.

Agabey, Athens.

Annie Bragdon Winslow ('82) is a loyal

daughter of Lasell, coming often to see that the

school fares well. She often brings some of

the old girls who have come to visit her.

The prettiest Easter card we have seen this

year came as a friendly reminder of olden times

from Helen Winslow, who is at her home in

East Pepperell, and whom we would be glad to

see again. Come as a sort of committee, Helen,

and find out how the girls are getting along, and

try the new gymnasium.

Gussie Adams is at her home in Saratoga, and

using her gifts and graces to good purpose,—
has a class in Sunday school, ten bright little

boys. May she be able to lead them all to a

Christian life ! She says she has been assistant

cook, and " found some of the general lessons at

Lasell quite a help " to her. She says Mamie's

boy is growing like a little man.

Belle McKenzie Cryer is as happy as the

mother of a baby girl two months old ought to

be.

Miss Annie Kendig was married to Mr. Silas

Pierce, jun., in Winthrop-street Methodist Church,

Boston Highlands, Tuesday evening, April 7.

A reception followed at the residence of the par-

ents of the bride, Rev. and Mrs. A. B. Kendig,

35 Dale Street. Annie's new home address,

after May 20, is 26 Cedar Street, Boston High-

lands. Every thing about the wedding was per-

fect, so says Mr. B., who was present.

Principal Bragdon was elected Orator of the

Alumni of the North-western University, for the

year, but was obliged to decline the honor, be-

cause the Alumni meeting and our Commence-
ment fall on the same day, June 1 7.

Miss Nellie Ferguson, of the class of '81,

was at Auburndale a few days ago, and made a

call at the Seminary. She has just returned from
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Maryland, where she spent the larger part of the

winter. While in Washington, she met Bessie

Gushing, through that mystic symbol, her " S.D."

pin. Nellie expressed herself, as all others do,

delighted with the new gymnasium and the new

pictures, and said she wished she might come

back and enjoy them for a while.

It is with much regret that we learn that Miss

Etta Jackson will not be with us this term. She

is going to the Clifton Sanitarium, where she will

be treated for her health.

Some of the young ladies had a glimpse of

Mame Harmon's blooming face at Springfield,

as they passed through.

Carrie Kendig ('79) is State Superintendent

for Massachusetts of the Flower Mission of the

W. C. T. U., and issues an appeal both pathetic

and stirring for the organization and carrying on

the work of the Mission.

AN EVENING WITH LONGFELLOW AND WHITTIER.

One would think, in reviewing the many enter-

tainments which have been given to set forth the

beauties of our American poets, that nothing of

VVhittier's or of Longfellow's could be found to

recite which had not already been worn thread-

bare. The entertainment, however, on Monday

evening, March 30, was certainly very different

from our expectations, and drew forth claims for

admiration of our two well-beloved poets which

we had not realized before. An autograph letter

from John G. Whittier was read by Miss Pen-

field, as a pleasant introduction to the evening.

At the end of the letter was a poem, which,

though composed before, was changed in sev-

eral places, and seemed to come directly from

the heart of the poet as he wrote. Each part

of the programme was well rendered, and de-

serves personal mention and commendation.

That Lasell feels proud of those who honor her

is felt, if it be not said.

The following is the programme :
—

Recitation. Nauhaught the Deacon . Miss Mills

Pianoforte. Nocturne in G-flat major . . Brassan

Miss Swan.

Recitation. King Volmer and Elsie, Miss Comstock
Song. Never again Cowen

Miss Prickett.

Recitation. Abraham Davenport . Miss Hayden
Pianoforte. Polonaise. C-sharp minor . Chopin

Miss Ninde.

Recitation. Robert of Sicily .... Miss Best

Song. The Day is done Balfe

Miss Penfield.

Recitation. The Bell of Atri . . Miss Langley
Pianoforte Duo. Danse Macabre . . Saint-Sains

Misses Ninde and Alling.

Recitation. The Legend Beautiful, Miss C. Ebersole

PUPILS' MUSICAL REHEARSAL.

The regular term concert was given in the

chapel Tuesday evening, March 31. All the

performers did admirably, and reflected great

credit on their instructors, as well as on them-

selves. We missed some of our old players and

singers, but their places were quite well filled.

This was the first time the cornet has been

played by one of the students at a rehearsal, and

Miss Fowler did finely. The guitar, banjo, and

violin furnished a pleasant diversity. The fol-

lowing is the

PROGRAMME.

Chorus. Spring again with Azure Band . Eitner

ORPHEAN CLUB.

Pianoforte, a. Impromptu .... Gurlitt

b. Album Blatt . . . Kirchner

MISS A. BROWN.

Guitar. Lob der Thranen .... Schubert

miss c ebersole.

Song. I've Something Sweet to tell you . .Fanning

MISS J. JACKSON.

Pianoforte. Melodie in F. . . . Rubinstein

Miss smith.

Banjo and Guitar, a. Concert March . Stetvart

b. Royal Schottische . Weston

c. Irish Reel . . . Sharplie

MISSES CORCORAN AND COLBURN.

Song. Not a Sparrow falleth.... Gilbert

MISS PRICE.

Pianoforte. Le Ruisseau ; Valse Etude, Wollenhaupt

MISS STAFFORD.

Chorus, a. The Early Morning . . Rheinberger

b. Lady Bird ..... Cowen

ORPHEAN CLUB.

Cornet. The Heart bowed down . . . Balfe

MISS MAE FOWLER.

Song. Tender and True Marston

miss b. LOWE.

Pianoforte. Sonata. Op. 14. Allegro

— Andante Beethoven

MISS COGSWELL.

Song. Springtime Becker

MISS ALLING.

Violin. Fifth Air Varie Danda
MISS SWAN.

Vocal Trio. Rest thee on this Mossy Pillow, Smart

MISSES MILLS, MARSHALL, AND PENFIELD.

This is the month, and this the happy morn,

Wherein the Son of heaven's Eternal King,

Of wedded maid and virgin mother born,

Our great redemption from above did bring

;

For so the holy sages once did sing,

That he our deadly forfeit should release,

And, with his Father, work us a perpetual peace.

Milton.

There are nettles everywhere,

But smooth green grasses are more common still;

The blue of heaven is larger than the cloud.

Mrs. Browning.

POLITICAL NOTES.

The new ministers to England and Mexico

are both poets.

The last act of ex-President Arthur was to

sign the Grant retirement bill, and President

Cleveland's first act was to send it.

Russia can hardly consider herself in a fit con-

dition to meet England on the field of battle.

It does not seem likely, however a warlike front

the two assume, that war will actually be de-

clared.

That a Democratic President should appoint

a Republican to be the head of the most import-

ant post-office in the country, because he has

superior qualifications for transacting satisfac-

torily to the people the public business, and can

be trusted not to abuse his power, is a most

conspicuous and assuring triumph of civil-service

reform.

President Cleveland's decision to attend

Rev. Byron Sunderland's Presbyterian church in

Washington will occasion quite as much talk in

Washington society as any act of the adminis-

tration. It is said that Dr. Sunderland was the

pastor of the church in Buffalo where Mrs.

Cleveland attended, and that the little boy

Grover was often taken to hear the man who

will now preach to him as President.

The government has used very prompt meas-

ures in ordering a naval brigade to the Isthmus

to save the American flag from furthur insult,

and to protect American interests there.

EXCHANGES.

The " Harvard Crimson " feels that President

Eliot ought to address the public, as the ma-

jority of students know him only through the

newspapers.

The University of Pennsylvania is indeed

modest, as is shown by the following :
" Yale

once more claims the college championship in

rowing. How absurd this is ! Yale rows but

one race, and refuses all other challenges, and

then claims the championship of all the other

colleges. If any college has a right to such a

claim, it is the university, for we have by far the

best record of any. But we make no such

claim."— ( ?)

The " Advocate " informs us that an exami-

nation of the books of the director of the

gymnasium reveals this startling fact, that over

one-half of the students are victims of the pres-

ent fashionable ailment,— heart disease. Did

some one say Harvard had an Annex?
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It seems rather strange to read that at Prince-

ton more students have elected Greek and Latin

than French and German, and that English has

been the least popular elective of all.

The February number of the " Bowdoin

Orient " is a memorial of Longfellow, who was a

student in the college of the class of 1825. The

number contains letters from several of Long-

fellow's classmates, including the poets Whittier

and Oliver Wendell Holmes.

The " College Rambler " has passed from the

hands of the Seniors to those of the Sophomores.

It starts off well by laying down a few facts :

that the paper must be helped by the students if

they wish it to be a success. We wish them

much prosperity.

OUR NEIGHBORS.

The petition for voluntary prayers at Harvard

was not granted, although it had nine hundred

signatures.

The growth of education in this country is

marvellous. Tutors at Harvard get from eight

hundred to twelve hundred dollars a year, and

the trainer in athletics gets two thousand.— Ex.

It has been estimated that Yale College brings

into New Haven over a million dollars annually.

Why is a Freshman like a telescope? Be-

cause he is easily drawn out, easily seen through,

and easily shut up. — Ex.

- The whole number of students in the collegi-

ate departments in the colleges of the United

States are thirty-two thousand.— Ex.

A number of the students of Trinity College

supported Booth at his appearance in Hartford.

In inviting Mr. Henry Irving to deliver a lec-

ture on the dramatic art, Harvard University has

established a precedent as well as honored an

actor. The best friends of the American stage

have therefore a new reason for acknowledging

the services of the distinguished Englishman.

— Ex.

President Seelye of Amherst is improving,

and expects to be able to tend to some of his

duties soon.

" The Harvard Shakspeare Club is planning to

give a public representation of the first three

acts of Julius Caesar some time this spring.

It is said President McCosh has attended ten

colleges, and graduated from six.

The celebrated sculptor Randolph Rogers has

signified his intention of leaving to the University

of Michigan, at his death, the entire contents of

his studio in Rome.

/JR. E. N. HARRIS, Dentist,

EVANS HOUSE,

175 Tremont Street, Boston,

Suite 24.

GEORGE E. JOHNSON,

DEALER IN

Hay, Grain, *£ Feed,

Lexington Street, Auburndale, Mass.

BRIGGS WADS WORTH,
Commission Merchant, Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Etc.,

Stall 8g, Faneuil-Hall Market, Boston.

Art Novelties
FOR DECORATION.

ARTISTS' MATERIALS
FOR

Crayon and Charcoal Drawing ; China, Oil, Water-Color,

and Lustra or Iridescent Painting.

STUDIES OF ALL KINDS.

Bevelled Plate Glass, Cardboard, Polished Black and
Cherry Panels ; Mirrors ; Brass, Porcelain,

Composition, and Wood Plaques.

Frostings, Brocades, Bronzes, and Flitters.

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE.

SPECIAL TERMS TO STUDENTS.

Wadsworth, Howland, & Co.,

82 and 84 Washington Street,

BOSTON.

G. H. INGRAHAM,

=Apothecary',=

Corner of Waltham and Washington Sis.,

Young Ladies

Boots, Shoes, and Slippers,

Stylish and Durable, at Moderate Prices.

GYMNASIUM SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Thayer, McNeil, & Hodgkins,

4J Temple Place, Boston.

V. A. PLUTA,

*™>>*PROVISIONS,
Corner Auburn and Lexington Streets.

Jrrost & Adams,
Importers of, and Wholes lie and Retail Dealers in,

Artists' Materials,
Decorative Art Novelties,

Art Pottery, etc.

ARTISTS' OUTFITS OF EVERY KIND.

Ebonized Panels.

Winsor & Newton 's Colors.

German Colors.

French Colors.

Tucker & Green's Colors.

Sketch Blocks.

Plaques of all kinds.

China Colors.

Mirrors for Decorating.

Artists' Boxes.

Artists' Brushes.

Artists' Canvas.

Handbooks on Art.

Studies to Rent.

Lustra Painting Materials.

Water-Colors.

Bronzes.

Brocades.

Spangles.

China for Decorating.

Paper Panels.

Tambourines.

Repousse Materials.

Canvas Stretched.

Drawing Instruments.

Plaque Rims.

Artists' Easels.

Drawing Paper.

Materials for Tapestry, etc.

Kensington Painting Materials.

SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS SUPPLIED
AT LOW FIGURES.

37 Cornhill, Boston.

83- SEND FOR A CATALOGUE.-^
F. S. Frost. H. A. Lawrence.

WEST NEWTON.

Picture-Frames,

Art-Materials, Engravings, Photographs, Alber-

types, and every kind of picture.

Frames, Passepartouts, Easels of every Kind.

Panels,

Plaques, Papers, Colors, and various Art-Ma-

terials.

Framing reasonably and promptly done.

C. H. CODMAN & CO :

(Successors to G. S. BRYANT & CO.),

No. 34 Bromfield Street, Boston.
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Marsh,

& Co.

Dry Goods Shopping

BY MAIL.

Send for our Illustrated

Catalogue for all information

relative to goods and prices.

Mailed free to any address, on

application.

Rookwood Pottery
OF CINCINNATI

Are pleased to announce that their iuw
Art Parlor, at No. i West Street, is

now open, with a full display of their

ARTISTIC Prodttctions in Pottery, suitable

for WEDDING, BIRTHDAY, and

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

Geo. E. Richardson & Co.,

Fruit, Nuts, etc.
No. 1 Faneuil-hall Square,

BOSTON, MASS.

ESTABLISHED 1823.

Chickening Pianofortes.

The Largest and Oldest Pianofo?-te Manufac-

tory in the United States.

60,000 INSTRUMENTS MADE.

Grand, Square,-

~and Upright

PIANOFORTES.
For Sale.

ESTABLISHED 1847.

Aaron R. Gay & Co.,

NO. 122 STATE STREET, BOSTOA,

Stationers
AND

WEBERS-
(2j, 27 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON)

Ladies and Gents Restaurant.
Oysters and Salads a specialty.

OPEN AFTER THEATRES.

Caterer for Wedding Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinner and
Evening Parties, and Receptions.

Also Club Suppers at short notice and reasonable prices.

Second-hand Pianofortes, in great variety,

for sale and to rent, at various prices, by

Chickering & Sons,
/J2 Tremont St., Boston. jjo Fifth Ave., New York.

Rand, Ave-

ry, & Co., Printers, Elec-

trotyfters, and Binders, iiy

Franklin Street, Boston.

Ctlark, yidams, & Ctlark,

IMPORTERS OF

cROCKERY, CHINA,
AND GLASS;

French and German Fancy Goods

;

65 and 67 Franklin Street,

Corner of Arch Street,

BOSTON.

CHARLES G. TINKHAM,

Livery, Hack, and Boarding Stable,

Corner of Lexington and Severn Streets,

AUBURNDALE.

Walker & Pratt Manufg Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Heating and Cooking Apparatus,

JVos. Ji and 35 Union Street,

BOSTON.

jZ)lank £$ook Jylanufacturers,

First-Class Account Books of any desired

pattern made to order.

S. S. GA Y. ED WIN IV. GA Y.

SPRING MILLINERY.

MRS. M. H. KIMBALL,
DEALER IN

French Flowers, Hats, Bonnets, and
Trimmings,

MELROSE STREET, AUBURNDALE.

SWAN & NEWTON,
Dealers in

Poultry, Wild Game, Etc.,

No. 18 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston,

HENRY SWAN. S. B. NEWTON.

DENTIST:-
Dr. H. L Sanderson,

Office, Robinsons Block, West Newton.
Nitrous Oxide and Ether administered when desired.

ALFRED BRUSH,

APOTHECARY,
Plummets Block, corner of Auburn

and Lexington Streets, Auburndale.

/JRE you otlt °f Paper ? In need of Visiting Cards,
*-* Blank-books, or any kind of StylograpAic Pens, or

Stationery ? Try

WARD & GAY,
184 Devonshire Street, .... Boston.

CLASS. DAY INVITATIONS A SPECIALTY.

C. A. W. CROSBY,

—=lVatches, Jewelry,^^
SILVER AND PLATED WARE.

4.J4 Washington Street, . . . Boston.

MILLS BROTHERS,

Cooperage Stock,
Office, 160 State Street,

Yard, 473 Commercial Street. BOSTON.
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"What is the matter? I really never before

saw you look quite so broken up." It was the

room-mate of one of the editors of the Lasell

Leaves, addressing the forlorn editor.

" Well, you see, to-morrow the manuscripts for

the Leaves must go to Rand & Avery, and not an

editorial written, and not a subject to write about."

" Why don't you discuss some of the stirring

topics of the day?"
" Name the topics, and I will discuss," replied

the desperate editor.

"New-England weather."

" Oh, don't ! If I should get started on that

subject, I would not end until midnight. I

defy you to name any thing more changeable

than New-England weather. Why, Mark Twain

counted in spring one hundred and thirty-six

different kinds of weather in four and twenty

hours, and he has not done the subject justice.

Try and suggest another topic."

"Voluntary prayers at Harvard."
"

' The young men of Harvard College need

to pray, badly enough, whether voluntarily or in-

voluntarily ; and, if they find so many objections

to doing so, it goes to show that something is

wrong with themselves, and they had better turn

to self-examination. We admire the way the

students of Yale have come forward, and thrown

their influence in favor of compulsory prayers.'

" There ! that is short and sweet : give me the

next topic."

" The students at Yale celebrating the appoint-

ment of Edward Phelps, minister to England."

" That is a little old ; but, never mind, may be

our California subscribers have not yet heard of

the affair.

"
' The young men at Yale celebrated the

appointment of Edward Phelps, minister to Eng-

land, by a big bonfire. Kindling-wood growing

scarce, articles that had been intended for a better

use were soon consumed by the blaze. A mem-
ber of the executive authority appeared upon the

scene, in citizen's dress. He received a warm

reception, not altogether owing to the bright fire.

The intruder, upon returning the greeting, cut a

gash in the face of the student who had before

played the part of host. The young men heard

that their comrade was to be identified by the

cut in his cheek, and arrested the next day ; but

the next morning every man appeared with a

piece of court-plaster upon his face in exactly

the same place. While we do not approve of

using useful articles for fuel, we think it would be

wise for a policeman, when he intends to do his

duty, to appear in his uniform, and not try to do

a thing in an underhand way.'

"Finished that : next topic."

" Greek and Latin electives for entrance to

Harvard."

" ' Before the change that occurred last June,

the student at Harvard was compelled to continue

his Greek and Latin during the Freshman year

;

but now, according to the plan which has been

lately made, but which has not been announced

in the college circular, he can attain the degree

of A.B. without having studied Greek, or without

having studied Latin, only one of the ancient

languages being required. But, owing to our

stupidity probably, we are unable to discover,

since if a knowledge of at least one ancient lan-

guage is considered of so much importance and

value to the education of the student, and can-

not possibly be left out, why two are not doubly

valuable. The ancient language, however, can

only be omitted by offering in its place what is

commonly designated as a " scientific " training :

modern languages or literature cannot be sub-

stituted. In spite of the fact that the student is

allowed to drop one of the classics, the study of

the modern languages is not considered equal to

the ancient for mental discipline, as he is com-

pelled to offer in its place extra studies.'

" It occurs to me that that is about enough

about colleges : suppose for the next you give

me a home subject."

"Not so easily done," murmured the room-

mate languidly :
" notes for an editorial that

would interest the public are not plenty here.

The school has gone along in its usual undeviat-

ing course ; but the professor said that the tongs

moved from one side of the fireplace to the other

would interest us. Descend to small things.

That picture hung by the chapel-door has not been

mentioned in the Leaves : suppose you try that."

" ' If Mr. St. John could come to Lasell, walk

towards the chapel-door, and, just before reach-

ing it, should bend his gaze upon the right-hand

side of said door, he would see a sight that would

cause him to shed tears. The cause of his sor-

row is a diagram representing the annual expen-

diture for intoxicating liquors in the United

States, with various other items of expenditure

for the necessaries of life, and worthy enterprises

in which the American people are engaged.

This is illustrated by black marks showing the

relative size of the amount of money spent for

each. The line for liquors extends the entire

length of the diagram, while it is almost necessary

to borrow glasses to be able to see the missionary

column. As we look at the long mark that rep-

resents to us the misery and desolation that is

brought into the world through the instrument-

ality of whiskey, we think how rapidly darkness

is spreading over our land, and in what a feeble

way we are fighting against this evil.'

"Just one more subject, and I will never ask

you for any thing more," called the editor with

some signs of weariness. But no answer came

to her listening ears : the much-enduring room-

mate had fallen into the arms of Morpheus.
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A FEW THOUGHTS ON A WELL-WORN THEME.

It is quite the thing at the present day for peo-

ple, and young people in particular, to read as

many novels as they can get hold of. All they

talk about when they get together is of the latest

novel ; and, if one of their number happens not

to have read it, the rest hold up their hands in

holy horror, and think that she has lost part of

the enjoyment of this life.

Take a little girl that is just learning to read.

She wants to hurry up and learn, so that she can

read a story. Then, if she goes to Sunday school,

she has a fine opportunity to get novels ; for

many of our Sunday-school libraries are stocked

with them, under the innocent title of Sunday-

school books. So the love for novel-reading

increases, until in a little time the taste for solid

reading is entirely gone.

An increase of this habit is really dangerous.

We are influenced more than we think by what

we read. We get to thinking, feeling, and acting

according to the ideas that we imbibe in novels.

It has been truly said, that we show what we are

by what we read. People that are much given to

novel-reading are apt to neglect more solid read-

ing. They become sentimental and unpractical.

If a girl has from childhood read nothing but

novels, of course, from the nature of the case,

she will read nothing but novels when she grows

up to be a woman. When she marries, it will

be most likely to some one that she imagines

answers the description of her hero in her favo-

rite novel. Then she will name her children after

some favorite heroine, calling one child " Lena

Rivers," and another " St. Elmo." About this

time she will begin to find out that married life

is not all rose-color after all, that her husband is

very different from the ideal which she had of

him, and that she would have done much better

to have learned how to keep house, than to have

wasted her time in reading novels.

But there are many things that can be said in

favor of a rational reading of the best novels.

Some of our most brilliant people are not those

that have gone through college, but those that

have read extensively. By reading the works of

different authors, we are able to get ideas from

them all, and hence our veiws are broadened.

In reading, we come across people in all condi-

tions of life ; we learn how peasants live, as well

as kings and princes ; we visit the hut as well as

the palace ; we meet men and women from all

parts of the globe, each with some different trait

of character. Often in books we find people

that are true to life, and in this way we get an

insight into character. There are some people,

I know, who say they can read character ; but I

think they are rather scarce, and for most of us

the only way to learn is to begin by studying

characters in books.

Good novels give us information in an attrac-

tive form. From Scott's novels we learn much

of the times about which he wrote, and from

Dickens's much of the condition of the poor

people of England. "The Marble Faun " tells

us much about Rome, and the artistic treasures

there ; even the name of this novel being taken

from a famous work of art. From " The Last

Days of Pompeii " we become acquainted with

a wonderful place, which no one will be likely to

forget after reading this book. " The Bread Win-

ners " can teach us something about the relation

of the capitalist and the laborer ; and " A Mod-

ern Instance " may lead us to think upon one of

the leading questions of the day.

Even the worst people, those that are most in-

clined to do wrong, will admire the good people

that are pictured in books, and hate the bad.

We all agree with Burns when he said,—
"Oh, wad some power the giftie gie us,

To see oursels as others see us !

"

In, reading, we often see faults like our own
;

we see how odious they are, and how they ought

to be avoided. On the other hand, we have

noble ideals set before us. We see how much

the noble are thought of, and how they always

have their reward, if in no place but in their own

hearts and in the world to come.

I do not mean to say that even the reading

of the best novels is always beneficial. Much
depends on the way we read. Most of our

novel-readers read hastily, only for the sake of

the story. It does not make any difference to

them whether the book is well written or not.

All they want to know is whether the beautiful

Madoline marries the duke or the count.

Historical novels are of no benefit if they are

not supplemented by solid reading in the same

line. Take, for instance, " Rienzi ;
" we read it,

and think we have gotten considerable informa-

tion from it, but in a week's time the only thing

we can remember about it is that Rienzi was

killed. Whereas, if, after reading it, we had gone

immediately to reading history on the same sub-

ject, we should not only find the history more

interesting, but we should not be apt to forget

the facts thus reiterated. There are many good

moral lessons in the best novels, but people are

apt to say, " Oh, that is all well enough for a

book ; but we do not find such people in every-

day life !
" But the worst of it is, that they are

content with having such people only in books,

and they do not try in the least to copy them.

I conclude, then, that if good standard novels

were read thoughtfully, with an intent not only

to gain enjoyment, but also improvement from

them, they could not help being beneficial.

Think of the pleasure one would have to be de-

prived of, if there were no novels ! But I must

admit that, as generally read, carelessly selected,

and devoured hastily in great quantities, novels

do far more harm than good.

GYM. PROMENADE.

The "gym. promenade," etc., — or, as the

orders have it, the grand military ball, Seventh

Regiment, New-York City,— which was held on

Saturday evening, May 2, will have a place in all

the " red-letter books," I am sure ; for it was

quite as enjoyable to the delighted and admir-

ing audience as to those who participated in the

general fun.

The gymnasium was decorated with Chinese

lanterns, and with the multitude of merry dancers,

all in their gay costumes, made a picture not soon

to be forgotten.

The grand march was led by Capt. Corcoran

of her Majesty's ship " Pinafore," and lady. The

captain seemed to retain all his oldtime charm,

though a number of years have elapsed since he

has appeared in public. His aids were Admiral

Hayden, Col. Leicester, and Sir Launcelot Fer-

rers.

There were many notable personages present,

among whom were Amy Robsart, Lady Teazle,

Little Bo Peep, Kate Greenaway ; while a pretty

milking-maid attracted attention by the graceful

way she handled her pail ; and little Dolly Var-

den, who alone of all the company had come

with her chaperone, aunt Mandy, could not be

overlooked. Many admiring glances were cast

at a lorn troubadour with his guitar strung across

his back ; while the immortal Grosvenor, a French

marquis glittering with orders, Rev. Ralph Stan-

ley, a charming, very-much-at-home jockey, and

a dapper little dude divided the honors with the

captain and his aids, and a bevy of irresistible

pages and pretty tambourine girls.

A feature of the evening was the dance around

the May-pole, which stood in the centre of the

" gym.," and of course this was a little prettier

than any other May dance that ever was. After

this, Miss Daisy Lloyd as a Spanish cavalier, and

Miss Ada Langley as Amy Robsart, were chosen

king and queen by a committee appointed for

that purpose ; and they were crowned " amid

general rejoicing."

The music was delightful, and the orchestra

deserves much praise.

At the end of the last dance, three cheers were

given for Mr. Shepherd, who arranged the May
dance ; and the company dispersed, all agreeing

that it had been truly a "great and glorious

occasion." . .

In this month's Leaves, a letter will be found

from a girl who went out from Lasell a few years

ago. We were delighted to receive it, and will

be pleased to receive any more that may find

their way here. Other school papers are made

interesting by articles and letters written by the

old girls, and why should not Lasell have this

pleasant addition? We ask all the girls who

have ever attended Lasell to contribute something

to our paper.
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SWEET AUBURN.

[Continued from April number.]

The subject was the next thing to be consid-

ered.

" Shall it be fictitious? " asked Jean.

" No. For the time being, I think I shall

transform myself into ' truthful James,' and write

about life, as I have seen it, among the mines.

I mean my characters to be real people ; and

the incidents, incidents that have really hap-

pened."

" Why, it will be just like novelizing one of

Bret Harte's poems. I like that : it will be

something new, and a real American novel."

He laughed.

" We talk as if it were to be one of the great-

est productions of the age,— this little amuse-

ment of ours."

She laughed, too.

" But, then," she said, " it must necessarily be

all your own, as you have put it out of my power

to help you. I know nothing whatever of the

mines."

"Yes," he answered seriously, " your encour-

agement and sympathy are of the greatest help

to me."

The dying embers in the hearth gave a last

fitful blaze, then left the room in total darkness.

He rose quickly.

" It must be very late
;
good-night, Jean," he

said.

As he left the house, the sleet beat against his

face. He shivered, not only from the cold, but

from a sense of his utter loneliness. Then a pre-

sentiment of coming trouble seized him. He
thought of the bright flickering of the ember on

the hearth, and its sudden extinction.

" Shall all my hopes, all my aspirations, be

like that ? " he muttered to himself. " Shall they,

like Meleager's ember, die when all seems bright-

est?" This presentiment had so thoroughly

taken hold of him that he could not throw it off.

He turned to one of the windows of the music-

room. His face brightened. Jean knelt before

the hearth, and was fanning the embers, which

had again broken into a soft blaze.

" Well, summer isn't here yet, Meg. You had

better take a shawl."

" I sha'n't take cold, Jeanie, and I hate

shawls."

It is the month of May, and Meg and Jean are

starting out for a row on the lake. Jean has not

seen her friend for nearly a year, and they are

anxious for a good talk.

"When does the affair take place?" asks

Jean, putting her arm around Meg's neck.

" Oh ! Why ! You're a little previous, Jean.

I'm hardly engaged."

"And Ralph Channing, after all !

"

"Yes."

" How about the rich old codger with one

foot in the grave? "

Meg burst into a merry laugh.

" You see I've changed my ideas, Jean,—
' love in a cottage,' after all. But tell me some-

thing about Mr. Smith."

A slight flush came into Jean's pale cheeks.

" He's very busy writing a book," she said.

" I haven't seen any thing of him for a long

time."

" A long time ! Has he been away ?
"

" No. Oh, no ! Let me see,— it's a week

since he was here."

"A long time!" reiterated Meg. "Why,

Jean, I do believe — Is it possible? Why
don't you answer me?"

" No, no ! it isn't possible," Jean hastily re-

plied, glancing uneasily around her.

" Well, now, I believe it is," said Meg. " Why,

Jean, it's angelic to be in love ! What are you

ashamed of ?
"

" I'm not in love, and you must not think so."

Jean raised her hands to cover her burning

cheeks.

" There's Ralph !

" suddenly exclaimed Meg;

and, before Jean could fairly turn around, Meg
has disappeared. She laughed to herself as she

turned toward the house. She had scarce taken

a step before a low, soft voice arrested her.

"Jean!"

She looked up.

" May I walk with you to the house? I have

come to fulfil a promise."

"Is it done at last? " she asked eagerly.

" Yes," he said, smiling, " and the finis is a

work of art, I assure you ! " Thereupon he

hauled out of his coat-tail pocket a closely and

neatly written manuscript.

She took it, and turned over the last page.

Finis shone in all the glory of blue, red, and

gold.

" I don't believe the monks of the dark ages

could have illuminated it more beautifully," she

said admiringly.

" I know some one who could have done it a

great deal better, who isn't a monk of the dark

ages," he said. As they reached the house, he

put out his hand to say good-by.

" I shall not ask you to stay," she said,

" because I want your book all to myself, and I

am just wild to read it."

She went hastily to her " sanctum," closed the

door, locked it, and threw herself into an easy-

chair. She was soon so completely lost in the

story that she did not notice how quickly the

time passed. Not until it was too dark to read,

did she raise her head, and then only long

enough to light a low hanging-lamp near her

elbow. The blue, red, and gold fi?iis was reached

only too soon.

" He has genius !
" she exclaimed. " Surely

it will be, it must be, a grand success ! Is there

any thing that could better it?" A sudden idea

struck her.

" I'll do what I can," she murmured, as she

fell asleep in the big arm-chair. For days after
;

Jean was very busy with her idea. This was no

less than illustrating the finest portions of her

friend's story. She was gifted with a vivid

imagination and an artist's eye and hand. The
pictures were twelve in number, and were gems.

These she dexterously inserted in the corre-

sponding portions of the manuscript. She won-

dered why her friend did not come for his story.

Two weeks had passed, and she had heard noth-

ing from him. She would like to copy some

portions of the story : so one day she went to her

brother's library to get some paper for this pur-

pose. While turning over some sheets of paper

in a drawer that was seldom used, an envelope

attracted her attention. It was addressed to

Hugh Macpherson in her own hand-writing. It

had evidently been torn open, and heavy pencil-

marks were around each letter of the name.

What could it mean ! She heard some one

say,—
" May I come in?"

All thoughts of the envelope left her mind, as

she merrily asked,—
"Where have you been all this time?"
" To New York," he said.

" And you have come back for your story? "

" You are a greater attraction than my story."

His eyes said more than this. She flushed.

" I have read it several times," she said, trying

to hide her confusion, "and I think it is just

splendid. I know it will be a success, and I

want you to send it to a publisher's at once."

" I have a publisher for it already," he said,

half bitterly, " an uncle of mine in whose charge

I was left when my parents died. He never

took much interest in me, and said that, in

publishing my story, he would be fulfilling the

last duty he felt in regard to me."
" He sha'n't publish it," she said angrily.

"No one else will," he retorted.

" Any publisher would be delighted to have

it!"

" There are too many story-writers now-a-days

for that, Jeanie," he said, lightly resting one arm

on her chair. He took up his manuscript, and

casually turned over the pages. His eye rested

on Jean's first sketch. He looked at them all,

in turn. "My darling," he muttered to himself,

" this book shall never see a publisher ; it is sa-

cred to me."

" A penny for your thoughts, Harry."

" I have some good news to tell you, Jean. I

went to New York to find a more lucrative and

beneficial occupation than writing stories for my
own amusement. Just think, I have a clerkship

in a bank at fifteen hundred a year !

"
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She did not fail to notice the irony in his

voice.

" Why don't you say something? " he asked

pettishly.

" But, Harry," she replied, " you can live on

fifteen hundred now, and by degrees work your

way up. You surely don't expect to remain on

fifteen hundred?"
" Well, Jean, I wasn't thinking of myself. /

could live on it ; but I'm just on the verge of

asking a young lady to be my wife. Wouldn't

' Poverty Flat ' be a suitable as well as romantic

name for our home? "

Her lip trembled so that she could not speak

for a moment. Then she said, " If she really

and truly loves you, she will not think of money.

But, oh ! Harry, be sure she is worthy of you."

He bent over her.

"Jean, does she truly love me? You alone

can tell me that." He looked entreatingly in

her eyes. Jean could hardly understand. When

the full meaning of his words came to her, she

started from her chair, and cried excitedly, —
" Don't, Harry

;
you must not speak to me of

love. I'm engaged."

" Engaged ! Jean, what do you mean? "

" He's dead, Harry ; but I promised to marry

no one but him, and I must keep my vow."

A peculiar, bright expression came over his

face. He put his arms around her, drew her

close to him, and whispered,—
" ' Whate'er betide, I will return, my own true

love, to thee.'
"

She tremblingly looked into his eyes. Yes,

those same big black eyes : she knew them now.

She could see the old beautiful expressive mouth

beneath the heavy mustache. It was almost

more than she could bear. She pressed her

cheek against his for a moment : then her head

sank on his breast, as she sobbed one word,

" Hugh."
THE END.

April 9, 1885.

My dear Girls,— This scheme of writing to

you through the Leaves is a brilliant one, —
or will be if you only do your part,— and one

worthy the brain of such a poor correspondent

as I. For, you know, I expect a separate letter

from every old friend in whose epistolary debt I

am. I am sadly afraid that does include every

old friend. Girls, you know the excuse ; for it is,

undoubtedly, true that many of you plead it as

often as I. That gray-haired clerk of the hours,

Father Time, does indeed give short measure :

at least, I like to think so, for then one's con-

science cannot bother about the duties every

day left undone.

Do not think I am repenting of any enormous

sins of omission. Indeed, my duties, one and

all, are so insignificant, that you who leave

school this year with such grand ideas of

courses of study you mean to pursue at home,

and the good you will do in the world, will look

at me with scorn, and I shall be stigmatized as

an individual without a purpose.

Maybe I am. However, I'll not bore you by

describing in detail what I do, could do, or ought

to do.

A long time ago, when I had just returned

from Europe, Professor Bragdon asked me to

write and tell of something I had seen during

the summer ; and I did not do it for the awful

reason that I could bring up nothing vividly

enough before my mind to describe it. I was

discouraged beyond measure that my journey

had left me no richer in memories, but I have

since decided it was torpor of mind after satiety

such as results in the physical nature.

It is two years in September since we landed

in New York harbor, and now my great difficulty

is to know what of all we saw would interest

you most. You think I would make most in-

teresting to others what was most interesting to

myself: a safe rule, if I knew what was most

interesting to myself. Each new sight so differ-

ent, how can one tell? Only of one point I

am sure, that no place filled me with awe like

Westminster Abbey ; and I cannot at this date

think of one whole day which gave me such

unalloyed pleasure as our day in Chamouni.

My pen is not a gifted one, and I will not at-

tempt to make the Abbey awe you : so perhaps

my best plan is to tell what gave me pleasure,

that you may go and do likewise.

We entered the Chamouni by carriage from

Martigny just in time for table d'hote ; and hav-

ing breakfasted at half-past six, with only a very

uninviting meal at the Tete Noire Pass at noon,

we felt fully equal to the occasion. Although our

ride had been a grand one, we were tired,— sad

fact, even grandeur tires !
— and sought our veri-

table downy couches soon, for we knew the mor-

row's jaunt would be a long one. We woke early,

and dressed ourselves in heavy winter clothing,

— for they told us we would need all our wraps

while crossing the glacier,— and at nine were

prepared to muunt our mulish if not fiery steeds.

You girls who have never had the privilege of

riding a mule have yet a delight to look forward

to. I have mine to look back to, and on the

whole consider it better placed.

However, it was truly "bon muli," as the driver

assured me. The fact that I felt like a circus

lady doing the horse act when we went up in-

clines bordering on the perpendicular, and that

I fully expected that the saddle, rider, and all

would slip over the animal's head when we went

down the same, was no fault of the beast, for he

was a " bon muli" and brought me up to the

summit of Montanvert with the rest.

Having dismounted, our boy muleteers took

the mules back again through the village, and

near the foot of the mountain range on the other

side of Chamouni; leaving the guides to pilot us

across the Mer de Glace, over the Mauvais Pas,

and down the mountain-side to where they would

be stationed.

Only a certain number every half-hour are

allowed to cross the glacier : so we had some time

to wait at Montanvert before the gun sounded

which told us our turn had come. It is quite a

climb down to the glacier, and the footing was

so bad that our alpenstocks stood us in good

stead. When we had reached the ice, what was

my disappointment to see, not a white, glistening

surface, but dirty and covered with stones which

had broken from the mountains on each side !

I think it marred my enjoyment that it was

not perilously slippery.

I had invested, before leaving the hotel, in a

pair of horribly ugly, white, knitted stockings,

which the peasant women sell to slip over the

shoes to keep one from sliding, as rubbers stick

so to the ice it makes it difficult to walk ; but they

were a nuisance, and I found I got along much

better without them.

The Mer de Glace only impresses you with

danger as you look down the deep crevices and

fissures which spread over its surface ; but as for

leaping these crevices and fissures, it is a useless

expenditure of vital force, as any one of ordinary

make can step over them without trouble.

There is one hazardous place, where the blocks

are narrow and far apart, which is truly exciting

;

but, as for the rest, to walk a spike fence is much

more blood-curdling.

It takes about half an hour to cross, and then

another mountain rises at your feet, gradually at

first, then steeper and steeper, till you finally

reach a point, three-quarters the way up, where

you stop to drink, and bathe your face, in the

clearest mountain spring imaginable ; for it was

very hot, and our winter wiaps had been con-

signed to the guides long before, and our heavy

clothes were oppressive. After resting, we de-

scended again by way of the Mauvais Pas ; and

that is really alarming. A little iron rail on one

side gives you hand support, and you have only

room for a part of even a small foot on the

roughly hewn steps; so narrow and short are

they, and so steep and far apart, it is impossible

for one of short dimensions, like myself, to do

more than cling to the rail with both hands, let-

ting the feet drop from the step, and find the

one below, as best they may.

On one side you have the solid wall of rock

with the hand rail riveted in, but on the other is

the almost perpendicular side of the mountain,

stretching down more feet than one who has not

a strong nerve force would care to estimate from

that precarious place ; and at the foot of this

moves the Mer de Glace. But we passed it
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safely, and went on, up and down, through mud,

and over stones ; now and then, by the aid of our

alpenstocks, jumping a little mountain stream on

its way to the glacier.

We reached the Chapeau, called so from an

overhanging rock which forms a hat in shape,

they say. The resemblance would have to be

distinctly pointed out to me ; but then, I never

did have any imagination, Miss Call used to say.

We bought a few mementos here, and some

crackers and beer ( !
) which we did not keep as

souvenirs ; it being three or four o'clock, and

nothing having been obtainable to eat since we

left the breakfast-table. The view from the

Chapeau is beautiful, and we staid an hour or

more enjoying it ; then began again the climb

down, and reached our mules a tired, hungry

set.

I noticed the saddle was not so soft as it had

been in the morning ; and not contented with

that, towards the last of our two hours' ride home,

what should that abominable beast do but take

a notion to trot ! Friends, this was my first ex-

perience on the back of any animal, and I had

not the most remote idea what to call the gait

he was indulging in at my expense ; but, since I

have learned more of riding, I have assiduously

avoided a trot, as that is to me fraught with hor-

rors untold.

I would have been glad to have taken my
much longed for evening meal in bed; but the

others appeared at table d'hote, so I bore up

heroically, and afterwards stole quietly away. If

I have ever had the misfortune to be criticised

as self-conscious, I could certainly have been

justly termed so that night. Every bone in my
body asserted itself, and I had serious doubts of

ever recovering my accustomed ease and grace

of motion. In spite of it all, I retired with the

conviction that I had never had more real fun

out of any of my numerous escapades. And so

ended the eventful day. The next morning we

took the diligence to Geneva, leaving Chamouni,

Mont Blanc, and the Mer de Glace behind us,

not forever I hope.

I am afraid the editor will not put in this letter

;

and I am qaite sure, as I look at its proportions,

that you will never read it, so I will bring it to

the long looked for close.

You may not read it, but you cannot deprive

me of the pleasure the writing of it has afforded

me.

Love to you who have not forgotten me, and

to some who have.

Yours sincerely,

BERTHA L. MORRISSON.

1516 Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, III.

WHEn does a tailor serve his customers ill?

When he gives them fits.

MUSICAL NOTES.

The Philharmonic Society (London) has be-

gun its seventy-third season, with Sir Arthur

Sullivan as conductor.

His Holiness the Pope has accepted the

dedication of Gounod's new oratorio, " Mors et

Vita" ("Death and Life").

Kleinmichel's opera, " Schloss de l'Orme,"

has been well received at the Dantzic Stadt-

theatre.

Borghi-Mann, the prima donna, will marry

Signor Cuzzocrea, and make a bridal tour to the

United States.

Patti sails for home May 9.

The greatest accordion player in Massachu-

setts has not been out of doors for twenty years.

Bottesini's playing is creating a furore in

London.

Miss ADr ie Haight, contralto, of Bridge-

port, Conn., has been engaged at Dr. Behren's

church, in Brooklyn.

Mr. Richard Mansfield has left the Stand-

ard Theatre Opera Company, New York, and

has been succeeded by Mr. Thomas Whiffen.

Nilsson comes over next season.

New York has again welcomed " Pinafore."

It is rumored that Miss Clara Louise Kellogg

intends to take up her permanent residence in

Boston.

Moscow will celebrate the anniversary of the

birth of the Russian composer Glinka, May 20,

by a ceremony at the cathedral.

The Mexican band has made quite a sensa-

tion in New Orleans. It will visit the North ere

long.

Abt's " Agathe " (" When the Swallows Home-

ward Fly"), which made him famous, was first

sung by Fraulein Agathe Reuss, at Zurich, in

1842.

Mlle. Marie Vanoni has sailed for Europe.

Signor Intropodi has left the Carleton Opera

Company.

London does not enjoy the music of the

Weimar Maestro. In other words, it will not

"Liszt, oh, Liszt
!"

M. Syloa, a tenor who once sang at the Opera

House in Paris, and who has since been heard

in London and elsewhere, will arrive in this

country some time this month. He has engaged

with Mile. Fursch-Madi for a series of con-

certs to be given throughout the country by Mr.

Theodore Thomas.

Sembrich has been in Oporto, where she

achieved her usual success.

In Germany no opera is allowed in which a

reigning sovereign is one of the characters.

Miss Mary Anderson is learning to play the

violin.

Miss Jennie Sargent of Boston has been

offered a most flattering engagement at Lisbon

for the coming season, and has accepted it.

She will appear first in " La Traviata."

Rubinstein is expected to add much brilliancy

to the coming London season.

Corinne has sung against Patti in New York

;

Corinne charging ten cents a seat, and Patti six

dollars.

Scene. — Horse-car, after symphony rehearsal.

First ^Esthetic Lady.— " Was not that music

simply inspiring?
"

Second .-Esthetic Lady.— " Oh, yes ! That

concernata Baermann played was ravishing."

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

The New-Orleans Exposition is the first

World's Fair which was ever lighted by electri-

city.

Mr. Rheem, who has charge of the reptile

specimens in the Smithsonian Institute, contra-

dicts much of the popular belief as to snakes.

Some of the most dreaded have no existence.

The hoop-snake, which takes the end of its tail

in its mouth, and rolls over and over like a

hoop, killing every thing it touches, with its

venom ; and the blow-snake, the breath of which

is deadly,— are fictions. As serpents move

about, they are constantly feeling ahead with the

tongue ; and the forward thrust, and peculiar,

forked appearance of the organ, have given rise

to the false idea that with it the sting is done. It

is generally thought that there are a great num-

ber of these poisonous snakes. In North Amer-

ica there are but three species,— the rattlesnake,

the copperhead or moccasin, and the coral.

There are about thirty varieties of these species,

all together. The copperhead is probably the

most dangerous, as it is vicious, and never gives

warning of any kind before striking. The rattle-

snake, though more poisonous than either of the

others, will rattle at the approach of any, and try

to get away unless brought to bay. The coral

is much smaller, and a native of the Southern

States. The bite is not necessarily fatal if the

proper remedies are used in time ; as, on ac-

count of its size, the quantity of poison is small.

When a reptile strikes, he throws his whole body

forward, and the fangs penetrate the- object

against which they come. He does not jump :

the hinder part of the body remains in position
;

and none of our snakes are in the habit of reach-

ing more than half their length.
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Dr. Phipson opposes the general prejudice

against sugar. He declares that he has during

forty years eaten very largely of it,— at least a

quarter of a pound daily, not counting sugar-

forming substances taken at the same time.

During all this time he has not been under the

necessity of taking medicine. He declares that

the condition of men would be much improved

if the use of sugar should substitute that of

alcohol.

A remarkable example of the facility with

which deaf-mutes may read the motions of the

lips was given in public by a young lady of

seventeen, who was entirely deaf. Her teacher

stood between the gaslight and the wall, thus

outlining his profile distinctly. His pupil stood

behind him, and read from the shadow on the

wall the words that he uttered. Here we have

a new illustration of the effect of special train-

ing, minute differences of form and expression

of the mouth being instantly detected, where

the ordinary observer sees no definite change.

ART NOTES.

Prince Alexander Torlonia, at Rome, has

formed a museum of plaster casts of the princi-

pal examples of Greek sculpture from its origin

to its decadence. The collection has been

placed in one of the casinos of the Villa Albani,

but is not yet open to the general public.

The French Government sent to the Exposi-

tion at New Orleans eighteen large cases contain-

ing matter illustrating the methods of teaching

drawing in French schools.

A universal exposition is announced to take

place in Antwerp in 1885. It is a private enter-

prise, of which the King of Belgium has under-

taken the protectorate.

The Pennsylvania Academy has received the

drawings of Benjamin West, lately presented to

it. There are fifty or sixty of them, including a

couple by West's son Raphael.

It is to be hoped that at the Paris Universal

Exhibition of 1889 the United States will or-

ganize a fine-art and an industrial-art exhibit

worthy of the country. In 1878 our fine-arts

department was very weak, and the room in

which it was shown was perhaps the least visited.

There are two new pictures at the Corcoran

Art Gallery,— " A Helping Hand," by C. Renouf,

and "Going to Drink," by Troyon. Andrew's

picture of Lincoln in the White House vesti-

bule, and that of Garfield in the corridor, are

admired by the immense crowds at the Execu-

tive Mansion.

Last Christmas Henry Irving had a delightful

art souvenir sent to him from London ; and by

this time Lawrence Barrett has received a more

remarkable, but not more interesting, gift. The

treasure which has been sent to Barrett is a

uniquely illustrated volume of Austin Dobson's

"A World's Idyls." E. A. Abbey began to

illustrate it by making a pen-and-ink sketch on

one of the blank pages ; Alfred Parsons added a

border of flowers to another poem ; George H.

Boughton sketched in a lovely female figure

;

Alma Tadema did the same ; and so the little

book was passed along from studio to studio,

gathering toll by the way, until now it contains

sketches illustrative of Mr. Dobson's poems by

Sir Frederick Leighton, Millais, G. Lindey San-

borne, Randolph Caldecott, G. du Maurier, and

many another.

M. David d'Angus, son of the celebrated

sculptor, has presented the French Government

with a complete series of the admirable medal-

lions modelled by his father. The collection

will be placed at the Louvre, Paris.

During the later years of his life, Dore was

eaten up with jealousy and vanity. The success

of his colleagues in art, and the high prices

which they obtained for their pictures a few

years ago, made him positively furious. At one

of the exhibitions of the Soci^te d'Aquarellistes

he told the clerk to ask twenty thousand francs

for one of his water-colors. He wanted abso-

lutely that enormous price in order to crow over

Louis Leloir and the others. A few days after-

ward the clerk said to him, " M. Dor6, I have

been offered ten thousand francs for your pic-

ture ; will you accept ?"— "No," replied Dor6,

"I have sold it for thirty-five thousand francs."

This water-color was found hidden away in a

corner of his studio after his death.

Apropos of a recent charming little brochure

by the critic of the " Tribune," a clever mot

was made by Julian Hawthorne at the farewell

banquet to Henry Irving. "Yes," he remarked,

" Irving's winter has been very creditable to

him, and Winter's ' Irving ' is very creditable to

him."

POLITICAL NOTES.

The Americans projected, built, and now con-

trol the street-railroads of Moscow, Russia.

The capital of West Virginia has been re-

moved from Wheeling to Charleston.

Dom Pedro, emperor of Brazil, has reigned

for fifty-three years— longer than any other liv-

ing sovereign.

The British Government has been in con-

fidential communication with Austria respecting

the policy of the latter in the event of war be-

tween England and Russia.

Gen. Briere de l'Isle telegraphs to the

French Government from Tonquin, that the

Chinese are loyally fulfilling the conditions of

peace.

Gov. Abbett has signed the bill passed by

the New-Jersey Legislature, making it unlawful

to kill song or other birds for the purpose of

using their skins for decorative purposes.

Gen. Grant's salary as a retired general of

the army is paid to him monthly in instalments

of $1,125 each. It dates from March 3, 1885,

and is sent by the army paymaster in New York.

According to a New-Orleans journal, there

are at least 170,000 people in that city who have

not yet visited the exposition, which indicates

that New Orleans is not a good place for such

an enterprise.
— »

—

LOCALS.

The list following were the officers elected in

the Lasellia Society :
—

President.— Miss Stebbins.

Vice-president.— Miss Langley.

Secretary. — Miss Grubbs.

Treasurer.— Miss Davenport.

Critic. — Miss Kingman.

Guard.— Miss Oliver.

Assistant Guard.— Miss Law.

The following list of officers were elected in

the S. D. Society.

President.— Miss Durfee.

Vice-president.— Miss Fribley.

Secretary.— Miss Ebersole.

Treasurer. — Miss May Fowler.

Critic.— Miss Best.

Budget-girl.— Miss Keith.

Usher.— Miss Jentie Johnson.

"What's the joke?"

Moonlight boating-parties on the Charles are

all the style.

The tennis season at Lasell is now at its

height. The tournaments will soon commence,

after which we shall know who will be the life-

long possessor of the first prize.

The hour for the meeting of the literary clubs

has been changed from seven to eight o'clock,

so as to give the girls a chance to play tennis

Saturday evenings.

What does make the table in the south-east

corner of the dining-room so quiet? Ask the

girls who sit there.

Miss C. — Tell what you can of Socrates.

Fresh.— Well, he was born 470 B.C., and

believed in the immortality of the soul and—
Christ and the Bible.

Any old shoes, bottles, tooth-brushes, etc.,

will be thankfully received at room No. 5 7 for

the night serenaders.
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We are delighted to hear that next year we

are to have a great improvement in the shape of

a natatorium below the gymnasium.

The Sunday evening entertainments are a

great success,— thanks to our good friend Mr.

Shepherd,— and we hope they will be continued

until vacation.

We have been quite dazzled by the brilliancy

and beauty of some of our young ladies' finger-

nails lately, and have been wondering how they

got to look so nicely.

The secret has leaked out, however, as all

secrets do.

We learn that Mile. J., one of our number, is

quite an experienced manicure, and has been

secretly beautifying, in a few cases, that very

important part of a young lady's person. The

few whom she has favored hope she will continue

the practice.

The announcements for Commencement week

at Lasell Seminary are as follows :
—

Wednesday evening, June it. Literary ad-

dress by Mrs. J. C. Croly (Jennie June) of New
York.

Thursday evening, June 12. Pupils' concert.

Sunday morning, June 14. Baccalaureate

sermon by Henry B. Ridgeway, D.D., of the

North-western University, Evanston, 111.

Monday evening, June 15. Class-day exer-

cises.

The President's reception for Senior Class, on

Tuesday evening, June 16.

Commencement exercises, Wednesday morn-

ing, June 1 7 ; the address to graduates will be

given by Rev. Edward Everett Hale of Boston.

AN EVENING WITH THE NIBELUNGEN LIED.

The school has been attending recent lectures

at Boston University. An especially large party

of teachers and pupils were present on the even-

ing given to the Nibelungen Lied. The origin

of the poem was indicated ; then followed an

outline of the events which it sketches, while

Snare's illustrations in stereopticon views were

thrown upon the canvas before our eyes. Those

who accompanied Professor Bragdon to Europe,

and others of the party, had enjoyed them in

Munich, and were glad to recall that pleasure

;

while those who had not seen the originals

gained knowledge of this wonderful epic by the

views. Many a hint of the age which it repre-

sents may be found in the narration, and these

points the lecturer did not fail to point out. It

is a curious study, also, of the barbaric nations

which it represents,— simple and noble in their

virtues, fierce and bloodthirsty in revenge. One
revolts from the final carnival of bloodshed, and

wonders that the gentle maiden Chriemhild can

have become so cruel in avenging the murder of

Giegfried her husband. There are some naive

descriptions, well illustrated by the artist, of the

struggle for precedence between the two wives,

Brunehilde and Chriemhild. Human nature is

evidently the same in all ages. It was altogether

an enjoyable occasion ; and we went home appre-

ciating much better than when we came that

" Lied " which some Germans estimate higher

than the " Iliad," and which is universally ad-

mitted to be among the great epics of the world.

PERSONALS.

Miss Carrie Good is at her home in Denver.

Miss Fribley was made very happy by a visit

from her sister, who expects to stay some time

with her.

Miss Kimball of Atlanta, Ga., sister of Miss

Mae Kimball, was among the guests at the fancy-

dress ball.

Miss Nellie Lord, one of the "old girls,"

made Lasell a visit a short time ago. She was

looking very well, and said she had spent a

delightful winter in New Orleans.

Miss Fuller is looking forward with great

pleasure to a visit from her mother, whom she

expects soon.

Miss Sue Griggs spent a few days with Marion

Crane some time since. She was here the night

of the ball.

Miss Maggie Bennett is at her home in Balti-

more. She is reported to be engaged to a cer-

tain young gentleman of that city.

Miss Lu Brown is in Texas, recuperating.

Miss Ava Lowe ('83) reports herself from her

home in Norristown, Penn., as having had too

little to do the past winter, though by no means

idle. Ava has been so used to plenty of work,

that even partial leisure is irksome. She will get

over that. She regrets not taking stenography

when here. She says Ida Sibley has begun

teaching, which news, with proper additions,

ought to have come first from Ida's own pen to

the Leaves. Derelict Ida ! Tell us all about it.

Annie Baker writes that the family will in

June remove to Buffalo. She invites all good

Lasellians to call in passing (street and number

not given). She and Jennie vote for a Lasell

European party this summer. Hardly equal to

it twice in succession, Annie ! Will take you in

'86, when we make, as Patti says, our positively

last European trip.

Bertha Morrisson wonders at the dulness

which does not grasp the fact, though often

repeated, that her folks have moved, and live

now at 1516 Michigan Avenue. They have an

ideal home now, of their own building. Come
to Commencement, Bertha.

Emma Howard (Mrs. Nathan Hartford) has

our hearty sympathy in the loss of her father

Hon. Ezra C. Howard, who died at her home,

Watertown, Mass., April 8. He had been iden-

tified with the town of Sandwich, and prominent

in its affairs, for twenty years, and was a member

of the State Senate in 1875-76.

Hattie Foss, here in 1874-75 from Middle

-

town, Conn., now at " The Rutland," Fifty-sev-

enth Street and Broadway, New York, has sent to

the exhibition of the Boston Art Club, now in pro-

gress, a water-color and a charcoal sketch. She

thinks the charcoal better than the water-color.

We rejoice in the success of our " little Hattie "

in both lines.

A sister of Cora Putnam, who was here in '80-

'81 from Elizabethtown, N.Y., teaches gymnastics

at Vassar, and is now in Cambridge picking up

a few points with Dr. Sargent. She reports that

Cora taught art in a school a year after leaving

here, but has since been teaching private pupils

at home, and giving much time to study and

practice. Why hasn't Cora reported herself be-

fore now?

Hattie Clark, 332 East Seventeenth Street,

New York, is fully occupied in teaching music,

and enjoying the work.

Lottie Snell (Mrs. George Simms, Little

Falls, Herkimer County, N.Y.), now a lovely

house-mother with " two babies," is expected at

her class ('82) re-union this year.

Lina MorGAN ('80) has recently lost her

father. Mr. Morgan was an eminent lawyer in

that section of New York.

Lulu Wells writes from Paris,— writes that

she expects to return to this country soon, and

to Lasell next year, "a dear spot, which. I con-

sider my second home."

Alice Dunsmore (Mrs. J. M. Van Harlingen,

Richmond, Ind.) sends good words of Grace

Perkins, Annie White, and Mrs. Dougan, and

says that, when her daughter is old enough, La-

sell may look out for her. Well, we have waited

longer than from two months to school age here

for some of our girls whose mothers were here

pupils formerly.

Judge John C. Park gave a most interesting

address to the pupils of Lasell Seminary a few

days since. At eighty-one years of age, Judge

Park still speaks with his usual elegance of man-

ner, and in the candid and fair spirit character-

istic of him in the days when he quieted the

tumults incident to the return of fugitive slaves

from Boston. He gave us many reminiscences

of a past which will soon have no living wit-

nesses. It is a lifetime of stirring events, this of

Judge Park. May he still for many years be able

to tell the story of our liberties, and to make
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vivid to the young that years also have their

crown of glory !

Rev. Charles Parkhurst, our former pastor,

still gratefully remembered by " old girjis," is now

among the first,— perhaps we should say the

first preacher in the New-Hampshire Confer-

ence, and pastor of the Garden-street Church at

Lawrence.

Miss Willard's sudden and unexpected de-

parture from Lasell caused general sorrow. Dur-

ing her two years' residence here, she has had

the esteem and love of all. Her good influence

was not felt only in the class-room, but in every

department of the school. She was president of

the Lasell Missionary Society ; and her earnest

work in this good cause did much in making

that society progress so rapidly, and become so

popular with the girls. Our best wishes go with

her ; and we hope she will enjoy her new work in

Brooklyn, where she has made her home. She

will undoubtedly make many new friends, but

they cannot admire nor appreciate her more

sincerely than we do.

Dr. D. P. Kidder, corresponding secretary

of the board of education in the Methodist

Church, with his wife, spent Sunday, May 10,

with their friends here. We had the pleasure of

hearing him preach ; and his fresh power and

presence set us to recalling if he were not young-

er than our memory suggested, for in childhood

his name was on the titlepage of our Sunday-

school books, and his history seemed then old

and familiar. Nearly fifty years ago the youthful

missionary traversed the whole eastern coast of

Brazil, preached the first Protestant sermon ever

delivered on the waters of the Amazon, and in-

troduced and circulated the Scriptures in Portu-

guese in all the principal cities of the empire.

For more than forty years since his return, he has

been almost continuously in the high offices of

the Church, and one of its most honored repre-

sentatives. May he still see many happy years !

" Brazil and the Brazilians," and some valuable

text-books in homiletics, have been among the

fruits of his later years.

Mrs. A. J. Gordon of Boston gave three

Bible readings here this month. "The Lord

gave the word, and great was the multitude of

women proclaiming it," says the revised Psalm.

Mrs. Gordon is a delightful representative of the

women who seek to be " obedient to the heaven-

ly vision," — feminine in the best sense, but

expressing her thought clearly, fully, and " with

power." We welcome all such to Lasell, and

hear them gladly.

Rev. J. W. Bashford, D.D., pastor of Chest-

nut-street Church, Portland, Me., is giving the

annual course of lectures on the " Evidences of

Christianity " to the Senior class.

The third Sunday in April brought a fresh

interest to our school missionary society, in the

presence and words of Mrs. Joseph Cook, who

gave her impressions of " Girls' Life in India."

So pitiable a life it seems, so robbed of all that

makes life happiest and best ! May we keep in

mind how selfish it is not to pity and to help !

Miss Alice Freeman, principal of Wellesley,

was present, and spoke some earnest, strong

words on the inspiration which comes to all the

intellect from unselfish aims. " Indeed, girls,"

she said, " I think that a selfish girl cannot learn

mathematics as well as an unselfish one who

subordinates all her work to the highest aims."

It was a good day.

I have certificates— some of conduct, some

of scholarship— belonging to pupils now gone.

If any of you wish them returned to you, send

me word before June i.

May Bigelow was suddenly summoned home,

April 23, on account of the fatal illness of her

father, Mr. Charles A. Bigelow of Worcester.

As we recall Mr. Bigelow's constant and ten-

der solicitude for his only daughter while here,

" having," as he said, " to be father and mother

both, since her mother's death," we feel deep

sympathy for her great loss.

Mr. Bigelow was a man of sterling integrity, of

excellent business habits, and enjoyed an exten-

sive acquaintance.

He had been for most of his life a resident of

Worcester, and for fifteen years past a member

of the firm of E. T. Smith & Co.

OUR NEIGHBORS.

Football has been abolished at Harvard by

a majority vote of the Faculty.

A niece of Washington Irving has offered to

the '85 class at Princeton College, for the class

ivy, a slip of an ivy planted by Washington

Irving's own hand. The original plant came

from Sir Walter Scott's home at Abbotsford.

It is estimated that nine-tenths of the college

men in the United States are Republicans.

The jokes on " Vassar girls " have injured the

college considerably.

A petition before the Michigan Legislature

asks that the sale of intoxicating liquors, within

five miles of the University of Michigan campus,

be forbidden.

A professor of systematic divinity being un-

able to hear his classes, the following notice was

given :
" The professor, being ill, requests me to

say the Seniors can keep on through Purgatory,

and the middle class continue the Descent into

Hell, until further notice from the professor."—
Ex.

Ohio has more colleges than all Europe.

President Seelye says, in regard to " compul-

sory chapel," that " it has done incalculable

good for Amherst, and its omission would prove

an irreparable loss. A wise person will take

advantage of its privilege of chapel-worship, and

a well-bred person will refrain from all disturb-

ances of the exercise in the slightest way."—
Ex.

Henry Ward Beecher's average at Amherst

is said to have been only 57 on a scale of 100.

Butler's " Analogy."— Professor.— " Mr. T.,

you may pass on to the ' Future Life.' " Mr.

T. — " Not prepared."— Ex.

Maine University, which has been closed ten

years, will soon be re-opened.

The first college paper ever published in

America was the "Dartmouth Gazette," which

appeared in 1800.— Ex.

The Faculty at Cornell have forbidden smok-

ing on the campus.

Four cribs in his pocket, and three on his cuff

;

Some formulas, rules, and other small stuff

Tucked up in his sleeve, with the stolen test

;

A textbook buttoned beneath his vest;

And a bookish chum near to assist him,

—

Behold the effects of the ranking system.— Ex.

Italy has declared its seventeen universities

open to women ; and Switzerland, Norway, Swe-

den, and Denmark have taken similar action.

The statement is made that Americans make

up one-eighth of all the students at the German

universities. _^a_^_

THE KING OF THE SIOUX INDIANS.

A girl at Lasell can boast of a cousin who is

king of the Sioux Indians. Some time before

the surrender of Sitting Bull, her cousin Mr.

Stanley Huntley was sent into Northern Montana

by " The Chicago Tribune " to interview him.

He joined Major Walsh at Wood Mountain,

in the British North-west Territory. Camped
around the major's post were the old men and

the squaws of the Sioux nation, and among them

Little Knife, the hereditary chieftain of the Te-

tons, who had grown too old for war. In getting

off his horse one day, he sprained his ankle. It

kept growing worse, and the Indians thought he

must die, and were making a loud noise with

their drums. This attracted Mr. Huntley, who,

upon finding out the cause, bound up the old

man's ankle in oil and leaves. The chieftain

was soon up and out again, and, to show his grat-

itude, adopted Mr. Huntley as his son. Little

Knife and his two sons, Mountain Bull and

Young Antelope, died, and Mr. Huntley became

the king of all the Sioux tribes. His Indian name

is Wank-Pey-Wan-Kan, or the Holy Leaf. The

Indians are very well pleased to have a white
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man for king, as they think he will have great

influence with the government in their behalf.

It may be interesting to know that Mr. Hunt-

ley is the author of the amusing articles written

about the domestic troubles of the Spoopendyke

family.

ATTENTION, COOKING-CLASSES AND
HOUSEKEEPERS!

EXPECTANT

The many of our readers who have met Pro-

fessor T. S. C. Lowe in his visits to his daughters

here will read with interest of an exhibition given

by him, a few days since, of a new incandescent

agent which rivals electricity.

A banquet was given to distinguished guests,

at which every viand was cooked in the room

where it was served, at a range in which the

water-gas invented by Professor Lowe was used

as fuel.

Fish, beef-steaks, mutton-chops, vegetables,

and all the accessories of a bountiful repast, were

cooked, and served "smoking hot," but without

unpleasant exhalations, these being carried off

by an admirable arrangement contrived for the

purpose. A beautiful chandelier, with eighteen

Lowe incandescent lights of twenty-two candle-

power each, made the room brilliantly luminous,

with no flickering of gas. A pleasant open fire

of the same gas as fuel, and an ornamental radi-

ator furnishing light and heat at once, were also

in the room.

A device for lighting streets at one-fourth the

present expense was shown.

Professor Lowe will have an interesting display

at the Novelties Exhibition of the Franklin Insti-

tute, next September.

The

EXCHANGES.

Princetonian," which has heretofore

been a weekly, is now published every other day,

in newspaper form. The advertisements occupy

a large part , otherwise, it is excellent.

The " Brunonian " gives an account of a base-

ball trip. They were beaten in every game, but

are not at all discouraged, thinking the practice

will do them good.

The " Bowdoin Orient " offers a prize to the

tudents for the first, second, and third best

Drose article written on any subject. They are

evidently trying to create enthusiasm.

The last number of the "Tech" is full of

roanings over the coming examinations. They
also complain of the Faculty, in not allowing

them to have grounds for their atheletic sports.

The " Advocate " is to be increased by four

additional pages next year.

The "Transcript " gives a very interesting arti-

cle on " Davy Crockett."

Oh I many a shaft at random sent

Finds mark the archer little meant

;

And many a word at random spoken

May sooth or wound a heart that is broken.

Walter Scott.

QR. E. N. HARRIS, Dentist,

EVANS HOUSE,

175 Tremont Street, Boston,

Suite 24.

GEORGE E. JOHNSON,

DEALER IN

Hay, Grain, aM Feed,

Lexington Street, Auburndale, Mass.

BRIGGS WADSWORTH,
Commission Merchant, Wholesale a?id Retail Dealer in

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Etc.,

Stall 80, Faneuil-Hall Market, Boston.

Art Novelties
FOR DECORATION.

ARTISTS MATERIALS
FOR

Crayon and Charcoal Drawing ; China, Oil, Water-Color,

and Lustra or Iridescent Pointing.

STUDIES OF ALL KINDS.

Bevelled Plate Glass, Cardboard, Polished Black and

Cherry Panels ; Mirrors ; Brass, Porcelain,

Composition, and Wood Plaques.

Frostings, Brocades, Bronzes, and Flitters.

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE.

SPECIAL TERMS TO STUDENTS.

Wadsworth, Howland, & Co.,

82 and 84 Washington Street,

BOSTON.

G. H. INGRAHAM,

^^Aftothecary ,-

Corner of Waltham and Washington Sts.,

WEST NEWTON.

Young Ladies

Boots, Shoes, and Slippers,

Stylish and Durable, at Moderate Prices.

GYMNASIUM SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Thayer, McNeil, & Hodgkins,

aj Temple Place, Boston.

V. A. PLUTA,

of* ^PROVISIONS,

Corner Auburn and Lexington Streets.

Frost Clf Adams,
Importers of, and Wholesale and Retail Dealers in,

Art1sts Materials,
Decorative Art Novelties,

Art Pottery, etc.

ARTISTS' OUTFITS OF EVERY KIND.

Ebonized Panels.

Winsor & Newton's Colors.

German Colors.

French Colors.

Tucker & Green's Colors.

Sketch Blocks.

Plaques of all kinds.

China Colors.

Mirrors for Decorating.

Artists' Boxes.

Artists' Brushes.

Artists' Canuas.

Handbooks on Art.

Studies to Rent.

Lustra Painting Materials.

Water-Colors.

Bronzes.

Brocades.

Spangles.

China for Decorating.

Paper Panels.

Tambourines.

Repousse Materials.

Canuas Stretched.

Drawing Instruments.

Plaque Rims.

Artists' Easels.

Drawing Paper.

Materials for Tapestry, etc.

Kensington Painting Materials.

SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS SUPPLIED
AT LOW FIGURES.

j7 Cornkill
y Boston.

«S- SEND FOR A CATALOGUE. =©&
F. S. Frost. H. A. Lawrence.

Picture-Frames,

Art-Materials, Engravings, Photographs, Alber-

types, and every hind of picture.

Frames, Passepartouts, Easels of every Kind.

Panels,

Plaques, Papers, Colors, and various Art-Ma-

terials.

Framing reasonably and promptly done.

C. H. CODMAN & CO.—
(Successors to G. S. BRYANT & CO.),

No. 34 Bromfield Street, Boston.
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Jordan,

Marsh,

& Co.

Dry Goods Shopping

BY MAIL.

Send for our Illustrated

Catalogue for all information

relative to goods and prices.

Mailed free to any address, on

application.

Rookwood Pottery
OF CINCINNATI

Are pleased to announce that their new
Art Parlor, at No. i West Street, is

now open, with a full display of their

Artistic Productions in Pottery, suitable

for WEDDING, BIR THDA Y, and
HOLIDAY GIFTS.

Geo. E. Richardson & Co.,

Fruit, Nuts, etc.
No. 1 Faneuil-hall Square,

BOSTON, MASS.

-WEBERS^
(2j, 27 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON)

Ladies and Gents Restaurant.
Oysters and Salads a specialty.

OPEN AFTER THEATRES.

Caterer for Wedding Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinner and

Evening Parties, and Receptions.

Also Club Suppers at short notice and reasonable prices.

ESTABLISHED 1823.

Chickering Pianofortes.

The Largest and Oldest Pianoforte Manufac-

tory in the United States.

6g,ooo INSTRUMENTS MADE.

Grand, Square,-

~and Upright

PIANOFORTES.
For Sale.

Second-hand Pianofortes, in great variety,

for sale and to rent, at various prices, by

Chlckerlng & Sons,
152 Tremont St., Boston. 130 Fifth Ave., New York

Rand, Ave-

ry, & Co., Printers, Elec-

trotyfters, and Binders, iiy

Franklin Street, Boston.

dlark, yldams, & (jlark,

IMPORTERS OF

/CROCKERY, CHINA,^ AND GLASS;

French and German Fancy Goods ;

65 and 6J Franklin Street,

Corner of Arch Street,

BOSTON.

CHARLES G. TINKHAM,

Livery, Hack, and Boarding Stable,

Corner of Lexington and Severn Streets,

AUBURNDALE.

Walker & Pratt Manufg Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Heating and Cooking Apparatus,

JVos. j1 and 35 Union Street,

BOSTON.

ESTABLISHED 7847.

Aaron R. Gay & Co.,

NO. 122 STATE STREET, BOSTON,

Stationers
AND

F)tank ]f500k J\2 anufacturers,

First-Class Account Books of any desired

pattern made to order.

S. S. GAY. EDWIN W. GAY.

SPRING MILLINERY.

MRS. M. H. KIMBALL,
DEALER IN

French Flowers, Hats, Bonnets, and
Trimmings,

MELROSE STREET, AUBURNDALE.

SWAN & NEWTON,
Dealers in

Poultry, Wild Game, Etc.,

No. 18 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston,

HENRY SWAN. S. B. NEWTON.

DENTIST.^^—
Dr. H. L. Sanderson,

Office, Robinsons Block, West Newton.
Nitrous Oxide and Ether administered when desired.

-ALFRED BRUSH,

APOTHECARY,
Plummets Block, comer of Auburn

and Lexington Streets, Auburndale.

ARE you out of Paper ? In need of Visiting Cards,
*—*- Blank-books, or any kind of Stylographic Pens, or

Stationery ? Try

WARD & GAY,
L84 Devonshire Street, .... Boston.

CLASS DAY INVITATIONS A SPECIALTY.

C. A. W. CROSBY,

— ^Watches, Jewelry, =?=-

SILVER AND PLATED WARE.

4J4 Washington Street, . . . Boston.

-MILLS BROTHERS,

Cooperage Stock,
Office, 160 State Street,

Yard, 473 Conufiercial Street. BOSTON.
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The editor humbly apologizes for the late

appearance of this (last) month's Leaves, and

lays some of the blame on the "subs" who
failed to send in their copy, and takes the rest

on herself for postponing what she should have

done before she left Auburndale to the uncertain

leisure of the first days at home.

No one need scold her, for Mr. Bragdon has

done that enough. Her hair has been scorched

white by his burning rebuke.

Now that Nature has put on her best dress,

and the grounds of Lasell appear like a veritable

Eden, we take our departure, and allow her " to

waste her sweetness upon the desert air."

The Leaves, like the school, takes a summer
rest ; and, as our connection with the paper

closes with this number, it becomes our sad

duty to lay down our pens. We've served our

term ; and when that small article that is " might-

ier than the sword " is again taken up in the

service of this great paper, it will be by an en-

tirely new staff of officers. To the incoming

board we tender our sympathy, which is not

great in quantity, as we have used most of the

emotion we possessed of that description upon

ourselves. We also leave them our best wishes,

and hope they will be able to step over the

many obstacles against which we have stumbled.

As every one on the first of January looks

back upon the year that has slipped away, just

so the schoolgirl, when the last term draws to a

close, looks back over the school-year that is

past and gone forever. We think of the excur-

sions, tennis, boating, and the many other pleas-

ures we have enjoyed together. But as—
" Into each life some rain must fall,

Some days must be dark and dreary,"

so with us ; and each one of us, when we say

"good-by" to our friends and associations,

thinks of Grandma, whose peaceful, happy face

beamed welcome upon us last September, and

who has now gone where there is no parting.

A little bright face comes before us, and our

thoughts turn to her who so short a time ago

was one of us, but who now has left a vacant

place in her home, and in the hearts of her

school-friends ; and we only find consolation

because we know she is with the Father in

heaven. We leave this pleasant place, and new
scenes and new faces come into our lives ; still,

the memory of these shall be ever dear to us.

With our words of farewell, what can we say to

encourage you, what can we say to strengthen

you, in the trials to come ? Surely the Leaves

should offer something to make you happier.

What shall it be? Nothing but the time-hon-

ored " Mizpah." And may, in truth, the Lord

watch between me and thee !

THE LASELL COLLECTION OF AUTOGRAPHS.

We are indebted to Mr. W. J. Rolfe for many
valuable additions to this collection : among
these are letters and notes from eminent Shaks-

pearian scholars in England, Germany, and our

own country. From Mary Cowden Clarke we
have a photograph and letter, also a sonnet writ-

ten from Italy on her seventy-fifth birthday

;

also contributions from Mr. Daniel, who has

done much work for the New Shakspeare Soci-

ety,— that on the time-analysis of the plays

being particularly valuable ; from Mr. Snider,

author of " System of Shakspeare's Dramas ;

"

from F. G. Fleay, editor of the " Shakspeare

Manual," "Introduction to Shakspearian Study,"

etc. ; from Edward Dowden, Authoi of " Primer

of Shakspeare," etc. ; from A, B. Groisart, editor

of many old English books ; from C. M. Ingleby,

author of " Shakspeare Hermeneutics," etc.

;

also from J. Payne Collier, F, A. Lee, J. C,

Staunton, K. Elge, Schmidt, Furnivall, Heard,

Abbott, and Crosby.

From the same source we have the following

comment from Tennyson on the illustration, p.

36 of Rolfe's edition of " The Princess." " Your
artist has made a very handsome gate; but,

like the generality of illustrators, has not attended

to the text. There is a figure of Actseon on the -

gate ; and the tips of his horns, sprouting to the

top of it, make the spikes at the top. The prince

creeps through the space left between the horns."

See description of gate, p. 74 of "The Princess."

DOES THE BURNED CHILD DREAD THE FIRE?

Supposing this aphorism to be true,— and it

were treason to doubt it after it has been believed

for centuries,— what angels children must be!

After having once been hurt by a thing, they never

touch it again. What a temptation it must be

for a nurse to throw her charge down-stairs, bump
his head, burn his fingers a little, and subject

him to all the shocks that babyhood is heir to,

and then leave him alone ! For of course she

need be in no anxiety : nothing can happen to

Master Baby, for he will carefully avoid every

thing dangerous. How many mothers would al-

low their nurses to act on this plan ? Yet every

one believes in these good old proverbs which

have been handed down from generation to gen-

eration. The following is a very literal illustra-

tion of the good old proverb under discussion.

Little Johnnie burnt his fingers on the tea-pot

the other day ; he cried a little, and then touched

it again. When asked if he liked to be burned,

he said, " I want to see if it's hot aden." That
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is about the way with grown-up people, except

that they are not so candid ; but when they burn

themselves for the second, third, or fortieth time,

say nothing about it, or else make some evasive

excuse.

When a girl is at school, she has only to miss

her lesson once, and be scolded, and she will be

ever after at the head of her class. There might

be a slight difficulty found in the fact that all

the class would be at the head. Then what

would be the use of schools at all ? We might

abolish them : every one would continue her stud-

ies at home, and in a short time the world would

be full of Minervas. In the same way. she never

spoils her hair by banging or frizzing twice.

When she looks in her glass some morning, sees

the dark lines under her eyes, and comes to the

conclusion that going to parties five nights in

the week is not the best possible thing for her

health, of course she goes to bed at half-past

eight ever afterwards.

When a woman meets her fate in the shape of

a man supposed to be the heir of Rothschild,

and after he has disappeared with all her money,

and she reads in the paper of the death of Pat-

rick Rafferty in a street-brawl, and becomes con-

vinced that the German baron and Mr. Rafferty

are one and the same, and she can account for

his peculiar accent, — after all these distressing

affairs, of course, she remains in quiet widowhood.

Oh, no ! She soon becomes acquainted with

Jephtha Jones, the grocer's clerk ; and, when he

suggests that happiness is not possible for them

apart, she cordially agrees, and in a short time she

is Mrs. Jephtha Jones. When the Misses Jones

arrive at young ladyhood, of course their mother

warns them of the miseries of married life, tells

them of the struggles she has had to keep Jephtha

from the poor-house. She never eyes with inter-

est the young men in the neighborhood, and tells

them what dear girls her girls are, so young and

pretty too. Oh, certainly not ! She never does

any of these things.

Is Mrs. Rafferty Jones an exceptional case?

Every one can answer that question, either from

experience or observation ; and, if a national

ballot were drawn, it would take very little time

to count the yeas.

To turn from poor Mrs. Jones to the sterner

sex in general, do we find that the burnt child

or man always dreads the fire ? When a man be-

gins to gamble, and loses a little money, does he

immediately cease playing the dangerous game,

and try to earn an honest living? Look at him

a few years hence, see his excited face, and no-

tice that one day he spends money like a prince,

and the next he borrows enough to buy his din-

ner ; and the question will be answered.

A young man takes a glass of wine too much,

and becomes slightly intoxicated. Does he in-

stantly leave his wine-cup, and become a sober

citizen ? Ask his wife, who waits night after night

to hear his staggering steps in the doorway ; and

his children, who crouch with fear at the sound

of their drunken father's voice.

Do those who are sentenced to a few months'

imprisonment come out intending to reform?

In that case, one prison would be enough for the

whole United States, instead of hundreds as there

now are.

Where is that beautiful but dreadful thought,

that bad habits are first fine cobwebs, but become

heavy iron chains? According to our proverb,

everybody becomes so much frightened at the

cobwebs, that he breaks them long before they

become chains. Save the first offence, all men

would be perfect, and this world would be a par-

adise. If this is so, then " the burnt child dreads

the fire."

"TEXAS DAY" AT THE NEW ORLEANS EXPOSITION.

We need not remind our Texas girls of their

historic festival, since they have shown them-

selves unusually familiar with the history and

general interests of their State. But we have all

reason to be proud of Texas ; and the bird o'

freedom can hardly scream too high in com-

memoration of the day when " fifty thousand

people, strong in right, wrung a decisive victory

from eight million, though panoplied in might."

Patriots whose ragged wretchedness and bleed

ing feet had their counterpart only at Valley

Forge on that 2rst of April, fifty years ago, red-

dened San Jacinto stream with their blood in a

sublime heroism which made their country an

independent State. Ten years later came the

annexation to the Union of the Lone Star State.

" Lone " it is in magnificent possibilities. In

the address of welcome on Texas Day, Commis-

sioner Eliott said, " Extending between lines

of longitude equal to the distance from Phila-

delphia to St. Louis, and with a latitude equal to

the distance from our northern boundary to St.

Paul, Minn., consider that, with this area, Texas

is equal in size to combined New England,

New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware,

Maryland, Virginia, and one-half of Ohio. She

is territorially equal also to Great Britain, Den-

mark, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, Greece,

and one-half of Italy." Her resources are rep-

resented as proportionally immense. " She is

capable of superbly supporting a population of

sixty million, or the whole of the United States

to-day, and then have only as many to the square

mile as now live in France or Massachusetts.

No wonder, therefore, that in our two hundred

and seventy-six counties, some of which are

larger than Connecticut, we possess a wheat re-

gion as large as the State of Ohio, a cotton belt

as large as Mississippi, a sugar section as large as

Louisiana, a mineral field as large as Pennsyl-

vania, and a grazing ground as large as Ken-

tucky, and a tobacco area as large as Virginia."

Of the climate, Commissioner Eliott says, " In

its healthful uniformity of temperature, a labor-

ing man may work, or a child camp out, almost

every day in the twelve months. Here every agri-

cultural product known to the tropical or temper-

ate zone flourishes." Here twelve million head

of live-stock, great herds of horses, and immense

flocks of sheep and goats sustain themselves the

whole year through. Six hundred thousand

cattle were driven through the Indian Territory

in a single year.

Texas is first on the list of States in cotton

production, and has the largest facilities for

transportation, in four hundred miles of coast-

line, and railways connecting with Mexico and

California, as well as the North and East. From

her three hundred miles of mountains, she can

supply civilization with coal for centuries, and

has abounding stores of metallic ores, of marble

and sandstones for building, of clay for purest

porcelain, and silica for every sort of glass-ware;

best of all, a school fund of a hundred million

dollars, and a taxation of only twenty cents on a

hundred dollars. Surely, on Texas Day at New
Orleans, banners were well flung to the breeze,

and brass bands exultant, while all manner of

flowers and fruits appeared from this goodly

land, and all peoples rejoiced together.

CRADLE SONG.

Lullaby, darling, my treasure thou art

;

Rest thy dear sleepy head close on my heart,

Drop the tired lids o'er thy bonny blue eyes,

While hushed in silence the world sleeping lies.

Heavenly angels, as lovely as thou,

Smiling, kiss lightly thy pure baby brow

;

One day, ah, darling ! they'll come from the skies,

Gently to wipe the hot tears from thine eyes.

Sleep, mother's baby, 'tis life's rosy dawn, —
Soon, ah ! too soon, will its brightness be gone

;

Cares, grim and dreary, will stand by thy bed,

Restless and weary will toss thy dear head.

Sleep, my heart's darling, though night-winds blow

drear,

Over thee bending, thy mother is near.

Early or late, while the heart beateth yet,

Mother-love, dear one, can never forget.

From the German.

AN EVENING WITH BROWNING.

Miss Call and her pupils entertained us Fri-

day evening, June 12, with selections from Rob"

ert and Elizabeth Browning, which were all

finely rendered.

The essays, giving us a sketch of the lives of

each, were exceptionally good.

The selections were interspersed with vocal

and instrumental pieces, making a charming

programme.
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COMMENCEMENT.

Perfect June weather added to the enjoyment

of the Commencement exercises, which began

Thursday, June n, with the

COMMENCEMENT CONCERT.

The pupils were assisted by Professor J. A.

Hills and Miss M. R. Sherman.

The gymnasium was well filled, though not

crowded, by friends of the school. The pro-

gramme was as follows :
—

First Part.

Chorus. At the Spinning-Wheel

ORPHEAN CLUB.

Cornet. Palm Branches .

MISS MAE FOWLER.

Herinp-

Faure

RandeggerSong. Peacefully Slumber .

MISS M. ROUTT.

(
Violin Obligato, Miss Durfee.)

Guitar. Spanish Retreat .... Angttera

MISS COLBURN.

Vocal Trio. On the Ocean . . . Concon

MISSES ALLING, B. LOWE, AND PRICE.

Pianoforte. Walzer in A-Flat . . . Chopin

Song. Spring

MISS ADAMS.

MISS PENFIELD.

Dudley Buck

Violin, a. Hark, hark, the Lark ! . Franz Schubert

b. Siciliano, Op. 38 . . A. Ehrhardt

MISS SWAN.

Chorus, a. My Heart's in the Highlands. Gade

b. The Rosebud on the Heather . Gade

orphean club.

Second Part.

Chorus. Night Song.... Rheinberger

Pianoforte. Concerto in C-Minor . . Beethoven

(First Movement with Cadenza) Clara Schumann
miss durfee.

(Accompaniment by Mr. Hills.)

Scena AND Cavatina. Di tanti palpiti

(Tancredi) Rossini

miss prickett.

Pianoforte and Violin. Impromptu in

A-Flat . J.A. Hills

MISS SHERMAN AND MR. HILLS.

Pianoforte. Scherzo in B-Flat Minor . Chopin

MISS NINDE.

Recitative. Victorious Hero.
|

Aria. So rapid thy course is.

(From Judas Maccabccus). Handel

MISS WHIPPLE.

Two Pianofortes. Polonaise (8 hands) . Hoffmann

MISSES COGSWELL, STAFFORD, ALLING, SMITH.

Every part of the programme was finely ren-

dered, and all agreed that the young performers

never did so well before.

The " Impromptu in A-Flat " for the violin

and piano, composed by Professor J. A. Hills,

was an enjoyable feature of the evening.

Miss Prickett's fine contralto voice sounded

as rich and grand as ever. To say that Miss

Whipple sang expresses every thing to those who

have had the pleasure of listening to her. Miss

Fowler's cornet solo, and Miss Colburn's ren-

dering of the "Spanish Retreat," on the guitar,

formed a pleasing variety to the concert. But,

as time cannot be taken to mention each per-

former separately, it will be well to stop by say-

ing, " Each one played well his part."

On Sunday, June 14, the

BACCALAUREATE SERMON

was delivered in the Congregational church,

which, the largest in the village, was filled with

pupils and their friends from far and near, and

citizens of this and neighboring cities. We
quote "The Boston Advertiser :

"—
"About the pulpit were flowers and plants; in the

front pews were the graduating class and the other

pupils. The Rev. Henry B. Ridgaway, D.D., president

of the Garrett Biblical Institute, Evanston, 111., preached

from Matt. xii. 30: 'He that is not with me is against

me; and he that gathereth not with me scattereth

abroad.' He said :
' The text enunciates a great prin-

ciple for all times, that whoever is not inwardly and

spiritually united with Christ is against him. For all

work or growth there must be a central thought, idea,

genus, or kind, even as each seed has its species or kind,

and even as in a work of art the mind must be pene-

trated with some design toward which each touch of the

brush or pencil must be an advancement. Then, too,

in entering life, the important thing is to have a forma-

tive purpose for what is good, beautiful, or true. I sup-

pose so many failures are due to a lack of a clearly

conceived, definite purpose; and I think you will find

the successful persons are those who had some high

ideal. You find people of different tastes and varying

principles. Great political parties are not accidents,

but the growth of ideas and principles considered im-

portant for the country's welfare. In the region of con-

science, the law still holds in defining what is right

and wrong. Questions of policy can be compromised,

but not questions of conscience ; religious wars were

sharper for this reason. What is it to be with Christ?

Simply to accept Jesus, with a penitent heart and faith,

as our Sav our. It is not a question of speculative opin-

ion as to the nature of God or Christ, or as to the many
phases of Christian theology, but of the heart united

with Christ, trusting in Christ, so that the soul looks up

and says, " He is my Lord, my God." The sum of the-

ology is to have a conscience in union with God, and to

love Christ supremely. The heart thus united has a

great ideal, a formative purpose, and that is Christ

:

where the soul does not thus unite, there is an opposi-

tion to, and a scattering from, Christ. What is it of any

worth in this world between man and man? Love:

there is no gathering together, no unison, without love,

Take the case of a beautiful woman wedded to a man.

Let him put her in a palace, provide her with jewels and

luxuries, yet give his love to another, and she spurns his

gilt, and pronounces him an ingrate, a devil. Abroad

in the land floats the black flag of the Devil ; and there

can only be one choice for good men,— love for, and

loyalty to, Jesus. When God makes a Christian, he

makes him good, with a heart pure and true.

"
' Members of the graduating class, I feel myself high-

ly complimented to stand and speak to you in the place

of your president. Every thing depends upon your being

vitally, spiritually, united to Christ ; for, otherwise, he

will not gather you among his jewels on the last day.

Nothing should be able to separate you from his love.

Let this graduating season be the beginning of your

education. Study your own hearts. It is said that the

three great books are nature, man, and the Bible ; these

are a triune book, and, if you study these well, you will

grow in wisdom and strength. Let your motto be,

"Ever doing, ever gaining."'"

CLASS-DAY

exercises occurred Monday, June 15. The fol-

lowing was the programme of the evening :
—

Song. "Ring on, Sweet Angelus"

miss starr.

Presentation of the Class.

miss walston.

Song. "Anchored"

Gounod

Watson

MISS WHIPPLE.

Class History.

MISS JENNIE WILLIAMS.

Pianoforte Solo. " Faschingschwank,"

finale ....... Schumann
MISS DURFEE.

Class Prophecy.

MISS FULLER.

Song. "Sunset" Dudley Buck

miss prickett.

Prophecy on the Prophet.

miss j. A. JOHNSON.

Class Song
Dirge. " Marche Funebre "

MISS COGSWELL.

J. A. Hills

Gounod

Lawn Exercises.

Planting of the Tree. Oration.

miss c ebersole.

Burning of the Books. Elegy.

MISS STARR.

After the " Presentation of the Class," Miss

Carpenter accepted the gift in a short but very

pleasing poem of her own composition. The

evening proved a most enjoyable one for all, and

the performers were stopped many times by the

bursts of laughter or hearty applause of the audi-

ence at the many " hits " that particularly pleased

them.

Our brave Seniors proved to us again this

evening that they were ten of the smartest girls

of the nineteenth century.

PRINCIPAL'S RECEPTION.

Tuesday had been the most intensely warm of

the season ; notwithstanding, close to the hour

of eight, friends began to pour in.

Professor and Mrs. Bragdon received with the

graduating class, to whom the guests were intro-

duced by four Juniors, the rest of the Juniors

doing duty by helping in other ways, — no doubt

with thoughts in their heads of being pretty

soon the ones to "receive." The band, seated

at the end of the hall, discoursed sweet music as

usual. The parlors were soon filled with beauty,

grace, and chivalry ; many coming from out of

town, old students and Alumna? mingling and en-
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joying re-union. The parlors were a beautiful

scene : bright-hued flowers in every shape and

corner greeted the eye ; also great banks of

tropical plants, relieved by the choicest white

and scarlet rose-buds. Never so decorated were

these parlors before, as by this good " Shepherd."

The festivities continued unabated, even while

the company dispersed through the many other

spacious rooms of the Seminary ; and the band

followed the idea, to find the coolest possible

position, and betook themselves to " Mrs. B.'s

sitting-room," whence the strains, a little more

mellowed, lost none of their sweetness. Pro-

fessor and Mrs. Bragdon soon led the company

to the pleasant dining-room, where even prettier

arrangements than usual met the eye. Small

tables had taken the place of the large " stu-

dent-tables ;" and the groups seated about them

enjoyed the good things placed before them,

though not more than the cosey and chatty " flow

of soul," which made all social and in the best

of spirits. Soon after returning to the parlors,

uniting in wishing for a cooler day to follow for

"Commencement," the company bade good-

night, congratulating the " Professor " on the

continued prosperity of this most charming

school, and on having thrown about it so much

of his own genial nature that all the girls want to

come back often ; and thus closed a delightful

reception. Only a few young"-men, loth to leave

so bright a scene, kept Miss C. waiting till they

had to run for the last train for " town."

COMMENCEMENT DAY,

June i 7 dawned dark and lowering ; but not-

withstanding its gloomy promise, which forbade

the time-honored lunch on the lawn, the clouds

soon cleared away, and a more perfect day was

scarcely ever enjoyed.

The exercises of the day occurred at 10.45

in the Methodist-Episcopal church, which was

prettily decorated with flowers, and filled to over-

flowing with the patrons and friends of the

school ; the Alumnae, teachers, and trustees being

on the platform. After music by the Boston

Cadet Band, and the opening prayer by Dr. A. B.

Kendig of Roxbury, the annual address was

delivered by the Rev. Edward E. Hale of Bos-

ton, on "The Way of Life."

He said, " Our main purpose in living is to

bring ourselves nearer to God ; but we must

know something of the practical details, and you

are to consider in a commonplace way what is

to lead to success or failure. In making your

plans, you are not to attempt too much. What-

ever your work, fight for three hours for yourself

each day, to be given to the cultivation of the

three-fold nature,— body, mind, and soul.

" Life will be full of hinderances and interrup-

tions, but resolution will enable you to keep a

portion of the time for your own. In ten years

you should be as strong physically as now. Con-

tinuous health and strength must come of faith-

ful daily rest and exercise, but cannot be attained

in an annual vacation trip.

" Neither can mental or religious growth be

reached by a few weeks' study, or the attend-

ance upon a periodical revival meeting. Each

nature must have its daily food. In American

life we are too apt to consider education finished

when we leave school. What one studies is of

less importance than how one does it. Work in

the line of your genius, and work bravely. Take

the hour when your mind is alert, quick, and

active ; study, if possible, with a friend ; and

work, work, work, on some subject which is your

own.

" The third hour is to be devoted to the train-

ing of the soul ; and bear in mind that the reli-

gious life may consist in trifles, perhaps in the

personal life of home.

"You will find God as you are faithful, happy,

and cheerful in the discharge of your duties. It

is well for girls and boys to form a distinct idea

of what God's kingdom is. For all this, one

needs to drink from the fountain ; needs to have

an intimacy with the Father through the habit

of daily communion. There is faith, hope, and

love for every day of life ; and each day, at its

close, should find us stronger and purer, the

mind quicker and more active, and the soul in

closer spiritual association with God.
" There is moral dyspepsia, as well as physical.

You are not machines, but children of God,

sparks from his fire.

" Body, soul, and spirit, you should offer your-

selves joyfully to your Father, — living, moving,

and being with God : this is ' the way of life.'
"

The eloquent thoughts and sound, practical

advice were gathered into many hearts which

were not of the class of '85 ; and many resolu-

tions were formed to live pure, noble lives, and

to find the work we were sent into the world

to do.

At the close of Dr. Hale's address, Professor

Bragdon presented certificates for having com-

pleted the three years' course in cooking, to

Miss Lizzie M. Whipple of Boston, and Miss

Jennie Jackson of Berwick, Penn. Miss Whip-

ple also received a certificate for having com-

pleted the course in cultivation of the voice.

Prizes for " good luck " in bread-making were

then awarded,— the first prize consisting of a

gold charm in the form of a miniature loaf of

bread, to Miss May Colbum of Detroit ; the

second, of similar design in silver, to Miss Jennie

Ninde of Fort Wayne, Ind.

Good-by for the class was earnestly said by

Miss Lizzie Whipple. Professor Bragdon then

presented the diplomas to the members of the

class of '85, adding a few farewell words. After

the benediction, which was pronounced by the

Rev. Calvin Cutler of Auburndale, the Juniors

filed in from the chapel with the flowers, friends

pressed forward to greet and congratulate the

newly fledged graduates, and the young women
of '85 brushed the tears away, and returned in

triumph to the Seminary, where an ample lunch

was served in the dining-room. The afternoon

was passed pleasantly in the reading of the essays

of the graduating class by those interested, and

the renewing of old friendships, enlivened by

musi£ by the band.

/'At half- past three an interesting literary meet-

ing of the Alumnae was held in the Seminary

chapel, at which Miss Rice of '81 sang, Miss

Lucas of '60 gave reminiscences, Miss Potter of

'80 and Miss LeHuray of '81 read essays respec-

tively on "Jerusalem" and "The Barred Pro-

fession," and all sang the Re-union Hymn by

Nellie Ferguson of '81. At the business meet-

ing which followed, the officers of the previous

year were re-elected ; and the grave graduates

went to their annual repast under the trees on

the lawn.

OUR GUESTS

for the Commencement week were numerous,

and seemed to enjoy themselves. Lasell surely

enjoyed them. A few favored relatives of the

Seniors found a home in the Seminary, in the

rooms of those whose health 'or the Seminary's?)

obliged them to leave in April. Others were

accommodated at the hotel, Mrs. Buss's, Miss

Howard's, the Seminary "Annex," or with friends

near by.

We thank them all for coming, though Com-
mencement's busy cares leave little time for

visiting, and wish there might be twice as many

next year. Among the friends of Seniors were

Dr. and Mrs. J. Ebersole and their son Charles,

from Cincinnati, O. ; Mr. J. M. Williams of Des

Moines, la. (wish Mary could have come too)
;

Mrs. Dr. Walston of Decatur, 111.; Mrs. Whip-

ple and son of Boston ; Mr. and Mrs. Starr of

Richmond, Ind. ; Mr. W. R. Prickett of Ed-

wardsville, 111. ; Mr. C. Warner of Middletown,

Conn. ; Mr. B. Cogswell and daughter Cora (of

'83), from Dayville, Conn. ; Mrs. E. Durfee,

from Marion, O. ; Mr. B. Johnson and grand-

daughter (Addie's sister), from Johnsonville,

Conn ; and Mrs. Fuller of Ellenville, N.Y. Of

Alumnae were a large number of those living in

the vicinity ; and Emily Peabody of Cincinnati,

O. ; Mrs. Fred Hall, with her little Willie, from

Springfield, Mo., with Nellie Chamberlayne of

Utica, N.Y. (who ought to have been an Alumna,

but in an evil hour had to graduate at Cincinnati

Wesleyan, and has been sorry for it ever since)
;

Misses Lillie and Nellie Packard of South Bos-

ton ; Nellie Furguson of Newton Highlands;

Carrie Wallace Hussey of Newton Upper Falls

;

Annie Wallace, who has not yet gone to Wash-

ington to live ; Gertie Rice of Allston ; Carrie
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Kendig and Annie Kendig Pierce of Roxbury

(where was uncle Silas, Annie?); Marion Gil-

more ; Lucy Curtis of Rockland ; Lillie Potter of

Chicago, with her dear good mother ; and Ava

Lowe, with her dear good mother, too.

Of old girls, we noticed Anna Curtis of State

Line, N.Y. ; Louie Best Cumnock, with her

handsome lord and master, of Chicopee ; Annie

Judson of Brookline ; Bertha Morrisson and

Blanche Jones of Chicago ; Bertha Childs of

Lawrence; Carrie Waters of Millbury; Agnes

Fanning of Worcester; Emma Eaton of Gard-

ner ; Constance Waite of Freeport, Me. ; and

Laura Davis.

Honored guests were also Mrs. Robbins of

Union, Me. ; Mr. Ailing of Canon City, Col.

;

Mrs. Marshall of Denver, Col. ; Mr. Cook and

son of Chicago ; Mr. Bailey and son of Wash-

ington
; J. T. Jones of Sandwich ; Mrs. Rice

;

Rev. J. M. Avann of Manchester, N.H. ; Dr.

and Mrs. Kendig of Roxbury ; Rev. J. D.

Pickles of Melrose ; Mr. Grubbs of Indianapolis,

Ind.
; Jacob Fribley of Marion, O. ; Mrs. Jack-

son of Berwick, Penn. (wish Etta could have

come) ; and Mr. Early of Detroit, Mich.

We think of many others whom Lasell would

have heartily welcomed, and whom we hope

before long to see in beautiful Auburndale.

LOCALS.

" Home, sweet home !

"

Seniors of '85, accept our congratulations.

How sfood it seems to see the familiar faces

of the old girls at Commencement time

We are sorry to say farewell to our Seniors

;

and it would be impossible to say how much

they will be missed. The school will hardly

seem like the same place without them. But

they won't be forgotten ; and we hope they will

always keep a warm place in their hearts for

Lasell.

Mr. Shepherd gave his last Sunday entertain-

ment in the parlor June 14. A very enjoyable

evening was passed.

Two trios and several solos were rendered

most delightfully. The Seniors were requested

each to choose her favorite hymn. Dr. Ridga-

way made a very pleasant speech, after which

we closed by singing Gloria Patri.

During Senior vacation Miss Lizzie Whipple

gave a dinner to the members of the graduating

class, which was heartily enjoyed by all.

'• To meet, to know, to love, to part,

Is the sad lot of every schoolgirl's heart."

" S. /?." ENTERTAINMENT.

On Saturday evening, the annual supper was

given by the "S. D." Society to the class of

'85.

The exercises were held in the new gymna-

sium which had been very tastefully trimmed.

The programme arranged for the evening con-

sisted of an instrumental solo by Miss Adams
;

a vocal solo by Miss Jennie Jackson ; a toy

symphony, which included Misses Durfee, Prick-

ett, Ferguson, Best, Ebersole, Fribley, Osgood,

and Adams ; a cornet-solo by Miss Mae Fowler
;

and a burlesque on Clementine by Misses Hen-

lin and Best, assisted by Miss Corcoran and her

banjo as orchestra. The exercises being over,

they repaired to the dining-room, where supper

was served. The tables looked very attractive,

having been beautifully decorated with flowers.

Very soon the toast-mistress, Miss Best, pro-

posed the following toasts,

—

Class of '85 Miss Coe.

Response Miss Walston.

" And still we gazed, and still the wonder grew,

That ten small heads could carry all they knew."

Our Lasellia Sisters ... Miss Peck.

Response Miss Whipple.

"Among them, but not of them,"

Crazy Girls Miss TSuhb.

Response- Miss Jackson.

" Stop, while you may suspend your mad career,

Or learn from our example and our fate."

Old "S. D.'s". ...... Miss Durfee.
Response Miss Winslow.

" All shall come back ; each tie of pure affection

shall be knit again."

Sentimental Girls Miss Colburn.
Response Miss Golden.

" If you have tears, prepare to shed them now."

Greatest Dig Miss Comstock.

Response Miss Prescott.

" Whence is thy learning? Hath thy toil

O'er books consumed the midnight oil?
"

After these had received all due attention,

impromptu toasts were given, and many bright

and amusing speeches made in reply. When
the inevitable bell was beard, we would gladly

have continued the festivities, but were obliged

to bid

" To all, to each, a fair good-night,

And pleasing dreams and slumbers light."

A LOST TRUNK.

Will the girl who took the wrong trunk, leav-

ing hers in its stead, please send word to me ?

and we will arrange for her either to send the

trunk back, or bring it next fall. Isn't it funny

that a girl could pack and take off a trunk not

hers, and not know it

!

ART NOTES.

The Boston Art Club held its last of this

season's meetings last evening, when Messrs*

George A. Frost and Henry W. Peabody were

chosen members. Mr. F. Hopkinson Smith

spoke of the security of the club adopting rules

similar to those governing the "New York

Branch of the National Society of Arts."

" A Greek god in a frock coat " is the flippant

way " A Foreign Resident " in " London Soci-

ety " describes Sir Frederick Leighton, the

handsome and accomplished president of the

Royal Academy.

It is agreeable to note that " Near the Coast,"

R. Swain Gifford's admirable picture, which

won one of the twenty-five hundred dollar prizes

at the Prize Fund Exhibition, is to remain in New
York, it having fallen by lot to the Metropolitan

Museum. F. M. Boggs's " Rough Day off Hon-

fleur " goes to the Museum of Fine Arts of Bos-

ton ; Alexander Harrison's "Crepuscule," to the

Museum of Fine Arts of St. Louis; and "The
Last Sacrament," by Henry Moster, to the Poly-

technic Institute of Louisville.

The unveiling of the Poe Memorial at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art was the occasion

of a brilliant gathering of artistic, literary, and

fashionable New York. Algernon S. Sullivan

conducted the ceremonies with his customary

grace and easy dignity ; handsome Edwin Booth

and genial old John Gilbert represented the

stage to the entire satisfaction of the ladies

;

William Winter read an original poem ; a na-

tional anthem, composed for the occasion by

George Edgar Montgomery, was given with

spirit by a well-drilled choir; and Miss Sarah

Cowell delivered Poe's lines of " The Raven "

with that artistic elocution and superior intelli-

gence which leave her, in serious recitations,

unrivalled by any woman on the platform in this

country. Indeed, so far as the programme of

the day is concerned, every thing went off suc-

cessfully. But when one has to speak of the

Memorial itself, what more can in fairness be

said, than that it is a carefully executed piece of

conventional tombstone art? We have sculptors

in this country— the name of one young Ameri-

can of established reputation, who is especially

fitted for the execution of a work of this kind,

seems to have occurred to every one except

the committee in charge— who would have

given us a monument of Poe worthy of his

memory. But the prevalent idea among laymen

in this country seems to be, that a sculptor is a

sculptor, all the world over, and one is just as

good as another.
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Joseph Chester BtiRkE died at Middletown, Conn.,

June 27, aged thirty-two. Graduated at Wesleyan Uni-

versity, 1874; post-graduate student Wesleyan Univer-

sity) 1874-75) taught natural sciences at Wilbraham,

Mass., 1875-79; assisted in physics in Wesleyan Uni-

versity, 1879-S1 ; assistant in natural history, 1881-82;

teacher of natural sciences at Lasell, 1882-85. Mem-
ber of the American Association for the Advancement

of Science.

Four times this school year has the Leaves

put out the black lines,— once for Nellie, who

had her place taken, and looked eagerly to the

opening of the year, but did not come ; once

for Nellie, who came looking so well, and happy

to be here, and who would not stop, though she

had fair warning, till too late. Dear girls, they

were and are— for we count them still— ours.

They had not tasted much of this life's sin or

trouble
;
probably knew few regrets and no re-

morse. Their young lives had been surrounded

by every comfort, and love's best gifts had not

been too good for them. Early transplanted, they

look back on this earthly life as a pleasant one,

with more bright lines than dark. We have

missed them the year that's gone ; though in the

steady march of work, each day with its full

measure of duties, their names have been, by

most of us, only now and then spoken. To those

who knew and loved them best, their memory is

a sweet presence. But they are a part of the

"Lasell" throng in heaven,— the company that

shall steadily increase, that shall gather to itself,

from the east and from the west, from the north

and south, and sit together at the feet of the

great Teacher.

Then, waiting, true to her life-long habit, till

the girls were gone, so they mightn't be sad, and

it wouldn't much trouble, went quietly out from

us that ever sweet presence, " Grandma Car.,"—
as the children loved to call her,— to have her

Christmas with her Lord, whom she had grown to

be so like. There couldn't have been much sur-

prise to her in putting on the garments of im-

mortality, and taking her place among the saints :

for her soul had long been in tune with the

Saviour's, and her life had long been singing the

song of the redeemed. Her gentle voice, her

look, her smile, herself, streamed down into this

busy, workaday, selfish life of ours like a ray of

God's own light, purifying every thing it touched.

Her presence was a benediction. Oh, how we

miss her ! We look for her in that room to

which— no matter how tired she was, or how

broken, by our hasty coming, was a needed sleep

— she welcomed us with an invariable smile.

We miss her from her chair, we miss her in the

dining-room, and we look about for her in the

chapel sabbath morning with a great longing to

see her dear face.

And now we send to that rest our co-worker

and teacher, Joseph C. Burke, beloved and es-

teemed in full measure by us who had the privi-

lege of his fellowship in these last three years,

during which he went in and out among us. It

doesn't seem possible that he has gone so soon.

We knew he was tired out, we thought he was

worn by undue attention to his work, and we

were glad for him to stop for rest. But we

thought that rest would bring him to vigor, and

to us, again ; and we talked of our plans for

next year, of the arrangement of the new labora-

tory in which he took a great interest, having

waited for it patiently all these months. In-

stead, he has entered into " that rest," he has

come to " the city that hath foundations." We
would not grudge him this swift putting off mor-

tality, the bright visions of the fairer land, the

wider and untiring pleasure of the Master's more

personal service ; but we shall much miss him

in our school, in every part of it.

He was undemonstrative, but his influence was

felt everywhere. The teachers will miss his clear,

charitable judgments, his amiable, genial manners.

The pupils will miss his friendly advice, earnest

teaching, and manly example. The prayer-meet-

ing will miss his constant presence, loving prayer,

and faithful testimony,— his gentle, John-like

spirit. The city will miss his intelligent interest

in its scientific circles.

It goes without saying, that his end was peace.

In Middletown, at his father's house, the house

of his birth, surrounded by his dear ones,—
•' calm as summer evenings be,"— came his

gentle translation. To us all a fragrant memory

of an unspotted life, such as dims the usual

legacies of rich or titled men, such as many of

us would be glad if we could leave to our beloved
;

not detained to weariness in the toils of disease,

—

we would our last days could be like his. Friends,

let us not forget our growing company in the skies.

Let us think on, as real, our going to join it ; and

when from daily duties, faithfully done for His

sake, from being faithful in that which is least,

we come up together, and enter the streets of the

" New Jerusalem," " what a gathering that will

be "
! Earth is fair, and life is sweet ; but heav-

en is fairer, and eternal life more sweet.

Eye hath not seen it, my gentle boy;

Ear hath not heard its deep song of joy;

Dreams cannot picture a world so fair;

Sorrow and death may not enter there;

Time doth not breathe on its fadeless bloom :

For beyond the clouds and beyond the tomb,

It is there, it is there, my child !

Mrs. Hemans.

DAVID COPPERFIELDS DORA.

At the age of twenty-one David Copperfield

could look back upon a life, which, although not

supremely happy, was yet not one of unmiti-

gated sorrow. He had had his trials, but they

were not such as to put an old head on young

shoulders, as David was at this time an excel-

lent, good-hearted fellow, with very promising

abilities, but undisciplined. He had spent the

greater part of his life with an old aunt, and

here he had never found an object on which

to rest his youthful love and fancy. But, when

he met his charming Dora, his absorbing passion

was of such an overpowering nature as to blind

him to the fact that she had faults, or at least

to delude him into the belief that they were

easily remedied. He was transported with bliss,

drugged with sentiment ; he loved her with an

ecstatic frenzy. When we are introduced to

Miss Dora Spenlow, we are attracted by her

pretty appearance. " Little Blossom," the name

David's aunt gave to her, described her better

than any word of mine could. As we look upon

a flower, we admire its delicate coloring, and

delight in the gratification it affords our senses :

so with Dora, we admire her fresh young face

and gentle innocence ; but when we learn that

she can sing, accompanying herself on the gui-

tar, that she can paint roses, and that she has

a dog,— why, what more can we wish ?

When this young lady and gentleman first

meet, Dora is unhappy. David's heart is touched

to the quick : he must make her happy ; it is

his one mission here upon earth. They are

never friends : they are lovers from the begin-

ning. Their courtship has the necessary draw-

backs to show them that their love is the genuine

article. As we listen to their chatter, it may

occur to us that Dora cannot make a reasonably

long speech without bringing in her dog ; that,

in fact, her chief theme of conversation is her

dog, and that the minor themes are not very

profound. We do not wonder, however, as

lovers' conversation is generally more emotional

than serious. There is no doubt that every word

came from the heart, as she had no brain from

which to draw; but, in spite of that, the engage-

ment ring encircled the delicate little finger, and

the marriage ring quickly followed.

David had had his dreams of the future : he

would be married to this charming creature

;

they would live in an artistic little dove-cot,

with Dora always there to aid and advise him

;

he would have a home, and a sweet wife to pre-

side over it ; and, when his friends would come

to visit them, Dora would do the honors of the

hostess, preparing the wholesome dinners ; and

when he came home in the evening, tired and

waary, he would find his loving wife with a

dainty tea waiting for him ; they would then

talk of the future, of their hopes and fears.

David was, however, roughly awakened from

the rapture of these dreams by the actual expe-

rience of married life. They were married

;

they lived in the little dove-cot ; Dora was

always there ; she would meet him, cling to him,
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and call him all the pet names in her vocabu-

lary : but aid and advise him she could not

;

she did not know how. He tried to form her

mind : he could not, as she had none.

After he had been married a short time, he

invited an old friend to dine with him. He was

not a little mortified when he found the main

entrance blocked up by a dog's house, the din-

ner half cooked, the dishes on the table all look-

ing drunk, and oh ! crowning disgrace, the dog

allowed to walk over the table, putting his feet

in the salt and melted butter, and making rapid

dives at the guest's plate. But David was afraid

to speak of these little annoyances, for fear of

hurting his wife's tender feelings. But when the

silver had disappeared, when the cook was found

drunk, when the grocery bill amounted to a sum

that was simply astounding for so small a family,

and when he had gone without his meals because

they were not prepared for him, he began then

to reason with his wife in a gentle manner : she

began to cry. He grew serious : she went into

hysterics.

David began to look at life seriously : his

helpmate was a bright and beautiful toy ; and,

like a child, he had instantly fallen in love with

the dainty doll, and, like the child, had too

soon found that a toy could become tiresome.

Dora loved her husband ; she thought each word

that fell from his lips was wisdom pure and una-

dulterated, and every thing that he did was right.

She loved nothing better than to sit with her dog

at his feet, and look up into his face while he

was at work ; and if he saw fit to put out his

hand and stroke her hair, and call her his mouse,

her cup was full. Responsibility ages a man

;

and only think what a bore a dog-Tray kind of

wife must become to a man who seeks for in-

telligent companionship and sympathy ; or how

tedious it will in time become to the husband

to listen to the endless chatter about a dog ; or

how wearisome to feel obliged to look after the

household, as well as to earn the money to keep

it going !

Twice Dora awakens to a suspicion of her

own deficiency. The first time is when she

comes to her husband, and asks him to think

of her as his child-wife. When she makes this

request in her simple language, we cannot help

loving her ; but when she jumps away, and

begins to teach the dog how to stand on his

hind-legs on the cookery book, she exasperates

us anew. She again awakens our sympathy

when she says her farewell words to David, and

we find perhaps a few tears dimming our eyes

;

but down in our inmost hearts we cannot help

thinking, that, to die as she did, before she had

tlost
forever the love of her husband, before she

had become unhappy as she certainly would

have become in a few years, was the most be-

PERSONALS.

Nettie Thomas and George R. Dickinson

were married at the home of the bride, Collins-

ville, Conn., Wednesday, June 25.

Mr. John K. Hays, brother of Jennie, was

married, at Williamsport, Penn., June 25, to Miss

Sarah B. Cargell of Williamsport.

Clara Prentiss was married to William B.

Tubby, at Holyoke, Mass., on June 24. They

will live at Holyoke.

We throw an old shoe at each and every

couple !

We were so sorry that Lottie Snell Simms was

kept from Commencement. If she had come,

'82 would have come within one of a full class

here. Emily Peabody was here Tuesday, but

went away on learning there would be no re-

union, company at home hurrying her.

Gussie Adams and Bertha Harris " hob-

nobbed " at Saratoga lately, Bertha attending

missionary meetings there.

Ida Young Thomas, in Danielsonville, is in

happy expectation of a visit from her old school-

mates, Etta Jones Clarke with her little daughter,

and Mabel Cheney Wilber with her two little

ones.

Jennie Johnson made a visit of two weeks to

Mabel and Cora Cogswell, at their (we speak

that we do know) delightful home in quiet Day-

ville. Grace Durfee ran down from Southbridge,

where she has been visiting Lina Bartholomew

(Why didn't you come to Commencement,
Lina?), and spent a day with them.

Nettie Young looks just as she did a year

ago ; and Ida Cogswell Bailey, in her cheery

home, and with her bright little girl, even more

charming than ever.

May Bailey has a new house (not her own
own yet, but her father's, though we shouldn't

wonder— ) and has charge just now, and does

her housekeeping much like Edith Flint Barker,

we suspect.

Altogether, a bright circle of Lasell's old girls

in that favored quiet section.

Miss Lottie Mallory, who is attending school

at Amherst, made some of her friends a hasty

visit last month.

Hattie Clark and Charles L. Van Doren

were married June 1 7, at Trinity Chapel, Twenty-

fifth Street, near Broadway, New York. Con-

gratulations of Lasell friends.

Miss Helen M. Hoke and Rev. Henry H.
Sangree were married June 2, and are " at

home," Hanover, Penn.

Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Penfield received their

many friends at Willoughby, O., Tuesday even-

ing, June 2.

We are glad to hear of C. Gussie Adams,

through her report as Treasurer of the Young

Women's Mission Circle of Saratoga, as pub-

lished in the " Saratogian."

From her busy life in home and church work

at Easton, Penn., Mamie Shellenberger sends

greeting to her friends here. From her we hear

also that Mrs. A. D. Cooke (Delia Hopkins,

class of '70) resides in Philadelphia. We would

like Mrs. Cooke's exact address.

Mr. and Mrs. Hicks (Alice Mayo) made

us a too brief visit recently. Their residence is

Needham, Mass. Mr. Hicks's office is in Bos-

ton.

Grace W. Brooks and James C. Elms, jun.,

were married May 28, and "at home, June n
and 18, corner Eldredge and Vernon Streets,

Newton, Mass."

Old girls will recall the pleasant face of Julia

Wells, who was here in '74. She was married

May 10, 1885, to Dr. Fred W. Lovejoy of East

Pepperell, Mass., and so will be living near

Helen Winslow henceforth, and not too far to

come to Lasell now and then. Our congratula-

tions, Julia !

Lina A. Maynard and Frank E. Bramhall

were married June 3, and are at home, 30 Tenth

Street, Lowell, Mass.

Why couldn't you come to Commencement,
Lina ?

From Abby W. Davis, Massachusetts General

Hospital, we are sure to hear of faithful work.

She sends also this message to the flower-gath-

erers :
—

"Received a large box of beautiful flowers

to-day marked from Lasell. Please thank the

girls who gathered them, and say that the flowers

were distributed all over the hospital, and gave

great pleasure to the patients and nurses. . . .

" In my work here I have often occasion to

be very grateful for the many, many things said

to me at Lasell about being of use in this life,

and realize what was done there to fit me for

my present duties."
— .

—

OUR NEIGHBORS.

Theodore Thomas has invited the Yale and

Amherst Glee Clubs to accompany him through

Europe. Amherst has already accepted.

President Eliot takes a year's vacation, com-

mencing next fall.

Mrs. Mary A. Livermore, who lately addressed

the students of Harvard on " Temperance," is

the first woman who ever addressed an audience

in Sanders Theatre.

A party of Seniors from Amherst are planning

to take a trip on foot through Germany and

France this summer.
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The two lower classes at Dartmouth had a

hat rush recently, which resulted in the suspen-

sion of two men, and the putting on probation

for six months of many others.

Princeton is expected to take the Lacrosse

championship this year.

The largest Sanskrit class in the country is at

the University of Pennsylvania, and numbers

eleven students.

The buildings of Chicago University have

been sold at auction on account of a claim of

an insurance company on the university.

"What do you think of Fielding?" asked a

Boston girl of a Harvard graduate. " Oh, it's

important, of course ; but it don't amount to

any thing without good batting !
"— Ex.

Harvard gives its professors one year in every

seven for private study.

At Yale a Chinese student took the prize for

English composition.

Secretary Bayard is to deliver the Com-
mencement address at the University of Kansas.

Froude, the historian, who is now in this

country, will visit Yale and Harvard before

leaving for England.

MUSICAL NOTES.

Marie Van Zandt, it is reported, has been

engaged for an American tour next season.

A sensation has been created in Madrid by a

new Spanish musical composer named Villate.

He is thirty-three years of age, but has not pro-

duced any work before his own countrymen till

now, though one of his operas was well received

at Paris, and another at The Hague. The opera

with which he has taken Madrid by storm is

called "Balthasar." The libretto is in Italian,

and was taken from a Spanish drama by a French-

man named D'Ormeville.

The bi-centenary of Handel's birth has been

commemorated by two concerts at the Paris

Conservatoire, the programmes including selec-

tions from "Israel in Egypt," and "Judas Mac-

cabseus."

" Melodious, but stupid ! " was the general

verdict of the first nighters on " Mikado," in

London.

Within the past six months, Mario, Carmelo,

and Maria Bellini— brothers and sister of the

opera composer— have died at Catania, Sicily.

Mario Bellini was an eminent church musician.

Abt directed several of his own compositions

at Gilmore's World's Peace Jubilee in Boston, in

June, 1872, to the great delight of the assembled

thousands.

Great preparations are being made at Stutt-

gart— one of the favorite resorts of music-loving

Americans— for the musical celebration to take

place there during the summer.

Abt was sixty-six years of age at the time of

his death.

Mr. James W. Davison, the famous musical

critic, is dead. He was the husband of the

eminent pianist, Mme. Arabella Goddard. He
was over seventy years of age.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

It is stated that some of the French railway

companies are about to adopt an electric gate-

opener. A catch connected with an electric

magnet keeps a gate closed. When a train

approaches, it closes the circuit, releases the

catch, and the gates fly open. The last car on

the train as it passes through opens the circuit,

and the gates are again closed. The same appa-

ratus rings a bell violently on the approach of

each train.

A New Destructive Missile. —A new shrap-

nel shell for hundred-ton guns has been invented

by an Italian admiral. At thirty feet from the

cannon's mouth, the shell bursts, throwing for-

ward seventy-five smaller projectiles, which in

their turn burst into a fan-shaped shower of balls

and fragments of metal, with terribly destructive

effect.

To deodorize Kerosene.— A little chloride of

lime dissolved in warm water, left in a lamp or

can which has held kerosene, will deodorize it

very soon.

The Bicycle.— It is probable that the bicycle

and tricycle will become in the future as much

of a staple article of manufacture as the common
road-wagon of to-day. In England fifteen mil-

lion dollars are now invested in their production,

employment being given to ten thousand people.

Several natural gas- wells have been struck in

Bowling Green, O.

The experiment of lighting cars on the New
York and New England Railroad by means of

incandescent lights has proved very satisfactory.

Galvanized-iron tanks are forbidden to be

used on French men-of-war.

The Russian Government is experimenting

with balloon-steering by the aid of electricity.

Many of the signal lamps on the Great West-

ern Railway, England, are being fitted with

electric lights.

A quarter of a century ago Dr. Bonley, pro-

fessor at the Veterinary School of Alford, dis-

covered that gas-works employees escaped all

contamination during the cholera epidemics.

The Royal Academy of Turin offers a prize

of twelve thousand francs for the most useful and

striking discovery in anatomy, physiology, pa-

thology, the exact sciences, geography, or statis-

tics, effected between Dec. 31, 1883, and Dec.

31, 1886. Members of the Academy are not

eligible to the competition.

Nova Scotia produced 54,885 tons of iron-

ore in 1884.

THE MAGIC HAIRPIN.

The proof of a boy's mechanical skill is usually

what he can do with a jackknife ; the proof of a

woman's is what she can do with a hairpin, says

an exchange.

Few women take naturally to ordinary tools.

They use hammers in a gingerly and ridiculous

manner, or they pound their fingers with them
;

they put blunt pointed nails along instead of

across the grain, and then wonder why it splits;

they use screw-drivers principally to pry open

boxes ; and they think wire-pincers were made to

crack nuts with. But they know how to manage

a hairpin.

" A lady," said an observant gentleman the

other day, " always opens a letter better than a

man. A man tears off a corner, and then pulls

the envelope more or less to pieces in getting at

the contents ; but a lady draws a hairpin, inserts

one prong at a corner, and rips open the edge

as neatly, easily, and quickly as if the tool were

made for the pupose."

With the same " tool" she can, and frequently

does, button her glove, and occasionally her

boots. She cuts the magazines with it. She

twists it into clasps for broken jewelry. She uses

it to suspend plaques. She employs it to draw

corks, and also to snuff candles. She inserts it

into windows to keep them from rattling, and uses

it to brace back shades that incline to tumble

down. She succeeds, with its help, in turning

the hasps of windows from the outside when

obliged by accidental lock-out to burglarize her

own house. She arms herself with it when

travelling, to keep disagreeable neighbors at a

respectful distance. She files receipts upon it.

She pins up notices to the milkman with it. She

even bends it roughly into the form of an initial,

and hangs it in the keyhole of her intimate

friend's lock, by way of a card, when she has

forgotten her card-case, and the family are out.

The fan has long been regarded as the object

most suggestive of the Spanish women. Ladies

of other countries are famed for their especially

graceful or skilful use of other dainty, family,

feminine articles. But, if we were asked to select

the thing most truly representative of the great

American girl, we would name without hesitation

the neat, the ingenious, the inexhaustible, the

magic hairpin. — Exchange.
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POLITICAL NOTES.

The United States minister to Turkey, the

Hon. S. S. Cox, is expected to enter upon his

duties there July 10.

The North-west rebellion is over,— uncondi-

tional surrender of Poundmaker and thirty of

his braves to Gen. Middleton.

The militia force of the United States num-

bers 90,000 men. New York's force alone is

10,000.

James VV. Whelpley of New York is ap-

pointed assistant treasurer of the United States

being promoted from cashier.

The disputed points having been agreed to,

the formal treaty of peace between France and

China is reported to have been signed June 10.

A new route for mail service between the

United States and Cuba, by rail to Tampa, Fla.,

thence by ocean, will go into operation some-

time in August.

Ex-Gov. Hubbard of Texas, United States

minister to Japan, sailed June 2, on the steamer

" City of Tokio," for Yokohama.

The South American Commission was cor-

dially received by the Government at Monte-

video June 8, via Galveston. It has been asked

to use its influence in favor of extending the

American cable system to Uruguay. The com-

mission will ask the United States Government

to exert its good influence to this end. The

commission was to leave Rio de Janeiro on the

1 8th of June.

In his inaugural address, Gov. Currier of

New Hampshire remarked that the State had

lost the distinctively agricultural character of its

early history. While that is true, New Hamp-
shire has reason to be proud of the fact, that,

under the fostering care of a protective tariff, it

has gained enormously as a manufacturing State.

In twenty years, under that policy, it doubled

the annual value of its manufactured products,

and increased over one hundred per cent the

amount paid in wages to its workmen. At the

same time, its farms were greatly enhanced in

value. No wonder the governor " favors the

continuance of a protective policy." If the

State had been compelled to rely on agriculture,

it must necessarily have fallen behind in compe-

tition with the growing West ; but the mills, in

furnishing a home market, added to the value of

the farms.

A clergyman asked the blessing at the table

in a house where they were unaccustomed to

thank the Lord for his blessings. A little boy

picked up his plate, scanned it closely, then,

looking over to the clergyman, said, "Mister,

there isn't any reading on my plate."

O heart of mine, keep patience ! Looking fenh,

As from the Mount of Vision, I behold,

Pure, just, and free, the Church of Christ on earth, —
The martyr's dream, the golden age foretold !

Whittier.

QR. E. N. HARRIS, Dentist,

EVANS HOUSE,

175 Tremont Street, Boston,

Suite 24.

GEORGE E. JOHNSON,

DEALER IN

Hay, Grain, ^ Feed,

Lexington Street, Auburndale, Mass.

BRIGGS WADS WORTH,
Commission Merchant, Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Etc.,

Stall 8g, Faneuil-Hall Market, Boston.

Art Novelties
FOR DECORATION.

ARTISTS' MATERIALS
FOR

Crayon and Charcoal Drawing ; China, Oil, Water-Color,

and Lustra or Iridescent Painting.

STUDIES OF ALL KINDS.

Bevelled Plate Glass, Cardboard, Polished Black and

Cherry Panels ; Mirrors ; Brass, Porcelain,

Composition, and Wood Plaques.

Frostings, Brocades, Bronzes, and Flitters.

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE.

SPECIAL TERMS TO STUDENTS.

Wadsworth, Howland, & Co.,

82 and 84 Washington Street,

BOSTON.

G. H. INGRAMAM,

=Apothecary,—
Corner of Waltham and Washington Sis.,

WEST NEWTON.

Young Ladies

Boots, Shoes, and Slippers,

Stylish and Durable, at Moderate Prices.

GYMNASIUM SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Thayer, McNeil, & Hodgkins,

4."] Temple Place, Boston.

V. A. PLUTA,

^°»PROVISIONS,
Corner Auburn a?id Lexington Streets.

Jhrost Clf Adams,
Importers of, and Wholesale and Retail Dealers in.

Artists $3aterials,

Decorative Art Novelties,

Art Pottery, etc.

ARTISTS' OUTFITS OF EVERY KIND.

Ebonized Panels.

Winsor & Newton's Colors-

German Colors.

French Colors.

Tucker & Green's Colors.

Sketch Blocks.

Plaques of all kinds.

China Colors.

Mirrors for Decorating.

Artists' Boxes.

Artists' Brushes.

Artists' Canuas.

Handbooks on Art.

Studies to Rent.

Lustra Painting Materials.

Water-Colors.

Bronzes.

Brocades.

Spangles.

China for Decorating.

Paper Panels.

Tambourines-

Repousse Materials.

Canuas Stretched.

Drawing Instruments.

Plague Rims.

Artists' Easels.

Drawing Paper.

Materials for Tapestry, etc.

Kensington Painting Materials.

SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS SUPPLIED
AT LOW FIGURES.

jJ Cornhill, Boston.

4S- SEND FOR A CATALOGUE. -®8
F. S. Frost. H. A. Lawrence.

Picture-Frames,

Art-Materials, Engravings, Photographs, Alber-

types, and eiery kind of picture.

Frames, Passepartouts, Easels of every Kind.

Panels,

Plaques, Papers, Colors, and various Art-Ma-

terials.

Framing reasonably and promptly done.

C. H. CODMAN & CO.
(Successors to G. S. BRYANT & CO.),

No. 34 Bromfield Stret, Boston.
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Marsh,

& Co.

Dry Goods Shopping

BY MAIL.

Send for our Illustrated

Catalogue for all information

relative to goods and prices.

Mailed free to any address, on

application.

Rookwood Pottery
OF CINCINNATI

Are pleased to announce that their new
Art Parlor, at No. I West Street, is

now open, with a full display of their

ARTISTIC Productions in Pottery, suitable

for WEDDING, BIRTHDAY, and

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

Geo. E. Richardson & Co.,

Fruit, Nuts, etc.
No. 1 Faneuil-hall Square,

BOSTON, MASS.

--WEBERS^-
{2j, 27 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON)

Ladies and Gents Restaurant.
Oysters and Salads a specialty.

OPEN AFTER THEATRES.

Caterer for Wedding Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinner and
Evening Parties, and Receptions.

Also Club Suppers at short notice aitd reasonable prices.

ESTABLISHED 1823.

Chickering Pianofortes.

The Largest and Oldest Pianoforte Manufac-

tory in the United States.

6g,ooo INSTRUMENTS MADE.

Grand, Square,-

-and Upright

PIANOFORTES.
For Sale.

Second-hand Pianofortes, in great variety,

for sale and to rent, at various prices, by

Chickering & Sons,
152 Tiemont St., Boston. ijo Fifth Ave., New York.

Rand, Ave-

ry, & Co., Printers, Elec-

trotypers, and Binders, 117

Franklin Street, Boston.

dlark, yidarns, & Cdark,
IMPORTERS OF

/^ROCKERY, CHINA,^ AND GLASS;

French and German Fancy Goods

;

65 and 67 Franklin Street,

Corner of Arch Street,

BOSTON.

CHARLES G. TINKHAM,

Livery, Hack, and Boarding Stable,

Corner of Lexington and Severn Streets,

AUBURNDALE.

Walker & Pratt Manufg Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Heating and Cooking Apparatus,

Nos. j1 and j5 Union Street,

BOSTON.

ESTABLISHED 1847.

Aaron R. Gay & Co.,

NO. 122 STATE STREET, BOSTON,

Stationers
AND

J^lank J3ook ]\4 anufacturers,

First-Class Account Books of any desired

pattern made to order.

S. S. GA Y. ED WIN W. GA Y.

SPRING MILLINERY.

MRS. M. H. KIMBALL,
DEALER IN

French Flowers, Hats, Bonnets, and
Trimmings,

MELROSE STREET, AUBURNDALE.

SWAN & NEWTON,
Dealers in

Poultry, Wild Game, Etc.,

No. 18 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston,

HENRY SWAN. S. B. NEWTON.

DENTIST=—
Dr. H. L Sanderson,

Office, Robinsons Block, West Newton.
Nitrons Oxide and Ether administered when desired.

ALFRED BRUSH,

APOTHECARY,
Plummets Block, corner of Aubttrn

and Lexington Streets, Aubnrndale.

/IRE you out of Paper ? In need of Visiting Cards,
** Blank-books, or any kind of Stylographic Pens, or

Stationery ? Try

WARD & GAY,
184 Devonshire Street, .... Boston.

CLASS DAY INVITATIONS A SPECIALTY.

C. A. W. CROSBY,

^^Watches, Jewelry,-
SILVER AND PLATED WARE.

AJd. Washington Street, . . . Boston.

MILLS BROTHERS,

Cooperage Stock,
Office, 160 State Street,

Yard, 473 Commercial Street. BOSTON.
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We see by the June Leaves that the editor's

sympathy is extended to the poor unfortunate

who next takes up the pen she so carefully

lays down. Grasping it in our turn, we wish

to thank her for her interest and sympathy

both, and if there is any more lying around

uncalled for, it would be gratefully received by

the present careworn editor, whose brow is,

thus early, furrowed by the anxiety incident to

the height of her position.

The year has begun very pleasantly. There

are many new girls,— almost more than there

ought to be, it seems sometimes, when we look

around the chapel and find strange faces where

last year familiar ones beamed on us with all

the charm of " auld acquaintance."

Yet the old girls are well represented, and

i

we like the new ones, so " contentment reigns."

Next year the new-comers will be old girls, and

even now we feel a kindred pang as we think

how the poor things will miss us.

The class of '85 has left an aching void, and,

even with our united self-esteem, we members

of '86 dare not claim to fill it quite yet. But

we hope to grow to it. We all have "longings

sublime, and aspirations high."

Feminine curiosity can be studied in all its

phases at Lasell There is always some sub-

ject on hand about which the wildest conjec-

tures are made, and the most startling theories

advanced. Just now it is our prospective na-

tatorium, and those girls who are blessed (?)

with the average amount of curiosity and a

little more than the average amount of imagi-

nation, are giving their duller sisters the bene-

fit of their powers.

We are inclined to think that the natatorium

is all a myth, "begot of nothing but vain fan-

tasy." For ever since the new gymnasium was

built, the vacant space under it has been de-

clared by some wise ones to be destined for a

bowling-alley ; while others, yet wiser, were of

the opinion that all Lasell needed to make it

perfection was— a skating-rink. To our mind,

the dream of the natatorium seems more tan-

gible, but it is all a mystery.

Visions of the new girls taking their first

lesson in the art of swimming, arrayed in gar-

ments wonderful in color and design, flit before

our eyes, while the appalling thought comes to

us that in the dim future a swimming exhibition

may be one of the prominent features of class

day.

Just imagine the gray and reverend seniors

performing wonderful feats in the foaming

brine (?), surrounded by an enthusiastic and

admiring audience ! Picture a dripping mer-

maid walking up to receive the first prize for

diving from professor's hand ! Think of the

difficulties a poor senior tvould labor under,

trying to look charming and dignified with

water running in miniature torrents down over

her face, and her hair separating into very ugly

and unromantic pigtails !

Will this ever be ? Who can tell ! This is

a progressive age.

FINISHED.

She has graduated from her fashionable

boarding-school and come home. She has
" finished her education," and next fall she will

"come out." The chrysalis state is ended,

and the butterfly state begins. She has been

a nun for four years, and she thinks that quite

long enough. Her father has paid four or five

thousand dollars for her education. When he

takes an account of stock, he shakes his head

doubtfully ; if he dared, he would question au-

dibly whether the investment has paid. But

he is under altogether too good discipline to

raise any question. Besides, if the truth must

be confessed, he knows more about the value

of pork than of Latin, French, mathematics,

and music. But he sometimes looks at the

finished young lady, and remembers the artless

and simple-hearted little girl of eight years

ago, and in his heart of hearts he wishes that

she had been left unfinished. He has the un-

cultivated taste to prefer the pine in its native

wildness, as he remembers it in the pasture of

his boyhood, to the pines in his Italian garden,

trimmed and fashioned in all fantastic and un-

natural shapes.

But though he sometimes has misgivings,

she never has. She has gone through the ap-

pointed probation ; has completed the process

of intellectual incubation, and has no doubt of

her ability to fly. She can generally under-

stand the French phrases in the last society

novel, and so she has finished the modern lan-

guages. She can play a dozen set pieces on

the piano, if she has her notes and is not out

of practice ; so she has finished her musical

education. She has brought home in her trunk

half a dozen crayon copies from pictures given

her by her master, and after he has gone over

them and touched them up they present a very

respectable appearance ; so she is a finished

artist. She has read the first book of Milton's

" Paradise Lost," and parsed most of it, so she

has finished English literature. She can rattle

off the names of the crowned heads of England,

and knows that William the Conqueror won the

battle of Hastings, that Henry VIII. was not a

model husband, and that Charles I. was be-

headed by Cromwell ; so she has finished Eng-

lish history. She has committed to memory
the greater part of Butler's " Analogy," and
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recited it; so she is finished in Moral Philoso-

phy. Finished ! Poor girl ! Infinity is about

her, eternity is before her, and the germ of

divinity is within her, and she knows it not.

Finished ! Alas ! she does not know as much

as poor Joe of Tom-all-alone's, for he knew

enough to say, " I don't know nothink." A
musician who can tell you nothing about the

schools of music or the great musicians— the

passionate vehemence of Wagner, the intellec-

tual depth of Schumann, the artistic perfection of

Mendelssohn, the spiritual fervor of Beethoven !

An artist who has never learned either to read

nature or to interpret it, to whom the daisy is

only a common weed, and the tree is useful only

because it keeps one who hides beneath its

shade from being frightfully sunburnt ! A
scholar who cannot tell you the difference be-

tween an idyl and an epic, between Milton and

Pope, between Walter Scott and George Eliot!

She does not even know how to walk, but goes

along the sidewalk with a mincing gait almost

as excruciating to the beholder as it must be to

her ; nor how to breathe, for she has tortured her

beautiful form into the semblance of an hour-

glass, through which the sands of life are run-

ning fast. Her expensive education has given

her absolutely nothing but "accomplishments"
— an ironical term used to signify the posses-

sions of a girl who has incapacitated herself for

accomplishing anything.

When a girl has " finished her education,''

she is spoiled, and a lifetime can hardly undo

the mischief. Superficiality has developed

nothing but self-conceit ; and even a husband

and children will hardly suffice to take that out

of her. But, for the sake of girls yet unspoiled,

we warn paterfamilias against the fashionable

boarding-school that finishes education for its

unfortunate victims. There are plenty of good

girls' schools in America
; no need any more

to send to these finishing shops, which are all

veneer and varnish. The true girls' school

condemns the high-heeled shoe and the tortur-

ing corset, and give a free, firm step, a graceful

carriage, and a well-developed frame. It gives

a love for music, not a mere mechanical skill

at piano-playing ; a love for books, not a mere

memorized list of authors and their works ; a

comprehension of the evolution of the race, not

a mere table of dates and events ; a love of

nature, not a mere school- girl's crayon imita-

tion of copies set. There are plenty of such

schools in America, — schools that, in lieu of

accomplishments, endow with capacity for

achievement. We are far from thinking that

man's studies furnish the best material for wo-

man's education. But our girls' colleges have

had a hard task before them to establish the

fact that girls can be educated, that they

are capable of real development. That task is

done. The capacity of woman for the highest

self-development and her right to the highest

self-development are no longer open to ques-

tion. The odious combination of " women, in-

fants, and idiots " is relegated to the past.

What is the best curriculum for the develop-

ment of womanly character we have, perhaps,

yet to learn. The male intellect cannot solve

that problem by profound meditation in the

study on " the sphere of woman." We must

evolve the true intellectual gymnasium for

girls, as we have evolved the intellectual gym-

nasium for boys, out of actual experiment.

Meanwhile with Vassar, Smith, Wellesley, and

Bryn Mawr, with South Hadley, Norton, Brad-

ford, and Lasell, and with the innumerable

fitting schools to which these and kindred in-

stitutions have given rise, presided over by

women who are scholars and Christians, whose

schools are not a chrysalis, and whose gradu-

ates are not butterflies, it is an unpardonable

sin to send a poor rich girl to a fashionable

school, where she learns to dress, but not to

live ; to talk, but not to think ; to pretend, but

not to be.— The Christian Union.

DISSOLVING VIEWS.

When I have been long gone, if one I love,

And who loves me, shall chance upon a ring

That I have worn, or any simple thing, —
A knot of ribbon or a faded glove, —
I wonder if the sight of it will move

To fond remembrance, and if tears will spring,

And if the sudden memory will bring

A sudden sadness over field and grove.

Perhaps ; and yet how quickly we forget

!

And how new scenes, new faces that we meet,

Crowd out the old, — until the world grows gay

Above forgotten graves. Softest regret

Grows stale by keeping ; and, however sweet,

No Past has quite the sweetness of To-day.

Selected.

Sparks from the Senior Table.— (At

dinner.) ist Senior to Senior near the head of the

table. — " What is better than a nice big piece

of lovely peach-pie ?
" 2d Se?iior (pondering the

nebular hypothesis, and consequently a little ab-

stracted). — "Give it up." ist Senior (with a

look of resolution in her mild blue eye) . — " Two
pieces." She got another.

ist Senior (in the course of conversation.') —
" He 's a poor miss-guided youth." Chorus of

Seniors.— " Oh, how interesting" ! Is he wild ?

"

1st Senior (rather startled at the effect of her in-

nocent remark).— "Oh, no, not that; but he

does everything his sister tells him to." (Faint

groans, succeeded by* sdence deep and profound.

Gertrude plaintively asksfor the salt.)

Prof. Bragdon's Horrible Pun. — Pro-

fessor (pointing to some rocks on the route to

Conco>d). — "These, girls, are what the New
England cows feed upon ; that is the reason

they are so hardy /"

A LETTER FROM CALIFORNIA.

San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 21, 1885.

I want to tell you of one of the most novel

sights we have enjoyed this week.

It was nothing less than a Chinese holiday

procession.

We had no knowledge of the approaching

fete until Thursday, and we heard of it while

we were visiting one of the Chinese Mission

Schools, where we found all the scholars' minds

full of the " Hong Wong Festival," which was

to occur on the following Tuesday.

Of course we hastened to " Chinatown

"

early in the morning of that day, and there we

learned that Hong Wong is one of the josses,

or gods.

September 15 is his birthday, and there is

an annual fete in his honor, and he is at this

time carried from his temple residence to the

theatre ; here he is left for the night. The
following morning he is escorted back to his

abiding-place, and 'mid the noise of fire-

crackers his excursion is ended. The streets of

Chinatown were crowded with " Celestials," and

an interesting and interested crowd they were.

There were merchants in broadcloth of the

finest texture, with their little satin caps, and

clean-looking sandals, and their queues braided

with care. There were common people in

coarse cotton shirts and trousers. There were

tall gaunt Chinamen, and short fat ones.

There were Chinese papas in plenty, tenderly

leading or carrying their funny little black-eyed

children. Have you ever seen any of the

queer little creatures ? Of course they were in

holiday attire, purple, green,or red drawers and

little loose shirts of something dark, bright silk

caps, with sashes, necklaces, ear-rings, etc.

One little girl, I remember, wore, in place of

a cap, a piece of black silk fringe, bound

around her head. She was especially fine as

to feet, having American shoes and big silver

anklets over them. We saw a number of

women sprinkled through the crowd, but they

must have been of the lower classes. The few

fine ladies here, I believe, do not go out in pub-

lic. Those whom we saw were plainly dressed,

much in the same style as their husbands.

Their ear-rings were the most showy articles in

their costume. These were of jade (a green

stone) and wrought gold, hoops immense in

size.

The style in coiffures is much plainer than

it used to be. Some few women had small

ornaments in their well-greased locks, but

nothing very noticeable.

We soon found a convenient doorstep above

the crowd, and very near where the procession

was being formed. The particular joss-house

was, in fact, just around the corner from us.

Down the street to the right were a number of
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gay banners showing through the trees. Up
the street one gay company stood awaiting the

signal to move, while back and forth and

around to the joss-house rushed the future

participants in the procession, hurrying to get

to their places. Seeing them thus separately,

we could thoroughly enjoy their magnificent

costumes. They were nearly all made of the

finest Chinese silks, and the combinations of

color were perfectly wonderful in their beauty.

We heard afterwards that the dresses were a

new set which had just been brought over for

the occasion, on the last steamer.

The company that was already formed wore

dark blue shirts, and over these, long, loose

jackets of light blue, and loose trousers of

another shade of blue still. Their hats were

curious round affairs, made of straw, in shape

like limpet shells. They were tied under the

chin by cherry ribbons, and lined under the

brim with the same color.

The men stood in ranks of two only. Each

carried a weapon, the handle of which was deco-

rated with a cherry-colored scarf. The flag was

an immense light blue silk one, the same shade

as the jackets, figured over with cherry-colored

designs and with an ornamental border of the

same bright hue. It was triangular in form,

like the real Chinese flag. The weapons all

had very long poles for handles, and were

curious in design. There were battle-axes,

tridents, murderous-looking knives, etc.

I noted down the colors of two or three cos-

tumes, and wish I could remember more. One

man whom we saw hurrying through the crowd

wore a loose shirt of orange-colored silk, a

broad sash of magenta, and green silk trousers.

From the knee to the ankle his white leggings

were wound with silk of varied shades, while

his sabots were trimmed with silver. This

combination looks dreadfully on paper, but

in the wonderful shades of Chinese silks it was

gorgeous. Another elegant costume consisted

of a bright blue shirt, orange sash, and white

trousers. Those wearing these brilliant

dresses wore no head-dresses, but had their

queues braided in with bright red silk and then

wound about their heads. Their broad scarf

sashes were knotted at the back, and then

wrought around so that the elegantly embroi-

dered ends fell at front or side. Large white

feather fans were carried by being stuck into

the knot of the sash. You do not know how

funny they looked in that position ; like a sort

of wing ! These fans were not, however, merely

for ornament. As the clay grew warmer they

were frequently in use. Fans held a promi-

nent place in Hong Wong's procession, for

they were the only things used by the mar-

shals in ordering the march ! When a halt

occurred, fans were waving everywhere, and

very gracefully too. I do not believe that

anybody else can manage a fan as well as a

Chinaman.

Finally, all was ready, and the procession

moved. At its head marched two standard-

bearers, one carrying an elegant United States

flag, the other a Chinese one. Not far behind

them walked two men with gay lanterns on

poles, and near these rode a little Chinese

girl on a big black horse. Horse and rider

were gayly decked. The latter was marvel-

lously attired in embroidered garments of rain-

bow hues. Her little face, brightly painted,

was surmounted by a head-dress of silk balls

and feathers. But I could not pretend to tell

of what followed, in regular succession. There

were bands of course, five if I remember

rightly,—Chinese bands may consist of two

men or of a dozen. The simplest consists of two,

who between them support a long pole, on

which hang the gongs. Both men are fur

nished with heavy sticks, and continuously

beat their respective gongs so that the strokes

fall in a kind of alternate tattoo measure.

More elaborate than this, is the band where

three or four gongs are carried in a sort of

canopied car, borne by several men. Beside

this car the musicians walk, bending over to

strike their instruments. Besides gongs, this

style of band has several men, who play on in-

struments of the cornet or flute character.

There are also men who produce a peculiar

tune on conch shells. The most elaborate band

rode in a wagon decorated in true Chinese

fashion. The music, aside from that of gongs,

was more like that produced by bagpipes than

by any other civilized instrument.

One company was dressed in "ashes-of-roses"

silk with cherry ribbons ; another in brown

shirts, cherry-colored sashes, and immense straw

hats lined with colored silks, and trimmed with

black velvet ribbon. The most curious dress

of all consisted of a long straight coat like a

dressin-ggown, tied at the waist with a narrow

sash. The coat was of yellow. One man in the

company wore light yellow, and another dark,

and as to the sashes, they were red or blue or

any brilliant shade. The hats were all trimmed

with bright red. To the brilliancy of the

dresses was added that of the banners, as the

procession wended its way through the narrow

streets. They were of every color and size, as

well as of shape.

There were clusters of flags of wonderful

colors, with very long poles, which made

silken bouquets in the sunlight. The features

of the parade to the Chinese, however, were

the joss-car and.the dragons. The former was

a handsome affair of " iron-wood " and heavy

gilding. Hong Wong was hidden from sight

within it. There were two dragons, one near

the head of the procession, the other near the

end. Their heads were immense pasteboard

affairs, with terrible rolling eyes, fur-tufted

brows, and wide-opening jaws. Each dragon's

head was managed by an athlete, his head and

arms being within that of the dragon. The
body of the beast was only a long sheet of

striped silk, guided by several men.

In front of the largest dragon walked an

athlete, who pretended to fight the dragon by

plunging a strange weapon at its open jaws.

None of those taking part in the procession

really marched. They could not have done so

with only the Chinese music. As there was no

marching, in the proper sense, the antics of

the dragon did not materially affect the move-

ments of the procession. Sometimes the

dragon would be occupied with diving in among
the crowd for some minutes. Then of course

there would follow a run to catch up with those

ahead.

On the second day of Hong's festival, the

dragon was everywhere saluted with fire-

crackers. Such noise I never heard in my life.

We were in one shop, whose proprietor (?) told

us that he set off ten thousand crackers. They
were suspended in long strings from the awn-

ing over the sidewalk, and as tl*ey exploded

just outside the window where we sat, the

effect was surely worthy of ten thousand ex-

ploding papers.

On this clay the enthusiasm was great. Win-

dows and balconies were crowded with women
and children, with fans, umbrellas, and in some

cases fire-crackers. Feasts of roast pig, con-

fectionery, chicken, tea, etc., with sticks of

burning punk, were set in doorways and along

the sidewalk. What these gayly decked tables

with their load of good things meant, we never

found out, but we supposed they were in some

way connected with the curious Chinese rites

and ceremonies.

Yesterday we went to see some of the most

elegant homes in San Francisco.

The first, Mr. Crocker's house, is one of a

group of four or five great wooden palaces,

which crown California Street Hill When I

tell yo'u of the interior, you will be surprised at

that word wooden, but people are so afraid of

earthquakes here, that nearly all the dwelling-

houses are of that material. It seems odd, to

see magnificent polished granite fence posts,

steps, and entrance decorations, to a wooden

house ! The porch floor at Mr. C.'s is of beau-

tiful inlaid stone, real mosaic work, and the

doors are of the finest carved woods. A col-

ored man met us at the door and took the

housekeeper's place in showing us about. On
one side of the central hall is a large drawing-

room, and on the other a library. Back of

these rooms an immense hall runs from one

end of the house to the other, crossing the en-

trance hall at the main stairway. As no one

had anticipated our coming, the skylights in
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the art gallery were covered, making the room

very dusky, but after the blinds at the windows

were opened, we were able to enjoy some of

the paintings as well as the room itself. The

floor is of different woods, inlaid in elaborate

patterns, and over the middle of it lie great soft

rugs in rich brown shades, to match the woods.

The furniture is upholstered in the same browns,

with some elegant material. A high dado of

inlaid woods runs around the room, and above

this is a dark maroon wall covering. There is

a very elaborate frieze frescoed in soft wood

colors. Beginning with forms of animal life, it

portrays the giving of intellect by the goddess,

and then carries on the story of the rise and

fall of the Roman Empire, the struggle of the

Middle Ages, and the subsequent growth and

development of intellectual life down to Hum-
boldt. It is all in symbolic and conventional

forms.

The gallery contains a beautiful collection

of pictures by modern artists, and several

pieces of statuary. Meyer von Bremen, Knaus,

Vibert and Meissonier were represented by

some interesting work. There is a splendid

Yosemite view bv Mr. Hill, the Californian art-

ist. Have you ever read of him ? I never had

heard c
r

..n until I came to this coast, last sum-

mer. This year we have seen four superb moun-

tain views, the work of his brush. There is a

wonderful atmosphere to them, the real blue

mountain haze.

From the art gallery we went to the

drawing-room. The carpet and hangings

are of soft, pale grayish colors, and the

latter are beautifully embroidered in dark red

silk. The furniture was nearly all shrouded in

linen, but is all upholstered in satin, covered

with embroideries. There are several chande

liers on pedestals of Mexican onyx and gilt.

A table in the centre of the room is of some very

dark wood— like ebony— Mexican onyx, and

malachite. The bric-a-brac, cabinets, Russian

bronzes, paintings, etc., are perfectly beautiful.

Mrs. Crocker's boudoir is a charming little

room. The fireplace, which was bought' at the

Centennial, is of onyx, silver, and heavy gild-

ing. It is used with a gas fire, but does not

seem to tarnish at all. The woodwork of the

room is all very light, the ceiling is daintily

frescoed, and the pictures are nearly all water-

colors. The combination makes the most

cheerful little apartment possible. We wanted

much to know the different woods used through

the house, but failed to recognize many of

them.

The dining-room, we could tell, is entirely

finished in ash. The dado has a band of carv-

ing representing various fruits and vegetables.

The chandeliers are of bronze, and surmounted

by pheasants in the same material. One of

he carved sideboards we recognized as having

come from the Centennial. Madam's bed-

room, the library, and the billiard-room are all

on the first floor. The first mentioned is fur-

nished in woods as dark as mahogany, and has

hangings of pale corn-colored satin, embroidered

in maroon silk and with velvet borders of the

same color. The library and billiard-room

were both elegant, but I should only weary

you by trying to describe them. I would like

to have gone upstairs, but of course we could

not do that.

Two or three weeks ago we went through

Governor Stanford's house, which, in furnish-

ings, is, if anything, more superb than Mr.

Crocker's. Each room is furnished in some

very distinct tone, and I find this makes it far

easier to remember. For one thing, there was

the Pompeian room, in soft gilt and white : the

carpet an exquisite thing, made by hand ; the

walls frescoed and ornamented with paintings

brought from Italy, as wall decorations ; the

vases, dainty ware which belonged to Marie

Antoinette ; and the upholstery, superbly em-

broidered to match hangings, made " abroad."

Mrs. Crocker journeyed around the world

and gathered from all lands to furnish a home
where she spends very little of her time, and

nearly the same might be said of her neighbor,

Mrs. Stanford.

The queer thing about these palaces is, that

their owners live so little in them. Governor

Stanford has a beautiful summer home at

Menlo Park, a few miles from the city, another

place in Sacramento, and I believe, also, a

place in New York, besides this in San Fran-

cisco.

My trip, so far, has been very pleasant and

profitable, and I am almost sorry that the time

for returning is so near, but I shall be glad to

be in school once more.

THE LASELLIA INITIATION.

The Lasellia Club initiation was, as always,

a great and glorious success. If any one has

any lurking doubts, let him apply to a new
member for convincing proof.

The tragic summons to appear at the club-

room door, at the witching hour of seven, as

also the kindly admonition to wear no un-

necessary apparel (which might mean little

or much), struck terror to the hearts of the

" unfledged." But twenty-five heroic damsels

appeared, and all bore the trying ordeal with

Spartan fortitude.

Of course the nameless deeds done in the

sacred precincts of the club-room can never

be revealed. " I could a tale unfold, whose

lightest breath would harrow up thy soul," but

my lips are sealed, " such blazon must not

be." We can only hint vaguely at untold

horrors.

The skull which presided over the official

documents, requesting the would-be members
to be present, was a very happy likeness, and

the design was peculiarly unique.

After the initiatory ceremonies, a new club-

song, written for the occasion, was sung, a few

verses of which we will quote.

Tune, — " Rally round the Flag."

As we stand with hearts united,

In our sisterhood so true,

Singing, Lasellia forever !

We '11 pledge our lives and fortunes,

And our promises ne'er rue,

Singing, Lasellia forever !

Chorus.— [A dead secret.)

Our owl 's the sign of wisdom, girls,

So let us grow more wise.

Singing, Lasellia forever I

With ambition for approval,

Without seeking for a prize,

Singing, Lasellia forever 1

Chorus.

We welcome you among us all

With open hearts and hands,

True to Lasellia forever I

And when this life's school-days are o'er,

We '11 meet in fairer lands,

True to Lasellia forever !

OUR GIRLS.

Wot Mere Appendages to Saratoga Trunks.

[Rev. D. Swing, in Chicago Current.]

The educated girl of to-day overflows with

affection toward her parents. Sharp words,

fearful reprimands, are unusual. The child so

fully desires to do what the parent wishes

should be done, that the home life is a con-

stant flow of companionship and affection

rather than the eternal reign of authority.

The girl of to-day, with rare exceptions, is

industrious and with a breadth of invention

and execution. The ironical and often mean
essays on the woman of the present picture

her as good for little except for accompanying

a Saratoga trunk on its wanderings in summer,

and for filling fashionable engagements in win-

ter. Much of this sarcasm is deserved by the

few, but when the millions of girls are thought

of as they are ornamenting their mothers'

homes in the villages and cities, the honest

heart cannot but confess that the word "girl"

never meant more than it means to-day. This

being, when found in her best estate, can go

gracefully from her silk dress and piano to a

plain garb and to work among plants, or to the

kitchen, or to a mission-school class. Nothing

any longer is beyond her. In the city she can

easily walk three miles. Languor has ceased

to be fashionable ; sleep in the daytime not to

be endured. The soul is thought to be action,

not repose.

All can contradict these words of praise
;

because all who think a moment can find ex-
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ceptions in girls who are always just dead with

a headache, or as averse as a mummy to any

kind of conversation or activity
;
girls who are

pleased with nothing and nobody. These ex-

ceptions are so disagreeable that they seem to

mar the whole world, and make the beautiful

characters invisible. In matters of this kind,

one can only offer opinions. One dare not

assert with confidence. At a popular summer

resort, where quite a number of these sixteen-

year mortals were met and observed daily, it

appeared in evidence and in common fame

that, to be full of obedience toward parents, of

kindness toward all persons and things, to be

industrious, to be full of inquiry and rational

talk, was not the exception, but the average of

condition.

Why should a few girls of marked vanity and

of giggling tendencies cast into reproach that

multitude whose hearts are as innocent as the

June flowers and June birds? Much of the

ruin of character comes in the later years of

woman, when the imprudence of late dancing,

late suppers, and the mental anxiety, and per-

haps sorrows, which come from the vain efforts

of the heart to ciea e a paradise of pleasure

away from duty, make the cheeks fade early,

and the eye lose its lustre in the morning, like

a sun that goes behind clouds before noon.

As for noble girls of sixteen, the western con-

tinent is full of them. They are in the cities,

in the villages, in the farm-houses. We meet

them on all streets, along all paths, in the

lonely and lovely country. They are ready for

all duty and happiness, and constitute, to all us

older and fading hearts, the most beautiful and

divine scene on earth.

SUMMER TRAVEL.

Character is never more clearly revealed

than in the bustle or annoyance or pleasure of

travel. The courteous, refined, Christian gen-

tleman, when on a journey, never forgets to be

polite, obliging, and unofficiously attentive to

the wants of the weak or infirm or unfortunate.

He never rushes for the best seat, oblivious as

to whether there are those who, for humanity's

sake, ought to be served first, but remembers

the Golden Rule.

The true, well-bred lady is never fussy nor

noisy nor uneasy. She does not talk loud in

the cars, nor is she too confidential with

strangers. She does not fret if the cars are

delayed. She does not worry for fear of acci-

dents. She takes care of her wraps or bundles

quietly. She is polite, good-natured, and con-

siderate of others.

If you are a true gentleman, or a real lady,

do not forget that people will know it by your

behavior when you are travelling. — Christian

Advocate.

ART NOTES.

The autumn exhibition of the National

Academy of Design in New York will open

November 23.

A loan exhibition of water-color paintings is

to be opened this fall, which will represent the

latest and most mature phase of English water-

color paintings, and will furnish examples of

the works of the best painters, and the choicest

selections. It will, without doubt, be the finest

collection of water-color paintings known in

America.

A member of Congress, who was a cavalry

officer during the war, visited the new Pension

Bureau in Washington the other day for the first

time, and was overcome when he made the

discovery that every cavalry man in the terra-

cotta relief frieze around the building is hold-

ing his horse's reins in the right instead of the

left hand.

Mr. Sidney Dickinson, formerly art critic of

the Journal, has prepared a series of light

illustrated lectures on European art, which he

will deliver this winter. Mr. Dickinson has

returned from a year of foreign travel, where

he has made a critical study of the continental

galleries.

A picture, like a book, must be read. You

may form a general idea by skimming it, but

its beauties will not reveal themselves to you

without research.

Another Washington portrait has been found.

This time it is a likeness made by a young

French artist at Winchester, Va., in 1784, while

Washington visited Mr. Hardy, in whose family

it remains.

The French authorities are 'making great

efforts to carry out their plan for forming a

large collection of portraits of painters, to be

deposited at the Louvre, a new attempt to

follow the example set long ago in the Floren-

tine gallery, where more than five hundred

portraits have gradually accumulated.

A word of warning is necessary at the begin-

ning of the college year for the purpose of

restraining the ambition of new students.

Very many come here with mistaken notions of

what a college course really is. They have

planned, perhaps, to take two years in one, or

to take the regular course and do enough out-

side work beside to meet their expenses. Such

persons almost invariably break down in health,

or escaping that become discouraged and in a

few weeks abandon the institution forever.

One who takes the course as laid down in

the catalogue and makes a first-grade record is

doing all that can be expected of the average

man. To attempt more is to sacrifice the

pleasures of a college course and perhaps the

greater blessing of a sound body.

WOMEN WHO HAVE ATTAINED SUCCESS.

George Herbert wrote :
" Words are wo-

men, deeds are men." Judge Story said of

women :
" Give them opportunities of physical

and mental education equal to those enjoyed

by men, and there is nothing to disqualify them

from attaining success in any field of mental

effort." There was far-reaching wisdom too in

the man who said :
" I object to putting women

into any public office, because it gives us a class

of officials without votes." There is no end to

cases where women have played exceptional

parts in war. Miss Anna Ella Carroll, through

her activity in saving Maryland to the Union,

made so great an impression on President Lin-

coln, that, desirous of obtaining a view of the

military situation in the West free from the

prejudices which divided the armies into cliques,

he commissioned her to go to the seat of war

and report confidentially to him. To the mili-

tary authorities in Washington Miss Carroll

submitted a report in November, 186 1, accom-

panied by a plan of operations making the

course of the Tennessee the line of action,

piercing the Confederate centre and taking

Vicksburg in the rear. This plan was adopted,

and led to the triumph of the Union armies.

Reduced to penury on her death-bed, her claims

substantiated, she asks a pension of Congress,

which, if ever granted, will be grudgingly be-

stowed.— The history of Sarah Emma E. Seeiye,

who, disguised as a man, went through our civil

war, reads like a romance. Falling sick, she

was ordered to the hospital. Her only alter-

native was to desert afterwards in her own

clothes and under her own name. She returned

to the army as a nurse, and cared for her late

comrades to the end of the war. She asks that

the charge of desertion be removed, and a pen-

sion granted for physical disabilities incurred

in the service. — The legislative committee of

the Iowa Legistature has presented to Miss Kate

Shelley, eighteen years old, a gold medal for

conspicuous bravery in warning an express train

of the fall of a bridge, July 6, 1881. This she

did amid wind, rain, thunder, lightning, dark-

ness. The light in her lantern went out, and

dropping on her hands and knees she crawled

from tie to tie across the high trestle bridge

over Des Moines River. Gaining ground again,

she ran to the station, told her story in breath-

less haste, and fell unconscious. The detail is

blood curdling. — Miss Carrie Sheads, who was

principal of the Oakridge Seminary at the date

of the battle of Gettysburg, earned a national

reputation for her heroic conduct in succoring

wounded Federal soldiers — Julia Natches, who

lives near Salisbury, in England, has been

awarded the Order of St. John of Jerusalem,

for bravery in saving the life of James Sodden,

a boy who had been several times tossed and
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gored by a bull.— Miss Annie E. Bond, who
died recently, gave fourteen years of her life to

the instruction of the deaf and dumb children

of the Horace Mann School, on Warrenton

Street. What Dr. Howe did for Laura Biidg-

man, bereft of sight and hearing, she did for

another afflicted human sister who had this

double eclipse of bodily sense. She quietly

faced death for nine years, and fell at her post

when life, purpose, and will no longer sufficed.—
Margaret uch Evan, of Pentlyn, Wales, is now

above ninety years of age. She was the great-

est hunter, shooter, and fisher of her time.

She kept a dozen dogs, terriers, greyhounds,

and spaniels. She killed more foxes in one

year than all the confederate hunts do in ten
;

rowed stoutly and was queen of the lake ; she

played the violin, and knew all the old Welsh

music ; did not neglect the mechanical arts,

for she was a very good joiner, and at the age

of seventy was the best wrestler in the country.

Margaret was also blacksmith, shoemaker, boat-

builder, and maker of harps. She shod her

own horse, made her own shoes, built her own

boats, while she was under contract to convey

the copper up and down the lakes. She had a

.congenial maid and friend, but death, at last

claimed this companion.—Two women hunters

were accidentally encountered in the Alvarado

marshes, California. At their feet lay a pile

of teal, widgeon, and rail. They explained

how they came to be hunters. One graduated

at a seminary, was very delicate, and was rec-

ommended to take outdoor exercise as the only-

escape from consumption. Tired of aimless

strolling, the girl learned to shoot, converted a

companion, and both became enthusiastic hunt-

ers. They knew the best duck passes in Ala-

meda County, where snipe are to be found, the

good quail cover, and seldom return without a

generous bag. Probably such specimens had

not come under the notice of George Herbert.

To corroborate the assertion of Judge Story,

the very interesting report of the Harvard

annex might well be cited. Without exception

the pupils seem to have convinced the profes-

sors of their ability to cope with the hardest

studies, and that without loss of health and

spirit, True they are picked women, as only

such would have voluntarily undertaken the ex-

periment. However, they have proved them-

selves peers of the very best among the young

men. Forty such students have solved the

problem of possibility; and now are they justly

invited to enter the time-honored college and

share what so many of their sex had so liberally

contributed? Not at all. They must collect

their own funds, get an endowment of $250,000

to make possible the fulfilment of their ideal.

And they will do it before a distant day. There

is wealth enough even among themselves. One

lady in New York is worth $4,000,000. An-

other, whose brother has died, becomes pos-

sessed of a heavy income. The way will be

open, and it would be more satisfactory to

have it done by those who are to be benefited.

By the death of Mrs. Louisa S. Vought, $ 1 20,000

is disbursed. A portion of the funds so lavishly

given for the brethren might in equity be ac-

corded the sisters. Mrs. Lawrence, of Chicago,

has contributed $50,000 for a dormitory in Yale

College. President Parnard, of Columbia Col-

lege, is an ardent champion of co-education,

but is not seconded by his associates. There

is hope in the fact that a graduate of Wellesley,

after one denial, has been admitted by the

trustees to pursue certain branches of astron-

omy, and is doing good work.

Miss Belle Slade has elected to study quan-

titative and chemical analysis at the next term

of Buchtel College. Miss Gilchrist has been

lecturing on the wonders of electricity, accom-

panying the same with fine experiments. Miss

Mary Wurm, of Southampton, England, has won
the Mendelssohn scholarship, the highest prize

attainable to English musical students. Sir

Arthur Sullivan was the first holder of this

scholarship. Mrs. Marilla M. Ricker, who has

been a member of the bar in Washington, D. C,
several years, has just been appointed, by the

Supreme Court of the district, a United States

commissioner and examiner in chancery. In

this capacity Mrs. Ricker can issue warrants

for violations of the statutes, hear cases, and

commit to the United States jail for the action

of the grand jury. She can also take evidence,

and dispose of cases of divorce. She is the

first woman who has been appointed to such

an orifice in the history of the government. A
bill has passed the New Jersey Legislature

admitting women as foreign commissioners of

deeds. There is a Ladies' International Col-

lege at Florence, received with favor by the

Italians. Others are suggested at Paris, Gen-

eva, Dresden, and Vienna.

Miss Alice Gardner, a distinguished student

of Newnham Hall, Cambridge, has been chosen,

out of twenty candidates, professor of history

in Bedford College, London, in succession to

Mr. Bass Mullinger. Miss Rosina Emmet's

portrait of her great-great-uncle, Robert Em-

met, was lately unveiled by the Speranza Club,

of New York. Miss Mary Rogers, of Dubuque,

is the author of the " Waverley Dictionary,"

a large volume, which is a key to all the novels

of Sir Walter Scott. A Russian lady named

Kowalewski occupies the chair of mathematics

at the high school in Stockholm, an institution

which promises to become a rival of the Uni-

versities Upsala and Lund. It is now proposed

in France that all women engaged in shop-

keeping, or any legitimate branch of trade,

shall be eligible as electors of judges in their

respective districts, and, further, make women

engaged in trade eligible as judges in cases

of litigation involving commercial interests.

French women have almost the monopoly of

retail trade in Paris, and in all large cities of

France. The first notary public certificate

issued to a woman in Connecticut has been

given by Governor Waller to Miss Mary Hall,

who was some time ago admitted to the bar in

that State. This is encouraging, since woman
suffrage has just been defeated there as well

as in Massachusetts and Iowa. Miss Minnie

F. Hoyt, of Connecticut, is the first person

appointed to a clerkship in the treasury depart-

ment under the operation of the new civil-

service rules. She is twenty-four years old,

and a graduate of Vassar.

All these facts are also confirmations of

Judge Story's views. We shall have officials

with votes, and their use to women will not

have been overrated. — The Religions Herald.

MUSICAL NOTES.

Gerster is coming to America this fall.

The College of Music, which is to be erected

on the Thames embankment in London, will

have some peculiar features. Several forms of

the classic are to be used by the architect.

One floor is to be Ionic, and another Doric.

There will be columns in every sort of archi-

tectural mode. Rooms are to be built so that

no sound can escape beyond the walls.

Schumann is at last to have a statue at his

birthplace, Zwickau, in Saxony.

Mile. Fohstrom, a Swede, is one of the favor-

ite sopranos of London at present.

The exclusive right to perform Wagner's

"Parsifal" in this country,even as concert music,

is claimed by Mr. Walter Damrosch, of the

New York Oratorio and Symphony societies,

at the Metropolitan Opera House. He pays a

royalty to the publisher for this right, and an

injunction would, it is claimed, be demanded

by the Wagner heirs upon any unauthorized

performance of the work in the United States.

Sarasate ranks among the first violinists in

the world. He is a Spaniard by birth.

Patti thinks of locating in Paris as a teacher

of music.

Geistinger returns to the New York stage

Nov. 24.

Mme. Cappiani has returned to New York

for her vacation tour.

Miss Rosina Vokes has selected Boston as

the- city in which to make her reappearance

after her long absence from the stage.

The seventh annual musical festival of the

Southeastern Massachusetts Musical Associa-

tion will be held at Taunton Oct. 21-23, x 885-

A fine array of singers and a strong series of

works are being engaged and selected.
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EIGHTEEN MONTHS OR THREE YEARS IN EUROPE.

I want to call attention to the plan of Mr.
Adams, formerly principal of th^Newton High
School, an accomplished educator and polished

gentleman.
From a brief acquaintance and, far more,

from the unqualified indorsement of prominent
men who know him well, I believe he will well

carry out what he promises.

The plan is to take ten or twelve boys to

study French and German ; so to study them
in the lands themselves that the languages shall

be perfectly acquired, that the young men shall

be as able to use them as the English are who
are really at home in those lands. The school-

ing shall go on in other branches, and travel

shall fasten and make real what is learned.

For circulars address T. D. Adams, Newton-
ville, Mass.
The plan, though new, seems to me to prom-

ise very useful results. c. c. b.

EUROPE AGAIN.

I am thinking a little of one more vacation

trip with my girls. My purpose is mainly to

visit some countries not often reached by vaca-

tion tourists. The plan in the rough takes, in

the order named, Ireland, Scotland, England,

Paris, Antwerp, Cologne, the Rhine, Heidel-

berg, Frankfort, Wiesbaden Dresden, Berlin,

Kiel, Warsaw, Moscow, St. Petersburg, Cron-
stadt, the Baltic along the Finland coast, stop-

ping at Helsingfors, Stockholm, the Gotha
canal (said to be the finest ride in Sweden),
Gothenburg, Copenhagen, Hamburg, the Eng-
lish Channel. From Frankfort those who
prefer may take Munich, Lake of Constance,
Lucerne, the Rigi, Lake of the Four Cantons,

St. Gothard Pass, Milan, Turin, Genoa, Pisa,

Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Vesuvius, Rome again,

Florence, Venice, Lake Como, Cadennabia
Porleza, Lake Lugano, Lake Maggiore. Ba-

veno, the Simplon Pass. Martigny, the Tete
Noire Pass, Chamounix, Geneva, Paris. The
two sections would return to New York to-

gether. I would like to have any who think of

going, let me know whether they would prefer
v the Italian or the Russian section. I have
thought that this would be a good time to see

Russia, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark, since

the presenge of the cholera in Southern Europe
might make some, perhaps with little reason,

timid as to Italy. I am not yet certain of go-

ing, but would like to know who of my old girls

would like to go, if Mrs. Bragdon and I go.

c. c. B.

w;

M

PERSONALS.

Miss Lizzie Luther and Mr. Frederick L.

^athrop were married at the home of the bride,

[5 Potter's Avenue, Providence, R. I., Sept. 2,

The new home of Abbie L. Frost is 77 Dela-

ware Street, Syracuse, N. Y. Her address is

Mrs. Frank T. Kent since Sept. 10.

Martha Prentice, of Leroy, N.Y., and Hat-

tie Sieberling,ofAkron,Ohio,have been spending

the summer at Cohasset with Nellie Parker, of

Worcester, and made us a too brief visit in

vacation.

Mamie Shellenbekger's thanks for "Lasell

Leaves," which are carefully read, and es-

pecially for " Personals," which she searches

first of all for tidings of her former school-

mates from whom she does not otherwise hear.

Mamie's address is still Easton, Pa.

Miss Carrie A. Kirby, who was one of the

Lasell party in Europe, was married Sept. 17,

at Amenia, N. Y., to Mr. Ebbe J. Preston.

Miss Nellie Grace Tracy and Mr. Charles

Ryan were married at Springfield, 111., Sept. 22

Miss Eveline Bartlett, a graduate of 1859,

writes :
" Heartfelt thanks for the photographs

of Lasell in 1859 and 1881,— the first very

natural ; the last making me glad that the

school has fallen into the hands of those who

are striving to make it all it should be. I

rejoice in its success." After teaching twenty-

four years in one high school, Miss Bartlett

spent a year in preparing, by a review of modern

languages and historical study, for travel abroad-

From this tour, she returned to go again in

books, over the ground visited abroad, before

resuming work. We hope that she may soon

redeem her promise of seeing " Modern Lasell

in working order."

The Fowler & Miller Co., Hartford, publish

in a neat form the pleasant " Reminiscences "

of Mrs. M. B. Lucas, read at the Alumnae

meeting June 17, 1885.

Laura, daughter of our friends, Mr. and Mrs.

W. I. Kimball, and sister of Mae, was married

Sept. 26, at the residence of her grandparents,

Mr. and Mrs. George Cook, of West Newton,

to Mr. W. B. Covell, of Atlanta, Georgia. Our

best wishes go with them to their Southern

home.

Miss Mary A. Moger and Mr. Asa W.
Young, Jr., were married Oct. 8, at Mt. Kisco,

N.Y.

Lottie Hardy made a brief, visit here in

August. She was to begin, the same week,

her second year of teaching in the public

school of her native place,— Chatham, Mass.

Miss B. B. Blackstone, of Lacon, 111.,

brought her mother, in vacation, to see her

former school home. Miss Blackstone has

been teaching for two years in a graded school

at Lacon, and has come now to pursue art

studies in Boston.

Prof. H. F. Frike, of the Northwestern

University, and Prof. True, of the Wesleyan

University, came together to look at Lasell in

vacation ; also, Mr. Nightingale, principal of

the High School at Lake View, 111., and Miss

Bates, principal of the Stewart Girls' School at

Garden City.

Mrs. Whitin, of Whitinsville, who was a pu-

pil at Lasell thirty years ago, came in August to

see her old school home ; a bright, still young,

lady, but quite unlike the girl, first at the left,

middle row, in a class of nine in the class pic-

ture in the library, whom she declared to be

herself, " so funny in puffs."

Miss Lutie Price is attending the Denver

University this year.

Misses Minnie and Birdie Routt are in

Washington at school this winter.

Miss Lulu Wells is still in Paris, and ex-

pects to remain there another year.

Misses Etta and Jennie Jackson are in

Boston, with Mrs. Morrill, at No. 104 Dart-

mouth Street. Miss Satie Mills is there also.

Mrs. M. made good use 'of her connection with

Lasell.

Miss Sara Belcher and Miss Gussie Adams
made Lasell a brief visit last week.

Miss Carrie Smith spent a Sunday with her

old room-mate,LeeLufkin,in the "same dearold

room." Carrie hopes to be able to come back

to us after Christmas, and we hope she may,

though she does not look quite equal to school

life at present.

Miss Jessie Macmillan, a member of the

Class of '82, and assistant art teacher in '83-

'84, called on us last week. She has been

pursuing her studies at the New York Art

League, and is going West this fall.

Miss Margaret Corcoran, " dear old

Mag," is at her home in Williamsport for the

winter. She says*, "Tell the old friends I'm

still banging away on my banjo." We would

like to hear the echo of the music down " the

hall," as of yore, Maggie.

Miss Jennie Williams, '85, is at her home
in Des Moines.

Miss Lou Fribley, who was at Lasell in '85-

'86, is said to be contemplating matrimony.

We can't believe it. It is not what we expected

of you, Lou.

Miss Annie Kirkwood is studying with a

governess this winter, at her home in Minne-

apolis. She expects to return to Lasell next year.

Miss Clare Comstock has returned from

Buttonwoods, and is now at her home in Provi-

dence, R. I.

Miss Helen Westheimer, who was a mem-
ber of the aspiring class of '86, does not return

to us this year. She is at her home in St.

Joseph, Mo.

Miss Georgie V. R. Prickette (so her cards

read) is visiting the Oswald sisters at Minne-

apolis.

Miss Lou Walston is still not content with

the wealth of knowledge gained at Lasell, but

is now studying Latin at the Decatur High

School.

Miss Grace Stebbins is studying music in

Boston this year.

Miss Florence Ryan is at school at Ogontz,

near Philadelphia.
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Miss Lizzie Whipple, dear to the heart of

old Lasellias, is at her home in Boston for the

winter.

Alice U. Magoun, of the class of '78, con-

tinues to be an invalid, but is hoping to be able

to spend the winter in the West, with a view to

improvement of health. She is still an enthu-

siastic student in the Boston Course of Home
Studies.

Mrs. Henrietta Crane Russell— who

will be remembered by former pupils as Mrs.

Crane— has lately been lecturing on the Del

Sarte system of gymnastics at Des Moines,

Iowa.

Miss Willard, the former teacher of mathe-

matics at Lasell, is now teaching in the same

branch at Clinton College, Clinton, Kentucky.

Miss Richardson, having left Lasell, is now

head teacher of Latin in Carleton College,

Northfield, Minnesota.

Miss Maude Haller is at home this year,

unable to enter Vassar as she anticipated.

Miss Sadie Hollingsworth, who was here

in '83-'84, is back again this year, and pro-

nounces Lasell the best school she has found.

Georgie Pricket, '85, has changed her sur-

name already ! We always prophesied that

Georgie would be prompt in this matter, but

so prompt ! And the strange part of it is,

that she still puts " Miss " before it !
" Miss

Prickette," she puts it. This is a droll way of

putting out a claim on the friendship of the

French Canadians, with whom she is planning

to spend the winter ! So says report.

The " S. D.'s" have great hopes for the

future welfare of their society, if the year ends

as well as it has begun, and it will continue to

be, throughout its future history, a great suc-

cess.

"S. D." INITIATION.

Saturday night, Sept. 26, witnessed the all

important event of initiating new members

into the " S. D." Society. At the appointed

hour there appeared before the door of the

society room a crowd of trembling damsels,

whose blanched faces and frightened glances

betrayed the great anxiety in their hearts for

their future safety. One by one the poor crea-

tures were led to their doom, and those unfor-

tunates, whose turn came last, were still more

terrified by the groans and stifled screams

which came from within. If the moon could

tell all that she saw as she looked in at the

window, stories of strange, wild sights and

wilder deeds would come to light : deeds that

would make the hair of those who have not

yet passed through the ordeal stand on end.

It is fortunate the moon keeps her secrets to

herself ; for, otherwise, many would be the

cruel deeds to be accounted for.

On the whole, however, the new members

stood the trial of initiation very well, and they

are to be complimented on their courage.

LOCALS.

There are many more names given for the

Symphony Concerts this year than there were

last year. So much for the increase of interest

in good music.

Junior's conundrum. — Why are the girls

who sat on the steep bank of the Charles River

the other evening, like articles sold at auction ?

Ans. — Because they were going ! going !

!

gone ! !

!

The Lasellia initiation bids fair to be more

terrible and bloodcurdling this fall than ever

before. The skull and crossbones on the in-

vitations and the ominous warning not to wear

unnecessary apparel will certainly fill the

heart of the would-be member with a nameless

dread. There will be thirty initiated. " Mis-

ery loves company."

Mr. Bragdon made a hasty run into Penn-

sylvania to help Miss Ransom celebrate her

birthday (Oct. 1), and to see a school property

he has thought a little of buying, to take the

overflow of Lasell. If he takes it, it will be run

as a Lasell, junior.

Would n't it be obliging to the young lady

who reads the mail in the Gymnasium, if some

would n't make quite so much noise trying to

keep the rest quiet ?

Inquisitive Junior {speaking of the Princess)

.

— Where did the prince go after he had flown

through the woods ?

Prof. Bragdon hints at the idea of club-

houses for the two societies. Wouldn't it be

splendid ?

freshman to Junior.— Is n't she pretty ?

y. to F. — I don't think she is exactly pretty,

yet she has very pretty pencilled eyebrows.

F. to J. — Pencilled ?

J. to F. — By nature, I mean.

F. to J.— Oh, I didn't think of that

!

The Junior English work this year will con-

sist chiefly of essay writing.

C. S. PHILLIPS,

PAINTER and GLAZIER,
All kinds of Woods Finished in the Best Manner.

WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR THE RAILROAD CROSSING,

WEST NEWTON.

This Space is Reserved for^^-

Dr. C. F. HAYNES,

WEST NEWTON, MASS.

O. Xv. w*>. Ky .

Required Books for 1885-6.

"The Chantauqaan," published monthly;
price for the year $1.50

Books for Oct, Nov., and Dec.

Barnes' Brief History of Rome - Price, $1.(0
Preparatory Latin Course in Snglish " 1.(0

Chautauqua Text-Book No. 16, " Koman
History"- .-...." .10

A Day in Ancient Rome .50

Books for Jan., Feb., and March.

College Latin Course in English - - " 1.00
The Bib e in the 19th Century - - - "
Pomegranates from an English Garden - "

Books for April, May, and June.

Political Economy "
** Human Nature" - - - - - " .50

In His Name - " .30

Books for the Garnet Seal Course,

This new " Seal Course " is designed for both graduate and
under-gr.duate members, and is especially recommended to all

students.

Beadings from Bnskio,

Beadings from Macatilay,

Art and the Formation of Taste,

The Life aDd Works of Michael Angelo.

Price, 75 cents eachj 4 vols, in neat box for $3.00.

All the books are now ready, and will be sent prepaid on
rt eeipt of price. Speciul term* to C. L. 8. C. Circles.

Write to ns for any information ) for ^"k ^^ ^%
or any artirle desired (the \^ , L» ^da V-/

JAMES P. MAGEE,
AGENT,

38 Bromfield Street, Boston.

USE
Fleming's Liquid Dentifrice,

PREPARED BY

H. EUGENE FLEMING, Pharmacist,

Near City Hall. WEST NEWTON.

C. F. EDDY & CO,

West Newton and Aubnrndale,

COAL, WOOD,
ITjllT, GRAIJST,

Lime. Cement, Etc.

OCTAVIA D. GARCELON,

zdze^essjvc^zecieir,
129 Tremorvt St, Boston.

PARIS MODES RECEIVED WEEKLY.
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ESTABLISHED 1817.

II E. PRAY, M % 1

Wholesale and Retail.

Axminsters,

Moguettes,

Wiltons,

Brussels,

Tapestries,

Ingrains.

ORIENTAL RUGS

A SPECIALTY.

We sell only Standard Goods, which

are for sale in any quantity, either at

w 'wlesale or retail, at

Very Low Prices.

558 and 560 Washington Street,

BOSTON.

STATIONERY!
Writing

Papers

by

the

Pound.

While, Cream, Tinted, and
Linen Papers, all sizes, ruled
or plain, ranging in price from
20c. lo 75c. per pound, and
averaging one hundred sheets.

Birthday Cards,

/'ne
j Beautiful Hand Painted Novelties,

Stationery n r .

'

and v Progressive Luchre,

— I U/t-i + inrr Poooo in ri,lsh. KlIMla Leutlier,

Fancv wilting oases, «nd Aiugutor.

Goods. \ Correspondence Cards,

/ Gold Pens and Pencils, etc, etc,

Wedding 'i Visiting Cards,
ENGRAVED, WRITTEN, OR

PRINTED IN CORRECT STYLES.

EngravEd Visiting Card Plate

And Fifty Cards, $1,75,

william Mccormick,

Stationer and Engraver,
3 West St., also, 220 Tremont St., Boston.

CHARLES H "VSTJrrlXX'.L JNTQ-,
VWXt^Vt **A-\- V*^ "H^VUHd.

Stationer and Blank Book Manufacturer,
Importer and Jobber, l' higher and Book Seller. >cliool and Miscella-
neous Books. Crane's Fine htutiontiiy. Aineric in, English, French, and

German Fuucy and Staple Stationery. Weston's Ledger Tapers.

168 AND 170 DEVONSHIRE STREET BOSTON.

WRITING PAPER, BLANK BOOKS,
Stylographic Pens, and Stationery in General.

WAED & GAY, Paper Merchants,

1 84 DEVONSHIRE STREET BOSTON.
Samples of Papers and Envelopes free to any addre-s. Claes.

day Imitations a specially.

BLANK BOOK AND PAMPHLET BINDING IN ALL ITS VARIETIES.

ROBERT BURLEN,
BOOK AND PAMPHLET BINDER,

N\ 50 ARCH STREET, BOSTON.

1'npei Ruling. Specialattention paid to bindingof large Illustrated Works,
Engraving*, etc. O.d books i-bound arid folios of every description made
to.lder. TELEPHONE 865.

RAILWAY TICKETS
AT REDUCED RATES

™ ALL POINTS WEST.
FOGG'S, 277 Washington St., BOSTON.

H. H. HUNT,
CARPENTER and BUILDER,

WEST NEWTON, MASS.
Sliop near E. R, Crossing, P, 0. Box 235.

ELLIOT -W_ KEYES,
APOTHECARY,

RASKIN'S 1 BLOCK . , AUBURN STREET,

AUBURNDALE, MASS.

JOSEPH BRECK & SONS,

Agricultural Warehouse i Seed Store.

EVERYTHING FOR

GARJDKlSr, FA-RIVI, AND JL.ATVN",
At Lowest Prices, Wholesale and Retail.

Our Illustrated Catalogue and Gardeners' Guide, containing
140 pages, several colored plates of great beauty, and the best
methods of cultivation, will be mailed on receipt of 5 cents, to
pay postage.

JOSEPH BRECK & SONS,
51, 52, and 53 North Market Street - - Boston.

Greatest Bargains ever offered in

FINE BANJOS, GUITARS, VIOLINS, STRINGS,
Flutes, Mandolines, Cornets, Music Boxs, etc., etc.

TILTON'S GOLD MEDAL GUITARS.
Hayne's Kxcelsior American Guitars.

Best in the World. Catalogues free.

Please Examine our Stock and Prices be/ore
Purchasing Elsewhere.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court Street, Boston, Mass,

CHENEY, UPHAM & CO.
Jobbers and Commission Merchants,

FRITITS JLTSTD PRODUCE,
31 Fanenil Hall sgnare and 16 Dock spare, BOSTON,

A. C OftANT & CO.

Mirrors and Mirror Plates,
No. 73 ONION STREET, near Haymarket Snare, BOSTON.

A. CONANT. C. E. CONANT. H. P. CONANT.

HYDH & SOUTHWORTH,
Wholesale Dealers in

TEAS, * COFFEES. * SYRUP>. * A\D * GROCERIES.
83 Broad Street, Boston.

GEORGE HYDE. A. E. SOUTHWORTH.

F. THOMAS,

Fine Confectioner,
487 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Pure Candies of my own make. Delicate Flavors.

Finest Quality. Popular Prices. Orders by mail to

any part of the country promptly filled.

Established 1*40.

isaac. lock:e & CO.
Produce Commission Merchants,

AND DEALERS IN

Foreign and Domestic Fruits,

97, 99 ana 101 Fanenil Hall Market, and Basement 18 Sontn side,

BOSTON.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

Ask Your Grocer for

s, b. shapleig-h: & CO.'S
STERLING JAVA

AND OTHER COFFEES.
S. B. SHAPLEIGH & CO., 47 to 53 BROAD STREET, BOSTON,

Importers of Tea, Coffee, and Ybarra Chocolate.
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JORDAN, MARSH
AND COMPANY,

Jobbers and Retailers

IMPOSED AND DOMESTIC

DRY GOODS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

The most important and prominent Dry Goods House

in New England. Orders received daily by mail from

every point of the Union, are promptly filled by ex-

perienced and efficient clerks, and absolute satisfaction

is guaranteed in every particular instance.

COUNTRY RESIDENTS

will find the Mail Order System of this firm a source

of great convenience and unquestionable economy.

BOSTON : Washington, Summer, and Avon Sts.

NEW YORK : 186 Church Street.

PARIS : 2 Faubourg Poissonniere.

PIANO CHAIRS.
With aii Adjustable Seat and Back Support tor Ease and Comtort.

Teachers, Scholars, and Finished Amateur and Pro-
fessional Players alike welcome it.

The practice of sitting at a piano or organ practising for hours
together, without a support for the back, is tiresome in the

extreme, as every player well knows; and giving way to the

tired feeling, very nviny, especially young persons, attempt to

rest or relieve themselves by assuming a position which is not

only ungraceful, but unnatuial and unhealthy, and are often

permanently injured thereby. To rest ihe back, it is not always
necessary to incline the body to the rear. The body may lean

forward, but if there is a something against which the back may
be pressed, it affords a sense of support,— a feeling of ease which
can be obtained in no other way,— and really forms a true rest.

The ordinary piano-stool is n< t a comfortable seat under any
circumstances, yet no material improvement was made upon the

original design until this Back Piano Chair was invented. This
Chair has been before the public long enough to fully test its

merits. It has already attracted marked attention, and has

gained the highest approval of all who have tested it. "We are

confident that it fully meets the needs of thousands who have
long been hoping and anxiously looking for this very improve-
ment.

Price,. Plain, $5-00; Plush, $6.00.

With Adjustable Seat, $1.00 extra.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO.

449 and 451 Washington St. Boston. lass.

GEORGE E. JOHNSON,

DEALER IN

Hay, Grain and Feed,

Lexington Street, Auburndale, Mass,

LAWRENCE, WILDE & CO.

Manufacturers of First-class

FURNITURE
AND

INTERIOR DECORATIONS,

38 TO 48 CORNHILL,
BOSTON.

A. LAWRENCE. J. D. WILDE. W. H. HULL.

ESTABLISHED 1830.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON,

24 Franklin Street,

BOSTON.

PICTURE FRAMES,
Art-Materials, Engravings, Photographs,

Albertypes, and every kind of picture.

Frames, Passepartouts, Easels of every kind.

PANELS,
Plaques, Papers, Colors, and various Art-

Materials.

FRAMING REASONABLY AND PROMPTLY DONE.

C. H. C0DMAN & GO.
34 Bromfield Street, Boston.

ZION'S HERALD,
A Weekly Religious Journal.

THE OLDEST METHODIST PAPER IN THE WORLD.
Editor, Rev. B. K. PEIRCE, D. D.

It has more than TWO HUNDRED contributors, all de-
partments well organized, having each week u summary of

RELIGIOUS,

SECULAR,
DOMESTIC AND

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
Also, the ablest and most elaborate notes on the Sunday School

Lessons published by any denominational paper, written by
Rev. W. O. Holway,' Chaplain U. 8. Navy.

FOR BUSINESS MEN,
Zion's Herald is one of the best of advertising mediums, read

weekly probably by 50,001) people. Specimen copies free.

Address
ALONZO S. WEED, Publisher,

36 BROMFIELD ST., BOSTON.

YOUNG LADIES'

Boots,Shoes& Slippers,
Stylish and Durable, at Moderate Prices.

GYMNASIUM SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Thayer, McNeil & MiMns,
47 Temple Place - - Boston.

A. S. HALEY,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

BEEF, PORK, LARD, HAMS,
TRIPE, PIGS' FEET, ETC.

Nos. 78 and 80 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.

V. A. PLUTA,
DEALER IN

PROVISIONS,
Corner Auburn and Lexington Streets.

WIGGIN & UPTON,

Produce * Commission * Merchants,

9 North Market and 9 Clinton Streets,

W. P. WIGGIN. BOSTON. J. M. UPTON.

A. L, Haskell & Son,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

CURLED HAIR FEATHERS,

Mattresses and Bedding Supplies,

100 and 102 Hanover Street,

boston, mass.

C. A. W. CROSBY,

WATCHES, JEWELRY,
SILVER AND PLATED WARE.

474 Washington Street - - Boston.

DENTIST.-
Dr. H. L. SANDERSON,

Office, Robinson's Block - - - West Newton.
Nitrous. Oxide and Ether administered when desired.

A. Hardware Store for more than a Hundred Years.'

BURDITT &, WILLIAMS,
Builders' Hardware, Carpenters' Tools, Cutlery, and General Hardware,

NO. 20 DOCK SQUARE, BOSTON.
Builders' and Retail Department on lower floor. Jobbing De-

partment on second floor. The largest stock of Bronze Hard-
ware In New England. The most favorable arrangements with
all the leading manufacturers. Present house established 1S60.

W. P. BIGELOW & CO.
DEALERS IN

TRIMMINGS, BUTTONS,
Zephsr Wools, Yarn-,

THREADS, AND SMALL WARES.

Corsets, Jems, Hand-knit Wnrsted Afghans, Shaw's,

InfanH* Goods a Specially.

56 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON.
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The grief-stricken editor has found, by bitter

experience, that, "for ways that are dark and
tricks that are vain," the printer has not his

equal. Our much-abused citizen, the " heathen

Chinee," cannot approach him. Calumny
points her finger at the poor Mongolian, but

the printer, in spite of the many sins laid at

his door, is generally respected by a forgiving

community. Will some kind-hearted fellow-

sufferer enlighten us as to the general mode
of attack practised by the monster ?

Is it his custom to swoop clown on the youth-

ful and unsophisticated editor, who is treading

for the first time the thorny path that leads,

—

well, we are not quite sure where it does lead,

not to endless fame, surely (we think it may end
in an insane asylum),— and make havoc of her

first attempts? If that is his acknowledged
plan, we will try to be prepared for the worst.

But we can't see why several rather useful

punctuation marks, which we meekly inserted

in the proof, should have been dispensed with

altogether. Was it to teach us due humility

and to remind us that we were at the mercy of

an unseen power?

In our article on the Natatorium we thought

it was taxing the imaginations of our readers

to their fullest extent, to ask them to " picture

a dripping mermaid walking up to receive the

first prize for diving, from a professor's hand."

But the crafty printer "eliminates" the comma
("little, but" — necessary), and makes us

make a statement that is beyond the power of

the most fertile imagination. Professor's hand

would need to be like the "hand of Provi-

dence," to be used in that way. Then, too, we
intended to merely hint vaguely of a professor,

unknown as yet, who should instruct us in this

new branch of our education. But the printer

unconcernedly drops the article, and so places

the responsibility on our present principal's

shoulders. Of course we cannot enumerate all

the errors " perpetrated " by our invisible foe,

but have we not told enough to rouse the sym-

pathy of our readers? Think of the shock to

our sensitive feelings !

If we had attempted a poem on Spring, or

the Seasons, we could understand the printer's

malignity ; but we did not. We simply spoke

of our Natatorium. And why, oh why, did he

print our " effort " in separate and entirely

distinct paragraphs ? It was as if we were

afflicted with a kind of mental asthma, and

discussed the interesting topic between our

gasps for breath. Or as if our muse went by

jerks, like a superannuated hand-organ; or,

worse yet, as if it might be fatal if not taken in

homoeopathic doses, one every fifteen minutes.

In past years the girls have always been ac-

companied, in their walks, by a guardian angel,

in the form of a teacher. Her presence was
supposed to ward off all mysterious dangers

which might beset an unprotected Seminary

girl in the wilds of Auburndale. But this year

the new girls have been allowed to walk alone.

" A tale more strange ne'er graced the poet's

art " ; but it is true, and the plan seems to

work admirably. No hair-breadth escapes have

been reported yet, though it might seem a little

rash to allow the poor, young things such un-

expected freedom. Still we think it is a good

thing, and the girls seem to appreciate their

privileges to the utmost. We hope it will

never be necessary, for any reason, to go back

to the old method.

No girl is allowed to walk by herself this

year. The restriction is evidently considered

necessary to the safety of all, as even the

" self-governed " girls are debarred from tak-

ing solitary walks. It becomes a little incon-

venient at times, though we would not ques-

tion the wisdom of the rule. But it does seem

a little too bad that the " self-governed " girls

cannot go beyond Auburndale in their walks

without special permission. It appears as if

it were imposing on a teacher's good-nature to

ask permission very often. But, to a girl who
has been accustomed to take long walks, Au-

burndale seems "cramped," and its resources

are exhausted in a few strolls. It is like tak-

ing one's exercise on a postage-stamp, figura-

tively speaking.

LILITH.

Mrs. Ada Langworthy Collier, of Du-

buque, Iowa, was a graduate of Lasell in 1861.

This fact makes her new book a matter of espe-

cial interest to us. She has been for some time

a contributor to papers and magazines but
" Lilith : The Legend of the First Woman," just

published by D. Lothrop & Co., Boston, is, we
believe, her first appearance as the author of a

book. It is a small volume of little more than

a hundred pages, and is an epic poem founded

upon a Jewish legend, that Lilith was Adam's
first wife. She was expelled from Eden and

after that Eve was created. Lilith married

Eblis, the prince of devils; and spectres, half-

demoniacal, half-human, had their origin from

this union. The Hebrews considered Lilith,

or Lillis, a female spectre, in the shape of a well-

dressed woman, who lies in wait to kill children.

The word " lullaby " signifies " begone Lilith."

A similar legend prevailed through the Mid-

dle Ages. Lilith is supposed to have ruled over

Damascus.

Mrs. Collier has taken a poet's license with

the legend. Her Lilith is no harsh or blood-

thirsty queen of the East, but lives in the
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shadow-world of poets, and exhibits the ten-

derestof human feelings. Indeed the purpose

of the writer is to prove that the warmest

affections are allied to the strongest intellect.

Lilith is as warm hearted as she is strong-

minded.

The story is told in five books of pentameter

verse. We select the opening page as a good

example of its style :
—

" Pure as an angel's dream shone Paradise.

Blue mountains hemmed it round ; and airy sighs

Of rippling waters haunted it. Dim glades,

And wayward paths o'erflecked with shimmering shades,

And tangled dells, and wilding pleasances,

Hung moist with odors strange from scented trees.

Sweet sounds o'er-brimmed the place ; and rare perfumes,

Faint as far sunshine, fell 'mong verdant glooms.

In that fair land, all hues, all leafage green

Wrapt flawless days in endless summer sheen.

Bright eyes, the violet waking, lifted up

Where bent the lily her deep, fragrant cup

;

And folded buds, 'gainst many a leafy spray^-

The wild-woods' voiceless nuns—knelt down to pray.

There roses deep in greenest mosses swathed,

Kept happy tryst with tropic blooms, sun-bathed,

No sounds of sadness surged through listening trees:

The waters babbled low ; the errant bees

Made answer, murmurous ; nor paled the hue

The jonquils wore ; nor chill the wild breath grew

Of daisies clustered white in dewey croft

;

Nor fell the tasseled plumes as satin soft

Upon the broad-leaved corn. Sweet all the day

O'erflowed with music every woodland way
;

And sweet the jargoning of nested bird,

When light the listless wind the forest stirred."

The second page introduces the subject of

quarrel between Lilith and Adam. She is

the first woman's-rights woman. She claims

to be the equal of her husband, and objects to

his usurping "ever the highest place, the

noblest name." She speaks vigorously :
—

" Thy wife, not handmaid I, yet thou dost say,

' I first in Eden rule.' Thou, then, hast sway.

Must I, my Adam, mutely follow thee?

Run at thy bidding, crouch beside thy knee ?

Lift up, when thou dost bid me, timid eyes ?

Not so will Lilith dwell in Paradise."

To this Adam makes harsh answer, conclud-

ing thus:

—

" These many days I weary of thy sighs

;

Know, Lilith, I alone rule Paradise."

Lilith leaves Paradise of her own free will,

after this rupture. She passes into the shadow-

land which becomes her realm, and which she

rules quite happily. The beauties of this

region afford the poet an opportunity, which

she has not failed to improve, for much rich

and glowing description.

In Book III. Prince Eblis comes to woo
Lilith. He is a fallen spirit, but not a devil,

as in the patriarchal legend, and his conduct

to Lilith is ever full of gentleness and chivalry.

The poet has found full play for her imagina-

tion in describing the varied and wonderful

gifts he brings to his love. They marry event-

ually, and roam together far and wide, and

from this union comes a band of elfin babes.

Book IV. represents Lilith as fully awakened

to the great sorrow of her life. She is child-

less in the midst of her soulless brood, for

though beautiful in outward appearance, they

have no kinship with her high and loving

nature. They cannot understand her demand

for affection. They are tricksy sprites, who

haunt the upper air, flying from her attempted

caresses. Eblis, her spirit husband, seeks to

soothe his sorrowing wife, and when words fail

ventures to take her to the confines of Eden
— she cannot enter— where she sees Adam
with the fair Eve, on whose breast lies a sweet

girl-babe. Lilith is driven to desperation when

she sees the affection of the child for its

mother, and considers that this joy can never

be her own.

Later in the poem she finds means to abduct

the babe and enjoys its infantile caresses. But

the baby droops, and Lilith is constrained to

return the child to Eve. The child finally

dies, and Adam and Eve, who have quarrelled,

and are driven from Eden, become reconciled

above its grave. This happens in the fifth

book.

In giving back the child, Lilith has come to

nobler thoughts. She begs Eve's pardon, with

a farewell kiss of peace. She is no child-killer,

and the lullaby she sings means the kindliest

soothing. She leaves this musical word a

bequest to all motherhood, and mothers sing

it in all lands, whether by cradles in the frozen

zone, or where

" By Ganges still the Indian mother weaves,

Above her babe, her mat of plantain leaves."

Or it may be the Afric mother who chants

" Where shines the Southern Cross o'er placid isles."

The last song is by the English mother :
—

" Her strain

Breathes sweetly; love and hope and ended pain."

The poem has defects of language that closer

pruning might have remedied. In some parts

inverted sentences are in excess. The writer

is somewhat given to alliterations, as " shim-

mering shades," " lowly laid," " shifting shad-

ows," "flying fleet," " wilding way." She has

a habit of repeating certain words and phrases

that are euphonious, as " wold," " weird,"

"wilding," "rift," " night's purple rift," "day's

purple rift," "night's dark rift," "the rifted

sea shell," " the hawthorn's trees sift thick

their rifted snow." Nevertheless, the poem

has a musical flow that will render it generally

pleasing.

No man has any more religion than he can

show in time of adversity and trial.— Matthew

Henry.

AN OCEAN TRIP TO GLOUCESTER.

Looking over some old programmes and

memorabilia of last year, I came across a little

blue ticket, which had admitted me on board

the steamer "Rose StandMi " for a day's ex-

cursion up the coast. It brought back vividly

to my mind a certain seasick young lady, and

many other delightful reminiscences of our trip

to Gloucester.

It was very pleasant sitting out on deck and

watching the people hurrying over the gang

plank,— for the excursion was not given for

Lasell girls alone, but their friends and many

others were invited by the Trustees of the

Seminary. There were nearly five hundred in

all, and we girls felt like so many cats in a

strange garret.

What a thrill goes all over one, when the

mighty wheels of a steamer begin to turn !

How they lash the water into foam, and how

grandly the old ship, free from her moorings,

veers around and sets steadily out for sea

!

Boston Harbor is a noted one, and if it were

not an old story, I might possibly give a guide-

book-like sketch of it. I refer the Lasell girls

to the geographical map of Boston Harbor in

the Library. What a bright day it turned out

to be ; and how the ocean breeze made us

search for our wraps. The city seemed more

beautiful than ever, as the distance widened

between us. (" Distance lends enchantment "

to it, for a Western girl.) We were all very

much interested in looking at the different

islands and forts which we passed, and I sup-

pose tired our Boston friends very much by

our continual questioning.

Once out at sea, however, a few of us were

fortunate enough to be allowed on the hurricane

deck. One of the girls produced a small look-

ing-glass and a square of magnesia from the

depths of her pocket, and commenced to rub

the white chalk all over her face. The rest

followed her example. A queer proceeding ?

No, they did not want to be sunburned, and

to prevent it we followed the example of the

ladies aboard the yacht in " One Summer."

We wanted to keep from tanning in a literary

way. We had a very pleasant time up there,

some of us sketching the Pilot, some the fast-

nearing Nahant, some singing " Life on the

Ocean Wave," while one or two were rather

painfully aware of the effects of an ocean

swell. They clung to the railing, and I think

they wer(e) ailing, themselves. Egg Rock, and

the distant beach of Lynn, were soon passed.

Our appetites erelong made us seek the

lunch baskets, and we had scarcely satisfied

our hunger when Gloucester hove in sight, and

we brought up by a very fishy smelling pier.

We had always read of fishing towns, but we

never before had seen a sailor and fisherman
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combined, and dressed in oilskin clothes. It

was a very curious group which watched us

land. Quite a number of old girls came in at

Gloucester to see Prof. Bragdon and the

teachers.

There, kindly waiting in the wharf-heat of a

June day, were Grace Perkins Patillo, her

father, George Perkins, not older by a day

than when he brought his sweet, shy Grace to

us, her husband (we don't wonder now that he

won our Grace's heart, though we have hereto-

fore doubted that any one was good enough

for her), and her brother, the second of the

firm of George Perkins & Co., the largest fish-

salters in this fish- salting town. They kindly

invited us to go through their codfish packing

establishment, and quite a large number were

interested enough to go. Was the walk long,

and did we get very warm ? Warm ! The
word is expressive to me, of March winds, in

comparison with the fiery furnace heat of that

day.

It was something quite new to us, however,

to see the way cods are salted, dried, skinned,

boned and finally packed in boxes for shipping.

We lemember how the idea of writing an arti-

cle, with sketches illustrating the processes

through which a codfish passes before it is

served at the table, came to us ; and we could

fairly see how it looked in the Century. " But

the dreams of youth now broken are." That

was the 8th of last June, in Junior year; we

are Seniors now, and do not aspire to writ-

ing magazine articles on any Gloucester sub-

ject. We saw little of the town itself, but

suppose there must be some part of it which is

pleasant. We never shall forget the iced milk

which we obtained at a little shop near the

wharf.

We were all glad to board the steamer, and

leave Gloucester ; but the trip home was not

as bright as we anticipated, for the sky clouded

over and soon the rain came down in torrents.

Gossamers and umbrellas protected us, how-

ever, and though the rain dampened our

clothes, and took the^cuil out of our hair, it

did not dampen our ^Dirits. The sun came

out before we reached Boston ; speeches were

called for, and Prof. Bragdon, Judge Parks,

and several other gentlemen responded. We
joined them in thanking the Trustees of Lasell

for the enjoyable trip ; and, with a trial of six

months, can truly say it was a day we shall

always remember with pleasure and profit.

THE HARVEST FESTIVAL.

It would be an interesting study to calculate

how long it would take for the arrival at Lasell

of that milennium in which every day would be

celebrated, provided one reckoned at the pres-

ent yearly increase.

Another festal day has come to us this year

— Harvest Home Day— which was duly cele-

brated Saturday evening, October 24. The
gymnasium— that rendezvous of festive spirits

in these latter days — was beautifully and ap-

propriately decorated for the occasion. The
following programme was rendered :

—
1. Chorus — " What shall the harvest be ?

"

2. The Witch's Daughter Miss Hanscome

3. Violin solo— Hallet. Music from Silvia.

Miss Dietrich.

4. The Huskers Miss Hammond.

5. The Corn Song Miss Langley.

6. " Good-bye, Summer " Miss Penfield.

7. "In the Gloaming"— Song in costume.

Miss Munger.

8. The Picnic. Ye merry whistlers.

9. The way we go round the harvest field.

10. Praise God from whom all blessings flow.

The programme was performed as given,

except the second number. Miss Hanscome
had a severe cold, and Miss Davenport kindly

took her place.

The talented audience highly enjoyed the

exercises, especially the picnic in number 8,

and reign of the light fantastic, in number 9,

in which all took part.

The pleasant evening closed with " three

'irnes three and a tiger" for Mr. Shepherd,

the originator of the evening's enjoyment.

Let us hope that the Harvest Home cele-

bration has become an institution at Lasell as

unchangeable as the laws of the Medes and

Persians.

SOME FAMOUS OLD MAIDS,

Look at the list. Elizabeth, of England,

one of the most illustrious of modern sover-

eigns. Her rule over Great Britain certainly

comprised the most brilliant literary age of

the English-speaking people. Her political

acumen was certainly put to as severe tests

as that of any other ruler the world ever saw.

Maria Edgeworth was an old maid. It was

this woman's writings that first suggested the

thoughts writing similarly to Sir Walter Scott.

Her brain might well be called the mother of

the Waverley novels. Jane Porter lived and

died an old maid. The children of her busy

brain were " Thaddeus of Warsaw " and " The
Scottish Chiefs," which have moved the hearts

of millions with excitement and tears. Joanna
Baillie, poet and play-writer, was "one of

'em." Florence Nightingale, most gracious

lady, heroine of Inkerman and Balaklava hos-

pitals, has to the present written " Miss " before

her name. The man who should marry her

might well crave to take the name of Nightin-

gale. Sister Dora, the brave spirit of English

pest-houses, whose story is as a helpful evangel,

was the bride of the world's sorrow only. And
then what names could the writer and the

reader add of those whom the great world may
not know, but we know, and the little world of

the village, the church, the family know, and

prize beyond all worlds!— North British Ad-

t ertiser.

THE TOURNAMENT.

The A. T. C. had been calling so many
meetings that the Lasell world was not sur-

prised to hear that a grand tennis tournament

was soon to take place. No one that was out-

side the list of players had much use of the

tennis courts ; for the contestants for the prize

were eagerly practising, in hopes that success

might crown *their efforts. Monday morning,

October 19, was gray and ominous looking,

and many a beating heart beat faster, as the

fair owner feared the tournament might have

to be postponed. But their excitement was

further aroused as they entered the dining-

room and read the large bulletin announcing

the festivities for the morning. It read just

like some of the posters that public athletic

clubs put up, and the girls were much de-

lighted with its "college sound." The idea of

seats in the grand stand, and score cards at

the box office, produced much merriment.

The grass was very wet with dew, but the

girls put on their rubbers, and went to work to

prepare the court for the tournament. The
girls outside the club who helped to rake the

leaves away and mark the court were very

kind, and deserve the thanks of all. By ten

the grass was dry, and the game commenced

under very favorable circumstances.

Bubb and Davenport played against Gil-

more and Bigelow. The set ended in favor of

the first two, with games 6-2. It is only right

to say that Miss Gilmore was suffering from a

severe headache, and could not sustain her

reputation under the circumstances.

The next set was played by Berlin and Wil-

liams against Phelps and Hammond. We all

knew this would be a closely contested game,

and the excitement was intense as the girls

commenced to play. If any one is far enough

behind the times to think that girls cannot

play tennis, they should have witnessed the

scientific returns and serves with which these

young ladies played. Each one played with

alertness, strength, and grace. It was a deuce

set, and ended in favor of Phelps and Ham-
mond. 9-7 being the score.

The excitement had taken the strength all

out of the next players, and the set was an

easy one and soon finished. Allen and Under-

wood gained the set, 6-1, against Lufkin and

Penfield.

The umpires for these three sets were Miss

Mary Stafford and Miss Mattie Fowler. Miss

Etta Stafford was referee. The victorious
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sides drew cuts to see which should play to-

gether : and after a short breathing spell the

playing commenced again.

Allen and Underwood played against Phelps

and Hammond. The set ended quickly, with

the score, 6-2, in favor of Phelps and Ham-
mond.

They next played against Bubb and Daven-

port. This set was very exciting. The shouts

of each side's party arose whenever a point

was gained. The girls held their breath as the

ball flew from one court to the other, and then

when it was noi: returned groaned or cheered,

as it counted against or for their side. To the

last no one felt sure which side would win.

But the set ended 6-4 in favor of Phelps and

Hammond. Then the excitement arose to

fever heat, for Miss Hammond must play

against her partner, Miss Phelps.

The friends of each one cheered them up

;

but it was predicted that Miss Hammond could

not match her partner. But she proved to be

a "dark horse"; and after the first game,

which was a lone game in her favor, the girls

changed their minds. She outdid herself, play-

ing most brilliantly. The set stood 5-4, with

a deuce game in progress, when the dinner

bell rang. The cry was to go on with the

game, tut good sense said, " You '11 not get any

dinner if you do."

So we all repaired to the dining-room, and

hurriedly despatched our dinner. Miss Ham-
mond won the game and made the set deuce.

Miss Phelps won the next game on Miss Ham-
mond's serve, which was bad for the latter

young lady. The next game, it seemed, would

never end. It was deuce over and over again,

but finally ended in Miss Phelps's favor.

She was warmly applauded and deserves

great praise for her fine playing. The prize

was a handsome racket, with a silver plate in

the handle bearing her name and the- date of

the tournament.

that our position was not one of unalloyed

comfort. The moon had gone under a cloud.

Mists were rising, damp and gloomy, from the

classic Charles. We were cold and (gentle

reader, be lenient ; we are but common clay,

and it was two hours after our bedtime)

hungry.

Our gondolas from fairyland became so many

prosaic old row-boats, trimmed, not very artistic-

ally, with Chinese lanterns. We remembered

that those strains of heavenly melody that had

carried us away from earth were, after all,

only "Alice, where art thou?" played by a

brass band. Yet, as we wended our way

Lasell-ward and sought our respective couches,

we decided unanimously that we had enjoyed

the unaccustomed dissipation heartily.

" For what is life ? At best

A brief delight;

A sun scarce brightening

Ere it sinks in night.

A flower, at morning

Fresh, at noon decayed
;

A still, swift river,

Gliding into shade."

THE RIVER ON FIRE.

The evening of the illumination on Charles

river, Mr. Pulsifer invited us to view it from

his grounds. It really was a beautiful sight

;

and as we sat on the almost perpendicular

bank (it seemed as if we " adhered " solely by
force of attraction), and watched the brill-

iantly lighted boats drift slowly by, we dreamed

of Venice and her enchanted gondolas ; and

when another charm was added to the moonlit

scene, and the strains of distant music came
to us over the water, the climax seemed
reached ;

" Language fades before the spell

of music."

But this time the spell was broken. "Climb-

ing up the Golden Stair" brought us back to

earth with a thud. We suddenly remembered

AN INTERESTING SPECIMEN.

The following is a letter actually received

by a business firm. It is interesting because

it is so very unique (!) :
—

From=
Mrs = M. C. H

P. O. Box = No. 52

Benezette = Pa

Elk County

July = 10th = 1885

Mesers =
& Co =

Sirs with much Respect I. Sit To Address you =
In Regards To The' Payment On my Organ = Sir

Haveing Had quite A. Disappointment In Receiveing

= My Feinance = Due = me = By The woodsmen =
& = & = And Times Being , Slack Otherwise In our

Business It has Been Impossible For me to meet your

Approbation at this Crisis P. S. But some time During

Next month I. Shall = Register to you = A. Remit-

tance = on the Balance on Account on my Organ =
P. S. Hopeing Sir that you will Imform your Agent

Saveing Him The Trouble of comeing to See In

Regards to Balance Due upon my Organ =
which I. Hope to Soon Settle up = the Account =

N. B. Hopeing this will meet your ever Kind Approba.

tion.

As It will Suit me very much. =
Hopeing to Hear from you =

By Answer
Yours =

Most Respectfully

THE " IE."

The following paragraph, clipped from an old

paper, seems to us worthy of attention. There

are too many poor unfortunates struggling

through life with the omnipresent "ie " attached

to their Christian names. It gives a good solid

old-fashioned name a frivolous, flippant air.

Have n't we just as good a right to be plain

Jane and Helen as our respected brothers have

to be John and Charles ? Who ever heard of

a Dr. Johnnie So-and-so ? And yet we have

really beheld and conversed with an aspiring

young physician who rejoices in a sign bearing

the name, Dr. Nellie Blank. Is n't it terrible ?

" Nearly fifty young women received the

bachelor's degree— to admit a slight contra-

diction in terms— at Smith College on Wednes-
day. No doubt each one had properly quali-

fied herself for this distinction. But when one
finds among the names of these graduates

Nellies and Carries and Jennies, and even a

Virgie and an Amie, it does not seem as if

the grave letters A.B. will well become their

owners. One does not see Georgies and Fred-

dies in the list of those graduated at Harvard
College. It may be hoped that some time

before the era when we have women for gov-

ernors and senators, the mothers of the land

will overcome their fondness for having their

daughters baptized with nicknames; or that

the daughters will have dignity enough to dis-

card such names when they escape from girl-

hood."

Mrs : =
Mary, C. H

P. O. Box

52

Benezette = — Pa.

Elk = county

BUSINESS TRAINING FOR GIRLS.

It is a good plan for girls as well as boys to

have some knowledge of business. Boys, even

if they do not receive a regular commercial

education, generally manage to pick up a suffi-

cient acquaintance with at least the simpler

forms for all ordinary purposes. They early

learn something of the value of money, and

the ways of acquiring it. But with girls the

case is likely to be different. Unless they are

obliged to earn their own living— when, as a

rule, we think, they become more careful man-

agers than their brothers— they are usually

provided with the things they require, and

gain no insight into tlie" "ways and means"

by which the money for procuring them is ob-

tained. This is especially true of the daugh-

ters of well-to-do families. Thus they grow up

in ignorance of every kind of business except

the one easily acquired branch of money-spend-

ing; and even that they are familiar with only

in its crudest form of lavish, unreflecting dis-

bursement.

Out of this feminine ignorance not seldom

grows, amid the kaleidescope variations of fam-

ily fortune in this country, a great deal of do-

mestic and personal trouble, much of which

might be avoided if girls were taught how to

use and care for money. Here is a case which

has many counterparts : a father dies suddenly,
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leaving a wife and two daughter, with a prop-

erty which, if wisely managed, would suffice to

make them comfortable for the rest of their

lives, but not in the style of living to which

they had been accustomed. This is carefully

explained to them by judicious friends; but

they cannot comprehend the situation, and will

not relinquish their former mode of life. In a

few years the principal is nearly exhausted,

and they are obliged to fall back on the aid of

friends for the necessaries which, with common
prudence, they could have had in abundance

out of the income of their own property. The

two young women— highly educated, the one

as a musician, the other as an artist— cannot

realize that any responsibility rests upon them

to earn their own living. That has always been

provided, and they rest in the serene conscious-

ness that it always will be. If they do not

quite imagine that money, like roses, grows on

bushes, they entertain no doubt that when a

new gown or a pair of gloves is needed, it will,

somehow or other, be forthcoming. All this

seems very silly— it is literally true — yet such

dense ignorance of practical business is not

uncommon among the class to which these un-

fortunate women belong.

Nor is this ignorance confined to that class.

Many women brought up in a humbler condi-

tion of society are equally lacking in knowledge

of business methods. Hard experience some-

times teaches them the things they need to

know; but why leave so important a part of

the education to so stern a master? Let girls

be taught something about business— simple

bookkeeping, the calculation of interest, the

keeping of a bank account, and (by hav-

ing an allowance, however small, for personal

expenses) the value of money. The knowl-

edge thus acquired, though it might not

qualify them to run a bank or conduct a great

manufacturing concern, would at least enable

them to understand something of the relation

between income and outgo, and to appreciate

sound advice about money matters when it is

offered them. Such knowledge would often

save women, when thrown on their own re-

sources, a great deal of misery and suffering.

It should not be denied them.

PERSONALS.

Miss Ada Swan did not return this year, as

she expected to.

Jessie Lee Hill, who was here in '82, will

spend the winter in Los Angeles.

Miss Grace Durfee, Class of '85, is teach-

ing music at her home in Marion, O. She is

very successful as a teacher of violin and piano.

Just think, how much dignity our Grace must

have assumed in her authoritative position !

Miss Nena Williams will spend the Thanks-

giving vacation with Miss Jentie Johnson at

Holyoke.

Miss Grace Stebbins made us a brief visit

last week. She says she practises six hours a

clay on her "dear violin," and finds life lovely

as ever.

Miss Grace Richardson is pursuing art

studies in Boston.

Miss Jessie Hayden is at her home in East

Hartford for the winter. We miss you " more

than tongue can tell," Jess.

Miss Laura Forsman is at home in Wil"

liamsport this winter.

Miss Jessie Reece spent last Sunday at

Lasell with Miss Mattie Fowler. Her face

brought back to us memories of last year.

Jennie Johnson, when last heard from, was

about to go to Virginia to visit " Em." We have

guiltily forgotten who "'Em " is, but think it to

be a sister. She expects to see Lasell this fall.

So does Mabel Cogswell, who divides her

clays between longing for Lasell and Jane and

her Sunday-school class and temperance work.

She reports the Dayville section as well.

Susie Griggs, of Providence, here from

Hornellsville, N. Y., called the other day. She

is taking painting lessons in Boston.

Mr. Bragdon is planning, if he goes next

summer, to include a sight of the Midnight

Sun, a feat not often accomplished by women.

All right, Professor ! If you start for the

North Pole you will find the Lasell girls at

your heels and ready for the tenth mile as the

first, just as you did among the Alps and at

the Peak of Wansfel ! That 's what we are

practising for

!

The daughter of Mrs. Peter D. Dods, of

Montreal, class of 1857, paid a very welcome

visit to Lasell in October. She seemed greatly

pleased to see the " haunts and homes " of her

mother's schooldays. She seems to be about

eighteen years old, is a bright girl, attends

school in Canada, and thought Lasell was
" lovely." She says at the gymnasium of the

school she is attending, the girls have black

suits all alike. We think she would make a

pleasant occupant of her mother's room next

year.

Mrs. Annie Seeley Springer, of Newton,

rejoices in a second cherub. Annie's cares

work improvement in her appearance, rather

than the usually supposed opposite state. She

called to see Miss Ransom, but did not see the

Natatorium, or us, which was a great— twc

great — mistakes on her part.

Miss Ransom, by the way, is sorely disap-

pointed by not being able to resume her work,

and says she should be more so if she did not

know in how good hands it is to be. She

declares Miss Fuller to be the equal of any

teacher in the world, not excepting the re-

nowned Dr. Sargent himself.

May Huntington, of Amesbury, Laura

Davis, of Dedham, and Jessie Godfrey, of

Sewickley, Pa., called on Lasell. Jessie God-

frey knows our present Sewickley pupil, Miss

Gilmore. Time has dealt gently with these

friends of yore. Jessie reports well of our other

Sewickley girls, Sophie White and Annie Har-

baugh. Wish we could see these, too.

Miss Fullek steps into the gymnasium as

one who knows her realm, and will doubtless

keep up the great interest in our splendid phys-

ical training. We noticed her look keenly

about the chapel, and we expect to see some

of the girls who lean over their desks take an

erect position, and some who walk awkwardly

take on more graceful port erelong.

Carrie Ebersole, '85, has been heard from.

She is already awakened out of the long sleep

which invariably follows graduation, and, of

course, is pugilistic at once, and says it is too

bad to let the new girls walk without chaperon-

age, because we did not do so when she was
" new !

" Well, Carrie, there is a difference in

gi— Is ! But we won't make you feel any worse

than you do already by reason of your absence

from the scenes of your former victories.

Come and see us, and we promise you shall

not even yet walk alone ! Thank you for the

hearty invitation !

Not the least of the pleasures of the Nevada

concert was the meeting with Mrs. Dr. Kendig

of the Highlands, and Carrie and Annie. An-

nie was in charge of her husband, who looked

to be in good training, and Carrie, of her
,

who looked as if he 'd like to be ! Their cor-

dial greeting and dear faces were as good,

almost, as a visit home !

And who should appear between acts, but

Hattie Webber, from Holyoke, who is spend-

ing a few days with her uncle Beebe, at New-
ton Centre. Hattie has n't begun to have gray

hairs yet, and looked happy. She almost

promised to make Lasell a visit before she

went home. Worse for you if you don't,

Hattie ! She says Lillie Flagg has again gone

South for the winter.

Marguerite Golden has entered the Con-

vent of Notre Dame in San Jose, Cal. We are

sorry for her. A convent after Lasell

!

Grace Smith, here in '84, from Worcester,

was detected the other day looking longingly

from the car window toward Lasell. She is

making her home corner Third and Thorndyke

Streets, Cambridge, with her brother ; is study-

ing music in Boston, and wishes she were

again at Lasell.
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Misses Annie White, '78, and Irene San-

ford, '79, had paintings on exhibition at the

recent State Fair at Brockton, and both re-

ceived prizes ! This is the first thing of this

particular sort of which tidings has reached us,

though we presume Lasell pictures have taken

prizes elsewhere ; we only happened to stum-

ble on this. Please hide your blushes and

send us the news, girls ! Congratulations to

Brockton on two such resident artists

!

Mrs. Daniel Atwood of Portland, once

Miss Jennie West, and our much valued

teacher of drawing and painting, paid us a

flying call early this term. She was looking

unusually well and happy. It was, we think, her

first visit to Lasell since her marriage, two years

ago. She was much pleased with the many
improvements made since she was here, espe-

cially the new gymnasium. Our only regret

was that her visit was so short.

Miss Addie Johnson came with her sister to

initiate her in the ways of Lasell. We were dis-

appointed that she did not come back as a "Post."

Miss Anna Wallace, also, came back with

her sister Josie, who is here for the first time.

Canaan Centre is no more Canaan Centre,

for Anna Louise Curtis is no more Anna
Louise Curtis, but Anna Louise Beaver, having

given herself formally to Joseph Perry Beaver,

on Oct. 14. Now, Anna, is that what you

learned at Wellesley ? We confess to helping

girls to get ready for such a deed, but Welles-

ley— how could you ? We fear the " spirit of

Lasell" had stronger hold on you than ihe

spirit of Wellesley ! Congratulations ! Bring

him here !

Miss Lulu Wells attended the grand wed-

ding of Mile. Emma Nevada and Dr. Palmer,

on the 28th of September, in Paris. She de-

scribes the doctor as a middle-aged English-

man, and very handsome. He was conducted

to the altar by Salvini, the great actor. Nevada

was attended by four bridesmaids in white satin

dresses, and was led to the altar by her father,

a handsome, white-haired old man, leaning on

his cane. Gounod played the wedding march,

and several noted vocalists sang. Nevada, Lu
says, really looked pretty in her bridal dress.

It was a grand affair.

We are much surprised and grieved to learn,

just as we are going to press, of the death on

Oct. 28, in San Francisco, of Sephie Mason's

father, John Mason, Jr. We had no idea that

Mr. Mason was in feeble health, and send our

loving sympathy to dear Sephie. Mr. Mason
was formerly of the firm of Willard & Mason,

in Fall River, but has not been in business

since Sephie entered Lasell. He seemed to

think nothing too hard to do for his little girl,

and we can think how sad is that little circle

so broken.

LOCALS.

"Ah, there, Pinkie !"

The B. S. S. Society will initiate several new
members this Thanksgiving vacation. We do

not exactly know the character of the initia-

tion, but think that fried oysters and " butter-

cups " will be part of the programme. For

further information, apply to Room 31.

An election of officers took place in the

"S. D." society Saturday evening, Oct, 24.

The officers elected for ensuing term are as

follows : President, Miss Allen ; Vice-President,

Miss Keith; Secretary, Miss Henlin; Treas-

urer, Miss Bigelow ; Critic, Miss Loyd ; Budget

Girl, Miss Toynton
;

Usher, Miss Wallace.

Miss Blanche Ford was elected President

of the Senior Class at their last meeting.

The officers of the Class of '87 are as fol-

lows : President, Miss Foster ; Vice-President,

Miss Burnham ; Secretary and Treasurer, Miss

Bailey.

The officers for the following term in the

Lasellia Club are: President, Miss Ham-
mond ; Vice-President, Miss Hanscome ; Secre-

tary, Miss Munger ; Critic, Miss Stafford

;

Guard, Miss Mitchell ; Ass. Guard, Miss Grin-

nell.

One of the shy " new girls " asked a teacher

the other day if she might have another seat

in chapel, as her present one was uncomfort-

able. Upon inquiry, it was found that the poor

girl had all this time been sitting on the same

chair with a friend, because she was too mod-

est to ask for one.

Owing to the generosity of Mr. Hall, of

Auburndale, whose chestnut-trees had long

been the centre of the wistful glances of the

" Sem " girls, last Monday morning these same

wistful girls, with Prof. Bragdon for leader,

entered without fear the aforesaid grounds and

gleaned a fruitful harvest of chestnuts. The

girls had as much enjoyment as they brought

home nuts, and unanimously extend their

hearty thanks to the owner of the trees.

The president of the Lasellia Club, upon

closing her address to the club the other night,

asked for a motion for the adjournment of

" this august assembly." The motion was made

and seconded, that " this august assembly

"

should adjourn. When the president called

for remarks, one of the wits arose and address-

ing the chair, remarked that she objected to

the language of the president, as it was not an

August but an October meeting.

" Only to see thee, Darling," has been pre-

sented to the public for some time now. It

has not been as popular this year as it was

last. The sentimental girls must have left with

the class of '85, we infer.

For a week or two Mike has been industri-

ously raking up the fallen leaves, and has

made several very large mounds of them at

the foot of the hill. They presented such a

tempting appearance that some of the still

girlish girls could not help running down and
" jumping in." It was almost as good as a dive

in the Natatorium. But alas ! these maidens

have done penance for their spirited exercise.

For particulars inquire at No. 24.

Tennis still continues to excite the interest

of the girls. At every available hour the courts

are in use. The fair given for the benefit of

the Auburndale Orphanage reaped the results

of several sets. The ones who lost the games

have dyspeptic looking purses now ; they had

to furnish ice-cream for the successful players.

They had just been introduced. He was a

captivating youth, and displayed great origi-

nality by asking, "Is this your first year?"

She blushed a little, looked pleased and be-

wildered, and replied, " My first name is

Laura."

The Juniata Boat Club has had quite a num-

ber of good rows this fall. There are only six

members back, but it will be time before very

long for initiation, and the regular number,

twelve, will be made up. It is whispered that

the A. B. C.s and the Juniatas will race next

June upon the Charles River. A boat race

would be a new feature during commencement
week, and one which the class of '86 will be

glad to introduce.

Mrs. Shepherd has gone to visit her old

home in Evanston, 111. The senior table misses

her motherly presence, and will be glad when

Thanksgiving time brings her back again.

The Principal's brief talk on mastery of

some one thing as essential to woman's success

in her competition in the market of labor,

struck the keynote. If women would know

thoroughly the one thing, however trivial, she

purposed to do, there would be less excess of

supply over demand for women workers, and

less inequality of wages between men and

women.

It is a pity there is no class in Phonography.

Mr. Barnard is a splendid teacher. Some of

the pupils in piano would wisely substitute

phonography for their music.

There is no end to the sky,

And the stars are everywhere,

And time is eternity,

And the here is over there
;

For the common deeds of the common day

Are ringing bells in the far away.

Henry Burton.
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MY DAY.

BY MRS. S. M. WALSH.

A day is born ! Is born to me !

I take its veiled face to my breast,

And dare not ask if it shall be

A day of quiet, or unrest.

I only know that I must seek

Some wisdom other than my own.

My strength is small ; my arms are weak

;

I cannot bear this day alone

!

The day is dead I Is dead to me !

But ere my arms relax their hold

I search its dimmed eyes wistfully,

And seek the lips now waxing cold.

And if about the fading face

Gleams some faint aureole of light,

If lips and eyes have added grace—
I bless thee on my knees to-night

!

Christian Union.

MUSICAL NOTES.

Joseph Servais, the famous violoncellist, is

dead.

Nilsson has been passing the summer in

London.

Mr. B. J. Lang has returned from Europe.

Nilsson recently astonished a Paris audience

by appearing in silks of the Swedish national

colors— blue and yellow — while on her neck,

from shoulder to shoulder, blazed Swedish,

Austrian and Russian orders, set in diamonds.

Mile. Marie Heimlicher has decided to

remain in London another year.

Bilse talks of locating in Liegnitz.

Geistinger has decided to retire from the

stage next spring.

Nevada wears an elegant brooch presented

to her by the Prince of Wales.

We learn that Mr. Leopold Lichtenberg has

decided to locate permanently in Boston.

Ole Bull's famous violin has recently come

into the possession of an amateur, the Baron

von Creytz, who acquired the relic at an auc-

tion in Brussels for the sum of 4,000 francs.

This interesting instrument was the work of

Gasparo de Salo, and its finely carved deck is

attributed to the hand of none other than

Benvenuto Cellini himself.

A base ball club and an operatic troupe got

badly mixed up on a railway train the other

day. " Are you the first base ? " excitedly

exclaimed the manager of the match, button-

holing a slim young man. " First bass ! Do I

look it? No, sir: I am prima tenore assoluto."

— Mus. Herald.

The Marquis of Lome, the Queen's son-in-

law, is the Liberal candidate for Hempstead

in the parliamentary campaign. He went to

a place a short way out of London the other

day to deliver a campaign speech, and while

he was addressing the electors a mob assaulted

him with rotten eggs, and gaining the platform

smashed his hat over his head. It is now evi-

dent that the campaign will not pass off with-

out serious rioting in many quarters, as party

feeling, which already runs high, daily grows

more bitter.

The Russian government have issued a de-

cree making the Greek Church the established

religion of the Baltic provinces.

The. New York Mercantile Exchange passed

a resolution deprecating the coinage of silver

dollars.

Mrs. Grant denies that her daughter, Mrs.

Sartoris, has applied, or contemplates apply

ing, for a divorce from her husband.

POLITICAL NOTES.

The Virginia Democrats are reported to be

badly frightened at the political outlook in that

State, and express fears that Mahone will se-

cure the Legislature.

ART NOTES.

The shrewd manager of Mary Anderson has

engaged in a little "art" enterprise as a side

show, to help business at his theatre. He has

hired a room at Haines' piano store in Union

Square, and will exhibit there, for an admis-

sion fee, what appears to be a statue of the

actress. In point of fact the " statue " is noth-

ing but a life-sized "carbon print," made in

three pieces, neatly joined and artistically

touched up in monochrone, by Mr. Van der

Weyde, an American well known in London

as the first to take photographic portraits by-

electric light. The mock "statue," as it is

set between two real plaster casts from the

antique, is wonderfully deceptive, and the suc-

cess of the trick is enhanced by curtain drap-

ery, mysterious lighting, and a guard-rope set

at a proper distance to keep the visitor from

going too near the object. In London the

white glare of the electric light aided the illu-

sion ; but here gas is to be used.

The Parisian civic authorities have been

making a valuation of the art property in their

charge. The churches are said to contain

works of art to the value of $1,500,000, and

among other items are $276,800 for the sculp-

ture of the Hotel de Ville, and $66,500 for the

monument upon the Place de la Republique.

Every painter should practise modelling.

The strongest painters have been modellers,

from Michael Angelo down. Most of the

strong sculptors of the day are good painters.

The arts are twins, and each assists the other.

The best art is not always the most striking,

any more than loud talking is always the most

sensible.

A curious theory was that of Johann Hoff-

man, who first set up the comparison between

color and sound. Light he compared to noise,

darkness to silence ; the primary colors to whole

and the mixed to half notes, in music. The

setting of a palette he found similar to the tun-

ing of an instrument ; and he went so far as to

compare certain colors with certain instru-

ments. Thus, indigo reminded him of a vio-

loncello, ultramarine of a violin or viola, yellow

of a clarionet, vermilion of a trumpet, purple

of a hunting horn, and so on. A lively water

color he found the equivalent of a piano con-

cert, and a solid picture in oil of a symphony.

It is not generally known than Jean Paul

Marat, the monumental monster of the French

Revolution, contributed to the science of art a

couple of treatises on light and optics valuable

enough to secure the approval of the discrimi-

nating and critical Goethe. Written by any

other man, they would probably have been

popular and widely read.

EXCHANGES.

The Colby Echo is the first on our table, and

is a very readable sheet. We welcome it, and

always look forward with pleasure to its visits.

We find the Brunonian among our exchanges

again this year. It is, as usual, a very inter-

esting journal.

We are glad to welcome again the Williams

Fortnight. It is one of our best exchanges,

and comes, as usual, filled with good matter.

We find quoted, in one of our exchanges, the

following from Raleigh :
" Fain would I climb,

but that I fear to fall."

We think the Queen's answer far eclipses

the remark :
" If thy mind fail thee, do not

climb at all."

We next notice the Dartmouth. It is a well-

gotten up journal, and deserves the success it

has attained.

We are also in receipt of many other ex-

changes, among them, the Vassar Miscellany,

Doane Owl, Doane College, Neb», the Trinity

Tablet, Hartford, Conn., High School Review,

Newton, Mass., Bowdoin Orient, the Polytech-

nic, Brooklyn, N. Y., the University Cynic,

University of Vermont, the Crescent, New
Haven, Conn., College Transcript, Delaware,

O., College Rambler, Illinois College, the Har-

vard Advocate, Oberlin Review, the Beacon,

Boston University, the Argosy. College Cabi-

net, Yale Courant, the St. Mary's Sentinel, St.

Mary's College, Ky., Kent's Hill Breeze, Kent's

Hill, Me., the North Western, Bates' Student,

College Argus, the Troy Polytechnic, Swirth-

more Phoenix, the Tech, the Daily Crimson, the

Aurora, the Tuftonian.
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OLD NUMBERS.

There are some copies of Vol. 8, October,

1882-June, 1883, excepting October; of Vol.

9, October, 1883-June, 1884; and of Vol. 10,

October, 1884-June, 1885, excepting October,

which we would gladly send to any old girls

who would like them, for fifty cents per volume.

This offer will be open until Dec. 1. We could

furnish some sets of Vols. 3, 6 and 7, but not

many.
•--*

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

It is said that the obelisk in Central Park,

New York, is surely but slowly crumbling

away. Particles of stone varying from the size

of a pin's head to that of a coffee-bean are

constantly falling from it, and flakes may be

picked from its surface with the fingers. Near

the base is a crack nearly three feet long. It

is now proposed to treat the obelisk with

melted paraffine wax, after warming its surface

to insure absorption.

A pressed paper chimney about fifty feet

high has been built for a Breslau manufactory.

The material has almost perfect powers of

resistance to fire.

A balloon railroad is to be constructed in

the Austrian Tyrol. The balloon will have

grooved wheels on its car, and these will run

on nearly perpendicular rails, the gas providing

the lifting power. Gravitation will be utilized

on the down trips.

We did not realize that timidity was so great

a fault of the Lasell girls; but if they will

look at the article headed " Curious," on page

2, of this number, they will see that this firm,

which they have doubtless often honored with

their presence and orders, remains in ignorance

of this important fact. It seems that but one girl

has had the hardihood to declare herself from

Lasell. Are the rest ashamed of their colors ?

This is one of the best stores in Boston, and is

certainly well known to us all ; and that their

statement concerning the suitability of their

goods to our needs is true, many of us know

from pleasant experience. — Publisher.

" Obscure Heroes." A series of four papers will be

given, called "Advice to a Boy Entering College," by

President Eliot, of Harvard University, President Noah

Porter, of Yale, President Barnard, of Columbia Col-

lege, and Professor Moses Coit Tyler, of Cornell. The
serial stories will be by J. T. Trowbridge, George Man-

ville Fenn, C. A. Stephens, and Charles Egbert Crad-

dock ; and sketches of travel, biography, and science,

etc., will be supplied by Hon. S. S. Cox, James Green-

wood, Lieut. Schwatka, E. V. Smalley, Prof. Richard A.

Proctor, Col. T. W. Knox, Lieut. Greeley, Dr. We A.

Hammond, James Parton, Miss C. F. Gordon-Cumming,

Rev. J G. Wood, Archibald Forbes, and H. H. Boye-

sen. All the articles and stories which appear in the

Companion, whether by native or foreign authors, are

writien expressly for it, and do not appear elsewhere.

HOWLAND & CHURCHILL,
27 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON,

MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Gas Fixtures,
Andirons, Fire Sets,

Bronze Duplex Lamps,
Library Lamps,

Sealing Sets,

BRASS CANDLESTICKS, and
PLAIN and FANCY Candles,

With Porcelain and
Rose-Tinted Paper

Candle Shades,
And Many Novelties in

HOLIDAY GOODS.

27 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON.
O. N. H. H. 0. C.

A. STOWELL & CO.

24 WINTER STREET, BOSTON,

IMPORTERS AND RETAILERS OF

PI TT

HOICE S
•IN •

It would be difficult to imagine a more attractive

announcement than that which the Youth's Companion

has issued for the coming year. No periodical in the

world has a more distinguished list of contributors, and

many new ones have been engaged for the next volume,

including Wilkie Collins, who has written some intensely

interesting articles on " The Victims of Circumstantial

Evidence"; the Queen of Roumania, who gives tradi-

tions of the country over which she reigns ; Christine

Nilsson and Clara Louise Kellogg, the famous singers,

who have both contributed articles on the cultivation of

the voice ; arid the Marquis of Lome, who writes of

"The Opportunities Boys Have in America." The

celebrated historian Mr. Froude will describe " Dra-

matic Scenes in English History"; Gen. Francis A.

Walker will show what our future is likely to be, judg-

ing from the census ; and Canon Farrar will write of

MARBLE CLOCKS, BRONZES,

Porcelains, Vienna Goods, Leather Goods,

Fans, Opera Glasses, Fancy-

Jewelry.

SPECIALTIES-.:

eO]VIPLI]VIEjto3y Qiptffr

Watches, Diamonds, Fine Gold Jewelry,

Oxidized Silver Jewelry, etc.

v^. Jl_v. v!>. w.
Required Boobs for 1885-6.

"The Chautauquan," published monthly;
price for the year ...... $1.50

Books for Oct, Ho v., and Dec.

Barnes' Brief History of Rome - Price, $1.00
Preparatory Latin Course in English " 1.(0
Cliautauqua Text-Book No. 16, " Roman
History"- --....'« .10

A Day m Ancient Rome ..--«' .50

Books for Jan., Feb., and March.

. College Latin Course in English
The Bible in the 19th Century -

Pomegranates from an English Garden

Books for April, May, and June.

Political Economy
'• Human Nature"
In lli> Name

1.00

.50

.30

Books for the Garnet Seal Course.
This new " Seal Course " is designed for both graduate and

under-gr duate members, and is especially recommended to all

students.

Eeadinga from Enskin,

Headings from Macanlay,
Art and the Formation of Taste,

The Life and Works of Michael Arjgelo.

Price, 75 cents each | 4 vols, in neat box for $3.00,

All the books are now ready, and will be sent prepaid, on
receipt of price. Special terms to C. JL. S. C. Circles.

Write to ns for any information
j
for ^^ 1^ ^^

or any article desired \ the \s . La ^J N^

JAMES P. MAGEE,
AGENT,

38 Bromfield Street, Boston.

Blanket 'Wraps.

f
English Shawls, Blanket and

j
Flannel Wraps for men, women

I
and children. For the sick-

\ room or bath, or those haviDg
I occasion to be up nights will

|
find them indispensable ; S3.75

[ to $35, at Noyes Bros.

Full Evening Dress

Shirts.

Made in the most thorough
and elegant manner for "Wed-
dings, Dinner Parties,Recep-
tions, or any occasion. Con-
stantly on hand and to special

measure at short notice.

f
Medium Fall and Heavy

English Underwear j
Winter Weights in Pure Wool,

\ Silk and Balhriggan. Medium
and Hosiery. j and finest grades at lowest

[
prices.

English Dressing f
Smoking Jackets, Long

Jackets and \ Gowns, House and Office Coats,

Gowns. [ Bath Wraps, Shawls and Rugs.
»

f
For Steamer Wear, for Sleep-

Pajams, Long Flan-
j ing Cars and Home Use. Indis-

nel Night Shirts. 1 pensable for those wishing a

[
protection from colds.

Full-Dress Chest-Covers, used with Dress Suits for pro-

tection from colds. f

Ladies who are embroidering Braces for presents can

have thero beautifully mounted.

Noyes Brothers,
WASHINGTON AND SUMMER STREETS,

BOSTON, U.S.A.
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ESTABLISHED 1817.
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Wholesale and Retail,

Axminsters,

Moquettes,

IViltons,

Brussels,

Tapestries,

Ingrains,

ORIENTAL RUGS
A SPECIALTY.

We sell only Standard Goods, which

are for sale in any quantity, either at

wholesale or retail, at

Very Low Prices.

STATIONERY!
Writing

Papers

by

the

Pound.

While, Cream, Tinted, and
Linen Papers, all sizes, ruled

or plain, ranging in price from
20c. lo 75c. per pound, and
averaging one hundred sheets.

I Birthday Cards,

e/i
ne

I Beautiful Hand Painted Novelties,
Stationery n , r .

and Progressive Euchre,

/ \A/. '1' n « in Plush, Russia Leather,

Fancy Writing Cases, ,md Alitor.

Goods. \ Correspondence Cards,

Gold Pens and Pencils, etc, etc,

Wedding § Visiting Cards,
ENGRAVED, WRITTEN, OR

PRINTED IN CORRECT STYLES.

EngmvEd Visiting Card Plate

And Fifty Cards, $1,75,

558 and 560 Washington Street,

L

BOSTON.

william Mccormick,

Stationer and Engraver,
3 West St., also, 220 Tremont St., Boston.

CHARLES H- WfHTHESTQ-
s^wtvc* vs\\-\. t,\w stwa\HS^

Stationer and Blank Book Manufacturer,
Importer andJobber. Publisher and Book Seller. School and Miscella-
neous Books. Crane's Fine Stationery. American, English, French, and

German Fancy and Staple stationery. Weston's Ledger papers.

168 AND 170 DEVONSHIRE STREET BOSTON.

WRITING PAPER, BLANK BOOKS,
Stylographic Pens, and Stationery in General.

WAED & GAT, Paper Merchants,

184 DEVONSHIRE STREET - - - BOSTON.
Samples of Papers and Envelopes free to any addre-s. Class-

day Invitations a specialty.

BLANK BOOK AND PAMPHLET BINDING IN ALL ITS VARIETIES,

ROBERT BURLEEN,
BOOK AND PAMPHLET BINDER,

NO. 50 ARCH STREET, BOSTON.

PaperRuling Special attention paid to binding of large Illustrated Works,
Engravings, etc. Old books rebound and folios of every description made
to order. TELEPHONE SS5.

RAILWAY TICKETS
AT REDUCED RATES

™ ALL POINTS WEST.
FOGG'S, 277 Washington St., BOSTON.

H. H. HUNT,
CARPENTER and BUILDER,

WEST NEWTON,
Shop near E, K, Crossing.

MASS.
P, 0. Box 235.

JOHNSON & KEYES,
AUBURNDALE AND BOSTON EXPRESS

BOSTON OFFICES, AUBURNDALE OFFICE,

105 Arch Street, Lexington Street,
34 Court Square. Hear the Depot.

YOUNG LADIES'

Boots, Shoes & Slippers,
Stylish and Durable, at Moderate Prices.

GYMNASIUM SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Thayer, McNeil & Hotpis,

47 Temple Place - - Boston.

Greatest Bargains ever offered in

FINE BANJOS, GUITARS, VIOLINS, STRINGS,

Flutes, Mandolines, Cornets, Music Boxes, etc., etc.

TILTON'S GOLD MEDAL GUITARS.
Hayne's Excelsior American Guitars.

Jiest in the World. Catalogues free.

Please Examine our Stock and Prices before

Purchasing Elsewhere.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court Street, Boston, Mass,

CHENEY, UPHAM & CO.
Jobbers and Commission Merchants,

FRUITS JLJSTD PRODUCE,
31 Fauenil Hall spare anfl 16 DocK spare, BOSTON.

A. CON&NT & CO.

Mirrors and Mirror Plates,
No. 73 UNION STREET, near Haymarket Spare, BOSTON.

A. CONANT. C. E. CONANT. H. /'. CONANT.

HYDE & SOUTHWORTH,
"Wholesale Dealers in

TEAS, * COFFEES, * SYRUPS, * AND * GROCERIES,

83 Broad Street, Boston.
GEORGE HYDE. A. E. SOUTHWORTH.

Fine Confectioner,
487 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Pure Candies of my own make. Delicate Flavors.

Finest Quality. Popular Prices. Orders by mail to

any part of the country promptly filled.

W. P. BIGELOW & CO.
DEALERS IN

TRIMMINGS, BUTTONS,
Zephyr Wools, Yarns,

THREADS, AND SMALL WARES.

Corsets, Jerseys, Hand-knit Worsted Afghans, Shawls,

JACKETS, <S=c.

Infants' Goods a Specially.

56 Temple Place, Boston.
Ask Your Grocer for

3, IB. SHA-IFIGIEia-IH: & GO.'S
STERLING JAVA

AND OTHER COFFEES.
S. B, SHAPLEIGH k CO., 47 to 53 BROAD STREET, BOSTON,

Importers of Tea Coffee, and Ybarra Chocolate.
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JORDAN, MARSH
AND COMPANY,

JOBBERS and RETAILERS
OP IMPORTED AND DOMES1UG

DRY GOODS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

The most important and prominent Dry Goods House

in New England. Orders receiued daily by mail from

every point of the Union, are promptly filled by ex-

perienced and efficient clerks, and absolute satisfaction

is guaranteed in every particular instance.

COUNTRY RESIDENTS

will find the Mail Order System of this firm a source

of great convenience and unquestionable economy.

J

BOSTON : Washington, Summer, and Avon Sts.

NEW YORK : 186 Church Street.

PARIS : 2 Faubourg Poissonniere.

PIANO CHAIRS,
With aa Adjustable Seat anil Back Support lor Ease and Comfort.

Teachers, Scholars, and Finished Amateur and Pro-
fessional Players alike welcome it.

The practice of sitting at a piano or organ practising for hours
together, without a support for the back, is tiresome in the
extreme, as every player well knows ; and giving way to the
tired feeling, very mmy, especially young persons, attempt to
rest or relieve themselves by assuming a position which is not
only imgraceful, but unnatural and unhealthy, and are often
permanently injured thereby. To rest the back, it is not always
necessary to incline the body to the rear. The body may lean
forward, but if there is a something against which the back may
be pressed, it affords a sense of support,— a feeling of ease which
can be obtained in no other way,— and really forms a true rest.

The ordinary piano-stool is not a comfortable seat under any
circumstances, yet no material improvement was made upon the
original design until this Back Piano Chair was invented. This
Chair has been before the public long enough to fully test its

merits. It has already attracted marked attention, and has
gained the highest approval of all who have tested it. We are
confident that it fully meets the needs of thousands who have
long been hoping and anxiously looking for this very improve-
ment.

Price, Plain, $5.00; Plush, $6.00.

With Adjustable Seat, $1.00 extra.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO.

449 aM 451 WasMiitoi St, Boston. lass.

GEORGE E. JOHNSON,

DEALER IN

Hay, Grain and Feed,

Lexington Street, Auburndale, Mass,

LAWRENCE, WILDE & CO.

Manufacturers of First-class

FURNITURE
AND

INTERIOR DECORATIONS,

38 TO 48 CORNHILL,
BOSTON.

A. LAWRENCE. J. D. WILDE. W. H. HULL.

ESTABLISHED 1830.

ALFRED MIME k SON,

24 Franklin Street,

BOSTON.

PICTURE FRAMES,
Art-Materials, Engravings, Photographs,

Albertypes, and every kind of picture.

frames, Passepartouts, Easels of every kind.

PANELS,
Plaques, Papers, Colors, and various Art-

Materials.

FRAMING REASONABLY AND PROMPTLY DONE.

C. H. C0DMAN & CO.
34 Bromfield Street, Boston.

ZION'S HERALD,
A "Weekly Religious Journal.

THE OLDTCST METHODIST PAPER IN THE WORLD.
Editor, Rev. B. K. PEIRCE, D. D.

It has more than TWO HUNDRED contributors, all de-
partments well organized, having each week a summary of

RELIGIOUS,

SECULAR,
DOMESTIC AND

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
Also, the ablest and most elaborate notes on the Sunday School

Lessons published by any denominational paper, written by
Rev. W. O. Holway, Chaplain U. S. Navy.

F R BUSINESS MEN,
Zion's Herald is one of the best of advertising mediums, read

weekly probably by 60,000 people. Specimen copies free.

Address
ALONZO S. WEED, Publisher,

36 BROMFIELD ST., BOSTON.

ALFRED BRUSH,

APOTHECARY,
Plummer's Block, corner of Auburn

and Lexington Streets, Auburndale.

PBABODY § WHITNEY,
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS,

TOYS, DOLLS, AND FANCY GOODS,
Wooden and Willow Ware. Children's Carriages.

90 and 92 Washington street, ana" 36 ana" 38 Friend street, Boston, Mass.

A. S. HALEY,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

BEEF, PORK, LARD, HAMS,
TRIPE, PIGS' FEET, ETC.

Nos, 78 and 80Paneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.

V- A. PLUTA,
DEALER IN

PROVISIONS,
Corner Auburn and Lexington Streets.

WIGGIN & UPTON,

Produce * Commission * Merchants,

9 North Market and 9 Clinton Streets,

W. P. WIGGIN. BOSTON. J. 31. UPTON.

A. L. Haskell & Son,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

CURLED HAIR, FEATHERS,
Mattresses and Bedding Supplies,

100 and 102 Hanover Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

C. A. W. CROSBY,

WATCHES, JEWELRY,
SILVER AND PLATED WARE.

474 Washington Street - - Boston.

DENTISTS
Dr. H. L. SANDERSON,

Office, Robinson's Block - - - West Newton.
Nitrous Oxide and Ether administered when desired.

A. Sardzvare Store for more than a Hundred Years!

BURDITT &o WILLIAMS,
Builders' Hardware, Carpenters' Tools, Cutlery, and General Hardware,

NO. 20 DOCK SQUARE, BOSTON.
Builders' and Retail Department on lower floor. Jobbing De-

partment on second floor. The largest stock of Bronze Hard-
ware in New England. The most favorable arrangements with
all the leading manufacturers. Present house established 1S60.

OCTAVIA D. GARCELON,

129 Tremont St, Boston.

PARIS HCDE3 RECEIVED WEEKLY.

W. BAILEY,
DEALER IN

WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE, ETC,

353 Washington Street - BOSTON.
Jewelry Neatly Repaired, also Monograms on Coin Pieces.

Personal Attention given to Repairing Fine Watches.
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Thanksgiving has come and gone. We,

who have the good fortune to claim a home,

or friends, in New England, have torn our-

selves away from the beguiling attractions of

Lassell for a brief recess. We have returned

to perpetrate venerable jokes about the family

turkey, and the relations which we sustained to

said fowl, and to gasp, " Perfectly lovely," to

the eighty-seventh repetition of the question,

" Had a good time ?
" And now Christmas is

drawing so near that we can detect a holiday

gladness in the very voices of the girls, " And
many a cheek looks passing fair, because a

merry heart shines through."

The rapidly diminishing clays bring visions

of " home and mother " to many waiting ones

who ate their Thanksgiving dinner, and a good

one it was, they say, at Lasell. To them

Thanksgiving was a vacation hardly apprecia-

ted, but the holidays will be a veritable time

of gladness.

"Grief hath no voice in the universe chorus
;

Nature is ringing with music and mirth."

Mr. Cassedy's domain has been extended,

and now the little kingdom, over which he

rules so tyrannically, is the most attractive in

the building. There are two rooms. The outer

one, where all the experimental work is carried

on, is fitted up as a laboratory; it has long

desk-like tables, containing basins with hot

and cold water, where the student may sit or

stand at her work. The inner room is the reg-

ular recitation-room, and has patent folding

desks and chairs ; while both have cabinets for

the apparatus and the mineralogical treasures

of Lasell. The rooms are very handsomely

finished in cherry ; and the wall paper is quite

a "dream of beauty."

Again we are at work in the adored gym-

nasium, industriously tugging away at the

" pound-and-a-quarter " chest-weights, and

swinging " fourteen-ounce " Indian clubs with

an absorbing devotion, worthy of so great a

cause. All are delighted with our new teacher,

and the hour for exercise is hailed with joy.

Every one is exhibiting an interest in her

neighbor's muscle, and the girl who can vault

is looked upon with wonder and amazement by

the majority of the new girls, although by

this time they are quite "old " and " worldly-

wise."

The new dressing-rooms are very conven-

ient, and since a mirror has been hung in the

hall, the girls seem to appreciate them ; they

do away with the bother of going to the rooms

to prepare for exercise, making the operation

much quicker and easier. Each room is fur-

nished with a stool, hooks, and locker for the

suits.

The lecture-room which takes up the space

below the gymnasium, not occupied by the

dressing-rooms, is quite an innovation. The
seats are " the very newest thing in chairs,"

and will accommodate over a hundred ; and the

floor slopes in such a charmingly suggestive

manner, that the success of all future lecturers

at Lasell is already fully determined.

And now we step down from the dizzy

height, where we have striven in vain to appear

at ease, to resign our sceptre to our illustrious

classmate. And with our prettiest bow and

our sweetest smile, we wish you all, in parting,

A Merry Christmas, and a Happy New Year.

SUCCESS IN LIFE.

In view of the widespread interest just now
in Canon Farrar's visit to this country, our read-

ers will take special enjoyment in reading the

closing extract from his essay, prepared for the

Youth's Companion, on " Success in Life," show-

ing that it is dependent upon neither fame,

nor power, nor wealth, but upon character: —
"Circumstances are not in our power: virtues

are. It is not in our power to avert the bitter

failure which the earth may inflict : it is in our

power to win the high success which God be-

stows. 'The young lions do lack, and suffer

hunger ; but they that seek the Lord shall

want no manner of thing'; certainh', which is

eternally, infinitely good. No man is a failure

who is faithful and upright; no cause is a fail-

ure which is just and true. Yea, blessed are

they who are defeated in- the cause of right-

eousness, for theirs shall be the victory.

"There is but one failure ; and that is, not to

be true to the best one knows. To us and to

our race, there is but one failure, and that is

sin. Sin is a missing of the mark, a violation

of the law, a swerving of the line. But he

who walks in the narrow path, he who obey^

the eternal law, he who aims his arrow at the

goal, cannot fail. Young men, you can do

this.

"You may be poor; you may lead lives of

struggle
;
your occupations may run. counter to

many of the natural 'delights of youth
; you

may live in the midst of a complex and exact-

ing civilization
;
you may see no relief, no out-

look to a tedious and dull routine. Well, bear

it all and bate no jot of heart or hope ; for, in

spite of it all, you need never fail. For all

of us an inexorable limitation, an inexorable

weariness, lie at the bases of life. Yet you

may succeed better than many a mighty king
;

and you need never fail, because you need

never become the fettered thralls of sin.

" Be good and do good, and you will have

won something better than a fortune or a coro-

net. To do this may not save you from abuse,
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or opposition, or earthly loss ; but if this and

a thousand other calamities come upon you,

you will be at the promontory, at whose base

the tide waves break in vain. Look, I say, at

the cross of Christ, and study all that it means,

and you will understand the meaning of your

life."

"THE MIDNIGHT SUN."

Mr. and Mrs. Bragdon have decided, if

nothing special prevents, to take the trip to

Europe heretofore spoken of. They will take

a very unusual route, giving girls a chance to

visit parts seldom seen, even by experienced

travellers. The route is not yet quite ready to

be put into type, but will take the places men-

tioned below, and probably in the order named.

There will be two sections of this party, one to

be called the Northern section, the other the

Italy section. Both will go together to Paris,

like this :
—

Leave New York, June 19.

Arrive at Glasgow or Liverpool, June 29.

June 30, Glasgow.

July 1, the Trossachs, Stirling.

July 2, Edinburgh.

July 3, Melrose and Abbotsford to Dry-

burgh.

July 4, to London.

July 4, night train to Paris.

July 4 and 10, in Paris.

Here, the first section will diverge to the

north, while the second will continue with Dr.

Loomis's party to Berne, Switzerland, Italy,

coming back via <the Semmering, Vienna, Mu-

nich, and rejoining the first at Frankfort.

First section goes to Hamburg, Kiel, Copen-

hagen, Christiania, Trondhjem, making hence

the eight days' excursion to the North Cape,

the most northerly land in Europe,- during

which five or six days and nights are passed

within the Arctic circle with the " Midnight

Sun !
" Returning to Trondhjem, we go, per-

haps, to Bergen, Gottenburg, Gotha Canal to

Stockholm, Finland, St. Petersburg, Moscow,

Warsaw, Berlin, Dresden, and find our com-

rades of the second section at Frankfort.

Hence together down the Rhine to Cologne,

Antwerp, Amsterdam, the Hague, London,

Windsor, Oxford, Leamington, Warwick, Ken-

ilworth, Carlisle, Glasgow (Ayr, if possible),

and home.

Expect to sail for home Sept. 1, and arrive

in New York, Sept. 11.

The cost for section two will be $600 ; for

section one, $725 or $750. Those who join Ital-

ian section will be with Mr. Bragdon as above

;

and for Switzerland and Italy, with Mrs.

Loomis and Dr. C. S. Loomis. Those in the

northern section will be all the time with Mr.

and Mrs. Bragdon and Dr. L. C. Loomis.

Those preferring may go June 12, and return

Sept. 4 (New York arrival), making precisely

the same trip, but in a little different order.

Only twelve will be taken in the north section,

Mr. Bragdon would like to know soon who ex-

pect to go. Circulars soon.

We don't believe Carrie will complain if we

publish her letter in full. It is so good and
" newsy."

Millbury, Nov. 11, 1885.

Dear Prof. Bragdon :

Last evening I received a letter from Anna
Curtis Beaver, in which was a little news-

paper scrap about her wedding.

I thought you might be interested in it, and

possibly you might like a part of it, at least, for

the Leaves.

Anna seems very happy. She is now board-

ing at Canaan Four Corners, where the larger

of the two churches of which Mr. Beaver is

pastor is situated.

She says she feels very like the Anna Curtis

of old. If she makes as charming a minister's

wife as Cora Tilton, I think Lasell may well be

proud of her daughters.

I am at home, and find enough to fill my
time with various household duties, my Sab-

bath-school class of six little girls, some church

work, etc.

I spent a pleasant week not. long since with

Bertha Childs, at her home in Lawrence. Bertha

is as busy as ever, is much absorbed in her

music ; she has several music scholars. She

has lately joined a musical club, which is a new

institution, but which promises to do good work.

While in Lawrence I called upon Bertha

Harris. She has become quite a fine artist.

Her studio is prettily arranged with her own

work, — flowers and landscapes in oil, some

water-color pieces, etc. She is expecting some

pupils in painting after Christmas.

I wish you could see Edith Flint Barker in

her new home in Worcester. Such a cunning

little house as she has, and so many pretty

things that she hasn't room, I believe, for all.

She is exactly the same as when we were at

school.

' Ida Sibley visits her often, and every time

she comes she says, "Well, Ede, you're not

changed a bit yet!
"

Do forgive such a long letter. It is so

pleasant to talk of the girls that I forget myself.

I hear from you all through the Leaves, and

also through Sadie Corey.

Love to all whom I kpow in the dear old

" Sem." I am afraid almost all are gone,— I

can't realize it is so long since I was there.

But I shall feel at home, at least, so long as

Miss Carpenter and you are there.

We are so glad that you did not go to Bal-

timore. Yours affectionately,

Carolyn Waters.

FIGURE IT FOR YOURSELF.

Paid by American people yearly for neces-

saries of life, viz., bread, meat, and clothing,

$1,250,000^00. For drink and taxes on it,

$1,400,000,000. For drink more than for ne-

cessaries, $150,000,000. If working people

want to know what makes " hard times," let

them look these figures over awhile,

If school-girls want to do good, let them in-

form themselves so as to be able to talk intel-

ligently about this great waste as well as crime.

NEW BOOKS.

Within the last few weeks there have been

added to the library these books :
—

Lilith. By Mrs. Ada L. Collier.

Wit of Women. By Kate Sanborn.

W. Swinton's Sixth Reader. Biographical.

Don't : A manual of mistakes of speech and

manners.

Theistic Conception of the Word. By

B. F. Cocker.

A Revised Edition of the Bible.

A copy of Caesar's Gallic War.

Insects at Home. By J. C. Wood.
Guide to the Study of Insects. A. S.

Packard.

Twelfth Night (Shakespeare). W. J.

Rolfe.

As You Like It (Shakespeare). C. E.

Flower.

Shakespeare's Dream. By William Leigh-

ton.

Studies of the Text of Shakespeare.

By J. Bullock.

Cruce's Shakespearian^. By B. G. Kin-

near.

New Readings and Renderings of Shake-

speare's Tragedies. By H. H. Vaughan.

Outlines of the Life of Shakespeare.

By J. O. Halliwell Phillips.

The last seven books upon Shakespeare are

gifts from Prof. Rolfe, and not the first which

we have received. The " Outlines of the Life

of Shakespeare " is especially valuable, and

contains the author's autograph.

The two books upon insects were left to the

library by our late beloved and lamented Prof.

J. C. Burke. His name is written upon the

fly leaves, and besides their intrinsic value,

which is great, these books will have a tender

and pathetic interest to all who knew the faith-

ful teacher who died so young.

" Lilith " has already been noticed as the

gift of the author, once a pupil at Lasell. The

library is indebted to its friends, and renders

grateful acknowledgment. It needs help, and

hopes to be often remembered. Seldom can

gifts of books be better bestowed.
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VACATION.

This article, a plain statement of the festivities at

Lasell during the Thanksgiving holidays, is intended as

a thorn in the flesh to all the misguided young women

who chose to spend this season of revelry by night some

otherwhere than within these

walls. May they turn from the

evil of their ways, after a due

season of gnawing remorse.

A dance in the gym. on

Wednesday evening, followed

by numerous spreads, was

simply intended as a prelude

to break the fall, and remove

the " taken-from-a-c ountry-

jail " feeling, which usually

overshadows the first hours of

a vacation. Beginning with

Thursday, the regular busi-

ness of the vacation was car-

ried out by the.observation of

the following pre-arranged

schedule :
—

Thursday. Breakfast, 8 a.m.

Banquet, 2.15 p.m. Grand merry-

making in gymnasium. Country

lunch, 7 P. M.

Friday. Breakfast, 8 A. M.

Lunch, 12.30 to 1.30, sans souci.

" State" dinner, 5 p.m. Tableaux

and Grand Olio in lecture-room, 7.30.

"Temperance drinks."

Saturday. Breakfast, S a.m.

Lunch, 12.30 to 1.30. "Swell"

dinner, 5.30. Grand Olio, Exhibi-

tion and Dance, gymnasium, 7.30.

Sunday. As usual. Evensong,

7.30.

Monday. "Oh, dear! I don't

want to," 7 p. m.

The event of Thursday was,

of course, the banquet, which

was " too perfectly swell for

anything," even the menus

partaking of the general infla-

tion. On the outer pages were

an indication of our true
Thanksgiving, and an appro-

priate stanza from Gray. On
the inside, confronting each

other, were :
—

The Puritan's Menu, Thanks-

giving-day, 1662. Six Kernels of

Corn. Water. And,

The Lasellian Menu, 1SS5.

Oysters on half shell. Soups. Con-

somme; Mock Turtle. Fish. Cusk

a la Creme ; Smelts, Tartar Sauce.

Roast. Turkey, Chestnut dressing.

Salmon Salad. Dressed Lettuce.

Olives. Cheese. Game. Stewed

Quail, Celery Sauce ; Venison Cut-

lets. Entrees. Boned Chicken, in

Jelly. Fillet of Tongue. Dessert.

Frozen Pudding ; Biscuit Glace

;

Banana Ice ; Crystallized Ginger

;

Angel Cake ; Lady Fingers ; Fruit

;

Confections; Figs; Blanched

Almonds. Coffee.
"^~—~————

_

Ample justice was done to both these menus, all re-

maining at the table until seven o'clock. • With coffee

came the toasts, given by Miss Etta Stafford as toast-

mistress. There were nine toasts, as follows :
—

The Pilgrim's Feast, "An infinite deal of nothing"; response,

Miss Day. The Lasell Famine, " A joke " ; response, Miss An-
derson. To those who were obliged to be absent to-day, "Alas,
how sad a thing it is to look into happiness through another man's
eyes " ; response, Miss Hammond. To our Prince, and our Pre-

ceptress, "The dual monarchs of this fair domain"; response,

. The East, "Our nation's cradle " ; response, Miss

Bubb. The West, " Westward the star of empire takes its way "
;

response, Miss M. Stafford. Our Country, " E Pluribus Unum "
;

response, Dr. Cramer. Music, Heavenly Maid ; response, Miss

Sherrod. Mr. Shepherd, " A man may smile and smile, and be a

villain still"; response, Mr. Shepherd.
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The response to the toast to music was a song, de-

lightfully rendered by Miss Sherrod, of the Boston Con-

servatory. Among the guests present at this notable

dinner were, Dr. Cramer, Dean of the Boston School of

Theology, Mrs. Cramer and Mr. F. C. Cramer, Mrs. H.

H. Noyes, Miss Hutchinson, Miss Atwood, Miss Sher-

rod, Miss Lloyd, Miss Bushnell, Mr. Bushnell, Mr.

Evans, Mr. Gwinnell, and Mr. Civill.

After the long but delightful dinner, the merry-mak-

ing in the gymnasium was thoroughly enjoyed by all.

Friday was mostly given up to a recuperation from

the effects of Thursday, but all were again above the

weather by evening, and enjoyed the tableaux, illustrat-

ing Jean Ingelow's " Songs of

Seven," and the olio of magic-

lantern views.

Saturday was another field

day. The dinner was prop-

erly named, as "he who runs

may read," from the menu
which forms the centre of this

page. The olio was a series

of fine views in Washington

and in Rome. Then Miss
Etta Stafford, Miss Jennie

Brown, and Master John
Bragdon exhibited Mr. Edi-

son's latest, the Phunnygraph,

Spellograph and Telephone

combination. A quartette
consisting of Misses Hollings-

worth and Munger and
Messrs. Davis and Shepherd

gave some fine songs, and

then came the grand surprise.

A Cheshire Cat Grin,disguised

as a hand-organ artist, had

been privately stationed in the

visitors' balcony of the gym.,

and he suddenly struck up a

waltz on his barbaric instru.

merit. As soon as the gen-

eral surprise was a little

calmed, a dance was inaugu-

rated to the " soul-inspiring

strains." The fun waxed fast

and furious, even reaching a

game of foot-ball, to the im-

minent danger of the personi-

fied Grin, who was the target

for more than one well-aimed

shot. During the evening, a

lunch of candy, nuts, and pop-

corn went the way of all such.

Sunday and Monday were

spent much as usual, except

for the added zest of vacation

times. The six-o'clock dinner

Monday was certainly unique

in its way, as is apparent from

the menu:—
Grand Feast at Lasell, in

honor of the Prodi-girl's Return,

November 30, 1S85. Soup a la

Skeletonio. Roast, Meat (hash).

Vegetables, Baked Pumpkin. En-

trees, Vegetable Tops. Dessert, Ice

(cold). Corn Cake. Tooth-picks

(if you bring 'em). Welcome,

—

A bountiful welcome to your adopted

Home.

Monday evening, when the

chapel bell rung for study,

the " Oh dear 1 I don't want to " of the schedule was

loudly echoed by all, especially those who had so en-

joyed the hospitality of Lasell during the holidays.

• »

"A man who works"in a New York distillery claims

to have seen a ghost." A man who works in a dis-

tillery is liable to see supernatural things — unless

his mouth is closed with a padlock. — Norristown

Herald.

~M
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PERSONALS.

Edie Flint Barker says that Ida Sibley is

teaching a " tin shop " in Warren, Mass., and

having a good time at it ; and Emma Sibley

Guilbert has moved to St. Paul, Minn., where

her husband is a " digester of law," or some-

thing like that. It seemed quite like old times

to have Edie here ; wish she 'd move down and

live here.

She says, "Now, Mr. Bragdon, what did you

tell my father that I wrote that about my house-

keeping for? I did n't want him to Know it."

Ah, Edith, one must not try to keep things

from one's father.

Edith looks as if her (husband's) arduous

labors agreed with her. She is at present

specially interested in a pet dog.

Lillian Mirick lives at 109 Ellery Street,

Cambridge, and is taking the Teachers' Course

under Dr. Sargent, German at the Berlitz school,

and voice lessons under— I've forgotten who
her teacher is; looks well and seems happy

at her work.

Mrs. Harris, of Evanston, 111., made a brief

call on her sister, Edith Gale ; she enjoyed the

little hills of Auburndale, the beautiful slopes

and homes, and was glad she came.

Rev. Wm. Kirkley, of Colchester, Conn.,

called upon his friend and neighbor, Miss Day.

He seemed charmed with everything about

Lasell, and said he 'd like to send fifty daugh-

ters here. His enthusiasm warmed us wonder-

fully as it must warm his church and people,

wherever he comes. If he could only have

stayed longer. He will be welcome always.

Martina Grubbs has only just come from

Kentucky pastures. She made Lasell an early

call. Glad to see her looking so well.

We are indebted to Miss Harris for some

Indian relics from Marblehead. She says there

are still quantities of them in the vicinity.

Ho for the Midnight Sun.— I have de-

cided not to buy the " Second Lasell " in

Pennsylvania, and to go — if nothing unfore-

seen prevents — to Norway, Sweden, Russia,

etc , for the summer vacation trip. Now let us

hear from those who think of going. The cost

will not be far from seven hundred dollars, I

p-uess. C. C. Bragdon.

Called upon Mr. Bragdon at Evanston, 111.,

two old Lasell girls, Mrs. Skinner, of Chicago,

and Mrs. Fry, of Evanston, formerly Harriet

and Mary Sheldon, here in Mr. Briggs's time

from Vermont. They remember with much

interest the old school clays, and the former

plans to send her daughter next year. To look

at her you would not think she could have a

daughter old enough.

Minnie and Birdie Routt are delighted

with their new school, and regret that they

cannot remain more than two years After

they graduate they expect to go to Europe, not

for study, but for a good time.

The Misses Flint have been compelled to

remain at home for an indefinite period, on ac-

count of the illness of their niece. We hope

they will return soon.

Ava Lowe, of '84, is spending her winter in

St. Louis.

Liliie Fuller is teaching this winter; she

has four French scholars and one arithmetic

scholar. She also belongs to a club, and goes

to " singing schule."

Mary Stebbins has her hands full this win-

ter. She is going on with her music and paint-

ing, and intends to take up German. She also

belongs to a literary club, and has a class of

twenty-five girls in embroidery.

Abbie Hill is spending the winter in Berlin,

Germany, devoting herself to the study of Ger-

man and music.

Mr. Luquins, whose increasing work at

the Institute of Technology, Boston, deprived

us of so good a teacher, has prepared a valu-

able reader of " Popular Science " for use in

technological schools. The selection of mate-

rial is admirable, and the notes are full and

carefully prepared. The book will supply an

actual want, and supply it well.

Mamie Marshal expects to come East next

January. We hope to see her at Lasell.

Bessie Merriam, always dear to the memory
of her Lasell mates, is still studying at an art

studio in Boston, and her artistic talent is

rapidly developing. She makes frequent visits

at Lasell, and always brings a sunbeam with

her.

Gertrude Penfield met in the Boston and

Albany Depot, in Boston, the other clay, Ida

Sibley, Mabel Wetherel, and Nellie Parker.

We wish they would come and see us.

Mary S. Gowing, who was a Lasell girl in

1878, was married Nov. 24 to Arthur G. Rich

ardson. The " new home " is at 227 Claren-

don Street, Boston.

Lizzie Whipple beamed upon us a week

or so ago. She says she is working hard.

Should n't wonder if Lizzie, after all, escapes

the spoiling that rich people's children usually

get.

We were pleased to hear the other day from

Mr. Dole, who is still at his home in Keene, N.

H., and who keeps busy writing more or less

every day. Though necessarily confined some-

what to the house, during the cold season, he

writes cheerfully, and has lost none of his old

interest in Lasell.

Gertrude Penfield spent Thanksgiving with

Jessie Hayden, at Hartford, Conn. Jessie did

not return to graduate this year, but is pursu-

ing her study of short-hand, begun at Lasell,

and in which we are quite sure she will sooner

or later distinguish herself.

Mrs. Burke has kindly presented to Lasell a

large and fine collection of plants and flowers

made by the Professor duiing his college course,

and much enlarged since and used by him in

teaching, also some valuable minerals, etc.

The collection of plants will be known as

" The Burke Herbarium," and consists of

some two hundred and fifty species of our

common New England plants, and will be a

valuable addition to our collection. Especially

interesting are the iris, fern, and club moss

families. Our thanks to dear Mrs. Burke.

We are very sorry to know that Lydia Starr

has had trouble with her eyes since leaving

school, having been confined to a dark room for

some weeks. Too much dissipation after

graduation, Lydia ! You never were so while

plodding along here.

Mr. Carl Cushing, son of the former prin-

cipal of Lasell, made the " old home " a little

visit, Nov. 14.

PROGRESS.

Since history began, a ceaseless throng has

been emerging from the depths of space, pass-

ing swift through the space of time and on

toward the goal, ever following a pillar of cloud

by day, a pillar of fire by night. The first

song that rose from the marching host was ju-

bilant as creation's morn, yet it breathed a holy

calm, as if hushed by the presence and per-

vaded by the essence of a great soul. The

matin bell mingled its worshipful tones. One

omnipotent hand ruled every heart ; one idea

tinged every mind; one tie bound every soul.

That was the reign of unity, of paternity, of

theocracy.

But, mingled with the enrapturing strains, a

discordant note here and there told of a being

into whose soul had entered the demon of dis-

content. A minor strain told of a blighting

touch of unbelief, of a letting go of the hand

of God, of a prostrate form before an image

of stone, of a race born to rest on the breast

of God, yet forbidden to touch the hem of his

robe. But though the host might not scale the

holy mount, its ruler might stand upon the

rock-riven peak, might receive the law amid

thunder and cloud, and speak to the people

waiting below.

Next came the rule of the ideal republic.

Born amid the thunder of Sinai, crowned upon

the hills of Palestine, the halo of divine pres-

ence upon its brow, the Hebrew statute book

in its hand, uttering its stern warnings from
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gnarled cliff and desert sand, yet tenderly

stooping to trellis the trailing vine of affection

that blossoms within the home ; meting out

justice in a popular assembly, yet in a city of

refuge providing for mercy ; emancipating a

slave by limiting his service
;
preventing accu-

mulations of land by agrarian law
;
gathering

into its storehouses its wealth of grain, yet

with sweet forgetfulness leaving a sheaf for the

poor ; calling on a prophet as a statesman of

God, or inspiring a Miriam with song.

But soon the cry of distress rang sharp upon

the sin-laden air ; vice skulked among the dens

of iniquity ; unity disbanded into independent

confidence
;
power became concentrated ; and

the broad spirit of communal democracy was

merged into the exclusive spirit of a landed

aristocracy. Then men said, " Surely, this

form of government is the image that fell down

from Jupiter; we will cherish it. It will give

us a high standard of morals and manners.

We will swing it in the hammock of luxury

;

we will fan it with the breath of kings ; we will

curl its powdered hair, while its massive brain,

free from grosser cares, shall mature Utopian

schemes of government, comprehending and

transcending our Liliputian interests and aims."

Fine theory ; but there are two things that can

mount to the top of a pyramid,— the eagle and

the serpent. Men found that they had given

to that massive brain leisure to legislate in its

own behalf.

Opposing currents meet in whirlpools. From

the vortex where the current of aristocratic in

terest met the opposing interests of an out-

raged people, a cry rang for some strong hand

to take the helm, some iron will to breast, to

break, to roll back the flood. So from social

dissolution and political dismemberment, from

perjured aristocrat and frenzied populace, mon-

archy was born.

Then men sank into the arms of indifferent-

ism, only to be aroused to new frenzy when

they should find their trust betrayed, their in-

dividuality crushed, their souls enthralled by

the king-born tyrant on the throne. With de-

mon yell they leaped to anarchy and the reign

of terror began. In the war, the strife, the

wild rage of madness, military despotism came,

for none but a despot could quell the raging of

that billow-tossed sea. But beside the sea of

human passion a despot is a puny being.

Though he may command peace when the tide

wave is ebbing, the next wave will sweep him

from the strand and bury his tracks in the

sand.

Then followed a long reign of terror and

gloom, when thrones trembled and despot

hurled despot to his doom. The host marched

slowly over the bodies of its dead, and men
looked at each other with ghastly faces and

in unnamable dread. Then the heavens

rolled back as a scroll, the dove of peace de-

scended, a voice said, "This is my beloved

Son. Hear ye him !" Then the dirge closed

in a triumphant burst. The vaulted heavens

rang. The pillar of cloud rolled into a pillar

of flame and bathed the world in its holy light.

But the light must creep slowly. Shooting a

lambent flame here and there, purging the floor

of an old institution, twining a pillar, creeping

on a rafter, sheathing a dome, catching a spire,

till all is enveloped in a flood of glory, rolling

heavenward in fire-fiend fury. Onward and

upward treads the mighty host, zigzagging its

way through burning brand and shifting sand,

to-day writhing under the pitiless sway of a

ruthless despot, to-morrow crushing to atoms

the yoke of his power; to-day bowing to the

throne of a mighty monarch, to-morrow tossing

him like a toy into the nearest abyss ; to-day

swearing fealty to a powdered aristocrat, to

morrow sweltering in the arms of a bloody

revolution ; to-day chanting paeans to demo-

cratic liberty, to-morrow struggling in the death

grip of a tyrannical majority ; to-day glorying

in the sovereignty of a royal people, to-morrow

— what ?

Tomorrow— what? It is the cry of the

young Republic, as she swiftly shoulders the

burden of her own government and rises under

it like a giant Atlas, glorying In the strength of

her strong right arm. To-morrow— what?

she asks in bated breath, and the voice of

prophecy makes reply : To you has been in-

trusted the emancipation of the race. In your

fidelity the hopes of the nation lie. To you

has been given a land of promise— a second

Canaan— a Gerizim to bless your loyalty to

God, an Ebal to curse your perfidy to heaven.

To-morrow — what ? To-morrow enemies will

come. You may not know a conqueror's joy

until you have known his woe. Your land will

groan 'neath its weight of grain, and you will

forget to leave a sheaf for the poor. To-mor-

row you will seek the refinements of wealth,

and obtain the effeminacy of luxury
;
you will

arouse the spirit of enterprise, and crown the

tyrant of monopoly
;
you will ask for the co-

operation of classes, and secure the encroach-

ment of power. To-morrow you will educate

the mind, without the heart, of your masses,

and put a sword in the hands of a maniac.

You will clasp in your arms the nationalities of

the earth, and die by the dagger they will

plunge into your breast
;
you will repudiate

national debts and impale national honor; will

live intensely, die prematurely. Your cheeks

will glow with the flush of health and your eye

will flash with the fire of youth, while your

lungs are consumed with gaunt decay. To-

morrow the shriek of the Shylock will be heard

in the land, and many will mistake it for the

signal of progress. Politicians will sit by the

cesspool of corruption and ward off the angel

of agitation, when it comes to trouble the stag-

nant waters and bring healing to their flow.

To-morrow there will be maddened mobs and

hungry mobs, and they will march through

your streets with banners unfurled, and on

them will be written, "Hunger knows no

laws." "Up with the red flag." "Labor

must be crowned king, if it wade knee-deep in

blood." To-morrow you will confer citizenship

upon an oath of allegiance that swears, "Here-

tics, schismatics, and rebels to the Popery,

I will to the utmost persecute and destroy."

You will awake to find there is a giant on the

Tiber, whose arm stretches across the Atlantic

and whose fingers play the keys of American

politics. To morrow that grand old flag, rid-

dled with traitor's bullets, will be lowered to

half-mast in honor of a traitor's death. You
will cherish in your bosom a frozen adder, that

only awaits the genial warmth of sunny pros-

perity to sink into your breast its poisonous

fangs.

All the predictions of deep-read philosophy,

all the protection of ancestral integrity, all

the assertions of boasted security are but
" foam bells that weave garlands of phosphoric

radiance for one moment round the eddies of

gleaming abysses ; mimicries of earth-born flow-

ers, mixing with the ravings and choir voices

of an angry sea." These are the warnings of

Ebal.

But beyond, to-morrow,— a promiseful to-

morrow, — for Gerizim will answer, pointing to

an uplifted cross, " By this thou shalt conquer.

For eighteen hundred years it has stood, a

lighthouse upon the Rock of Ages, casting a

pathway of light over the sea of strife, where

nations have thrown up their blood-stained

arms and gone down to their doom. Clasp

close the cross and let torrents roar !
" This is

the horoscope of our young Republic. Through

intricate process and special creation, through

forced migration and struggle with environ-

ment, through annihilation of the weakest and

survival of the fittest, we have attained perfec-

tion of force. Systems of government come

and go, but they must keep pace with the giant

strides of a sovereign people.

The banyan-tree of American influence is

destined to grow and shelter the world in its

forest of shade. A hundred years will see the

South American republics confederated, an

empire of states in the wilds of Africa, and

Asia rising vivified to the dignity of her destiny.

Then Europe must come, for the stirrings

within her of a young, new life will move her

dry bones and clothe them with flesh. Artifi-

cial barriers will be swept away, and upon the

flood tide of American influences will be ush-

ered in the reign of universal federation. Then

we may hope for a congress of nations, whose
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national difficulties will be settled by interna-

tional law ; where the object of legislation will

be the interests of humanity, and the goal to

be obtained the progress of the race. The

host is marshalling for the final march. A
subtile, restless expectancy pervades the very

air we breathe. The flash of revelation shows

intelligence quickening, knowledge maturing,

conscience developing. With hungry, eager

faces, men are peering into the future, whose

radiant light they may just descry. Theocracy,

democracy, aristocracy, monarchy, despotism
;

despotism, monarchy, aristocracy, democracy,

theocracy. Yes, theocracy must come, and

upon Mount of Olives must be enthroned

the Wonderful, the Counsellor, the Prince of

Peace. Glorious reign, that will gird the earth

with its golden chain, and bind the nations in

the bonds of peace ! Glorious reign, when the

bell of liberty will ring freedom to the race and

the anthem of unity proclaim it one ! When
heart will answer heart in oneness of emotion,

sentiment, passion, and impulse; and mind

transcend mind in infinity of conception and

vastness of view ! Where the rose of love and

the lily of peace will bloom in the garden of

God ! Where the mirror of poetry will reflect

the sanctuary of the soul, and the genius of

humanity reach the summit of its power

!

Glorious reign, when no longer "Our Lady

of Tears," with her bunch of keys, unlocking

every heart; no longer "Our Lady of Sighs,"

with drooping head, muttering to herself in

lonely places, in ruined cities that are desolate

as she is desolate ; no longer " Our Lady of

Darkness," approaching those whose heart

trembles and whose brain rocks 'neath conspi-

racy of tempest without and tempest within

;

no longer will this trinity of woe crush the

souls of men ; but over broken hearts and tear-

stained faces, over giant wrong and down-trod-

den race, over marshalling host and desolate

home will fall the shadow of a great peace, and

the voice of humanity, as the sound of many

waters, will cry, "Holy, Holy, Lord God of

Hosts ! The earth is filled with thy glory."

H.

LOCALS.

By the way, where is that bath-room ?

The other day in the literature class, one of

the young ladies gave a quotation from Words-

worth. Upon being asked from what poem it

was taken, the bright student replied that it

was from "Ibid." She had been especially

interested in the "Book of Quotations" in

the library.

Thanksgiving morning, Prof. Cassedy took

a party of girls to see the " Little Wanderers"

eat their Thanksgiving dinner. After visiting

the children, they saw the old North Church

and Faneuil Hall. As they did not then have

time to inspect the relics of the church, Profes-

sor kindly consented to take them again to the

communion service on Sunday morning. On
their second visit, they were shown many in-

teresting relics of colonial and Revolutionary

times, among which was a communion service

presented by King George II.

We cordially extend our pity to that girl in

the ancient history class, who could see no dif-

ference in meaning between confederacy and

conspiracy. We are also sorry for the girl who
thought oystercism was such a nice custom !

The entire school is engaged in making

Christmas presents for the "dear ones at

home." In every room we enter we find an

excited " sewing bee," making all sorts of

fancy articles, — chiefly moucJioir cases or pink

slippers.

One homesick girl is so anxious for vacation

to come, that on each of her eight calendars

she crosses out every successive day.

FROM THE SENIOR TABLE.

A Senior tells a pitiful tale she has just

heard of a poor woman dying in consumption.

A soft-hearted " Annex " begins to weep copi-

ously. " What are you crying for, Louise? "asks

her left-hand neighbor. "Oh, I want to do

something for the poor woman." [Seniors vis-

ibly affected.]

FROM THE FRENCH TABLE.

Hungry jfunior to neighbor: " Voulez-vous

pass the beurre !
" Neighbor, too accustomed to

" that sort of thing" to mind it much: " Oui, cer-

tainly."

Persons travelling to any point in the West

do well to buy their tickets at Fogg's, 277

Washington Street. They not only get them

at reduced rates, but receive with them a very

neat little pocket blankbook, bound in imita-

tion alligator skin, with an inner pocket for

stamps, etc.

MUSICAL NOTES.

Liszt will pay another visit to Rome.

Mr. Leopold Lichtenberg plays at the

Apollo Club concerts, Dec. 26 and 27.

Piatti, the 'cello player, is recovering his

health, and will soon be able to appear in

public again.

Miss Jennie Dickerson is now Mr. Carl

Rosa's leading contralto, and is very popular

with English audiences.

A new opera of " Faust," music by Prof.

Zollner of the University of Dorpat, will

shortly be produced.

The " Mikado " may well be called a fan-

tastic opera. — Musical Record.

Wagner's " Parsifal " is to be produced in

New York by the Damrosch German Opera

Company, March 3.

" Nanon " will succeed " The Mikado " at

the Hollis Street Theatre. Boston's new play-

house is to be devoted entirely to musical

pieces.

Mme. Lillian Norton will sing in the

Boston Handel and Haydn's performance of

Gounod's " Mors et Vita," Jan. 24.

A boy of ten years, Friedrich Kreissler by

name, has obtained the first violin prize at the

conservatory in Vienna.

It is said that the Boston Symphony Or-

chestra will make a tour of the country next

spring, with Mme. Lillian Norton as soloist.

Madame Adelina Patti will be married

to Signor Nicolini in June next ; that is to say,

in the legal period of ten months after her

divorce from the Marquis de Caux. Nicolini's

real name is Ernest Nicholas, and he belongs

to a humble French family. His wife, from

whom he has just been divorced by mutual

consent, and from whom he had been sepa-

rated many years, is an Italian lady named

Maria Annata.

THE VIOLIN.

Among all the musical instruments now ex-

isting, the violin seems to hold the first rank,

not only on account of the beauty and equality

of its tones, its vatiety of expression of light

and shade, which cannot be so perfectly ob-

tained by any other instrument, but principally

on account of its fitness to express the deepest

and most tender emotions. There is no in-

strument better suited than this to a lady's

hands. All that is feminine is required for its

mastery— grace, tenderness, lightness, swift-

ness, and dexterity. Camilla Urso, who has

won a world-wide reputation by the force of

her musical genius, has the power to touch the

heart by an exquisite pathos, and to read the

intellect by a subtle appreciation of the highest

and noblest attributes of the great prophets of

violin music. Madame Urso's power may be

best illustrated by her interpretation of the An-

dante of Mendelssohn's concerto, in which

every note is a tear, not of mere weakness,

but expressive of a high, noble, and profound

sentiment.
•-•-«

There is no harm in being stupid so long as

a man does not think himself clever ; no good

in being clever if a man thinks himself so, for

that is a short way to the worst stupidity. If

you think yourself clever, set yourself to do

something; then you will have a chance of

humiliation — Mary Marston.
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ART NOTES.

There is good reason for the belief that the

ignorant policy of Congress in heavily taxing

imported works of art will, before long, pro-

voke such retaliatory legislation abroad as will

bring the matter to a climax. Since the in-

crease of the tariff here, Italy has put a duty

of thirteen per cent on works of art leaving

that country, and there is a well-founded ru-

mor that it will be raised to fifty per cent.

A brutal argument of this character is about

the only one which will made any impression

on the dense cranium of the average Western

congressman, to whom we are indebted for a

tariff which classifies pictures with pig-iron.

A noted English portrait painter, being

behindhand in a commission recently, had a

photograph of his sitter thrown upon the can-

vas, and he worked diligently over it with his

pigments without the client ever suspecting

what he had done. At the close of each sit-

ting, the canvas was turned, as is the custom,

with its face to the wall. An artist of reputa-

tion never allows the first stages of his work

to be seen, and the observance in this case of

what is a point of professional etiquette saved

the painter a good deal of trouble.

Sir Joshua Reynolds's lectures on paint-

ing are excellent reading for the student, — a

library in one volume.

All great art requires a central and com-

manding purpose dominating every other.

One must have a fixed end in view to do any

work above the ordinary. Rembrandt strove

to solve the mysteries of shadow, and Turner,

of light, and they produced masterpieces.

One who has recently seen "The Mikado,"

in New York, accompanied by a Japanese gen-

tleman, says :

—

" It is by no means safe to accept as accu-

rate the local coloring of that amusing fancy

of Gilbert and Sullivan. In fact, the mistakes

in scenery, costumes, and manners are innu-

merable. Ko-ko's home, in the first act,

shows neither the massive gate always seen

with such surroundings, nor the inevitable

gain kan or entrance hall. The gaudy color-

ing is not only un-Japanese, but ruins the

effect of the beautiful costumes of which it is

made the background. Ko-ko's garden in the

second, with its architecture, is a queer jumble

of things, as much Hindoo and Chinese as

Japanese. The posts in the foreground, for

instance, decorated with bells, are purely

Chinese, and so with the pagodas in the dis-

tance, which are never seen in Japan. My
companion found the costumes of the women
nearer correct than those of the men, but he

laughed at the use of the fans by way of hair-

pins. Yum-Yum delighted him, both in cos-

tume and movement, which he found very

similar to what he remembered in girls of rank

in Japan. Pitti-Sing and Peep-Bo he also

found very natural. He was amused at Ko-

Ko coming on with a big sword in his left

hand ; for he said a Japanese never would do

such a thing, although when the sword is not

drawn it is carried in the left hand. He re-

marked, too, that when two swords are worn,

the short one is always to the right of the long

one, with the edge up instead of down, as

Pish-Tush wears his. The costume of Pooh-

Bah, it appears, is not that of a nobleman at

all, but rather, of an old, retired wrestler.

The Mikado's attire is fairly correct, but the

plume on his head should not stick up ; but

probably is wrong intentionally, for the sake

of the comicality of the thing. The masked

guards of the potentate are historically correct,

but have long since been a thing of the past.

The one genuine Japanese song in the opera is

the chorus on the Mikado's entry. It is a

well-known national march. I asked my com-

panion why Japanese rub their knees and

breathe a long sigh on meeting, and he told

me that it is a mark of courtesy ; and the

more anxious one is to show deference to

person he encounters, — if, for instance, the

latter is one of a superior rank, — the longer

and deeper will be his inspiration, his aim being

to avoid offending him by letting him come in

contact with his breath . The Japanese truly

are a most polite nation."

POLITICAL NOTES.

Vice-President Thomas A. Hendricks

died very suddenly, Nov. 25, at the age of

sixty-six. He was buried at his home in In-

dianapolis, Ind.

King Alfonso XII., of Spain, died on

Wednesday morning, Dec. 2, in El Pardo, of

consumption. The funeral took place Dec.

10, at Madrid. He will be succeeded by

Princess Mercedes, his five-year-old daughter,

under the regency of her mother, Queen

Christina.

The present Congress, which met on the

first Monday in December, is the forty-ninth.

The members elected are forty-one Republi-

cans and thirty-four Democrats.

President Grew, of France, is very rich

and very miserly. It is said of him that he

eats plain food because he is too stingy to buy

dainties. How much he is worth no one

knows, but it is said that it cannot be less than

$7,500,000, a large part of which is in his

Paris houses.

Secretary of State Bayard is affecting

quite the English air. He was seen on the

street the other morning, dressed in a blue

flannel suit, with a short sack coat ; and he

has a walk like a New York semi-English

dude. He pays considerable attention to

such English celebrities as come to the capi-

tal, and during the past year or two he has

attracted notice by entertaining Henry Irving,

and lunching with Lilly Langcry in the Senate

restaurant.

Mr. Parnell will visit New York next

month, and a public reception is proposed.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES,

So rapid has been the development of the

usefulness of the water-gas discoveries that the

following summary will be a surprise to most

of our readers. It will also be of special in-

terest to many lvho have seen Prof. Lowe in

his visits to his daughters here. The list is

from the official catalogue of the Novelties

Exhibition :
—

1. Gas works complete for the manufacture

of water gas for incandescent lighting and
heating purposes by the system of Prof.

T. S. C. Lowe.
2. Fuel gas carburetters for converting non-

illuminating into illuminating gas. These works
have a capacity of 5,000 cubic feet of fuel gas

per hour. The tank in which the gas holder is

floated contains 180 tons of water. This fuel

gas is used to drive gas engines, bake bread,

crackers and all other kinds of cooking, work-
ing iron, annealing, soldering, etc.

3. Large portable oven in operation, capable

of baking twenty-five barrels of crackers daily,

or about 20,000 loaves of bread in twenty-four

hours heated with Lowe fuel gas.

4. Large family ranges in operation for

cooking in the restaurant with fuel water gas.

5. Heaters, furnaces, open fires, stoves, re-

verbatory cooking ranges, bakers' ovens, etc.

These ovens are lighted internally by the Lowe
incandescent -gas light, so that the progress of

the cooking can be observed through plate-

glass windows.
6. An ornamental combined radiator and

illuminator, in the form of a column, at the

top of which the fuel gas is applied ; first for

incandescent lighting, after which the products
of combustion by a down draught heat the

radiators and warm the room.

7. Domestic heating and lighting. An over-

head fixture lighting a store by incandescence,
the heat arising from which passes through
radiators overhead for heating rooms above.

8. Water gas reverberatory fire. Will be
kept in operation for warming and ventilating

the room in which it is situated.

9. Various forms of fixtures for incandescent
gas lighting.

10. Various sections of the building are

lighted by incandescent gas lamps, rated from
200 to 500 candle-power each.

11. One avenue is lighted with 100 candle-

power lamps using Lowe fuel water gas, carbu-
retted, as well as the same gas through the

ordinary burners.

12. Lowe Argand regenerative gas burner.
For the use of coal gas and carburetted water
gas, of various sizes, rated from 100 to 500
candle-power each.
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WORTH REMEMBERING.

The seeds of things are very small.— George

Eliot.

The last word is the most dangerous of infer-

nal machines.— Dr. Jerrold,

There is not a single moment in life that

we can afford to lose. — Goulburn.

Habits of sin, even when put to death as

habits, leave many evil legacies behind them.

If God be among us, we must sometimes

cease, for the sake of peace, to adhere to our

own opinion.— A Kcmpis.

For LADIES, MISSES & CHILDREN.

FIT PERFECTLY.

EASY ON THE FEET.

SUPERIOR IN STYLE

COST NO MORE

THAN ANY OTHER

k FINE SHOES.

GENUINE
HAVE THE FULL NAME OF

EDWIN C. BURT stamped on LIN-

ING AND SOLE OF EACH SHOE,

and are WARRANTED.

MAKER '

NEWYORK

Lining Stamp.

For sale by leading retail shoe dealers in nearly
every city throughout the United States and Canada.

WILLIAM TARN & CO., London, England.
CHAS. JENNER & CO., Edinburgh, Scotland.
COPLAND & LYE, Glasgow,
JOHN AKNOTT & CO., Belfast, Ireland.
ARMOTT & CO., Dublin,
WEEKS & CO., Shanghai, China.

If you cannot get our make of shoes from your
dealer, send address for directions how to procure them.

MANUFACTURED BY

EDWIN C. BURT & CO.,
NEAV YORK.

In all widths of Lasts, any style of Toe and Heel.

Ask your Shoe-dealer for BURT'S KID DKESS-
IN'<J; it is the best Dressing in the market for Ladies'.
Misses' and Children's Shoes,

For Sale in Boston by

JORDAN, MARSH & CO.

WASHINGTON STREET.

HOWLAND & CHURCHILL

27 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON,

MAKE A SPECIALTY OP

Gas Fixtures,

Andirons, Fire Sets,

Bronze Duplex Lamps,
Library Lamps,

Sealing Sets,

BRASS CANDLESTICKS, and
PLAIN and FANCY Candles,

With Porcelain and
Rose-Tinted Paper

Candle Shades'
And Many Novelties in

HOLIDAY GOODS.

SETH THOMAS ALARMS, $1.50.

AND WARRANTED.

Other Clocks Proportionately Low.

HOWLAND & CHURCHILL,

27 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON.

A. STOWELL & CO.

24 WINTER STREET, BOSTON,

IMPORTERS AND RETAILERS OF

H TT

0.

r\ n

iUlUJj
m

jju i i

MARBLE CLOCKS, BRONZES,

Porcelains, Vienna Goods, Leather Goods,

Fans, Opera Glasses, Fancy
Jewelry.

SPECIALTIES:;

eoiwPL-iiYrE^T^y Qiptfg,

Watches, Diamonds, Fine Gold Jewelry,

Oxidized Silver Jewelry, etc.

V^. JLy. v*5. V^.
Required Boohs for 1885-6.

"The Chautauquan," published, monthly;
price for the year &1.501

Books for Oct., Nov., and Dec.

Barnes' Brief History of Rome - Price, $1.(0
Preparatory Latin Course in English " 1.(0
Chautauqua Text-Book No. 16, " lioman
History"- .-...." .10-

A Day in Ancient Rome - - - - *' .JO

Books for Jan., Feb., and March.

College Latin Course in English
The Biliie in the Uuli Century -

Pomegranates from an English harden -

Books for April, May, and June.

Political Economy
*' Human Nature"
In His Name

1.00

.50

.30

Books for the Garnet Seal Course.
This new " Seal Course " is designed for both graduate and

under-graduate members, and is especially recommended to all

students.

Readings from Rnskin,

Readings from Macanlay,
Art and the Formation of Taste,

The Life and Works of Michael Angelo.

Price, 75 cents each; 4 vols, in neat box for $3.00.

All the hooks are now ready, and will he sent prepaid on
receipt of price. Special term* to C. X. A'. C. Circles.

Write to ns for any information ) for fS- ^J f+
or any article desired i the \^ , |_. ^j , \^

JAMES P. MAGEE,
AGENT,

38 Bromfield Street, Boston.

Blanket "Wraps.

f
English Shawls, Blanket and

I Flannel Wraps for men, women
| and children. For the sick-

\ room or bath, or those having
occasion to be up nights will

find them indispensable ; S3.75

to $35, at Noyes Bros.

f Made in the most thorough
_ .. —

,

_. I and elegant manner for Wed-
Full Evening Dress

D1NGS>
fe

Dinner PaitieSj Recep .

tions, or any occasion. Con-
stantly on hand and to special

measure at short notice.

Shirts.

English Underwear

and Hosiery.

Medium Fall and Heavy
Winter Weights in Pure Wool,
Silk and Balbriggan. Medium
and finest grades at lowest

prices.

English Dressing f
Smoking Jackets, Long

Jackets and \ Gowns, House and Office Coats,

Gowns. I
Bath Wraps, Shawls and Rugs.

Pajams, Long Flan-

nel Night Shirts.

f
For Steamer Wear, for Sleep-

J
iug Cars and Home Use. Indis-

1 pensable for those wishing a

[
protection from colds.

Full-Dress Chest-Covers, used with Dress Suits for pro-

tection from colds.

Ladies who are embroidering Braces for presents can

have them beautifully mounted.

Noyes Brothers,
WASHINGTON AND SUMMER STREETS,

BOSTON, U.S.A.
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ESTABLISHED 1817.

H. PRAY. SONS 1 CO.

Wholesale and Retail.

Axminsters,

Moguettes,

PViltons,

Brussels,

Tapestries,

Ingrains.

ORIENTAL RUGS

A SPECIALTY.

We sell only Standard Goods, which

are for Sale in any quantity, cither at

wholesale or retail, at

Very Low Prices.

558 and 560 Washington Street,

BOSTON.

HOLIMHOODS.
CHRISTMAS CARDS AND NOVELTIES.

SACHETS AND BANNERETTES.

NEW DESIGNS IN

HAND-PAINTED GOODS.

STATIONERY CABINETS

In Plush, Alligator, and Combination Colors.

WRITING CASES AND PORTFOLIOS.

POCKET BOOKS, PURSES, AND HAND BAGS
In Seal, Russia, Calf, and" Japanese Leather.

PRICES REASONABLE.

AN APPROPRIATE PRESENT
For a Lady or Gentlemen is an ENGRAVED VISITING CARD
PLATE and 50 Cards— finest stock and best work— for $>1.75,
old price, #2.50. •

william Mccormick,
STATIONER,

1 Street,— 3 West Street,

BOSTON.
CH-A.RLES H. WHITI 1STG-,

SWWfcVt ViWV M«) \l*\\AU<i,,

Stationer and Blank Book Manufacturer,
Importer and Jobber. Publisher and Book Seller. School and Miscelln"
neous Books. Crane's Fine Stationery. American, English, French, and

German Fancy and Staple Stationery. Weston's Ledger Papers.

168 AND 170 DEVONSHIRE STREET BOSTON.

WRITING PAPER, BLANK BOOKS,
Stylographic Pens, and Stationery in General.

WAKD & (tAY, Paper Merchants,

184- DEVONSHIRE STREET BOSTON.
Samples of Papers and Envelopes/rce to any addre-s. Class,

day Invitations a specialty.

BLANK BOOK AND PAMPHLET BINDING IN ALL ITS VARIETIES.

ROBERT E3URL.EN,
BOOK AND PAMPHLET BINDER,

N">. 50 ARCH STREET, BOSTON.

l'uper Rulinz Special attention paid tobindingof larsre Illustrated Works,
Eii'Tavino-a, etc. Old books icbound and folios of every description made
to order. "TELEPHONE 865.

RAILWAY TICTETS
AT REDUCED BATES

To ALL POINTS WEST .

FOGG'S, 277 Washington St., BOSTON,

H. H- HUNT,
CARPENTER and BUILDER,

WEST NEW
Shop near K. R. Crossing.

"ON, MASS.
P. 0. Box 235.

JOHNSON & KEYES,

AUBURNDALE AND BOSTON EXPRESS

YOUNG LADIES'

Boots, Shoes & Slippers,
Stylish and Durable, at Moderate Prices

.

GYMNASIUM SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Thayer, McNeil & HoJitins,

47 Temple Place - - Boston.

Greatest Bargains ever offered in

FINE BANJOS, GUITARS, VIOLINS, STRINGS,

Flutes, Mandolines, Cornets, Music Boxes, etc., etc.

BOSTON OFFICES,

105 Aroh Street,

34 Court Square.

AUBURNDALE OFFICE,

Lexington Street,
Near the Depot.

TILTON'S GOLD MEDAL GUITARS.
Hayne's Excelsior American Guitars.

Best in the World. Catalogues free.

Please Examine our .Stock a?id Prices before

Purchasing Elsewhere.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO,, 33 Court Street, Boston, Mass.

CHENEY, UPHAM & CO.
Jobbers and Commission Merchants,

FRTJITS A.JSTJD PRODUCE,
31 Faneuil Hall spare and 16 DocK spare, BOSTON. *

~A. C0WANT & CO.

Mirrors and Mirror Plates,
No. 73 DION STREET, near Haymarket Spare, BOSTON.

A. CONANT. C. E. CONANT. IT. P. CONANT.

HYDE & SOUTHWORTH,
"Wholesale Dealers in

TEAS, * COFFEES, * SYRUPY * AND * GROCERIES,

83 Broad Street, Boston.
GEORGE HYDE. A. E. SOOTHWORTH.

Fine Confectioner,
487 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Pure Candies of my own make. Delicate Flavors.

Finest Quality Popular Prices. Orders by mail to

any part of the country promptly filled.

W. P. BIGELOW & CO.
DEALERS IN

TRIMMINGS, BUTTONS,
Zephyr Wools, Yarns,

THREADS, AND SMALL WARES.

Corsets, Jerseys, Dand-knit Worsted Afghans, Shawls,

JACKETS, c2=c.

Infants' Goods a Specially.

56 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON.
Ask Your G-rocer for

3. B. SHAPLEIGH & CO.'S
STERLING JAVA

AND OTHER COFFEES.
S. B. SHAPLEIGH & CO., 47 to 53 BROAD STREET, BOSTON,

Importers of Tea, Coffee, and Ybarra Chocolate.
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JORDAN, MARSH
AND COMPANY,

JOBBERS and RETAILERS
OH IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC

DRY GOODS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

The most important and prominent Dry Goods House

in New England. Orders received daily by mail from

every point of the Union, are promptly filled by ex-

perienced and efficient clerks, and absolute satisfaction

is guaranteed in every particular instance.

COUNTRY RESIDENTS

will find the Mail Order System of this firm a source

of great convenience and unquestionable economy.

LAWRENCE, WILDE & CO.

Manufacturers of First-class

FURNITURE
AND

INTERIOR DECORATIONS,

38 TO 48 CORNHILL,
BOSTON.

A. LAWRENCE. J. D. WILDE. W. H. HULL.

ESTABLISHED 18SO.

ALFRED MUDGE k SON,

BOSTON : Washington, Summer, and Avon Sts.

NEW YORK : 186 Church Street.

PARIS : 2 Faubourg Poissonniere.

PIANO CHAIRS.
Witt, an Adjustable Seat and Back Support tor Ease and Comfort.

Teachers, Scholars, and Finished Amateur and Pro-
fessional Players alike welcome it.

The practice of sitting at a piano or organ practising for hours
together, without a support for the back, is tiresome in the
extreme, as every player well knows; and giving way to the
tired feeling, very nviny, especially young persons, attempt to

rest or relieve themselves by assuming a position which is not
only ungraceful, but unnatural and unhealthy, and are often
permanently injured thereby. To rest the back, it is not always
necessary to incline the body to the rear. The body may lean
forward, but if there is a something against which the back may
be pressed, it affords a sense of .support, — a feeling of ease which
can be obtained in no other way,— and really forms a true rest.

The ordinary piano-stool is n. t a comfortable seat under any
circumstances, yet no material improvement was made upon the
original design until this Back Piano Chair was invented. This
Chair has been before the public long enough to fully test its

merits. It has already attracted marked attention, and has
gained the highest approval of all who have tested it. We are
confident that it fully meets the needs of thousands who have
long been hoping and anxiously looking for this very improve-
ment.

Price, Plain, $5.00; Plush, $6.00.

With Adjustable Seat, $1.00 extra.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO.

449 and 451 Washington St. Boston. lass.

GEORGE E. JOHNSON,

DEALER IN

Hay, Grain and Feed,

Lexington Street, Auburndale, Mass.

24 Franklin Street,

BOSTON.

PICTURE FRAMES,
Art-Materials, Engravings, Photographs,

Albertypes, and every kind of picture.

Frames, Passepartouts, Easels of every kind.

PANELS,
Plaques, Papers, Colors, and various Art-

Materials. ,

FRAMING REASONABLY AND PROMPTLY DONE.

C. H. C0DMAN & GO.
34 Bromfield Street, Boston.

ZION'S HERALD,
A Weekly Religious Journal.

THE OLDEST METHODIST PAPER IN THE WORLD.
Editor, Rev. B. K. PEIRCE, D. D.

It has more than TWO HUNDRED contributors, all de-
partments well organized, having each week a summary of

RELIGIOUS,
SECULAR,

DOMESTIC AND
FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

Also, the ablest and most elaborate notes on the Sunday School
Lessons published by any denominational paper, written by
Rev. W. O. Holwat, Chaplain U. S. Navy.

FOR BUSINESS MEN,
Zion's Herald is one of the best of advertising mediums, read

weekly probably by 50,000 people. Specimen copies free.
A

(1 (] r<*MH

ALONZO S. WEED, Publisher,

36 BROMFIELD ST., BOSTON.

ALFRED BRUSH,

APOTHECARY,
Plummer's Block, corner of Auburn

and Lexington Streets. Auburndale.

PEABODY § WHITNEY,
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS,

TOYS, DOLLS, AND FANCY GOODS,
AVooden and "Willow Ware. Children's Carriages.

90 and 92 Washington Street, and 36 and 38 Friend street, Boston, Mass.

A. S. HALEY,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

BEEF, PORK, LARD, HAMS,
TRIPE, PIGS' FEET, ETC.

Nos. 78 and 80 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.

V- A. PLUTA,
DEALER IN

PROVISIONS,
Corner Auburn and Lexington Streets.

WIGGIN & UPTON,

Produce + Commission * Merchants,

9 Nortli Market and 9 Clinton Streets,

W. P. WIGGIN. BOSTON. I- M. UPTON.

A, L. Haskell & Son,
Manufa3turer3 and Dealers in

CURLED HAIR, FEATHERS,
Mattresses and Bedding Supplies,

100 and 102 Hanover Street,

boston, mass.

C. A. W. CROSBY,

WATCHES, JEWELRY,
SILVER AND PLATED WARE.

474 Washington Street - - Boston.

DENTIST.i
Dr. H. L. SANDERSON,

Office, Robinson's Block West tfewton.

Nitrous Oxide and Ether administered when desired.

A. Rardtcare Store for more titan a Jfundred Years/

BURDITT &, WILLIArvtS,
Bnilders' Hardware, Carpenters' Tools, cntlery, and General Hardware,

NO. 20 DOCK SQUARE, BOSTON.
Builders' and Retail Department on lower floor, Jobbing De-

partment on second floor. The largest stock of Bronze Hard-
ware in New England. The most favorable arrangements with
all the leading manufacturers. Present house established 1860.

OCTAVIA D. GARCELON,

DRESSMAKER
129 Tremont St, Boston.

PARIS MODES RECEIVED WEEKLY.

S. W. BAILEY.
DEALER IN

WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE, ETC.

353 Washington Street - - BOSTON.
Jewelry Neatly Repaired, also Monograms on Coin Pieces.

Personal Attention given to Repairing Fine Watches.
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1886. It has a strange look to us ; it seems

almost like an intruder ; we have had hardly

time to become acquainted with '85, and now

it is time for it to go and give way to '86.

Time is one of the few things in this life that

waits for no man. It glides along at an untir-

ing rate, overcoming all obstacles, making so

little fuss that we are not aware of its progress

until it is too late ; it is beyond our grasp ; it

is gone, never to return.

The coming of the new year gives us all an-

other chance to make good resolutions and

"swear off " on all our bad habits. When we

look over the past year and see what we have

done, and then think what we might have

done, we feel like saying with Whittier :
—

" For of all sad words of tongue or pen,

The saddest are these :
' It might have been.' "

Who, fifty years ago, would have imagined a

young ladies' seminary where cooking and law

were taught. Mrs. A. L. Lincoln, of Wollas-

ton, Mass, has succeeded Mrs. Daniell, our

old teacher, as instructor in cooking. She is

trying to impress on our minds that there is

science even in cooking, and that it is not

mere drudgery. The lesions are given, this

year, in our new lecture-room.

The lectures on common law are given, this

year, by Alfred Hemenway, A. M., of Boston,

who has been giving lectures on the same sub

ject for some time at Lasell. Which profession

we will follow, that of law or cookery, we have

not all decided.

We were fully persuaded of the truth of the old

saying, " Where there 's a will there 's a way,"

by listening to Mr. Short, blind from birth, who
lectured to us on Shakespeare. He showed

by his lecture that he was well acquainted with

his subject,, reciting many of the most beauti-

ful passages verbatim. All the knowledge he

has, he received from listening to what was

read to him, and by remembering it. Most of

us find it a little difficult to remember what

we ourselves read, and if' we had to depend

for our knowledge on what was read to us, I

am afraid it would be a sorry lot for most of us.

The lists were read as usual at the close of

the term. There was some talk of their not

being read until after the vacation, but we
girls would not listen to this, for how could we

enjoy our vacation with such a weighty ques-

tion unsettled ? So they were read, but, alas !

some of us were destined to be disappointed,

while others had their wildest dreams realized.

And now we no longer see the girls collected

in the halls around some teacher, asking with

longing eyes, " Will I be self-governed ? " The
old girls may be interested to hear that the

standard of the lists has been raised, and that

the present self-governed girls consider them-

selves just a little better than the self-governed

girls of yore.

Courage, girls, only five more months, and

then home again.

THE DAYS OF MARTYRDOM HAVE NOT ENTIRELY
PASSED.

Three young converts of the Nyanza Mis-

sion of the English Church Missionary Society

were recently bound alive to a scaffolding,

under which a fire was made, by means of

which they were slowly roasted to death.

Their persecutors mocked them and told them

to pray to Isa Masiya (Jesus Messiah), and

see if he would rescue them. They adhered to

their Christian faith and profession, and even

sang hymns in the midst of the fire. One of

their persecutors was so impressed by their

calm courage and fidelity, that he determined to

learn to pray to their God. So, as of old, "the

blood of the martyrs is the seed of the Church."

Christianity will yet reign over all the Dark

Continent ; and this persecution is by no means

one of the least of the signs of its approach-

ing triumph. — Exchange.

SOCIAL LINES IN CHICAGO,

The Chicago newspapers constantly refer to

Boston, in the language of graceful compli-

ment, as the centre of culture and elegance,

but we are obliged to confess, however unwill-

ingly, that there is in the Western metropolis

a degree of refinement in certain matters, of

which we effete Bostonians have little or no

conception. For instance, in Chicago, the

words " man " and " woman " — vulgarly used

to designate the male and female of the human
species— have been erased from the polite vo-

cabulary, and "gentleman" and "lady" have

been substituted.

So thoroughly, indeed, has this happy

change been effected, that it may now be said

that there are no longer any men and women,

all are ladies and gentlemen. Even the man
who collects second hand bones and grease is

called the " soap-fat gentleman," and the

woman who removes the garbage is the "swil!

lady." Of course it is necessary that there

should be certain terms of distinction, and of

these a sufficient number are provided, which

it must be said, convey far more delicat

shades of meaning than the words formerly i

use. A woman of good manners and irr

proachable character is a "perfect lady." He

simply, yet admirably, that expresses the ide
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A well-bred woman is a "refined lady." If

she dresses handsomely, she is an " elegant

lady " If she is both cultivated and well

dressed, she is an "elegant, refined lady."

In like manner, a well behaved and honora-

able man is a "perfect gentleman," a well-

bred man a "refined gentleman," a well-

dressed man an "elegant gentleman," and a

combination of the last two an " elegant, re-

fined gentleman," or "gent," as it is some-

times abbreviated. But beyond all this there

is a super-superlative, which is reserved for the

complete expression of all that is desirable in

civilized man or woman, and this is the phrase

" perfectly elegant, refined gentleman " or

"lady."

It will readily be seen that this reformed

methods renders it possible to convey with

accuracy the subtlest distinctions. It is quite

evident that a "perfect lady" is not in every

case an "elegant lady," nor is an "elegant

lady " necessarily " refined." For frequently,

indeed, it is the case that the most elegant

lady, who keeps a carriage and dresses in silks

and satins, is less refined than the lady who

presides over the culinary department, and

whose title is unadorned by an adjective. How
seldom is it, alas ! that the term " elegant, re-

fined " can be conscientiously applied.

Likewise, the most refined gentlemen are

not infrequently far from elegant. It may be

that they are well-bred, but they do not possess

the added charm which dress alone can give.

Thus if we call a man a "refined gentleman,"

it is usually with a mental reservation to the

effect that his clothes do not fit him.

To render the new system, if possible, more

complete, the set of terms above described is

supplemented by another equally comprehen-

sive, which divides gentlemen and ladies into

classes.

A " first-class lady " is exactly equivalent to

an "elegant, refined lady." A woman, who is

elegant but not refined, is a "second-class

lady," while a " third-class lady " is one who

possesses refinement, but does not exhibit

much gorgeousness in her attire.

First, second, and third class gentlemen take

rank in similar manner. It thus becomes ap-

parent that, in Chicago, refinement is regarded

as less essential than elegance, and, in fact,

the propriety of this idea is becoming every

day more widely recognized in this country.

This reform in language does not come to a

stop with the eradication of those objection-

able words 'man" and '•woman," so offen

sive to ears polite. It is gratifying to be able

to state that the word " house " has also been

done away with, and, in place of that vulgar-

ism, "home" has been substituted. It is no

longer considered le fromage to speak of visit-

ing a person at his or her house. A refined

gentleman will say, " I am going to call upon

Mr. and Mrs. Snooks, at their elegant home

on Michigan Avenue," or " Mr. Simpkins's

ornate and refined home on the North Side

was filled, last evening, with a brilliant com-

pany of elegantly dressed ladies and gen-

tlemen."

In so short an article it is, of course., impos-

sible to give anything more than a very imper-

fect description of this new system, which is

universally used in first-class society in Chicago.

It is to be hoped that Bostonians will not be

backward in seconding the efforts of people of

culture in the West to purify the language.

—

Boston Herald.

REVERIES OF A SCHOOL-GIRL,

We have all read the " Reveries of a Bach-

elor," let us now consider what are the dreams

of one of ourselves. We girls do dream, and

our dreams are as often fulfilled as those of

the men.

I am sitting in my room ; a bright wood fire

crackles and snaps on the open hearth ; the

soft glow of the setting sun is just disappearing

from the snow-clad hills ; it is too dark to

study or read ; I have dropped my Prescott

into my lap ; and, as I push my toes nearer

the cheery fire, I allow my thoughts to drift

away into the future. I dream that I am self-

governed ; that Miss C. has found that my
mischief is but the bubbling up of my animal

spirits, and has overlooked my transgressions.

I see myself advancing in rank among my
classmates

;
graduating time has come, and

with it I think I see myself among the number

who are to receive diplomas. And, oh, girls

that dress, the one I graduate in ! You should

see it as it reveals itself in the fire ; white,

fluffy, falling about me in such lovely folds,

and it has a train, a real train. I can see my-

self trying to learn how to handle it. And then

Commencement day, come and gone, and I

am a young lady now. The days come and

go, and the first summer is gone, and I have

done none of the work I vowed to do when

I left school ; but, instead, I have drifted

through the long sweet days of summer. And

not alone have I been in those languorous

days. There has been by my side, whether in

ramble in the woods or through the fields, an-

other — a man. And, as the harvests are

gathered, I wake to the realization of the fact

that I am in love. Ere the Christmas bells ring

out their song of joy, I learn that I am beloved.

Then, stealing through the embers of my fire,

I see the days of mutual love, and the inter-

change of thought, and the preparations for the

wedding. When the roses are again in bloom,

we are married. The honeymoon is over.

We are in our house, creating a new home.

I wish you could have seen that house as it

rose in the fire. Its walls, the flame ; and its

furnishing, the smoke. And now I am sitting

by the fire in my home, and await the coming

of him who is my life. I hear his step, the

door flies open, and I am in his arms. And
the fire goes out. I rub my eyes and

am aware that it is after my light should have

been out, and I am " Crazy" again.

VACATION AT LASELL.

School closed Tuesday noon, and by Tues-

day evening the majority of the migratory girls

had taken their departure, and the twenty-five

left at Lasell had time to congratulate them-

selves and shed a few tears for their misguided

sisters who were gone.

Wednesday, Miss Carpenter and Prof. Brag-

don and family departed, leaving us to the

tender mercies of Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd, -who

did everything, in their power to make the time

pass as pleasantly as possible.

After prayers Christmas morning, we were

invited into the parlor to see the tree, which

our kind friends had prepared. It was very

beautiful, and bore abundant fruit for all

present.

Saturday night we were favored with the

finest candy pull of the season.

The intervening time between Sunday and

New-Year's day was spent by the students in

walking, riding, roller-skating, and shopping

expeditions to Boston. A few, more hilarious

than the rest, visited the Battle of Gettysburg

and the " Wizard " show given by Prof. Ander-

son. However, none were so debased as to

attend the theatre.

New- Year's eve all the students remaining

at Lasell were invited to the house of Mrs.

Latimer to spend the evening. Mrs. Latimer

was assisted in receiving by Dr. and Mrs.

Cramer, and the evening passed very agree-

ably in conversation and admiring the hand-

some pictures, of which Dr. Cramer has a fine

collection.

The following evening an art exhibit and

fancy dress party took place at Lasell.

Saturday, Jan. 2, Prof. Bragdon returned,

looking as if he had been having a " splendid

time."
» .

ItEW BOOKS.

Land of the Midnight Sun. 2 vols. By

Paul B. DuChaillu.

Paradise Found, A Study of the Prehis-

toric World. By Wm. F. Warren, D. D., presi-

dent of Boston University.

Qualitative Chemical Analysis. By Silas

H. Douglas, M. A., M. D., and Albert B.

Prescott, M. D., F. C. S.

'1
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PERSONALS.

Grace A. Smith and Isabel Brown made

their Lasell friends a little vi->it, Dec. 7.

Fanny Gregg, here in '83~'84 is at the

Home School, Natick, Mass , preparing for

Wellesley College, which she intends to enter

next fall.

While shopping a few Mondays ago, it was

very pleasant to meet Annie Webb, who is now

living in Bradford, Mass. She says, as she

sees the girls from the Seminary in that town,

it reminds her of old Lasell, and wishes she

were back.

During the last vacation, Lu Hammond
enjoyed a visit from Maggie Corcoran, who

still keeps up her practising on the banjo, and

is as jolly as ever.

We are sorry to hear that Miss Ailing and

Miss Hanscome are obliged to cease studying

for a while, on account of ill health. We shall

miss their beaming countenances, and already

wish they were back.

Maude Oliver is obliged to stay home

awhile, on account of the illness of her

brother.

Lee LuFKrN has decided not to return.

Why is this, Lee? We hardly know what we
shall do without. you.

Fanny Hawes felt rather lonely when she

came back without her sister.

Miss Smith is happy now she is home.

We are sorry that she did not return.

Mollie Coe spent the Christmas vacation

with Grace Durfee, in Marion. Grace is well

and enjoying her music, which still continues

to be the all-absorbing interest with her, and

she is the same patient, faithful worker as

ever. She wishes to be remembered to all the

old girls.

Lou Fribley is, as usual, finding lots of fun

n life,— painting, visiting, etc. We hope to

have a call from her before the end of the

year.

Bertie Steell Hyde, of n 26 Catherine

Street, Omaha, reports, after two weeks' mar-

ried life, that " her lad 's a king," and herself

as happy as she can stand* We were glad

enough to hear again from her. She had a

siege of typhoid fever from last July to

November, after which she gained fifty-five

pounds ; from which one may conclude, first,

that she was pretty sick, and second, that she

is well recovered. Her father is happy on a

ranch in Dakota, and prospering. She reports

Fanny Dillrance as busy with her music, and

the same Fanny Dillrance as of old. Now,

Roberta, if you will bring Lawyer Hyde to see

Lasell, you will make us and him happy. Do
it!

Lucy Curtis did n't become greatly fond of

Florida in her three months' stay there. She

must have had an orange grove ! She says

that Cora Flint shares her opinion of that

sunny land of nlligators and consumptives.

The trouble is, Cora had too nice a home in

Fall River to be enthusiastic over any other.

Lucy says Meda Watson, of , has married

S. Rienzi Thomas, of Delaware. Surely.

Meda, Alma Mater should not have had such

news at second hand ! Our congratulations

nevertheless! Lucy has two brothers in Read-

ing, Pa., with whom MissRhoads is acquainted.

Thus Lasell girls find common ties the world

over ! Lucy reports herself as very fond of

German, which she is studying. She promises

to bring many "old girls " to Lasell at Com-
mencement time, which promise we earnestly

exhort her hereby not to forget

!

Mamie Marshall is back from the moun-

tains (or springs) and established at the Wind
sor, Denver, where she will be delighted to

entertain Lasell schoolmates. She finds it odd

to be at home and not at Lasell at this time of

the year. Dear Mamie ! she is loyal to Lasell,

and we would be glad enough to see her in

her old place were it best. She depends much

on "The Leaves" for news of school and

mates. She practises a good deal and reads

history some. The best of all is, she promises

us a visit some time this winter. She will be

welcome, and the mother too !

Nellie Chamberlayne, of— what year was

it ? — reports herself as very busy over not-

much-of-anything at her home in Utica. Says

Mollie Starks is in motherly raptures over

" Edith Starks Brownell " which infant is '* too

sweet for anything." Says she has her opinion

of Annie Bragden Winslow, which is a good

sign, for we all know Nellie was not the kind

of a girl to have "an opinion" about any-

thing ! Expresses friendly hopes about Miss

Blaisdell, and wants to know about everything.

Belongs to a choral club, and Grace Church

Guild, for making pillow-cases to go to Tim-

buctoo, etc. Right, Nellie, make 'em strong !

The Principal received Christmas tokens,

beautiful and delightful, from former pupils,

—

Nellie Chamberlayne, Sarah Belcher, Anna
Beach, Laura Folger, Alice Linscott, Helen

Winslow, and two others. With one of these

there was, so far as he could find, no card or

name, and the postmark was illegible. With

the other he thinks there was a card, but in

the haste of opening ail together, — he was

away Christmas, so these awaited his return,

—

with sundry other parcels and packages, it was

lost. He greatly wishes that the girl who sent

the first will let him know who she is. and that

the one sending the second will pardon his

carelessness and repeat the identification, and

begs you all to accept his wondering thanks,—
wondering that in the multitude of your cares

in providing for nearer friends at the happy,

but busy time of the Christ-child's coming,

you could think of your old pedagogue. May
God bless you in all things !

The Lasell Europeaners of '84 will be glad

to hear of Miss Rowland's comfort, health,

and happiness, and that Mrs. Alonzo Flint is

" Queen of the Wave " as of old. Our thanks

to both for the kind thought and its beautiful

expression.

LONGFELLOW AND WHITTIER.

Longfellow and Whittier are both typical

American poets, and as such they occupy a

place in our hearts that we cannot give to

others, who may be greater, but do not belong

so entirely to us. We are proud of our two

national poets, — proud of their genius, and

proud of their nobility of character. In this

respect they are alike and equally great. Puri-

tanism was opposed to beauty and sentiment,

but these poets showed the people that "loveli-

ness and righteousness go together."

The early surroundings of our two poets

could hardly have been more unlike. The cir-

cumstances of Longfellow's birth and educa-

tion were propitious. He was the child of

cultured and refined parents, and came from a

family of no little distinction. He graduated

from Bowdoin College when he was eighteen.

After spending some time in Europe, studying,

he returned to be made Professor of Belles

Lettres, in Harvard College. After remaining

there fifteen years, he retired to his old home

in Cambridge, of which he speaks in his poem,
" The old Clock on the Stairs "

:
—

" Somewhat back from the village street

Stands the old-fashioned country seat

;

Across its antique portico,

Tall poplar-trees their shadows throw."

He had health, friendship, ease,— every-

thing to encourage him in the life he loved.

He was born a poet and he lived for poetry.

But no storms ruffled his seas. Sorrow he had,

but there were no fierce hand to-hand conflicts

with adversity, no struggles with wrongs to be

righted, to embitter him. He lived a life

almost ideally happy from his birth.

Now let us turn to our Quaker poet of the

kindly " thee and thou." He was a farmer's

son, born on a small farm on the banks of the

Merrimac River. His father and mother were

Quakers, and the boy grew up with the silent,

thoughtful nature said to belong peculiarly to
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that sect. He was surrounded by a pure and

religious atmosphere in his home, but not by

one of culture and refinement. While Long-

fellow was at college, with everything about him

conducive to mental growth, Whittier was work-

ing away on the rocky farm, dreaming his

poetry, but living a hard, unsatisfactory life,

cramped and fettered. His world was the

little farm ; while Longfellow, the favorite of

fortune, had travelled in foreign lands with

leisure and wealth at his disposal.

Whittier worked on at home till he was

twenty-three, when, together with* George D.

Prentice, he began to edit the New England

Weekly Review, published at Hartford. Soon

after this, and just as his name was beginning to

be known as a poet, he joined the Abolitionists.

By this step he lost his increasing popularity.

While Longfellow was living his pleasant life

among books, writing when he pleased, sure of

success, Wnittier was throwing everything aside

to become a hated and despised defender of

the slave. For a few years he edited the Penn-

sylvania Freeman, in Philadelphia, and then re-

tired to his home in Amesbury. where he has

lived quietly most of the time since.

Longfellow has been called a poet of nature,

and some of his shorter poems are, in this

respect, very lovely ; among these are his

" Flower-de-Luce," and the one entitled " Flow-

ers," while "Evangeline" has many charming

pictures in it. But it is a noteworthy fact that

the descriptions of scenery that he knew only

through his books were just as beautiful as of

that which was familiar to him.

He writes of Nature's phases as they affected

his spirit. The rain and mists, the twilight,

all are treated subjectively.

Though Whittier may lack the imagination

which gives such a charm to Longfellow's poe-

try, yet his pictures of country life are wonder-

fully fresh and genuine. Could anything be

more true to life than " Snow Bound" ? We
can see the wide stretch of snow-covered fields,

" a fenceless drift what once was road," and

the old-fashioned farm-house almost buried

from sight ; we see the sun set, " a snow-blown

traveller"; and then the family, each member
brought vividly before us,

—

" Shut in from all the world without,"

gathers around the great fire.

" Between the andiron's straddling feet

The mug of cider simmered slow,

The apples spluttered in a row,

And close at hand the basket stood

With nuts from brown October's wood."

We can feel " the hearth-fire's ruddy glow,"

as Whittier must have felt it when he wrote the

lines.

This description of Whittier's home life in

" Snow Bound " has not been surpassed for

power and feeling by anything Longfellow has

written. "Evangeline" has, to be sure, some

quaint pictures of home life, and the " Hanging

of the Crane" is exquisite.

" The light of love shines over all,

—

Of love that says not mine and thine,

But ours, for ours is thine and mine."

But, on the whole, Whittier's verse has here

the most genuine ring. Yet Longfellow is pre-

eminently the poet of childhood. Countless

pretty anecdotes are told of him with children,

and no one has ever written sweeter things of

them. His " Children's Hour" is among the

best known of all his shorter poems. In the

one entitled "Children," he says:—
" Ye are better than all the ballads

That ever were sung or said;

For ye are living poems.

And all the rest are dead."

And in " Weariness " he writes tenderly :
—

"O little feet! that such long years

Must wander on through hopes and fears,

Must ache and bleed beneath your load

;

I, nearer to the wayside inn

Where toil shall cease and rest begin,

Am weary thinking of your road !

"

Whittier has nothing of the kind equal to

this, though " In School Days " is a pretty little

picture of something more than childish fancy.

"The Barefoot Boy" is a child contemplated

by a man. It is not a real child poem.

Whittier's poems of slavery have made him

famous. He has thrown his whole soul into

them with a fierce intensity of feeling that

makes some of them " ring like clarions." He
was the more thoroughly national of the two,

interesting himself always in national affairs

Longfellow has written some slave poems that

are well known, his translations far exceed

in number his poems .... .. i American topics.

We can call both poets religious teachers.

Could anything be more beautiful and sympa-

thetic than Longfellow's " Resignation "
?

" We see but dimly through the mists and vapors
;

Amid these earthly damps

What seem to us but sad funereal tapers,

May be Heaven's distant lamps."

How quietly, .peacefully he speaks of death

in " Evangeline "
:
—

" And, as she looked around, she saw how Death, the

consoler,

Laying his hand upon many a heart had healed it for-

ever."

Longfellow's religion was gentle and mild.

He had not had the struggles with doubt; he

did not feel the temptations that Whittier had

met and conquered. So, in this respect, Whit-

tier is the stronger, because he shows how he

has risen above all his doubting, and has come

to a perfect faith and trust in God. Whittier's

struggles have made him greater by their very

difficulties, and he can sympathize with other

doubting souls, and feel the depth and gran-

deur of God's love more earnestly than Long-

fellow, whose trust was never shaken. Whittier

has written much more on religious subjects

than Longfellow. " My Soul and I " is one of

his best.

"Know well, my soul, God's hand controls

Whate'er thou fearest

;

Round him in calmest music rolls

Whate'er thou hearest."

And in " Questions of Life " he says :
—

" To him, from wanderings long and wild,

I come, an over-wearied child,

In cool and shade his peace to find,

Like dew-fall settling on my mind."

Longfellow's religious poems are more musi-

cal and more uopular than Whittier's. Who
does not know the " Psalm of Life "

?

" Life is real ! Life is earnest

!

And the grave is not its goal
;

Dust thou art, to dust returnest,

Was not spoken of the soul."

But we find the depth in Whittier's poems that

Longfellow's lack. The whole-souled hearti-

ness with which Whittier answered all the de-

mands life made upon him extended to his

religion, and, in these poems particularly, we

can feel the strong soul and the thoroughly

human heart beating for the welfare of its fel-

lows.

We owe much to each of the poets. Long-

fellow is the more imaginative, more graceful,

and more generally pleasing, because he is a

more cosmopolitan poet than Whittier. He
writes easily, musically, always charmingly.

He is not a poet of deep and subtile thought,

but rather of deep and tender feeling. But

there is a rugged strength abjut Whittier which

compels our admiration. Neither is a great

poet, but both have made "exquisite music'

to wnich all humanity responds.

TO DISTINGUISH A PERFECT WOMAN.

It was a very old Spanish writer who said

that "a woman is quite perfect and absolute in

beauty if she has thirty good points." Here

they are :
—

Three things white— the skin, the teeth, the

hands.

Three black— the eyes, the eyebrows, the

eyelashes.

Three red — the lips, the cheeks, the nails.

Three long — the body, the hair, the hands.

Three short — the teeth, the ears, the feet.

Three broad — the chest, the brow, the space

between the eyebrows.

Three narrow— the mouth, the waist, the

instep.

Three large — the arm, the loin, the limb.

Three fine — the fingers, the hair, the lips.

Three small — the bust, the nose, the head

— Toledo Blade.
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LOCALS.

Why, oh, w/iy. does vacation pass so quickly ?

There is a great deal of originality among
all the girls. Every new-comer is hailed with,

" Have you had a good time ? Did you enjoy

your vacation ?
"

One brilliant girl to another :
—

" What are applique chenille rosebuds ?
"

" Those for which you make an application."

An innocent " Freshy " at Miss Corey's

table, while eating her purple slaw, calmly

looked up and said, " With what do they color

this?"

Oxe of our apparently /earned Juniors re-

cently was heard asking one of the New Jersey

girls " if Jersey cows came originally from New
Jersey?" Upon being answered in the nega-

tive, a "grave, potent, and most reverend"

Senior, standing by, exclaimed, "Why, don't

they ?

"

The poor unfortunates who used to play for

the girls to do gym. exercises must be truly

thankful for the arrival of the organettes.

We should learn to economize in regard to

curtains as well as in other things, as rumors

are about that large sums were paid for some

during the vacation.

The officers who were elected in the S. D.

Society at the last meeting before vacation,

are as follows: President, Miss Coe ; Vice-

President, Miss Phelps ; Secretary, Miss Gil-

more ; Treasurer, Miss Keith; Critic, Miss

Bubb ; Usher, Miss Butler; Budget-Girl, Miss

Osgood.

Elections in the Lasellia Club, on Dec. i2>

are as follows : President, Miss Stafford ; Vice-

President, Miss Ninde ; Secretary, Miss Foster
;

Treasurer, Miss Woodcock ; Critic, Miss An-

derson ; Guard, Miss Harvey ; Assistant

Guard, Miss Beckwith.

The girls, through the auction, gave $47 as

a Thanksgiving offering, half to our old friends

L the Little Wanderers of Boston, and half to the

Pomroy Home in Newton.

Dr. Pierce, editor of Ziori's Herald, lectured

to us Sunday, Dec. 13, on the Bible. We had

some of us heard him before, so we knew what

to expect, and we were not disappointed.

The Lasell Missionary Society were fortu-

nate in securing Mrs. S. L. Baldwin to address

;

the school Sunday, Dec. 20. Her subject,

I " Missions : their Need, and their Success,''

proved very interesting to the listeners, both

during the address in chapel and in the parlor

I conversation afterward. Her earnest words

for the Chinese, among whom she lived so

long, were helpful and inspiring.

The day annually set apart by the Meth-

odist Church on which to offer prayer for

schools and colleges was observed at the

Seminary by an address by Rev. Mr Hunting-

ton of the Boston University.

The gentleman's interesting discourse was

interspersed by music and prayer, and proved

an hour of pleasure and profit to the students

of Lasell.

Mrs. J K Barney, of Providence, formerly

president of the Rhode Island Temperance

Association, now at the head of the prison

department of temperance work all over the

country, spoke to the young ladies of Lasell

Seminary, Dec. 12, on the subject of temper-

ance.

In earnest and well-chosen words, she pre-

sented the evils of intemperance, and empha-

sized the need of guarding against it on every

side. Especially earnest was she in urging

the girls to join the number of those who are

determined, heart and soul, to combat this

dangerous enemy of our country. For if the

girls who are to be the women of our land shall

band themselves together against this evil, a

power will be exeried that shall lead speedily

to the ruin of the liquor traffic.

A touching story of what one poor old

woman was able to do in the war by sending all

she had, a little bunch of pennyroyal, which,

made into tea, was the means of preserving

life in one of the hospitals till the coming of

the physician, was used effectively as an illus-

tration of the fact that no one of us is so weak

or wanting in influence that we cannot help in

a great work. The individual consecrated

hearts make up the army that does the fighting

and gains the victory.

An earnest speaker always reaches down
beneath the surface to what is real, and the

influence of such a talk as Mrs. Barney's on

warm-hearted girls cannot be overestimated.

Epitaph on a monument in Horseley Down
Church, in Cumberland, England :

—
" Here lie the bodies

of Thomas Bond and Mary his wife.

She was temperate, Chaste, and Charitable;

But

She was Proud, Peevish, and Passionate.

She was an affectionate wife, and a tender Mother

;

But

Her Husband and child, whom she loved,

Se'dom saw her countenance without a disgusting

frown.

Whilst she received Visitors whom she despised,

with an endearing smile,

Her behavior was discreet towards strangers
;

But

Imprudent in her family.

Abroad, her conduct was influenced by good

breeding

;

But

At home by ill temper.

She was a professed enemy to Flattery,

And was seldom known to praise or commend;
But

The talents in which she principally excelled

Were difference of opinion, and discovering flaws

and Imperfections.

She was an admirable Economist;

And without Prodigality,

Dispensed Plenty to every person in her Family;

But

Would sacrifice their eyes to a Farthing Candle.

She sometimes made her Husband happy with her

good qualities

;

But

Much more frequently miserable— with her many
Failings;

Insomuch that in 30 years of marriage he often

Lamented that

Maugre all her Virtues,

He had not in the whole enjoyed ten years of

Matrimonial Comfort,

At length,

Finding that she had lost the affections of her

Husband,

As well as the regard of her Neighbors,

Family disputes having been divulged by Servants,

She died of Vexation, July 20, 1768,

Aged 4S years.

Her worn-out Husband survived her 4 months and
ten days,

And departed this life Nov. 28, 176S,

In the 54th year of his age.

William Bond, Brother ot the Deceased, erected

this stone,

As a weekly monitor to the surviving Wives of

this Parish,

That they may avoid the Infamy

of having their Memories handed down to Pos-

terity with a Patchwork Character.

Exchange.

CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS.

The name Christmas arose from the fact

that, in the primitive Church, an especial

mass— the ''mass of Christ" — was cele-

brated on that day. The other term which

designates this greatest of feasts of Christen-

dom, "Christ-tide," was coined by the Puri-

tans, in order to avoid using the word mass

The initial observance of the 25th of Decem-
ber is commonly ascribed to Julius, Bishop of

Rome, A. D. 337-352. Previous to his time

the Eastern Church had kept the 6th of Janu-

ary in commemoration of both the birth and

the baptism of our Lord. Singularly enough,

before the end of the fourth century, the East

and the West had exchanged dates, the West-

ern Church adopting Jan 6 as the anniversary

of Christ's baptism, and the Eastern Church
keeping holiday on Dec. 25 in honor of the

Saviour's nativity.

In common with many other church red-

letter days, the cause that influenced the fixing

of the festival at this period was the fact that

most of the heathen nations of Europe re-

garded the winter solstice as the time when
Nature took on renewed life and vigor. At
this part of the year, too, the sun is nearest the
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earth, and then occurred those hoary rites

common among our rude ancestors, which had

their origin in a species of sun-worship. The
Germans, when they were Christianized, had

a festival at this time.

Of course, Dec. 25 is probably not the true

date of Christ's birth, which cannot be ascer-

tained from the New Testament, nor from any

other source. Nor for the first three centuries

of our era was there any special observance of

the festival of the Nativity. It was not till

220 A. D. that the Eastern Church commem-
orated the baptism of Jesus, and it is histori-

cally certain that the Christmas festival proper

is of comparatively late institution. Not until

the sixth century did the whole of Christendom

unite in keeping Chi istmas on the same day.

As we have seen, the heathen winter holi-

days — the Saturnalia, the Juvenalia, and the

Brumalia— were transmuted into and sancti-

fied by the establishment of the Christian cycle

of Christmas observance, and along with them

were brought over a number of harmless cus-

toms, such as the giving of presents, the light-

ing of tapers, and so forth.

What may be termed the adjuncts of Christ-

mas, — the boar's head, the mince-pie, the

yule log, the Christmas-tree, the mistletoe and

the holly, the carol and the Christmas-box, —
the two latter especially cherished among our

English kith and kin, — are all, save the

mince-pie, of heathen parentage.

The boar's head was originally esteemed " a

dainty dish " fit " to set before a king," and it

was deemed most proper to serve it up at the

Christian feast, which honored the birth of the

King of kings. The smoking head was brought

into the dining-hall ornamented with flowers

and ribbons, an apple or an orange stuck in

its mouth, and when it appeared the company
received the " monarch of dishes " all standing,

while a Latin ode was chanted in its honor.

Mince-pies were probably of partial Chris-

tian origin, at least ; though they, too, may
have been a remnant of the cakes consumed

in such large quantities at the Roman winter

sports. In time they came to be made in ob-

long form, like the shape of a manger, and the

eating of them was a test of orthodoxy, seeing

that the Puritans considered them to be a relic

of popery, and would not touch them.

The dressing of houses and churches with

evergreens, holly, and mistletoe is a relic of

customs as old as the'Druidic worship. The
last-named plant was regarded as sacred by

those ancient worshippers of the groves. Al-

though the custom of kissing under the mistle-

toe bough is mentioned in the very oldest

English and German annals, its origin is lost in

the darkness of antiquity. The Christmas

tree is of German birth and dates back to the

practice of the early Christian missionaries to

that people. In order to convert the barba-

rians, they invested Christmas-tide with all

manner of merry-making and songs, and

adopted bodily the German custom of placing a

green bush over the door of each hut at the mid-

winter festival. The " Christmas box," equiv-

alent to the Anglo-Saxon " handsel," a present

of money to children or dependants, is another

observance of this convivial season derived

from the Roman custom of making presents at

that time, while, of course, our own haluc of

making gifts to friends is a scion from the

same root.

The yule log (from huel, a wheel) is a sur-

vival of the sun-worship of our ancestors. The
luminary was termed "the fire wheel," and the

burning of the yule, peculiar to the English

Christmas from time immemorial, recalls the

act by which they sought to typify the coming

return of the warmth of spring and summer.

It only remains to mention the patron saint

of Christmas,— the good St. Nicholas, — the

Santa Claus of the Germans and the Kris

Kringle of the Dutch. St Nicholas was a

saint of the primitive Church, the especial

friend of children, and his festival was kept in

Germany about Dec. 6, with joyful games and

ceremonies. As time passed, the celebration

of St. Nicholas's day and of Christ's nativity

became merged in each other.

In no country is the Christmas festival cele-

brated more generally, or with more spirit, than

in "the land we call our own." Natives of

every clime bring here their traditions and

customs, and whatever is beautiful and elevat-

ing in each is soon adopted by all. To-day,

in Church and Sunday school and home
throughout the nation, happy hearts are ren-

dered happier by making and receiving gifts
;

while hippy voices sing Christmas carols, or

greet glad friends with words of loving cheer.

Let us all keep the festival in our hearts,—
thank God for his Great Gift, and do our

utmost to spread abroad the gladness and joy

which first came into the world when the

angels sang celestial carols to the Judean

shepherds. — Exchange.
—•-•

Mr. Bragdon invites designs for a Lasell

badge,—a pin, perhaps, unless some other form

suggests itself as preferable. We want every

Lasell girl to have a badge she will like to wear

after leaving here. Will former pupils interest

themselves and send desgins and suggestions ?

London Truth says that very few people at

the Huguenot anniversary at Cape Town knew

what Huguenot meant, and that one gentleman

proposed that " the memorial should be a statue

to Huguenot, with extracts from his works in-

scribed around the base." How very odd

!

We thought everybody knew that Huguenot

killed St. Bartholomew.

MUSICAL NOTES.

"The Mikado" has conquered the land.

Europe wants American singers.

It is said that the Boston Symphony Orches-

tra will make a tour of the country next spring

with Mme. Lillian Norton as soloist. Mme.
Norton has a brilliant future, especially in the

field of oratorio.

Boston enjoys English ballad concerts.

Strong disappointment was expressed at

Mme. Nillson's appearance in Berlin. The

critics found fault with her voice, singing and

selection of songs from the old Italian and

French operas. Nillson expects to make one

more tour in the United States, and then pos-

sibly retire from the stage.

Wagner's " Parsifal " is to be produced in

New York by a German Opera Company,

March 3.

Teresina Tua, the eminent young violinist,

is soon to make a tour of America. She is a

young lady of much personal attractiveness,

who has passed a childhood of great hardship,

but become a true artist.

There is no great difference between the

average musical young lady and a squeaking

toy. Both have to be pressed to sing.

POLITICAL NOTES.

There is great excitement in England over

the Irish question. There has been an attempt

to blackmail the Prince of Wales.

The Senate and House have voted a $5,000

pension to Mrs. Grant.

The death of the Mahdi and the evacuation

of the Soudan have not made matters any

better in Egypt. Running away from the

Arabs has not proved a good way to get rid of

them. It has simply changed the question of

defending the Soudan to that of defending

Egypt. A new Mahdi has arisen in the form

of Caliph Abdulla, who is continuing the oper-

ations of his predecessor with great vigor.

This order for every man over sixteen years of

age to join the army has been obeyed. The

Egyptians have a force of only about 6,000 to

defend their frontier against this army, and

the English have been obliged to send re-

enforcements in haste.

The top of the statue of " Liberty enlight-

ening the World," the gift of France, to be

erected in New York Harbor, will be thirty-five

feet higher than Brooklyn Bridge.

The armistice between Servia and Bulgaria

has been extended to March 1.
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PUPILS' MUSICAL REHEARSAL,

On the evening of Dec. 21 the Seminary

chapel was well filled by the scholars and

friends of the school to listen to the term con-

cert, instrumental and vocal, given by the

pupils of Profs. Hills and Davis.

Each number was well received, but espe-

cially the song "Holy Night," by the semi-

chorus
1

, who responded gracefully to an encore.

Much to our disappointment we were obliged

to do without Miss Alling's solo, owing to her

illness, but her place was admiiably filled by

Miss Munger.

Otherwise, the programme was as follows:

—

Chorus— " Presage of Spring " Hollander.

Orphean Club.

Piano- Forte — " Intermezzo " Merkel.

Miss Oliver.

Song— " Thine Eyes so blue " Lassen

Miss Lowe.

Piano-Forte — " Im wunderschcenen Monat Mai."

Merkel.
Miss McEchron.

o j a. " Forget me not " Hoffman
bongs.

1 b u L^ t N .^ht „ Kjerulf

Miss Penfield.

" Holy Night " Lassen.

Semi-Chorus.

Piano-Forte — Sonata, Op. 14, No. 2 Beethoven.

Andante and Scherzo.

Miss Bailey.

Solo — " Religioso " Golduer

Miss Ailing.

Part Song— "A Canticle to Apollo " Carmichael.

Misses Hollingsworth, Ailing, Penfield, and Munger.

Piano-Forte— " Minuet" from Op. 78 Schubert.

Miss Tidd.

Chorus— " Peasant's Wedding March "
. . . . Soderman.

Orphean Club.

At the close of the exercises, Prof. Hills

made a felicitous speech in presenting Prof.

Bragdon with an elegant gold watch and chain,

the gift of the teachers and scholars. Profes-

sor was completely surprised, but in a few

words returned his thanks to the donors.

WHAT TO TEACH GIRLS.

Give your daughters a thorough education.

Teach them to cook and prepare the food of

the household. Teach them to wash, to iron,

to darn stockings, to sew on buttons, to make

their own dresses. Teach them to make bread,

i

and that a good kitchen lessens the doctor's

account. Teach them that he only lays up

money whose expenses are less than his in-

come, and that all grow poor who have to

spend more than they receive. Teach them

that a calico dress paid for fits better than a

silken one unpaid for. Teach them that a full

healthy face displays greater lustre than fifty

consumptive beauties. Teach them to pur-

chase and to see that the account corresponds

with the purchase. Teach them good common-

sense, self-trust, self-help, and industry. Teach

them that an honest mechanic in his working

dress is a better object of esteem than a dozen

haughty, finely dressed idlers. Teach them

gardening and the pleasures of nature. Teach

them, if you can afford it, music, painting, etc.,

but consider them as secondary objects only.

Teach them that a walk is more salutary than

a ride in a carriage. Teach them to reject

with disdain all appearances, and to use only

" Yes " or " No " in good earnest.— Exchange.

A WORD OF ADVICE,

Why are the girls so injudicious in their toler-

ation of dissipated young men ? It is very

often the case that a thoroughly good girl will

deliberately marry a man who makes no secret

of his bad habits. What can she expect but

misery to ensue ? A life-partnership should

not be entered into without at least as much

caution as men display in making business

combinations for limited periods. No man
selects his business partner from among men
who drink much liquor, or have other bad

habits. As for mere manners and the ability

to make one's self agreeable, they have not of

themselves influence enough among men to

secure a dollar's worth of credit, or to justify

any one in believing their possessor on oath.

A girl who is not old enough or shrewd enough

to have learned what are the siandards by

which men are tested, would be far surer of a

happy life if she were to let her parents select

a husband in the prosiest manner imaginable

than if she were to make her own selection in

the manner peculiar to girls. A life-partnership

is not easily dissolved. — Home Companion.

ART NOTES.

At a largely attended meeting of artists at

the Academy of Design, recently, a resolution

was signed by fifty-five artists to the effect that

the use of their pictures by exhibition com-

mittees out of New York City would only

be granted upon a suitable guarantee in the

form of signed contracts between both parties,

relative to rental, insurance, proper handling,

and repair of frames.— Exchange.

Mr. Roger Riordan, of Messrs. Harper &
Bros., has begun a series of articles on artists'

homes by an illustrated description of the

home of Mr. Harry Ferin. in the pleasant little

art colony at Montclair, N. J.

Mr. Frank D. Millet has scored quite a

success with his two pictures, "The Grand-

daughter " and " His Amanuensis," at the

Insiitute of Painting in Oil Colors, London.

The exhibition of embroideries and orna-

mental work held by the New York Society of

Decorative Art in December was one of the

finest of the kind ever given in that city.

The Salmagundi Club's eighth annual ex-

hibition of works of art in black-and-white will

be opened to the public in the galleries of the

American Art Association, on Jan. 11, 1886.

An exhibition of aichitectural drawings will be

held in connection with it, and a committee of

well-known architects has been appointed to

take charge of this part of the display.

Subcommittees, in correspondence with the

one in New York, have been chosen in Phila-

delphia. Boston, Chicago, and St. Louis. It

is expected that this will be a most interesting

exhibition. — Exchange.

The Society of American Artists feel much
elated over the arrangements which have been

concluded, whereby their next exhibition will

be held in the spring, at the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art.

Deportment in Worship. — Ko Kum-Hus,
the late professor of Chinese in Harvard Uni-

versity, attended a place of worship. He de-

scribed the congregation in this way : Bowing

his head upon the table, with closed eyes, he

said, "Some do so." Then, sitting up and

covering his eyes with one hand, he added,
" ^nd some so." Then, rising erect and gaz-

ing around with eyes wide open, said, "Some
do so; 1 suppose they are not born of the

Spirit." Was not the Chinese professor right

in his estimate ? Did not an irreverent and

unloving soul create an irreverent body ?—
National Baptist.

CALENDAR ON YOUR FINGERS,

This is the way that an old-timer manages

to keep the clays of the week that months open

with. It will be found correct and interesting

to people who have a memory for such things :

"What day of the week did January come in

on ? " asked Grandpa M artin. "If you can tell

that, I can tell you the day that any month will

come in on by help of a little lingo I learned

from my father when I was a boy. Monday,

did you say ? " and grandpa held up his hands

preparatory to counting his fingers. ' Now,
April is the fourth month, let us see— 'At
Dover dwelt George Brown, Esq., good Chris-

topher French and David Frier.' We go by the

first letters of these words — 1, 2,3,4— at

Dover dwelt George— G is a letter, and it is

the seventh in the alphabet. January came in

on Monday, you say. Monday, Tuesday,

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sun-

day, seven : April comes in on Sunday. Take
February— second month at Dover. D is the

lette-, and fourth in the alphabet. Take Mon-
day again as the starting point— Monday, one

;

Tuesday, two; Wednesday, three; Thursday,

four ; February comes in on Thursday.

"If you make no mistake in using the rule,

it will give you the answer every time. Leap
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year requires the addition of one day for the

last ten months, to allow for the 29th of Feb-

ruary.

" I never knew anybody outside of my
father's family," continued grandpa, " who

knew this little lingo and how to use it. He
taught it to his children, and I have tried to

teach it to mine, but they seem to forget it, and

I am afraid it will get lost. When father used

to go to presbytery, fifty ye.irs ago, it often

happened that a question of dates and their re-

lation to days would come up,and no almanac at

hand ; in fact, the question might be as to some

day of the next year; but almanac or not, my
father could always find the fact wanted with

just the little key of the first day of the year."

—Exchange.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

The venerable Prof. Villanora secured the

indorsement of the International Geological

Congress, at its last session, to the project of

a polyglot dictionary of definitions and techni

cal terms.

He himself cannot do more than supply the

Spanish-French part of such a work, butjie

hopes others will take up and supplement his

work, until a cyclopaedia of the sciences is pro-

duced, in which any man can readily find ex-

act statements of the facts in his own language,

and their equivalents in all other languages.

It is an important work, and the congress and

all geologists will doubtless aid him to the ex

tent of their powers. — Exchange.

An Italian ship has been sheathed with glass

plates, cast like iron ones, so as to fit the hull,

to take the place of copper sheathings. The

joints of the plates are made water-tight by the

use of water-proof mastic. ' The advantages

claimed for glass over copper are its insensi-

bility to oxidation and its exemption from

incrustation.

The new balloon constructed by the Mendon

aeronauts will be directed, says Nature, by a

steam engine, as advocated by M. Henry Gif-

fard. Electricity will be quite given up, owing

to its want of power for continuous action.

From the reports to be published in the next

number of the Comptes Eendus, it appears that

a velocity of six metres per second was ob-

tained.

Glass shingles are now used, and bid fair

to become popular. They are strong, durable,

and cheap.

Blasting Paper.— The latest thing in ex-

plosives is blasting paper. Dynamite, it is

claimed, is nothing to it ; and it can be made

at so small a cost that the present condition of

the dynamiters' treasury would suffice to furnish

enough of it to blow the whole country into

" smithereens." It is a patent of a Viennese by

the name of Petry, and is now coming into use

in excavating foi building purposes. It is made

of common b'otting paper, the sheets being

dipped in a boiling mass consisting of six sub-

stances combined in the right proportion. The

sheets are then dried, cut into strips, which are

rolled into cartridges, and the article is ready

tor use.

EXCHANGES.

The first exchange which comes to our

notice is the Yale Courant, and it was with dif

ficulty we refrained from perusing the entire

number, the bits we nibbled at had such a

spicy taste. The literary notices are especially

good. We notice no mention of exchanges,

however. Perhaps the Courant is conscien-

tious, and says nothing rather than criticise

another paper.

The Tech is now offering a more interesting

paper than ever. Its illustrations are, at

times, very good. An artistic little sketch of

wintry woods graced a holiday number. We
noticed quite an effort in the line of amateur

illustrations by Hopkins, '88. We would in-

quire if the lady was suffering from rheu-

matism ?

The Vassar Miscellany has some very inter-

esting literary articles in its December number.

George Eliot seems to be a.subject for univer-

sal study at present, and the Miscellany offers

a very interesting article on George Eliot's

" Idea of Success." We hear the students

held an indignation meeting not long ago,

and tried a teacher for listening at the key-

hole. It seems improbable, for in the first

place Vassar girls respect their teachers, and

then the teachers have too much respect for

themselves to stoop to so undignified and

sneaky an action.

The University Cynic does not belie its name

in its remarks upon exchanges. We would

like to say, " pleath thir," that the Leaves is

very thankful for the patronizing notice it

received.

We hear that the only rival of the Hatvard

Lampoon now is the Folice Gazette. We know
little regarding the literary meiits of the latter,

but conclude its editors must stand as the

head ranks of journalists to be compared to

those of the Lampoon.

There is a benighted exchange by the name

of Student Life, which hails from Missouri, and

which sends a letter addressed to Mr. Lasell

Leaves. It encloses a bill for ten years' sub-

scription, and expects us to remit. We were

not aware it was customary to pay for ex-

changes, and beg leave to withdraw the Lfaves

from the list of the Student Life 's "subscribers."

The Argus of Wesleyan University would be

one of the most enviable of college papers if it

was not continually obliged to repudiate base

slanders, which arise because of its numerous

Western Wesleyan namesakes. It is a fine

paper, but it labors under disadvantages.

JAMES F. C. HYDE,
Auctioneer, Real Kstate Agent, Negotiator of

Mortgages, Insurance Agent, etc.

NO. 31 MILK STREET (Rooms 6 and 7), - - BOSTON, MASS.

P-.rtlciilar attention given to the Sale of Houses and Farms
at auction anil private sa!i\ Auction sales of farm stock, house-
hold lurnimre, etc., will receive prompt attei.tlon.

HOWLAND & CHURCHILL,
27 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON,

MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Gas Fixture?,

Andirons, Fire Sets,

Bronze Duplex Lamps,
Library Lamps,

Sealing Sets,

BRASS CANDLESTICKS, and
PLAIN and FANCY Candles,

With Porcelain and
Rose-Tinted Paper

Candle Shades.

A large variety of CLOCKS suited to every
purpose.

HOWLAND & CHURCHILL,
27 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON.

Blanket Wraps.

Full Evening Dress

Shirts.

English Shawls, Blanket and
Flannel Wraps for men, women
and children. For the sick-

\ room or bath, or those having
occasion to be tip nights will

find them indispensable ; $3 75
to $35, at Noyes Bros.

f
Made in the most thorough
and elegant manner for Wkd-

I dings, Dinner Parties, Rece| -

' tions, or any occasion. Con-
stantly on hand and to special

measure at short notice.

f
Medium Fall and Heavy

English Underwear |
Winter Weights in Pure Wool,

\ Silk and Balbriggan. Medium
and Hosiery. |

and finest grades at lowest

[
prices.

English Dressing f
Smoking Jackets, Long

Jackets and ( Gowns, House and Office Coats,

Gowns. [ Bath Wraps, Shawls and Rugs.

f
For Steamer Wear, for Sleep-

Pajams, Long Flan- l ing Cars and Home Use. Indis-

nel Night Shirts. I pensable for those waning a

[
protection from colds.

Full-Dress Chest-Covers, used wit Dress Suits for pro-

tection from colds.

Ladies who are embroidering Braces for presents can
have them beautifully mounted.

Noyes Brothers,
WASHINGTON AND SUMMER STREETS,

BOSTON, U. S. A.
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IN H. PUB, IS I BL

Wholesale and Retail.

Axminsters,

Moqucttes,

Wiltons,

Brussels,

Tapestries,

Ingrains.

ORIENTAL RUGS

A SPECIALTY.

We sell only Standard Goods, which

are for sale in any qtiantity, either at

wholesale or retail, at

Very Low Prices.

558 and 560 Washington Street,

BOSTON.

HOLIDAHOODS.
CHRISTMAS CARDS AND NOVELTIES.

SACHETS AND BANNERETTES.

NEW DESIGNS IN

HAND-PAINTED GOODS.

STATIONERY CADINETS

In Plash, Alligator, and Combination Colors.

WRITING CASES AND PORTFOLIOS.

POCKET BOOKS, PURSES, AND HAND BAGS
In Seal, Russia, Calf, and Japanese Leather.

PRICES A SO N A BI_E

AN APPROPRIATE PRESENT
For a Lady or Gentleman is an ENGRAVED VISITING CARD
PLATE and 50 Cards — finest stock and best work— for SI. 75,
old price, #2.50.

william Mccormick,
STATIONER,

t Street,— 3 West Street,

BOSTON.
cha-rles is. "W-fciixuxra-,

?fcV„\t*\»t *WVV VUSl 'N'AVUHV

Stationer and Blank Book Manufacturer,
Importer and Jobber, fublii-her and Book Seller, ^chool and Miscella-
neous Books. Crane's Fine >tntione<y. Americ-in, English. French, and

German Fancy and Staple Stationery. Weston's Ledger Papers.

168 AND 170 DEVONSHIRE STREET BOSTON,

WRITING PAPER, BLANK BOOKS,
Stylographic Pens, and Stationery in General.

WAKD & GAT, Paper Merchants,

184- DEVONSHIRE STREET - - - BOSTON.
Samples of Papers and Envelopes free to any addre s. Class-

day Invitations a specially.

.BLANK BOOK AND PAMPHLET BINDING IN ALL ITS VARIETIES,

ROBERT BURLEN,
BOOK AND PAMPHLET BINDER,

NO. 50 ARCH STREET, BOSTON.

Paper Ruling Special attention paid'o bindingof large Illustrated Work?,
Engraving,,, etc. Old books >ebound and folios of every description made
to order. TELEPHONE 865.

YOUNG LADIES'

Boots, Shoes & Slippers,
Stylish and Durable, at Moderate Price*

GYMNASIUM SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Thayer, McNeil & HoiliHns,

47 Temple Place - - Boston.

Greatest Bargains ever offered in

FINE BANJOS, GUITARS, VIOLINS, STRINGS,

Flutes, Mandolins, Cornets, Music Box s, etc., etc.

TILTON'S GOLD MEDAL GUITARS.
Hayne's Kxcelsior American Guitars.

Best in the World. Catalogues free.

Please Examine our Stock and t'rices be/ore

Purchasing Elsewhere.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court Street, Boston, Mass,

CHENEY, UPHAM & CO.
Jobbers and Commission Merchants,

FRUITS AND PRODUCE,
31 Faneull Hall Square awl 16 Dock Spare, BOSTON,

A. STOWELL & CO.

24 WINTER STREET, BOSTON,

IMPORTERS AND RETAILERS OF

n

jn u CFiUJj Novelties
IN

RAILWAY TICTETS
AT REDUCED RATES

To ALL POINTS WEST .

FOGG'S, 277 Washington St., BOSTON.

H. H. HUNT,
CARPENTER and BUILDER,

WESl" NEW"
near R, E, Crossing.

"ON, MASS.
P. 0. Box 235.

JOHNSON & KEYES,
AUBURNDALE AND BOSTON EXPRESS

BOSTON' OFFICES,

10S Aroll Street,
34 Court Square.

AUBURNDALE OFFICE,

Lexington Street,
Near the Depot.

MARBLE CLOCKS, BRONZES,

Porcelains, Vienna Goods, Leather Goods,

Fans, Opera Glasses, Fancy
Jewelry.

SPECIALTIES:

eo]\iPLi]viEjtoT$y Qipfjs,

Watches, Diamonds, Fine Gold Jewelry,

Oxidized Silver Jewelry, etc.

Ask Your Grocer for

S. IB. SHAPTjEIG-EC & CO.'S
STERLING JAVA

AND OTHER COFFEES.
S. B. SHAPLEIGH & CO., 47 to 53 BROAD STREET, BOSTON,

Importers of Tea, Coffee, and Ybarra Chocolate.
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JORDAN, MARSH
AND COMPANY,

JOBBERS and RETAILERS
OP IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC

DRY GOODS
OF EVERY DESCR PTION.

The most important and prominent Dry Goods House

in New England. Orders received daily by mail from

every point of the Union, are promptly filled by ex-

perienced and efficient clerks, and absolute satisfaction

is guaranteed in every particular instance.

COUNTRY RESIDENTS

will find the Mail Order System of this firm a source

of great convenience and unquestionable economy.

J

BOSTON : Washington, Summer, and Avon Sts.

NEW YORK : 186 Church Street.

PARIS : 2 Faubourg Poissonniere.

PIANO CHAIRS,
"

Witn an Adjustable Seat and Back Support tor Ease aid Comfort.

Teachers, Scholars, and Finished Amateur and Pro-
fessional Players alike welcome it.

The practice of sitting at a piano or organ practising for hours
together, "without a support for the back, is tiresome in the
extreme, as every player well knows ; and giving way to the
tired feehng, very m my, espeeiiilly young persons, attempt to

rest or relieve thi-mselves by assuming a position which is uot
only ungraceful, but unnatural aud unhealthy, and are often
permanently injured thereby. To rest the hack, it is not always
necessary to incline the body to the rear. The body may lean
forward, but if there is a something against which the ba«k may
be pressed, it affords a sense of support,— a feeli> gof ease whir-h

can be obtained in no other way,— and really forms a true rest.

The ordinary piano-stool is n< t a comfortable seat under any
circumstances, yet no material improvement was made upon the
original design until this Back Piano Chair was invented. This
Chair has been before the public long enough to fully test its

merits. It has already attracted marked attention, and has
gained the highest approval of all who have tested it. We are
confident that it fully meets the needs of thousands who have
long been hoping and anxiously looking for this very improve-
ment.

Pries, Plain, $5.00; Plush, $6.00.

With Adjustable Seat, $1.00 extra.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO.

449 aM 451 WasMnffton tt, Boston, lass.

GEORGE E, JOHNSON,

DEALER IN

Hay, Grain and Feed,

Lexington Street, Auburndale, Mass,

LAWRENCE, WILDE & CO.

Manufacturers of First-class

FURNITURE
AND

INTERIOR DECORATIONS,

38 TO 48 CORNHILL,
BOSTON.

A. LAWRENCE. J. D. WILDE. W. H. HULL.

ESTABLISHED 1830.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON,

24 Franklin Street,

BOSTON.

PICTURE FRAMES,
Art-Materials, Engravings, Photographs,

Albertypes, and every kind of picture.

Frames, Passepartouts, Easels of every kind.

PANELS,
Plaques, Papers, Colors, and various Art-

Materials.

FRAMING REASONABLY AND PROMPTLY DONE.

C. H. C0DMAN & CO.
34 Bromffe/d Street, Boston.

Fine Confectioner,
487 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Pure Candies of my own make. Delicate Flavors.

Finest Quality. Popular Prices. Orders by mail to

any part of the country promptly filled.

HYDE & SOUTHWORTH,
"Wholesale Dealers in

TEAS, * COFFEES, * SYRUPS, * AND * GROCERIES,

83 Broad Street, Boston.
GEORGE HYDE. A. E. SOUTHWORTH.

ALFRED BRUSH,

APOTHECARY,
Plummer's Block, corner of Auburn

and Lexington Streets, Auburndale.

PEABODY ^ WHITNEY,
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS,

TOYS, DOLLS, AND FANCY GOODS,
Wooden and Willow Ware. Children's Carriages.

90 aM 92 Washington Street, aM 36 aid 38 Friend street, Boston, Mass,

A. S. HALEY,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

BEEF, PORK, LARD, HAMS,
TRIPE, PIGS' FEET, ETC.

Nos. 78 and 80 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.

V- A. PLUTA,
DEALER IN

PROVISIONS,
Corner Auburn and Lexington Streets.

WIGGIN & UPTON,

Produce * Commission * Merchants,

9 North Market and 9 Clinton Streets,

W. P. WIGGIN. BOSTON. J.M.UPTON.

A. L, Haskell & Son,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

CURLED HAIR, FEATHERS,
Mattresses and Bedding Supplies,

100 and 102 Hanover Street,

boston, mass.

c. a. w. crosby,

WATCHES, JEWELRY,
SILVER AND PLATED WARE.

474 Washington Street - - Boston.

^DENTISTV
Dr. H. L. SANDERSON,

Office, Robinson's Block - - • West Newton.
Nitrous Oxide and Ether administered when desired.

A. Hardivare Store for more than a Hundred- years!

BURDITT &o WILLIAMS,
Broilers' Hardware, Carpenters' Tools, cntlery, and General Hardware,

NO. 20 DOCK SQUARE, BOSTON.
Builders' and Retail Department on lower floor, Jobbing De-

partment on second floor. The largest stock of Bronze Hard-
ware in New England. The most favorable arrangements with
all the leading manufacturers. Present house established I860.

OCTAVIA D. GARCELON,

129 Tremont St., Boston.

PARIS MODES RECEIVED WEEKLY.

W. BAILEY,
DEALER IN

WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE, ETC.

353 Washington Street - - BOSTON.
Jewelry Neatly Repaired, also Monograms on Coin Pieces.

Personal Attention given to Repairing Fine Watches.
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Only a few months ago delegates from most

of our leading colleges met at Brooklyn, for

the purpose of considering the question of

physical culture. It was their unanimous

opinion, expressed with the greatest enthusi-

asm, that gymnasium work ought everywhere

to accompany mental training, and they re-

joiced in the extent to which this has been

already realized. This convention is but one

of the many evidences of the increased atten-

tion that physical culture is receiving. In the

time of our great-grandfathers, no provision

was made for the body; it was despised, and

the mind alone was thought worthy of atten-

tion and cultivation. "To keep the body

under" was constantly the endeavor. Hard

beds, ice-cold water, and meagre fare were

recommended as particularly suitable for the

student. But large quantities of midnight oil

were allowed.

But after some years it began to be thought

that it would be well to devote a little of one's

time to the body. A few of our most enter-

prising colleges built gymnasiums, but, there

being no system, spasmodic effort was the re-

sult. A young man on entering college would

often be quile ambitious to become a good

gymnast. For the first day or two he would

work hard, and probably take ten times too

much exercise. Soreness being the result, he

would become disgusted and give the whole

thing up. After a month or two he would try

it again, very likely with no better success. Is

it any wonder that gymnastics carried on in

that way did no good ?

It has only been since the Sargent system

has been in use that gymnasiums have been

doing such good and effectual work. This

system aims at individualizing. It finds out

what each individual needs, and then its chief

work is to help this need which it has discov-

ered. Heretofore people have indulged almost

exclusively in their favorite forms of exercise;

so that while some of the muscles were

strengthened, others were left weak and flabby.

But this system proposes to develop the mus-

cles which are weakest, and then promote

health by a systematic exercise of all.

It is now generally conceded that a great

mind cannot do half as much nor half as

good work, if it has a weak body -to contend

against. Every college is apt to have men
who overtask their brains with hard study, and
the consequence is that they are struck down in

the prime of life, before their real life's race is

half over. Instead of the old idea that feeble

and sickly children are the ones to be sent to

college, as they are unfit for any kind of hard

labor, we now think that of all people those

who propose to work with their brains ought to

be the healthiest. In a few cases, genius has

been known to exist in a weak body, but how
much greater the work accomplished by that

genius might have been if his mind had pos-

sessed a capable servant to do its bidding. In

order to make a permanent success in any of the

learned professions, physical vigor is absolutely

necessary. " The prizes of life will be to the

one who is able to bear the largest amount of

discipline, and, of two minds equally ready to

profit by the discipline, the one supported by

the healthiest body will gain the prize."

We do not mean to say that gymnastics are

a sufficient means for obtaining health and

strength. On the other hand, we think that

there are other things equally necessary. " All

work and no piny," as Mother Goose says,

" makes Jack a dull boy." Now gymnastics

are not always play ; they are often hard

work. We are obliged to work hard to accom-

plish what we desire and are striving earnestly

after ; what we sometimes need is entire re-

laxation from everything that is like work, and

here is where play comes into use. Herbert

Spencer says :
" That gymnastics are better

than nothing, we admit ; but that they are an

adequate substitute for play, we deny." Lawn
tennis and other out-door games do one much
good, for one has pure enjoyment without any

labor, and at the same time is breathing the

fresh air.

Relaxation, fresh air, daily exercise of the

muscles, and plain food at regular hours, will

give us that " ?nens sana in sano corpore" which

will make work a delight.

[Writien for the Christian Advocate.

J

LETTER TO A YOUNG LADY GOING AWAY TO
SCHOOL.

My Dear ; I want first to tell you how
glad I am that you are going away to school.

To be thrown among new surroundings, to

think and act for one's self, are a healthful ex-

perience for these home-sheltered girls.

Self-reliance may not be in the catalogue,

but believe me, it is not the least of your sub-

jects, and because it will teach you to trust

yourself, will help you much for the future.

One of the first experiences is the leaving of

old friends and the gaining of new ones. The
friendships which abide are found in school

days before we barricade ourselves with the

formalities which society raises ; therefore, it is

of importance that at this crisis you choose

wisely. Do not decide upon your friends the
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first day nor the first week. Those whom you

would choose are not those who surround you

on your arrival as a stranger. It will be easy

to treat all politely without receiving them into

your confidence, and soon those whom you

wish for friends will seek you. Though a fun-

loving, merry-hearted school-girl, you may still

be a lady, and if so, you will feel like one, and

will look like one so unmistakably that all will

know it.

Do not get discouraged if you fail to enjoy

yourself or do not succeed as you expected.

It must, of necessity, take a while to slip into

the routine, to get acquainted with your

teachers and their methods. Do not allow

yourself to think that you are in the wrong

school. You will be looking out for its weak

points so intently that you will fail to take ad-

vantage of its helps. I speak of this because

some students have wasted a precious year in

regrets that they were not elsewhere.

Quite likely you will have an experience of

home-sickness. The first attack is most severe,

but don't let it rout you. A good medicine is

to double your diligence. If possible, try to

comfort some one similarly afflicted, and re-

gard it as you would any minor ailment,— in-

evitable, uncomfortable, but never fatal ; in-

deed, bringing its good lesson, if it teaches us

to value home and its dear ones the more.

Dress plainly. Both because it is an ex-

pression of good taste that will commend you

to the teachers and real students, and because

the less you have to distract you, the better

work you can do. Plain, warm, substantial

clothing is especially appropriate.

Take daily out-door exercise. In some in-

stitutions they require it. I hope in your

school they will trust y u, at least occasionally,

to take a walk where you choose with a friend.

This exercise of the whole school, like prison

convicts in proptr columns, always strikes me

painfully, but it is better than none.

Be scrupulous about obeying the rules. Do not

let yourself think that because they seem ex-

acting and unreasonable you are not bound to

observe them. Not so much for the sake of

the school as for your own sake, because good

obeyers make good commanders, and the dis-

cipline will help you. Hold yourself to strict

account in this particular. You will find that

it is possible for you to enjoy yourself

thoroughly, to frolic and have genuine fun,

and all the time keep within the limits.

Do not strive for popularity. I am glad you

want all to like you, which is of itself a lauda-

ble desire ; but when we get to thinking of it

and longing for it, we shall almost uncon-

sciously begin practising petty deceits and

flatteries, and so learn to despise ourselves.

Respect yourself, do good, honest work, and

popularity will come.

Genuine worth is nowhere better appreciated

than in our high-toned literary institutions.

The insignia of rank is brain. Are you not

glad there are places where wealth and social

position and personal attraction are secondary

considerations ?

I am not sorry that you are not a brilliant

student. The teacher will value the plodder

above the genius any day. It is no uncommon
thing for the genius to burn out like a meteor,

while the success of the plodder is assured.

There is no substitute for downright every-day

work. Spasms of industry cannot have re-

sults.

Education means so much ; more than you

can appreciate now. Young people are so

often admonished, " Youth is the seed-field of

lime," that it comes to sound trite. Believe

me, it is eternal truth, that will force itself

upon you more and more.

Did ever you hear an ex-student say, " 1

did good work in school and how bitterly I re-

gi et it " ? Just recently I was with some young

ladies who had fairly passed the school age,

and oh, how heartily they were mourning the

pouring-in processes, the aimless selection of

subjects, the careless preparation of just

enough to get through an examination, and the

skimming of languages which now they long in

vain to acquire ! They declared themselves

face to face with life and no preparation for it.

Therefore, be thorough. Both because of

the satisfaction to yourself and because you

may be obliged to turn it to practical account.

Even if you never have to use it again, it will

be an immense satisfaction to you to feel that

an emergency will not leave you helpless. In

many cases the education which was intended

for the ornament of life has proven to be the

bread winner. Learn the " whys," as you may

be called to answer them some day. That you

may not over-work and ruin your health, do not

attempt many subjects. Better one, thoroughly,

than humming-bird sips at half a dozen. If

you have but two years at school or college, it

is better to select the studies you enjoy, and

devote yourself to those, rather than to enter

the regular course. Master them to the extent

of your opportunity, and see how strong it will

make you feel. Do not choose your studies in

a blind way, because somebody else will take

this or that, but have a purpose in view.

Do not hesitate to pray for success in your

studies. Not as a substitute for work, but as

a complement of it. Following the plan of

the minister who prepared his sermon as

thoroughly as though he expected to go

through it alone, and then relied on Divine

help as trustingly as though he had made no

preparation.

I have in mind a lady who entered a medical

college as the only lady in the class. It was a

trying place, this treacling the unwonted path

of a medical education right in the face of

prejudice and sneering criticism. She said Ihnt

often, when called out f r a blackboard exer-

cise, her fright would drive out from her

memory every word of the carefully prepared

lesson, but she would take her place, breathe a

prayer for help, use every thought that came

to her, until speedily the answer would be

wrought out. This young lady led the entire

class in scholarship.

Remember that you may touch these other

lives in blessing. A schoo'-girl whom I know

organized a missionary society among the

students. They had their reguhr meetings in

the room of one of the girls, their programmes

and missionary letters, and by and by one of

the girls went out from that school to repre-

sent them in a foreign field.

Not long ago I heard the principal of a

school regretting the loss of a student.

'• Why," he said, " she has been worth more to

me in her quiet, beautiful influence over the

students than I can tell you. I do not hesitate

to say that she has done as much for the

school as it has done for her."

I remerrber to have seen a picture from

Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress," some years

ago, which impressed me much. An old man

is busily raking together bits of wood, hay,

and stubble. So absorbed is he in his task

that he fails to see the shining angel just be-

hind him, who is holding a radiant crown

above his head. Do not, I pray you, be so

engrossed with the good times, the friendships,

the environment of your new home, that you

shall fail to see the shining angel of wisdom

awa : ting to crown you.

He who is so interested in your life that he

gives you these opportunities designs them as

stepping stones toward his purpose for you.

Yours faithfully,

A Yankee, guiltless of any tongue but his

own, was haranguing on a German railway

platform a porter who was in the same predic-

ament. An Englishman, seeing the expendi-

ture of words with no corresponding result,

offered his services as interpreter. " No, thank

you, stranger," said the gentleman hailing from

the land of the Stars and Stripes; " I guess

English is the language of the future, and he 's

got to understand it." — Exchange.

"There!" said Mrs. Gummidge, putting

aside her paper, " Good for Lillie Devereux

Blake." "What has she done, my dear?"

•'She says Shakespeare was a brute, and that

the play, 'The Taming of the Shrew,' does

woman gross injustice." "Well, I think my-

self it would have been truer to nature if he

had n't a-tamed her."— Chicago News.
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OUR SLEIGH RIDE.

On Saturday evening, January 16, the whole

school, except a few hapless victims of sore

throat and symphony tickets, enjoyed a sleigh

ride, to which all the choicest adjectives in a

school-girl's vocabulary might be applied. Mr.

Bragdon was the host, and we went to Boston,

two facts which would insure success to any
'• evening out." We went in six large barges,

and by the lovely Brighton road ; which, by the

way, we had no sooner struck than some biiok

fiend complacently remarked, " This is where

Silas Lapham drove his fast horse, you know."

Copies of the obituary poem will be fur-

nished to friends of the family on application.

Please enclose twj-cent stamp, and sign full

name, not necessarily, etc., etc.

On our arrival in Boston, we went to Cook's

restaurant, on Avon Street, where we had our

supper, in sole possession of the premises. A
slight excitement was caused by the appearance

of a man at the door, but all fear subsided

when we learned it was a Herald reporter. We
immediately assumed our most killing, before-

the-camera look, for which we reaped a just

reward by our later appearance in the Herald,

under the flattering and alliterative title of

" Lovely Lasell Lassies."

After our lunch we started gayly on our

homeward way, which we enlivened by singing

all the songs we knew, and some we did n't

know. When these were exhausted, we sang

the health of all our friends, beginning, of

course, with Mr. Bragdon. We were going to

sing the health of all our enemies, but here we

got into trouble. A heated discussion arose as

to which enemy was worse, clocks or the rising

bell, which was only cut short by our arrival

" chez nous."

This was voted "The most delightful sleigh

ride I ever had" by everyone, from the Maine

girl, who has had them all her life, to the

Sandwich Island girl, who never saw snow until

this winter.

THE VOICE.

Shakespeare says :
" Her voice was ever

soft, gentle, and low,—an excellent thing in

woman."

I wonder if she articulated and pronounced

clearly and distinctly. If she did, how delight-

ful it must have been to listen to her ! Let us

suppose that she did, and then what a beauti-

ful model we have to copy ! She must have

unconsciously known in what a "perfect voice"

consisted ; but I very much doubt whether she

could have put that knowledge into words. If

she repeated "Jack and Gill went up the hill

to fetch a pail of water," I hardly think she

realized that to say this correctly all the

"resounding cavities and vibrating solids"

within her should form an "elastic unity."

Therefore, we, knowing what comprises a "per-

fect voice," should certainly try to acquire that

most "excellent thing in woman." If we

remember that the voice is a kind of mirror for

the soul, we might then realize more fully how

necessary it is to make it a perfect mirror.

When I look at myself in a poor piece of glass

I always exclaim, " I never knew I was quite

so homely as this !" and I leave the glass, dis-

gusted. Now, suppose I look into the mirror

of my soul, my voice, and discover the same

disappointment, for it is a great disappoint-

ment to find that one is homelier than one

thought. I ought to be equally as disgusted.

But the question is, Why does the first mir-

ror receive so much more attention than the

second? It must be because we do not realize

how homely we look in our soul mirror, or

rather, what a poor piece of glass we use to

reflect our soul.

If we have a pretty dress we do not wish to

mar its beauty by wearing with it some inhar-

monious color ; and likewise in regard to our

voice, which expresses the thought of the soul.

When we have a pretty thought we should not

allow it to be marred by inharmonious speech,

— speech which does not express the thought

and, therefore, deprives it of all its beauty.

Of course, we can express a pretty thought

by words badly enunciated and incorrectly

pronounced, but I am sure the thought would

sound even prettier than we think if we speak

the words which express it clearly, correctly,

and understandingly. Then we shall not be

disappointed when we look into our mirror.

After we become used to finding and cor-

recting the faults in our soul mirror, as we do

when we find anything amiss upon looking in

our " looking-glasses," we shall speak as we
should, and say what we mean.

Would we not feel pleased if we should have

it said of us, as Shakespeare said of Cordelia,

" Her voice is ever soft, gentle, and low,—an

excellent thing in woman"? So let us try to

acquire an "elastic unity of ail the resounding

cavities and vibrating solids in the human
body," so that we may have a perfect voice.

THE DIFFERENCE.

'T is easy to be brave,

When the world is on our side;

When nothing is to fear,

Fearless to bide.

'T is easy to hope,

When all goes well

;

When the sky is clear,

Fine weather to foretell.

But to hope when all 's despaired,

And be brave when we are scared,

—

That 's another thing, my dear !

And will do to tell.

Anthony Morehead.

HENRY NORMAN HUDSON.

The recent death of Dr. Hudson came as a

sudden shock, since none of us had known of

his illness. He was for several years our

teacher of Shakespeare and Wordsworth, and

there are still a number in our midst who re-

member his enthusiasm in his work, his marked

individuality, his earnestness and mental vigor,

and the kindly humor which brightened his

face and manner. The crayon portrait which

hangs in our reading-room is a good reminder

of his strong, shrewd face, but it cannot give

the keen glance and sudden smile which con-

tinually changed the expression. His death

follows soon upon that of Richard Grant

White, and. like him, Dr. Hudson will be much

missed in the field of letters, especially as a

student of Shakespeare.

He was buried on Wednesday, January 20,

from St. Peter's Episcopal Church, in Cam-

bridge. It is the church of which he was a

member. Prof, ISragdon, Miss Carpenter, and

two other members of the Faculty were present

as representatives of the school, and sadly

joined in the ceremonies that consigned our

friend and teacher to his last resting place.

We append a notice of Dr. Hudson, which ap-

peared in one of the Boston dailies of this

week :
—

" Rev. Dr. Henry Norman Hudson, LL. D ,

the well-known Shakespearian scholar, died

suddenly at his residence in Cambridge, Satur-

day, aged seventy-two. The cause of his

death was exhaustion, resulting from a surgical

operation. Mr. Hudson was born in Cornwall,

Vt., Jan. 28, 18 14. As the son of a farmer he

had no advantages of higher education beyond

those at reach on the farm. In his eighteenth

year he was bound out to learn the trade of

coach-making, and, though he served his three

years' apprenticeship faithfully, it was apparent

that his appetite for books was fast leading

him beyond the workman's bench. He had

the privilege of using extra hours to earn ad-

ditional wages, and the money thus earned was

spent at the village bookstore, the bookstore of

a university town, in purchasing works of an

unusually solid character. The first book that

took hold of him was Abercrombie on ' The

Intellectual Powers.' Then came ' Butler's

Analogy,' 'Plutarch's Lives,' 'Milton,' and

books of that character. He never read

novels. He determined to obtain a collegiate

education, and accordingly he fitted himself to

enter the freshman class in Middlebury Col-

lege, where he graduated in 1840. He first

taught school in Kentucky and Alabama, and,

during these early years prepared a series of

lectures on Shakespeare, which showed ripe-

ness of thought and mastery of language. In

1844 Mr. Hudson came to Boston and imme-

diately began lecturing upon his favorite sub-
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jects. He became intimate with many leaders

in literary society, and his acquaintance with

Dr. William Croswell, rector of the Church of

the Advent, led to his admittance to the

diaconate in the Episcopal Church in 1849

He was still more or less engaged in literary

pursuits, and in 1852 became, and continued

for nearly three years, the editor of the Church-

man, a weekly religious journal then published

in New York. Subsequently he originated the

Chinch Monthly, which he edited a year or two

His only parochial charge had been that of St.

Michael's Church at Littlefield, Conn., as-

sumed in 1858 and retained until i860. It

was in 185 1 that his first edition of 'Shake-

speare's Plays' appeared, and this, properly

speaking, was the first time the poet's text had

been edited in this country. For three years

during the war Mr. Hudson served as chaplain

in the regiment of the New York Volunteer En-

gineers. In this period he was put under ar-

rest, and, in consequence of that, afierward

published a pamphlet entitled ' A Chaplain's

Campaign with Gen. Butler,' in which he was

very severe upon the General. For a few

months he was editor of the Boston Saturday

Evening Gazette. In 1870, Ginn & Heath, as

his publishers, brought out his ' School

Shakespeare' in three volumes. In 1872, Jae

put forth Shakespeare's ' Life, Art, and Charac-

ter,' and later on a volume of sermons. The
'Text Book of Poetry' was his next puolica-

tion, and then he set to work upon a text-book

of English prose. In 1877, the ' Classical

English Reader' was issued. The Harvard

edition of Shakespeare was his latest work of

prominence. From 1865 he resided principally

in Cambridge, frequently officiating in parish

churches on Sundays, but principally devoting

himself to the teaching of Shakespeare and

other English authors in Boston and the im-

mediate neighborhood. He was for a long

time a lecturer on English literature at the

Boston University. A few years ago he re-

ceived the degree of LL. D from Middlebury

College. Personally Mr. Hudson was said to

be a man' of marked peculiarities. He cared

little for the opinions of others where they were
at variance with his own, and would not have
been troubled if he had had to stand against

the world. He had the courage of his con-

victions almost more than any other man of

his time. In appearance he was thought to re-

semble Carlyle. His life work had been
primarily the study of the one great subject of

Shakespeare, and his English text-books were

a vigorous protest 'against putting young
students through a course of mere nibbles and
snatches from a multitude of authors, where
they cannot stay long enough with any one to

develop any real taste for him or derive any
solid benefit from him.' In 1852, he married
Emily S., the eldest daughter of the late Henry
Bright, of Northampton. His son is a mer-

chant in Omaha.'

LOCALS.

Coasting is all the rage now

!

Who was the smallest man in the Bible ?

1'eter, because he slept on his watch.

The practice class in cooking began its ses

sion in Handiwork Hall, on Saturday, January

16, but will hereafter use Thursday afternoons

Mrs. Bragdon gave them some tasks to test

their knowledge of ordinary cooking, and

thinks the class promises well. It is a pity

there are not five or six such classes. In about

five years, girls, you will wish you had given

less time to some things and more to cooking,

and your husbands, poor fellows, wi 1 echo

amen

!

Every one knows the trials of a church

organist, but few can appreciate what pnience

is required in one presiding at the Chapel

organ at Lasell. The playing of hymns, how-

ever, is the easiest duty devolving upon the

school accompanist. She plays for a chorus

class ; and what is more difficult than reading

part songs at sight? Miss Jennie Ninde has

for some time, with cheerfulness and ability,

performed these duties, and in acknowledg

ment of her faithfulness, the girls presented

her with a handsome set of the Waverley

Novels, in twenty-four volumes. It was de-

lightful to see how very much pleased she was

with the gift.

The other day, in one of the table clubs, one

of the girls wanted to know "Why Mr. Hell

(the inventor) married a deaf and dumb wife ?"

After pondering a moment, a bright girl re-

marked: "To experiment on, of course !"

Nigh fifty years have come and gone since

Hon. John C. Park wielded the gavel in the

Charitable Irish Society of Boston. And yet,

the other night, that ripe old Roman — almost

the connecting link between the past and the

present— was on hand at the society's annual

dance, filled with as much youth and fire as

most of the younger members of that venera-

ble organization. We consider Judge Park, in

many respects, a most remarkable man. Past

eighty, his mind is not perceptibly impaired.

Resembling a patriarch— which he is— in ap-

pearance, his step is that of youth. A natural

lover of justice, he early became the companion

of Garrison and of Phillips, and by speech

and pen did yoeman's work to rid the land of

barbarism. At the bar, just back of those who

now occupy the legal forum, for more than

forty years he occupied a leading place,

whether as counsel or as prosecuting officer.

In his mellow old age, this venerable and

honored man fills, with rare felicity, the

position of judge of the police court at New-

ton. Asked to name the finest, ripest, rarest,

best type that has come down from a long

passed epoch, we should point to Judge John

C. Park, of Newton. Long may he live !

The other day one of the girls, after having

the new books belonging to Jennie Ninde

shown to her, said :
" But these are Waverley's

novels, and I thought you were to have Scott's

works."

Our honor lists are like the weather: various

" sudden and unexpected " changes remind us

of the mutability of all earthly things.

Prof. Cumnock, of North Western Uni-

versity, Evanston, 111., read selections to us

on the evening of January 27. He was

warmly welcomed by those who remembered

him from last year, but he was not the ltss

welcomed by those to whom he was as yet

known only by reputation. The anticipations

of all were more than realized, for Prof Cum-
nock held his audience spell bound from be-

ginning to end, carrying them with him sud-

denly from the ridiculous to the sublime in a

masterly manner. Prof. Cumnock is a reader

of such high standing that it is not necessary

to do more than mention his readings. As his

readings are always enjoyed greatly at Lasell,

it is to be hoped that we will hear him again in

the near future.

A Massachusetts man was giving me these

points about Mr. Long, when a man passed by

us slowly, of whom I said : "That looks like

a typical schoolmaster of New England." My
companion said :

" So he is, and he is also an

example of the same thing that happened to

Gov. Long. There is a great deal of wealth

tied up in such marriages in New England.

The gentleman is J. H. Lasell He lives at

Whitinsville, and is one of the heaviest man-

ufacturers of cotton machinery in America.

The business was started by John C. Whitin,

who was also a heavy manufacturer. There

were three brothers of that name. They began

in that line very soon after the Slaters. John

C. Whitin was the wealthiest one of the three

brothers, and had a son and a daughter. The

son is dead. The daughter was attending

Lasell Seminary, which was founded by Mr.

Lasell, who just passed us. He married his

pupil, and is now worth at least $2,000,000.

He runs the business that was started by his

father-in-law, who has since died, and is in every

way a worthy gentleman.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

A programme has recently been received

of the toasts given at a banquet held at the

Lorimer House, in Dubuque, Iowa. The ban-

quet was in honor of some literary association

probably composed of both sexes, as the toasts

are about equally distributed between ladies

and gentlemen. Mrs. AdaL. Collier responded

to " Poetry and Art." It will be remembered

that Mrs. Collier was once a pupil of Lasell,

and is the author of "Lilith." The occasion
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is said to have been a brilliant success, and it

is mentioned particularly that the ladies spoke

"quite without notes " Probably that doesn't

mean absolutely without previous preparation
;

that would be surpassing the gentlemen who

have been " to the manner bred," but it argues

a good degree of self-possession and ready

wit, and we congratulate those ladies on their

skill. Of course, such readiness is becoming

a custom in the East ; at least, it is not infre-

quent. We wonder whether our Western

friends have read the account of our last

Thanksgiving dinner, and remember the ease

with which our toast-mistress and her coad-

jutors expressed themselves ? By the way,

some of these were Western girls. It all

comes of practice, and who knows how pro-

ficient some of us may become in the graceful

art of after-dinner speaking?

Many of the older pupils will be pained to

learn that Auntie Bragdon, Annie and Eva's

mother, so long our most competent and faithful

colleague and valuable assistant in Lasell's

prosperity, died Friday, Feb. 12, at her son's

home in New York City. She was sick only a

week, endured heroically much pain, was de-

lirious most of the time, but conscious at the

last and comfortable.

Further notice will be given next month.

THE INFLUENCE OF BOARDING SCHOOL ON A

GIRL'S CHARACTER.

The influence of boarding school on a girl's

character varies greatly in different girls. As

in many other things, what is suitable for one

is perfectly unsuitable for another. What

may supply for one just what was needed for

enlarging and broadening her character, may

act in a directly opposite manner on another^

Most girls are sent to boarding school,

primarily, to acquire a degree of self-reliance

and independence of thought almost impos-

sible to attain in their own homes. Of course,

knowledge of different branches of study oc-

cupies a very prominent place in the parents'

minds. Few, however, are so situated that the

mere knowledge of books cannot be gained

very near their homes. But those elements so

essential to the character of a true woman re-

quire a very different school for their growth.

Some girls enter boarding school with the idea

that it is a kind of prison, where all their

rights are to be taken from them. Their

teachers they regard as their harsh keepers

and sworn enemies. In this state of mind,

they, of course, feel bitter and rebellious when

reproving words or needed discipline are ad-

ministered. Determined not to see the ne-

cessity for the merited rebuke, and equally de

termined to regard their teachers as harsh and

unjust, these girls are apt to become hardened

and reckless. They readily find others of the

same mind as themselves. By much talking

over of their imagined injuries, these, from

merely trivial things, come to appear to them

veritable mountains. They grow to consider

themselves the most ill used girls in the world,

and are quite likely to make up their minds to

obey the rules no more than is absolutely

necessary. They generally determine also to

have as much fun, legitimate or otherwise, as

possible. These girls go home at the end of

the year benefited neither mentally nor morally.

Another sort are those of weak, yielding dis-

positions, who come to school simply because

they are sent, and having no definite minds of

their own, follow in the footsteps of some one

stronger than themselves. If the path tends

in the wrong direction the weak one becomes

weaker still, as far as sense of right is con-

cerned, and she may sustain irretrievable injury.

Far better would it have been for both of these

classes to have remained at home. But, on

the other hand, many girls come who receive

almost untold benefit. These come with more

correct ideas concerning the true relations be-

tween teacher and scholar. They accept dis-

cipline in a spirit which enables them to profit

by it, and receive great good. Violent tempers

are placed under control ; unpleasant disposi-

tions are sweetened, and hearts are often

brought into sweet communion with God.

This class are usually the students, and at the

expiration of a comparatively short time they

are hardly recognizable, so much have they im-

proved in all particulars. For if once honestly

started right they will continually see flaws in

their characters, which they set about to

remedy, and at last come out noble women.

Some poor, weak characters have also received

untold benefit. The risk in sending them, how-

ever, is great, as they are .as likely to go wrong

as right. If they are fortunate enough to fol-

low the lead of some of the grand girls, who
are sure to be in all schools, well it is for them.

The weak, in contact with the strong, noble

one, imbibes, almost unconsciously, strength

and nobility of character. Although boarding

school, undoubtedly, is harmful to some, there

are great numbers who owe much to its influence;

and, were the doors closed all over the country,

the coming generation would suffer sadly from

the lack of these home schools.

Mrs. De Crcesus Ryan (who has just re-

returned from her first visit to Europe, to the

horror of her daughter, whom she has brought

back from a convent in Paris) :
" Well, I en-

joyed as much as anything there the statu'ry,

and of all of them give me the Apoller Bella-

donna and the Dying Gladiolus."^

—

Exchange.

" ELEGANT."

To the Editor of the Transcript :
" Is n't this

moonlight perfectly elegant ?
" said a young

man to a girl friend of mine. "Yes." she

answered demurely, " it really is very stylish."

The youth stared for a moment, then took the

joke, laughed, and it is to be hoped never after-

ward used the word elegant when he meant

beautiful.

Why, oh, why, will Americans perpetually

make this mistake ? It is true one never hears

it among people in the very highest classes of

society, but yet I have often heard it among

those in whom I have noticed no other mis-

takes, either of language or manners.

The word is doubtless a good word in itself,

provided it is used correctly and elegantly, but

let us see what is its correct use. We turn to

Worcester's Dictionary, and there we find this

definition: "Elegant. Having elegance ; re-

fined; polished; graceful; genteel; accom-

plished."

Now, which of these meanings does the

young lady intend to convey who tells us that

she has seen " an elegant sunset," eaten some

"elegant peaches," had " an elegant time," or

met a young man who was " just elegant "
?
—

Elegance.

TO THE GIRLS.

About three years ago Miss Cleveland, the

present mistress of the White House, who is an

active temperance worker, wrote an article for

the Youth's Temperance Banner, which closed

as follows :— '

" I wish some strong, bright angel stood be-

fore you, just now, while you read, girls, to

flash before you, as no words of mine can, the

power you possess to help or to hinder the

cause of temperance ; to make you feel your

responsibility, because you are girls, in this

matter ; to shudder at its weight, and to never

cease trying to fulfil it ! Doubtless you have

heard a great deal about the value of your

smiles ; but do you know the value of your

frowns ? I wish I could make you feel the

value of your frown and the importance of

knowing just what to frown upon. What a man
must do by a blow, .a woman can do by a

frown. When the time comes that the young

man who now shares his time in your society

and the saloon, who jokes about temperance in

your presence, and takes a glass socially, now
and then, is made to feel that these things can-

not be if you are to be his companion at party,

ride, or church ; that good society cannot tol-

erate these things in its members ; in short, that

this kind of man is unfashionable and unpop-

ular, then alcohol will tremble on his throne,

and the liquor traffic wjll hide its cancerous

face
.

"— Exchange.
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PERSONALS.

The Misses Oswald and their parents are

in Los Angeles, spending the winter.

Stella A. Smith, who was at Lasell in

1876, was married, Jan. 21, to James Preston

Strong, of New Haven, Conn. The new

home is No. 9 Library Street.

Miss Annie White and Miss Sanford

made us a call January 16, lunched with Mr.

Bragdon in. his private rooms, admired the

new pictures, took a sleigh ride with Miss Car-

penter, and renewed their youth generally.

Captain and Mrs. Wood, of New Orleans,

paid their daughter Mamie a "very pleasant,

but too short, visit last month. The Captain's

other business North was to give the Commit-

tee of Congress on River and Harbor Appro-

priations information upon the condition of the

Father of Waters. Their genial presence was

like a breath from their orange groves, which,

by the way, they reported seriously frost-bitten

during January's cold wave.

Misses Ford and Burnham were obliged to

discontinue their studies for a short time, on

account of ill health. We are happy to see

Miss Burnham's smiling visage with us once

more, and hope that we will soon be able to

welcome Miss Ford.

Anna Decatur Parsons, here in 1883, from

Rye Beach, N. H., made Lasell a call lately.

She seems to have grown since leaving us.

Reports that three beautiful children grace

the board of her sister, Ella (who was here in

1878) Freyer. We send our congratulations

to our former pupil, and remember with

pleasure her call when she came to bring

Anna.

Mollie Davis, of Providence, is just now

living in Boston, to be near Abby, and is

teaching in one of Mrs. Shaw's kindergartens.

She looks well and strong and enjoys the

work. Come out and see us, Mollie.

Anna Briggs, here in '79-'8o, from New-

tonville, is growing a comely lass. She lives

in Newtonville part of the time, and travels

part. Just now she is in Newtonville, taking

music lessons in Boston. She is interested in

the European trip.

We clip the following from The Christian

Advocate. It must be the mother of our Jennie

Phoebus, who has been taken from that family

of which Jennie is the eldest. Our sympathy

is with you, dear girl, and your father. May
our Father " supply all your need " in this

great loss: " Mrs. Virginia C. Phoebus, wife of

the Rev. George Phcebus, of the Wilmington

Conference, died in Brooklyn, Jan. 16. She

was a voluminous writer for Sunday-school

papers, a lady of great ability and energy, and

a devout Christian."

Miss Annie Kirkwood is soon to go to

Cincinnati, to visit her former room mate, Miss

Ebersole, of '85.

Miss Lizzie S. Pennell, of Portland, has

gone the way of so many other nice girls.

There are not many here among the pupils

who will remember her, but she was one of

our number a very few years ago. She is now

Mrs. Wm. H. Sanborn, and was married

Wednesday, Jan. 27. We congratulate the

happy pair.

Mrs. Stafford, of Fall River, sister of four

Lasellians, and herself of the Lasell European

party of 1884, made us a very brief call. She

reports Ida Sibley as enjoying her school, Mrs.

Edith as enjoying housekeeping, and herself as

enjoying her visits all around.

Miss Lucy Tappan, former teacher at Lasell,

as a few of the girls can remember, passed a

day and a night with us last week. During

the three and a half years she has been away

from us, she has spent a year in Europe and

the East, evidently having profited greatly from

her travels and studies.

The second concert of the Schumann Glee

Club was given on Tuesday evening, at Union

Hall, Allston. A large and fully appreciative

audience were assembled, and heartily

applauded the first-class tone and rendering

of the selections. The Club gave the music

of Mendelssohn's unfinished opera, "Loreley,"

in which Miss Gertrude M. Price (of the class

of 188 1), in her character of Lenora, received

rounds of perfectly deserved applause. Her
soprano solos were of the finest and were fully

appreciated. The chorus, which is under the

able instruction of Mr. A. B. Hitchcock,

showed marked improvement, even in the

short time which has elapsed since their first

concert, at Warren Hall.

Alice Fox is spending the winter at Pasa-

dena, in Southern California, the land of roses

and orange blossoms. A friend of hers gives

this little glimpse of the view from the

ranch where they are staying: —
" We look first over the green town with its

gardens and orange-trees, then over five or six

miles of plain, dotted with farms, and beyond

that, on the northeast, the Sierra Madre
Mountains, rising up like a gray wall, with a

thin coating of chaparral and a little more

greenness in the valleys. Far off in the south-

east we can see the snow-covered peaks of San

Bernardino and San Jacinto."

From half-past nine to four it is warmer out

of doors than in the house, and they spend

their time " mostly in walking, driving, botan-

izing, or sitting in the sun." Meanwhile, we
have been busy with the toboggan and the

"double-runner"

!

Mary Shellenberger, who was with us in

1882, was married Jan. 14, to Walter W.
Herkness. The new home is 61 1 N. 18th

Street, Philadelphia.

Our hearty congratulations upon this event

:

Greenview, III., 30 Nov., '85.

Heute frueh wurde uns ein gesunder Junge

geboren.

Heinrich Wernsing und Frau Anna,

geb. Marbold.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

According to La Nature of January 2, an

interesting ethnological discovery has just been

made at Damport, near Paris. An ancient

burial place of the polished stone age has been

there exhumed, and found to contain various

portions of skeletons, implements, pottery,

etc Three crania had been trepanned, and so

skilfully that it appears like the work of a

surgeon.

The extremely cold weather at the South

during the present season has strengthened the

popular impression that the region in question

is subjected to greater ranges of temperature

and a less equable distribution of rain-fall than

formerly. With a view to testing the correct-

ness of this impression, the Alabama weather

service has collected, from the eaily Spanish,

French, and colonial records, a mass of refer-

ence to the weather. This record of the

weather goes back to 17 01, when it was re-

corded by one of the French officials resident

in Louisiana that "the weather has been so in-

tensely cold that water poured in a tumbler to

rinse it froze instantaneously." The records

of 1 711, 17 18, and 1723 refer to destructive

floods in the Lower Mississippi; and in 1732 a

hurricane is reported in Louisiana which "de-

stroyed the crops, resulting in extreme scarcity

of provisions." A number of references to

hurricanes are given in the record ; but, in all

probability, they were of the same local nature

as the tornadoes of the present day. The

record is published as " Special paper of the

Alabama weather service No. 1," and is evi-

dence that the service is desirous of doing its

share toward adding to the valuable meteoro-

logical literature of the day.

The University of Basle, Switzerland, pos-

sesses a human skeleton prepared in 1543 by

the founder of anatomy, Andreas Vesalius.

It is the only £nown relic of this greatest of

all known anatomists, which fact, together with

its great age, makes it especially precious. In

the times of Vesalius, the dissection of the

human body was permitted by the authorities

only with the greatest reluctance, and the his-

tory of the present skeleton, as recently given

by Prof. Roth, is particularly interesting. On
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the 12th of May, 1543, the body of one Jacob

Karrer, who had been beheaded, was handed

over to the University for dissection by

Vesalius. Not for two years had such an op-

portunity occurred, and one cm imagine the

interest with which, for many clays, the

students and teachers followed the words and

demonstrations of the great master. At the

completion of the dissection, the skeleton was

prepared by his own hands and presented to

the University. It was in this year that his

great work on human anatomy, the foundation

of the modern science, appeared. Who knows

how much we are indebted to this very subject

for the discovery of much that is taught to-day,

— discoveries for which the author was con"

demned to death, and escaped only to die in

exile from starvation ?

For many years the exorbitant tax on salt

in India has oppressed the lower classes, al-

most extinguishing some branches of industry.

The Indian government has at last become

alive to certain objections to the present rates

of the salt tax ; namely, that cattle are

stinted of a supply of salt, and that the

same duty is chaged on salt employed in

manufactures or agriculture as for that used for

other purposes. Experiments, for some time

unsuccessful, have been prosecuted with a view

of discovering a process whereby salt, while

still useful for manufactures and agricultuie,

could be rendered unfit for human consump-

tion. The government has now offered a re-

ward, not exceeding five thousand rupees, to

the inventor of a process satisfying the follow-

ing conditions : First, that its cost shall not

exceed four annas per eighty pounds ; and

secondly, that the preparation shall be such

that edible salt cannot be extracted from it by

ordinary processes used by native salt-workers.

EARLY HISTORY OF BANK-NOTES.

A correspondent of the New York Turns

writes :
" In the article on Mr. Del Mar's

'History of Money in Ancient Countries,' I

read that the first paper money was issued 140

years before Christ. There is a Chinese bank-

note issued 1399 B. C. preserved in the Asiatic

Museum at St. Petersburg, and, according to

Mr. Pearse, the Scotch antiquary, paper

money was issued at a much earlier date even

than that. He says the earliest bank-notes

are the ' flying money, or convenient money,'

first issued in China about 2000 B. C. These

early Chinese 'greenbacks' were in all essen-

tials similar to the modern bank-notes, bear-

ing the name of the bank, the date of issue,

the number of the note, the signature of the

official issuing it, indications of its value in

figures, in words, and in pictorial representa-

tions of coins, or heaps of coins equal in amount

to its face value, and a notice of the pains and

penalties for counterfeiting. Over and above

all was a laconic exhortation to industry and

thrift :
' Produce all you can ; spend with

economy.' Thise notes were printed in blue

ink on paper made from the fibre of the mul-

berry-tree, as is also the one in the Asiatic

Museum at St. Petersburg."

—

Exchange.

POLITICAL NOTES.

The Secretary of the Navy has received in-

formation that another revolution is threatened

in the Isthmus of Panama.

Senator Sherman has introduced a bill to

continue the coinage of silver dollars, and to

substitute in phice of such coinage the purchase

by the treasury of an equal amount of silver

bars, upon which may be issued coin certificates

having the same legal qualities as the present

silver certificates.

Twenty-three alleged Nihilist conspirators

were arrested in St. Petersburg last week.

Mrs. Bayard, the wife of the Secretary of

State, is dead. Her health had greatly im-

proved since last summer, but the death of her

daughter caused a shock which resulted in brain

trouble.

The French government has appointed a

permanent commission to examine into ques-

tions in relation to the monetary standard at

home and abroad.

Last week Mr. Gladstone was summoned by

the Queen to a conference at Osborne in regard

to forming a cabinet. On his journey Mr.

Gladstone was greeted with enthusiasm. He
received the personal command of the Queen
to form a cabinet;

The text of the treaty between France and

Madagascar has been submitted to the French

Chamber of Deputies. French property in

Madagascar is to be inviolable without the

sanction of the French consul. Complete
amnesty is to be granted to the prisoners taken

on both sides during the recent war.

MUSICAL NOTES.

The Boston Ideals are rehearsing several

operas new to them. They are having splen-

did success.

There is to be a Wagner opera festival at

Bayreuth in July and August. It will be the

grandest given since the composer's death.

Gounod is now in his sixty-seventh year and
is composing a mass in honor of Joan of Arc.

Thomas has an orchestra of seventy pieces

for his "American" opera.

Annie Clifford has mide a brilliant debut

and promises to take a high rank as a sjprano

concert singer.

Miss Currie Duke, of Louisville, Ky., a

beautiful girl of nineteen, achieved a brilliant

success by her violin solo at the New York

symphony concert.

Nilsson is to make her debut as an author-

ess, having engaged to write for the Youth's

Companion.

The hymnology of the present diy shows a

vast improvement over many so called hymns

sung in the regular services of orthodox

churches. We stumbled awhile ago on the

following in one of Newton's hymns :
—

"The kine unguided went

By the directed road,

When the Philistines homeward sent

The ark of Israel's God.

Lowing, they passed along,

And left their calves shut up ;

They felt an interest for their young,

But would not turn nor stop."
"*

This is worthy of being remembered with

Isaac Watts's verse :

—

" He spake, and straight our hearts and brains,

With all their motions rose
;

Let blood (said he) flow round the veins,

And round the veins it flows."

Exchange.

HORSESHOES OR WATCH-SPRINGS.

The following from The Christian at Work

is just as good for girls as boys, and we com-

mend it to the careful thought of the audience

of the Leaves :
—

A boy is something like a piece of iron

which in its rough state isn't worth much, nor

is it of very much use, but the more processes

it is put through the more valuable it becomes.

A bar of iron that is only worth $5 in its nat-

ural state is worth $12 when it is made into

horseshoes, and after it goes through the dif-

ferent processes by which it is made into needles

its value is increased to $350. Made into

penknife blades it would be worth $3,000, and

into balance springs for watches $250,000.

Just think of that, boys; a piece of iron that is

comparatively worthless can be developed into

such valuable material !

But the iron has to go through a great deal

of hammering and beating, and rolling and

pounding, and polishing ; and so if you are to

become useful and educated men, you must go

through a long course of study and training.

The more time you spend in hard study, the

better material you will make. The iron

does n't have to go through half as much to be

made into horseshoes as it does to be con-

verted into delicate watch-springs, but think how
much less valuable it is. Which would you
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rather be, horseshoes or watch springs ? It de-

pends on yourselves. You can become which-

ever you will. This is your time of prepara-

tion for manhood.

Don't think that I would have you settle

down to hard study all the time without any in-

tervals for fun. Not a bit of it. I like to see

boys have a good time, and I should be very

sorry to have you grow old before your time,

but you have ample opportunity for study and

play, too, and I don't want you to neglect the

former for the sake of the latter.

NOT A BOY.

Some one lecturing about the Algerians re-

recently in Paris told the following suggestive

incident :

—

" Some of the ladies, seeing our admiration

of the Moorish children, surprised us by the

visit of a splendidly dressed and lovely little

girl of seven or eight. 'The child is lovely as

a* rose,' I said to her father. ' Does she read

and write?' ' No,' said he, 'my daughter —
why, she is a girl.' ' And because she is a girl

thou teachest her nothing ?
'

' Nothing, for a

woman is happy only when she knows nothing.'

"'But she cannot read the Koran, which

speaks of Allah, who made her so beautiful
!

'

' So much the better ; my daughter has noth-

ing to do with the mysteries of the Koran.'

"'But I believe, with the great prophet

Christ, that she has a soul, even as you and I.'

' Ah,' cried he desperately, ' my daughter is

not a boy !
'
" — Heathen Woman's Friend.

ART NOTES.

Prang's valentine cards this year show,

among flower designs, combinations of moss
roses and azaleas; of geranium, balm, and

bridal wreath ; of landscapes and marine views

surrounded by eglantine and arbutus, figures of

children in the midst of buttercups and sweet

peas ; ideal heads on satin sachet with stained-

glass effects.

William Page, one of the greatest Amer-
ican artists of this century, who has recently

died, always painted in a southern exposure.

This gave him the warm light which enriches

all his works.

The Chicago Tribune says :
" The best din-

ner giver in New York is Mrs. Lawrence
Turnure, who really copies Vibert's pictures in

the arrangement of her dinner-table. Her
tablecloths are of lace and linen intermingled,

her service of gold and silver, her glass studded

with gems, her flowers magnificent, her decan-

ters of real Benvenuto Cellini workmanship,

her china and porcelain priceless. She is a

very elegant hostess, and is fond of wearing

superb red velvets and satins."

The Paris Society of Lady Artists will hold

its fifth annual exhibition of painting and

sculpture on the 12 th of February.

EXCHANGES.

The Oberlin Revieiv is one of the few college

papers from co-educational institutions where

ladies appear on the editorial staff. We think

each sex should be represented in every college

of the kind ; Wesleyan and Cornell Universi-

ties would do well to follow the example of

Oberlin.

The Hillsdale College Herald, we fear, does

not know " whereof it speaks " when it claims

to have the largest circulation of any college

paper in the country. It rests its claim on a

circulation of 1,200. 1"he Academy News from

Orchard Lake has a circulation of 10,000, to

say nothing of such papers as the Yale Courant

and the Harvard Lampoon.

The Newton High SchoolReview presents an

unusually interesting view of its school life this

month. We like the spirit of the paper.

We have an amendment to offer regarding

the article on Student Life in our last issue. A
satisfactory explanation has been offered by the

business manager of the paper, and " burying

the hatchet," as our Western friends have it,we

again heartily welcome the Student Life as one

of our exchanges.

The College Message for January presents the

old-fashioned idea of school-girl life of playing

jokes and having a good time. We find a

great deal in the local column about " love " and

"sweethearts." The information there ob-

tained must be especially interesting to the

sterner sex. It has such a fresh and girlish

sound.

The Colby Echo and the Rockville Seminary

Magazine seem trying to "out-compliment"

each other. The Echo is unqualified in its

praise, pronouncing its fair Western sister the

best >oung ladies' paper in the country. Has
the Vassar Miscellany lost its reputation, or

does our esteemed friend from Waterville re-

fuse to echo the universal opinion of the col-

ledge world ? We are proud of the Rockville

Magazine, however. It shows what Western

schools can do, and puts to shame some of its

" Down East" exchanges.

The Varsity is a very readable college paper.

It disposes of such subjects as the Marking

System and the Use of the Exchange Column
in a very sensible and forcible manner.

We noticed several good articles in the last

North Western. The subject of gymnastics

seems to be going the round of college papers.

We like the view the North Western takes. It

is a subject especially interesting to such semi-

naries as Lasell.

Zion's Herald not long ago published a very

masterly article on the Chinese question. Jt

was written by Mrs. E. E. Baldwin, who has

been a missionary to China, and is a hard blow

at the way civilized America treats the heathen

Chinee.

JAMES F. C. HYDE,
Auctioneer, Real-Kstate Agent, Negotiator of

Mortgages, Insurance Agent, etc.

NO. 31 MILK STREET (Rooms 6 and 7), - - BOSTON, MASS.

Particular attention plven t" the Sale of Houses anrl Farms
at auction and private sale. Auction sales of farm stock, house-
hold furniture, etc., will receive prompt atteLtion.

HOWLAND & CHURCHILL,
2V SUMMER STREET, BOSTON,

MAKE A SPECIALTY Or

Gas Fixtures,

Andirons, Fire Sets,

Bronze Duplex Lamps,
Library Lamps,

Sealing Sets,

BRASS CANDLESTICKS, and
PLAIN and FANCY Candles,

With Porcelain and
Rose-Tinted Paper

Candle Shades.

A large variety of CLOCKS suited to every
purpose.

HOWLAND & CHURCHILL,
27 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON.

Blanket "Wraps.

Full Evening Dress

Shirts.

English Shawls, Blanket and
Flannel Wraps for men, women
and children. For the sick-

-{ room or bath, or those having
occasion to be up nights will

find them indispensable ; S3 75

.
to $35, at Noyes Bros.

Made in the most thorough
and elegant manner for Wkd-
dings, Dinner Parties, Recep-
tions, or any occasion. Con-
stantly on hand and to special

measure at short notice.

f
Medium Fall and Heavy

English. Underwear |
Winter Weights in Pure Wool,

-j Silk and Balbriggan. Medium
and Hosiery. j and finest grades at lowest

[ prices.

English Dressing
f

Smoking Jackets, Long
Jackets and -i Gowns, House and Office Coats,
Gowns. [ Bath Wraps, Shawls and Rugs.

f
For Steamer Wear, for Sleep-

Pajams, Long Plan- 1 ;Ug Cars and Home Use. Indis-

nel Night Shirts. 1 pensable for those wishing a

[
protection from colds.

Full-Dress Chest-Covers, used with Dress Suits for pro-
tection from colds.

Ladies who are embroidering Braces for presents can
have them beautifully mounted.

Noyes Brothers,
WASHINGTON AND SUMMER STREETS,

BOSTON, U.S. A.
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We can hardly realize that it is almost time

for our spring vacation. The long winter term

is about to draw to a close, and with it many
of the things in our school life which seem

dull and uninteresting. The coming term has

many pleasures to offer, tennis and boating

being prominent among them, and, besides, it

is the shortest term in the year, a thing which

is in itself well worth considering.

I doubt if we all fully appreciate how much
of the reputation of the Leaves is due to its

first editors. We do not mean -to say that the

Leaves have not improved since they were first

started, for that would be a sad state of affairs.

But what we do mean to say is, that if the first

editors had not worked, the Leaves to-day

would not have the reputation which they now

enjoy. We do not quite agree with Juliet, that

there is nothing in a name. The first editors

worked for a name ; they made one, and we

to-day are enjoying the results of their labor.

It is a question raised in some of the schools

and colleges, whether it pays to have a paper,

if the time that is spent in preparing the paper

might not be better employed some other way.

It is of course a question that has more than

one side, but we think, on the whole, the time

spent in editing a school paper is a real help

to one,— more help than one would be likely

to get in the same time spent any other way.

We feel quite like saying this, as we have now

finished with our editorship of the Leaves, and

as we want to encourage our successors.

The girls that expect to go to Europe this

summer are beginning to be very anxious for

the time to come when they will be on the

briny deep. When the time does come, they

may perhaps wish themselves back at Lasell,

or in any place else, rather than the one

in which they are. Prof. Bragdon recom-

mended to the careful perusal of all who were

going with him, the book on " How to ward off

Seasickness." The question that agitates some

of the girls is, whether they will take the north-

ern or the southern trip. The attractions

are strong either way,— the Land of the Mid-

night Sun in one direction, and Rome in the

other.

Hon. John C. Park, of Newton, lectured

to us on the evening of the 24th of February,

about the socialists and the communists. He
told us the way in which these people talked,

how they reasoned, and what grounds they had

for such reasoning. It is a question all of us

ought to be thoroughly familiar with, for it is

one that engrosses much of the attention of

the public mind at this time. Judge Park has

many admirers at Lasell, and he can never

come too often to suit them.

We think it would be a good plan if the

boat clubs, we mean one just as much as the

other, would waken up and " pitch into hard

work," as the boys say. What we need to set

us to work is a motive, for it is true of rowing,

as well as of other things in this life, that if

we have some end to acccomplibh we can work

much better than if we had none. A boat race

is what we need ; we want one of the clubs to

challenge the other ; and then, having this race

to work for, there is no doubt but that by next

June we would all be first-class rowers.

HOW MEN AND WOMEN WALK.

Thoreau once said that '• it requires a direct

dispensation from heaven to become a walker."

If he meant by this that only those men whom
heaven has specially favored love to walk and

can walk well, he was no doubt correct ; for,

in our time, at least, mankind is characterized

by a great dislike for using its legs, and seldom

takes the trouble to learn to use them skilfully.

And as men devote almost no attention to how
they walk, what is more natural than that their

ways of walking should depend on their habits

of life ? If you do not train the vine it will

grow as wind and wall and its own nature lead

it. So if you do not train the legs, they will

move as home and work and brain and soul

impel. Therefore it is that a man's walk is an

index of his character and an exponent of his

life. A man's legs often write his autograph.

Seneca knew this when he made the wife of

Hercules say of Lychas :
" His mind is like

his walk." You know many a man of whom
you can say this. If he be a man of pompous
mind, you can tell him by his strut. If he be a

man of powerful mind, you can tell him by his

stride. The nervous man moves along ner-

vously, almost jerkily. The boorish man stamps

along regardless of where he plants his heavy

feet. Does it not give you a clearer insight into

the character of Catiline to read of that trait

which Sallust distinguishes, "his walk, some-

times slow and sometimes hurried "
? Can you

not conceive just how Uriah Heep sneaked

about ?

Watch the passers-by on the street, and see

how their walk betrays their position in life.

Why, we even talk of " the walk of life " that a

man is in. Here comes a countryman, trudg-

ing along as he would in his corn-field ; there

goes a laborer, whose vocation is not hard to
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tell, even if he has left his hod by the brick-

pile. This fellow you know is in college, for

he has the traditional "Harvard swing." That

man slouches along as if he had been cuffed

and buffeted about the world so much that he

feared the hand of every man he passes.

Those merry girls, with sprightly, springing

steps, have not yet had their buoyancy stolen

by late hours at balls and parties. This wo-

man's weary steps show her to be one of the great

army of American invalids. That woman's

haughty gait betokens her an aristocrat, and

close behind her is one whose very walk is

shoddy. And here is one in whose every mo-

tion there is "the purity of grace."

Many a wise man has read character in a

woman's walk. Remember how old Isaiah,

the prophet, preached at the feminine vanities

of his time :
" Moreover, the Lord saith, Be-

cause the daughters of Zion are haughty, and

walk with sti etched forth necks and wanton

eyes, walking and mimicking as they go, and

making a tinkling with their feet," etc. It was

Juno, the type of queens, who, complaining of

her injured dignity, exclaimed :
" Shall I be

treated in this manner—I, who walk the queen

of the gods, the sister and the wife of Jove ?"

Petrarch counted the carriage, or walk, of

his immortal mistress, Laura, as one of the

four principal charms that rendered him so en-

amored. Leigh Hunt, who seems to be a con-

noisseur in the matter of female beauty, once

said that graceful movement, an unaffected

elegance of demeanor, is to the figure what

sense and sweetness are to the eyes. It is the

soul looking out. It is what one poet has called

the " thought of the body." Recall how Venus

let herself be known to yEneas. As Dryden

translates it :
—

" And by her graceful walk the queen of love is known."

This is the walk that Dante admired:

" Sweetly she goes, like the bright peacock
;

straight above herself, like the lady crane."

Every man knows some woman of whom he

can say, " Sweetly she goes "
; but it is rare

indeed that he can speak of her as "straight

above herself." In fact, in these days ofschool

desks and easy-chairs it is so unusual a thing to

find a woman who stands and walks " straight

above herself " that the unthinking are apt to

speak of such a one as having "swallowed a

ramrod." It would be a blessed good thing for

America if all our women would straightway

swallow ramrods, and by example teach their

children to do the same thing. For, in truth,

lounging in easy-chairs and stooping over desks

are making sad havoc with the youth of this

generation.

No military order is more worthy of obedi-

ence from every man, soldier or civilian, than

that of " keep your chest out." He who al-

ways does this, and throws his shoulders well

back, need never fear New England's most

dreadful scourge, consumption. If you don't

know what this order means, just take a cane

the next time you go out to walk,put it through

your elbows behind your back, and stand up as

straight as you can. Keep this up, and you

will soon find it so pleasant to walk erect and

breathe full draughts of refreshing and

strengthening air that never again will you

consent to walk "stoop-shouldered." Perhaps

you don't believe you are "stoop shouldered."

Just stand with your side to the light and look

at your shadow on the wall. Perhaps you will

be astonished. The best walker is he who

swings his legs like a pendulum. To cultivate

a good walk, bend your knees as little as possi-

ble, though of course don't walk stiff-legged, as

the phrase goes. Swing the leg from the hip

joint. This takes some of the strain off the

calf and puts it on the stronger muscles of the

thigh. The fast walker moves his hips a great

deal, twisting the lower part of his body so as

to get a longer stride. On the street this looks

ridiculous, but on the race track it is a most

desirable thing. Do not walk flat-footed.

Come down on the heel and bend the foot as

you move. A man can neither walk nor run

fast when he uses his foot c.s if it were a block

of wood. The smartest boy runs on his toes.

The graceful walker uses his toes as a racehorse

does the calks on his shoes, to push himself

along.

—

Boston Globe.

THE TYPICAL SCHOOL-GIRL

How shall I describe her ? Shall I paint

her as a dream of beauty, with complexion of

richest hue, hair of raven blackness or the

bright glow of harvest, with teeth, lips, eyes,

form of the model of Titian's Venus ? Or shall

I show to you a gay and laughing sprite, nose

retrousse, freckled face, brown hands, disdain-

ful of gloves, ready to smile at the world upon

a moment's warning? Or shall she be the

counterpart of some university don, with stately

mien, sober face, and a look as if she grasped

the universe in her gigantic intellect ? Or

again, shall we show you the embryonic "old

maid," strong-minded, despising man as a

creature composed chiefly of conceit, smelling

only of tobacco and rum, and living mostly in

clubs and public houses ?

There may be examples of each of these

classes in every large school, and I know there

are in Lasell. But none of these will do for

our typical girl. Vassar may produce massive

intellects and great strong-mindedness; Holyoke

may send forth the accomplished cook or sew-

ing maid ; but the girl we are to depict is not

from any one-sided institution. She is the

product of our active American life, untram-

meled with the mass of hereditary convention-

alities of her cousins across the ocean, and

softened and mellowed by the benign influences

of education and culture. In short, she com-

bines all the excellences of the several classes

named, and the result is a womanliness of

character not inconsistent with learning, and a

degree of housewifelyness which enables her to

make home all that is meant by that sweet

word. Flowers blossom at her touch; cares

disappear beneath her fond caress ; the

hungry are fed by her, and earth approximates

as nearly as possible to the Paradise of Eve.

Does she need any further description ? She

conforms not to the type of beauty of artist or

poet. It may be that she may lack all the

points of beauty
;
yet her clear eye reveals a

depth of purpose that is invincible, while it

sheds a soft light of joy and peace. She is at

home in the works of the masters of prose and

poetry, and the sciences are investigated to

establish her faith. The charity " which covers

a multitude of sins " is hers, and enables her

to reach and help the oppressed. Withal she

takes pleasure in outdoor life, and builds a

firm foundation of health. Do you say that

the portrait is that of a woman ? I answer

that women are but school-girls in a more

advanced seminary, and my woman is my
typical school-girl.

SHORT-HAND.

This most interesting and (when one gets

fairly into it) fascinating study is resumed this

term at Lasell, under the teaching of our for-

mer instructor, Mr. Barnard.

The class consists of eleven members, and

has taken up the study with an enthusiasm that

promises good results. During the formation

of the class, it occurred to Prof. Bragdon to

make inquiries of former Lasell girls who had

studied short-hand while here, concerning their

short-hand. Accordingly, Mr. B. wrote and

mailed the following, the original being written

in short-hand :
—

Lasell, Feb. 15, 1886.

Dear Friend,— Please tell me what use you have

made of short-hand since leaving school, in correspond-

ence, memoranda, or business. Are you keeping it

up ? We send you greeting, and would be glad to get

an answer in short-hand as soon as convenient.

Very truly yours, C. C. B.

Up to the present time several replies have

been received.

Lillie Fuller writes :
—

" I received yours yesterday, and hasten to reply to

your inquiries as to the use I have made of my short-

hand. I have used it only in correspondence thus far

and find that I don't forget it nearly as much as I

thought I should, and imagine that I could get up my
former speed with but little study. I never refer to-
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rules or to logograms in reading or writing. Even if I

never make any further use of it, I don't regret the time

spent upon it, as it is, to say the least, a very pleasant

accomplishment.

" Sincerely your friend."

Miss Fuller is at her home in Ellensville,

N. Y., and, we think, is teaching French. Her

short-hand is excellent, and is as plain as long-

hand.

Eva Woodward writes :
—

" Your letter in regard to my short-hand came while

I was away, and so has not been answered sooner.

After leaving school I continued r\y lessons in short-

hand under Mr. B. for a while. Since then, I have used

it only in correspondence. I hope, however, to make
good use of it some time.

" With best wishes for yourself and school."

Miss Woodward writes from Waterbury, Vt,

where she is spending the winter, together with

her mother. She returns to Boston in about a

fortnight. Her short-hand is Ai,— in fact,

as good as an expert's, so far as accuracy is

concerned. Miss W. is also an adept at read-

ing short-hand, a thing which bothers some

very good writers of short-hand.

Annie Williams sends us a good long letter

written so accurately and plainly that "he who
runs may read," in which she says, among other

things :
—

" Within the last month I have commenced to go

into Boston to study short-hand again. ... I find it as

interesting as ever, and was surprised to learn that none

of the Lasell girls had taken it up sooner this year.

Where I am now taking it they use a text-book, but it

seems to me that Mr. B.'s method at Lasell is to be

preferred. News of Lasell reaches me now and then,

by letter and through the Leaves, and is always wel-

come. I am very glad that I spent a year at Lasell, and

hope that all your girls will enjoy their stay there as

much as I did mine.

" With kind regards for Miss Carpenter, Mrs. Noyes,

and my former teachers, I remain." •

Miss W. had the advantage of but few les-

sons in short-hand while here, and, as can be

seen by her letter, is finishing the study in

Boston, as the place most easily accessible to

her home in Canton. We wish her the large

measure of success that is due so faithful a

student.

Dora Mayo sends us a characteristic letter,

in which she claims to know nothing about

short-hand ; for instance (in long-hand) :
—

" I agonized through one short letter some time ago,

in short-hand, to Lill Fuller, and was nearly driven wild

over a long two-page one in return."

Again :
—

" I occasionally receive a letter about one third

short-hand, scattered judiciously through the written

words. I answer, throwing in as often as I conveniently

can the character for ' short-hand ' and for ' between,' as

they are the only ones I can write without stopping to

think."

Take our word for it, however, Dora knows

more short-hand than she will own to. For

example, among other things she says (in ac-

curate short-hand) :
—

" Really, I think short-hand is an excellent training

for the mind; that is the good I received from it. I do

think it is splendid mental training.

" Very truly yours."

Addie Johnson says :
—

" I received your note and was very glad to hear from

you. I have had but little practice in short-hand since

leaving school ; wish I could have had more, but found

it difficult to get the time after leaving school. Please

pardon my poor short-hand. I think you will do well

if you make this out."

Miss J.'s short-hand is better than she thinks.

The short-hand class this year was a little

late in starting, it having just begun. These

testimonies from former Lasell girls ought to

be very encouraging to those who are striving

to learn this art.

THE FAIRY OF THE GUITAR TO HER MISTRESS.

As I rested listlessly with my guitar on my
lap, after an hour's severe practice, I detected

a slight sweet sound issuing from its strings,

similar to those of an yEolian harp. I listened

and soon heard: "Dear Mistress, — I have

often tried to catch your ear and tell you my
story. It is this : My mother, Harmony, has

existed from the earliest ages, and was present

when the spheres sang together at the creation.

Though now far advanced in years, she still

has as many lovers at her feet as she had in

her girlhood. Her children are numerous, and

she has placed one of us in every sweet-toned

instrument in the world. She has .been from

the very beginning in a deadly contest with a

hideous rival of hers, called Discord. Their

conflicts have been carried on with various

successes, but of late our mother has been

quite dispirited about it, for some of her great-

est favorites have declared that they thought

that occasionally a little flirtation with her rival

made them enjoy her society with a greater

relish. All of which she thinks is a mere

pretence, and a paving of the way for entire

desertion.

" Strange as it may seem, with my slender waist

and erect person, I am thousands of years old.

My adventures during that time have been

varied, and some quite interesting, for in many
instruments at different times I have been the

beloved companion of manymasters and mis-

tresses of all nations and complexions. For

many years I belonged to a young Circassian
;

and while I lived with her, her lute was thought

to be the sweetest-toned instrument in the

kingdom. One day the poor girl fell desper-

ately in love, and flew to me for consolation,

she being in a melancholy fit. The air I

breathed was unfortunately not in accord with

her feelings, and she threw me aside disgusted.

For some time I was concealed in the smallest

bell of the left Castanet of a Spanish dancing

girl, and then chimed merrily with her mirth in

the dance. But she would grow old, and at

length incorrect. One day she gave me, as a

rattle, to her oldest boy (who, 1 verily believe,

was a descendant of our enemy, Discord). He
soon broke my residence, in a pet, and 1 took

wing to escape his discordant bawling.

" Once in my life I had the honor of charming

the ear of young Petrarch, and once I assisted

at a serenade given by the lovesick Romeo and

his gay associates. For a long time I lived in

the bosom of the prima donna of the Italian

stage, and often did I flutter my wings with

proud exultation at the plaudits which she

gained with my assistance.

" We are all of us, the whole sisterhood, blind.

But nature has kindly given to our other senses

greater perfection, and our sweet tones and

delicate sensibility of touch in some degree

compensate for the deprivation.

"But enough as to my past life. Do not

think that because 1 am old, 1 have lost the

warm sensibilities of youth ; nor imagine that

because I have had many partial mistresses, I

must be less attached to you. 1 am a woman,

and can forget the absent. Be assured that I

never spring into action at your magic touch,

and, leaning in your arms, feel the soft pressure

of your flying fingers, without wishing to tell

you how happy you made me. Whenever you

leave me for a time (as you too often do), Dis-

cord comes and drives me from my dwelling,

and, relaxing my strings, places there one of

her children. I have formed, too, a sincere

friendship for my sister fairy who dwells in

your voice, and I hear the listeners say that

they are charmed, when we unite our assistance

to aid in giving expression to your feeling soul.

Do not, then, long separate us. Above all,

learn something for Sunday ! I have lived

much in France, and your Sunday is a dull day

to me. Lovingly, good by.

Ariette."

DEATH OF MRS. ELIZA B. BRAGDON.

There was time last month, before the

Leaves went to press, for only a brief mention

of the death of Mrs. Eliza B. Bragdon, which

occurred Feb. 12, in New York City, at the

home of her son. Mrs. Bragdon was for so

long time a member of the Faculty at Lasell,

and a faithful coadjutor in every good work

here, that a more extended notice is in every

way fitting.

Mrs. Bragdon was the widow of the Rev.

Erastus E. E. Bragdon, once professor at

Genesee College, at Lima, N. Y. Prof.

Bragdon was the uncle of our present principal.
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At Lima, and in other institutions where Rev.

Mr. Bragdon presided, Mrs. Bragdon superin-

tended and graced a refined and most hospi-

table home, where guests gathered that were

oftentimes well known to fame. It must have

been a great change when the sudden death of

her husband left Mrs. B. in limited circum

stances, with the care of four children.

Her happy home had presently to be given

up, but she was not disheartened. On the

contrary, the native force of her character now
showed itself. She would not suffer the edu-

cation of her children to be arrested, though

to increase her income it became necessary for

her to make personal exertions. Her good

sense and practical ability stood her in good

stead. She accepted positions of trust, and

in the course of a few years came to Lasell,

bringing two of her daughters, Misses Eva and

Annie, to share its instructions while she filled

the position of matron. The school was then

smaller and the duties more varied than now,

but Mrs. Bragdon was equal to every demand,

and continued the service after the time when

the increased size of the school led to a division

of the labor. In all, she remained with us

nine years, accomplishing her work in every

department with quiet, methodical efficiency.

She was affectionately known in the school

family as " Auntie Bragdon," and will probably

be especially remembered by pupils who may
have suffered some illness during her adminis-

tration. A former student writes :
" She was so

good when any one was sick ! B M
said she was the nicest one to care for sick

folks she ever knew." Her calm good judg-

ment, kindness, and prompt executive power

made her especially valuable in such cases.

No doubt her wise precautions often prevented

the serious illness which so seldom occurred

here.

Mrs. Bragdon left us three years ago, to the

regret of all concerned. Miss Eva and Miss

Annie had both graduated, and were presently

settled in homes of their own, and their mother

divided her time with them and her other two

children, continuing her good works as a de-

voted mother and grandmother.

She was cut off suddenly in the midst of her

usefulness. It is a heavy blow to her children,

to whom we give our kindest sympathy. And

we are confident that many former pupils of

Lasell, all over the land, will join with us in a

tribute of sorrow and kindly remembrance to

our friend and former coadjutor, "Auntie

Bragdon."

An electric motor is applied in an office in

Paris to work two ventilating fans, one for re-

moving vitiated air, and the other for drawing

in pure air.

LOCALS.
It!

That !

!

This!!

Snow on March 9.

Why are Mikado jokes not chestnuts ? Be-

cause they are Koko-nuts.

K. Y. I was in bath-room K the other night

getting some hot water after 9.30, which was

a very risky proceeding. I had just turned on

the water when I heard an awful crash

!

Excited Listeners. Oh, what was it?

K. Y. Why, I looked over the bath-tub

and there were four cockroaches skating on

roller skates.

[Groans.
~]

The following is apart of a bill found pinned

up in a certain room in Senior Hall :
—

Blank to Roommate, Dr.

To one pulling off dress sleeve 10 cts.

" one taking down hair 20 "

" one buttoning shoes 10 ''

" two helping on with tight sleeves .... 20 "

" one buttoning tight collar 10 "

" winding clock and turning out gas ... 25 "

" closing and opening window 5° '

" abstinence from talking 5 00

During one of the days in the latter part of

February, one of the girls inquired of another,

what way she thought the wind was. To

which her friend replied, " The Gale is behind

you."

One of the Southern girls, on being asked

what she thought of cowboys, replied with

great dignity, " I never associate with them."

A girl standing near by remarked :
" No, they

are very particular with whom they associate."

" But the court said ' No.'
"

New pun just out?

Mr. C. recently remarked that the meer-

schaum pipes were generally mere sham. Au-

dible groans from class.

Judge Park said when he was watching the

open fire in Mr. B.'s room, "There is one

thing you ought to be careful not to let get into

this building,— that is sparks." Wonder what

he was thinking of ? Speaking of the Euro-

pean trip, Judge Park said it might be hotter

in St. Petersburg than in Rome, if we didn't

have any passports.

One of the girls was directing letters to the

Hawaiian Islands. Another exclaimed, " Why,

I thought you lived in the Sandwich Islands

!

How far are they from the Hawaiian ?

"

Instances of the brilliancy of science schol-

ars : Professor : Is plumbago the same thing

as that which people are afflicted with ? And,

again : Will you please tell me who Bella

Donna is ?

What is the legal difference between a man's

clothing and a travelling minstrel troup ? One

is chose in possession, and the other is chose in

action.

The following is a list of the officers in the

S. D. Society, elected Feb. 20: President,

Miss Eloise Keith ; vice-president, Miss Jennie

Flint ; secretary, Miss Caroline McEchron

;

treasurer, Miss Lina Jones ; critic, Miss Jessie

Flint; budget-girl, Miss Kittie Youngs ; usher,

Miss Bertha Simpson.

By the election of Feb. 13, the officers of

the Lasellia Club are as follows : President,

Miss Helen Davenport ; vice-president, Miss

Emma Russell ; secretary, Miss Lillie Upton
;

treasurer, Miss Louise Hammond ; critic, Miss

Ella Race; guard, Miss Kate Morgan; assist-

ant guard, Miss Mamie Wood.

It is skilled on the flute, we hear.

Somebody tell us how Tennyson's handwrit-

ing is characteristic, from this genuine and ex-

cellent specimen lately framed for the library.

To the uninitiated it is a puzzle.

" Of course I can't climb up there to dust

;

where 's the use of the warning ? " remarked

Petrina, as she spelled out with difficulty some

words about disturbing dust, in the quaint let-

tering of the photographic copy of Shake-

speare's epitaph, set above the library shelves.

The senior class has just enjoyed the annual

course of lectures on " Evidences of Christian-

ity," delivered this year by Rev. Mr. Parkhurst,

of Lawrence, Mass. The subjects of the six

lectures were :
—

I. Historic evidences in place, monument,

and art.

II. Prophecy and its fulfilment.

III. The Book.— Its characteristics and

history.

IV. The Man, Christ Jesus.

Mr. Parkehurst makes his subject wonder-

fully interesting, not only by what he actually

teaches us, but by his stimulus to further re-

search.

We, the undersigned, "relics of the past,"

do hereby earnestly protest against the estab-

lishment of a pin as the Lasell badge. We
most heartily favor the adoption of a ring for

four reasons, namely :
—

1. As more conspicuous; every scion of

Lasell should desire her light to shine.

2. As less liable to be lost.

3. As more convenient to be worn on all

occasions. A pin one must remove every time

she changes her attire.

4. As nearly every Lasell girl belongs to

one of the societies and wears its pin, a second

pin would be most undesirable.
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We are so firmly convinced that a ring will

fill the will satisfy a long-felt want, that

we take this opportunity of expressing our sen-

timents, arise from our long sleep, and mod-
estly speak our minds.

M. K. Chamberlayne.
Alice Linscott Hall.

March, 1886.

"CUEY."

She is a wee small thing, hardly larger than

Hop-o'-my-Thumb, black as coal, and saucy as

only a vagabond, happy-go-lucky pickaninny

can well be.

The first thing that one notices on seeing her

are the great black eyes, that dart from one ob-

ject to another with the rapidity of lightning.

Nothing escapes her notice. She sees up and

down and all around, while other people are

getting ready to open their eyes. Her woolly

black hair is braided in little pigtails that stand

up all over her head, like so many interroga-

tion-points. Her little flat nose turns up at

the end and heightens the what-do-I-care-for-

you expression that pervades her whole face.

When she laughs her whole body joins in the

mirth. Her pigtails wave, her eyes dance,

her teeth gleam, and she bobs up and down
like a cork in water.

I can see her now as she looked when I first

made her acquaintance. She stood on one

little bare foot, the other drawn up under her,

one black hand supporting the back of her

neck, the forefinger of the other pressed against

her cheek, and her great eyes fastened with a

yearning expression on a peanut-stand near by.

She may often be seen in this attitude, for

she dearly loves peanuts, and has learned by

experience that her wistful expression is very

hard to resist. Some benevolent passer-by al-

most always buys a package for her, and then

she goes munching on her way, perfectly happy.

She is very generous, and is always ready to

share even her beloved peanuts with her mates

;

but, on the other hand, her " gimme some " is

ever ready when she covets anything that be-

longs to another.

She is perfect mistress of the slang of the

day, and has a noble scorn for grammar.

April Fool's day was made for her, for she is

never so happy as when playing some practical

joke. She will stand on the corner and shout,

" Mister, your wheel 's goin' round !
' and, if

the preoccupied driver stops and looks at the

wheel to see what is wrong, she runs away in a

perfect ecstasy.

She is out at all times of the day and night,

and when asked if she is not afraid to be alone

in the dark, she answers, " I ain't afraid o'

nothin'." And so she lives like a bird, gathering

up her food here and there, sleeping almost any-

where, and taking not a thought for the future.

ART NOTES.

The New York Industrial Education Asso-

ciation has planned a nexhibition of children's

handiwork, to be held during the last week of

March.

An important discovery has been made at

Bonn within the precincts of the Roman cas-

trum. It is a bronze statue of Victory, stand-

ing on a globe. With the statue was found a

splendid gold medallion set with rubies.

The Paint and Clay Club cleared about

$500 on admissions to its recent exhibition.

The latest cyclorama in New York is that of

the combat between the Monitor and Merrimac,

in the building corner of Madison Avenue and

Fifty-ninth Street. The work is done with

great cleverness, and the effect of aerial per-

spective is especially striking.

A statue to Claude Bernard, the famous

scientist, has been dedicated in Paris. It is

placed at the foot of the staircase in the Col-

lege de France.

The exhibition of Paul Baudry's works will

open in Paris on April 1, at the School of

Fine Arts.

Some of the crayon portraits of Mr. G. W.
Harrington, Studio Building, are attracting the

attention of both the press and the public.

The thirty-fourth exhibition of the Boston

Art Club, embracing water colors, work in

black and white, and sculpture, will open Fri-

day evening, April 9, with a reception by the

members to their friends, and close Saturday

evening, May 8.

MUSICAL NOTES.

Jennie Lind will sing in London next sum-

mer.

The four great pianists of the world are

said to be Liszt, Rubinstein, Hans von Bulow,

and Carl Baeman.

By the death of Hamilcar Ponchielli, Italian

opera loses one of its great modern lights.

Nilsson is beginning her farewells.

Inquirer.— What is the real character of

Scalchi's voice? As she gets over $500 a

night, we should say she was a " high " alto.

Liszt is now to leave Rome for an extended

journey. Proceeding first to Pesth, he will

then go to England, and afterward to St.

Petersburg by invitation of the czar.

Campanari has rejoined the Boston Sym-
phony orchestra.

The Italian and English methods of singing

differ in that the Italians use the tremulo,

which is no longer popular, the round, full,

clear tone being demanded. Few good singers

use the German method, which uses the throat

where the English use the mouth, thus avoiding

the guttural tone.

Joachim has created a great furore in Paris.

The seventh biennial musical festival of

Cincinnati, Ohio, is to be held May 18 to 22,

inclusive. There will be ten solo singers and

a New York orchestra of one hundred musi-

cians, led by Thomas. The principal works

to be given are Bach's B minor mass, Hadyn's

"Creation," Rubinstein's "Tower of Babel,"

and Berlioz's "Faust."

STOOPING SHOULDERS.

A cure for the evil habit of stooping

shoulders, all too prevalent among American

children, is suggested by Dr. Dio Lewis, as

follows :
—

Unless you rid yourself of this crook while

at school, you will probably go bent to your

grave. There is one good way to cure it.

Shoulder braces will not help. One needs, not

an artificial substitute, but some means to de-

velop the muscles whose duty it is to hold the

head and shoulders erect. I know of but one

bull's-eye shot. It is to carry a weight on

the head. A sheepskin, or other strong bag,

filled with twenty to eighty pounds of sand is

a good weight. When engaged in your morn-

ing studies, either before or after breakfast, put

this bag of sand on your head, hold your head

erect, draw your chin close to your neck, and

walk slowly about the room, coming back, if

you please, every minute or two to your book,

or carrying the book as you walk. The
muscles whose duty it is to hold your head and

shoulders erect are hit, not with scattering

shot, but with a rifle ball. The bones of the

spine and the intervertebral substance will soon

accommodate themselves to the new attitude.

One year of daily practice with the bag, half

an hour morning and evening, will give you a

noble carriage, without interfering a moment
with your studies.

THE THRONE OF WOMAN.

The well-being of society rests on our homes,

and what are their foundation-stones but wo-

man's care and devotion ! A good mother is

worth an army of acquaintances, and a true-

hearted, noble-minded sister is more precious

than the " dear five hundred friends." The

love we experience for domestic blessings in-

creases faith in an infinite goodness, and is a

foretaste of a better world to come.

Our homes, as one well observes, are the

support of the government and the church,

and all the associations and organizations that

give blessings and vitality to social existence

are herein originated and fostered.

Those who have played around the same
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doorstep, basked in the same mother's smile,

in whose veins the same blood flows, are bound

by a sacred tie that can never be broken. Dis-

tance may separate, quarrels may occur, but

those who have a capacity to love anything

must have at times a bubbling up of fond recol-

lections, and a yearning after the joys of by-

gone days.

Every woman has a mission on earth. Be

she of high or low degree, in single blessed-

ness or double, she is recreant to her duty if

she sits with folded hands and empty head and

heart, and frowns on all claims to her benevo-

lence or efforts at the welfare of others. There

isj - something to do " for every one — a house-

hold to put in order, a child.to attend to, some

parent to care for, some class of unfortunate,

degraded, or homeless humanity to befriend.

" To whom much is given, of them much will

be required." That soul is poor, indeed, that

leaves the world without having exerted an in-

fluence that will be felt for good after she has

passed away.

There is little beauty in the lives of those

women who are drawn into the gay circles of

fashionable life, whose arena is public display,

whose nursery is their prison. At home does

woman appear in her true glory ? In the inner

sanctuary of home life can she be most like

those who walk above " in soft, white light,"

and follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth.

— Exchange.
•-•-•

THE LAST TIME.

It must not be forgotten that Mr. B. thinks

that he shall not probably take another party

of pupils to Europe ; therefore, those who
" mean to go some time " with the school party,

can only be sure of it by availing themselves

of this opportunity.

The thing he meditates after this is that in-

definite but not abandoned " Round the World

in Eight Months " trip.

Miss Susan B. Anthony recently visited in

England, the former home of Harriet Marti-

neau, which now is occupied by a Quaker

family. " I chatted with these Friends," she

says, " in the drawing-room where Emerson,

Garrison, Charlotte Bronte, and many of the

other great souls of earth had come to honor

Harriet Martineau in the days gone by. I sat

at the table in her library where she had penned

so many noble thoughts, looked into the cham-

ber where she had slept, suffered, and died, and

out at the beautiful landscape she enjoyed in

those last sad days. In the kitchen the same

range, dresser, table, and chairs stand there as

she left them, and her favorite black and yel-

low spotted cat, now sixteen years old, still

keeps faithful watch on the threshold."

PERSONALS.

Miss Minnie Alice Holmes and Mr. P.

Dwight Ellis were married Tuesday evening,

Feb. 23, at the home of the bride, 75 Allston

Street, Cambridge, Mass.

Eugene H. Converse and Alvah B. Math-

ews were married at Denver, Col., Feb. 25.

and will be "At Home" after March 1, at

Gunnison, Col.

May Clark came, with Annie Seeley Spring-

ers, of Newton, whom she was visiting, to Lasell

recently. May has kept the health which she

seemed to regain so thoroughly in her Northern

school.

Clare Comstock spent a Sunday here in

February ; her eyes still prevent study.

Dora Walston, — or was it Lou,— who in-

vented the bean machine, will be glad to know

that the girls are taking hold of the thing some

days to the exclusion of the regular work in

the gymnasium.

Ella Ellis made a brief visit here last

month. She is still teaching at East Sandwich,

Mass.

Blanche Jones Haskell came with her

husband, brother of Mamie C, to see her and

the school, Feb. 22.

Josie Farnum was made happy by a visit

from her father, March 2.

Jennie Phcebus's address is 53 Third Place,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Carrie Lane, Hampton, N. H, sends a

bright, cheery letter, says she is going to Europe

with a Lasell party " some time," and remem-

bers pleasantly her year here. " So do we,"

we say to the last ; and to the other, " Better

come now, there may never be another Lasell

party."

In the quotation from the New York Tribune

in last month's Leaves, the name of Josiah

Lasell was given, instead of that of Edward

Lasell, as the founder of the Seminary. Mr.

Josiah Lasell and his brother-in-law continued

the work after the death of Prof. Edward

Lasell.

Lillie G. Fuller, from her home, Ellenville,

N. Y., writes of private pupils and of success-

ful practice in cooking lessons a la Lasell.

Helen Hoke is reported as deeply engaged

in household affairs, getting up dinners with

the aid of seven cook-books, one of which

must be ours

!

Jessie MacMillan writes cheerfully of her

home and social life at Joliet, 111.

Lillie R. Potter writes from 2448 Prairie

Avenue, Chicago. Her mother has been very

ill.

Nellie Alling is, with her parents, at Hot

Springs, Ark., and hopes to be greatly benefited

by the baths.

We regret the accidental omission from the

September number of the following sad intelli-

gence : Etta S. Kendrick, wife of Walter S.

Glover, died of pneumonia in July last.

Mr and Mrs. Glover were just settled in their

new home near her parents, when death so

suddenly came.

Mrs. Wagner and Mrs. Hazlet, Minnie

and Sadie Ranson, lately visited their sister,

Mrs. Bragdon, and their old school. Both are

settled in Williainsport Pa. Lucy Curtis came

to meet them here, as many old girls would be

glad to have done.

Kate Miller and Lizzie McKeown made

us a brief visit Feb. 8. Kate has been teach-

ing music in the South, and Lizzie has been

studying German at home.

Mabel Cogswell says the "laboratory is

lovely." Thought Miss Larrison had broken

the girls of alliteration !

The last barber cut Virginia Johnson's hair

curly. Quite becomes her.

She and Mabel came to see us on that very

stormy Friday, and left the very stormy Satur-

day a. m., 7 o'clock train Surely, they showed

their love for .Lasell ! They are looking well,

and acted pretty well— for them. Jennie

made Mabel and Cora a week's visit, and has

now gone to Elgin again. There is talk of

her coming East to live.

Alice Bangs and Belle Brackett looked

in on us since our last issue. Alice is at home

in Sandwich, Mass., and Belle is staying in

Needham, and studying music at the New
England Conservatory, Boston.

We learn that Lutie Price has joined the

"I. C." Club, of Denver University, of which

Miss Anderson is a member.

Blanche Best spent Sunday, Feb. 28, here

with Jentie Johnson. She is staying in West

Newton, and studying elocution with Miss Call.

Dora Mayo spent Sunday, March 7, at La-

sell. She is still a student of " Christian

Science," and has entered upon the " Normal

Course."

At one of the schools in this city recently

the master, in a general exercise, wrote the

word " dozen " on the black-board and asked

the pupils to each write a sentence containing

the word. He was somewhat taken aback to

find on one of the papers the following unique

sentence, "I dozen know my lesson."— New-

buryport Herald.
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WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY AT LASELL.

The gymnasium presented a very gay and

festive appearance on the evening of Feb. 22.

Hardly a trace of the prosaic chest weights,

dumb-bells, and Indian clubs was to be seen,

beneath the hangings of blue, white, and gold.

How " they " ever made it look so pretty was a

wonder to the girls.

At half past seven the guests began to arrive,

and were greeted by the seniors, through whose

kindness they had been invited. As soon as

the brilliant assembly were gathered, a short

programme was given, consisting of a recitation

by Miss Hammond, a vocal solo by Miss Pen-

field, and a violin solo by Miss Dietrick. The

other numbers of the programme were unfortu-

nately obliged to be omitted on account of the

shortness of the time.

Then came the grand march, led by the

Misses Stafford and Penfield, who walked

either side of an immense box, it appeared to

be, with gayly decorated sides, and beneath

which protruded a pair of feet. (By the way,

girls, does any one know to whom those feet

belonged?) At the close of the march, Miss

Stafford stepped up to the box and announced

that it was a valentine, and forthwith presented

the most prominent of the guests with a valen-

tine which she literally " peeled " off from the

centre. After the presentation the rest of the

evening was occupied with dancing, which was

heartily entered into. After a few dances, at

the invitation of Miss Stafford, the guests

seated themselves, " accordin' to their feelin's,"

and partook of something in the " eatin' line,"

which was also very much enjoyed.

All sorts of characters and nationalities

were represented in the brilliant throng. As
the dancers whirled by, you might see Maud
Muller, a nun, a fairy, Josiah Allen's wife, a

baby, an Indian, a gypsy, with a plentiful

sprinkling of Kate Greenaways, Spanish stu-

dents, Lady Washingtons, Revolutionary gen-

tlemen, and fashionable ladies of this day and

also of a former day.

When the evening was over, all were loath to

leave, and pronounced the party a decided

success.

" Pa, what is England sending more troops

to Egypt for ?
" " To rescue Wolseley, my

son." " What is Wolseley there for ?
" "To

rescue Gordon." " What for was Gordon sent

there ?
" " To restore peace." " Who was fight-

ing?" "Well, nobody was. The Mahdi had

an army raised, though." " Pa, do the British

Dwn that country ?
" " No, my son." " Then

ley are campaigning in the wrong ward, ain't

aey ?
" " It looks that way, Johnnie. Now

in along and carry in that coal for your mother,

fou 're too inquisitive." — Chicago Herald.

A charming French lady, who passed

through the painful days of the siege of Paris,

was relating in her graceful way to a friend

some of her experiences. She said that rats

and mice, however disguised by intelligent

cookery, became quite distasteful : the fattest

cats palled upon the palate. If, however, a

stray pigeon happened to settle upon the roof,

the street instantly became full of people seek-

to entrap the delicacy. It often happened,

however, that the pigeon turned out to be a

messenger bird, and hence as sacred as the

ibis of Egypt. " In fact," said the story teller,

" this was so often the case, that to this day I

can never bear to eat a pigeon. I always feel

as if I were devouring a postman." — New
York Graphic.

POLITICAL NOTES.

A treaty of peace between Servia and

Bulgaria was finally signed at Bucharest, on

Tuesday, March 2.

While the Cabinet at Washington is consid-

ering the question of indemnity to the Chinese

who have suffered from mob violence in the far

West, the situation is growing more rather than

less serious. As soon as the public excitement

subsides over an outbreak in one section, an

outrage is perpetrated in some other place.

It is estimated, as one result of this, that there

are now 20,000 more Chinamen in San Fran-

cisco than there ever were before, and the

number is constantly growing. Already there

is great suffering and destitution among them,

and thousands are said to be on the verge

of starvation.

The Senate has appropriated $250,000 for

a monument to Gen. Grant in Washington.

The Eastern question appears to have qui-

eted down in all its relations. The Porte has

appointed Alexander governor of Roumelia for

five years, with provision for renewal. He
now has a country larger than Belgium, with

an army of 100,000 men. He holds an offi-

cial position in the Turkish army, and is bound
to protect her in case of war. It is suggested

that the sultan may insure his future in this

way. Servia has become tired of hopeless

bluster, and has suspended her warlike prepa-

rations. Greece, also, finds it expedient to

accept from Gladstone what it refused from

the Salisbury government, and agrees to obey

the order of the powers, not to attack Turkey,

though she submits to force under protest.

The firm attitude of the government toward

Mormonism is not only having its effect at

home, but also abroad, in discouraging Mor-
mon emigration to this country. The superin-

tendent at Castle Garden states that there has

not been a single arrival since last November.

OLD TIMES.

A Lit;hfield County (Conn.) correspondent

of the Hartford Courant, writing of manners

and customs in that region fifty years ago, says

that " common people did n't own stoves then

;

they rented them of the rich for twenty-five

cents a month. Dr- Catlin, of Litchfield, had

quite a number that he rented. We well re-

member seeing him staff around for miles to

collect stove rent. There were no clocks in

schoolhouses; the teachers had noon-marks

on the window-sill; when the sun struck the

mark it was noon ; if cloudy, they guessed noon.

There were clocks in but few families in those

days."

A CLEVER ARGUMENT.

Says a lawyer writing to one of our ex-

changes :
" Why should not women be ad-

mitted to practise at the bar, if they want to,

and save some of the arduous and costly

labors of the other sex ? Their arguments are

apt to be practical and most persuasive. For

instance, she was suing the other day for some

wire-cloth mosquito-bars, required since the

rising of our last mill-pond. I maintained,

quoting Davy's lamp, that wire-cloth would

shut out air as well as gas and insects. Pres-

ently, biding her time, by artful but strictly

legal management, she got the judge to stoop

and look through a wire-screened opened win-

dow, where the March wind was blowing in

like a hurricane. Then, grabbing the Court

around the neck and exclaiming, ' Is n't there

air enough for you !
' she won her case."

Mr. Bragdon proposes to take a small party

of pupils to Washington during the near vaca-

tion, leaving Boston on the evening of March

31, and reaching it, on return, on the morning

of April 6th or 7th. It is a good time to visit

Washington in the midst of the brightness of

spring flowers, and while Congress is in session.

Those going to European capitals ought first to

see their own. The expense will be, at special

rates, $20 for railroad ticket and berth for the

round trip; hotel board, say five days at $2.50

per day, $32.50. This, with the addition of

expense to Mt. Vernon, horse-cars, etc., need

no be over $35 or $36 for the entire week's

trip. Any old Lasell girls who would like to

go are invited to join. Send names at once.

Doctors say that roller skating will kill off

our girls. This seems too bad ; but perhaps it

will solve the problem of the preponderance

of the female sex in Massachusetts.— Lowell

Citizen.
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SCENE AT A SPIRITUALISTS' MEETING.

Mr. Greville sat silent, and his aged,

wizened face was as emotionless as a mask.

Suddenly the medium grew excited, and said

to the old gentleman :
" A female form is

bending over you. Oh, the extraordinary

likeness !
" Greville sighed. " She lifts her

hands to bless you." Greville sighed again.

" It is your mother !
" " Ah, poor thing !

"

said Greville ;

" I am glad !
" " She smiles

;

she says all is well with her !
" Greville sighed

again, and said: "I'm delighted!" "She

says she will see you soon. You are old, and

you must meet her before long." Then Gre-

ville quietly observed, " That 's very true !

I 'm going to take tea with her at five o'clock

this evening." Tableau ! His mother was

then, though ninety years old, hale and vigor-

ous.— Exchange.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

A " one-third silver " alloy is much em-

ployed in the factories of Paris for the manu-

facture of silverware. It consists of one third

silver and two thirds of aluminum, and is

worked to great advantage by reason of its low

price and its great hardness. It is more easily

pressed and engraved than silver-copper alloys.

Herr Ph. Carl, of Munich, has devised an

appliance for giving warning of a stoppage of

the circulation of the water in an Otto gas en-

gine. It consists of a piece of metal so ar-

ranged in the discharge pipe that, while the

water is flowing, the electric current is broken,

but when the flow ceases contact is established

and a bell is rung.

Last spring, ice in the Atlantic Ocean pene_

trated very far to the south and east in conse.

quence of northerly and northwesterly gales,

and several icebergs formed even in the Gulf

Stream. From extensive observation it is as-

serted that the first recession northward of

Atlantic ice is towards the end of June, and

that it remains longest between the banks and

the east coast of Newfoundland.

Birch's device for utilizing compressed air

for purposes of the artist and the draughtsman

is very ingenious. A supply of compressed air

is provided by a foot pump, and this air is led

by a small pipe to an instrument held in the

hand and containing a jet nozzle near the end

of a small trough holding ink or color. In the

trough a needle reciprocates, its point project-

ing more or less at every reciprocation. The
point thus carries a small quantity of ink or

color, which is blown off by the air jet. Very

striking and delicately shaded drawings are

produced by the aid of this instrument, in a sur-

prisingly short time.

EXCHANGES.

The Williams Fortnight is among our well-

read exchanges. It is especially interesting

for its collection of intercollegiate notes, but

has made a slight mistake regarding a Lasell

item. The lecture courses in law and cook-

ing are among our time-honored institutions.

In fact, Lasell was the first seminary to discover

the need of such lectures and to introduce

them.

The College Cabinet, St. Mary's Sentinel, and

several exchanges which have made mention of

"Reveries of a School-girl," in the January

Leaves, may be surprised to hear it was not

written by one of the fair sex. It was a " hand-

some, bearded youth," subject, we think, to

"weird seizures," who presented the article,

and it seemed a pity not to let girls know how

young men theorize regarding them.

The Tech for March 5 contains an admirable

article on a new method of squaring numbers,

— a somewhat new departure, but one emi-

nently in keeping with the object of college

publications. Such subjects should be consid-

ered more often ; for in the wide circulation

which many college papers have, and the dis-

cussions which would result, much good would

be done, and many new laws discovered.

The Harvard Advocate for March 5 contains

some very interesting articles, that of E. E.

Hale on " Compulsory Chapel " being the best

on the subject that we have seen.

The W. T. I. speaks in enthusiastic tones

of its prospective gymnasium. While visiting

other gymnasiums in the country, its committee

should not forget Lasell, whose gymnasium is

pronounced one of the " most complete in New
England, and the best in any ladies' seminary."

The Crescent comes to us with a good ex-

change column, and one which might be fol-

lowed by other papers. Exchanges are too apt

to criticise unkindly, forgetful of the little story

about " people who live in glass houses."

The Doane Owl, though hailing from the

far West, ranks well with its Eastern contem-

poraries, though they are supposed to have the

advantages of longer experience.

The February Critic shows a tendency to the

sensational in its Rocky Mountain story. We
have heard of yellow-covered literature, and

think the article in question would appear to

better advantage in such a binding. The

"Growth of Mormonism " is very well written,

and valuable for reference.

The Argus is ever welcome. Its well-written

editorials and graceful poems have always

aroused our admiration.

" A man who works in a New York distillery

claims to have seen a ghost." A man who

works in a distillery is liable to see supernatural

things— unless his mouth is closed with a pad-

lock.— Norristown Herald.

Too young for Suspicion.— Edith {contem-

plating herface in the mirror.) — " Mamma, me
fink Katie Jones is berry pretty." Edith {five

minutes later).— "Mamma, me fink me berry

much like Katie Jones."— Harvard Lampoon.

Faith's Life is Song. — She marches to

battle with a psalm. She suffers with a hymn
upon her lips. She glorifies God in the fires.

She passes out of the world to the music of the

Te Deum, and not to the dolorous notes of a

dirge. She thrusts the wailers and lamenters

from the chambers of her departed, and enters

the room.

You will not be sorry: For hearing be-

fore judging; for thinking before speaking; for

holding an angry tongue ; for stopping the ear

to a tale-bearer; for disbelieving most of the

floating scandal ; for refusing to kick a fallen

man ; for being kind to the distressed
; for be-

ing patient toward everybody; for doing good

to all men ; for walking uprightly before God
;

for lending to the Lord ; for laying up treasure

in heaven ; for asking pardon for all wrongs

;

for speaking evil of no one.

BLANKET
WRAPS.

English Shawls, Blanket and
Flannel Wraps for men, women
and children. For the sick-

- room or bath ; or those having
occasion to be up nights will
find them indispensable ; $3.75

.
to $35, at Noyes Bros.

FRENCH SHIRTINGS,
ENGLISH CHEVIOTS,

ENGLISH AND FRENCH
FLANNELS,

SILK AND WOOL AND PURE SILK GOODS,

For LAWN TENNIS,
STEAMER TRAVELLING,

HUNTING AND FISHING,
RAILWAY AND YACHTING.

Always in Stock, or made to Special Measure.

FULL
Made in the most thorough
and elegant Manner for

WEDDINGS,
Dinner Parties, Receptions or
any occasions.

Constantly on hand and to Special
easure at SJiort Aotice.

Noyes Brothers,

WasliiiiEtou aud Snimer Streets, Boston, U. S. A.
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The much longed for spring vacation has

come and gone and leaves us together again,

at work for eight short weeks. Can we real-

ize how they will fly ? and shall we not be

tempted to get through them as easily as pos-

sible, yielding to the lazy spell that May
and June days will leave upon us ? " Now or

never." " Use and improve, or lose," must be

the motto of every earnest student : let it be

ours. Our opportunities for self-improvement

will never be greater than they are at Lasell,

and if we fail to appreciate them now, as they

pass, we shall one day wonder at our blindness

and superficial work.

We are all glad at the approach of Easter,

when " days grow longer, sunbeams stronger,

Eastertide makes all things new." The cus-

tom adopted in all our churches, of preparing

special services, with music and floral decora-

tions appropriate to the clay is a beautiful one,

and should be the means of quickening our love

and making our hearts and faces feel and show

the gladness. But this intended blessing is

becoming almost a curse, at least a sin, in our

large city churches. Several days before

Easter Sunday, the papers are full of the mu-

sical programmes to be given at the different

churches,— advertised, we might say, as ex-

tensively as a theatrical performance, — and

when Easter comes these churches will be

literally jammed, the crowd being so great

as to require the active presence of policemen.

Every one criticises, admires, and comments

upon the music and flowers, and, however good

your intentions may be, the excitement will not

allow you to derive any good from the service.

Another noticeable evil is the custom of run-

ning from one church to another, trying to at-

tend as many services as possible, for the same

curious, pleasure-seeking purpose. A party

of Lasell girls is generally among those who

crowd into one of the prominent Boston

churches, and do we derive enough satisfaction

from seeing brilliant floral displays and hear-

ing operatic music, to miss the profit and enjoy-

ment we could have by remaining quietly in our

own churches, where no attempt at display is

made, and the service can be bright and joyous

without being exciting ?

We would like to follow up the article,

" How Men and Women Walk," in the last

number of the Leaves, with some suggestions

for its application to our girls. Very few of us

naturally walk well, and perhaps for that reason

do not enjoy walking. But were we desirous

of becoming good and graceful walkers, we

have every opportunity for becoming so, and

why should we not be as ambitious to be strong

and graceful in this exercise as in the less

practical ones of boating and tennis ? Our

gymnastics of the winter have given us good

foundation principles for all of these, so let us

improve these spring davs, when our buoyant

spirits make us feel equal to any amount of

exertion, and literally scour the country in our

enthusiasm, visit all the neighboring villages,

hunt the many places and houses of historical

interest which Boston and its vicinity abounds

in, call on our Wellesley friends any Monday,

visit Echo Bridge by moonlight, and, finally, not

let Boston itself daunt us, as it did not some of

last year's enthusiasts in this direction.

A school of Lasell's size, advantages, and

capabilities ought to have a generous amount

of " college spirit," and how could this be bet-

ter shown than in the Leaves, where our

friends, the former students, and exchanges

judge us and our life here ? For our local

readers, we should have wide-awake local arti-

cles ; for the old girls, letters from them, and,

what is most needed and desirable, occasiona

correspondents in three or four old girls, living

in different parts of the country, who could

keep us informed and familiar with the progress

and events of interest occurring in all parts of

the United States. The success of our paper

depends very largely upon the willingness or

refusal on the part of the girls to write for us,

and we earnestly desire them to take enough

interest and pride in the reputation of the

Leaves, as representing Lasell, to do all in

their power to sustain it.

A BOSTONIAN EVENING.

On the evening of the 25th of March,

forty-five people from Lasell found themselves

in front of the Old South Meeting-House in

Boston, a small part of the crowd that moved
steadily toward the open doors. Though much
pressed and pushed, they rejoiced to be there;

for had they not just passed a notice at the cor-

ner, which informed the passer-by, in bold, black

letters upon a white ground, that Mr. James
Russell Lowell and Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes
would on that particular night read selections

from their writings at the Old South, for the

benefit of the preservation fund ? They re-

joiced to be there, though Boston wanted them

not— if Boston was represented by the elderly

lady, panting for breath, who pushed right and

left with her elbows, and angrily muttered, "A
pack of school-girls !

" But, my dear madam,
we, too, love our poets !
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We were presently seated opposite the

entrance. The large square below was

already well filled, and soon there was

hardly an empty seat in it or the broad gallery

that runs around three sides of the church.

The papers informed us the next morning that

it was " a distinguished audience," and of this

we had no doubt as we looked down and

around upon it— gentlemen, here dark-haired

and there silver-haired, and ladies, dressed

with the quiet decorousness that Boston loves.

Here, doubtless, were men distinguished for

learning, literary skill, artistic talent, and busi-

ness ability. Here were men with whole gen-

erations of dwellers on Beacon Street behind

them ; and doubtless there mingled with these

the newly fledged millionnaire, bent upon cul-

ture as a means of counteracting the smell of

varnish in his new house on the Back Bay.

Here were the literary ladies, and the rich

ladies who encourage the literary lions and

lionesses to roar (a lion among ladies being no

longer in Boston a fearful thing) ; here were

the gentle disciples of a hundred isms, from

Buddhism down to mind-cure. For our city of

the gilded dome, which once stoned the proph-

ets not of her faith, now sits at the feet of

false and true impartially, and is doing her

best to atone for the narrowness of her Puri-

tan ancestors by loving nobody so much as

any sort of a heretic.

Never, since it was our fortunate lot to dwell

beside the shadow of that State House dome,

had we been in contact with anything so genu-

inely Bostonian. The place — how redolent

of memories ! On how many scenes had

these gray walls looked clown since first they

were reared ! They had echoed with the stern

teachings of many generations of godly di-

vines. They saw Franklin baptized, and were

accustomed to his face among the worshippers.

They listened to the fiery words of Otis and

Adams. They heard the eloquence of White-

field. Through yonder window Joseph Warren

entered, to deliver his famous oration on the

Boston massacre, as the sign there reminds us.

In the gallery where we are now sitting Wash-

ington stood, and looked down mournfully on

the havoc wrought by the British when they

used the sacred place for a riding school.

And lest we should forget all these things,

around us are ancient paintings, and relics in-

numerable of the olden times.

In front of the spot associated with Warren

stands the platform, made beautiful and peace-

ful now with roses. Here soon we are to see

two sons of Boston, who belong to the world

as well. But what is that portrait on an easel,

of an old-fnshioned damsel in stiff brocade ?

Surely she befits the place well. Can it be —
Oh, can it be Dorothy Q. ?

And now they are coming upon the platform,

and while Dr. Green is introducing Dr. Holmes,

we will steal a good look at Lowell. Have we

not wished all our lives for this privilege ? We
see that he is " of medium height, well-set,

with a substantial form and a strikingly at-

tractive face, of light complexion, full eyes,

mobile and expressive features, with the beard

and drooping mustache, which are so marked

a trait of his picture, and now, like his hair,

turning gray." As to Holmes, we would rec-

ognize him anywhere — the small, spare man

with the straight gray locks, and those odd,

thin lips in which Humor seems to have taken

up her visible abode.

The two poets alternated in reading, Holmes

beginning. He gave us in the course of the even-

ing: The Pilgrim's Vision, Grandmother's Story

of the Battle of Bunker Hill, the Boston Tea

Party,The Old South,Brother Jonathan's Lament

for Sister Caroline, A Farewell to Agassiz, and

Dorothy Q. Lowell read : An Incident of the

Fire at Hamburg, To a Dandelion, The Com-

memoration Ode, Aladdin, Extreme Unction,

and The Courtin'. There was as great a con-

trast in their manner of reading as in the ap-

pearance of the two men. Holmes read with

much dramatic force. The play of humor and

sentiment in his face and voice gave a wonder-

ful interpretation to what he read. „ There was

not only the thought expressed in words ; there

was the man thinking the thought, living the

emotion over again with us. And in that spot,

with its memories, to hear the gentle Autocrat

describe the fight at Bunker Hill, sing the

glories of the Boston Tea Party, and apostro-

phize his grandmother's mother (yes, the girl

in the stiff" brocade was Dorothy Q., and the

poet showed us where the rapier thrust appeared

before the picture was remounted), and pro-

pound to himself the conundrum, —
What if, a hundred years ago,

Those close-shut lips had answered, No,

reading "The Courtin'," but the words did

the rest, and the audience laughed and was

happy.

This was the last delicious drop in the even-

ing's cup, and soon the Old South was left to

silence and darkness and its brooding memo-

ries. As for us, we are richer for life because

of this genuinely Bostonian evening.

Should I be I, or would it be

One-tenth another to nine-tenths me ?—

was it not an experience for once in a life-

time ?

Lowell read with the greatest quietness of

manner, in a well-poised, melodious voice,

making no pretence at dramatic expression.

Some one said of his reading that it was as if

he said, " Here are the words, and if they do

not convey to you the thought and feeling back

of them, it would be useless for me to attempt

to do so." But there was a subdued play of

expression upon his face to one who was near

enough to catch it. We liked especially

"Aladdin." It seemed to us that those words

came direct from his heart — that the sense of

a vanished joy was very near to him at that

hour. There was a slight ripple of humor

visible in attitude, lip, and brow while he was

A BRIEF OUTLINE OF A THREE WEEKS' TRIP

SOUTH.

On the 24th of February a party of four left

the cold North for a hasty trip to warmer

climes. Winter weather followed to Washing-

ton, but wind and cold were forgotten while

visiting the many and attractive places of

interest in that city.

At Richmond, the hotel where we stopped

was of historic interest. During the late war

it was filled with Southern women, who had

gone there for safety. At the surrender of the

city, fires were made ready around the building

by the Confederates, who preferred to destroy

it rather than to let it fall into Union hands.

They gave the women a few minutes' time to

vacate. Some of the bravest went to our sol-

diers for protection, and they sutrounded and

saved the building.

The street in front was a running stream of

wine and liquor, poured out at that time by the

owners, as it could not be kept from the North-

erners. One old colored man, heart-broken to

see such waste, stooped down and drank until

he could drink no more.

Walking, one afternoon, in the vicinity of

Jefferson Davis's mansion, we asked an old

negress which house it was. Her astonishing

reply came quickly, "I don' know, missus.

I 's not acquainted wid de gentleman."

We visited the church where Patrick Henry

delivered his famous speech ; the oldest house,

noted for Washington's court-martials held

there ; and Libby Prison, of whose tortures

every one knows. One needs to visit this city

to make our late war seem real. It is full of

stories of the past.

Skipping intervening places, let us come to

Florida, where Ponce de Leon thought to find

the fountain of perpetual youth. The Florid-

ians say that Silver Spring is the place he

failed to reach. At this point, we took a funny

little boat which carried us for nine miles over

water as clear as crystal, where we saw at a

depth of forty feet beautiful blue-green sulphur

deposits, and grasses through which fishes of

all sizes were swimming to and fro. Unlike

other streams, this consists of a series of bub-

bling springs, eddying and whirling as the boat

wends its way. Suddenly, instead of the trans-

parent water, we find ourselves sailing over a

mirror of inky blackness, reflecting the pal-
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mettoes, tall cypresses draped with moss, and

tropical shrubs which seem to grow up from

the very bed of the stream. We have entered

the Ocklawaha. It is the narrowest navigable

stream of its length (300 miles) in the world.

We seem to be in a succession of small lakes,

so sudden are the winding turns. The boat

bumps first on this side, then on that, against

the trees, scaring the cranes, buzzards, and

herons, whose nests are seen, here and there,

not far from the very boat itself. Alligators

and snakes sun themselves on the fallen logs.

Occasionally, we come to a settlement in an

orange grove, and at one of these places, a

letter is held out on the end of a pole to be

mailed, — a primitive post-office. Words fail

to describe the wonders here. Going to Florida

and not visiting the Ocklawaha, is like going to

France without seeing Paris.

St. Augustine, founded in 1565, is the oldest

and quaintest of our American cities. The
streets are narrow for protection from the sun,

the narrowest being seven feet wide. In many
buildings the second story projects over the

sidewalk.

The long, low island, Anastasia, its banks

shining white in the sun, is the coquina quarry

of which the old Cathedral and Fort Marion

are built, and recently a beautiful Spanish villa

by Mr. Smith, of Beacon Street, Boston.

I hear some one ask, "What is coquina?"

Well, it is shells broken and cemented together

by action of the waves. It crumbles in the

hand, but is firm and strong in building, and

looks like a light, clear stone. Opposite the

Cathedral, in the Plaza, are the Slave Market,

monuments and a strong sulphur spring. The

gates of the old city wall are still standing, and

much of interest that we have not the space to

describe.

Sailing on the St. John's River from Palatka

to Jacksonville, we see orange-trees blighted

by the frost. It is said to be the coldest win-

ter that Florida has ever known, and the loss to

orange growers has been great. Jacksonville

is the centre of Florida travel by rail, and its

large hotels are well filled with Northern people.

C. E. C.

Music washes away from the soul the dust

of everyday life.

We all expect to be remembered long after

we are dead, but not one in a thousand of us

can tell for what.

Two men were disputing in regard to the

word " either." One said it was " ee-ther.',

The other was quite sure that it was "i-ther.'»

It was agreed to refer the matter to a man
standing near. This was his decision :

" Be-

dad, it's nayther, for it's ayther."

The pupils' musical rehearsal was held in

the chapel Tuesday evening, March 30. The
programme was as follows :

—
PROGRAMME.

Pianoforte — Sonatine. Op. 10, No. 2. Krause

Allegro Moderato. Andante Sostenuto. Finale.

Miss Toynton.

Song— Love's Old, Sweet Song, Molloy

Miss J. Brown.

Pianoforte — Burleske, Nicode

Miss Adams.

Song— Maid of Judah, Kucken
Miss Munger.

Pianoforte— Sonata. Op. 26, Beethoven

Theme and Variations.

Miss E. Stafford.

Song— To Sevilla, Dessauer

MlSS HOLLINGSWORTH.

Violin Solo-
\
? fV^Z de

!
Gesanges

I
Mendelssohn

( b. An die Lntfernte
)

Miss E. Ward.

Song— Summer Eve, Hatton

Lasell Quartette.

Chorus — Stars look o'er the Sea,

Orphean Club.
Smart

Pianoforte— Czardas (Hungarian Dance), Sharpe
Miss Mills.

Song— Thou 'rt Like unto a Flower, Rubinstein

Miss Lowe.

Pianoforte— Sonata Pathetique. Op. 13, Beethoven
Adagio Cantabile.

Miss A. Brown.

Song— When the Tide Comes In,

Miss Penfield.

Pianoforte— Charile,

Miss Ninde.

Chorus— The Gypsies,

Chorus Classes.

Millard

Rossini-Liszt

Schumann

To love applause is praiseworthy ; to seek it

is weakness.

Amiability is a beautiful trait of character.

In a Christian it is a fruit of that divinely

given charity which is " Kind, and thinketh no

evil, and vaunteth not itself." But it is a

grace that needs to be allied to strong princi-

ple, lest in seeking to please all, it be led by

flattery to smile on wrong and sanction evil

doing. Overmuch amiability makes one re-

semble the spinal column when its bones are

strung on threads in the hands of a demon-

strator in anatomy ; but when it is associated

with decided convictions, its possessor is like

the strong though flexible spine of a living

man. He combines strength and beauty. He
is like John, whose amiability won him a place

in the Master's bosom, and whose strength

enabled him to say of a disobedient professor,

" He is a liar and the truth is not in him."

Zioti's Herald.

Mr. Josiah Lasell died at Whitinsville,

Mass., March 15. He was born in Schoharie,

N. Y., 1825. His parents were of Pilgrim ex-

traction, and practised the faith of their fathers

in its finest and sturdiest qualities. Here, and

amid such home influences, Mr. Lasell spent

his childhood. He fitted for college in his

native place, and entered Williams College,

where his brother, Edward Lasell, was Profes-

sor of Chemistry, in 1840, graduating in 1844,

one of the youngest of his class, not being quite

nineteen. He studied law in Schoharie for a

time, but his instincts and tastes for teaching

drew him from the law as a profession. Yet,

without doubt, those months spent in this study

helped to prepare him for his business career,

which was to be his larger life work. He first

taught in the boys' school of Prof. Pinyea, in

Brooklyn, N. Y. ; then for several years in

Spingler Institute, of which Jacob Abbott was

the principal. In 1852 he and his brother-in-

law. Prof. G. W. Briggs, joined his brother,

Prof. Edward Lasell of Williams College, who
had projected and secured the incorporation of

"Lasell Seminary" at Auburndale. A few

months after they began their work there,

Prof. Lasell, the founder, died, and Mr. Josiah

Lasell became joint principal with Prof. Briggs,

and continued in this work until i860. June

5, 1855, he married Jane, the only daughter of

the late John C. Whitin, of Whitinsville. She

was a graduate of the Seminary at Auburndale.

In i860, Mr. Whitin called him to his assist-

ance in the conduct of the machine works he

had just purchased in Holyoke. In this he

was associated, as he has been ever since, with

Mr. G. E. Taft, of Whitinsville, who had

charge of the mechanical department. He re-

mained there till January, 1864, when Mr.

Whitin, having sold his works at Holyoke, and

after having become sole proprietor of the

Whitin Machine Works, Mr. Lasell went to

Whitinsville, to have the care of the books and

accounts of the concern, and to render such

assistance as Mr. Whitin might need. When
the Whitin Machine Works was incorporated

in 1870, Mr. Lasell was made its Treasurer,

and he shared in the labors of the President,

Mr. Whitin, and as the latter was obliged to lay

aside his work, it devolved moie and more

on the Treasurer, who relieved him almost

entirely of the burden of detail. At the

death of Mr. Whitin, in 1882, Mr. Lasell was

made President, and he also retained the office

of Treasurer until January of this year. It

was by his inspiration, and largely under his

direction, that the recent great enlargement of

the works was made. He was called to various

offices of trust, as Director of the Providence

and Worcester and of the Pome and Watertown

Railroads, Director of the National Bank in

Whitinsville, and Trustee of the Whitinsville
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Savings Bank. As a citizen he took deep in-

terest in all that concerned the welfare of the

country and the State, and sought so to perform

his duties as should best help the public weal.

He in early life cherished the Christian hope,

and made public profession of his allegiance to

Christ. Exchange.

THE WASHINGTON TRIP.

Prof. Bragdon has planned for some time

to take a party of pupils to Washington during

the spring vacation. At first there were a very

few who decided to go, but as the time drew

near, the number increased to seventeen. Old

Lasell girls were invited to join the party, and

nine responded. These, together with Miss

Hance's father, and Miss Ransom, made the

number twenty-nine.

The party started from Boston at 6.30 p. m.,

March 31, travelled over the Stonington line,

and the Pennsylvania R. R. (a special car

being kindly given them from New York to

Washington and return, also from Stonington

to Boston), and arrived at Washington at 2

p. m., April 1. The remainder of the after-

noon was spent in driving about the city.

Elegant barouches were furnished by the

hotel livery. The next day being very clear

and pleasant, the trip down the Potomac was

taken, to visit the home and burial-place of

George and Martha Washington. After leav-

ing the boat, and going up the side of a green,

shady hill, the tomb was reached. On looking

through the iron grating, the two marble sar-

cophagi were seen, with plain inscriptions. In

the back of the tomb was a vault, in which

about thirty of Washington's relatives were

buried ; and in order to prevent any others being

buried there, the key was thrown into the Poto-

mac.

On the summit of the hill is the Mansion

House, supported in front by a row of tall

white pillars. Inside are about twenty rooms,

nearly all of which are furnished. Each one is

fitted up by a different State of the Union, and

in a style similar to that of Washington's day.

A photographer was there, and took pictures

of the entire Lasell party.

On Friday, a morning drive to Arlington

gave an opportunity for a brief look at the

home of Robert Lee, and the National burial-

ground of some sixteen thousand Union soldiers.

Immediately after the return, all went to the

Treasury Department, White House, the State,

War, and Navy Departments. The afternoon

was spent in the Smithsonian Institution, the

National Museum and the Bureau of Printing

and Engraving. A few went to take a close

view of the Washington Monument, climbing

its iron stairs a few turns into the dark, but no

permission could be obtained to go to the top.

Sunday, by special invitation of Mr. Suisa-

baugh, whose courtesy provided seats in the

crowded Metropolitan Church, the greater part

of the company heard Dr. Newman preach a

most eloquent sermon.

Early Monday morning, a few went to the

Patent Office, then the rest of the day was di-

vided between the Corcoran Art Gallery and

the Capitol. The Senate Chamber, House of

Representatives, Congressional Library, and

the Dome were all visited. In the evening,

Prof. Bragdon and several of the girls re-

sponded to an invitation from Mr. Raum, to

call on his daughter, Miss Mabel Raum. It

was a short call, but a very pleasant one.

At an early hour Tuesday morning, all bade

adieu to the beautiful city, and started home-

ward. Having three hours to wait in New
York, the most of the time was spent in

Central Park. The next morning at breakfast-

time the tired travellers had reached the

Seminary.

The stay in Washington was made very

pleasant by the kindness of a few friends in

showing the party about. Everything conducive

to their enjoyment was done by these friends.

Mr. Bailey and Mr. Tupper were the chief

benefactors. It was through the kindness of

Mr. Bailey that the party was shown through

special private rooms at the White House.

How would those girls have gone to the

colored church without Mr. Bailey ? Then

the proprietor of the Ebbitt House, where

the party stopped, presented each of the

company with a bouquet. Also the young

gentleman should not be forgotten, who

showed the girls through the Marble and Re-

ception Rooms at the Capitol. The next time

this party goes to Washington, it will find out

what his name is, so that it can be put in the

Leaves with the rest. To all these people the

Lasell party owes many thanks, and remains

deeply indebted.

If any one inquires of one of the party if she

had a nice time, she will eagerly reply, with an

emphatic nod of her head, "Perfectly lovely."

E. G.

LOCALS.

Festive Spring appeareth, also tennis nets,

newly painted boats and mended oars.

Gay and numerous bicyclists and amateur

equestrians meet Lasell pedestrians on their

daily constitutionals.

The Senior class is at last united in the din-

ing-room, and enjoying life in a real Senior

atmosphere.

Since the system of four-cent fares on the

Cambridge horse cars, why is a passenger like

an infant ? Because he is in-a-cent (innocent.)

" It 's a question of time " — June 16.

What are human strings? Vocal chords.

The sorrow depicted on the faces of about

eight of the girls Sunday morning, March 28,

caused many remarks, and upon inquiry it was

found that they had been initiated into the

Juniata Boat Club on the evening before.

The Juniors are rejoicing over their class

bracelets. They are of plain gold, square in

shape, and have the class motto, "Vestigia

nulla retrorsum," engraved on the top, and

the name of each with the year, inside.

The officers of the Lasellia Club are : Presi-

dent, Miss Anderson ; Vice-President, Miss

Burnham; Secretary, Miss Robarts; Treas-

urer, Miss Beckwith ; Critic, Miss Langley

;

Guard, Miss Kingman ; Assistant Guard, Miss

Lowe.

Prof. Raymond again visited us on March

18 and 19, reading selections from "A Mid-

summer-Night's Dream " on the first evening,

and from " Twelfth Night " on the second.

The latter piece was doubly appreciated by

Prof. Rolfe's class, as they had just finished

studying it. In closing, Mr. Raymond made
some very appropriate parting remarks to the

Seniors.

Brilliant Sophomore in history class. — Rob-

ert mortgaged his "farm " to William II.

COCAINE IN SEASICKNESS.

Dr. Manassein, of St. Petersburg, has tested

the value of cocaine as a preventive of sea-

sickness during a recent trip at sea. Among
his fellow-passengers were a man and woman
very prone to the malady ; but after giving

them every two or three hours a teaspoonful of

the following mixture — muriate of cocaine,

0.15 ; rectified spirits of wine, a sufficient quan-

tity; and water, 150 parts— they were free

from seasickness for the first time in their

lives, although the sea was very rough for

forty-eight hours. The doses were adminis-

tered on starting, and continued at intervals

during the trip. A child six years old, who
was attacked by sickness on rising in the morn-

ing, was also treated to one teaspoonful in two

doses during the first half-hour, and half a

teaspoonful every three hours afterwards. A
girl of eighteen, who had been sick for twenty-

four hours before the drug was given, had a

double dose every half-hour, and after the

sixth dose she jested, and began to complain

of hunger. Dr. Manassein comes to the con.

elusion that the cocaine is a harmless and good

remedy for seasickness. — Cassell's Family

Magazine.
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MUSICAL NOTES.

Nilsson is coming back to us this year under

the management of Maurice Strakosch.

Patti is charging higher prices than ever,

yet the Eden Theatre of Paris was crowded

at her appearances.

When you hear a young lady, who has been

invited to perform on the piano, say. " Oh, I

don't know how to play at all !
" you can gen-

erally make up your mind that she thinks she

knows it all.

Prevost, the tenor, who has not been appre-

ciated in North America, is to make a tour in

South America this year.

Gilbert is called the " literary twin " of

Sullivan.

Palestrina is the only composer buried at

St. Peter's, Rome. He was the first to give

dignity to church music.

The tune the old cow died of: — In Scot-

land and the North of Ireland, this saying is

very common in the mouths of the peasantry.

It arose out of an old song :
—

There was an old man and lie had an old cow,

And he had nothing to give her
;

So he took out his fiddle and played her a tune,

" Consider, good cow, consider,

This is no time of year for the grass to grow,

Consider, good cow, consider."

The old cow died of hunger, so now, when
any grotesquely melancholy song is uttered,

the north country people say, " That is the

tune the old cow died of."

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT SCHOOLS.

To one who has always lived in the town or

city where good graded schools are supported,

the old-fashioned district school would be a

rare and interesting sight, for where we now
have the imposing building, containing rooms
for the different departments, furnished with

everything useful and helpful in teaching the

children, then we had the rudely built little

house on the top of some high hill, or in the

middle of a field ; now the schools are a sub-

ject of thoughful consideration, as it is fitting

they should be with a knowledge-loving peo-

ple, like the Americans. The management of

the children's education is not in the hands of

a few ignorant farmers, whose small purses and
limited learning cause them to veto any motion

which might be made in favor of improving the

schools ; but it is looked after by educated and
interested men, who spare no pains to provide

the best in the way of teachers as well as

books.

The standard of the common schools is con-

stantly being raised, and no mediocre instructor

can be accepted where so many thoroughly

fitted men and women are ready to fill the

places, and the textbooks now used are the

results of the work of the best minds, and are

good, not only in subject matter, but also in

arrangement, for no pains are spared to make

them attractive to the student. Could there

be a greater contrast than between a well regu-

lated graded school, with its systematic

methods and good discipline, and the little

country school, with its rollicking set of ill-

governed, noisy boys and girls !

There is something lost, however, by the

change to the graded schools, for there is a

competition and tendency to crowd the city

student, and this often to the injury of his

health, as well as mental growth. No forced

knowledge is as healthful as that which is slow,

healthful, and well digested. Whittier has im-

mortalized this old-time school in his poem," In

School Days." How vividly he brings it before

us !

" Still sits the schoolhouse by the road,

A ragged beggar sunning
;

Around it still the sumachs grow,

And blackberry-vines are running.

Within, the master's desk is seen,

Deep scarred by raps official
;

The warping floor, the battered seats,

The jack-knife's carved initial.

The charcoal frescos on its walls,

The door's worn sill betraying

The feet that, creeping slow to school,

Went storming out to playing !

"

More poetical to be sure than the prosaic

house of brick, for there could be nothing

prettier than the old weather-beaten red house in

the midst of that green field, with its long grass

fenced off from the trampling feet of the chil-

dren, by the low, moss-covered, vine-wreathed

stone wall, and a little back of the play-

ground, the pine grove where a merry crowd
gathered on summer noons to eat the dinner

brought in those small tin pails, which have

hung all the morning on the row of pegs be-

hind the teacher's desk : under the shade of

the pines the hour passed all too quickly, and
they reluctantly leave the well-loved games and

obey the summons which call them to work.

Some of these schools are still seen in the more
thinly settled parts of New England, and it is

like going back to primitive times to look in

upon the little room full of girls and boys, who
are free and happy in their simple life, and are

quite content with the learning which they are

able to get from the short time they spend with

books ; there are pupils of all ages from five to

twenty, and always many more classes than

studies pursued, so that the teacher's ability is

taxed to the utmost to bring about good results.

She, herself, is not usually well educated,

having taken a short course at some academy
after leaving the little school of her native

town. Obliged to make rules which will suit

the infant of five as well as the youth of twenty,

she fails in all her attempts at order, and at

best is only able to give a few minutes to each

of her numerous classes.

The trials of a teacher in such a school are

neither small nor few; she is liable at any time

to be called to answer for the treatment of the

children at the hands of their mates, and it is

no unusual thing for an angry parent to visit

the school and publicly reprimand the teacher.

Then there are as many different kinds of

books as there are classes, each one using the

carefully preserved reader, arithmetic, etc.,

that was used by his father before him. To
suggest a change would incur the wrath of the

whole community, for were not those carefully

treasured books from which father or mother

learned to read, spell, and " reckon," good

enough for the young folks ? Surely, it would

be a foolish extravagance to buy new.

The country homes are so far apart that the

boys and girls are obliged to take long walks

to and from school, sometimes wading through

the snowdrifts, and sometimes struggling

through the muddy, neglected country roads,

which are often so bad that the little ones take

rides over the muddiest places on the shoulders

of their big brothers. But they are a healthy

set who do not mind exercise of this sort ; in-

deed, they thrive on it, because they have been

brought up to work, and take naturally to all

physical exertion. And it is a wonder how
they can endure the poorly ventilated school-

room with its red-hot stove and tightly closed

windows ; it may be that the air which comes

from the many crevices and between the walls

keeps them from feeling too uncomfortable,

for in some of those winter days the wind sifted

in the snow and blew about the ears of the

children till they shivered with the cold, even

when there was a blazing fire in the great iron

stove.

Let us look at the company that gathers

about the fire on a cold December morning, —
boys and girls of all ages and sizes. On one

side we see a tall, brawny fellow, his hands

brown and hard from out-of-door work, hold-

ing on his knee the little pink-aproned six-

year-old sister, who is stretching out her fat

hands, blue with cold, towards the grateful

warmth which comes from the open door of

the stove. Then there is the pretty red-

cheeked maiden, holding up her apple to be

named, while the bashful youth stands a little

behind her, with his hands in his pockets, wait-

ing with deep interest to know the result of the

counting, — " One I love, two I love, three I

love I say." A lusty ringing of the bell by

the teacher calls the loud-voiced crowd into

something like order, and the school opens

with the usual exercises. The little ones are

seated about the stove, and one small girl is

in her favorite place in the corner, where she
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can put the piece of cheese that she has hid-

den in her pocket into the hole that a tame

mouse has gnawed, near one of the beams.

This mouse she guards with jealous care, lest

the youngsters, being unable to restrain their

desire for sport, should try their skill' 'on her

bright-eyed little pet.

The children often get restless and are sent

out of doors to play, or they amuse themselves

by "passing the water," as they call it. Only

when they are very good are they allowed this

privilege, and the little girl looks very happy

as she carries the tin cup of water from one to

another, filling it from time to time from the

rusty pail that sat on a bench in the corner.

One can almost hear the clatter of those little

feet as they go back and forth among the

desks till all are supplied.

It seems but yesterday that I was seated in

one of those low-backed wooden desks, feeling

so proud of the new dress, which was none the

less beautiful to me because it was a "made-

over " one, and carefully covered with the

calico "tier" to keep it from being soiled.

No bangs were allowed to cover up the fore-

heads then, and the little people's hair was

brushed slickly, soberly back, and braided in

two braids behind. Sometimes, it is true, one

of the girls would come to school with her

front hair very frizzly, making a striking con-

trast to the straight locks behind ; but, even as

children, we could see the difference between

the artificial and the real, and the simple, un-

pretending child seemed far more in keeping

with the surroundings.

What a pity it is that we have lost our little

red-cheeked country girl, plainly dressed and

happy in her freedom, and have given us in

her stead the pale, studious-looking city child !

Is it true that education walks hand in hand

with disease? If so, there must be a defect in

our school system which we think so perfect.

Can we afford to give up the radiant, spark-

ling health, which is the natural heritage of

the young ?

Until the graded school can give us this in

addition to improved methods, its work is not

complete. M. C.
•-•-•

PERSONALS.

Lydia Starr has been ill of scarlet fever.

Edith Andrews is still at home, and trying

her best to enjoy life.

Lillie and Nellie Packard made a short

call at Lasell last month.

Helen Dykes Knowles is at home in Bos-

ton, and is keeping up her vocal and violin

lessons.

Clare Comstock has been in Florida, and.

tells great tales' of rose-bushes and orange-

trees

Born March 20, a daughter — Elinor Alice

— to Mrs. Alice Linscott Hall.

It looks, now, as if the class of '83 would

all be present at their triennial in June.

Helen Underwood spent her vacation

with Mamie Haskell, at New Bedford, Mass.

Grace Richardson visited Winnie Adams
this vacation, at her home in Concord, N. H.

Abbie Goodale has made a fine success as

principal of the Adams School, Duluth, Min.

Mame Colson is married, we hear, and liv-

ing in Somerville— "just too happy for any-

thing."

Martha L. Prentise and Hattie Seiber-

ling may meet their old school friends here at

Commencement.

Etta E. Reynolds and William A. Tay-

lor were married Feb. 25, at East Oakland,

Cal., and are " at home " at the above address.

Mary Brown, Winchendon, Mass., recently

visited Lasell. She has been teaching since

she left here, having twenty-five pupils in

charge.

We regret the oversight of the following

announcement : Esther Frances Chase and

George Z. Goodell, M. D., married Oct. 8,

1885, at Newtonville, Mass.

Aria Flint writes from Orange, Mass., that

she would have liked to join the Washington

party very much, but had previously arranged

with a Raymond excursion.

Nellie Packard debated whether she

should join the Washington party, but like a

good girl gave it up for the Church's sake and

will wait a bit till "Joe " takes her !

Ida Sibley has given up her school and has

gone to be with her brother Arthur, in New
York. He has been and is very ill, so she

will probably stay with him till June.

Clemmie Butler is living in Newton, but

studying music at the New England Conserva-

tory. Dr. Butler is to build a house in New-
ton Centre this spring ; still we think Clem
will be a missionary some time.

Anna Newkirk writes, like the good girl

that she is, from her home in Jackson, Mich.,

of learning housekeeping in helping her mother,

and keeping up some lessons: "because I

thought that mother needed me," deciding the

alternative offered of going again to Lasell.

Mrs. Etta Kendrick Glover died of

pneumonia, at Quincy, Mass., June 15, 1885,

aged twenty-five years and eleven months.

Surely we know the truth of the words accom-

panying the above sad notice :
" It is very

hard for us."

"Louise Orrell Frank." Good name,

Ella !

Grace Durfee is reported as teaching

music.

We are sorry not to see Miss Rhoads back

with us this term.

Born March 17, to Edith P. Garland, a son.

A sister of Edith is entered at Lasell for

next year.

Misses Conklin and Stebbins made a brief

visit here together in March. We were right

glad to hear of studies or work of some sort

carried beyond school.

We hear of Nellie Alderman and Annie

King as still alive and visiting one another

;

but not a peep to our circular. Guess they

have lost the right hand.

Mary Gaylord writes, regretting that she

cannot join the European party, and gives us

a word about Susie Drew— "very well this

winter "— and of Lizzie Bacon, we are sorry

to hear, ''still an invalid."

Augustixe Lowe has spent the winter at

her home in Norristown, Pa. Ava has visited

friends in the West, — among them Sue Mc-

Cord and Emma Hansmith, of whom we are

glad to hear, " well and happy."

The European party, as it now seems,

promises to be a goodly company. On the

prospective list are Blanche Ford, Carrie

Ebersole, — " hoping to get Annie Kirkwood,

too," — Irene Sanford, Kate Hull, Etta and

Mae Stafford, Flora Whitney.

Mr. M. W. Henry— Mattie's father —
died very suddenly at his home, Akron, Ohio,

recently, aged sixty-nine years. He was one

of Akron's oldest and best-known merchants,

and much respected for his genial disposition

and honesty of purpose in everything with

which he was identified.

Lizzie Whipple writes of the European

tour, from which she is kept by her mother's

health : "I should love to go, and what a fine

time we would have ! My very best wishes go

in my stead ; they will perhaps be more con-

venient to manage, at least they won't take so

much room ! I don't know whether Jennie

Baker will go or not, but it is quite possible

that Anna may."

Stella Smith Strong, 9 Library Street,

New Haven, writes :
" My thoughts often turn

in a very loving way to my Lasell home, and

the friends who did so much for me there."

She has lately visited Hattie Hanmer, who is

in Hartford this winter. Together they called

on Miss Mary Hanmer, at Burnside. She

reports her cousin, Clara Maltby Stevens,

much occupied with two fine boys, and asks,

"Where is Marion Beller?"
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WHO ARE THE CULTIVATED?

No words in the English language are so

much bandied about in efforts to describe or

classify society at the present day, as are the

words "culture," "cultured," "cultivated,"

and their antitheses. These are the terms

that intimidate the vain, selfish, illiterate rich;

for to be described as "rich but uncultivated,"

is regarded as a greater slur upon the social

standing of families than to be reported as

having gained wealth by dishonesty or trickery.

And then the matter is made all the harder for

those willing to acquire a hypocritical polish

at any expense, if they can only be "culti-

vated," from the fact that they do not know
what true culture is, nor are they able to rec-

ognize it when they see it. They are like a

person lacking in all artistic sense, who wishes

to buy pictures— at the mercy of every impos-

tor. What, then, is the secret that lies behind

the demeanor and manners of the cultivated

man or woman, or the cultivated family?

What power or what, sentiment modulates the

voice to kind and gentle tones ; restrains the

boisterous conversation or laughter
;

gives

such a delicate perception of the rights of

others, as to make impossible the dictatorial

or arrogant form of address? The impertinent

question, the personal familiarity, the curi-

osity about private affairs, the forwardness in

giving advice or expressing unasked opinions,

the boastful statement of personal possessions

or qualities, the action that causes pain or

inconvenience or discomfort to associates or

dependants, all of which are the most common
forms of transgression among the uncultivated ?

In his famous address on " The Progress of

Culture,", delivered before a celebrated col-

lege society at Cambridge, in 1867, Emerson

summed up the whole matter in one sentence

:

"The foundation of culture, as of character,

is at last the moral sentiment." It is a fine,

genuine unselfishness that, observing how all

these things may pain and wound, refrains

from doing any of them. The man or woman
or family, who can avoid transgressing in these

particulars, can do so habitually only as the

result of a fine moral sentiment underlying the

whole nature. And those who possess or have

cultivated in themselves this fine moral senti-

ment of unselfishness, justice, and consider-

ateness, will be surrounded by an atmosphere

of culture, though their dwelling-place be an

uncarpeted cabin ; while those who lack this

restraining grace will be " uncultivated,"

though their surroundings afford every com-

fort, beauty, and luxury. It should be a

thought of encouragement to us, and an in-

spiration of hope that we may possess the true

and imperishable riches of a cultivated spirit,

however poor and struggling our lives may be,

or however barren of external beauty our sur-

roundings. Culture depends not on material

possessions. In fact, the very abundance of

conveniences and comforts and elegances

often seems to have an injurious and deterio-

rating effect on individuals and families by

producing in them a selfish love of personal

ease and exclusiveness. On the other hand

the painful and patient economizing of humble

toilers often produces an unselfishness and

patience and gentleness of demeanor, which is,

in effect, the very finest culture.

In these days of specialists and artists and

architects and upholsterers, any one who has

money can possess himself of the material sur-

roundings of taste and culture. His house

maybe a "poem in stone," exteriorly, and a

" symphony in color," in its interior adorn-

ments. This much of the genuine products of

culture he may buy with money. But no

money can buy the pearl of great price,— the

cultured spirit in the individual or family,

without which the most palatial mansion is but

a dead and lifeless shell. Lacking this moral

sentiment and culture, how many a hand-

somely appointed home is the abode of rude-

ness, unkindness, selfishness, and misery?

The rude speech or cutting retort or selfish

act are doubly and trebly incongruous when

pictured walls and frescoed ceilings and luxu-

rious surroundings of artistic beauty are the

silent witnesses of the vulgarity. On the

other hand, there is opportunity for the dis-

play of the best and kindest and most culti-

vated manners in the humble home where lack

of suitable furnishings and dearth of conven-

iences put every one's unselfishness to the

test.

I have frequently heard wise parents and

teachers speak of the perplexity of spirit which

they feel when they see that in so many in-

stances the acquirement of accomplishments,

as they are termed, fails to add any moral

strength or beauty to the character of the

young people in whose welfare and advance-

ment their hearts are so entirely absorbed.

This young girl sings and plays beautifully,

paints and draws in a genuinely artistic man-
ner, speaks French and German like a native,

and yet she is ill-tempered and shrewish if cir-

cumstances happen to cross her inclination.

Here is a young man who is possessed of a

fine collegiate education, and who is also an

excellent musician. Yet he can be rude and

disrespectful to his mother, insolent to his

father, overbearing and arrogant towards ser-

vants and subordinates, and a perfect boor to

his younger brothers and sisters. Both these

young persons have uncultivated spirits. So

we see that the cultivation of the intellectual

nature, the acquirement of accomplishments,

the practice of any art, the advantages of

travel, the surroundings of elegance, may or

may not tend to the genuine culture of the

spirit ; and as wise and earnest parents and

teachers perceive this truth, they realize more

and more that the great problem of culture,

alike for parent and teacher, is how to develop

the moral sentiment. — From "Letters to a

Daughter" by Helen Ekin Starrett.

ART NOTES.

Jay Gould is said to have a collection of

paintings worth $250,000.

The American Art Association of New York

s invited Englisi

leries next winter.

has invited English artists to exhibit in its gal

A New York art dealer estimates that the

value of pictures in eighteen private galleries

of that city amounts to $6,000,000.

The city of London will ornament Black-

friars' Bridge with four equestrian statues of

kings Richard I., Edward I., Edward II., and

Henry V.

The new Rembrandt, purchased at Cologne

by the Belgian government for 100,000 francs,

has been placed in the Brussels Museum. It

bears the genuine signature of the great mas-

ter, and is dated 1656.

The piece called "ashes of roses," which is

said to have cost Mrs. Morgan $3,000, appar-

ently gets its color through defective firing.

It was meant to be "peach blow," as appears

by the lining, but was over-heated, and became

the rare " ashes of roses."

The National Academy Art Schools, New
York, have two hundred pupils.

Try to form your own ideas about pictures.

Compare and analyze ; consider in what one

picture differs from and is better than another

;

search out the subtleties of composition and

treatment; and, moreover, try to remember

them.

EASTER.

Easter, the name given to the Christian

passover and festival of the resurrection of our

Lord, is probably derived from that of Ostera

or Eostre, the goddess of spring, whose festival

occurred about the same time of the year as

the celebration of Easter.

Many discussions arose, and many changes

were made by the early Christian Church, as to

the time of this celebration ; it was finally

settled at the Council of Nice, A. D. 325.

The rule which was there adopted is still in

force, that Easter Day shall be the first Sun-

day after the full moon which happens upon

or next after March 21; if the full moon hap-

pen on Sunday, Easter is celebrated the Sun-
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day following. This arrangement makes it

possible for Easter to come as early as March

22, or as late as April 25 ; the latter is the

date for the celebration of Easter this year, and

will not happen so again until 1943.

Easter, by many called the queen of festi-

vals, has in all ages been celebrated by Chris-

tian nations with religious rites and ceremonies.

With these have often been intermingled

games and feasting, which, in some countries,

still constitute the principal part of the Easter

observances. In our country, however, this

sacred anniversary is celebrated by special ser-

vices in the churches, which are elaborately

decorated with flowers.

POLITICAL NOTES.

The Senate has passed a bill appropriating

$500,000 for a monument to Lincoln at Wash-

ington.

The acting members of the Cabinet are all

improving, and it is expected that Secretary

Manning will be able to attend to his Cabinet

duties in a few days.

Mr. Gladstone's anxiously awaited speech

on the Irish question was delivered in the

presence of an enormous throng on April 8.

The home-rule scheme was submitted in de-

tail.

The wildest excitement prevailed in Belgium

during the recent riots there. The mob com-

prised the worst elements of the populace, and

the police seemed powerless to quell the dis-

turbances.

The effect of the great Southwestern rail-

road strike is felt from one side of the conti-

nent to the other. The number of men out

of employment is not less than ten thousand.

The loss to railroads and owners of freight is

incalculable.
**

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

In France, the use of vaseline for butter in

food preparations has, by experiments, been

found to be without injurious effects.

Caustic lime, ground fine and greatly con-

solidated, is used in some places for getting

coal, where gunpowder would be dangerous.

A scheme of building a railway from Winni-

peg to Churchill has been seriously contem-

plated, as a part of the Hudson Bay route to

Europe. The success of this route, however,

seems doubtful, on account of the large quan-

tities of ice in the Hudson Straits.

The submarine mineral-oil spring, discovered

in the Gulf of Mexico by Captain Eden, of the

British schooner " Storm King," is supposed

to be the oil cargo of a foundered vessel, or it

may be a natural phenomenon.

Petroleum has been discovered in large

quantities in Upper Egypt.

The biography of the late Charles Darwin,

prepared by his son, J. H. Darwin, is nearly

ready for publication, and it is believed, will

contain much of the naturalist's domestic life,

and his methods of investigation and re-

searches.

A process of irrigation is being tried in

Colorado, by which the soil is moistened by

water being conducted through pipes laid a lit-

tle below the surface, having holes at intervals,

through which the water escapes. This has

many advantages over flooding.

We learn, from the Railroad Gazette, that fire

has been kept in a closed furnace without the

addition of fuel for nearly sixteen months.

The furnace was banked up and sealed in

November, 1884, and when opened in March,

1886, the coke' was still glowing, and on ad-

mitting air, soon became hot enough to melt

cinder.

The hand grenades, so extensively used to

extinguish fires, are usually filled with a solu-

tion of chemicals designed to produce carbonic-

acid gas when broken. Although this gas,

under certain conditions, will extinguish fire

by displacing the oxygen of the air, the effec-

tiveness of the grenades is thought to be due

almost entirely to the water they contain.

EXCHANGES.

" Out of Bondage," in the Vassar Miscel-

lany, is a very good story of its kind. So glad

we are under no obligations to specify the

"kind."

Charles Lamb has lately figured promi-

nently in college journals. The Rockford

Seminary Magazine has devoted sixteen pages

to the unfortunate man ! But the R. S. M.

delights in length.

A very pathetic ending the author chose for

"A Study for a Story." How we long to

know who fried the pork for the four young

sisters after Hannah's disappearance, and who

will watch for her after her father's death.

We are always glad to see a college paper

filled with material from the students' brains,

rather than magazine clippings. The Rambler

of March 27 contains, we believe, not a single

clipping, and the original material is as good

as that to be found in any popular magazine.

The miserable exchange editor of the Leaves

heartily agrees with the Oberlin Review on the

subject of exchange columns in college papers.

But then if it were abolished what would the

papers fill in with when the news ran out?

Would it be more agreeable or instructive to

the readers if the exchange editors should take

to writing on Lamb, Hamlet's madness, etc. ?

The Yale Courant is moaning a little on ac-

count of somebody's unjust criticism, but still

remains one of our best exchanges.

The Harvard Lampoon is on our table

again, and, like the dear youthsjof the col-

lege, is the wonder, the admiration, and the

laughing stock of the inmates of Lasell.

We are pleased to notice (hat the Vassar

poetess is in good health, and has presented

the public with a charming poem entitled " I 've

got a Little List." Other schools besides La-

sell are afflicted with Lists ! What would be-

come of us if we were punished with a poet,

too ?

The Tuftonian of March 20 contains an in-

teresting and instructive article on " How to

Choose a Profession." An accompanying table

gives an analysis of the mental qualities neces-

sary for following the six most important pro-

fessions. The quality of self-esteem is found

only in the tables of the doctor, lawyer, and
preacher; we judge, therefore, that all college

men are fit only for these three professions.

LITERARY.

To those interested in " Boston culture "
it

may be of interest to know that Miss Alcott is

living in Boston, and dividing her time between

literary labors and caring for her paralytic

father; that Mrs. Celia Thaxter is fond of

Mikado, and the widow of James T. Fields is

a strong spiritualist. Mrs. Louise Chandler

Moulton is a better poet than story writer.

The April Harpei^s Monthly contains a story,

"Her Pilgrimage," by Charles Dudley Warner.

"The Alabama and Kearsage," "Sister

Tabea " and " April's Lady," are a few attrac-

tions of April Century.

THE TONGUE GUARD.

In a town near Hartford a number of young
ladies have organized a novel club, which they

call "The Tongue Guard." Each member
pledges herself to pay a penny into its treasury

every time she says anything against another

person. She provides a home box for the

pennies, and at the end of three months sends

the contents to headquarters, where the money
is utilized for charitable purposes. If every

one would follow the example of the Tongue
Guard, a great many poor children could be

comfortably clothed for the winter. It would

be rather interesting to know how this club

will succeed, and the length of time it will

last. — Hartford Times.
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Even an editor-in-chief cannot complain of

the fearful responsibilities depending upon her

distracted brain, when she regards a senior of

'86 with her thoughtful mien and grave, pre-

occupied air. Poor thing, the honor and as-

sumed dignity weigh heavily upon her delicate

shoulders ! She has scarcely time to breathe,

yet actually wastes fifteen minutes of this

precious time in telling us how excessively

busy she is ! Of course her essay is the bane

of her present existence, and from the time,

thought, and labor she expends upon this

to-be-wonderful production, we predict the

most dazzling results. We are thinking of re-

maining here through July, in order to read

them at leisure — when they will have been

laid on the (library) table. We will publish

some highly edifying and interesting statistics

on their varied tastes, acquirements, and gen-

eral characteristics. They deserve great credit

for the domestic felicity shown among their

number, having lived and worked together these

three years in perfect peace and concord. They

are a little inclined to be " cliquey," but this

is natural, if not desirable.

They are certainly a very intelligent and at-

tractive company, and have done much for the

good name and benefit of the school and clubs

to which they belong. They are all on the list

and certainly will be missed next year. While

we see great possibilities in the class of '87, we
truly regret saying good by to '86. They must

leave us a tree, which will be a fitter memorial

in after years than the feeble, struggling twigs

representing some former classes. Though
somewhat a thing of the past, we wish to thank

them publicly for their gift to the school of an

evening of Shakespeare by Prof. Raymond.
Knowing so long in advance we were to

have the two evenings, we took it for

granted the second, as the first, was from the

school. The editor of the Leaves at that

time was a senior, and modestly remained silent.

Good by, '86
! May we all meet again and

hear from you often through the Leaves.

Since any young woman is quite behind the

times if she is not an enthusiastic lover of

out-of-door sports, and these are so generally

indulged in at Lasell, we wonder that none of

us have persuaded our fond papas that a tricycle

is the height of our present ambition and the

one thing needed for our health and happiness.

We will be content with our old pianos another

year if he has the idea of its being a vision,

ary girlish whim, and convince him by the St

Nicholas and Century articles, and by recom-

mendations from personal experience in the

use of this machine, of its great resources

for profitable exercise and enjoyment.

Tricycles are becoming very popular among
sensible ladies, especially in the East, and if

the Westerners are slow in adopting this, as

they are many " new departures," we should

lead them to adopt the custom by sailing tri-

umphantly into town "on three wheels," after a

nine months' absence in a Bostonian atmo-

sphere. As Eastern girls have been the first to

recognize and make use of the benefits of the tri-

cyle, when they are considered so conservative

and such models of propriety, no objections

could be made on this point.

We see what great pleasure the gentlemen

take in their bicycles, and can we but envy

them as they roll along so swift and noiselessly
;

startling the sleepy farmer as he jogs along in

his wagon, exciting the admiration of boarding-

school girls as "a wheel running away with

a man " flashes by them ? But a tricycle

with its fair burden would be still more attrac-

tive. Picture a Lasell tricycle club in bright

dresses, perhaps yellow parasols attached at a

convenient angle to protect them from the too

hot rays of the sun, starting forth early some
Monday morning to ride to Boston and return

by sundown ! How charming it would be, and

there is no reason why it cannot be next year !

We know of one Boston girl who is coining

with her tricycle, and we predict great things

for the rapid demand of a similar institution

from the other girls. Tennis is becoming too

exclusive : why should we not have an archery

club ? It is one of the most graceful and mod-
erate of games, and would make a very pleas-

ing addition to our fall and spring recreations.

Tricycling, boating, archery, tennis and walking

clubs would then be the role of Lasell's sports.

The International Copyright Law is being dis-

cussed so generally, that we will add our humble
voice to the rapidly increasing number in hearty

favor of its being passed in America. The
people of the United States have been very

slow in realizing their need of such a law, the

injustice done to our authors, and the discredit

in being the single exception to the public opin-

ion of the civilized world in its favor. If we
wish to see the practical results and benefits of

the International Copyright Law, we have but to

look to France for them, as since her adoption

of the law, the literature of that country is in a

highly prosperous condition ; her authors are

well paid and honored as they deserve ; her

books cheaper than ever before. Unless an
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American writes for pleasure or honor, he can

say there is no adequate compensation for his

work. Those who argue against his rights

make the undoubted fact that there can be no

property in an idea, one of their arguments
;

but when ideas are wrought into new forms,

clothed in the beautiful garments of expression

which constitute the author's literary style, and

expanded into a book, the result of hard intel-

lectual labor, surely the author has as much
right to his just clues as an inventor has to his

patent. In this light it is certainly a question

of right and wrong, and when the people de-

cide that it is a moral question they must

hasten to pass the law. In spite of all the dis-

cussion there has been, there seems to us to be

but one side to the question. England stands

ready to meet us half-way and extend to the

works of our writers abroad the same protec-

tion which hers will receive at our hands. The
law would be for the common benefit of the

literature, authors and people of each country.

Before last month's Leaves came out with

an appeal for letters from the old girls, some

one anticipated our wants, and sent us a very

nice letter which we publish this month. We
wish to thank her, and exhort others to "go
and do likewise."

April, '86.

Dear Leaves,— Why don't we have any

letters from the " old girls " nowadays ? It is

a long time since one has appeared; and, as I

want much to hear from the girls, I am going

to try to write myself in the hope that it will

remind some others that they ought to also.

To us who are away, the best part of the

Leaves is that which tells about our teach-

ers and the girls " who were there when we
were." It seems almost like being back

again to read our school paper ; the many
little items bring to mind so forcibly the

happy years we spent there. Indeed, after

reading the " personals " and school af-

fairs, I quite forget that I do not belong to

Lasell now, but must, like so many others, be

remembered with ''relics of the past." Girls,

who have not been to the Seminary since '80,

have you any idea how vastly it has been im-

proved and beautified since then ? Unless you

had a photograph of it, you can hardly imagine

how great is the change in outward appearance,

and the interior is correspondingly better

throughout. A girl of '75 would scarcely recog-

nize the place, if it were not for the location,

which cannot be changed or improved. Nothing

seems lacking now, except a new, larger chapel,

and that we expect soon. Such conveniences

we never dreamed of, though we might have

known they would come if Professor Bragdon

remained. The gymnasium is a perfectgem of

its kind, indeed, it is the first one to be found in

" all the country 'round." No wonder Mattie is

proud of it ; the result of her planning and labor.

Then the lecture-room ; and those cosey kitch-

ens, where the cooking classes practise their

art, are such indispensable parts that we won-

der now how our school did without them so

long. Many valuable pictures that Professor

Bragdon, during his travels in Europe, has

bought for the Seminary, beautify the walls of

chapel, halls, and parlors, adding much that is

of a pleasing and elevating character. These

are only some of the many additions and

needed changes. Professor Bragdon's new,

attractive home must be visited to be appre-

ciated ; in fact this may be said of Lasell in

general. Go, and see for yourselves ! But

with all your fine, new fixings, you don't make

us one bit envious, Lasell ! We enjoyed our

stay with you too much to regret that the

changes did not come in our day. Yes, we are

glad and proud of your success ; and while our

esteemed and much-loved principal and pre-

ceptress remain, Lasell will have a charm for

her many pupils far and near, which nothing

else can give. Hardly before we know it, girls,

June will be here, and with it Commencement.

Is n't it time to plan about going ? Though we

who were there last year need no urging or re-

minder on the subject, we had too good a time

to question about going again. It seems as if

we "young women " near Boston do not make

as much effort as we might to attend Commence-
ment, doubtless because Auburndale is so near

home. Let us all try to be there this year, for

we can each feel assured of a most hearty

welcome, besides the real pleasure that comes

from being with old friends and classmates

again.

Yours always,

L. E. C.

Blunt speaking is sometimes a painful

necessity ; and blunt speaking is sometimes

little less than brutality. The latter fact is

generally forgotten by those who pride them-

selves on always saying just exactly what they

mean ; for those to whom blunt speaking is a

painful necessity do not often boast about it.

You cannot think that the buckling on of

the knight's armor by his lady's hand was a

mere caprice of romantic fashion. It is the

type of an eternal truth that the soul's armor

is never well set to the heart unless a woman's

hand has braced it, and it is when she braces

it loosely that the honor of manhood fails. —
J?uskin.

NUREMBERG.

Charles Dudli.y Warner was accosted by

an Englishman once to this effect :
" I never

saw a travelling American who had not either

visited Nuremberg or was not about to do so—
nobody else goes there." Mr. Warner's com-

ment on this speech was, that it was no wonder
that Americans frequented it, for, next to a

Briton on his travels, it was the oddest thing on

the Continent. This free imperial city of three

hundred years ago, surrounded by its strong

wall, surrounded at present by only one hun-

dred towers of the three hundred formerly ex-

isting, its old feudal castle on the hill, presents

a strange appearance to American eyes edu-

cated and trained to the glare and matter-of-

factiveness of the nineteenth century civil-

ization. It seems to corroborate all the stories

one has read of besieged towns with draw-

bridges to cut the inhabitants off from the

enemy, while lords and ladies doled out bread

to those famishing and starving citizens; or,

pleasanter stories of feasts and tournaments,

and chivalric feats of knights and barons.

Certainly, these two Americans, father and

daughter, were two elongated and widened

exclamation points, which took form when pass-

ing under the old gateway of the walls, thick

and massive, on to the cobbled street, so wide

and clean, and lined with peaked, gabled, and

tiled houses with their fascinatingly irregular

windows. And, as if to remind one that any

disturbance of the peace and quiet and cleanli-

ness that prevails will be legally dealt with,

stands a large, dark, gloomy, old building

with unwritten dark stories protruding from

every crevice. But wide streets are the excep-

tion, for now come a succession of crooked

streets through which one may ramble delight-

fully unconscious of their destination. And
how social these wells or fountains look, — of

different degrees of beauty, some pretty and

some ludicrous, especially the Ganse Mann-
chen. What a host of people come up in our

memories, the most conspicuous of which is

sweet Gretchen, her heart filled with love for

Faust, and her soul with dread and fear of the

artful and wicked Mephistopheles. But, as if

to drive away any suggestion of Mephistopheles,

we see the beautiful churches Frauen Kirche

and St. Sebalders, with their beautiful portals

so elaborately and intricately carved in stone
;

and, entering them, the chill odor of age pene-

trates us and makes us anything but worship-

ful. So different from the Cologne Cathedral

which fairly overwhelms one with its im-

mensity, grandeur, and awful beauty. In St.

Sebalders we see the artistic production of

Germany's Ghiberti, Peter Vischer ; and on

the exterior of Frauen Kirche, the massive

bas-relief of Adam Kraft representing Christ's
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crucifixion, burial, and resurrection. But we

have seen enough until some beer shall have

refreshed us. A clean and respectable room

is found, where the necessary fluid is produced

by a clean and affable waitress, who proceeds

to [quiz the imbibers about far-off America.

South America and North America are

synonymous in the minds of the uneducated

European ; so any relatives sojourning in

Brazil, California, or the North Pole are

urged upon the attention of the American,

with the eager inquiry as to whether he is

acquainted with him, her, or it. After drink-

ing the last drop of the delicious beer the

exclamation points resume active service as we

pass by Niirnberg's cobbler poet, Hans Sachs,

seated in a chair of massive size, just as if he

were alive, and placed in the midst of his fellow-

citizens for approval. And Albrect Diirer

looms into view as he stands on a high pedestal

on an eminence not far from the delightful,

curious old house, where he lived and worked

and was scolded by his Frau. We must do her

the ju SI 'ce to say that later writers entirely

dissipate the popular opinion as to her Zan-

thippe qualities. The house looks almost as

if it were on stilts as the three rows of curious

windows begin at a distance of ten or fifteen

feet from the ground, the lower portion look-

ing more like a barn. One does not feel

guilty in being moderns when one sees the

beautiful and brilliant flowers that hang grace-

fully from the window boxes in these ding}- old

houses which seem to rebuke modern frivolity.

How quaint is the interior with its wain-

scoted walls, curious candelabra, and antique

settees and arm-chairs ; and what an oven

the kitchen supports ! The castle must next

be visited, and as we toil up the hill our.minds

go back to Frederick Barbarossa, the red beard,

who founded the castle in its present form

;

he whose memory is so fondly cherished and

whose return is so eagerly looked for by the

peasants, just as King Arthur is expected in

England. Little did he think as he started

forth with the cross on his shoulder that in-

stead of perishing in some glorious battle for

the Holy City he should drown in the river on

his journey. Alas ! we have no pleasant

memory of the parts of the old castle which

were shown us by an old, toothless dame, who

described and explained with so much unction

the horrible instruments of torture which met

our gaze. Can it be possible that monsters,

called men, existed who devised and saw used

these fearful things for punishment of their

fellow men ! They are too horrible to describe,

so all we can do is to be devoutly thankful that

we live in Christian America, where each one

can worship God according to the dictates of

his own conscience.

We have neither time nor space to mention

the bridges over the muddy river, the Rath

House with its hall just like the opening scene

in the opera of " Tannhauser," the beautiful

Italian house of the sixteenth century.

As a closing picture you may see father and

daughter sitting pensively on the old stone

wall, gazing at the little gem of a mediaeval city,

while the strains of the " Wedding March " of

" Lohengrin " float gently to their ears.

C. S. M.

LASELLIA CLUB ENTERTAINMENT.

On the evening of the 2 2d of April the Third

Annual Entertainment of the Lasellia Club was

given in the chapel. The committee had done

everything in their power to present an excel-

lent programme, and the success of the evening

showed that their efforts were certainly not in

vain.

A large and appreciative audience gathered

in the chapel at the appointed hour, and it is

not using too strong language to say that on

this occasion the Lasellia Club fairly "outdid

themselves."

The entertainment was opened by the pres-

ident of the club, who made a short and

appropriate address.

The debate was both very well prepared and

well delivered ; and although the judges gave

the negative the victory, it was closely con-

tested and difficult to decide.

The musical and literary parts of the pro-

gramme were worthy of much praise, but space

forbids special mention.

The magnificent basket of flowers which

occupied the ebony stand at the left of the

platform was the gift of the friends and mem-

bers of the club, who are this year at Mrs.

Morrill's, in Boston.

The programme was as follows :
—

PART I.

Duo: Piano and Organ. Nocturne in E Flat. . Chopin.

Miss Ninde and Prof. Hills.

President's Address Miss Davenport.

Recitation : Vision of Sir Launfal Lowell.

Miss Upton.

Piano Solo : Valse Serenade Godard.

Miss Bailey.

Vocal Solo : The Lady of the Sea Smart.

Miss Munger.

Debate :

Resolved, That the American way of bringing up girls

is better than the English.

Affirmative— Misses Woodcock and Anderson.

A T
egative— Misses Foster and Stafford.

PART II.

Vocal Solo : 'T is I Pinsuti.

Miss Penfield.

Recitation : Cataract of Lodore Southey.

Miss Hammond.

Violin Solo: Cavatina Raff.

Miss Dietrick.

Vocal Solo : Spinning Song Coxven.

Miss Lowe.

Recitation: Scene between Olivia and Viola.

Twelfth Night.

Miss Langley.

Quartette Schubert's Serenade.

GlTHERELA QUARTETTE.

1st Soprano Miss Hollinsworth.

2d Soprano Miss J. Brown.
i-t Alto Miss Penfield.

2d Alto Miss Munger.

J. M. B.

THE WEDDING.

" Elgin !
" shouts the guard, with a rough

breathing that makes it sound like a good

place not to stop at. Still, out we go, and

fall into the hands of the 'bus drivers, who,

surrounding the timid stranger with the coun-

try (z. e., Boston) air, urge their houses with

true Western recklessness. Presently, behind

a good horse, I am passing up and down streets

of which I recognize nothing, whose directions

even have entirely gone from me. Did I ever

live here? Impossible! Wait: that is the old

mill, or what's left of it, where we used to put

on our skates. And we used to have to be

careful not to go too near the dam ! Yes, I

remember. There was good skating that win-

ter, and many weeks of it ; and sleighing too !

As I ride I let memory work away among the

rubbish that has been so long covered, and she

brings up one thing after another that I have

not thought of for years and years ! For,

twenty-two years ago, my gentle girls, I began

my teaching in that building on the hill,— the

academv,— and I have not been in the town

since I left it, and I am wondering how old

faces and places will look. Whoa ! pony

!

This street seems familiar. Yes, that 's the

Wheeler house, where the dear auntie so

kindly made me at home, and where Jennie

and Sophie sang "Mrs. Lofty" with sweet

tones that have followed me ever since ; where

Jennie used to say, "Now, Charlie, don't be

rash ! Remember there are other days com-

ing, and other places to see !
" And so she

won me, in her gentle, wise way, from foolish

things on which I was now and then bent.

And I sat and looked at the modest cottage,

and the vines, and the rocking-chair by the

window, and looked myself back into the days

that seem so far away as to be part of an-

other's life, not mine. Jennie, such a true

friend as every boy needs in an older girl,

sang about her work, heart full of the image of

a manly man who the next year gave his strong

life for our country,— oh, so fruitlessly, it has

always seemed to me !— Jennie for years has

done, against great odds, a brave, loving work

for the world, and last month laid her down
and slept. Sophie, who sang with her, and
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laughed enough for all of us, was preparing

for her wedding, and her Edward has long

since left her. And Auntie Wheeler for years

has walked alone, so far as human eyes can

see, for her loving lord went, after some days,

to his reward. And the brother, my principal,

passed on, and left Mrs. Etta, dear Mrs. Etta,

to fight her battle alone.

What changes in these twenty years ! Yet I

seem to myself hardly older than that boy to

whom these people were so much ! And Elder

Gray, the large-hearted father, and Will, his

darling boy, my chum, and Lizzie, the quiet

sister, good for an anchor, so sure and true

was she, — where are they ?

Well, wake up, pony
;

you 've had grass

enough ! Then I travelled faster, and found

Nettie, who had the long curls. She said she was

Nettie, but I saw no trace of my girlish friend.

And Kit I didn't find, for she is Mrs. Daniel

Inness, of Los Angeles, Cal., but I saw her

picture, a strong, mature woman, and those of

four fine children they said were hers. And I

looked at the window of the house where I

boarded, and the woman came to the door and

looked at me, and dreamed of burglars that

night, and fire.

Then I went to the wedding, where, doubt-

less, you have been wishing I would get for

some time. Gail B. Johnson's residence is a

delightful one, on the outskirts of the rapidly

growing city. There is a large and handsome

yard, a good lawn, and an air of home. There

were present twenty-five or thirty (I guess, I

did n't count) of the immediate relatives of

bride and groom from New York, Connecticut,

and Chicago ; Bertha Morrisson and I were

the only ones not of the blood. At 2.10

Bishop Cheney, of the Reformed Episcopal

Church, took his stand in the bay-window of

the back parlor, and the company ranged itself

and became quiet. Presently the bridal couple,

with the last touches of Miss Kate and Mrs.

Waldo, with admonitions to keep its courage

up, walked resolutely into the room and took

position under the marriage-bell of roses.

The groom, a stalwart, pleasant-faced, clean-

shaven young man, looked gentle enough to

be good to her, and strong enough to take

care of her. The bride was " lovely," wore a

veil which kept getting in our way at "lunch,"

and a white, Honiton, duchess, faille dress,

with a frontispiece and a trail, and her hair

done up. The Bishop married them earnestly,

and I have no doubt it was as well as hand-

somely done. Jennie's oldest brother Gail

gave her away, and all looked solemn except

one graceless chap, who stood out of sight

behind the others; he actually laughed, what

at he did not tell— then. No one cried.

There were congratulations, a most bountiful

and elegant breakfast (?) and pleasant chat-

ting. One of the most comfortable weddings

I ever attended ; everything goodj as befitted

the position of the couple and their friends,

but nothing stiff. Even poor awkward I was

as much at home as if I had been in my office

chair, giving one of you girls your well-mer-

ited talking-to ; higher praise I know not how

to give. The 4.30 train took eight or ten of

us to Chicago, and we bade Mr. and Mrs.

Isaac Milbank a cheerful (because we shall

see them now and then at Lasell, they have

come towards us) good by as they turned their

faces toward the Palmer House, that Mecca of

all newly married couples, and we ours toward

work and the girls still our own. C. C. B.

A WESTERN GIRL'S IMPRESSIONS OF THE EAST.

A very little thing serves to form one's

ideas of any place, therefore, if the Western

girl had queer notions of the East, her sisters

in that section of our country must forgive her,

for they were quickly obliterated when she had

the good fortune to come to Lasell to school.

Let us see just what she did think of the East.

It seems to her like a country many miles

away and her ideas of it are very vague, till a

maiden aunt from Massachusetts comes to visit

her parents.

Now she knows exactly what Eastern people

are like. Oh, yes, they are very learned ; the

ladies all wear glasses and straight skirts with

no trimming. They talk very nicely, but in

one thing they are at fault, for their r's are

always dropped when they ought to be pro-

nounced, and often pronounced when they

ought to be left alone. It does sound so queer

to hear her aunt say, " Violer " and " Mariar "

when addressing her two sisters.

There are a great many sailors and shoe-

makers among the men, for most of our shoes

come from New England.

The cities must be very queer, as the build-

ings are low, ancient ones, and the streets very

narrow and crooked. At least, this is the way
she has pictured them.

The scenery might be pretty but there are

so many rocks that one cannot ride out with

any comfort to enjoy it.

Then how disagreeable the stone walls

must be, which of course make it impossible

for one to look out of her own yard. To be

sure it is a good way to use the stones and

rocks, but delicate iron fences, like those we
have in the West, must be so much prettier.

But now she has the prospect of soon seeing

this far-away East, and judging for herself of

its merits and demerits. She boards a train,

which — as is usual in the West— is an hour

late. " How uncomfortable travelling is !

"

she says. But as she goes farther from famil-

iar objects her attention is drawn to the

scenery, and she soon forgets her woes. Why,

where are the rocks, the immense bowlders

that she had expected to see in the fields,

yards, and roads ?

To be sure there are a few stones lying

around, but these seem nothing to eyes which

have been accustomed to seeing the same kind

always. She asks her companion how long it

will be before they pass through the region

where stone walls take the place of fences
;

and when told that these are the stone walls

of which she had heard, she wonders that they

are not six feet high as she had imagined them.

The conductor tells her the train is on time.

Can it be possible ! A train on time! Well,

this is indeed an unusual country. But what

are those signs, " Not a public way, danger-

ous," which are to be seen at almost every

station ? Are the people not allowed to go

wherever they want to without being in danger ?

Things are growing stranger and stranger.

At last she reaches Boston, the Hub, the ideal

Eastern city. The buildings are a great deal

higher than those of her imagination, and really

one or two are very handsome. And the

streets are not quite as narrow as she expected,

for two carriages can pass without danger of a

wheel being taken off.

How different the people are from those of

her dreams ; scarcely a pair of glasses or a

plain skirt is to be seen.

Yet they do look very cultured, and would

seem so if they only begged pardon after they

have almost thrown one down in passing by.

She soon learns that the East is the best

place for musical advantages and good schools,

and she decides to spend as much of her life

in it as possible. G. S.

Persons who have a superstitious dread of

Friday will not be pleased to learn that this is

a thoroughly Friday year. It came in on a

Friday, will go out on a Friday, and will have

53 Fridays. There are five months in the

year that have five Fridays each ; changes of

the moon occur five times on a Friday, and the

longest and the shortest day of the year falls on

a Friday.
»-•-•

The truest measure of a man's real self is

the ideal which that man has before him, to

reach out after and to strive for. A man is to

be estimated by the standard which he recog-

nizes as really worthy of his aspirations and

his endeavors. What he would like to be,

proves, in a sense, what at heart he is To
say that a man does not come up to his ideal,

is to say that his ideal is always higher than

the plane of his present living ; but so long as

a man has a lofty ideal to look up to, he has in

himself the elements of nobleness which are

represented in that ideal. What a man is

striving to be, is more truly himself than what

he seems to be.
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ASSOCIATES AND FRIENDS.

. . . All people, old or young, are in-

fluenced in conduct somewhat by their asso-

ciates and friends; but young people especially

are susceptible to the influence of example.

And it is a painful, but well-known fact, that

young people are much more easily and quickly

influenced by bad example than by good.

One frivolous, vain, forward, pert young girl,

coming for a season into association with a

company of young people, may in a few short

weeks make her impress on the manners and

conversation of the whole of them. Her slang

expressions will be adopted ; her loud manners

and eccentricities of dress will be imitated

;

her frivolity and dislike for any of the various

duties of life will prove contagious.

For you, and for any young girl, I would

consider dangerous and harmful, intimate as-

sociation with :

—

1. The young girl, who, either from circum-

stances or natural disposition, does not com-

pel herself, or is not compelled, to do some-

thing — to study her lessons and take some

useful share in everyday duties. " Nothing

to do is worse than nothing to eat," said a great

man, Thomas Carlyle ; and observing parents

or teachers know this to be especially true of

young people. It makes no difference that they

don't want to do anything or to exert them-

selves. The very absence of exertion makes

them weak and indisposed to effort. It is a

lamentable lack at the present time, among a

large proportion of the daughters of comfort-

able and refined homes, that they have small

physical strength and no qualities of endurance

at all. " They are all tired out " if they sweep

and dust or do housework for an hour or two,

or take a half-mile walk on an errand, or sew

continuously for an hour. Very likely they

will want to lie down and rest an hour after

such exertions. This is all the result of unex-

ercised muscles and mental indolence. That

mother was quite right, who, when her board-

ing-school daughter complained that it made
her arms ache to sweep, replied: "Well, you

must sweep till it does n't make them ache."

Mind and body both grow strong through ex-

ercise. Unexercised muscles, of course, will

be weak and flabby and tire easily. But the

young girl whom it tires to work is most likely

on the quivive about some folly or other nearly

all the time. Lack of healthful mental and

bodily occupation and stimulus will almost cer-

tainly produce a craving for unhealthy excite-

ment. Such a girl is apt to be constantly plan-

ning for mere pleasure and to have a " good

time." And, oh ! what an unsatisfying, un-

worthy aim in life is this, and how pernicious

in its effects! Pleasure and "a good time"

are all very well, but unless they are partaken

of sparingly they produce a mental effect sim-
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ilar to that which the constant use of desserts

and sweetmeats, instead of plain, substantial

food, would produce in the physical system.

Association with the idle and mere pleasure

seekers is therefore to be guarded against, for

their influence cannot but be harmful.

2. Although perfection is not to be expected

in any companion or associate, yet there are

certain defects of character which are so grave

that parents cannot afford to encourage their

children in associating with those who exhibit

these in a marked degree. Untruthfulness,

the habit of gossiping about friends or ac-

quaintance, or divulging family privacies, sul-

lenness and moroseness under reproof, rebel-

lious and disrespectful expressions and conduct

toward parents and teachers, indifference to the

good opinion of sensible people, as shown by

unusual and startiingconduct in public places,

—

all such things mark the undesirable associate

for young girls. But there are young girls against

whom none of these complaints could be made,

who are undesirable companions because they

are wholly absorbed in love of dress and dis-

play, and desire to be admired and noticed.

It is generally among this class that we find

young girls who prefer, to an unreasonable

and unbecoming extent, the society of young

men to that of their own sex. It is among
these that we find the young lady who does

i.ot know how to prevent undue familiarity

in the conduct of young men ; who will tol-

erate, without disapprobation or protest,

rude conduct on the part of young men. This

over-eagerness for their society, and easy tol-

eration of too familiar conduct and conversa-

tion, young men, who are quick discerners in

such matters, are very apt to take advantage

of. Only the best and most high principled

among them will refrain from doing so. I have

spoken of the influence that a frivolous, vain,

selfish companion will be sure to exercise over

those with whom she is intimately associated.

On the other hand, I should rejoice to see you

form friendships with good, high-minded, intel-

ligent, gentle-mannered girls, and should hope

that you would eventually emulate and stimu-

late each other in all worthy aims and ambi-

tions. Such friendships, however, are seldom

hastily formed. The gushing and violent at-

tachments that spring up between girls are sure

to be of mushroom growth and duration, unless

there is genuine character and merit in both.

During the period of the continuance of such

friendships, a great deal of "selfishness for

two " is often developed and manifested. Here

is one of the best tests of the true character

of a young girl : her conduct in the house where

she is a visitor. If she is truly well-mannered

and kind-hearted, she will certainly be on her

guard to conform to the hours and habits of

the household where she is a guest ; she will

avoid making any demands upon the time of

her friend that would cause that friend to neg-

lect her daily duties or put to inconvenience

the other members of the family, She will di-

vide her attentions with all the members of the

family, having special regard for the very

young or the very old. She will, above all things,

be prompt and punctual at meal times.

If one wished thoroughly to understand the

character of any young girl, no better test

could be applied than to invite her to a three

weeks' family visit.

From " Letters to a Daughter," by Helen Ekin Starrett.

THE LASELL PARTY FOR EUROPE

Is almost complete. The party of 1882 had

the number which this now has only at the first

of June. That of '84 had nine members at this

time of the year. This has now twenty-four, be-

sides Mr. and Mrs. Bragdon. The prospect,

therefore, is that more will apply than Mr. B.

will want to take, though we don't know if his

good-nature ever says "No' in the European

parties as it is obliged to in refusing pupils

for Lasell.

The names so far enrolled are :
—

Carrie A. Carpenter, May Bigelow, Jennie

Brown, Nellie Brown, Nellie Phillips, Charlena

Tidd, Kate Hull, Blanche Ford, Etta Stafford,

Mae Stafford, Mrs. T. S. C. Lowe, Flora Whit-

ney, Mrs. Whitney Evans, Mr. Whitney, Miss

C. Hanson, Stella Toynton, Carrie Ebersole,

Mrs. Annie Bragdon, Mrs. H. T. Wilbur, Jenny

Wilbur, Emma Johnson, Kate Ellis, Kate

Scudder, and one other.

Mr. B. says about twenty-five would make

a nice party, ten to go north and fifteen to go

south. As it now stands, twelve are going north,

nine south, and three are not yet heard from.

A circular advises steamer trunks to be not

over thirteen (better twelve) inches high and

slippers not to be worn outside of bedrooms

!

Sounds like Lasell — a little ! It seems to us

something great to think of being on the very

best and fastest of all the great ocean steamers,

the queen of all the boats, the wide world over.

Such is the " Etruria,"on which our party goes.

And to think of going leisurely and comfortably

almost within ten degrees of the highest lati-

tude ever reached by men, with all their trying

and crying, their freezing and their dying ! And
to see the sun where it does not go down ! To
be so near the top of the globe that you can see

all around it, as it were ! See the sun in its en-

tire daily course, speaking after the manner of

men. We envy the party of '86.

The same route was estimated by a tourist

firm to be worth $825 ; Lasell's price, even in

this highest-priced boat, is $760.

The advantage of party travel was well illus-

trated in our trip to Washington. Special cars,

with their privacy and freedom among ourselves,

were given us. Special 'buses and carriages,

and special permits and attention. Two girls

once tried to get trunks to Fitchburg R. R.

between 2 and 3 o'clock. " We can't do it," was

the answer, but twelve of us going together

had a special wagon at once put at our service.

LOCALS.

Regrets to Booth and Salvir.l

!

The serenaders at Lasell have been quite

novel and amusing ; their cheers were proof

conclusive that they came from Harvard.

Congratulations to the Seniors. " En
Avatit" is their class motto.

Lasell's wreck-creation— A walk to Boston.

The voice of the hand-organ is heard in the

land.

Many of the girls are putting their trust in

the all-predominating yellow, hoping it will

bring them good luck before the end of the

year.

The A. B. C.'s have been minutely survey-

ing every girl with reference to filling the

vacancies in their boat-club.

An innocent Senior asked Miss C in

class, the other day, if "loaded dice" were

explosive.

The required work in the gymnasium was

finished last week. The measurements show

immense increases, especially in size of waists

and arms. It is almost with regret that we

lay aside Indian clubs and wands, and take

such substitutes as oars and racquets.

Mr. Arthur Knapp has given here a very

interesting course of six lectures on Art and

Architecture.

A large party left the Seminary for Plym-

outh, Monday morning, May 10, and returned

in the evening looking very tired, but all re-

porting a good time.

Wanted ! Locals and Personals !

Wonderful Pedestrianism ! ! We feel that

this ought to be printed in capitals, with ex-

clamation points after each letter, for be it

known that a party of six Lasell maidens, con-

sisting of Misses Russell, Ninde, Dietrick,

Upton, Foster, and Munger, walked to Boston

Monday, May .3, taking a circuitous route, and

covering over fifteen miles before their return.

The party left the Seminary at half past eight,

and were comfortably seated in the Adams
House not long after twelve, after having

spent a half-hour in recuperating at Newton.

All returned to Auburndale safely, and as yet

we have heard of no ill effects. They are

evidently trying to redeem the reputation of

American girls as pedestrians.
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PERSONALS.

Mr. A. H. Seabury, Mrs. Haskell, Mrs.

Geo. E. Haskell, and Mamie Jones called to

see Miss Haskell a short time ago.

Miss Mamie Harmon and her friend, Mr.

Charles Helliet, came to see her old school-

home in April. They take their wedding tour

abroad in July.

Miss Lulu Wells expects to return from

abroad in June, and will stop at Lasell on her

way home.

Miss Lillie Fuller and her mother have

been quite ill ; both are reported much better

now.

Nellie Alling is amusing herself with a

class of music pupils.

Mrs. Annie Kendig Pierce sends birthday

cards of "Carrie Mildred Pierce," March 14,

1886.

Miss Gertrude Penfield was first contralto

in the cantata of " King Rene's Daughter,"

given at West Newton. Miss Munger also

sang; in it.

Susie Drew, of Plymouth, Mass., made a

brief visit here a few days since ; also Annie

Williams, of Canton, Mass. Miss Williams

has been the last year pursuing her studies in

Berkley School, Boston.

Myra Lee and Mrs. J. L. Balcom (Addie

Smith), pupils of 1878-9, returned for the first

visit since, in April. Both are residents still

of Athol, Mass.

Mrs. Van Harlingen (Alice Dunsmore),

Richmond, Indiana, finds time to make herself

useful beyond her home, with her cultivated

voice.

Irene Sanford, Brockton, Mass., regrets

that congratulations on her European tour are

not in order.

Lou Brown has been visiting her married

sister in Cincinnati this winter.

Alice House is reported as " always study-

ing good books."

Carrie Ebersole has been visiting Louise

Tribley, and reports her well and happy at her

home.

Marion E. Gilmore, a graduate of '76,

visited Prof, and Mrs. Bragdon recently, and

her health is so far regained that she hopes to

begin teaching again in September.

Mrs. Virginia Johnson Millbank and her

husband called upon Annie Kirkwood, in Min-

neapolis, on their wedding tour.

We are sorry to lose Miss Fuller, and

would almost be willing to continue gymnas

tics through the warm months that she might

remain with us.

MARRIED.

At Elgin, Illinois, April 22. Mr. Isaac Mil-

bank and Miss Virginia L. Johnson.

At Winthrop Street Methodist Church, Bos-

ton Highlands, May 4, Mr. George F. Kellog

and Miss Carrie Kendig.

At the residence of the bride's parents,

April 17, Mr. J. J. Reilly, of New York, and

Miss Caroline Good.

At Greenfield, Mass., April 29, Mr. Napo-

leon B. Jarvis, of Holyoke, and Miss Hattie

L. Joslyn. She was a Lasell girl in '74.

Miss Carrie Kendig, eldest daughter of

Rev. A. B. Kendig, of Winthrop Square Meth-

odist Episcopal Church, Boston Highlands,

and a graduate of Lasell Seminary in 1879,

was married to Mr. Geo. F. Kellog, Tuesday

evening, May 4, at her father's church. The
wedding was a very elegant, full-dress affair,

and the bride looked very pretty, as, to the

accompaniment of the wedding march, she

came up the aisle, leaning on her father's arm,

dressed in white satin with a long train and a

veil still longer. She was married by Bishop

Foster, her father giving her away. There

were no bridesmaids. The guests were taken

in carriages to the parsonage on Dale Street,

where the bride and her parents received until

n o'clock. The house was thrown open and

profusely decorated with flowers, especially the

parlors and supper-room where the nicest en-

tertainment for the inner man was provided. A
band discoursed sweet music behind a barricade

of plants and flowers in a corner of the parlors,

" And all went merry as a marriage bell."

Mrs. Pierce, formerly Miss Kendig, and a

graduate of 1880 at Lasell, a sister of the

bride, was present with her husband. She

declared that she did not bring her six-

weeks'-old daughter because, if the baby were

present, no one would look at the bride. Miss

Irene Sanford, also a graduate of Lasell, was

among the guests, and Miss French, a pupil of

some years back.

The occasion seemed to be in every sense a

happy and successful one, as we trust its future

results will be to the two young persons most

concerned.

The following is a list of the Lasell Wash-

ington Party :
—

Annie Angell, Oxford, Mass.; Minnie J.

Bigelow, Webster, Mass. ; Iza. S. Brann, 14

Thomas Street, Bangor, Me. ; Bertha L. Childs,

409 Haverhill Street, Lawrence, Mass. ; Lila

H. Coleman, 188 Pleasant Street, Halifax, N.

S. ; Maggie Couts, Weatherford, Tex. ; Leah
Couts, Weatherford, Tex. ; Louise G. Dietrick,

1001 Madison Avenue, Covington, Ky. ; Ada
L. Dunaway, Carbondale, 111. ; Edith I. Gale,

Newton, N. H.; Dr. S. F. Hance, 720 Sixth

Avenue, S., Minneapolis, Minn.; Elizabeth W.
Hance, 720 Sixth Avenue S ,

Minneapolis,

Minn. ; Eugenie E. Hart, Oxford Street, N. W.

Arm, Halifax, N. S.
;
Jessie W. Hayden, 53

Trumbull Street, East Hartford, Conn.
;
Jose-

phine A. Johnson, Johnsonville, Conn. : Nellie

A. Kidder, Bangor, Me. ; Mary L. Neiler, 516

S. Eighth Street, Minneapolis, Minn. ; Sarah

J. Perkins, Hyde Park, Mass. ; Lucy Phelps,

124 Sixteenth Street, S., Minneapolis, Minn.
;

Martha E. Ransom, 16 Park Avenue, Williams-

port, Pa. ; Irene G. Sanford, Brockton, Mass.

;

Grace I. Seiberling, 512 E. Market Street,

Akron, Ohio; Bertha A. Simpson, 414 Central

Street, Lowell, Mass. ; Florence H. Simpson,

Weatherford, Tex. ; Kittie E. Toynton, 294

Park Street, Detroit, Mich. ; Minnie Ward,

Academy Street, Auburn, Me. ; Edith R.

Ward, Academy Street, Auburn, Me. ; Mary

E. Wood, 252 General Taylor Street, New
Orleans, La.; C. C. Bragdon, Auburndale.

Mass.

MUSICAL NOTES.

A violoncello by Guarnerius, which for-

merly belonged to the late M. Servais. has

recently been sold in Brussels for ^1,200.

Norman Neruda, Joachim, Strauss, and

Piatti are the string quartet which has en-

chanted London recently.

The Leipzig Conservatory is to build a

grand new edifice in that city.

Mr. Charles Goodwin, of Brussels, has

taken out a patent for printing from music

type by electricity.

Grassini was the first female singer who
appeared on the Italian stage with a contralto

voice, that part having been previously sus-

tained by men. Her tones, though purely

feminine, were so new that they were received

with distrust, and some time elapsed before

the audience was reconciled to a voice which

it thought altogether too low for a woman.

A novelty of a recent programme in New
York was Moschele's " Les Contrastes," a

piano-forte quartet for eight hands.

Jennie Lind's son is a British army officer.

Patti peeped out from behind a stage

curtain in Amsterdam, where she had been

announced to sing, one evening recently, and

saw that her audience was composed of two

persons only. The economical Hollanders

were shocked at the price of tickets, and

stolidly stayed away. It is needless to add

that the lovely prima donna did not sing; and

that if not wiser when she left the place, she

was at least very indignant.
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A little English street girl, in studying her

Sunday-school lesson, came to the words :

" And the king of Nineveh covered himself

with sackcloth, and sat in ashes." This was a

puzzler. Finally she said, " Papa, what kind

of ashes is satin ashes, that the king covered

himself with ?
"

ART NOTES.

Munkacsy's picture, representing the death

of Mozart, which has excited so much interest

in Paris during the last few months, has been

despatched to Buda-Pesth. Munkacksy has

just finished a portrait of Liszt, which is to

be placed in the Prague Museum.

The great landscape, " Ipswich Shore," of

W. L. Picknell, belonging to the Boston Art

Museum, will appear in the approaching Royal

Academy Exhibition in London. At the same

time a large figure, painted by Mr. Picknell at

the beach last summer, has been given the

centre of the large room at the Exhibition of

the Society of British Artists, the place of

honor.

Rose Turner has opened a studio for the

summer at Salem.

The managers of the Philadelphia School of

Design, by a unanimous vote, have elected

Miss Emily Sartain, daughter of John Sartain,

the famous steel engraver, to be principal of

the institution.

Prang's war pictures are the latest form of

war reminiscence. Each of these pictures

illustrates a memorable and dramatic episode

of the war of the Union. They will appear in

a series of eighteen. The first will consist of

twelve battles on land, by T. de Thulstrup,

our American Neuville, and six naval battles

by J. P. Davidson, the most popular of our

marine artists. These pictures will be uniform

size, 17 x 23J inches, executed in all the col-

ors, and with all the spirit of the originals.

Winthrop Pierce will shortly start on an

artistic tour of Scotland, England, and France,

returning to Boston in the autumn. He will

visit some of the most beautiful of the English

midland counties, and the public will doubt-

less have an opportunity to testify to the good

use he makes of his well-earned outing.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES,

A natural bridge has been discovered in

Arizona.

Hop vines have been found to be the best

substitute yet obtained for rags in making fine

paper.

Owing to the large quantities of Chinese

cloisonne work taken from the empire, it is

now cheaper in Europe and America than in

China itself.

According to a patent law now existing in

Japan, the Japanese inventor can protect his

invention by the payment of about fifteen

dollars.

The Science News tells of a costly fossil, an

archaeopteryx, found in a quarry near Solen-

hofen, which has been sold to the Berlin Mu-
seum for about five thousand dollars. The

skeleton is quite perfect, and is on a slab

eighteen inches long by fifteen inches wide.

A new explosive has been invented by F.

Redtenfacluer, a mining engineer in Austria.

This powder, known as " miline," contains

the elements of ordinary powder, but in differ-

ent proportions, and has the advantage that

it can only be ignited by spark, and burns with

little smoke.

POLITICAL NOTES.

The substance of Mr. Gladstone's Home
Rule Bill is that an Irish Parliament of a single

chamber be established at Dublin. To this

Parliament will be handed over the whole ad-

ministration of Ireland, together with the ex-

clusive right to legislate on Irish affairs. This

Parliament shall impose, remit, and collect all

taxes levied in Ireland, but it shall not have

the power to impose a protective tariff which

would close the Irish markets to English goods.

The Irish members of Parliament will only sit

in the House of Commons when questions in-

volving imperial consideration are under dis-

cussion. The bill is meeting with strong oppo-

sition, but it is hoped that, with modifications,

it will be passed after the second reading.

Many of Mr. Gladstone's stanchest sup-

porters express the conviction that the Land-

Purchase Bill will be dropped.

Greece ' has decided upon war. All the

ambassadors have departed from Athens.

The powers have given orders to their fleets to

blockade the Greek ports.

The strikes on the Gould lines in the South-

west resulted in a decided failure for the

Knights of Labor.

The movement for eight hours as a day's

labor is being carried out in many of the cities.

In Chicago it is estimated 30,000 men are

striking for the eight-hour move. Serious riots

have occurred there, resulting in loss of life and

much injury.

Another attempt has been made to burn

Mandalay, Burmah. The loss is considerable.

EXCHANGES FOR MAY.

Once more we greet our friendly exchanges.

Spring has wrought but little change in them,

and the Owl hoots, the Cynic sneers, and the

Sentinel challenges your admiration as usual.

The Kent's Hill Breezchas dwindled to such

a zephyr that its presence has not been felt at

all this month.

The literary brilliance of the Sunbeam has

not yet destroyed our eyesight.

The College Cabinet, one of our best ex-

changes, presents an exhaustive diagnosis of

the Class of '86. The idea is decidedly

unique, and must afford the members of the

class unbounded satisfaction to be placed in

so attractive a light before the public gaze.

We commend the gentleman possessing " am-

ber locks " to the sympathy of our readers.

In the TufIonian for April 20 can be found

a paper entitled "A Western Roundup," which

contains more truth than any other article on

the same subject that has ever come under our

observation. " How College Papers conduct

Themselves," in the same issue, might be read

with great profit by embryo editors and mem-

bers of publishing associations.

The Beacon contains a well-written essay on

the "Life and Works of Charlotte BronteV'

The sad life and remarkable literary produc-

tions of this talented woman will ever be

favorite subjects for compositions.

The College Transcript blossoms out in a

fine new dress for the Easter number. The
worth of the paper is not all in the cover

either. Besides publishing a good article on
" German Universities," and another on
" Dante," it gives its two pictures, one of

Ex-President Merrick, and another of Presi-

dent C. H. Payne. The cuts represent the

gentlemen as educated men and not bandits,

and in this respect differ from the generality

of paper cuts.

The Ha7nilto?i College Monthly is decidedly

our best exchange from a female college. It

is filled with original articles, and often pub-

lishes poems written by young ladies of the

college. By the way, has n't our poet been

found yet ?

The two prize essays appearing in the April

Aurora are of very high grade, even for that

publication.

CHARLES KC. WHITING,
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Auburndale, the pride of our hearts, the

village we love, fairly outdid herself this spring

and summer in her native beauty. The coun-

try and our own attractive grounds could not

have been lovelier than they were during Com-
mencement week. The smooth, rolling lawns,

boxes and baskets of flowers all along the

piazzas ; the house, as cheerful and homelike

as ever, thrown open to visitors
;

perfect

weather friends and relatives arriving at all

hours ; everyone in good spirits, especially the

Seniors in their week's vacation ; concerts,

club suppers, Class day, all passing off as

creditably as could be desired. There was

nothing to mar our enjoyment but the thought

of leaving those to whom we had become so

attached. Such was Commencement week

;

may it always be thus and may we all live to

enjoy another

!

Our first year of boarding-school life, away

from home and mother, — within the classic

walls of Lasell, in her fostering care and ten-

der keeping, — is over. What a world of ex-

perience we have had ! We look back to our

delight, expressed and felt with all we saw on

arriving. The novelty of seeing so many girls

of every imaginable type, from all corners of

the United States, together for a year's com-

mon work, our varied and often mistaken im-

pressions of the different characters. It was

not hard to judge what home training the

different girls had received. Some were evi-

dently the only children of very indulgent

parents, and did not quite like being " one'of

many," — receiving the same attention as the

most humble. They had been made to con-

sider themselves the centre of all that was

attractive, to have their whims and wishes

indulged in every particular ; but in less than

a week they were forced to admit that others

were as gifted and more worthy of notice than

themselves, and that common-sense, cheerful-

cess, sincerity, honesty, and application were

more desirable than beauty, style, wit, or bril-

liancy. Many found it easy to complain of

anything that did not just suit their fancy or

comfort, without thinking whether it was agree-

able or courteous to those about them. All who
came with an intention to do their part, a

desire to help and be helped, must have gained

in physical, mental, and moral growth more
than they probably are aware of. Our ideas of

the reality of character, the responsibility of

doing our work faithfully and well, of making

our influence in the spreading of truth and
right felt, must have become fixed, and our

views of life and work broadened. We should

profit by our experience, because less self-

ish, more conscious of our own faults, more
blind or generous to those of others, bless the

life-long friendships we have made, and be

made truer and better women.

The Senior reception was a very delightful

affair. The dignified Seniors were marvels of

loveliness in their elegant toilets. The gay

and festive Juniors were exceedingly attentive

and seemed to be enjoying their privileges to

the fullest extent. The grounds were brilliant

with lanterns. The band discoursed sweet

music, wafting strains of " Nanon, dear

Nanon " to the poor, neglected, abused
" specials " and underclass men shut in their (?)

rooms. Why, oh why can we, do we not

have more receptions for those who will

never be Seniors and Juniors ? We earnestly

hope that next year will bring a change in this

direction.

The European party went off with flying

colors on Thursday morning, June 17. The
boat left the wharf at 11 o'clock, parents

and friends with tearful but smiling faces,

waving them a fond good-bye, and with us all

wishing them a bon voyage.

AMERICAN GIRLS.

Resolved, that the American way of bringing up
girls is better than the English.

(Second on the Affirmative.)

The faults of the American girl ! Alas, you
know them too well. Here she is, right

around you every day. But the English girl !

Most of us have never seen her; we have
read of her in books, and she is to us a crea-

ture of the imagination, of theory and romance.

All the charms of English life cluster about

her, she seems to stand for them all. In-

vested in this " light that never was on sea or

land," her faults are invisible and she looks to.

the fond eye of fancy a maiden as sweet, fresh,,

innocent, and pure as a moss rosebud with a

drop of dew upon it. Let us think if we are

not doing an injustice to the live creatures of

flesh and blood around us by comparing them
with this fancy picture — this being of the

imagination.

The poor American girl! How she has
been slandered, just because a few girls of the

Daisy Miller type have gone abroad and acted

so indiscreetly. We wish that those girls who
have given us our unenviable reputation
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abroad might go around labelled in some man-

ner, that foreigners might know they are

not what we call the typical American girl.

And where shall we look for this much-talked-

of maiden ? It is in her own home that she

must be sought. If the foreigner so often

imposed upon with the spurious article could

but see her as she really is, he would soon

realize how mistaken his impressions had been.

He would find her bright, versatile, graceful,

pretty, yet intelligent, sensible, and good, fond

of society and fun, but also fond of her Long-

fellow and Hawthorne, devoted to father and

mother, and with an earnest wish to lead a

useful and unselfish life.

What do the English themselves most want

in their women ? It is desirable that they be

beautiful and accomplished if possible, but

their chief characteristic must be perfect sub-

mission. In Milton's Eve we find the English-

man's conception of what is excellent in

woman. Of her, Adam said,

—

" For well I understand in the prime end
Of nature, her the inferior."

The angel's admonition to him is :
—

" Weigh with her thyself,

Then value, ofttimes nothing profits more
Than self-esteem, of that skill the more thou know'st,
The more she will acknowledge thee her head."

This counsel is followed by Englishmen of

to day.

To make their women so dependent and

submissive, they must be kept secluded and

protected from the world. The world, as the

English girl sees it from the windows of her

father's charmingcountry home, is very different

from the real world. She knows nothing of

its vastness, of its evil. The result of such

training is a creature often charming and

beautiful, sometimes learned, but not fitted for

the wear and tear of ordinary life. Such a hot-

house growth as has been described, however

delightful the production may be, is not nat-

ural, and therefore, in the long run, cannot be

a success.

From one protector, her father, she goes to

a second, her husband. Where is the Amer-

ican girl who would wish to change places

with her fair English sister and have it contin-

ually drummed into her head all her girlhood,

that her chief aim and whole duty was to make

an advantageous marriage ? Thackeray tells

us that the English girl starts out with the

doctrine, " I am to have a wealthy husband,"

the article of faith in her catechism is, " I be-

lieve in elder sons, and a house in town and a

house in the country." Such is the case in

England, and still worse, the right of selection

of a husband is reserved for the fond papa and

the doting mamma. Beauty and accomplish-

ments have but little weight in the marriage

market there ; it is mainly a matter of dowry.

It is no uncommon thing to find six and seven

old maids in one family, just for the want of a

dowry. We are told that those incomparable

satires of Thackeray which " denounce more

in sadness than in anger " the customs that

prevail over marriage in England are only

too true, and that the shades in his sad pic-

tures are not even dark enough.

We would recall the story of the beautiful

and queenly Ethel Newcome. You remem-

ber how her grandmamma is bound to marry her

off to Lord Fatintosh in spite of Ethel's repug-

nance. One day she went with her grand-

mother, " that rigorous old Lady Kew," to a

water-color exhibition, and seeing upon one

of the pictures there a green ticket with the

word "sold" upon it, without the knowledge

of her grandmother, she carries it off and fas-

tens it in the front of her white muslin frock

before she appears at dinner the same even-

ing. When her grandmother questions her

what this strange fancy means, she makes the

dowager a deep courtesy, and turning to her

father, says, "I am a ' tableau vivant',' papa.''

" In England, one sees many a poor Ethel who

needs no green ticket on her breast to tell the

story of her barter." An Englisman says

:

" Hyde Park is the richest and most shameful

marriage market in the world. Men stand by

the rails, criticising with perfect impartiality

and equal freedom, while the women drive

slowly past, for sale in marriage, with the care-

ful mothers at their sides to prevent the lots

from going off below the reserve price. In-

stinctively one listens for the going— going—
gone ! Such is the pitch to which the English

have arrived by teaching their daughters that

marriage is their whole duty." How different

is the case with the daughters of our land

!

Instead of a convent-like life, she is given

that "wild, sweet liberty of the American

girl," as Mr. Howells calls it. She is grad-

ually made acquainted with the actual world,

but at the same time her principles are

strengthened, so that she chooses what is good.

The product of such a life is a strong and

healthy character. The American girl is open

eyed, but she has an intelligent purity which is

preferable to an innocence caused by igno-

rance. She needs no duenna, with her strong

armor of virtue she is a guard to herself. The

American girl is brought up that she may
be capable of choosing for herself in marriage,

the most important step of her life. If she is

unfortunate, she cannot feel that she has had

her unhappiness thrust upon her by others.

She does not need to feel she is actually bar-

tered off for so much gold, but that she is

taken for what her own sweet self is worth ; and

in married life she is the queen of her own
home, the confidante and companion of her

husband.

Well may we be proud of our American men,

in no other land are men so chivalrous as in

our own country. Dickens recorded with won-

der that in America women could travel from

one end of the country to the other, and not only

meet with civility, but absolute politeness.

It is due to this chivalry that so many careers

are open to our women ; instead of the one

avenue, matrimony, our men make a way for her

and she can enter upon any career she desires

to qualify herself for, without covering herself

with ignominy and loosing caste. In the

words of Francis E. Willard :
" How gladly do

we behold in the sunny afternoon of the nine-

teenth century of grace, the noblest men of the

world's foremost race, placing upon the brows

of those most dear to them, above the wreath

of Venus, the helmet of Minerva, and leading

into broader paths of knowledge and achieve-

ment the fair divinities who preside over their

homes."

It has been said, that if we wish to test

character we should take a person out of his

environments. Now, let us picture to our-

selves an English and an American girl

brought up in their respective homes to be

suddenly deprived of protection and fortune.

The English girl, having all her life been de-

pendent upon money and friends, would be al-

most incapable of providing for herself. She

would find nothing to do but to be a governess,

and even then she would lose her social posi-

tion, which means almost everything to her.

The coldness of the world would chill her, she

would not know how to cope with it, she would

be like the hothouse plant transplanted into the

open air, unable to withstand the storms and

tempests of the actual world. The American

girl under the same circumstances would read-

ily accommodate herself to her fate. She has

seen the world before as it really is. and with

her knowledge of the world she is able to cope

with it, and though she might lose her social

position, she can easily regain it. Loss of

friends and fortune does not mean all to her

;

she has a brave heart, and when the time

comes, she can do for herself what is neces-

sary. She needs no one to depend upon, she

is able to stand on her own feet, earn her own
living, and still be happy.

We do not wish to convey the impression

that the American girl is above reproach, that

she is the personification of all that is to be

desired in woman, but we do say she is at all

times a girl to believe in :
—

" A creature not too bright or good
For human nature's daily food :

For transient sorrows, simple wiles,

Praise, blame, love, kisses, tears and smiles.

The reason firm, th : temperate will,

Endurance, foresight, strength, and skill,

A perfect woman, nobly planned,
To warn, to comfort, and command;
And yet a spirit still, and bright
With something of an angel light."

H. F. W.
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Umbrella Found. — Left here for a long

time, a black silk umbrella with carved ivory

handle, marked C. H. I.

If it belongs to any of our friends, would

like to have them call for it.

RUGGLES STREET BAPTIST CHURCH.

The Lasell girls who, in larger or smaller

parties, have, from time to time, visited this

fountain of sacred song, have often enjoyed an

after-treat of delightful organ music through

the good-nature of the well-known organist,

Mr. Dunham. Sunday noon, May 30, Mr.

Bragdon sent him a note saying that some La-

sell girls were there, and asked if it would be

convenient for him to let them hear a little of

his exquisite music. To their great joy he

sent back this note :
—

" Mr. Dunham will be pleased to play for

the young women of Lasell the following se-

lections :
—

" 1. Marche funebre et chant seraphique.

Guilmant.

"2. A Pastoral Fantasia. Wely.

"3. Cujus Animam. Rossini.

" 4. Coronation March. Meyerbeer."

We sat delighted, and wondering, if such

music were possible on earth, what would the

harmonies of heaven be ? Every part of the

service betrays the master's hand, but the se-

lections of this Sunday were specially fine and

beautifully rendered. We wondered, too, why

so many work exclusively on the piano, when

they might accomplish so much with the organ

which seems to us so much more musical. But

then one cannot always have such an organ at

hand, and every one cannot be a Mr. Dunham.

We send our hearty thanks to him for his kind,

ness in so gratifying us, and assure him that

he will ever be most warmly welcomed at La-

sell. We wonder, thirdly, if Mr. Ford knows

how great pleasure he gives to so many people

by the perfect — that does not seem to us

extravagant — music of the Sunday-morning

service at this homelike and inviting church.

It is surely to be counted one of the privileges

of Lasell that its inmates can share in that

-enjoyment.

A book of the sermons and sayings of Sam

Jones, while in Cincinnati, is contributed to

the library by Mr. J. R. Stewart. Wit and

wisdom are in these sharp, quaint, homely il.

lustrations. Spoken as they were from deep

and honest conviction, we can understand how

for weeks the multitudes thronged to hear him

and many are turned from evil ways.

MORE ABOUT WASHINGTON.

From a very good paper on the Washington
trip, which came from Bertha Childs a little

after the April paper had gone to press, we take

the following extracts, since they mention sub-

jects not considered in the also good paper pub-

lished in April :
—

" The company of Professor Hills as far as

New York added much to the pleasure of the

trip. There was a rumor in the air that Old

Neptune did not treat him in the gentlest man-

ner possible, and as we did not see him in the

morning to say good by, we are inclined to think

there was some truth in the rumor. We offer

him our sympathy. . . .

" Our attention was particularly drawn, while

in the Treasury, to the department of Secret

Service, where are kept all the counterfeit

moneys, together with the various tools, instru-

ments, and weapons used by the counterfeiters

when captured. Within three years the gov-

ernment has seized $1,600,000 of this illegal

currency. . . .

" In our visit at the White House, we were

unfortunately too late to see the President.

However, he sent us his regrets, saying he would

be happy to meet our party, but happened at

that moment to be especially engaged with

officers of state ! After a general survey of

the rooms more familiarly known as the Red,

Blue, and Green, also the famous East room,

and state dining-room, we were permitted as

unusual favors to look into the President's

private dining-room and the conservatory. In

the State Department we saw the original doc-

ument of the Declaration of Independence.

Time has nearly obliterated every signature,

only two or three being still legible. . . .

" In the National Museum we were most for-

tunate in the attention of Professor Mason, of

the Smithsonian Institution, \vho greatly aided,

us by a very generous use of his time and his

extended knowledge. . . .

" A little while in the Senate and House
of Representatives, where, to our uninitiated

minds, everything seemed to be in grand confu-

sion. Congressmen shouting at the top of their

voices, the Speaker pounding his desk, vainly

endeavoring to bring order from the universal

din ; and yet we saw only the usual condition

of things, we are told. . . .

" In the basement of the Capitol, directly

beneath the dome, is a vault, designed when

the building was erected to be the place of

interment of Gen. Washington, but he preferred

Mt. Vernon ; and in this vault we saw the

catafalque upon which the body of Lincoln lay

in state. The covering of cloth and gold

fringe was long ago carried away by relic

hunters. . . .

" Mr. Tupper, an officer of long service in

the Internal Revenue Department, and Mr.

Bailey, whose daughter not long since was

a pupil at Lasell, were constant and untiring

in their attentions, and to them we are much
indebted for many unusual privileges we en-

joyed, and for valuable information regarding

the various objects of interest in

ton. . .
."

Washing-

ART LECTURES.

Rev. Arthur May Knapp finished, May
13, a course of six lectures upon art, mainly

architecture and sculpture. Two of the lectures

were new ; those upon art in relation to my-

thology, and upon art in relation to religion.

That upon art in history was nearly new, and

even those upon Grecian, Roman, and Gothic

art were so varied from the treatment given the

subjects last year that they seemed quite new.

The illustrations were varied. In treating

Grecian art this year, Mr Knapp contrasted it

with the art of India, giving us entirely new

points upon that country. He showed the very

marked difference in the characteristics and

purposes of Greece and India. In Greece all is

repose, moderation, and satisfaction ; nothing is

overdone ; excess in any direction is avoided,

especially in ornament. In India there is pro-

fusion of decoration, often with no purpose in

design ; consequently, it fails to give pleasure.

In summing up, Mr. Knapp reminded his

hearers that he had begun by exhibiting the

effects of nature upon the art of any and every

country. Secondly, he had traced race in-

fluences, then political influences, following the

course of history from one period to another.

On this occasion he pointed out the fact that re-

ligious forces were more potent than all others.

When Greece worshipped the gods, she looked

no higher than this life. Her art, which exhibits

the character of the times more perfectly than

even literature can do, was full of complacency.

She looked upon this world in serene enjoy-

ment and self-satisfaction. With Christianity,

art declined, because aspirations for a higher

life brought discord and discontent. The Par-

thenon, perfect in its repose, shows no aspira-

tion. The Gothic spire points to heaven as if

seeking to enter therein.

The religious art of the future must blend a

serene enjoyment of the good of this life with

the Christian's longing for a better future.

This year the government of Lasell threw

open the chapel doors and cordially invited

outsiders to come in and freely enjoy the privi-

lege of these excellent lectures. A few friends

appreciative of the opportunity afforded,

availed themselves of it.

Mr. Knapp sails for Europe on the steamer
" Pavonia," with our " Lasell " party.
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GYMNASIUM STATISTICS.

After six months' work in the Gymnasium,

beginning Nov. i, 1885, and ending May 1,

1886, of seventy girls all except eight have

gained in total strength, — this meaning in

strength of back, legs, chest, upper arms, and

forearms.

For example : In October, a girl 20 years

old, weighing 95 pounds, height 60.2 inches,

has, —
Chest girth 28.3 inches.

" " full 30.7 "

Strength of back J 54-3 pounds.

" " legs 176.4 "

" " chest 57.3 "
'* " upper arms 17.6 "
" " forearms 97.0 "

Total, 502.6 pounds.

In six months, with same height and weight,

she has,

—

Chest girth 29.5 inches.

" " full 31. 1 "

Strength of back 300 pounds.

" " legs 500 "

" " chest 81

" " upper arms 17.6 "

" " forearms 1 16.8 "

Total, 1,015.4 pounds.

This is the largest total strength gain.

To cite one more example for compari-

son, —
Girl 17 years 4 months old.

October, '85. May, '86.

Weight, 121 pounds I2 7J pounds

Height 65.7 inches 65.7 inches.

...31.9 "

•••33-5 "

Chest girth 30.7 "

" " full.. ..32.3 "

October, '85. May, '86.

Strength of back l
2>
2 -3 lbs. . . 264.6 lbs

" legs 154-3 " --^o-l '

" chest 44.1 " . 83.8 '

" upper arms. 22.0 " . . 26.5 '

" forearms ... 132.3 " ..119.0 '

u

it

Total 485-0 " ..834.6 '

Other marked cases could be shown, and

many where the gain has been not quite so

great, but these two will serve as examples.

Of these seventy girls, two thirds have in-

creased their chest girth, and almost all have

increased the girth of the muscles of the upper

arm and forearm. Largest chest girth increase

is three inches ; smallest, one half an inch.

An American lady who has been the last

year a resident of Berlin, Germany, for the pur-

pose of giving her daughters musical and other

educational advantages there, will receive a

few young ladies into her family for similar pur-

suits. The most satisfactory references can be

given to parties widely known in this country.

Expense, $600 to $700 a year. Mr. Bragdon,

of Lasell Seminary (some members of whose

parly, sailing June 17, go to the above home in

Berlin), will be happy to give further par-

ticulars.

COMMENCEMENT CONCERT.

FIRST PART.

Chorus. Hunting Chorus

Orphean Club.

Piano-Forte. Caprice, < )p. 22 .

Miss E. Stafford.

Song. Glide, Gondola, Glide .

(With Violin Obligato by Miss D
MlSS HOLLINGSWORTH.

Piano-Forte. Sonata, Op. 10, No. 1

Allegro molto e con brio

Miss Bailey.

Vocal Quartette. Sing, Heigho Ho
Misses Hollingsworth, Penfield,

Mr. Davis.

Piano-Forte. Concerto in G minor

Andante and Finale.

Miss Adams.

Chorus. Stars Look o'er the Sea

Orthean Club.

Hummel

Mendelssohn

. Torry

ietrick.)

Beethcrven

Maefarren

Munger and

Mendelssohn

Smart

Songs
\b.

SECOND PART.

Chorus. Cradle Song .... Taubert

Orphean Club.

a. Life .... Joseph A. Hills

The Secret . . . Joseph A. Hills

Miss Penfield.

Piano-Forte. Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 2 . Liszt

Miss Ninde.

Vocal Quartette. Response . . . Bendel

Getherela Quartette.

First soprano, Miss Hollingsworth ; second so-

prano, Miss J. Brown ; first alto, Miss Penfield
;

second alto, Miss Munger.

Duo and Semi-Chorus. Sweet the Angelus

is Ringing Smart

Misses J. Brown and Munger.

Piano-Forte Quartette. Hungarian Dances,

No. I ...... . Brahm
Misses Adams, E. Stafford, Bailey, and Ninde.

The orchestral parts were supplied at a second piano-

forte by Mr. Hills.

The Pupils' Commencement Concert, Thurs-

day evening, June 10, was very enjoyable, and

especially interesting, as being the opening of

the festivities of Commencement week and the

last musical of the year, thus giving a very good

idea of the work done. The pupils give evi-

dence of hard study, intelligent and earnest

work. We feel that too much cannot be said

in praise of the admirable work done by Prof.

Davis in the department of vocal music. The

result of the year's work stands far in advance

of that of any previous year, both with regard

to the soloists and chorus classes. The instru-

mental department also demands notice. It

has occupied the attention of a large number

of students and much hard work has been done

under the training of Prof. Hills. Many num-

bers on the programme are worthy of remark,

but we can speak of but a few. Miss Hollings-

worth's singing of "Glide, Gondola, Glide," with

the fine violin obligato of Miss Dietrick was

very much enjoyed. The two very pretty selec-

tions composed by Prof. Hills were most de-

lightfully sung by Miss Penfield. Miss Adams
rendered her difficult selection with much

animation, her fine execution being especially

noticeable. The Getherela Quartette sustained

their past reputation in their beautiful render-

ing of ''Response," which called forth an en-

thusiastic encore. Miss Ninde showed her

superior talent in her artistic and sympathetic

playing of " Rhapsodie Hongroise." The

Orphean Club, in their several numbers, sang

with more taste and feeling than ever before.

The evening closed with a very brilliant piano

quartette, leaving us very proud of each other

and much pleased with the evening as a whole.

THE LASELLIA SUPPER,

The Lasellia supper to the Seniors was

given Saturday evening, June 12, and a very

enjoyable affair it was.

The guests were received in the beautifully

decorated club room, where the Freshmen

watched the Seniors from a distance, and won-

dered whether they would ever be as brilliant

and altogether lovely as the ten of '86.

The soliloquy of the pensive undergraduate

was soon interrupted by a general move to

the dining-room, where the tables were ar-

ranged in the shape of a star, the one set aside

for the Seniors easily recognized by a lovely

favor at each plate.

The president, Miss Ninde, welcomed the

guests in a short address, and Miss Anderson,

as toast-mistress, created much amusement.

The Misses Upton, J. Brown, and Foster elec-

trified the club by proving themselver poets in

their responses to toasts proposed, — the

Lasellias, the Seniors, bless them, and to the

much-slandered cowboy. Toasts to the old

members, the S. D. Society, and the engaged

card, were responded to by the Misses Lang-

ley, Hammond, and Woodcock. Though

verse was lacking in the latter toasts, they

were so bright and original that the deficiency

was not noticed.
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The toasts were drunk in lemonade, and as

the evening wore on some of the more sober-

minded became seriously alarmed at the in-

creasing hilarity. One young lady was even

seen to go so far as to water the beverage, in

her anxious care lest the grave and reverend

seniors should become light-headed. Horrible

thought

!

A few appropriate presents were given to

the wrong young ladies, and the shouts of

laughter were frequent and genial. Alto-

gether it was a merry evening, and as the

mysterious hour of ten approached, the party

bade each other a laughing good night, and

stole silently away. H. U.

BACCALAUREATE SUNDAY.

The Baccalaureate Sermon was delivered

by the Reverend Charles W. Cushing, D. D.,

of Lockport, N. Y., a former principal of

Lasell.

Mr. Cushing took his text from Isaiah ix. 6,

7 : "For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is

given : and the government shall be upon his

shoulder : and his name shall be called Wonder-

ful, Counsellor, the mighty God, the everlasting

Father, the Prince of Peace. Of the increase

of his government and peace there shall be no

end, upon the throne of David, and upon his

kingdom, to order it, and to establish it with

judgment and with justice from henceforth

even for ever." Also from John xix. 30

:

" When Jesus therefore had received the vine-

gar, he said, It is finished : and he bowed his

head, and gave up the ghost."

Many persons, he said, have considered that

these two passages are not in harmony with

each other. The passage in Isaiah foretells the

most important event in human history, and

that in John marks the conclusion of the most

remarkable tragedy in history. The death of

Christ was the greatest tragedy, not because it

was the most cruel ever su tiered, but because

it was the most unjustifiable. Christ did not

come as a usurper, but was obedient to all

authority, and taught his disciples to "render

under Caesar the things that are Caesar's." He
was in harmony with the church also, obeying

its rites, keeping its passover. He was not a

revolutionist. He did not attack the wrongs

connected with any of the existing institutions

of society, except that of marriage. He was

the most modest, meek, and philanthropic of

men. He said to all, "Judge by my works,

whether I speak the truth or not." He often

concealed his many works of healing.

Many must have thought when Christ ut-

tered those words upon the cross, "It is

finished," that his life as an impostor was

finished, and that he died utterly disheartened.

Was it Christ's life that was finished? Either

Christ rose from the dead, or his body was

stolen by the Jews or by his disciples. If the

Jews had stolen it, when the disciples claimed

he had risen, they would have produced the

body, as evidence that he had not. And what

did the disciples want of Christ's body ? They

showed that they had lost faith in him as the

promised Messiah ; and not one of them went

to his tomb before the resurrection. The

chief priests were fearful and sealed the tomb,

but on the third day it was empty. The story

circulated by the soldiers to explain this fact is

on the face of it an invention. There is as

good proof that Christ rose, as that he lived at

all. Therefore it was not his life that was

finished.

Many think Christ was not the Messiah, and

bring up the fact that His influence is waning.

Instead of that, statistics of churches show

that it is gaining. His influence is felt more

and more in literature. The vast majority of

books are written by Christian men and women,

and are Christian in their influence. The edu-

cational centres are very largely Christian, and

a large proportion of their professors are mem-

bers of churches. The methods of modern

thought are in the line of Christianity. Art too

is a constant teacher of it. All the greatest

paintings have their subjects taken from

Christ's life Music also teaches it. What
compositions will ever equal the oratorios of

Elijah, The Creation, and the Messiah?

Christianity is increasingly felt in poetry ; the

spirit of the teachings of Shakespeare is Chris-

tian, and Dante and Milton are positively re-

ligious in their tendency. Then, also, we see

Christ's influence in the change upon heathen

nations. Thus we see that his influence is

certainly not waning.

Christ, in saying, "It is finished," spoke in

the language of faith. From the height of the

cross ' he looked down through the ages, and

saw all the forces of civilization drawing: toward

him, and all the kingdoms of the world be-

coming his kingdoms. He saw, that though

His life was taken, man could not stop the

progress of His truth. It was the triumphant

shout of a conqueror, not a wail of disappoint-

ment John never spoke truer words than

when he said to Christ, seeing him approach,
" He must increase, but I must decrease."

In closing, Dr. Cushing spoke to the gradu-

ating class, exhorting them to be thankful for

a Christian education, and that it made very

little difference to Christ's great work whether

they did their little part or not. The work

would progress just the same, but it made all

the difference in the world to themselves.

F. B.
• *

Alice McCarn is still at Anamosa, Iowa,

busy at work.

CLASS DAY CJUNE 14).

CHAPEL EXERCISES.

Song. Medley Class of '86

Presentation of the Class . . . Miss Ford
Marcia Funebre. Sonata, Op. 26 . . Beethoven

Miss Stafford.

Class History . . . Miss Nena Williams

Song. " If thou didst love me" . . . Denza

Miss Penfield.

Class Prophecy Miss Bubb
Prophecy on Prophet . . . Miss Couts
Class Song.

Presentations Miss Allen
Dirge.

lawn exercises.

Planting of the Tree. Oration . . Miss Rose
Burning of the Books. Elegy, Miss Davenport
Ode Miss Penfield

Music: " Thin You'll Remember Me"

We gather in this chape] dear,

So filled with memories bright,

And crowding comes each by-gone year,

So soon to pass from sight.

The lingering gleam of parting day

Seems loath to say " good-by "
;

The wind sweeps gently through the trees,

And answers sigh for sigh.

Now soon these halls we '11 see no more,

E'en friend from friend must part;

But though in distant lands we roam,

Lasell still holds the hem.
Then out we '11 go, and En Avant

Shall e'er our motto be ;

With faith in th' unseen hand which guides

Our bark 'cross life's rough sea.

How annoying it is to find our liability to

forget little matters which need attention,

through our absorbed interest in some matter

of chief concern ! We forget to write a letter

at the proper moment, or to mail one that is

written ; we forget to make a purchase which
we had in mind, or to look in upon a neighbor,

as we had planned, to say a kindly word about
his personal affairs ; we forget to search out a
subject of study on which we would like to

give help to one who has asked aid of us ; and
so on in a hundred ways of minor forgetfulness.

This is so discouraging that at times we think
our minds are in a worthless shape ; especially

in contrast with some methodical, well-con-

tained person whom we know, who never forgets

anything. Yet, on the other hand, there ought
to be a comfort to us in the thought that a man
who never forgets anything is likely to be poorly
furnished for any service in this world beyond
that of a superlative errand-boy, or a pre-emi-

nent railroad switch-tender. In order to be be-

yond the danger of forgetting little things, a
man must be beyond the danger of becoming
absorbed in the thought of greater things. In
order to have the mind always free to recall

the smallest matter which needs attention for
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the hour, a man must have a mind which is

never crowded with various and contending

thoughts. Next to absolute emptiness of

mind is unvarying mechanical method of mind.

That there is a place in the world for the man
who never forgets little things, is a fact beyond

fair questioning. But that that man's place is

a subordinate and an incidental one, is equally

beyond dispute. And if there were only such

men as he in the world, the events of the

world's history would not be worth remember-

ing by anybody. A sensible man will try to

remember everything that he ought to remem-

ber, and to have it in mind in its fitting season;

but a sensible man will also find cause for

comfort in the fact that sometimes he does for-

get little things, or larger ones, in spite of his

endeavors at their remembering.

COMMENCEMENT DAY.

Great was the rejoicing, on the morning of

June 16, to find that the weeping clouds had

given place to smiling sunshine.

Little need of a rising bell that morning

!

Long before the usual hour, there were sub-

dued (?) sounds of activity on the halls. The
girls were finishing the packing of their trunks,

and mournful expressions of sympathy were

exchanged among the unfortunate maidens

whose trunks wouldn't close, even with three

girls sitting on the top.

At breakfast the merry chatter was all of

trunks and trains, and " Home, sweet home."

But when we gathered for morning prayers,

even " Home, sweet home," took a place in

the background for a few moments, and the

girls' faces showed that the uppermost thought

in most minds was the thought that this was

the last time they would all be together in the

old, familiar chapel. There were some tearful

faces, and many girls who set their teeth and

winked hard in the proud determination " not

to cry."

At half past ten o'clock, our procession took

its way to the Methodist Episcopal Church,

where the exercises were as follows :
—

Music.

Prayer Rev. George Brodbeck
Music
Commencement Address . John H. Vincent, D. D.

Music
Good-bye, for the Class . . Miss Stafford
Music
Presentation of Diplomas.

Benediction.

Music by Members of the School.

Dr. Vincent's address was one long to be

remembered, full of thrilling, inspiring

thoughts. He began by saying that the heroic

lives of the past can be reproduced in our own

lives to-day. He described the old belief in

transmigration of souls, and called forth respon-

sive smiles from his audience when he said it

would not be very difficult to think that the souls

of some people of our acquaintance had for-

merly dwelt respectively in a fox, a wolf, a hog.

He told us that personal character is the great

power in this world. It matters little what our

surroundings are; it matters much whatz^ are.

We fashion our characters after the pattern of

those whom we admire and study. If we study

a poet, his thoughts become a part of us, and

although we may not be able to write a poem,

we can live a poem. Then the speaker led

our thoughts to the only character wholly worthy

of imitation, and tenderly urged the members of

the graduating class, in whatever circumstances

of life they might be placed, to so reproduce

Christ's character in their lives that they might

be able to say, " I live, yet not I, but Christ

liveth in me."

Miss Stafford's graceful " good-bye " con-

tained a tender tribute to the kindness of

teachers and schoolmates, and showed that the

hour of parting had made Lasell very dear to

the ones about to leave it.

According to custom, the prizes for the best

bread were presented. The tiny gold loaf was

given to Miss Ada Dunaway, and the silver

loaf to Miss Ida Mack.

Then Miss Carpenter read the names of the

graduates, and our ten seniors, with thought-

ful faces, received their diplomas from Mr.

Bragdon, who spoke a few earnest words of

counsel, reminding the girls that th^y would

represent Lasell, and must "protect her

honor."

Then came congratulations and flowers,

both bestowed lavishly.

Friends and guests, in social groups, took

their way to the seminary, and were soon en-

joying the generous lunch in the dining hall.

After lunch, many friends went to the library

and examined the essays of the graduates,

which were :
—

A Wronged Race . . Rachel Porter Allen

Literary Genius and Home Life,

Nellie Tree Bubb

Victor Hugo's " Hernani "
. Mary Eliza Coe

A Stray Leaf from American History,

Maggie Couts

The Use of the Imagination,

Helen Louise Davenport

Woman in Friendship,

Blanche Theodora Ford

The Aims and Methods of Modern Charity,

Gertrude Ferguson Penfield

Anglomania .... Marietta Rose

Howell's " Portraiture of Women,"
Mosetta Isabel Stafford

The Persecutions of the Jews,

Cornelia Maria Williams

In the afternoon came the meeting of the

trustees ; then the literary exercises of the

alumnae, followed by the alumna; supper on

the lawn.

'All through the afternoon, groups of girls

might be seen on their way to the railway sta-

tion, and when we gathered in the dining hall

for tea, we found our numbers decidedly les-

sened.

The evening was spent according to individ-

ual choice. When nine o'clock came, and

there was no sound of the evening bell, we

realized that vacation had fairly begun.

S. C.

LOCALS.

Home again

!

Commencement is over. And the class of

'86 will be no more with us. '87 will try to fill

the place and maintain that dignity so marked

in our late Seniors.

Commencement week was full of pleasures.

Besides the regular entertainments of that

week, both clubs had their suppers, the S. D.'s

on Wednesday evening, June 9, and the La-

sellia on Saturday evening, June 12.

The chimney swallows made themselves so

much at home in the chimney at the private

Library corner, that a wire screen was put over

the entire top. Their antics, when they came

home and found themselves shut out, were

notable.

The sparrows have also made themselves at

home over the studio windows. This summer

the gable is to be protected by wire netting.

Wonder when the bowling-alley and swim-

ming-pond are to be finished ? The places for

them are certainly there and all ready for the

completing.

The poetic talent is developing wonderfully

at Lasell, in spite of the many criticisms from

college papers. Any one doubting this ought

to have been at the club suppers.

The A. T. C. tournament was omitted on

account of the weather.

MARRIED.

At Lacon, 111., June 2, Blanche B. Black-

stone and John W. Grieves.

Nellie Gertrude Parker and Elmer War-

ren Lewis were married June 13, at the home
of the bride's parents, Shrewsbury, Mass.
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PERSONALS.

There were many guests at the Seminary

during Commencement week. The Seniors

were well represented by their relatives and

friends from home.

Annie Phillips's address is Chico, Cal.,

care of Rev. J. Lewis Trefren. Eleanor W.
Nichols has moved from Hudson to Somer-

ville. Mass.

Helen Hoke Sangree wishes it understood

, that she did not marry a widower with several

children. She has her own "darling black-

haired girl," who is now two months old.

Bertha Childs writes, that she has been to

Millbury to attend Sara Buck's wedding, which

took place in the church of which she has long

been an active member. Her future home is

to be in Sheffield, England.

A nice letter from Grace Durfee, of the

class of '85, tells us she has been teaching

music at home the past year, and has enjoyed

her work very much. She has been offered,

and will probably accept, a position to teach

music in Carleton College, Northfield, Minn.

Carrie Ebersole, George Prickett, Lillie

Fuller, Lizzie Whipple, and Addie Johnson,

of the class of '85, were at Lasell during Com-
mencement week.

Gretchen Boston left the Cincinnati Col-

lege of Music, June 1, to attend the summer
school at Chantauqua.

Louise Holman Richardson says she likes

Minnesota and Northfield, and Carlton Col-

lege; hopes to have Miss Willard with her

next year ; and keeps herself busy telling the

Carlton girls what Lasell girls do to amuse

themselves. She reports that Nellie Parker is

to be married in June, and Hattie Seiberlung

is following hard after her. Speaks of " Lit-

tle Lulie " as familiarly as her father would

dare. She expects to come home via the Great

Lakes.

Jessie Hill sends a very pleasant letter

from Shady Side, Pittsburg, Penn., where she

is visiting her sister, Mrs. H. H. King. She

expects to spend the summer at the White

Mountains.

Alice Miller, of Sterling, 111., has been

visiting friends in Philadelphia.

Nettie Libbey, of Oshkosh, Wis , was mar-

ried May 19 to Charles K. Fulton.

Frances Gregg, who was here in '83, has

been spending the past" year at Wellesley Col-

lege. She made her old friends a visit a short

time ago.

Maude Newcomb, of Biddeford, Me., has

been visiting friends at Newton Centre, and

drove over to visit the "old home." She

seemed very enthusiastic over the many im-

provements in the place since she was here in

'79-

Mary Merrill made us a flying visit, May
17. She is still living at South Framingham,

and is keeping up her art studies in Boston.

Blanche Blackstone, after leaving Lasell,

took lessons under Mr. Enneking, and is now

at home again in Lacon, 111.

Josephine S. Mason, Washington, D. C,
has been studying art in New York for the

four years since she left us, and will complete

her course soon. She desires a place to teach

in the department of art the coming year.

Her present address is 133 E. 16th Street,

New York.

Cora Putnam has been studying in New
York for three months past.

Of Elva King the good word is, that she has

entirely recovered her health.

Mrs. Etta Reynolds Taylor's address is

at Tubbs Hotel, Oakland, California.

Sephie G. Mason writes good tidings of her-

self from 407 Montgomery Street, San Fran-

cisco, California.

No moment passes over the head of any

human being without changing in some degree

his face and form. These changes are imper-

ceptible to the ordinary eye it, is true ; and the

faces of those among whom our lot is cast seem
to us daily the same. Only when we have been

absent for years, and return to look again upon

a familiar face, does the cumulative result of

these changes startle us. Here are new curves

of self-indulgence, perhaps; perhaps new lines

of self-denial, written out, not all at once,

but by the slow processes of the years. Does
the change of a moment matter ? Ay, because

what you see are the changes of the moments.
Does the passing thought of a moment matter

in that more serious shaping of soul and char-

acter which goes on as imperceptibly as the

changes of form and feature ? Ay, for every

moment's thonght finds its record at last in a

more terrible culmination, by which the char-

acter is shaped into something which it was
not before. Look well to the momentary
changes which you suffer to take place in that

sphere, and you may safely leave the changes

wrought by the years to take care of them-

selves.

THE PROTECTION OF OUR SONGSTERS.

These clips have been taken from our

papers as examples of the general movement

being made for the protection of our birds,

especially the singers, which are rapidly dis-

appearing, because they must be cruelly killed

for the sake of our vanity.

From the Christian at Work comes :
—

" Societies should be started in all parts of

the country for the protection of birds. Wo-

men ought to pledge themselves in writing not

to wear the plumage of song birds on hats or

bonnets. The market demand for birds as

ornaments is fast destroying our feathered

tribes. Unless something is speedily done to

check this murderous spirit the most beautiful

varieties and the sweetest singers will become

extinct. The recklessness with which the

slaughter is carried on should rouse all the

lovers of birds throughout the land to the

defence of the most beautiful and joy-giving of

God's creatures. The farmer, gardener, and

horticulturalist have a special interest in the

subject, and would do well to take action at

once."

Another, from the same :
—

" Taking its name, we suppose, after the

place where Gilbert White established his

earthly paradise, a Selborne League has been

formed in London against wearing dead birds

as ornaments. The objects further include

the preservation of birds, plants, shrubs, and

pleasant places. We need just such leagues

on this side the Atlantic ; but we fear the con-

version of sundry Paris, London, and New
York milliners will be necessary before the

hideous and savage fashion of 'ornament-

ing' hats with dead birds can be got rid of."

From the Woman's Educational and Indus-

trial Union, 74 Boylston Street, comes the

call for any one to sign there or elsewhere,

and forwarding a paper with this heading

:

"We hereby protest against the destruction

and injury of birds for decorative purposes."

To discountenance buying and wearing birds

or parts of birds will be implied.

A girl's life is not in the abundance of even

her intellectual possessions; and a knowledge

of languages and of ologies may be bought too

dear. No possible acquirement can outweigh

the worth of a sound mind in a sound body;

and there will be hope for our girls when they

are taught to feel that the important thing is

not what they acquire, but what they are.

To live simply and contentedly, striving to

please God rather than to please man, to be

rather than to seem, and to do to-day the duties

of to-day, and not those of to-morrow, — this

is the secret of living well and long.
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MUSICAL NOTES.

Von Bulow has been giving orchestral con-

certs in St. Petersburg.

Adelina Patti recently had a glorious recep-

tion in Madrid, where a massive wreath of gold

and silver was presented to her, with the in-

cription, " To Adelina Patti, the Queen of Song,

from her faithful subjects."

Clara Louise Kellogg has gone to Europe

for rest and recreation.

"Merlin, the Enchanter," is a new opera,

which will be given this fall at the Nouveauter,

in Paris. The music is by Messager.

London's Crystal Palace chorus numbers

3000.

There are said to be upwards of fifty ama-

teur " Mikado " companies.

Mademoiselle Camille Odezanna, a

singer at the Nimes Theatre, has just died at

twenty-eight, from the shock of being hissed.

We hear that it is the intention to produce

the new Gilbert-Sullivan opera next October,

simultaneously in London, New York, and

Boston.

The real reason for Nilsson's declination to

revisit the United States is said to be found in

the fact that the managers are unwilling to de-

posit as large a sum in the Bank of England

as security for salary as she requires.

The American musical season draws to a

close as the English season begins.

The summary in " The Appeal for the Har-

vard Annex " of bequests made by women to

colleges from which woman is excluded, is of

deep import and interest.

Woman's generosity, woman's unselfisrrhess,

are unquestioned ; but woman's apathy to the

best interests of her sex, to the limited advan-

tages and opportunities for woman's advance-

ment, is amazing.

The difficulty in awakening an interest in, or

securing funds for, any institution devoted to

the education of girls may not be generally

understood, but it is universally experienced,

whether the institution be secular or sectarian.

The apathy of women in this direction is

astonishing, for, without waiting to be taught to

reason, a woman's instinct should teach her

how much is involved. It is not for an exclu-

sive, limited work ; it is not for woman the

appeal is made ; it is for a work that in its

influences is infinite.

It is for the world's work, in its largest,

broadest, deepest, most literal, most practical

sense. It is wise to recognize the powers and

responsibilities that are hers, and to the very

utmost develop in her such recognition that

they may be wielded for the good of the coun-

try, the safety and well-being of the people.

— C. P. W., in the Century.

ART NOTES,

One of the most interesting, but one of the

most unfamiliar busts of Benjamin Franklin is

the fine bust of the celebrated French sculptor,

Houdon, which is now in the Metropolitan

Museum of New York. Kenyon Cox has

made a drawing from this bust, and Whitney's

engraving from the drawing will appear as the

frontispiece of the June Century.

Knowledge of the literature of art is essen-

tial to the artist.

The man who knows nothing of his own

profession but his small part in it will never

play a large one.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

Lava from Mt. ^Etna is threatening Misa-

losi, and the inhabitants are fleeing from the

village.

Cholera is rapidly increasing in Italy and

Japan.

Another comet was discovered in Virgo,

the morning of May 22, by Mr. Brooks. It

is very large but faint.

The project which was entertained by Peter

the Great, of constructing a canal between the

White and Baltic Seas, has been revived and

determined upon by the Russian authorities.

The cost, seven million roubles, will be borne

by the state.

Verchojausk, in Siberia, according to Aus-

land, is the coldest place upon the earth. The

average temperature for the year, being 17 C.

Owing to the prevalence of the easterly

winds this year, the offshore seal fishery of

Newfoundland has not proved a success. The

ice on which the young seals are is driven

landward and forced into bays where vessels

cannot follow. This is a godsend to the

people along the coast, who are mostly very

destitute.

The medical school circles of Boston are

agitated at present over the question whether

female medical students shall be admitted to

the general surgical clinics of the City Hos-

pital.

From Reymond's communication in regard

to the geology of the region of the great

African lakes, we learn that it appears almost

exclusively composed of primitive rocks. There

are but few rudimentary rocks, and these are

of schistose character. In South Africa the

rudimentary beds are of greater extent, and

contain a considerable amount of inferior coal.

One of the chief characteristics of Central

Africa is the absence of calcareous formations.

EXCHANGES.

Among other items of useful information to

be found in the Owl, we notice that the minis-

try ranks next to base-ball as the choice of a

profession by college graduates. This fact

should influence parents to send their boys to

college.

That valuable publication, the Harvard
Crimson, has printed the following astonishing

assertion :
" It is rumored that '89 has dis-

banded, and will organize a Puss-in-the-Corner

Club. The first championship game will be

played with Lasell Seminary. Thanks. Sorry,

but we are confining ourselves exclusively to

the game of tennis, and must beg to be ex-

cused from any athletic contest with Harvard

until the "boys" are old enough to hold a

racquet.

The Phillips (Exeter) Literary Monthly is

a recent exchange, and seems to have been

published for the purpose of " filling a long-

felt want." The "literary" portion of this

magazine is estimable ; the criticisms of other

periodicals show careful thinking and profound

preparation. We are glad to know that the

Leaves is not original, and should have more
poetry not composed by a man. It appears to

us very strange that the first criticism should

be hurled at us, since no more than two arti-

cles in three months have appeared in our

paper which were not written by members of

the school. As for poetry, we have had our

aspirations. One young lady composed eigh-

teen inches of what we in our ignorance con-

sidered good poetry, but some vile wretch de-

clared it resembled those luscious bits found

in Troy Polytechnic, from which slander the

poor poetess has never recovered. However,

rather than be criticised by our esteemed con-

temporary, we '11 write a parody on the Raven
for our next issue.

The Forensic smiles and seems to enjoy life,

but will probably wax bitter as the number of

its exchanges increases.

We are pleased to know that our humble

efforts have in any way afforded amusement
for Yale's great men. Although four of our

Seniors are fancy-free, we state for the benefit

of the statistical editor of the Courant that

they have no notion of throwing themselves

away.
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It is with great regret that we announce the

departure of Professor Bragdon for London on

Saturday, Oct. 9. Although we know that

he has left Lasell in faithful and capable hands,

— for Professor would not have gone if he had
not been sure of that, — yet it is scarcely pos-

sible that any one could take his place. The
old girls know from the experience of past

years how strange it seems without him even

for a short time ; while the new girls can

imagine from the first few weeks how delight-

ful it is to have him all the year. Whenever

he sees fit to turn his face homeward, he may
be sure of a warm welcome from his girls. Au
revoir. Professor, and that you may have a

very delightful year abroad is the wish of us

all.

Tift? old girls are heard to remark at every

corner, " How strange it seems without Miss

Carpenter!" Indeed, we are as yet scarcely

used to her absence. We hope that Miss Car-

penter, "way off in London town," thinks

sometimes of the girls, and misses us as much
as we miss her.

Professor Bragdon has, however, given us

a very pleasant substitute for Miss Carpenter.

We have found Miss Chamberlayne a very

charming lady, and, although she has been

with us but a few weeks, we are fully in sym-

pathy with one another. If we maybe allowed

to prophesy, we would say that we feel sure

the year will be a pleasant and a profitable

one.

We see many new faces among the faculty

this year. We miss the old teachers, but have

found the new ones very pleasant, and we hope

that they will enjoy teaching at Lasell. Miss

Cushman, Miss Corey, Miss Cooper, Miss

Richardson, and Professor Cassedy are the

old teachers whom we have with us this year.

Miss Sheldon, a graduate of Smith College,

takes Miss Larrison's place in English ; Pro-

fessor Barnard, who taught only phonography

here last year, has, in addition this year, all of

Miss Carpenter's history classes ; Miss Poth,

whose home is in Vienna, takes Miss LeHur-
ay's place ; Miss Pierce, who is studying medi-

cine at the Boston University, is our new doc-

tor ; Miss Scudder, a graduate of Cooper In-

stitute, takes Miss Webster's place in the

studio.

Verily, " the thing man hath done is the

thing man does "
: which, by liberal interpre-

tation, means that this year, as usual, the old

girls who are back miss sadly the old girls who
are not back. We are very glad indeed to

meet so many new and pleasant acquaintances,

still we cannot help sighing for the dear " old

girls." The class of '87 we hope, in fact we
are quite confident, will follow creditably in

the footsteps of the class of '86
;

yet they are

not the same girls, and cannot take the indi-

vidual places which the members of that class

held. We hope that '86 will think of us as

often as we think of them.

We are glad indeed, as we have said, to

meet all the new girls. We have tried, or at

least meant to try, to make their first few

weeks pleasant for them. It is natural for the

new girls to gather into cliques ; while the old

girls are apt to fall into their accustomed

places, without minding the feelings of the

new girls. We hope there has been but little

of this spirit this year, and that it may grow

less with each succeeding year.

LASELL'S IMPROVEMENTS.

First, and most important to us who live

here nine months in the year, are the interior

improvements. The chapel scarcely locks like

the same room. But, girls, it is the same. The
" blessed man " who is to give us our new
chapel did not appear last vacation. He prob-

ably thought that it would not be worth while,

so long as Professor was away. But " Listen,

my children, and ye shall hear " of the old

chapel revised. The carpet which has covered

the rostrum for thirteen years — don't, for

pity's sake, tell !
— has been removed, and a

beautiful, new red one put in its place. New
aisle carpets, and some new desks instead of

the old ones with so many autographs upon
them, are among the other improvements.

Above all, and around all too, is the new paper.

Yes, ceiling and walls have been newly papered
and very pretty they look. When we first came
back this fall, Lasell was very stuck up

;

that is to say — varnished. We stuck to our

chairs, we stuck to the desks, stuck to the din-

ing-room floor. We did not endeavor to hurry

when we arose from the table, because we
could n't.

A great many of the rooms have new carpets

;

some, where they were not expected ; where
they were expected, they failed to appear.

Some of the rooms are very gay, having new
paper as well as new carpets. One room is al-

most startling in its brilliancy. Imagine a
bright, really painful, pink paper and a peacock
blue carpet in combination ! The inmate of
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that room last year, who declared that it was

such a gloomy place, has nothing to do now
but be Joyful.

Then, the practice rooms ! No girl has a

right to be homesick or " blue " up in the

fourth story now. Think of terra-cotta walls !

They beam down upon the practiser with such

cheerfulness that it is hard for her to keep from

smiling in sympathy.

One afternoon, a short time ago, Professor

told the girls that if they would come into the

chapel he would be glad to show them some

new pictures which he got abroad, in the sum-

mer. The girls eagerly took advantage of his

invitation, and enjoyed his talk— he said not

to call it a lecture— very much. We wondered

where he was going to hang the new pictures,

for almost every available place is already oc-

cupied. Among the pictures that he showed

us were two beautiful etchings, one of Words-

worth's home, Grasmere, and one of the old

Grasmere church ; that well-known and ever-

fasinating picture of Queen Luise ; some heads

copied from the picture of Christ before Pilate
;

and many others as beautiful. So much for

the interior.

As to the exterior, the first thing to be noticed

is the growth of the foliage plants, which were

placed last spring in the large bed in front of

the building. Then, they looked too small for

the bed ; now, the bed looks almost too small

or them. Another pleasing addition to the

grounds are the words " Bien-Venues," taste-

fully laid out in shells, on the right-hand side

of the driveway. There is quite an amusng
story connected with these words. Young John
Bragdon was writing to his mother, and describ-

ing the various improvements around Lasell,

he told her, " They have in the grass on the

right of the road, in shells, ' Bean-Vines.' It

looks nice."

The New York Herald publishes an inter-

view with Mr. Palmer, the manager of the

Madison Square Theatre, which presents a

pessimistic view of the condition of the drama.

''I think," he is quoted as saying, " that the

stage to-day is a greater evil than any other

institution we have. Nothing else does so much
harm to the young men and young women of

this city. He attributes this to the craze for

scenic and disreputable displays, and to the

demand for unhealthful excitement from people

who live in fashionable flats and brown-stone

fronts, who are right on the edge of their

finances and worried to death over business

troubles." While such reports as this are

given to the public, the clergy may certainly

be excused for not recommending their congre-

gations to attend the theatre as a great moral

educator, or even to lend a hand in the en-

deavor to reform it

!

ENGLISH GIRLS.

Kesolved, That the American way of bringing up girls

is better than the English.

[Our readers will remember that in the June number

of the Leaves was published the affirmative side of this

question. Now we are pleased to lay before them the

negative side.]

It is a self-evident truth that the training of

every human being ought to have special refer-

ence to his position in life. In the education

of boys this is almost universally recognized,

and the boy who is to enter a profession is

educated for it, while he who is to be an arti-

san of any sort is apprenticed to his trade, and

learns it thoroughly. This same wise course is

very largely pursued with English girls, but very

little with those of America.

In contrasting this social education of girls

in the two countries, the greatest difference

which we observe is in the lower classes. In

England, the law of education for position is

almost perfectly carried out. In America it is

almost totally ignored. This is largely due to

the social conditions of the two countries. In

England the girl knows about what her position

in life will be, and is trained accordingly. If

she is to be an under-governess, nurse, or ser-

vant, she learns this, as her brother does his

trade. This fitness for her position does not un-

fit her to rise to a higher one, if she has the

capacity and ambition to rise. On the con-

trary, it is seldom that one who cannot fill his

present station is worthy of a higher one.

The condition of the American girl in the

same rank is a deplorable contrast. Her

growth is hindered by the morbid ambition

which poisons so much of our American life.

Not knowing whether, in five years, her father

will be a day laborer or alderman from the

fifth ward, she feels no call to prepare herself

for anything less than the exalted position of

alderman's daughter. Her preparation for this

consists chiefly in cultivating a larger discon-

tent with all her surroundings. She has a false

pride which tells her that, unless driven by ab-

solute necessity, any employment less than that

of teacher will degrade her. This idea is

further strengthened by the novels which she

devours on all occasions. In these the hero-

ine, though no richer than the reader, and ap-

parently no wiser, is invariably adored with a

Florentine fourteenth-century passion, by some

foreign gentleman, with or without title, but

never without great wealth. But, at the end of

the five years, the father of our heroine in real

life is still a workingman, and she still a bur-

den to him, or to a husband. There are excep-

tions, but this is the rule in feverish, driving

America, where girls think it a disgrace to

know how to do a servant's work, even though

this may be the only lot to which they are called.

They are above their station in wish, and below

it in capacity.

In the two countries the contrast between the

girls of the upper classes is less marked, but

still there is a contrast, and still it is in favor of

the English girl. In both countries the average

girl is trained for society, and in both countries

the object for which she enters society is to

make a good match. It is in the difference in

preparing her for her social duties that the con-

trast lies.

In America the men are too busy getting

rich, to care to rule society, so they leave its

management to the ladies. The older ladies

are indifferent, and so leave it mostly to the

young girls, who make it bright, sparkling, and

fast. The older ladies are left behind, thrust

aside, unless the younger ones, on rare occa-

sions, happen to need a chaperone. This treat-

ment of the mother is perfectly natural to the

American girl. She has ruled the family ever

since she can remember, and in these days of

rapid progress, in our rapid America, of course

.she knows more than her mother. " Things

have changed so since ma was young, and ?wbody

wants a nineteenth-century flirtation broken up

by a seventeenth century mother."

Since this is the society an American girl is

to enter, she prepares herself accordingly.

Since there is no rank to give her position, she

mu£t rely on the impression she can create.

She gives a great deal of her attention to dress

and is much more stylishly and handsomely at-

tired than her English cousin. She acquires a

light, bright tone of conversation, highly tinged

with fashionable slang. She becomes thor-

oughly "up" in all the outs and ins of the

"American flirtation," the " attention without

/V/tention," so puzzling to foreigners. She re-

ceives the attentions of half a dozen young fel-

lows at the same time, accepts one of them, and

as an afterthought announces the fact to her

parents, through a deputy. She sends the

young man to papa. Young man says, " May
I marry your daughter ?

" He means, "She has

said yes, so let 's see you help yourself."

In England, the most intellectual and culti-

vated gentlemen are men of leisure, and it is

they who rule society and give it its tone.

They introduce into it all their own interest in

the great questions of the day, and the level of

conversation becomes higher than in this

country ; consequently, the English girl who
enters this society must have something beyond

entertaining chatter and society slang. Her
reading has always been carefully supervised,

so she is well informed, especially upon the

English classics. She has a knowledge of all

the leading political events, and to-day could

give you the principal points of Mr. Gladstone's

Home Rule scheme. How many American

girls know even the object of the Morrison suc-

cession bill, for instance ?

The English girl is much more able to en-
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dure the evil effects of society than her Ameri-

can contemporary. All her life she has had

regular hours, wholesome food, and plenty of

exercise in the open air, and so has a vigorous

constitution to help her endure the late hours.

She may not be so candid and easy as the

American girl, but neither is she so rash and

forward. Instead of the American girl's frank-

ness to society in general, and her gentlemen

friends in particular, she has a dignified re-

serve, keeping her candor for her mother. She

is as ignorant of the wickedness of this world

as her American cousin, but being accustomed

to the belief that her mother knows best, she

accepts her statement that a quiet reserve is the

best manner for a young girl, and so escapes

the coarse remarks and suspicions to which the

American girl subjects herself by her easy man-

ners and outspoken utterances.

In the marriage of its daughters, England

occupies the golden mean between the two ex-

tremes of France and America. In France,

paterfamilias announces :
" Marie, on the fif-

teenth of next month you will marry Gustav

le Blanc." In England, the mother says to her

daughter :
" Margaret, young Ponsonby has

proposed for your hand. He is of good

family, and well educated. His income and

prospects are so-and-so. Do you wish to accept

him ?
" Too much of the American spirit is

illustrated in Mrs. Miller's " Yes, I tell Daisy

she 's engaged to Mr. Giovanelli. She says she

isn't, but my, I guess she is." The English

system may not appeal so strongly to our ro-

mantic sympathies as the free-and-easy Ameri-

can customs, but its results are better. In

England, if a father sees a young man hover-

ing around his daughter, in approved moth-and-

candle fashion, he has no allowances to make

for an American flirtation, but knows at once

that young man's object. He immediately

takes pains to find out about him, a thing much

more possible in England, with its settled social

life, than in America, with its shifting moneyed

aristocracy. ' If the paternal inquiries elicit the

fact that the young man is of good character

and position, and able to support a wife in the

station forwhich this girl has been educated,

well and good. If not, the father quietly breaks

up the friendship before his daughter's maiden

meditation is greatly disturbed.

In America no such interference is possible.

In nine cases out of ten the father would find

he was only disturbing an amusing flirtation,

and that his daughter would please herself in

any case. American girls choose their hus-

hands according to their own ideas, and our

disgracefullly large divorce record is hardly an

argument in favor of the system.

One respect in which the English girl is mani-

festly superior to the American is in her benev-

olences. She is taught regular and systematic

charity, as a part of her social education. From

feudal times the English lady has been the

Lady Bountiful of the estate. The American

girl is quite as generous, but her untutored

benevolence often injures where she wishes to

benefit. She is guided by impulse, not prin-

ciple.

It is urged against the English girl that the

constant surveillance of mother or chaperone,

under which she is educated from infancy,

makes her weak and dependent all her life.

This theory sounds well, but is not borne out

by facts. The English matron has her house-

hold affairs completely in her own hands. She

knows her husband's outgoings and incomings,

and, according to Mr. Richard Grant White,

regards a latch-key as a personal grievance.

She has certainly a much better command of

her children than the American mother. Is

this her dependence ? Then too, the mother

and chapcrones were young girls, brought up in

conservative England, just as their daughters

are brought up. If they are weak and depend-

ent, where do they get the strength to disci-

pline and guard the daughters ? The mothers

are young when they begin to train their daugh-

ters, so the independence can hardly be said to

come with age.

On the whole, when we look at the English

girl's fine health, her respect and obedience for

her parents, her sound mental development,

her fitness for her position in society, and above

all her fitness for training the next generation,

we can only hope that the adoption of English

training for American girls is " merely a ques-

tion of time." E. S.

Investigations in longevity made in Eng-

land, taking 1,000 as the standard of com-

parison of the mortality of all men over 25

and under 65, give surprising results. The
clergy stand at the head, 556 ; next are gar-

deners and nurserymen, 599 ; then farmers and

graziers, 631 ; then farm laborers, 701 ; coal

miners, 775 ; while copper and tin miners rise

to 1,839; innkeepers, spirit, wine, and beer

dealers and saloon-keepers, 1,521; brewers,

1,361 ; inn and hotel servants are the shortest

lived of all, their rate being 2,205. Now,
girls, of mature years, you can govern your-

selves accordingly in future selections.

" One may read at forty what is unsafe at

twenty, and we can never be too careful what

food we give that precious yet perilous thing

called imagination."

" Women can do a great deal for each other,

if they will only stop fearing ' what people will

think,' and take a hearty interest in whatever

is going to fit their sisters and themselves to

deserve and enjoy the rights God gave them."

Does n't this apply to the girls too ?

GOOD-BYE, GIRLS !

As announced and partly arranged last

spring, Miss Carpenter, my family, and myself

will spend a part of this year — it is all uncer-

tain how much — abroad. I write to say a

brief good-bye to my girls who are away from

home, to say that letters will be welcome

(address care Baring Bros., London), and to

express the pleasure I feel in leaving the work

I have so much at heart, and the girls I love so

well, in the care of the faithful faculty with Miss

C. J. Chamberlayne at its head. I am sure

Lasell will have the best year yet! Miss

Chamberlayne is an old friend and colleague

of other years and scenes. She was at Lasell

before I was, and was the mainspring of its new

organization when I came here, holding during

its initial year the place later (when Miss

Chamberlayne was imperatively called back to

Cincinnati) held so efficiently by Miss Car-

penter. I bespeak for her the heartiest love

and co-operation of all, old and young, who

love Lasell and her fortunes Under the

efficient superintendence of Mr. Shepherd, the

Seminary has been put in better condition than

ever, and was never in better shape in every

way to do its allotted and delightful work.

Teachers and girls who stay, I shall miss

you more than you can me, and I beseech you

not to become so enamoured of the new regime,

as to entirely forget the old. You have Mrs.

Noyes here to " mother " you, and Mrs. Shep

herd to cosset you, and you are hard to suit if

you are not happy in these your halcyon days !

Work hard, sing much, pray always, and life

shall take daily a richer and deeper.meaning to

you and for you. Mizpah.

The kind thoughtfulness of Miss Prickett,

'85, has supplied the cabinet with a box con-

taining selected and named specimens of the

minerals of Mt. Vesuvius, procured at the time

of her visit to that uneasy fire-box this summer.

Our thanks, Miss Georgia.

One of the pleasantest incidents of the sum-

mer's trip was the meeting with Abby Hill

(here in '83, and since that time in Europe) in

Dresden. Even before we came she was there in

a beautiful basket of choicest roses, which the

tired travellers found in their room on arrival

;

and pretty soon herself,bright,cheery,and hearty,

as of old, the same Abby at heart and in ways,

with the additional polish of her three years'

European residence and training. She has

found established health, — the sole purpose of

her leaving Lasell for a foreign shore, — has

become proficient in French by two years'

residence in Switzerland, and German by one

year in Berlin ; has travelled studiously and in-

telligently, and now she is coming home, is

even now in America again. She was our own
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Abby, not even grown a bit, though she tried

hard to make us see an inch or two more in

her height. We welcome her to America

again, and hope she will visit Lasell before she

goes away off to Texas.

A great pain came to many of us in the

midst of the vacation, in the news of the death

of Lou Bailey's father. Many of the girls will

remember his cheery, friendly ways on his

visits to Lasell, and the members of the Wash-

ington party of last April will never forget how

much pains he took to help us see the city of

his pride — his home. How kind he was to

send Lou up to Baltimore after Lottie Mal-

lory, and how he stayed on and on in the even-

ing for them to visit, though he was very tired

and needed to get home to rest. He was a

man who thought nothing too hard to do for

his friends ; a fond, indulgent father ; a

faithful and trusted officer of the government,

his value shown in his retention in office, not-

withstanding all the changes from Lincoln's

time to now. We shall miss him even here at

Lasell. We do miss him, now we know he has

gone. But how he must be missed at home !

LASELL EUROPEAN PARTY OF '86.

The European trip of the summer was the

usual success. No one ill, none dropped be-

hind, no accidents. Notwithstanding cholera,

the full programme was carried out, even to

Vesuvius' top and Sorrento's "'sickly" ride.

All have enjoyed the wonderful opportunities of

seeing the "haunts and homes " of a thousand

imagining , and most all really appreciating

their privilege. The Southern party was six-

teen and theNorthern, fourteen — fifteen with

Miss Stowe, daughter of Rev. Dr. Stowe, of

our Methodist Publishing House, Chicago, who

joined our Northern party from Hamburg to

Berlin, and was an interested addition to our

number. The Lasellias separated at Amster-

dam, the Southern portion going to Cologne,

Rhine, Munich, Vienna, Italy, Switzerland to

Paris ; the Northern to Hamburg, Copen-

hagen, Norway, North Cape, Sweden, Russia,

Berlin, Dresden, Nuremberg, Frankfort, Rhine,

and so to Paris, where the two sections gladly

greeted each other in the halls of the D'Lille

et d' Albion. Were n't we glad to get together

again ? The rest of the way home together,

excepting a few who dropped out to come a

little later or stay a year.

Mrs. Wilbur and Jennie sorrowfully stayed

behind in Paris, bent on French, but we expect

with a sly glance of longing toward the way

we went.

Georgia Prickett, too, we left in Paris with

her brother, tickets for Berlin in pocket and

a year's voice : raining all laid out, boarding

place taken in Berlin and all ; but who should

rise before us in Liverpool, a week after, but

that same girl, with her passage back in same

boat with us all arranged ! Talk about being

homesick ! The laugh is on Georgia.

Mrs. Lowe stayed to "do" Switzerland, and

return on the 25th. Flora Whitney, sister and

brother, to " do " Ireland and return on the nth.

Mrs. Bragdon and Miss Carpenter to " do "

Oxford, Cambridge. Ely, Peterborough, and

London, and await the coming of Mr. Bragdon

and the children. The tripartite union of

Misses Preston, Coe, and LeHuray had al-

ready begun to show signs of breaking up

when we left them in Paris, and they were

likely to be two families instead of one. But

then these three maids of Lasell are out on

their own cognizance now, and ask no odds of

anybody. So our number of thirty-six out-

ward bound on "Pavonia" became nineteen

inward on ' Cephalonia." But we were happy

all the same, being fortunate in smooth water,

good fare, dry weather, keen appetites, and

good-humor. And we landed in Boston, Fri-

day, Sept. 10, thankful to God for care and

mercies past, and trusting Him for what 's to

come, renewed in purpose to do more earn-

estly our tasks.

That so many persons should go so many
miles without accident, illness, or a break in a

prearranged programme, is a marvel ; or would

be were it not the rule with the Lasell Euro-

pean parties, with only two exceptions, one

very trifling, out of about one hundred and

twenty-five (125) persons travelling throughout

four summers. C. C. B.

OUR NEW STUDENTS.

Lizzie B. Atwater, New Haven, Conn.
;

Fanny W. Barbour, Evansville, Ind. ; Marion

Belcher, Randolph ; Maymie L Binford, Mar-

shalltown, la. ; Mabel H. Bliss, Syracuse,

N. Y. ; Elizabeth G. Brownell, Sanquoit,_N. Y.
;

Eleanor Bryan, Washington, D. C. ; Fanny L.

Burridge, Painsville, O. ; Hattie M. Church,

Marshalltown, la. ; Caroline B. Coburn,

Weston ; Mary L. Cole, Boston ; Kate Colony,

Keene, N. H. ; Elizabeth H. D. Eddy, New
Bedford ; Winnie B. Ewing, Des Moines, la.

;

Lena G. Fostor, Hamilton, N. Y. ; Kate I.

Green, Denver, Col. ; Marion Gunnison, Erie,

Pa.; Susan C. Hallock, Cromwell, Conn.;

Mary B. Hathaway, New Bedford ; Edith H.

Hax, St. Joseph, Mo. ; StepheniaR. Hammond,
Binghamton, N. Y. ; Elsie M. Jones, Rochester,

N. Y. ; Harriet S. Joy, Newark, N. J. ; Edith

M. Kelley, New Bedford ; Willie M. Kennedy,

Cincinnati, O. ; Fannie Lamme, Bozeman,

Mon. ; Georgia Lamme, Bozeman, Mon.
;

Eula Lee, Boston ; Maude E. Matthews, Bel-

fast, Me. ; Annie V. McDonald, St. Joseph,

Mo. ; Grace M. McLaughlin, Cincinnati, O.
;

Mary A. McMann, Denver, Col. ; Anna W.

Merryman, Haverhill ; Susannah Miles, Law-

rence, Kan. ; Mary A. Peck, Davenport, la.
;

Sara K. Pew, Gloucester ; Helena Pfau,

Hamilton, O. ; Marion W. Pierce, Attleboro

;

Louise C. Richaids, Hinsdale ; Mary Robert,

Morristown, N. [.; Adelaide M. Saunders,

N. Y. City ; Bessie E. Sayford, Newton ; Grace

W. Skinner, Auburndale ; Anna Smith,

Tonawanda, N. Y.; Adelaide L. Sparks, Lee
;

Susan M. Stearns, Duluth, Minn.; Alice E.

Thayer, N. Y. City ; Emma J. Tichenor,

Kittie A. Totman, Adams, N. Y. ; Grace A.

Van Buskirk, W. Stockbridge ; Libbie Wake-

field, Bozeman, Mont.; Alice Ward, Cincinnati,

O. ; Gertrude S. Weston, Skowhegan, Me.;

Gertrude D. White, Col. Springs, Col.; Lucy

A. White, Worcester; Helen L. White,

Bangor, Me. ; Kathleen M. Zeile, Bradford,

Pa.; Grace M. Dyer, Newton Centre; Mary

Louise Sutton, Rome, N. Y.

MARRIAGES.

At the Church of the Redeemer, Minneapolis, Minn.,

Wednesday evening, June 16, Isabella M. Phelps

and Henry J. Elliot.

At New Haven, Conn., July 8, Mary L. Harmon
and Charles E. Hellier.

At South Natick, Mass., Aug. 17, Lotta Nye and

A. Ross Cuthkert.

At Lockport, N. Y., Sept. 8, Lizzie Hoag and

Charles Eugene Waite.

At the First Church of Christ, Bradford, Mass.,

Wednesday evening, Sept. 15, Annie Dwight Webb
and John Adams Page.

At the Methodist Episcopal Church, Sagamore,

Mass., 12 m., Sept. 30, Ella J. Ellis and Jerome R.

HOLWAY.
At Marion, Ohio, Oct. 5, Louise Coneklin Fribley

and Lyman J. Dunn.
In Providence, R. I., Sept. 28, Abby W. Davis and

Dr. Herman F. Vickery. At home after Nov. 13,

at 37 Hancock Street, Boston.

Lucie M. Shiff, a sister of " Emily and Theresa,"

has lately become the wife of Rev. Dr. Benjamin

Franklin, of Shrewsbury, N. J.

Miss Lillie F. Titcomb, some time associated

with our household department, is making her home,

at Wells Brink, Texas, as Mrs. Rufus K. Stowell. Her

many Lasell friends offer congratulations.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Kellogg are " at home,"

October,Wednesdays, at 18 Cedar Street, Boston High-

lands.
. •

The many friends of Tibbie Hosford will be

pained to hear that her father, Mr. Abram P,

Hosford, of Clinton, Iowa, died Sept. 12.

He was in his seventy-fifth year.

Ruth Elizabeth Cumnock arrived at Chic-

opee, Mass., July 9. ^j

" The gates of Heaven were left ajar
;

She saw our earth hung, like a star," etc.

Miss Lizzie F. Bacon, Miss Canterbury, and

Miss Kizer just looked in on the old place a

few days ago.
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GOOD-BYE.

We, the class of '86, assembled for the last

time as undergraduates of Lasell, standing,

reluctant, upon the threshold between our

pleasant, irresponsible school days and the

busy, work-a-day world, once more salute you,

and for the last time. It only remains for us

to bid you good-bye, and retire to make way

for our eager sisters of '87. Time, too, has for

its motto En Ava?it, and pushes us reluctantly

forward, however loudly we may cry to the flee-

ing hours, " Stay, thou art so fair !
" The last

lesson is said, the last exercise is ending, and

we ourselves are obliged to pronounce the fatal

farewell, which excludes us forever from the

enchanted realm of our school life.

We wish first to extend our most heartfelt

thanks and good wishes to the friends who

have been assembled for our commencement

week. May you have the happiness to attend

many a commencement here, and, if possible,

of more brilliant classes. May you never miss

the 10.33 train to Boston, and may some one

of you have the extreme good fortune to confer

your name upon Lasell's new chapel. The

new chapel will come, but blessed be the man

by whom it cometh. We say to you, not good-

bye, but au revoir, for we shall expect to see

you at some future commencement, or at our

much-talked-of class reunion.

But to our teachers we must bid an eternal

farewell. When next we see them, they will

still be our friends, but the relation of pupil

and teacher is forever ended The have-you-

got-your-lesson look has faded from their eyes,

leaving only the kind and encouraging light

with which we are familiar. As we go forth

into the East and the West, the North and the

South, their teaching and example will rise as a

wall of fire about us, preserving us from the

evil that would destroy the high ideals of right

which we have received at Lasell ; may we

so live, that

" When the world shall link our names

With gracious words and actions fine,

Our teachers shall assert their claims,

And proudly whisper, 'These are mine.'"

Class of '87, in bidding you farewell we shall

far depart from the usual custom as to re-

rain from offering any advice, but should like

suggest that as juniors are always very much

viser than seniors, you had better call a class

leeting at once, and. advise yourselves for

next year. May your class color be becoming

to each fair member; may your essays all be

finished by May 26 ; and may your commence-

ment be as pleasant as ours has been. To the

other pupils of Lasell we extend our best

thanks for the kindness with which you have,

all the year, tolerated our presumption, ad-

mired our wisdom, and criticised our attitudes.

The best wish we can make you is, that you

may speedily burst forth from the chrysalis into

full-fledged seniors, and share in all the honors

which this implies.

Oh, Lasell, fair Lasell, how can we tell you

good-bye ! We must leave you, but our hearts

refuse to go. You have all our love and best

wishes, all our reverence and affection. May
a whole village of new chapels spring up around

you. Farewell, dear school, may you fare well

indeed ; may you never have less than ten

seniors, and may every senior love you as we do.

PERSONALS.

Alice Williams is at school at Philadelphia.

Myrtle Green is at school at Bradford.

Eloise Keith and Flora Whitney are at

Miss Johnson's school in Boston.

Stella Toynton and Mollie Coe are in

Paris.

Jennie Wilbur is in a convent in Paris.

We hear that Grace Stebbins will spend the

winter studying music and painting in Berlin.

The Senior class is all here with the ex-

ception of Clara White.

Mame Cornwell wanted to come back this

year, but could not.

Where is Emma Russell ?

Will not some public-spirited " old girl

"

send us a design for the Lasell pin ?

Josephine Farnum and Lizzie Peck visited

Carrie McEchron this summer.

Mabel Cooper goes to New York this win-

ter for violin and elocution lessons.

Gertrude Penfield is at her home in Wil-

loughby, O., and goes into Cleveland twice a

week for vocal lessons.

Mr. B. A. Goodrich, formerly a much-

loved teacher at Lasell, is now at Southern

Pines, N. C, where he is editing a weekly

paper, the Pine Knot. It seems as bright and

healthful as its name, starting with the editorial

assertion, that " ' A good name is rather to be

chosen than great riches.' We know that

country editors, as a rule, are very wealthy, but

we do not care for riches. We do want the

name of being a thoroughly good and useful

paper." We wish the Pine Knot all success in

its worthy ambition, and a long list of sub-

scribers besides.

Mary Haven Thirkield, of Atlanta, Ga.,

brought her husband and elder child to see

Lasell in vacation. Mary is a worthy daughter

of good Bishop Gilbert Haven, with his sym-

pathy for all the colored people, making her

home with them, and her work their good.

Mr. Gammon, of Chicago, has built them a

good house recently, and has been a constant

friendand helper in the work.

The Misses Lasell, two daughters of the

founder of Lasell Seminary, made a brief visit

here, Oct. 6, recalling with pleasure the asso-

ciations of childhood in the old Lasell.

We regret to say that Miss Alice N. Magoun,

of the class of '78, still continues to be an in-

valid, much confined to her room and sofa.

She is, nevertheless, very bright, and hopeful

of recovery at no distant period. She pre-

serves her scholarly habits even in ill health.

Mrs. Jennie West Atwood, a former

teacher of drawing and painting at our school,

has had the misfortune fo lose her sister some

weeks before the summer vacation. This sis-

ter was the mother of Miss Jennie Raymond,

another teacher whom old pupils will remem-

ber. She is now Mrs. Gehr. We give these

ladies most cordial sympathy in a sorrow which

has hardly yet lost its freshness. One of our

teachers was out sketching with Mrs. Atwood
during the latter part of August, the spot

chosen being just beyond the western prome-

nade in the lovely environs of Portland.

Miss Willard and Miss Louise H. Rich-

ardson spent last Sunday with us, to the de-

light of many friends. They were teaching

here so recently that a number of their pupils

are still with us. Miss Richardson is giving

herself an opportunity to study a few months

as a post-graduate at Boston University, and

will go back to Minnesota in January. Miss

Willard avails herself of the privileges of

Harvard Annex for a year.

Miss Addie Johnson accompanied her sis-

ter Tassie to Lasell, and remained one night.

We hope to see her here often this year.

JUST THREE THINGS.

" I once met a thoughtful scholar," says

Bishop Whipple, " who told me that for years

he had read every book he could which assailed

the religion of Jesus Christ, and he said he should

have become an infidel but for three things :

"First. I am a man. I am going some-

where. To-night I am a day nearer the grave

than I was last night. I have read all such

books can tell me. They shed not one solitary

ray of hope or light upon the darkness. They
shall not take away the guide and leave me
stone-blind.

" Second. 1 had a mother. I saw her go
down into the dark valley where I am going,

and she leaned upon an unseen Arm as calmly

as a child goes to sleep on the breast of its

mother. I know that was not a dream.
" Third. I have three motherless daughters

(and he said it with tears in his eyes). They
have no protector but myself. I would rather

kill them than leave them in this sinful world

if you blot out from it all the teachings of the

Gospel."— Selected.
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LOCALS.

Found,— perpetual motion. For further

information, inquire of No. 29.

Teacher,— " Who was the first Christian

martyr?

"

Pupil,— "Ben Hur."

Teacher. — " Why did Bonaparte go to Asia

Minor ?

"

Bright Girl, — " To Gaz-a-round the coun-

try."

We are pleased to announce the delightful fact,

that, at the table where the most slang has here-

tofore been used, there is now an " anti-slang

club " consisting of six active members. Every

slang word used costs a cent, and they have

already in their treasury about two dollars.

The Seniors suggest that the proceeds be used

for a feast to which they will be invited by the

members of the club.

One of the "press" wished to know if

"Calculus" wasn't something in Latin. She

immediately drew upon herself the withering

look of a tall Senior.

Not overcoat, but top-coat henceforth.

The Lasellia Club gave an open meeting to

the new girls Thursday evening Sept. 30.

The programme was as usual for regular meet-

ings, with the omission of the debate.

The clubs — Lasellia and S. D. — now meet

Thursday night instead of Saturday night as

they have always done. This leaves Saturday

night free to those who are fond of symphonies

and darning.

The first Saturday evening after school

opened the old girls gave an informal recep-

tion to the new-comers in the gymnasium.

This little gathering afforded excellent oppor-

tunities for the new girls to become natural-

ized, and for the old ones to greet their

Auburndale friends, — quite a number of

whom were present.

On Wednesday, Oct. 13, the girls enjoyed

a very delightful afternoon. Mr. Hall very

kindly invited the girls to a " chestnut picnic,"

and there can be no doubt but that the girls

got enough chestnuts for one day. All the

girls voted Mr. Hall "just splendid," and all

join in hearty thanks to him for his kindness.

The " Bien-Venue " of shells has had many
and curious interpretations. The only two

which we are able to spell are, — " Bean

Venus," and " Bean Vine." The latter is

John's rendering.

Girl.— Professor, have you Lew Wallace's

Ben Hur ? I want very much to read it.

Professor B. — Lou Walston's Ben Hur ! Is

she engaged already ?

THE SUMMER DAYS OF HAWTHORNE'S LIFE.

In the year 1849, when it seemed likely, ac-

cording to the laws of our admirable civil-service

system, that Nathaniel Hawthorne would lose

his place in the Boston Custom House, one of

his friends made an effort to keep him in his

place, as it was his only means of support at

that time. He visited, for the purpose, a

prominent political character, and endeavored

to convince him that the country owed some-

thing to the promising young romance writer.

" Yes, yes," was the sarcastic reply, "I see

through it all, I see through it ; that Hawthorne

is one of them 'ere visionists, and we don't

want no such man as him round." The reply

is characteristic of the spirit of an age that

prides itself on being intensely practical. The

country is full of maxims on the importance of

having an aim in life, and of improving one's

time. But now and then appears a man who
grumbles at our incessant toil and worry, and

mocks us by playing and building air-cas-

tles, while we are laboriously earning our bread

by the sweat of our brows. And although we

think in serene self-congratulation that we are

getting the good out of life, and are on the

royal road to success, we wake up some day

to find that that idle neighbor of ours has out-

stripped us, and while we have been toiling and

panting in a fever heat after what we deem

good, he has walked in quietly and taken the

prize before us.

I have been thinking of the dark-eyed

dreamer who once sojourned in Concord.

He held the sunset's gold as genuine wealth,

and has declared that in his own heart he

found great use of clouds. Walking on earth,

wrapped often in the mystic veil of solitude,

he dreamed
a
wondrous dreams, and gave them to

the world in the "pearl ot perfect expression."

One says that in all his writings extant there

is not one slovenly sentence ; another, that in

all there is not one unlovely image. Although

he has never been popular, in the common
acceptance of the term, he is becoming every

year more widely recognized as a true artist,

—

one whose works will live for ages along with

the great masterpieces of human thought.

Hawthorne could never have written as he did,

if he had not lived out and written out himself.

There was much in his nature that fretted

against the demands of the world and the ex-

isting customs of society. He hated, above all

things, care and worry, the struggle for daily

bread, the jarring of men in their daily pur-

suit of success. There is a passage in the

" Marble Faun " that sounds like the plaint of

some wild bird shut in an iron cage. Listen

:

" Mankind are getting so far beyond the child-

hood of their race that they scorn to be happy

any longer. A simple and joyous character

can find no place for itself among the sage and

sombre figures that would put his unsophisti-

cated cheerfulness to shame. The entire sys-

tem of man's affairs, as at present established,

is built up purposely to exclude the careless

and happy soul. The very children would up-

braid the wretched individual to take life and

the world as what we might naturally suppose

them meant for, a place and opportunity of

enjoyment. It is the iron rule in our day to

require an object and a purpose in life. No
life now wanders like an unfettered stream

;

there is a mill wheel for the tiniest rivulet to

turn. We go all wrong, by too strenuous a

resolution to go all right. Nature, in beast,

fowl, tree, earth, flood, and sky, is what it was

of old ; but sin and care and self-consciousness

have set the human portion of the world

askew."

For one short season at least this wild bird

lived in the sunshine, happy, careless, and free.

The three years which Hawthorne and his wife

spent at the old manse were years of quiet sun-

shine. He has given us the history of them in

his note-book and in the beautiful introduction

of his " Mosses.'" " Glancing back over what

I have written," says he, " it seems but the

scattered reminiscences of a single summer. In

fairyland there is no measure of time ; and in a

spot so sheltered from the turmoil of life's ocean

three years hastened away with a noiseless

flight, as the breezy cloud-shadows across the

depths of a still valley. All that I had to show,

as a man of letters, were these few tales and

essays which had blossomed out like flowers in

the calm summer of my heart and mind." He
speaks often in his journal of being in Paradise

with his Eve. "The fight with the world, the

struggle of a man among men, the agony of the

universal effort to wrench the means of living

from a host of greedy competitors, — all this

seems like a dream to me. My business is

merely to live and enjoy; and whatever is

essential to life and enjoyment will come as

naturally as the dew from heaven." He is de-

scribing an October day :
" Nature's tenderness

waxes stronger. It is impossible not to be fond

of our mother now, for she is so fond of us.

She has leisure to caress her children now.

It is good to be alive at such times. Thank

Heaven for breath — yes, for mere breath—
when it is made up of a heavenly breeze like

this. A blessing is flung abroad and scattered

far and wide over the earth, to be gathered up

by all who choose. I recline on the still un-

withered grass and whisper to myself, ' O per-

fect day ! O beautiful world ! O beneficent

God !
' And it is the promise of a blessed eter-

nity ; for our Creator would never have made

such lovely days and given us the deep hearts

to enjoy them, above and beyond all thought,

unless we were meant to be immortal." And
now he is showing us a cardinal flower : " Its
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gorgeous scarlet is a joy even to remember.

The world is made brighter by flowers of such

a hue. Even perfume, which otherwise is the

soul and spirit of a flower, may be spared when

it arrays itself in this scarlet glory. It is a

flower of thought and feeling too ; it seems to

have its roots deep down in the hearts of those

who gaze at it."

He tells us that all the guests who come to

the old manse find a slumberous influence

upon them. "They could not have paid a

more acceptable compliment to me or my
abode. I held it is a proof that they left their

cares behind them as they passed between the

stone gate posts at the entrance of our avenue.

Others could give them pleasure and amuse-

ment or instruction ; but it was for me to give

them rest— rest in a world of trouble."

For three years the wayward stream of Haw-
thorne's life was forced to turn no mill-wheel.

It flowed along calmly, obeying the law of its

nature, and, like his own Concord River, re-

flected in idealized beauty the face of the sky

that bent over it. His words describing the

river describe his life too :
" All the sky glows

downward at our feet; the rich clouds float

through the unruffled bosom of the stream like

heavenly thoughts through a peaceful heart."

The record of such a life should have a mean-

ing for us. There are indeed oaks that mock
the fierce blasts of winter, and grow the

stronger for storms ; but there are also rare

and beautiful plants which will never blossom

or mature seed except in a genial atmosphere.

Care and worry and hurry and incessant drudg-

ery never yet produced a good thing. The

finest work cannot be done in an uproar. A
certain repose is necessary— a state of har-

mony with nature and ourselves. The fruit of

our labors is too often flavored with briny drops

from our brows. To put ourselves into the

best possible condition for doing fine, artistic

work we must first learn how to rest, to lay our

heads on nature's bosom, glad as the bird that

flies to meet the sunrise with its carol, and free

as the frolicking summer winds.

We have learned long enough from the busy

bee and the toilsome ant. Birds and breezes

have their mission too. X.

WANTED, A READING PUBLIC.

This is what the publishers say is needed

;

that is, serious readers, those who care enough

about books to buy them, own them, and really

possess themselves of their contents. This is

what the writers say is needed,— the writers

who are becoming almost more numerous than

the readers. Nearly everybody writes for pub-

lication. It is impossible to provide vehicles

enough for their contributions, and the reading

public to sustain periodicals does not increase

in proportion. Everybody agrees that this is

the most intelligent, active-minded age that

ever was, and in its way the prolific and pro-

ductive age. Is there a glut and over-produc-

tion in the literary world as well as in other

departments ? Is n't it an odd outcome of dif-

fused education and of cheap publications, the

decline in the habit of continuous serious read-

ing ? We have heard a great deal since Lord

Brougham's time and the societies for the dif-

fusion of knowledge, of the desirability of

cheap literature for the masses. The con-

gressmen place cheapness above honesty in

their sincere desire to raise the tone of the

American people. There is no product that

men use which is now so cheap as newspapers,

periodicals, and books. For the price oka box

of strawberries or a banana, you can buy the

immortal work of the greatest genius of all

time in fiction, philosophy, or science. But

we doubt if the class that were to be specially

benefited by this reduction in price of intel-

lectual food are much profited. Of course

some avail themselves of things placed within

their reach which they could not own formerly

;

but it remains true that people value and profit

only by that which it costs some effort to attain.

We very much doubt if the mass of the people

have as good habits of reading as they did

when publications were dearer. Who is it that

buy the five, ten, and twenty cent editions ?

Generally those who could afford to buy and

did buy books at a fair price, to the remunera-

tion of author and publisher ; and their serious

reading habit has gone down with the price.

We have an increasing leisure class. When
does it read ? Not much in the winter, for the

demands of society are too exigent then ; for

private reading there is no time, and a short

cut to information is sought by means of draw-

ing-room lectures and clubs, which are sup-

posed to give to social life, without interfering

with it, a lacquer of culture. In summer it is

impossible to read much ; what is called the

mind needs rest by that time, and the distrac-

tions of out-door life in the mountains and by

the sea forbid anything but the most desultory

skimming of the very lightest products of the

press. To be sure, the angel of the Atlantic

Ocean sees a row of pretty girls on the coast,

seated on rock or in the sand, all the way from

Campo Bello to Cape May, with novels in their

hands, — one of the most pleasing imitations

of intellectual life ever presented in the world.

It is perfect when there is breeze enough to

turn over the leaves. And the young men, —
those who are in business, or who are supposed

to be getting a more or less " conditional " edu-

cation, — do they read as much as the young
ladies ? It is a curious comment on the decay

of the reading habit in households, the blank

literary condition of the young men who come

up to the high schools and colleges. Is it

owing entirely to the modern specialization of

knowledge that they usually have read little

except their text-books ?

Now we are not trying to defend the neces-

sity of reading. They say that people got on

very well in the Middle Ages without much

of it, and that the women were as agreeable

and the men as brave and forceful as in this

age. But it is certainly interesting to consider

whether, by reason of cheap and chopped-up

literary food, we are coming round practically

to the Middle Ages relative to reading ; that

is, to reading anything except what is called

news, or ingenious sorts of inventions and puz-

zles, which can be talked about as odd inci-

dents in daily life are to be talked about. This

habit of real reading is not acquired by the peru-

sal of newspapers, nor by the swift dash which

most people give to the cheap publications which

are had for the picking up, and usually valued

accordingly. It is an open question whether

cheap literature is helping us any toward be-

coming a thoughtful and reading people. —Har-

pers' Magazine for October.

NERVOUS PROSTRATION.

We call attention of mothers to the following,

taken from an article in Youth's Co?npa?iion :—
Life— the life of to-day— reminds one of

starting to run down a hill. You go faster and

faster, until the very momentum of your own
speed so impels you that you must either rush

on madly, or fall helpless. A girl must learn

languages, music,— if she has the tip of an ear

for it, — drawing and dancing, very likely ; and

must be well dressed and well mannered.

The poor girl lives in a whirl. She has not

a moment to think. Sleep forsakes her. Of

blessed restfulness she knows nothing. In an

extreme case she dies — as died, lately, one of

the loveliest and brightest girls in Washington,

who had been doing social duty enough for

three girls, at least.

This kind of illness among girls is becom-

ing fearfully common. A charming bride late-

ly went through the marriage ceremony with

only two or three witnesses, because of a sud-

den breakdown in her health, after all her

preparations had been made for a grand wed-
ding. She had had nervous prostration two
years before, in consequence of a too-exciting

New York season, and the toils and cares of

providing her wedding outfit had reduced her
to helplessness again ; so that she begins her
married life already an invalid.

In a less extreme case, the poor, pretty
rosebud, unduly forced to hurried bloom,
withers, grows pale, becomes all one nervous
tremor, and then runs away, to live for awhile
with quiet, unhurrying nature, happy indeed if

it be not too late for this placid and restful

companionship to bring her healing.
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" MAJOR AND MINOR."

Rubinstein's sight grows dim.

Heidelberg University celebrated its

fifth centenary this year.

Liszt played often in private circles, and

seldom, if ever, refused when asked by a lady.

Nicolini will accompany Mme. Patti-Nico-

lini on her American tour, but will not sing.

Madame Gerster is ill in Paris.

Bach's mass in B minor will be given next

winter, for the first time in Boston, by the

Handel and Hayden Society.

The total number of Liszt's works amounts

to six hundred and forty-seven, as far as known.

ART NOTES.

Among the pictures being separately exhib-

ited in London just now is the " Madonna die

Candelabri," attributed to Raphael, which was

exhibited with a great flourish of trumpets at

the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York

not long ago, and certain gentlemen tried to

persuade the public to buy it at some fabulous

price. There have been so many attempts to

sell this painting as a fine example of Raphael,

although it is certain that at least the back-

ground of the picture is by a later hand, that

it will be interesting to notice whether any-

thing will come out of its present exhibition in

London.
" It is not copying pictures which makes an

artist," said Couture in one of his lectures,

" but studying them and applying the methods

of their creators to your own studies of nature."

" The painting of statues during the Middle

Ages," was the subject of a paper read by M.

Louis Courajod, keeper of the Louvre, at a re-

cent meeting of the Academie des Luscrip-

tions. It was through the influence of Michael

Angelo, he showed, that the custom was aban-

doned. Even at the beginning of the Renais-

sance period it was customary to paint in vari-

ous colors statues and relief, and, in fact, every

kind of sculpture, and the practice was slow in

dying out. M. Courajod spoke of the many

monuments that had been preserved in their

original color, including the tomb of Cominines,

now in the Louvre, and quoted from various

written documents concerning the art of color-

ing stone and marble, which, with certain art-

ists, was a specialty, even at the Renaissance.

During the Gothic period architecture itself was

polychromatic, and painted sculpture was a

necessity. As late as the reign of Francois,

Premier, — the golden age of art in France,—
the propriety of painted sculpture was recog-

nized in the majolica of the Delia Robbias,

and, outside of ceramic art, it appears that ex-

amples are not wanting of the approved use of

painted sculpture even in the eighteenth cen-

tury.

A monument is to be erected to Millet at

Herbourg, which is near Greville, his birth-

place. It is gratifying to note that in honoring

the dead the living have not been forgotten. The
AthencBiim says that a number of the admirers

of the great peasant painter have decided to

offer his widow the little house at Berbizon, in

which he lived for many years.

POLITICAL NOTES.

The Treasury Department is using every

effort to secure a speedy distribution of the

new silver certificates, and, to that end, orders

have been issued for the force employed on

that work at the Bureau of Engaving and

Printing, to work extra hours at night, until a

supply of the small notes is secured, sufficient

to meet the present heavy demand. The two-

dollar certificates will be ready for distribution

by the third week in October, and the fives

about the middle of November.

The condition of King Otto, of Bavaria, is

becoming worse. He is more eccentric than

ever, and insists on remaining in solitude.

The Mexican Congress has appointed a

commission to study the silver question.

Mr. Blaine is evidently making hay while

the sun shines. He has no intention that the

people shall forget him as an aspirant for

Presidential honors. He has spoken at Port-

land, and is announced to speak in Pennsyl-

vania several times before the State election.

The September debt statement shows a de-

crease of the national debt, less cash in the

treasury of $10,627,013.17.

The New York Court of Appeals, on Tues-

day, handed down a decision affirming the sen-

tence of the lower court in the Jaehne case.

He will, therefore, have to serve out his sen-

tence in Sing Sing. The District Attorney of

New York will proceed, at an early date, to

the trial of a number of the indicted aldermen

of 1884.

The Tribune says that there is talk among

the Hoffman House Democrats, of the possi-

bility of Senator McPherson, of New Jersey,

succeeding Secretary Manning.

The French Chambers were summoned to

meet on October 14.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

Carl Meyers made, from the fair-grounds

in Franklin, Penn., on Wednesday, Sept. 8,

the first ascension known with natural gas, the

balloon rising just one mile, and sailing about

one hour.

Mr. Arnold Hague, of the U. S. geologi-

cal survey, who is now in the Yellowstone

National Park, writes that the accounts which

have appeared in various newspapers, of an

ouibreak of the Excelsior geyser, coincident

with the date of the recent earthquake that was

so destructive at Charleston, on Aug. 31, are

entirely without foundation. He has been

studying this geyser for the last four years, and

is confident, notwithstanding various reports to

the contrary, that it has not played during that

time.

Large floating fields of pumice, thrown up

by the great volcanic eruption at Krakatoa,

Java, have been seen in the Indian Ocean,

nearly seven hundred miles from where they

were seen a year ago.

A cable despatch from the Cape of Good

Hope, through Dr. Kruger, at Keel, Germany,

announces the discovery of a comet at the Cape,

by Professor Finlay, on the 26th of September.

There was lately described to the French

Academy of Science a species of ant observed

in the island of St. Thomas. A large fire

having been kindled at a certain distance from

the ant-hill, the ants were seen to precipitate

themselves into it by thousands until it was

completely extinguished.

EXCHANGES.

When the exchange editor returned from her

summer vacation, the large pile of exchanges

awaiting her perusal fairly frightened her.

But her courage has, in some measure, re-

turned And on reading the papers over she

finds that they are almost entirely filled with very

interesting accounts of commencements and

class days. A great number of the Septem-

ber exchanges have not yet arrived, but when

they do appear, they will find a hearty welcome

awaiting them.

We hear that the Lampoo7i may possibly be

unable to continue its publication this year, on

account of the graduation of its best editors.

We hope that the report is not true, for what

would Lasell girls do without the Lampoo?i1

We find on our table a new exchange, The

High School Times of Medway, Mass. It is a

very good little paper, and we will be glad to

exchange.

The Nut for September has copied the arti-

cle which appeared in the June Leaves on the

subject "American Girls." The Nut is pub-

lished by the High School of St. Louis. It is

not one of our regular exchanges, but is, never-

theless, quite good.
• * •

" Do the duty that comes first, and one

never knows what beautiful experience it may
blossom into."
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It is hard to realize that winter is so near at

hand. We regret that the beautiful autumn
has gone

;
yet, when we hear some girl —

usually one of the new-comers— say, " Oh, but

Thanksgiving seems so near when cold weather

comes, and then it is such a short time until

Christmas," we also begin to be impatient for

the winter. We lose all thoughts of the

autumn, with its chestnuting, boating, and ten-

nis, in the thoughts of the bracing air of winter,

and the skating, tobogganing, and sleighing,

which are in store for us.

A great many of the girls spend their Thanks-

giving vacation at school, yet they have no oc-

casion to be sorry for staying. They are sure

of a jolly time every day. and a fine and lengthy

dinner on Thanksgiving day.

The girls who go away, either to their homes,

or to friends, are always glad of the chance to

get away from school duties, and they come
back refreshed and ready for work again.

When Thanksgiving has been passed, Christ-

mas seems very near, and so we look on

Thanksgiving as merely a means to nearing

( hristmas and home. In the midst of our

Thanksgiving festivities, let us remember how
little we deserve to be among those who —
unlike Glory McWhirk — see lots of good

times in the world, and are always in them.

We must apologize for a serious omission in

the October number of the Leaves. Through

some carelessness on our part, in announcing

the changes in the faculty, we omitted to men-
tion the marriage of Professor Cassedy. This

is a most important change. — to Professor at

least, — and we do not understand how we

came to forget it, even temporarily. Mrs.

Cassedy has charmed everybody, and we are

very glad that Professor brought her back with

him.

The cooking classes are giving general sat-

isfaction this fall. A new plan has been

adopted, that of separating the students into

two classes, so that those who are quite ad-

vanced need not go over the rudiments each

year. The examination, which took place Oct.

13, was so satisfactory in its results, that the

advanced class is by far the larger. The very

practical answers which were given to some of

the questions were quite amusing. For in-

stance, in response to the question as to what

some of the agents used in cooking are, a few

bright girls said "common-sense," " a stove,"

and "utensils to cook in." A few girls, we
are glad to say they were few, said they would

build a fire with " kerosene." There were

many more such answers, but we have neither

time nor space to chronicle them all.

Mrs. Lincoln is as delightful and interesting

as she was last year, and she expressed much

pleasure in the fact that so much of her last

year's instruction was remembered. Those in

the advanced class have, as might be imagined

from the name, a greater number and harder

recipes than those in the beginning class, and

they expect to go home in June, if not finished

cooks, at least with such a good foundation,

that they will become finished in a short time.

• • •

When Miss Chamberlayne announced that

gymnastics would begin the first of November,

it is hard to say whether the murmur that ran

through the chapel expressed pleasure or dis-

pleasure. Yet every one has begun her work

in the gymnasium very cheerfully, and there

are few girls who "perfectly hate" the exer-

cise. At present the old girls go twice a week,

and the new girls three times, but this change

is merely until the latter are " trained."

Miss Ransom, who was here year before

last, takes Miss Fuller's place, and it seems

very natural to have her back again. Has any

one seen or heard anything of Miss Fuller ?

We wish she would put in an appearance once

in a while ; we would like to see her.

We think that right here is the place for a

suggestion. Would n't it be a good plan to

have in the gymnasium a number of fair-sized

sand bags, for the girls to use as aids in straight-

ening their round shoulders ? We feel the need

of " sand bags " ourselves, so we think it might

be a good plan for a the girls to have them.

There is but one in the gymnasium now, and

that is so large as to be unwieldy. A number
of smaller ones would be very acceptable.

The reception mentioned in our pages, which

was given on the evening of Nov. 3, was a very

delightful affair. It was as much a surprise to

the Seniors, who felt as if June were coming,

as it was to the rest of the school ; who, though

they may have felt somewhat aggrieved that

they were not included among the guests,

nevertheless, did not show it, and seemed to

be glad that the Seniors, at least, could enjoy

the evening. This is a highly commendable

spirit, and we submit it as a model to all future

Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior classes. We
hope that this reception is the first of many
more such enjoyable evenings, and that here-

after the other classes may participate in them.
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That would give actual proof that " virtue is

its own reward."

We think that the Leaves would be much

more interesting, and that it would be a help

to all the girls, not to mention the editors, if

there were more voluntary contributions. By

voluntary contributions we do not mean that the

editors should be obliged to go around and beg

each girl to give something for the Leaves.

"Voluntary" means that the editors should

have nothing to do with the contributions, ex-

cept to be the recipients of them. We wonder

if that is plain enough ? A suggestion has

been made that prizes be offered for the best

article or story which is handed in for publi-

cation. We should be glad to hear the opin-

ions of the school and of our friends upon

this subject. And while you are all making

up your minds what your opinion is, just sit

down and manufacture something out of your

fertile brains and send it along. We ought to

hear something from the old girls, too, espe-

cially those who went abroad. Where are you,

girls ?

Although so much has already been said

on the subject of birds as the trimming of hats

and bonnets, yet it does not seem out of place

to call attention to the subject this month,

when so many of the girls are " looking

around " for a winter hat. It is astonishing to

see the number of birds that continue to be

worn, when so much has been said and written

against the practice. A law in New York

State has been passed against it, so the New
York girls had better be careful. The law says

that any person who shall kill, purchase, or

have in possession, or expose for sale any song

or wild bird, or any part thereof, shall be guilty

of a misdemeanor. The punishment is either

imprisonment, or a fine not less than ten or

more than fifty dollars. We think it would be

a good plan if such a law was passed and en-

forced in the rest of the States. We are glad

to hear that a club of a few young ladies, who

have sworn to discard birds as a trimming for

their hats, has been started in this school, and

we hope that its numbers will swell before long.

(Call at No. 24 for further information.) In

conclusion, we publish the following article from

the Christian Union, entitled " Will It Suc-

ceed ?
"

" It will be a disgrace to the women of this

country, if the attempt to reintroduce the wear-

ing of birds, or parts of them, on bonnets is

successful. No doubt this attempt is due to

the efforts of the trade to give value to stock

that was rendered almost valueless by the de-

termined action of the members of the Audu-

bon Society, and of women who felt the wick-

edness of the senseless destruction of our song

birds and birds of plumage. To urge that

there can be no harm in buying and wearing

the birds already prepared for adornment of

bonnets, is a decidedly weak argument. Just

so surely as women purchase birds for their

millinery, just so surely will the destruction of

our birds go on ; there will be a constant effort to

introduce attractive novelties, and these cannot

be furnished unless our feathered songsters die.

" How can a woman of refinement or taste

be a partner in the wanton destruction of these

woodland and meadow music souls ? To de-

stroy life for nourishment is one thing ; to

destroy life, and an endless source of delight,

to gratify a fancy that already has an almost

unlimited field from which to choose, is cruelly

wicked."

THE SPIDER IN CHURCH.

Eighteen pairs of eyes are bent,

Eyes of blue with looks intent;

Deep gray eyes, eyes black and brown,

With curious gaze cast modestly down
On the floor in front of the preacher's place,

Rather than upward to meet his face.

And what is the object that moves along

With patient progress through prayer and song,

'Twixt pew and platform, to and fro ?

And why must the girls keep watch of it so !

Do they fear the poor spider without remorse

May set out for their pew with unerring course,

And climb up the front and perch on the top,

His legs all dancing preparing to hop,

And swing himself out by a slender thread,

On an airy line for some poor girl's head ?

If only he would ! For what greater delight

Than to see a Lasell girl in such a sad plight

!

Would she scream or faint, if the beast came near,

Or fly from the church in young lady-like fear,

And slam the side door in most prudent alarm,

Lest the mean old thing follow and do her some
harm ?

Forbear the thought; she would scorn to run
;

And we cannot surmise what would be done
;

For back and forth, and forth and back,

The spider moves on in his regular track,

While a smile goes flitting from face to face,

That lights each one with bewitching grace.

A soulless spider he surely must be

Who can take such smiles so indifferently.

But he never once blushes or turns his head;

While people can't think what the preacher has said

To cause such strange smiles from the girls of a

school,

Where none ever breaks with the strictest rule.

THE HARMONIES OF NATURE.

Is there nothing in the world beyond what

can be explained by the adaptation of means to

ends ? As I stroll over fragrant pine-needles,

I pick up from the ground a twig encrusted

with gray lichen j when lo ! one of the tiny

dots of fluffiness, in which no hint of organic

form can be discerned, begins swiftly to roll

along on invisible legs, defeating, silly crea-

ture, the wise and protective care that made
it capable of defying detection. The mite was

the result of the law of evolution, say you, by

which all little, living things are guarded from

danger by their resemblance to that on which

they feed. It may be so ; but come further.

The desolate plains of Dakota lose their

monotony, I am told, to the observer, who
notes the exquisite contrasts of color in their

stratified clays. Glowing red and deep brown-

black, greenish gray and purple, run side by

side, but never mingle. What utilitarian law

dictates that the dainty grasses through whose

abundance Nature there compensates for her

barrenness, should always follow accurately

the hue of the stratum on which they wave ?

The deep purple heads never stray to the

adjoining hillock of gray, nor the greenish, by

mistake or caprice, relieve themselves against

the sombre black. Nay, we need not wander

so far afield ; here in our own New England

are countless instances of the harmonies of

nature. How absolutely does the whole

scheme of color in wood and meadow change

with the season, from the pure, reserved tints

of spring, cool as the light seen through green

water, to the full tones of October ! The other

day I came upon a belated wild rose, which

opened its pale cup in the shelter of a flaunting

clump of golden-rod and field-lilies. I felt no

sympathy with the puny half-hearted washed-

out thing ; so completely does our standard

adjust itself to the shifting year. Each plant,

however insignificant, conforms to this princi-

ple, chooses early in its career its own special

tint-raiment, and, once committed, devotes

itself throughout its brief existence to elaborat-

ing, with unerring instinct equal to that of the

adept in decorative art, the chosen scheme of

color. The tender leaves of budding map'e-

sprouts in earliest spring flush crimson with

some premonition of their fiery end ; and when

the touch of frost startles them from their

sober middle age, they assume more brill-

iantly in their courageous death the joyful

tints with which they greeted the air. Watch

one of those sturdy groups of pitcher-plants

that spread with vigor in our damp meadows,

the humpbacks, as it were, of the vegetable

creation. It would seem at first as if the

great Mother, sufficiently entertained with the

curious freak of form which she has played,

refrained from further emphasizing by color

her erratic product ; for the quiet dull green of

the pitchers assimilates itself perfectly to the

surrounding grass. But a creature of charac-

ter so marked must somehow express the

strength of its vitality ; look below the surface,

dig down among the rich black mud, and you

shall find a heart aflame with passion, a root

that glows with deep, dark, angry red. Soon

the palpitating emotion contains itself no

longer; the flower-stalk slowly pushes upward,

and the sombre blossom opens to the light.
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If it seems in its quaint form to express the

very spirit of the distorted plant, still more

does it do so in its wonderful and peculiar

play of color, ranging from the burnished ma-

hogany of the outer petals to the deep rose

tints within. The hidden soul of the root has

disclosed the very secret of its nature ; and

when the blossom shrivels and dies, the

patient, deformed plantliveson a time in green

reserve. But when it feels the coming end,

then once more its true individuality declares

itself, its dumb passion creeps in reddening

veins through the delicate tracery of its open

lids, till finally the whole whorl of grotesque

leaves is suffused with a dark and sullen flush.

It is easy to find yet more complex harmonies

so fine, so subtle, that they seem to be the

silent self-communion of the plant. Our bar-

berry-bushes furnish a pretty instance. Each

bush is a poem, throughout its graceful exist-

ence. In spring, what an exquisite, shrinking

accord between the fragrant yellow bells of

drooping blossom, and the golden-green of the

tender leaves above ! Now, in October, the

leaves flush gayly in their soft crimsons, in

perfect unison with the rich bloom upon the

fruit ; even the tiny stemlets of the blos-

soms take on a corresponding glow ; the whole

intention, the whole message of the bustle has

altered. You think that its inmost nature is

changed, perhaps, that it has forgotten its

delicate childhood ? So it would seem ; but

wait a moment. Break off one of these laden

branches, and examine the wood within

;

it is of a peculiar pale saffron, the exact tint of

the early blossoms. The bush flaunts not

before the curious world its dearest recollec-

tion ; but it preserves forever, fresh in its

constant heart, unseen, unguessed, the mem-

ory of its youth. What science can explain

to me, by laws of expediency alone, these

harmonies of nature ?

A COW-BELL.

" A prosaic subject," I hear my readers say.

No doubt it would be, if I were to describe

cow-bells in general, but if you look carefully

and thoughtfully at the heading of this article,

you will perceive that I am about to describe

one cow-bell, and but one. It hangs, not on

the neck of one of the meek and gentle crea-

tures known as cows ; but rather, hangs on

the gas fixture of Room No. — . I cannot

reveal the number, — I am sworn to secrecy,—
but if you follow the night-watchman in his

rounds about 9.30 p. m., it would not be sur-

prising if you found out where this cow-bell

hangs.

This cow-bell, too, is worthy to be described.

t is not one of the ordinary sort, dark and

sty and ornamented by a hempen rope.

No, indeed ! It is of silver and gold (outside)

and hangs by a pink satin ribbon. Its tone is

not to be described by " mine afflicted stile."

In fact, it sounds very much as a cow-bell usu-

ally does, and who is able to describe that ?

Did you never hear this gilded cow-bell ?

Think of the most chestnuty joke possible,

and repeat it about the halls, (don't go too far

up!)and I should not be surprised if you

heard its musical tones.

OUR SUPERSTITIONS.

It will, perhaps, surprise many Americans to

read, as they may do in a recent letter to a

French paper, from the United States, that

the people of this country are among the most

superstitious in the world, exceeding in this

respect the French, the Germans, and the

English.

This statement cannot be proved, for it is

not true that any large number of our people

equal in superstitiousness the French peasantry,

or even the English yeomanry. And yet, it is

undeniable that our sailors are full of super-

stitions, and that many of our farmers are the

absolute slaves of fallacies about the influence

of the phases of the moon upon their crops,

and upon the weather.

Many women, too, are apt to shudder at the

breaking of a mirror, fearing bad luck, and a

whole family of superstitions has been grouped

about the cat.

The idle and foolish fear, in the South and

West, that it is " bad luck " to remove a cat

from one house to another with a moving

family, has probably been the cause of the

desertion and cruel death of more than one un-

fortunate animal. Many superstitions, indeed,

are wicked, and all are foolish.

The belief in the " unluckiness " of Friday

is common all over the Christian world, and

retains a certain hold in this country, in spite

of the " lucky " circumstances that America

was discovered on Friday, that the Pilgrims

landed on Friday, and that the Declar-

ation of Independence was adopted on Friday.

The superstition arises from the belief that our

Saviour was crucified on Friday. How un-

worthy to suppose that the event which saved

mankind should have doomed the world to

perpetual ill-fortune on the day of its occur-

rence !

If Friday were indeed an unlucky day, noth-

ing could have been undertaken in this year,

1886, because the year began on Friday, will

end on Friday, and contains fifty-three Fridays

;

four of its months contain five Fridays each
;

the longest and shortest days of the year are

both Fridays, and, more dreadful still, five

changes of the moon fall on Friday.

The fear of the number thirteen is not so

common in this country as it is in Europe.

The superstition has its origin in the fact that

the apostles, with the Saviour, made thirteen at

table. The superstition in its original form

was to the effect that, if thirteen men were

seated together, one of the number was sure to

prove a traitor or a criminal and be hanger! . As

executions ceased to be of common occur ence,

the notion simply that one of the thirteen

would die within a year replaced the former

superstition.

The accidental spilling of salt is often noted

by the American housewife as "unlucky,'' but

rather, it seems, by way of jest than seriously.

This superstition also goes back to ancient

times, when the exchange of a pinch of that

necessary article, salt, was a sign of friendship,

and, quite naturally, its refusal a token of hos-

tility. The overthrow of a dish containing it

was held, therefore, to foreshadow the end of

friendship.

Superstitions about the moon are very old,

and of very varied origin. Men of science tell

us that there is, so far as influence of the moon

upon the weather is concerned, but one chance

for any such effect, and that is in the possi-

bility that the very slight amount of heat that

the full moon radiates may have some little in-

fluence in dispelling clouds and rendering the

atmosphere dryer.

A good story is still told of a colored man in

the South, who, though ignorant, was wise

enough to get along without squaring all his

acts by the state of the moon. He was a suc-

cessful gardener, and the vegetables he pro-

duced were always the earliest and the finest.

" Do you plant your seeds in the new of the

moon, Gabriel, or in the old of the moon?"
he was asked. " Go 'long," said Gabriel ;

" I

plants my seeds in de ground, an' lets de moon
take care of herse'f !

"— Youth's Companion.

It is stated that " true beauty results from

that repose which the mind feels when the eye,

the intellect, and the affections are satisfied

from the absence of any want." And Sir

Joshua Reynolds tells us that " it is the sense

of nature or truth which ought more particu-

larly to be cultivated by the professors of art."

Hay, again, says: "Proportion is, in "short,

that geometrical quality in forms and figures

by which they are rendered pleasing to the

sense of sight, independently of their use or

any other consideration."

" Did it ever occur to you when you meet

people whom you very much dislike, that they

probably are about as disgusted with you as

you are with them, and that the amount of

misery that we thus dispense probably would

make a good equation with the amount we
suffer ?

"
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MAJOR DUCLIN'S STORY.

"Ah! nothing like a camp-fire and a good

pipe when a man's been on his feet all day.

Come, youngster, come up nearer to the blaze.

A day's march tells more when one isn't used

to the service. I remember how tired a friend

of mine used to get in that campaign against

the Russians in '77.

"Yes, against the Russians. Of course you

supposed, like every one else, that I had always

been on I heir side ; and so I was, after the first

;

but I enlisted with the Turks, to begin with,

and served with them nearly six months. I

don't talk about that time. Don't know why I

mentioned it now, except your eyes have a

clear, bright look in them, boy, that reminds

me sometimes of some eyes I used to know

once. Oh ! you want to hear how I came to

change sides. Well, it 's a story I never told

before : but to-night, perhaps, it will be a relief,

and then it will keep you awake. I don't like

being with a man who 's asleep, — its almost

worse than being alone.

" I tell you, no one who has n't seen it from

the inside can have any idea of the degradation

of the Turks. If those English Tories had seen

what I have they would n't talk so much about

the noble Ottoman. I wasn't particularly sen-

sitive in those days. T didn't care a snap

which side I fought in so long as there was

fighting to be done, and I had joined the Turks

in a careless sort of way, attracted by the ad-

venture and novelty of the thing ; but we

could n't stand it long. We had n't been in the

service over a month before we began to plan

desertion to the Russians. We were a whole

company of Europeans, and we all had the

same feeling. We did n't care a snap for the

questions involved in the war, but no

human being could have endured the bar-

barity of the Turks. It was harder for

Jacques Duval than for any of the rest of us,

perhaps. Poor fellow, he was shrinking and

delicate, not cut out for a soldier, I always

said, lovable, gentle, — oh, yes, — I knew

him. You see we had come from the same

village. I was several years older, and Jacques

had always looked up to me and admired my
courage. As for myself, I never got along with

women, and Jacques was more like my sweet-

heart than my friend. I was a dashing young

fellow in those days, with good nerve, and a

kind of stolid endurance that Jacques always

envied me. It never occurred to either of us

that I could ever do a cowardly thing. You
remind me of my old self sometimes, Vincent,

with your bright, reckless daring. I suppose

you think that nothing could ever frighten you

into doing a mean thing ? Well, I thought so

once.

"We laid our plans for desertion very quietly
;

but it was months before we could find a chance

for carrying them out, and meanwhiie the

wearisome business went on, — pillaging and

burning village after village. We knew our

risks well enough. The Turks were always

implacable, and the general had threatened to

make an example of the next case of desertion.

He was a cruel man that general, with his full

lips and broad forehead and impassive air.

But there was n't one of us who would n't

rather have died than carry on that hateful

business any longer.

" So we watched our chance, and finally,

one cloudy evening, it came. There had been

a victory, and the officers, elated by success,

were off their guard carousing. All the senti-

nels but one or two were on our side. Those

we killed quietly, the signal was given, and in

perfect silence we began our march.

" That was a night to remember ! You can

imagine the suspense, the caution. Every

cracking of a tree was the tramp of the Turkish

cavalry ; every thud that a nut made in falling

was the click of a gun. I remember that

Jacques lagged behind a little, he was so tired,

and looked up at me gratefully when I took his

knapsack from him. He was such a boy, —
not more than twenty, — and his gray eyes had

a pathetic way of glancing at you. Ah, poor

fellow! Well, well, fate is fate, and who can

alter it ? To regret a lost comrade is the busi-

ness of women and of womanish men, say I,

and, as you will see, no one could have pre-

vented Jacques's death.

"By and by the morning came, damp and

mis'.y. As the light grew deeper we could see

the Russian lines in the distance. There was

no trace of the Turks, and we felt that relief

which comes when a long strain is over.

" Suddenly we heard behind us their hateful

Mussulman cry. There had been a sortie

which we had n't known about. A party of

them, concealed in a little copse that we hadn't

noticed, caught sight of us, and guessed who

we were. We had a sharp skirmish ; morethan

half of us were killed, the rest taken prisoners,

and dragged back to camp.

" We knew well enough what was to be done

to us. The general was a man of his word.

He could n't afford to lose us all ; we were too

valuable troops for that ; but he did n't intend

to pardon us. We were to be put in a row and

murdered, every tenth man of us, in cold blood.

I've learned since that this decimation was a

common mode of punishment in old times, but

only a half-barbarous nation would use it now.

'• We submitted stolidly, in a sort of a stupor,

while they ranged us in a long straight line.

Our boots were filled with wet mud, and we

were worn out by our long night-march. The

man next me had lost his cap, and I wondered

whether he would catch cold. I was impatient

because they placed us facing the wind, so that

the damp drizzle blew into our faces. I fell to

calculating the effect of the wind on the aim of

the soldiers. The fog had crawled up over

the meadows, so that we could see only a few

feet in front of us. A man is n't himself in one

of those stifling mists.

" After all the arrangements were made, mat-

ters came to a standstill. The shooting could

not begin till the arrival of the captain, and he

had drunk deep into the night, and was in no

hurry to leave his comfortable tent. He knew

well enough that we could not escape. But

oh ! the weary hour and a half of waiting there,

benumbed with the cold ! Some of our men
sank down to the ground, but the Turkish

orderlies pricked them with their bayonets,

and made them stand erect. I hardly ever saw

in a Turk a trace of common humanity.

"Jacques was one of those who dropped

down, utterly exhausted. He looked at me with

a pitiful smile when the soldier roughly pushed

him up. He had not much power of endurance,

poor fellow, and always shrank from suffering

for himself or for others. It made my blood

boil to see their cruelty to him. I could stand

it well enough, for I was older and tougher
;

but this was Jacques's first campaign, and the

boy was very far from being a hero. He stood

by me now, with a hunted look in his eyes, try.

ing hard to keep from trembling. As I looked

at him I remembered the whispered talk we had

had the night before our march.

" ' Pierre,' he had said with subdued energy,

— 'Pierre, I hate myself. I am afraid. I don't

want to die. Why are we running away ?

Their quarrel is nothing to us, and one aide

may be as cruel as another. I love this beau-

tiful world, and you, Pierre,— oh! if we are

caught I fear I shall disgrace you. I shall not

die as a soldier should.'

" 'Nonsense, Jacques,' I had answered lightly.

'To die— what is it? A sword-stroke, and

pouf ! it 's all over. You care too much for this

life, my boy. We are in the world, we march,

obey orders, live on ; but when the signal comes

to leave there is no reason why it should be a

terrible thing. I could die this minute as

easily as cross this tiny brook.'

"' Oh, Pierre !
' he had said admiringly, 'if

only I could be sure of being as brave as you.'

" ' But you will not die, my Jacques,' I an-

swered cheerily. ' You are so young, no one

would have the heart to kill you. I myself

would gladly die for you, if need were. Bah,

do not thank me ; with my views it would not be

so terrible a sacrifice.'

" Somehow things have an uglier look in

the morning than at night. Ugh ! it makes me
squirm now to think how we stood there in the

rain, waiting. Death in the field, with the can-

non thundering, soldiers shouting, and the sun

shining, is a very different thing, boy, from
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standing up in the fog to be shot at. No glory

about it, only the shame of a traitor's death.

" Would the captain never come ? For over

an hour we had been standing there. It began

to be unendurable. If one had known forcer-

tain that he would be killed it would have been

easier ; but one chance in ten ! Oh, the hateful

suspense !

" I began to count the men. The soldieron

one end would certainly be a victim, and every

tenth man, counting from him ; but at which

end would the captain begin ?

" One, two, three, four. Counting from the

end at my right I was the twentieth man ;
from

my left the twenty-first, and Jacques was next

me on my left. If the captain began at my left,

Jacques would fall ; if at the right, I, Pierre

Duclin. I saw Jacques's eyes travel up and down

this line, and knew that he, too, was counting.

"I swear to you that I prayed — yes,

prayed — that I might be the victim instead of

my poor friend. Yes, even though, as I looked

at him, I felt for an instant a touch of repul-

sion for his puny limbs and white, womanish

face. How little such a man could do in life,

compared with the career open to a vigorous,

daring fellow, with some push to him. And
then a strange feeling of tenderness came over

me as I thought how my poor Jacques, if he

lived, would be jostled and bruised by contact

with the rough world, while on the other side

of death, if Holy Church spoke true, Paradise

was waiting for him. But in spite of all this I

hoped and prayed that I might be killed in

Jacques's place. My wish was not granted.

Could I control Fate ?

" One, two, three, four. Ten minutes

more of the wearisome counting. Then — the

captain.

" A speech first, brief and to the point. The

Turk never wastes words. Then the order, in

a clear, hard tone :
—

" ' Begin to count, sergeant, from the right.

Every tenth man fall out.'

" So it was settled. I was to die and Jacques

to live. I felt him quiver at my side, and saw

the look of torture in his eyes. Poor fellow

!

The suspense had been a great strain on his

timid nature. It was just as well for him to be

saved. As for me, I could meet my fate like a

man and a hero.

• So I waited with set teeth, following the

counting mechanically. One, two, three, four,

five. What is this ? Stop ! The sergeant has

made a mistake, has counted wrong; he has

omitted one man. Surely he will see it

!

That— oh, the fool ! — that will bring the fatal

number on Jacques instead of on me.

" I found that my muscles relaxed. I was

conscious of drawing a deep breath. My hand,

trich had been clinching my scabbard, let it

50, and it fell to the ground with a clatter. 1

was alone in the world. The sun came out,

a little bird began to sing, and I saw in a flash

the gay years that were to come
" Then I felt rather than saw Jacques's white

face beside me, and grew very cold. It all hap-'

pened in a second. There was no time to do

anything. That monotonous count, one, two,

seemed to be hammering in my head. It was

terrible to stand there helpless, and watch

death coming to my friend. But what could I

do ? It was contrary to discipline for me to

speak, even if there had been time.

"'Eighteen, nineteen,' said the sergeant,

telling me off, 'twenty. Jacques Duval, stand

out'

" How a second can stretch sometimes

!

Jacques had ceased trembling. When the mis-

take had been made he gave a slight start, and

had glanced quickly at me when I dropped my
scabbard with a strange, troubled smile. Since

then he had been perfectly still.

" When his name was called he stepped for-

ward. As he passed he flashed one look at

me. His face was perfectly composed and ex-

pressionless ; his gray eyes —
" Bah ! One can always read whatever one

wants into a man's eyes. Why should Jacques's

have had in them a half-amused surprise, grief,

and a touch of scorn ? It was all my fancy.

"He died like a hero, though, I must say-

that. Not a sound, not a movement, till he

fell.

"That 's all. What more should there be to

tell ? The rest of us were forced back into the

service, and subject to all sorts of indignities.

But my hatred of the murderers of my friend

was a fire that burned night and day until I

could avenge his death; and finally, in the heat

of a battle, I managed to escape to the Russian

lines, and told my story. You know the rest—
how I worked my way up till 1 became what

you see me now. You 've heard how I won my
rank of major by dashing into the enemy's lines

and killing their leader face to face ; but you

did n't know that the big Turk whom I at-

tacked so ferociously was the general who had

murdered my poor Jacques. I never rested till

I had found him and avenged my friend's death.

No one should be able to accuse Duclin of dis-

loyalty or say that he failed in courage when

friendship was at stake. I think I can say that

since the day when Jacques fell at my side I

have never felt a touch of fear.

" And yet, I wonder sometimes whether the

truest heroism is in not being frightened. I

wonder whether there may not be something in

even a sensitive, timid fellow that would make
him endure and die like a hero when a bolder

man might prove himself a coward.

" For, when I am alone, a strange thing hap-

pens. I see all the time, by night or day, in

camp or at home, a pair of gray eyes. They

always have the same look, too, — tender but

surprised, and with just a touch of contempt in

them."

For

A CONTROVERSY.

" Tell me what is sweeter

Than a walk at night

With one we love beside us,

And the moon in sight ?
"

A.

Answer.

Gently swaying hammock
'Neath chaste Luna's beam,

Voice in softest accents

Murmuring " Love's Young Dream."

Arm encircling loved one,

Lips in rapture met,

Than a walk by moonlight,

Is sweeter far, you bet

!

w. G. H.

No hammock, nor Luna's beam,

Love's voice, nor " Love's Young Dream,"

Ever can vie, you must own,

With a walk by moonlight alone.

Hammock may break, you know

;

Luna's beams out may go
;

Loved one a cold may catch

Murmuring " Love's Young Dream."

Therefore—
" Tell me what is sweeter

Than a walk at night,

With one we love beside us,

And the moon in sight ?
"

" There 's a metre spondaic, dactylic

;

There 's a metre for laugh and for moan
;

But the metre that 's never prosaic

Is the 'meet her ' by moonlight alone." A.

Answer.

How can hammock break?

Love is light

!

What if moon " goes out " ?

Love is blind!

And can cold approach?

Love is warm

!

Therefore—
Give me the theme of my former song—
To your mind a subject prosaic;

Your logic is womanly— not very strong, (?)

Though couched in a language mosaic.

How now, Horatio ? w. G. H.

"A woman convinced against her will,

Is of the same opinion still." A.

Beautiful souls often get put into plain

bodies ; but they cannot be hidden and have a

power all their own, the greater for the un-

consciousness or the humility which gives it

grace.— L. M. Alcott.

Good Advice. — In your resolutions to

amend your life, be specific. And begin at

the place where you know you are most wrong.

Don't deceive yourself with generalities. —
Nashville Christian Advocate.
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PERSONALS.

Blanche Ford paid her Lasell friends a

visit a few weeks ago. She is at home, and
" supernaturally busy," as she wrote to one of

the girls,— though about what she did not say.

Eva Morgan is studying elocution with Miss

Call in Newtonville.

The death of Alice E. Fox of Detroit, at

Atlantic City, N. J., Nov. i, will bring tender

memories of the gentle girl who was with us

two years ago. Even then she was struggling

with a fatal disease, but eager to study, she

turned very reluctantly away when too ill for

hope. She has had a long suffering, in which

she was patient, cheerful, and hoping against

hope. She has left, also, a memory of sincere

unaffected goodness with all who knew her,

and an assurance of faith that she has found

life forevermore.

Lillie Upton spent Sunday, Oct. 24, at

Lasell. It seemed splendid to see Lillie's

bright face again.

Miss Thayer left us for a few days to attend

the marriage of her sister to Mr. H. T. Farley.

Mr. and Mrs. Farley will reside in Auburn-

dale.

The Reverend and Mrs. Thomas Tyrie have

recently been here as Visiting Committee from

the New Hampshire Conference.

Miss Nellie Kidder, Class of '84, with her

friend, Miss Edith Andrews, a pupil of '84,

were lately here for a short visit.

Emily E. Peabody, Class of '82, visited

Lasell on her way to visit Mrs. Harry B.

Pennell, ne'e Miss Grace Fribley, of Portland,

Me.
We have received elaborate accounts of

Jessie McMillen's marriage to Clayton Quaw,

in Oshkosh, Wis. Jessie was at Lasell in '85.

Mr. J. H. McLaughlin and daughters, of

Cincinnati, are among the number of recent

visitors.

May Colburn, of Detroit, of Lasell '85, has

gone abroad.

Gertrude Early, of Detroit, Lasell '85,

writes that she is studying music, literature,

and various interesting subjects.

Minnie Routt has returned to Denver from

Mt. Vernon Seminary, Washington. Her voice

has developed into a deep, rich contralto.

Bird is still at Mt. Vernon and graduates this

year.

Mamie Marshall writes that she travels a

great deal, so that she feels as if she scarcely

had a habitation.

" The longest clock pendulum in the world

is at Avignon, France. It is sixty-seven feet

long, and requires four and a half seconds to

swing through an arc of nine and a half feet."

THE OLD BEAR OF THE TURNPIKE.

In the southern part of Maine, about ten

miles from the coast, there is a road known in

that vicinity as the turnpike. Down this road

is a quaint little brown house, almost hidden

by magnificent shade trees. This little house

is in the possession of a very queer specimen

of humanity. Imagine a man, lank and lean,

with only one eye, long, bushy hair, which is

somewhat gray, and a countenance in which

every feature seems to tell plainly of rough-

hewn determination. You have before you the

man who is known for miles around, as the

Old Bear of the Turnpike-road. He is cer-

tainly one of the oddest persons I have ever

seen, both in looks and manners. He always

wears an old dingy suit, minus the coat, which

one could scarcely imagine was ever black.

He is one of the attractions to picnic parties,

but whether he enjoys the picnickers as much as

they do him, has always been quite a query in

my mind. On my first picnic in that locality,

I proposed to one of the girls that we should

give the Old Bear a call, as I thought it would

be great fun to see him and hear him talk. I

must admit that when I got the first glimpse

of him I felt very much like backing out, but

not caring to be the laughing-stock of twenty

young people, I resolved to summon all my
courage and go on. We found him making

wine. At first he 'seemed a little wrathful at

the prospect of being interrupted in his work

;

but we paid him a few flattering compliments,

such as girls are capable of, and very soon he

began telling us stories in a most friendly man-

ner, passing from one to another so rapidly

that we could hardly tell where the bear story

ended, and the very pathetic one of the drown-

ing girl began. His bear story was given with

elaborate details, and with evident gusto. He
introduced it appropriately with the remark

that there was n't another man living who had

the strength and endurance that he had. He
said, " I came out of that 'ere bear fight just as

sound as I went in ; only had one eye put out,

and that don't 'mount to nothing, anyway, for

I can see everything with one eye." This

statement we readily assented to, for it seemed

to us that that one eye had pierced us through

and through in the short time we had been

there. He then told us the story of a girl who

had fallen from the mountain back of his house,

and how he had dressed her wounds, and cared

for her. To use his own words, " she would

have ben alive now, if them folks of hern

had n't gone and got a doctor, and the whole

of 'em don't know nothin'."

He entertained us for a while in this man-

ner, and then we thought that for the amuse-

ment of the rest of the party, we would invite

him to go with us to the picnic grounds. He

seemed not only willing, but very much

pleased with the idea.

In a few moments after joining the party, he

spied the fire which we had built to make our

coffee. I think that I never saw a person in

such a rage. He called us everything; was

going to prosecute us, and said that he knew

we were regular cheats and swindlers by the

looks of us. It seemed to me as I listened to

him, that I never saw a more hideous looking

creature. He looked like a maniac as he stood

there threatening us, with his powerful voice,

his long hair hanging over his shoulders, and

his whole body fairly shaking with rage. I

fear that we girls lost all the reputation for

courage and bravery that we ever possessed;

for it is needless to say, that it did n't take us

very long to get beyond his reach. The boys,

after a deal of talking, subdued him a little,

and we all returned home.

A few days after the picnic, I went to hear

Hon.James G. Blaine lecture, and you can easily

imagine my amazement, when I saw the Old

Bear of the Turnpike walk leisurely up to the

stage, and take his seat among the first men of

the town. This was a new phase in the char-

acter of the man. Upon inquiry, I found that

he does just about as he likes. The people in

that vicinity all know him, and are too well

acquainted with his disposition to attempt cross-

ing him.

He still lives there, solitary and alone, in

the little brown house ; sometimes appearing

quite friendly and social, and again like a

veritable " Old Bear of the Turnpike."

LOCALS.

" We 're brothers !

"

" What king and king's son have we at La-

sell"? Ans. Richard, and Richard's son.

A. G. (annoyed by the constant barking ofa dog

across the street")— "I wish that bovine would

keep still
!

"

Recent elections of Lasellia Club are as

follows : Preside?it, Laura Munger ; Vice-Presi-

dent, Laura Conger ; Secretary, Josephine

Bogart ; Treasurer, Mamie Wood ; Critic, Etta

Stafford ; Guard, Jessie Law ; Asst. Guard,

Carrie Brown.

Recent elections of S. D. Society are as

follows : President, Daisy Loyd ; Vice-President,

Sallie Head ; Secretary, Jessie Flint ; Treasurer,

Edith Ward ; Critic, Jo. Wallace ; Budget Girl,

Caroline McEchron ; Usher, Kit Prescott.

Professor {in spelling class). " Why are not

some letters sounded in certain words ?
"

Girl. " For the sake of symphony."

First Senior. "What do you think of Dickens's

description of ' Our School '
?
"

Second ditto. " Do you mean Lasell ?
"
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Mrs. Emily Huntingdon Miller recently

gave us a beautiful little Sunday-morning talk

about missionary work.

Dr. Philbrook, of the Massachusetts Hos-

pital, gave a very interesting lecture on " Emer-

gencies," Nov. 3. It is to be hoped that, in

our uneventful walks around Auburndale, we

will not be called upon to set our companion's

broken limb, and splinter it with fence rails.

But in case any accidents should happen, we

should certainly feel thankful that we knew

exactly how a limb should be set or splintered.

Wednesday evening, Nov. 3, was given the

first reception of the year by the Faculty and

Seniors. The "Grave and Reverends'" coun-

tenances beamed for as much as a week before

the eventful evening, at the bright prospect of

meeting the pleasant people of Auburndale

and of the other " wards " of the great Newton.

The evening was all that was anticipated.

During the evening there were two solos ren-

dered by members of the class of '87.

Professor Bragdon is now in Berlin with

Mrs. Bragdon, the children, and Miss Carpen-

ter Professor writes that they are well, and

reports a pleasant voyage over. He presented

the " Lasell wish-bone " to Miss Carpenter in

London, and it was received with " many

thanks to the girls."

The Lasell delegation to the Harvard cele-

bration was conspicuously small, and noted for

the absence of certain prominent members.

Senior. "Oh, say, girls. His sister has

really gone out west to Bar Harbor to study

medicine !

"

Two nights last month were devoted to

frightening the new girls out of their wits in

consequence of the initiations of the Lasellia

Club and the S. D. Society. The girls bore it

bravely, however, and the two initiations were

a great and glorious success.

We are all anticipating the Newton Boat

Club fair, which is to be held in Armory

Hall, Newton, on Dec. 9, 10, and n ; espe-

cially so, perhaps because we are interested

in the new boat house.

In answer to the question, " What are you

doing ?
" comes a charming letter from Ger-

trude Penfield, from which we quote the fol-

lowing :
" I have already commenced painting

Christmas presents ; am president of the

W. C. T. U., at Willoughby ; a member of the

mission band of our Sunday school, which sup-

ports a little negro girl in a Southern school

;

have a Sunday-school class, take vocal lessons

and guitar lessons, sing in the church choir,

and at all the little entertainments about town,

and give music lessons to one pupil. Am I

not busy ?

"

HALLOWEEN.

It would not be right to leave unrecorded

the festivities of Oct. 31, or the fates of so

many of our number decided, unquestionably,

on that night. Halloween happening to come

on Sunday, we celebrated the day previous,

our faith in the traditions and superstitions

being sufficiently strong to overlook any such

trifle as twenty-four hours of time.

We were literally "turned loose" in the

gymnasium, and having been asked to confine

our tricks and fun to that spacious room, be-

gan at 7.30 to make Rome howl, and have a

royal good time. The large number of ghosts

which glided in and out among the throng

seemed a little out of their sphere with the

brilliant light and noise. They adapted them-

selves to their surroundings very quickly, how-

ever, especially when they discovered the re-

freshment table, and made frantic dives for the

pop-corn, apples, chestnuts, and pure, unadul-

terated water, which harmless articles were

supplied in wholesale quantities.

A lively wood fire crackled in the fireplace,

where two unsuspecting little chestnuts were

placed side by side, and burdened with the re-

sponsibility of deciding the " stick-to-it-ive-

ness " of the lovers they represented.

Utterly regardless of bangs, the girls dived

boldly into tubs of water to bring up the ap-

ples, and also indifferent to appearances, stood,

mouth wide open, trying in vain to catch the

apples instead of the lighted candle, which

was opposite the apple on the end of a revolv-

ing stick.

Quite an exciting race was carried on in

the region of the pop-corn basket. Four

young ladies— strange as it may seem to

say, one teacher, and a senior among them—
tried to outdo one another by getting the

largest number of grains into their mouths.

The statistics stand thusly : L. G. D. 125;

M. R. 112 ; M. B. 85 ; A. M. 96.

On inquiring of the persons whose fates

were decided by the more complicated sleight-

of-hand performances, they decided that

they were of too delicate a nature to be pub-

lished in a paper of so wide a circulation as

the Leaves.

An organette, ^turned by unseen hands,

added to the hilarity, which reached such an

alarming height we wound up the festivities

with a grand march. L. M.

ART NOTES.

The peaceful death of Asher B. Durand, at

his home in South Orange, was hardly unex-

pected, for the .veteran artist was in his

ninetieth year, and for some time past it was

known that his hdalth was failing. But now
he has gone, the grief for his loss is not the

less among the few surviving friends who knew

him as president of the National Academy of

Design, which, sixty years ago, he helped to

establish. To the present generation of anists

he was hardly more than a tradition, for he

seldom emerged from his rural retreat. At

the Century Club, however, where his '• Clore

in the Catskills " is highly prized as one of the

best examples in the country of the old Hudson

River school of landscape, his honorable name

has long been mentioned with affection and re-

spect, and it is still worthily represented there

in the person of his son. Durand and Cole

have been spoken of as the fathers of Ameri-

can landscape. Certainly, each imparled to

his work a degree of poetic simplicity and re-

finement to be found in that of few, if any, of

their predecessors in this country. Among
the best canvases by Durand are the Catskill

scene, already mentioned, which, it may be re-

membered, was at the Centennial Exhibition
;

"The Trysting Tree," owned by Benjamin H.

Field ;
" Franconia Notch," in the Robert L.

Stuart collection ; and " In the Woods," be-

longing to Jonathan Sturges. His " Lake
George," painted in 1875, showed much of his

early power. It is as an engraver on steel how-

ever that his work is best known to this genera-

tion. His "Declaration of Independence,"

after Trumbull's picture, and his " Ariadne,"

after Vanderlyn, are excellent examples of his

careful, though somewhat conventional, style.

There is on exhibition at the rooms of the

American Art Association a most interesting

collection of fifteen portraits of really national

interest. It comprises Washington, his wife,

his mother, several noted contemporaneous

beauties, Robert Fulton and his lovely wife,

who was a niece of Chancellor Livingstone,

Chief Justice Marshall, Dr. Priestley, and Mary
Phillipes, who is said to have been " Washing-

ton's early love."

MAJOR AND MINOR.

Mme. Rive-King has decided to locate in

Boston when she discontinues her concert

tours, and devote herself to teaching.

New discoveries of Schubert manuscripts

have been made in Vienna.

Liszt said, "When I fail to practise one day

I notice it myself, when I fail to practise two

days my friends notice it, when I fail to prac-

tise three days the public notice it." ,

Many people are not familiar with the dif-

ferent musical terms. I will refer them to the

following dictionary of musical terms for infant

minds :
—

Dim. — Vague, hazy.

Ann Dante.— A celebrated composer, daugh-

ter of the poet.
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f. — Feeble.

ff. — Frightfully feeble.

M. D.— Go for the doctor.

p. — Powerful.

m. s. — Mess, a musical composition by a

very strong composer.

Fed.— Pedantic; a classical style.

Rail. — Rallying music played at a political

rally.

Rit. — Ritualistic ; high-church music.

Ten. — A ten strike, very heavy, with all ten

fingers.

Staco. — A pile of compositions called a

stack.

Fine.— The opinion the composer has of his

own works.

Grave. — The looks of the audience after

hearing a dozen of them.

Lento. — Music for Lent ; also reminds the

musician that what is "lent" is " o'ed."

Conductor. — In music this means a man
with a stick (not a broomstick) instead of a

bell-punch.

Swell. — A dude.

Volti subito. — A man changing his politics.

Further definitions will be furnished on ap-

plication.
•-•-•

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

The foot of a horse is one of the most in-

genious and unexampled pieces of mechanism

in animal structure. The hoof contains a

series of vertical and thin lamina; of horn,

amounting to about five hundred, and forming

a complete lining to it. In this are fitted as

many laminae belonging to the coffin-bone,

while both sets are elastic and adherent. The

edge of a quire of paper inserted leaf by leaf

into another, will convey a sufficient idea of

the arrangement. Thus the weight of the ani-

mal is supported by as many elastic springs as

there are laminae in all the feet, amounting to

about four thousand, distributed in the most

secure manner, since every spring is acted on

in an oblique direction.

Hydrophobia is said not to be known in

Lapland. To determine whether this was due

to any peculiarity in the dogs of that country,

or to some other cause, two dogs were brought

to Paris, and inoculated by Pasteur. They

both contracted the disease.

Wood oil is now made on a large scale in

Sweden from the refuse of timber cuttings and

forest cleanings, and from stumps and roots.

Although it cannot well be burned in common

lamps on account of the excessive amount of

carbon it contains, it furnishes a satisfactory

light in lamps specially made for it, and in its

natural state is the cheapest of all illuminat-

ing oils. Thirty factories produce about forty

thousand litres of the oil daily.

POLITICAL NOTES,

President Cleveland has issued a proc-

lamation designating November 25 as Thanks-

giving Day.
,

The public debt reduction during October

was $13,201,619.50.

The President finds it absolutely necessary

to the proper performance of public duties that

the time between the 10th of November and

the next meeting of Congress should be at his

disposal, free from interruption. Within this

period he will be obliged to deny himself to

visitors, except upon actual public business of

importance. This will not be construed to

include applications or recommendations for

office. This notification is given to the public

thus early to dispose in advance of the plea

that a trip to Washington has been made in

ignorance of the President's arrangement. The

usual public receptions at half past one o'clock

on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays will be

continued.

The Swiss Federal Government proposes to

purchase all railroads in that country.

A sensation has been caused throughout

Spain by changes that have been made in the

army, including the dismissal of 1,400 first-

class sergeants and the promotion of 1,300

sublieutenants to lieutenancies. The removal

of the sergeants was decided upon to prevent

the recurrence of any conspiracies.

EXCHANGES.

The covers of several of our exchanges are

so much improved in appearance that we can-

not forbear adding our compliments to the

long list already received. Like some others

we come late, yet we come. We take it for

granted that this change in externals is made

entirely on the " inner evermore to outer

"

basis.

Judging from the last two numbers of The

Courant, Yale men are given to "Reveries."

The bachelor and romantic young man has

each had his turn, and each has come to the

prosaic conclusion that the " earth of a dusty

to-day is dust of an earthy to-morrow." Now will

not some obliging Yale Freshman "reverize"

and elaborate a theory of criticism for the ex-

change editor of The Courant? " Were it not

that hardly no censure is needed," we ourselves

might venture to suggest that a school publi-

cation— if criticised at all — is to be judged

according to its merits, and not according to

the sex of its editor. Such statements as

"gallantry forbids anything derogatory," are

entirely without point. We can only conclude

that the exchange editor who makes use of

them is particularly impressed by Miss Taylor's

treatment of the Sigma Chi man, in the last

issue of The Golden Key, and is making a bid

for the tides "Gentle Youth," "Fair Sir," and

"Pretty Mr. Editor."

The next to the last number of The Oberlin

Review contains an excellent article on " Liter-

ary Work in College Journalism."

To The College Argus belongs the glory of

inaugurating a series of papers on " How I was

Educated," which bids fair to rival those in

The Forum. After all, why speak of rivalry,

when methods are so fundamentally different?

According to his own confession, the only

books used in preparing the Argus man for col-

lege were woman's looks.

Of the two exchanges which come to us

from women's colleges, it is characteristic that

The Sunbeam should be occupied with the sub-

ject of " Woman and Her Work," while the

Vassar Miscellany is theorizing over " The

Twilight of the Poets." By the way, how many
more decades are we to wait for the woman
who can write about woman without under-

lining such words as "evolution," "right/'

"helpful," "gentle," and "womanly"; and

who, above all, will not make it pre eminently

the province of woman " to foster the noble

aspirations and grand purpose [of promising

young men] with the sunshine of her sympa-

thetic nature, not blight them with the frost of

indifference or discouragement " ?

DEATH OF LITTLE NELL.

For she was dead,

There on her little bed she la}- at rest.

The solemn stillness was no marvel now

;

For now she slept the lasting sleep of death.

No sleep so beantiful and calm, so free

From trace of pain, so fair to look upon.

She seemed like one fresh from the hands of God,

And waiting for the breath of life to come,

Not one who had endured both life and death.

Her couch was dressed with berries and green leaves,

Plucked from a shady spot to which she used

To roam. These were her words : " When I am dead,

Place near me something that has loved the light,

And always lived beneath the bright blue sky."

Dear, gentle, patient, noble Nell was dead.

Her little bird, so slight a finger would

Have crushed, was stirring nimbly in his cage.

His mistress' heart was motionless and mute.

Where were the traces of her early care,

Her suff'rings and fatigue ? All now were gone.

Indeed, all grief was dead within the child.

But peace and perfect happiness were born,

And here were shown in beauty and repose.

Now she was past all help or need of it.

The ancient room she seemed to fill with life,

Although her own was waning rapidly,

The garden spot she used to tend, the eyes

Her cheerful little heart had oft rejoiced,

The paths which she had trodden as it were

But yesterday, would know her never more.

A. B. C>
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I sat one eve, in deep unrest,

A bitter pain within my breast

;

I could not bear its withering blight

;

I sought the refuge of the night.

I passed a beggar on the street —
A child with bare, uncovered feet;

I had no silver, and no gold,

I smiled into its face, so old.

I walked alone, till break of morn —
An altered man— the heart ache gone

;

The smile I gave in want of gold,

At morn was growing in my soul.

One holiday past and still another before

us! The standard question and answer—
" Had a good time ?

" " Splendid !
"— in re-

gard to the gayeties of the Thanksgiving vaca-

tion have been drowned in the general ex-

clamation, "Two weeks from to-day, I shall

be home !
" Until now, the time for the home

going has approached so near, that we can

only wait in blissful silence. How much more

these homes will be appreciated ! We wish

that preaching were in our line,— this is such

a fine place for a sermon. Fancy work now
has full sway. It is a mystery how much can

be done in a few spare moments each day,

and the number of lovely, dainty presents

made, prove that those spare moments are

judiciously used. The poor mortals who know
not how to use their moments so judiciously,

gaze in open-mouthed wonder at the others,

and saying, " Why, I don't get a moment to

do fancy work !
" Nevertheless, the latter do

not seem to have their lessons any better than

the former. " How doth the little busy bee,"

etc.

We publish this month a few words from

Professor Bragdon. We are very glad to

learn of his voyage over, and that he and his

family are enjoying their life abroad. It is

also delightful to know that he thinks of us so

frequently. We hope that when he comes

back, he will find the school improved and

fully equal to all his hopes. All the girls will

read his letter with interest and pleasure. We
all wish himself, his family, and Miss Carpen-

ter a very happy Christmas and New- Year.

Patti has come and gone ! But never will

the memory of that delicious evening fade

from our minds. It was a delightful way in

which to begin our Thanksgiving vacation;

and from noon until the evening of Nov. 23,

our spirits gradually rose, until we could

scarcely contain ourselves. It would be super-

fluous to comment upon Madame Patti's sing-

ing. Cold-blooded critics may pick her to

pieces, but as for us, her very name sends a

thrill through our hearts. We forget our sur-

roundings and wander back to that evening,

when she stood before us, and her voice yet

lingers in our ears. We enjoyed very much
Madame Scalchi, Signor Galassi, Signor No-

vara and the others
;
yet to quote from the

Critic : " Such shining satellities would have

dimmed the comparative lustre of any other

central luminary, but in this case, they only

served to whet the appreciation of the public

for the world's greatest vocalist." It seemed

to us that she looked up at our balcony, when

she sang " Home, sweet Home," as if she felt

that we could appreciate that song as well as

any one. (We hope no one will forbid the

thought; we know it is rather conceited.) At
any rate, Patti echoed our sentiments in that

song, and most of us enjoyed it more than

the rest of the programme.

What is this we hear? Rumor or truth?

Can it be possible that Lasell is to banish

that oldest existing institution, — the " lists "
?

Alas ! we are unable to say whether or not this

is the truth. The Faculty smile inscrutably

when quesiioned, and, so far as we can judge

from them, the report may be nothing but

nonsense. When we came last fall, this rumor
was here before us, and it proved then to

have no foundation. We hope that now, also,

we may be experiencing nothing worse than

a renewal of our old " scare." For indeed, it

is a "scare." So far as we have heard, the

girls would be sorry to have the "lists"

abolished. And we do not mean merely the

self -governed girls, but those of the other
" lists " also. To be sure, those girls who are

on neither list say that it would make no
difference to them. Yet it seems to us that

the " lists " are an incentive to harder work
and better conduct ; and were this incentive

to be taken away, would not Lasell descend

to the level of the common boarding-school?

We have heard many girls say that Lasell is

not their idea of a boarding-school at all.

They expected to find a boarding-school a

place for fun and feasts ; but they have been

disappointed in that respect here. Lasell cer-

tainly is much better than most schools for a

good solid education, with a judicious sprink-

ling of good times. And is not this due in

great measure to the " lists " ? We do not

mean to insinuate that our Faculty could not

manage Lasell without the aid of the "lists,"
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No indeed ! Nevertheless, we fear that Pro-

fessor Bragdon would not have been so willing

to leave the school a whole year, if the "lists"

were not in exisience. For this reason we

cannot bring ourselves to believe that they are

to be abolished this year. Anyway, the ques

tion must be decided before Christmas. In

case the old plan continues, we hope that the

Faculty will make out the " lists " themselves

this term, instead of appointing a committee

of the students. The committee plan worked

very well last spring, where all were ac-

quainted, but it seems to us now that the

teachers know best the characters of the new
students. One of the girls remarked the

other day, " I don't know half the new girls!"

So it is with a great many of us, and how can

we do justice to a subject about which we
have no knowledge ?

It is with great sorrow that we announce the

death of Mr. Noyes, our Mamie's father. Mr.

Noyes had been quite sick, although not dan-

gerously so, we were told for some days, and

Mamie was called home to aid her mother.

We expected her back every day, and were

much surprised and shocked to hear of her

father's death. Mamie has the sympathy of

the entire school in her great bereavement

Her classmates regret very much that she will

not be with us in our graduation, and we
would say more to persuade her to come back

to school, did we not know that it would be

wrong to urge her from her duty, which she

feels to be at home with her mother.

We suppose a farewell speech is expected

from the departing staff of editors. We, how-

ever, mean to "fold our tents like the Arabs,"

etc. If we were to make a farewell speech,

we are very confident that it would not fulfil

the expectations of our readers. Therefore,

we prefer to leave the world forever in doubt

as to what we could have said, had we only

been willing to exert " all the powers of all

our minds." There are, however, a few

"notes and observations," which press for

utterance; therefore we utter them. But any

well trained mind will at once perceive the

distinction between " simply saying some-

thing," and "making a speech." It is, no

doubt, customary to thank the friends who
have helped us, and to say that our labor has

been very enjoyable. Contrary to custom,

however, we lay down our pens with a sigh of

relief. To those who have helped us we are

truly grateful, but they are few. We wish

that we might say a word for the coming

editor and her aides-de-camp. Every one must

agree with us that our paper is the result of a

constant effort on the part of a few rather

than of the school. One member of the

Association echoed the sentiments of a great

number of the students when she said, " I do

not care much for the paper, for I never read

any hing but the loca's." What kind of a sen-

timent is that with which to help a paper

along? One of the professors said the other

day, "What does the paper amount to, any-

way?" You may be sure that he never took

enough interest in it to even look to see

whether or not it did amount to anything.

Would it not be well for all of us to try the

plan of building up with at least one hand

next term, even if we do feel ourselves in

duty bound to tear clown with the other? We
do not suppose that any amount of urging will

help the matter. It is almost hopeless to

attempt any revolution in this line, for each

one, as she reads this, will say, " Why does

not some one write for the paper who can

write ! I would if I could." When it comes

to writing something for publication, every one

is very modest about her own powers. A
meek and lowly spirit is often very desirable,

but if ever there is a " lime to refrain " from

too marked an exhibition of this spirit— and

we believe that there is — it is when the

editor calls for aid.

moral of this observation lies in its applica-

tion." Let us each take a scrap of paper and

make out a list, not — as Thackeray bids us—
of all the gentlemen we know, but of all the

Lasell students whom we think might make a

more personal application of that " I " in the

lines quoted above.

Various are the forms and voices which

have been given to what is termed the " Spirit

of the Age." It is called in turn, " intensely

practical," "nothing, if not critical," and

one writer says that it has a tendency to rest

its hope of the hereafter on its knowledge of

bric-a brae. We are as far as possible from

wishing to make this last statement our own,

and yet it suggests a real, present danger. The

modern worship of culture is to often carried

on at the expense of earnestness, and individ-

ual thought. As a people, we are so afraid of

making ourselves ridiculous, of unconsciously

attacking an " established fact," that we alter-

nate between two lines of conduct. Either

we "agree with our friend on the other side of

the house "— our friend, representing the man
who is supposed " to know "— or we utter

what are really our most solemn convictions, in

such a light, mocking tone that Mephistopheles

himself would be puzzled as to our actual be-

lief.

Especially in a community like our own

here at Lasell, do we feel the need of first

thinking to the point and then standing by

our convictions. Earnestness and steadfast-

ness of purpose are great needs here and

elsewhere. " I [time] am here to-day, to-day

and tomorrow who knows where ?
" was part

of the sentiment on one of the prize Christ-

mas cards two years ago. Now, as we so

often hear quoted from the rostrum, " The

Berlin, Nov. 26, 1886.

Dear Editor, — Will you kindly allow me,

through the columns of your paper, to return

thanks to the dear "old girls," for the de-

lightful remembrance that comes from them to

me, across the sea? You have your wish.

Happy hours are rapidly making happy weeks,

and happy months.

We thought of you much yesterday, as we

dined at the same time as you, although by the

clock, we sat down at seven.

You must know that, even in this land of

sauer-kraut and sausages, we had a genuine

American Thanksgiving dinner ; roast turkey,

cranberry sauce, mince pie, etc.

The ladies of the American Christian Union

undertook to make strangers feel at home.

The markets are filled with geese, yet the tur-

keys were obtained without special tiouble, but

where was the cranberry sauce ? There were

no cranberries in Berlin. They sent to Ham-
burg. There was a kind of German cranberry

— no other. They sent to Dresden, and there

was found a box of real American cranberries,

grown on Cape Cod.

Then the mince pics. One good lady un-

dertook those. Having procured the mate-

rials, she hired a bakery for two days, for no

German house has its own oven. But, there

were no tins, for a mince pie had never been

baked in that oven. At last, a tin was found

that had been brought by a pie loving Ameri-

can from the old home. This was taken to the

tinman as a pattern. In his slow, German

fashion, he looked at it, turned it over, showed

it to his wife. They consulted over it, and

finally decided they could not bother with them,

and it would not be worth the trouble if they

nid, for nobody could ever get the pies out of

the pans. Finally, a man was found who under,

took the work. But, alas! the bottom of the

tin came out before the pie was baked. At

last, however, success crowned their efforts,

and better mince pies could not be desired.

Among the toasts one was to the emperor
;

that truly was not quite American, but by that

time we were all so happy that it was received

with a hearty good -will.

Fanny Wiswall and Grace Stebbins were

among the representatives of Lasell, and we

all unite in hoping you had as good a time as

we had.

Sincerely yours, C. C.
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Dear Lasell :

Not a day passes but I think of you many

times! Do your ears burn all the time?

Here we are for our Thanksgiving, in our own

little third-story home in Berlin, Hedemann

Str. 15. We have our kitchen, our German

maid, our own housekeeping, just as we want

it. Expect to join other Americans here in a

Thanksgiving dinner, to morrow at 6 p. m.

Met Fannie Wiswall and Grace Stebbins last

Sunday at church, and Miss Carpenter has

met Mamie Harmon Hellier. Lasell has its

proportion of the Berlin Americans! We ex

pect to stay here until January 1, so as to see

a Berlin Christmas. We often see the Em-

peror or Crown Prince or some one or more

of the " royalty," and Miss Carpenter runs

after a carriage yet as fast as any of us ! I

see face after face, and I think of what you

are doing almost every hour. Keep brave

hearts and loving ways. Above all, be true,

dear girls ! C. C. B.

THE FAST BOAT.

With goods stowed in our snug room, well

aft in the aristocratic, uncomfortable quarter,

we pace the deck of the " Etruria," watching the

busy stowing of trunks and the hasty coming

and wild ways of late arrivals. Our pacing

was not graceful, for we had the same trouble

which you girls found with the floor of LaselPs

dining-room the first of the year. Did the

same man daub both floor and deck ? Every

step sticks, every raising of the foot from the

freshly rosined floor is an effort. The chil-

dren try to run,— it looks so tempting, — but

give it up, and go about hauling one foot after

the other grotesquely. Incautious boys find

trouble in rising from their seats. Every new-

comer looks to see what ails his shoes. Half

past two comes, time to be off, but Uncle Sam

is late with his mail-bags, and we wait for him

nearly half an hour. Bad example ! While we

tarry, the '" Fulda," no, " Gen. Lloyd," and " La

Bourgoyne," the crack ship of the French line,

pass down the river. The Inman " City of

Chester " and the National line boat had gone

earlier. At 2.54 three tugs pull and push the

great hulk into the river, turn it round, and at

3.04 the screw begins its steady whirl. Rap-

idly the city with its smoke goes by. Bedloe's

Island, with its noted and noticeable statue,

really an ornament to the harbor, pointing the

seafarer to a higher power ; Governor's Island

with its long, useless fort, the last home of

the gallant Hancock; the high bridge, Long

Island, Staten Island, and the forts, take in

turn our good-by. There is nowhere a

handsomer harbor than our New York Bay.

As we round the awkward horseshoe curve of

Sandy Hook, we slow up, and as we cross the

bar the big boat— she draws 26 feet— strikes

the bottom twice. But she slips over, drops

the pilot with the last home letters, and strikes

out, like a carrier-pigeon, for home. The

French ship is just ahead, the German and

Inman have cut across the shallow water, and

are almost out of sight. We gain on the

Frenchwoman (she is a fast one, said to have

been built to beat the " Etruria," and it is of

interest to crew as well as passengers to see

whether she can do it), and presently the two

are side by side. For some moments it seems

to be "neck and neck," but gradually our boat

draws ahead. All the evening her white and

green lights follow us like the eyes of a

hound (queer about the hound's eyes being of

different colors, but I can't lose the figure)

on our track, but in the morning she is not in

sight. The Inman we passed while racing with

" La Bourgoyne," and during the evening we

see to the southard the lights of the " Fulda "

steadily receding. The " Etruria " rides easily,

and her engines woik with a conscious power.

The water flies past, and the bright moon
looks down on a very contented passenger

alone on the sea. The evening is delightful,

I enjoy it after a fashion. I could n't help

enjoying such an evening at sea. But I want

some one to share it. (The chicks have

already succumbed to the strange motion,

after bravely but vainly trying to dine, and

have concluded that ship's beds look nicer

than ship's food, and are fast asleep.) I have

never crossed before without either wife or

some girls who enjoyed the ''moonlight on

Killarney" as well as I, and it seems strange

to be alone. "Do I like the fast boat ?
" Yes,

I like anything that fairly beats. I like the

rapid motion. The children being ill, I am
glad to get across soon. She is a boat that

knows her work, and is fine in many ways.

Out of the seven and a half days, we had

five of rough weather, part of it so severeas to

be noted in the English papers as '• one of

the worst," etc. During this the "Etruria" be-

haved well, very well, I must say. A sea

captain said, "This boat rides so well that

half these folks don't known how heavy a

sea we're having." But, as compared with

our two Boston boats :

First. The officers were less courteous.

They act as if passengers were a necessary

evil. (I wonder if the New York air is to

blame?) I had occasion last summer to be sur-

prised by the lack of courtesy of the New
York Cunard office correspondent, or did it

only happen so on this boat ? And the inferior

take their cue from the superior. I asked one

of the sailors whose sole duty it is to wait upon

passengers on deck, carry chairs, wraps, etc.,

and keep the deck clean," What kind of a bird

is that ?
" Without looking, he said gruffly,

•' Don't know." Another began to scold a

poor child because her sea-sick spell would

not wait till she reached the vessel's side.

This sort of thing might happen once in a

while, but should be the rare exception and

not the rule.

Second. The food was not so good nor sO

plentiful. Several spoke of the fare as " second-

class." Soups were poor. Many things which

might just as easily have been good, raisins,

oranges, etc., were not the best. And we were

often told, "It is finished," "There is no

more." The boat can take six hundred and

fifty to seven hundred passengers. We num-

bered two hundred and sixty-four, so there

was no excuse for scanty supplies. Our

steward — I do not know it was so with

others — was often quite deaf, slow to serve,

and all were very quick to clear away, oftm

bringing the cloth quite up to our plates while

we were still eating.

Third. There were no ladders for uppef

berths, and no basins or other conveniences

for sea-sick passengers,— an inexcusable lack,

There is no atlas in the library, and in many

small ways not worth mentioning there was a

feeling of illiberality in the service, which was

very unlike our feeling on the Boston boats

It is said these fast boats have not yet paid

their way. That is no reason why ordinary

and usual comforts shall be withheld. They

burn three hundred tons of coal daily and

bring their passengers across soon, but that is

no excuse for not treating them civilly. An
Fnglish lady told a story which illustrates what

many felt

:

A passenger asked for a clean napkin

instead of one much soiled. " No," said the

steward, "you cannot have a clean napkin till

the day for changing, but the Cunard Com-

pany never lost a life."

The " Etruria " has a splendid promenade

deck, the best I ever saw, but with a full com-

plement of passengers the chairs must crowd

it, and walking be as difficult as on a smaller

boat. Her daily runs were 409, 412, 424, etc.,

knots, and that is good time, and she held her

own remarkably well in foul weather and kept

her screw well in water. What a rare trip one

would have on her with the " personnel " of

the " Pavonia " or the " Cephalonia !

" In con-

clusion : For speed the fast boat was faster,

but for comfort give me the Boston boats.

By the way, I hear something about the

" Pavonia " getting into the wrong dock lately.

How was that ?

On the whole we were a very fair company.

There was more betting and gaming than I am
used to, and some rather rough men.

" These boats carry neither cattle, sheep, nor

pigs " is advertised of certain vessels. I have

never f und the boat that did n't carry some
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pigs, and we occasionally heard a " squeal " on

the "Etruria." Some tilings were amusing

enough, but this letter is long enough. Piiy

you say to leave out the amusing things when
the rest of it has been so dry. Yes, but

then . I was very glad to make the ac-

quaintance of Capt. Ryder, of Chelsea, Helen

Underwood's uncle, whose company was a

constant pleasure and profit too. He says,

"Helen is a 1 w b s ."

Also, strangely enough, of Mr. Stilwell, of

St. Louis, the husband of the sister of our dear

Julia Miller. He gained the children's hearts

at once ; mine he had already when he told

me who he was. And Mr. Tucker, of Far-

well, Harvey & Co., who was crossing in the

interest of the firm. And the London lady

who sat next me and was very entertaining and

friendly and interested in the children, but

did not invite me to her house ! C. C. B.

BOOKS ADDED TO LASELL LIBRARY IN

BER AND NOVEMBER, 1886.

Librarian's Report.

Becker, W. A. Gallus ; or, Rome in the

time of the Emperor Augustus .

Corson, Hiram. Introduction to the

study of Robert Browning ....
Hamerton, Philip G. The Graphic

Arts

Hamerton, Philip G. Landscape .

Johnston, Keith. Africa. A Compen-
dium of Geography and Travel . .

Keane, A. H. Asia. A Compen-
dium of Geography and Travel .

Low, E. J., and Paling, F. S. Diction-

ary of English History ....
Shakespeare— W. J. Rolfe, ed. Ham-

let

Shakespeare — W. J. Rolfe, ed. Mid-

summer Night's Dream ....
Shakespeare—- W. J. Rolfe, ed. The
Two Noble Kinsmen by Jno.

Fletcher and Shakespeare . . .

Shakespeare — W.J. Rolfe, ed. Julius

Caesar

Shakespeaie— Othello and Desdemo-
na— A Critical Essay by Dr. Ellits

Tennyson, Alfred. The Young Peo-

ple's ed. by W. J. Rolfe ....
Tennyson, Alfred. Seltct Poems, ed. by

W. J. Rolfe

Stedman, E. C. Victorian Poets . .

0CT0-

937-6

824.19

740.1

7S8.I
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1
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903 2
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822.21
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"The three lessons that are all the better

for knowing: that cheerfulness can change
misfortune into love and friends

; that in order-

ing one's self aright one helps others to do the

same ; ai;d that the power of finding beauty in

the humblest things makes home happy and
life lovely.

BREEZE.
' Get up, Breeze," said the Rev. Philetus

Carter. Breeze pricked her pretty ears,

arched her neck, and danced along. The road

was stony, and the shabby old buggy rattled

and shook till it seemed as if it would come to

pieces ; but the Rev. Philetus was not

alarmed. The buggy was an old friend, well

used to rough treatment, and would carry its

master on many a journey yet.

He was not thinking of his carriage, nor of

his gay little horse, nor of the forlorn road

over which he was travelling If you had

asked him, he would have said that he was not

thinking at all, as he sat there, in his rusty,

black coat, his hat pulled over his eyes.

There were a good many odds and ends float-

ing about in his mind. In the first place, he

was cross. He ought to have been on his

way an hour ago ; but poor old Widow Cole

had been so doleful with her rheumatics, that

he had not had the heart to leave her. Next,

he was afraid that he should not get to Sims-

bury, the other side of the creek, in time to

conduct the evening meeting. If he didn't,

Brother Hopkins would have it, and Brother

Hopkins's gift lay not so much in the power to

edify the faithful, as in the direction of funeral

services, which always satisfied his aspirations.

But, chiefly, Mr. Carter was just a little worried

about the tides. Chignecto Bay, which he

had to cross, is the most dangerous place in

the Bay of Fundy. At one time, the whole

creek will be perfectly bare, nothing visible

but wastes of sand, as far as the eye can see
;

fifteen minutes later a sheet of blue water will

be sparkling in the sunlight.

" Get up, Breeze," said Mr. Carter.

After a good half-hour of trotting, they

reached the bluff overlooking the creek.

Twilight was coming on, and over the yellow

sand there stretched a dull gray sky, with just

a streak of clear pale green at the bottom.

Far away at the horizon was the dark line of

the sea. Little fishing-smacks lay stranded

here and there on the sand, their sails flap-

ping with a dejected air. Anyone used to the

scene would know that the dark specks mov-

ing near the ships were fishermen hunting for

mussels. On the cliff was a forlorn little

shanty, looking as if the next gale would blow

it over. Mr. Carter stopped, jumped down from

his buggy, and knocked vigorously at the door.

'•Is Mr. Merrykin within?" he called out,

as no answer came to his raps.

"What do you wish?" said a deep, sulky

voice. The door opened slowly, and showed

a gaunt old fisherman, whose knotted face

broke into a kind of a smile as he recognized

his visitor.

" Glad to see you, Mr. Carter," he growled

out slowly. " Come in, won't you ?
"

" No, thank you, Mr. Merrykin," answered

Mr. Carter cheenly ; "can't stop to-night, 1

have to be over at Simsbury by eight, and I

wanted to ask you if it was safe to cross the

creek."

The old man scratched his head, looked at

the line of the sea, studied the horse and

buggy, and shifted from one foot to another,

while Mr. Carter drummed impa'iently with

his fingers on the back of one hand.

"Well," said the fisherman, deliberately,

"your horse looks pretty spry. I reckon if

you start about now, and go across where you

see them tracks, you '11 be at Simsbury in an

hour and a half, and the tide be n't due for a

matter of two hours yet."

"Thank you, Mr. Merrykin, thank you,"

said Mr. Carter, jumping into the buggy, and

driving away as fast as he could. Ihe light

was growing dim, and the long waste of sand

looked rather crawly. There was something

uncanny about the great stretch, where no

vegetation was visible, except an occasional

patch of brown seaweed. When Breeze came
to the edge of it she stopped short, and

refused to go on. Breeze was a pony with a

mind of her own, and when she had made it

up, it was no easy matter to change her inten-

tions. The Rev. Philetus knew by experience

that the whip never had any effect ; so he

adopted his usual method when he and Breeze

disagrted, and, leaning forward out of the

buggy, began to reason gently with her.

" Now, Breeze, see here. You don't like the

looks of that sand. Well, neither do I. It's

cold, and it 's sort of creepy, and there 's a great

deal of it. But you know very well, Breeze,

that people have to do what they don't like to

get what they do like. If you want any sup-

per, you 've got to cross this creek. Moreover,

I tell you that you 've got to cross it any way.

Now be a sensible horse, and don't make a

fuss."

All this the Rev. Philetus said very slowly, in

a clear, even voice. Breeze listened with a dis-

consolate air, poking the ground with one

shaggy hoof. If ever a pony could pout, I

should say that Breeze pouted ; but she was a

rational horse, and when her master had fin-

ished his exhortation, she kept still for a min-

ute, and then, having vindicated her dignity,

started forward over the sand with a vigor that

gave the old carriage a hard jolt. Mr. Carter

always said — in private, be it understood—
that Breeze had more sense than most of his

parishioneri. She was an obstinate little crea-

ture with every one but her mister, but with

him, she was wonderfully intelligent and do-

cile, and the long journeys that they took to-

gether over Mr. Carter's scattered parish had

brought about a great friendship between mas-

ter and horse.
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Truth to tell, Mr. Carter did not feel very

easy as Breeze carried him quickly over the

sand. He knew that he had plenty of time to

gtt across, unless he lost the track ; but the

evening was cloudy and it was already nearly

half past six. Maria was expecting him home

to supper about this time. How pleasant it

would be to be sitting in their cosey little din-

ing-room, with Breeze in the barn, comfortably

chewing her hay ! He did not wonder that

the poor beast did not want to cross this howl-

ing desert of a place ; there was an ugly look,

somehow, to the Utile pools of salt water that

the wheels splashed through. Some gulls were

whirling overhead, and crying hoarsely in their

shrill voices ; it was strange that the birds

should be so far inland ; they usually came up

the creek only when the tide was in. There

was a peculiar saltness in the air, too, or Mr.

Carter imagined so. Once he passed a few

rods from a stranded schooner, and half

thought that he saw the men signalling to

him ; but he was too hurried to stop, and be-

sides it was not light enough to see distinctly,

as he urged Breeze on.

He had been driving over the sand for at least

three quarters of an hour now. He calculated

that he must be more than half-way across.

The opposite shore loomed up in fiont of him,

looking nearer through thedaikness. He was

not very far from the head of the creek.

Things began to seem more cheerful, and he

found himself humming " China."

Suddenly, he heard a sound, low, but dis-

tinct. Breeze pricked up her ears, stood still

for an instant, quivering all over, and then

dashed forward, at a pace which her master

had never seen before.

Far in the distance, the dark line of the sea,

which had vanished in the twilight, appeared

once more. If seemed to grow, to raise itself,

to become more distinct. It was coming

nearer. The sound was not low now ; it grew

every instant, with deafening force.

The Rev Philetus did not need Breeze's

piteous neigh to let him know what had hap

pened. The old fisherman had told him

wrong. The tide was coming.

There was no hope of escape. He had

barely time to understand before it was upon

him. A tremendous mountain of black water,

breaking into white foam, it rushed onward

with a terrible roar, sweeping the little horse

and buggy up from the ground, and tossing

them as if they had been playthings.

The water was very cold. That was the

first thing of which Mr. Carter was conscious.

The next was irritation with old Mr. Merry-

kin. Lifted for an instant on the crest of the

wave, he could see, where a moment before

had been gray sand, a wide plain of seething

water. He caught sight in the distance of

the schooner which had signalled him. • She

was floating on the top of the waves, her sails

filled with wind, exulting in the power that

had come to her. Then the whirl of waters

blinded him, and he could see nothing.

There was no use in trying to save himself.

No human being could live in such a sea.

He set his teeth and clinched his fists, and

waited for the death that was coming.

Suddenly he remembered Breeze with a

great feeling of pity. It had not occurred to

him to pity himself, but it seemed terrible that

the noble little horse should die so, she was

a plucky little thing ! he knew that she could

swim, and he cou'd at least make an effort to

save her life. A man might die worse than

in trying to help a creature who loved him.

and had done him good service. He would

give her a chance, at least.

He was buttoned in by a boot, from which

he had to set himse'f free before he could do

anything. The leather was soaked with salt-

water, his fingers were numb with cold, and it

seemed as if the buttons would never yield

Finally, he managed to unfasten them all.

He pulled from his pocket a knife— a good

stout one — and began to hack at the

harness. Half over, half under the water,

dazed and blinded by the roar and the spray,

he shut his eyes, and set his teeth, and out

with all his might. He could feel and hear

poor Breeze, panting and struggling in the

darkness. With that clumsy buggy acting as

a rudder, she never could be saved.

The winds blew and the waters roared, and

still he cut. Clambering out over the dash-

board, he climbed on Breeze's back. His

knife was gone, hewed down to the stump.

Only one strap was left. With both his hands

he clutched it, and pulled. He was a strong

man, famous in muscular exercise of all kinds.

The leather creaked — strained — yielded.

The strap was broken, and Breeze was free.

Just then came another wave, almost as

large as the first. The Rev. Philetus -clutched

his horse's mane ; the great mountain of

water swept over both man and horse, and

they were carried far up among the rocks on

the shore.

Breeze struggled bravely. Half swimming,

half walking, she tried to gain a footing. The
rocks were covered with slippery sea-weed : but

she scrambled up them, in water to her knees,

and had almost reached the sands above

when — she stumbled. Her feet were entan-

gled in the long reins, which Mr. Carter had

forgotten. After an instant of terrible strug-

gle, man and horse fell down the rocks, and

were swept out to sea by the undertow.

The next thing that Mr. Carter knew, he

could still feel Breeze's back under him.

How long a time had passed, he could not

tell. All around was a black sheet of water.

The moon was shining through a rift in the

clouds ; in the distance was a black object,

which he took for a rock. The poor little

horse was swimming feebly a .d breathing

hard as if nearly exhausted, and her master

feared that her strength would hold out only

a little while. "Good by, Breeze," he said

aloud, his voice sounding strangely across the

still water; " I did my best to save you ; but

I'm afraid you '11 have to die with your mas-

ter." He leaned over and patted her neck,

the pony gave a mournful little whinny, and

Mr. Carter lost consciousness again.

When he came to himself, he felt the sun

shining in his face. For a long while, he lay

with closed eyes, able only to wonder whether

whether or not he was alive. Finally, when

he had made up his mind, he opened his eyes,

raised himself on his elbow, and looked about

him.

It was a bright, cloudless morning. The

treacherous tide had gone out again, and only

here and there a little blue eye of water twinkled

up to the sky from the white sand. Far away,

almost in the middle of the creek, Mr. Carter

saw a melancholy black object. It was his

buggy, much broken and dilapidated, left

stranded on its side by the retreating waves.

Close by him, on the sand, lay the body of

poor little Breeze. Her master called her,

but in vain; she would never answer him

ae:ain. The brave little horse had saved her

master's life ; she had swum with him to the

shore. But the struggle had been too much

for her strength, and she was dead.

Mr. Carter found, by looking about him,

that he was about two miles from Simsbuiy.

Gradually and with difficulty, he made his way

in that direction ; but he was so exhausted

that his progress was slow, and the sun was

high in the heavens before he reached the little

white church, which stood on a bluff overlook-

ing the bay. A hymn was being sung inside,

and Mr Carter, wondering at a service held at

so unusual an hour on a week-day, crawled in

and took his place behind a pillar.

At first he could not tell what they were do-

ing. It was a funeral hymn that they were

singing, and he did not know that anyone had

died. But, a brig had been overdue ; it was

possible that news had been received of her

loss.

In time, Brother Hopkins rose to address

the meeting. His face, always doleful, was a

shade longer than usual ; his coat-tails had a

dejected air ; tears coursed each other down

his flabby cheeks. Mr. Carter could not help

feeling that Brother Hopkins was thoroughly

enjoying the occasion.

" Alas, my brethren," said the speaker, in

long-drawn-out and melancholy accents,— "alas
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for the mournful occasion which brings us thus

together on this fair morning. All nature

smiles — and we alone must grieve. We have

not even the satisfaction of having in our

midst the remains of our beloved friend. A
prey to the devouring elements, what were our

feelings, when by this morning's light we be-

held on the sands the wreck of his well known

vehicle! But, my brethren,"— and here Mr.

Hopkins's voice grew very solemn, and he

spoke as if each word made a pleasant im-

pression on his palate, — "one consolation at

least is ours. Not a family among us that has

not been similarly bereaved by the decease of

some beloved one. On how many an occasion,

such as the present, has Brother Carter been

the sympathizer and the friend ! Let us be

comforted in reflecting how happy he would

be, could he know that we, in our turn, are

rendering to him the same service, and paying

back our debts."

At this moment, a woman's sob was heard,

low yet distinct. Mr. Carter sprang to his

feet. He had kept silence so far, at first

from bewilderment, then from amusement

;

but now, it was time to speak. Walking right

up the aisle, he paused in front of the horrified

speaker, and said, in loud and cheerful ac-

cents, —
"Brother Hopkins, I guess you needn't

trouble about paying that debt just yet. We '1!

let it run awhile longer !

"

That evening, the Rev. Philetus Carter was

seated at his cosey tea-table, waited on by his

wife and daughter. The vision of the night

before was fulfilled in part, but in part only.

" Do you know, Minnie," said the Rev.

Philetus, '' it was all very well to be so glad to

see me back again ; but for my part, I can

think of nothing but Breeze's whinny, just be-

fore I fainted. Poor, plucky little horse ! I

thought f could save her, but the saving was

all on her side, and if I had had my way, I

should have asked Brother Hopkins to con-

tinue the funeral to her memory."

APPRECIATIVE WORDS.

The address referred to below is the first

of Dr. Parkhurst's course of lectures on Evi-

dences of Christianity, before our Senior class.

It will be seen that others share our enthu-

siasm in the reception of the thoughts of our

beloved and able lecturer.

"The many friends of Rev. Charles Park-

hurst will rejoice to see that he is appreciated

in his efforts elsewhere. The Cheshire Re-
publican, of Keene, N. H., in its report of

the State Sunday School Convention, held

there recently, has the following: —
" ' The closing address was given by Rev.

Charles Parkhurst, of Dover; while all did
well, he carried the convention to a point of

interest not before reached. His theme was
" Historic Evidence of the Truth of Scripture

in Place, Monument, and Art." While this

address was evidently carefully prepared,

showing much research in archaeology, its

logic was convincing, and it was also delivered

with eloquence and power, impressing the

audience to a degree seldom witnessed.'

"

TWO IMPRESSIONS OF LASELL.

First Impression.

The shades of night were falling fast,

As through a Bay State village passed

A hack. Inside might be detected,

By aid of dim street light reflected,

Two school-girls : one with manner gay,

Explaining objects by the way.

The other one with eager face,

Showing keen interest in the place.

For to the one a boarding school,

With line and plummet, task and rule,

Was something new, unknown, untried;

While the companion by her side,

Returning thence a second time,

Had brought a friend. — And hence my rhyme.

" See, there 's Lasell "
! And through the glooming

It seemed a German castle looming.

I 've seen those castles — in a book —
And that's the way I think they look.

'T was throned majestic on a hill

;

And all the valley seemed to fill

With classic shade. Lights twinkled there, —
But glimpse of faces passing fair,

And rippling laughter, snatch of song

Borne by the fragrant breeze along,

Made German theories fade away,

And Oriental ones hold sway.

What if some Sultan bold, possessing

Aladdin's lamp, by magic pressing,

And wishing with that goblin rub

To place his harem by the Hub !

A Geni from the realms of space

Had instant snatched it from its place,

Impelled it flashing through the air

And bid it hang in radiance there ?

Great ghost of Boston ! Pray excuse me,

'T was but a dream that did amuse me.

Sweet rural sounds one loves to hear

Fell lingeringly upon the ear
;

And woke'me from my mystic dreaming,

With castles, harems, houries, gleaming
;

Quick all my fancies vanished, till

I only saw upon that hill

A spacious pile of modern plan;

So late, 't was even not " Queen Anne."

The " Persian pa'ace " air had fled,

Utility ruled there instead.

From base to dome (was this a dream ?)

An air of "culture" reigned supreme

A subtle influence from "the Hub,"

Where poets write and bookworms grub
;

Where Harvard condescends to shine

With boating club and base-ball nine
;

Where Wellesley brings harvest sheaves,

And Lasell buds expand in " Leaves."

Such favored spot ! such classic pile !

Enthused me as 1 gazed the while. *

Gaunt giant branches overhead,

A dim protection seemed to shed;

The crimson of the sunset hue

Had faded softly into blue.

Light clouds (like cowled monks) shaded soon

The brightness of the crescent moon.

Till one lone star of purest ray

Seemed lovingly to point the way

To this famed Mecca ; where A. 1!.

Is longed for by each devotee,

Thus proving plain as A, B, C,

A maid a bachelor can be.

Thus when in seach of wisdom roaming,

I saw thee first amid the gloaming;

A beauty more than I can tell

Was breathed arour.d thee, fair Lasell.

Second Impression.

Nine o'clock next morning.—Ar
o twilight illusions.

With a singular lack of animation,

I offered my letters of recommendation
;

From teachers who guided me truly and well,

In my Jersey home so far from Lasell.

As Robin Hood one slight blast blew

And to his side his warriors drew,

So the Professor a word let fall,

And instructors— a multitude— arose at the call.

My courage seemed dozing away by degrees,

The blood round my heart 'gan to curdle and freeze

As this cyclone of teachers quizzed me most tenderly,

I from my small stock of wit paying slenderly.

To make this grim process still more emphatic,

They employed the method called the " Socratic."

They questioned of Latin, French, German, and Greek •

When the good plain English I scarcely could speak.

Arcs, segments, and circles were passed in review,

Geometical problems I never saw through.

" Could I name the last Cassar that sat on a throne ?

"

That I 'm morally certain I never have known.

Greeks, Egyptians, and Hebrews are all Greek to me,

And the old Roman Fathers any others might be.

When socrated (an orignal word you may say)

Of authors upon that unlucky day,

The ancients and moderns would not stay apart,

And I fear I had Plato mixed up with Bret Harte.

Asked to name the philosophers dead or "extant,"

I only gave one ; and that one was— Kant.

I knew as little that day I suppose,

As a nineteenth-century juryman knows.

Over probable sequel I drew a thick veil

;

Only saying that when you " prospect " Auburndale,

May you witness the exquisite twilight adorning,

Without feeling the anguish that comes the next

morning.

H. S. J.
~*~«

She is small and plain and insignificant

;

her ideal is stately, beautiful, commanding.

She is a nonentity, her ideal has a vocation

and fills it with her beautiful life gracefully and

entirely. She has spent hours dreaming of

worthy deeds of which she is to be the heroine
;

disturbed in these dreams, she has lost her

temper completely at what she is pleased to

call the mean commonplaces of her life. She

is made supremely happy or supremely miser-

able by— a trifle.

Her ideal lives a bright, happy life, above

the petty ills and worries ; and, though her

feelings are strong, she is not swayed by every
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passing event. Her ideal is a woman to whom
others look for counsel, a useful, sympathetic

woman who can be a help in time of trouble,

and yet a bright-hearted, sunny woman who is

welcomed by gladness as well as by sorrow.

She is a failure in the sick-room ; her boots

creak, her voice drops to a deathly whisper,

she lets the medicine trickle down the neck of

her patient, and makes herself so troublesome

generally, that she is driven away to make room

for her ideal, who comes in with a noiseless

tread, a low, sweet voice, and a cool, steady

hand that soothe and comfort as well.

In short, she is nothing that she would like

to be ; and, though she tries to imitate her

ideal, the result seems so much more like a

caricature than even a very poor likeness, that

she is almost tempted to give up entirely.

But her stock of hope seems inexhaustible,

and after she recovers from the shock of her

last failure, she finds herself still expecting to

some day approach her ideal.

Phyllis.

LOCALS.

French Teacher. — Miss L , please trans-

late, "Is your cousin ill ?
"

Pupil (who has not yet filed down French

pronunciation to a cambric needle point).

—

" Votre cuisine, est elle malade."

One of the " subs " says she is sorely troub-

led with her Ironical tubes. Poor girl

!

The morning before the Thanksgiving vaca-

tion began, the following confronted our eyes

from the bulletin board :
—

THANKSGIVING AT LASELL, 1886.

Schedule.

Thursday. — " Ye Fast Day."

Breakfast.— 8 A. m. It 's the early bird that

gets it.

Banquet. — 2. p. m.

Spicy. — Same as last season.

Grand Gathering. — " Gym," 7 p. m.

Friday. — " Dreams of Yesterday haunt

Me"
Breakfast. — 8 a. m. "Come early and

avoid the rush."

Lunch . — 12.30 to 1.30. Go as you please.

Grand Spread. — 5 p. m. " Merry go

Round." " Gym," 7.30 p. m.

Saturday. — " Nay, not so fast, Father

Time."

Breakfast. — 8 a. m. " None but the brave

deserve the fair "— beefsteak.

Lunch. — 1230 to 1.30.

Table d'Hbte.— 5.30 p. m.

" Lasell Ideals," in grand uproar. " Gym,"

8 p. M.

Temperance drinks.

Sunday. — "A little oasis in a desert of

noise." The day as usual.

Evening song. — 7.30 p. m.

Monday.— Curtain to slow music.

The foregoing programme promised much

for Lasell girls, who were to stay here during

the vacation, and they were not doomed to be

disappointed. Besides this public programme,

there were numerous private spreads, banjo

recitals and candy pulls, which were attended

with much festivity.

Thanksgiving day was as enjoyable as al-

ways, and we are glad to say that the dinner

did not last too long, and the toasts were, on

the whole, very good. The guests especially

acquitted themselves in this respect very credita-

bly to their hosts, and Mr. Barnard's friend

was especially witty in his extemporaneous

speech.

The following is a list of the toasts' :
—

"The day we celebrate" . . Miss Sheldon

"Our guests" Miss Walston

"Lasell " Miss Chamberlayru

" Our Berlin family " .... Miss Ninde

"The noble birrud " Lowe
" The hour and the man "

. . . Aman

Those who entertained guests at dinner,

were : Mr. Barnard, Mr. and Mrs. Cassedy.

Miss Byran, Miss Peck, Miss Etta Stafford, —
on whose side we were rejoiced to see Lu

Walston of Smith College, — Miss Sinsabaugh,

Miss McEchron, and Bessie Shepherd.

Besides the toasts mentioned in the menu,

there were quite a number of informal toasts.

Lasell students are much indebted to Mr.

George Riddle for an enjoyable evening of

his select readings, not long ago. This is the

first time Mr. Riddle has been here, and we
all hope it is not the last time he will make
the chapel ring with responsive hilarity from

the girls.

We have recemly sought to make an en

gagement for a reading by our old friend,

Professor Raymond, but he has declined to

come this winter, in a very pleasant and kind

note, and says that physical ills will probably

keep him from seeing Lasell very soon.

Mrs. Butler, who, with her husband, has

been a missionary to India for many years,

gave an interesting talk in the chapel, Sunday,

November 21. Those who are interested in

India enjoyed, especially, her vivid descrip-

tions of the horrors of the Indian mutiny, and
the life of the Indian women. It will be a

difficult task to elevate the morals of this de-

praved people, but with such energetic souls

as Mr. and Mrs. Butler to work, we hope at

last to see an emancipation from their igno-

rance and degradation.

The Newton Boat Club Fair was quite a

society event for Lasell. A number of girls

went to it, and returned with glowing accounts

of the beautifully decorated hall, and of the

superb entertainment given them.

Topics at Ssnior Table.

"Nebular Hypothesis" {not often).

"Woman's Suffrage" (succeeding Miss C.

Chamberlayne's lecture on gossip).

"Newton Boat Club Fair" (in short, telling

utterances).

" Evil Influences of Novel Reading during

Vacation."

" Dixey versus Booth " (majority in favor of

former).

The above list often interspersed with stale

jokes, as "We fry ours in butter," "It 's naiiher,

it's aither," "I'll take light meat, please!"

" Beasts in Barnum's circus," and on extra

occasions the members of '87 regale them-

selves with a story or two about the " Hog
that ran up the tree, or McE.'s summer ad-

venture with Adolphus." In closing this list,

let us add a piece of advice to the other tables

in the dining-room, — that they shall in future

profit, as far as their abilities will let them,

by the example of the illustrious Seniors, as

regards intellectual food and nourishment.

PERSONALS.

Miss Anna Lovering has been spending

the Thanksgiving vacation in Auburndale, and

made a pleasant call on her friends at Lasell.

She belonged to the graduating class of '81.

We regret to learn that she still has the dif-

ficulty of weak eyes, which proved such a

drawback to her work here. But nothing

dims their brightness or the cheerful humor
that makes her seem not a day older than

when she was here. We hope to welcome her

often at Lasell.

During the Thanksgiving vacation, Miss
Eleanor Nichols had the great misforture

to lose her mother. Mrs. Nichols was an
excellent woman, well known to some of our

members.

Miss Minnie Bigelow, a pupil who left

Lasell four years ago, made us a brief call re-

cently. The few persons who were here at that

time were very glad to see her. She is much
in earnest in various plans for reading and
study, and evidently has not neglected to gain

the advantage of the years already gone. She
was one of the European party of '82, and
remembers it with enthusiasm.

Mr. Shepherd recently visited his father in

Washington.

The Chamber Concert given at Lasell, No-
vember 23, '86, was very enjoyable. The
Orphean Club, assisted by the mixed chorus,

sustained its part admirably, as it always does.

Miss White, whom we had the pleasure of

hearing last winter in the concert given by
Mrs. William H. Sherwood, was as charming
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as ever. Miss Webster, who has recently re-

turned from her studies abroad, handles the

'cello as if she was thoroughly acquainted with

it. The following is the

PROGRA M M E.

, . Pinsnti.

FIRST PART.

Chorus. The Watchword

MIXED CHORUS.

Chorus. Homeward on the flowing tide Gaul.

ORPHEAN CLUB.

'Cello Solo. Concerto, A Minor Gollerman.

MISS WEBSTER.

Chorus. Night winds so gently flow Calkin.

MIXES CHORUS.

(
a. The Seasons Clayton Johns.

Songs,
j
b. Behiit dich Gott Nessler.

( c. The Seaman's Wife Herman.

MISS WHITE.

Vocal Quartette. Moonlight Hollander.

GETHERELA QUARTETTE.

First Soprano Miss Hollingsworth.
Second Soprano .... Miss Bailey.

First Alto Miss Joy.
Second Alto Miss Mungbr.

SECOND PART.

'Cello Solos.
| f Larghetto Le/ebure.
I b. Papielon Popper.

MISS WEBSTER.

Chorus. Stars are in the quiet skies Rimbault.

mixed chorus.

Chorus. Oh calm and lovely those evening bells Abt.

ORPHEAN CLUB.

Song.— Serenade. O Swallow Piatti.

(With ''Cello Obligate by Miss Webster.)

miss white.

Chorus. Hunting Song Smart.
MIXED CHORUS.

MAJOR AND MINOR.

Mme. Marie Roze contemplates coming
over again, and, if she does, will give operatic

concerts similar to those Patti is now giving.

This year Nevada sings to her babe.

Patti 's favorite color is red, and Mme.
Nilsson's is blue. Both match well with

American gold.

Rubinstein has completed a sixth sym-

phony, which will soon be heard in Leipzig

under his own direction.

Another piece has been composed to be

performed on the black keys of the pianoforte.

Such music finds ready sale in the South, as it

is intended for the dark keys.

The organist leads a hard life. He not

only peddles music, but gains his livelihood by
" manual " labor.

ART NOTES.

M. Bartholdi says that, so far as he knows,

the great statue of Liberty is the fiist example

of a copper exterior mounted on iron trusses

A bill for the establishment of a National

Art Gallery, under the patronage of the

United States government, is being talked

about in New York.

By the will of Mrs. Cornelia M. Stewart,

widow of A. T. Stewart, it would seem that

a large portion of the great art collectors will

adorn the walls of the proposed seminaiy for

women at Garden City.

Mr. Wedmore, of London, is still absent in

France, which has caused some delay in the

publication of his book for collectors, on

"Whistler's Etchings" • but it may be issued

during the present month.

There will soon be seen in New York, at

the Metropolitan Art Museum, a collection of

thirty or forty old masters from a noted Paris

collection. In the collection will be fine

examples of the Dutch school, several pictures

of Rembrandt, Rubens, and Van Dyck, and

works of other great masters.

A statue of Schiller has been unveiled in

Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. The statue

consists of three main features, — a base of

gray polished granite, five feet high, ap-

proached by two steps, a pedestal, six feet

high, of bronze, and, lastly, the statue, nine

feet high, making the entire structure twenty

feet in height. Mr. Henry Mauger, of Phila-

delphia, was the sculptor.

The announcement of the visit of Mun-

kaczy to this country is made, and he will

probably arrive before our readers see these

lines. His "Christ before Pilate" will be

exhibited in the Tabernacle, in Twenty-third

street, New York, and probably with this will

be shown very many of his paintings, now
owned in this country. He will paint a num-

ber of portraits during his stay here.

The American Art Galleries of New York,

will be made very attractive this season with

many strong exhibitions, both of native and for-

eign pictures. At the present time, the galleries

contain a fine collection of French paintings.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

By placing a small telescope or opera-glass

in front of a photographic camera, very satis-

factory views of distant objects can be obtained.

The proper position of the additional lenses

can easily be found after a few trials.

An English exchange says that a woman in

Pittsburg made a terrible mistake the other

day. She became greatly frightened when a

terrible storm broke over the town, and ran

up to her bedchamber for a vase of holy water

with which to sprinkle herself. In the excite-

ment of the moment she seized a bottle filled

with sulphuric acid, and clashed the contents

in her face and over her head. The physi-

cians who attended her say that she will in all

probability lose her eyesight, and that her face

may be disfigured. The acid had eaten into

the flesh before its course was stayed.

POLITICAL NOTES.

Owing to the heavy payments, amounting

to over $ 1 2,000,000, it is thought at the Treas-

ury Department that there has been very little,

if any decrease in the public debt for Novem-

ber.

Parliament will meet on January 13. The

government will ask for the whole time of the

House to deal with precedure rules.

Mr. Gladstone declines every request to
,

speak until Parliament reassembles. He has

sent letters to several of his late colleagues,

stating his programme for the coming session.

He approves an immediate challenge of the gov-

ernment, to state its Irish policy in the debate

upon the address, although he expects that

the Unionists will maintain their adhesion to

the government. Afterwards he will assist in

an effective settlement of the precedure ques-

tion. The Scotch home-rulers will hold a

conference and mass demonstration at Edin-

burgh, on January 12. Their platform urges

that national legislature be granted to the

respective nationalities of the United King^

dom, each legislature to control all local

affairs, with an executive responsible only to

the national electors.

France and Mexico have concluded a

treaty of commerce.

The London Standard says it is seriously

proposed at Sofia to nominate an American

for that throne.

EXCHANGES.

Among the new exchanges for this month is

The Quill from Stapleton, N. Y. This prom-

ising little paper has only been in existence

since Thanksgiving. It is quite a good num-

ber for the first issue, and we wish it all success.

The Doane Owl has a new departure in the

way of filling up the exchange column. We
cannot say that we like it. Such remarks as

this, " I ain't mashed on the Hesperian " (if

we may presume to criticise anything issuing

from the mouth of a " Scientific Senior"), most

certainly do not look well in print. The
column is mostly made up of such spicy com-

ments on college papers.

The Nassau Literary Magazine comes to us

for the first time this year. It* is one of our

best exchanges for this month, full of interest-

ing and instructive articles. Especially worthy

of note is the one on " Arthur Hugh Clough."

The W. T. T. is as good as ever this month,

and has some very well-written editorials.

Where is the Lampoon ? We have not seen

his dear familiar face this month, and we miss

him very much.
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SNOW SONG.

In silent wonder, far as eye can see,

A white earth waits, the laden clouds dip under,

And, drilting earthward, cover field and tree

In silent wonder.

No angry rush of wind, no shock of thunder

Teais tintless cloud from cloud, but silently,

In slow, soft rhythm, flake by flake, they sunder

:

Till, wrapped in dreamy unreality,

The far, pale arch above, the white earth under,

Confess unfathomable mystery

In silent wonder. x.

The New Year has come. It has also be-

gun to go. It has accomplished both these

wonderful feats with no material change of

programme from last season, and with a punc-

tuality worthy of a better cause. It has brought

in its train the usual amount of weather, bills

from way back, and paving stones for a warmer

climate than this. It has found the small boy

and the boarding-school girl intent upon the

annual diary, destined to contain the exciting

record of the usual one consecutive weeks. It

has not found the Leaves' subscription list

much increased, but we hope as it grows older

it will grow wiser in this and some other

things.

We, the new editor, propose, in the editorial

column, to revel in a printed expression of our

sentiments upon all subjects. We have been

so repeatedly assured that "no one ever reads

the editorials, anyhow," that we have at

length come to believe it. However, we pro-

propose to be sure on the subject. If a free

expression of our rather unique views does not

settle the question, we shall try bolder methods.

Reversing the usual order of things, whereby

the most thrilling tale is interspersed with ad-

vice to use " Salvation Oil," we shall interrupt

our driest editorials by such interesting items

as this :
" The handkerchief found in Pinkey

Thompson's room was marked Alonzo, and

not Alphonso, as reported." ( Yale Courant

please notice.) If this fails to accomplish our

purpose, we simply sha'n't write any editorials.

Then we shall know whether they 're read or

not.

We are happy to observe that the august

pupils of Lasell Seminary have returned from

their vacation, with the feverish pulse of long-

ing to get home, pretty well reduced to the

healthful beatings of a desire for knowledge,

and a realization that old Lasell is a pretty

good place to obtain it after all.

Any benevolent but mistaken person who
may be casting a halo of martyrdom about the

brows of the fifteen maidens who enlivened

this building by their presence during the holi-

days, is hereby warned that halos are not be-

coming to our peculiar style, and are, more-

over, decidedly out of place. Halos are not

usually considered quite consistent with frolics

by day, feasts by night, and a good time at all

hours.

We realize that we have not the excellent

preparation for the term's work, which the

others got in the shape of long journeys, end-

less excitement, and an extra dose of home-

sickness ; but we have heroically made up our

minds to forego these benefits.

The Auburndale Small Boy has at length

discovered an employment exactly suited to

his perennial youth and love of dangerous ad-

venture. He has taken his life in one hand

and a map of Auburndale in the other, and

proposes to act as a guide to Lasell callers,

piloting them safely over the tortuous route

from the Sem.. to the station. Out of grati-

tude to the dazed youth, whose direful flight

and frantic appeals for directions first sug-

gested this guide scheme, the S. B. will give

special and careful attention to Harvard men.

We have for some time been trying to find a

suitable employment for the neighboring

Younga Merika, and can only wonder, after

our last summer's experience with Vesuvian

guides, and our two years' knowledge of the

pride of Auburndale, why we did not think of

this occupation before. It is so exactly suited,

to him in every respect, and he will surely

enjoy an occupation which has such a delight-

ful Greek-meets Greek flavor about it.

Harvard is fast becoming a Fashionable

Charity, and we 'd like to know how she man-

ages it. With which of her numerous charms

did she make herself so irresistible to the

hearts and dollars of Greenleaf, Williams &
Co. ? We wonder if she could be induced to

part with her secret ? We at Lasell are sadly

in need of a new chapel and club rooms, and

see no immediate prospect of obtaining them

unless some benevolent millionnaire defrauds

his relatives in our behalf. Of course we could

never hope to rival Fair Harvard in the affec-

tions of those who have anything to leave,

still, we should like our modest little share.

Some take all, but Harvard leaves none.
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Y K editor does n't know much about politics,

but here are some of the things she thinks :
—

Liberty is to be congratulated on her yard

wide mouth, if her utterances aie to have any

weight in the city over which she presides.

Gen. Logan's death is peculiarly unfortunate,

since it has probably destroyed all chance of

Mrs. Logan's becoming President of the United

States.

Whatever elation Mr. Blaine may feel, be-

cause of his increased chances for the Presi-

dency, must be about neutralized by his knowl-

edge that rheumatism can kill a politician when

it gives its mind to it.

As the four-below-zero weather comes on,

the number of strike^ perceptibly diminishes.

The laboring man recognizes the buttered side

of his bread, after all.

Out of consideration for our e. c.'s, Harper's

Weekly, The Judge, etc., we earnestly hope the

surplus revenue will not be devoted to the estab-

lishment of a navy. We should be sorry to

see such worthy publications deprived, at one

blow, of two such exhaustless mines of com-

ment and cartoon.

CHRISTMAS LITERATURE.

"Snakes in Ireland? There are no snakes

in Ireland."

"The King of France, with forty thousand men,

Marched up the hill, and then marched down again.'

Strange, that the more we try to fix our mind

on our subject, Christmas Literature, the more

it wanders to such seemingly foreign statements

as those given above. Now, our minds are

usually nothing if not logical, and possessed of

vast powers of concentration. Therefore, we

know that there must be some method in our

present madness. Involuntarily we turn to

Howells, confident that a wiiter who always

generously insists that men shall do all the

thinking of the world, lest by any chance

Marcia, Imogene, Irene, Statira and the rest

of us should become "too mental," must some-

where have written out the explanation that we

want. Nor are we disappointed ; in the "Edit-

or's Study," he tells us that there is no Christ-

mas literature, that is, that we no longer have

any Christmas writing that corresponds to that

once done by Irving and Dickens.

This is the day of " selections from various

authors," and of illustrated poems. In the

magazine world the short Christmas story

flourishes. There are no longer books of

avowedly Christmas character, though there

are books and certain other forms of writing—
notably Howells's farces— whose first appear-

ance is reserved for Christmas time. By the

way, can even a farce be too funny ? Either

our laughing ability is suffering a severe re-

action, or those farces— notably the last one

— are coming too often, and staying too long.

The idea of the mouse appeals as strongly to

us as it did to the other ladies ; but it seems as

if the size of the idea is in inverse ratio to the

commotion it creates. Even at Christmas time,

when we are in our most genial mood, we can-

not laugh more than five minutes in succession

over the same situation.

We suggest that Mrs. Howells write the next

Christmas farce ; that she take for her char-

acters one lady and several gentlemen ; that

the lady faint in medias res, and that the gen-

tlemen act perfectly natural; that is, that they

perform their usual antics at such a time.

Truly we all have our hours of weakness

!

Perhaps Mr. Howells will kindly lend the

restoratives applied with such marked success

by Mrs. Roberts on a certain occasion.

Dear Girls:— I meant to have arranged

with Mr. Shepherd to take those of you wishing

to Philadelphia and New York to see those

cities during your Christmas vacation. But

I forgot it until too late. Any how, you would

not care to visit those great and wicked cities

when noble and famous and witty and wise

Boston is as yet an unknown land to many of

you. I hope you took good opportunity to

"do" Boston in your two vacations? I don't

mean just Washington and Winter Streets, but

Faneuil Hall, King's Chapel, the churches, etc.

Miss Carpenter knits most of the time. She

must have knit two or three silk quilts already.

I opened her trunk (in her absence) for the

customs officer in Cologne, and he looked

amazed at the skeins of red yarn and said,

" Geschaeft," and I don't think he yet quite

believes my denial of any such intention.

She says the Leaves are getting better.

I tell her they always were, only she didn't

notice them till she was off here where she

had nothing to do. I think there is a promis-

ing lot of advertisements. The reading mat

ter is always good. From an editorial in No-

vember No. one might infer that you of the

advanced cooking-class think you are nearly

"done," but you must not forget that you will

have examinations for a third year, and a third

year's work yet.

Who wrote "The Spider in Church?" I

had to laugh for thinking of the girls so

" scared "
! and under the stress of the "pro-

prieties "
! By the way, don't you think it would

be pleasant if every article in the Leaves was

signed with initials, if not with name ? And,

by the way, too, does no one know of a use

for the Lasell Leaves Fundi Congratulate

Louise Dietrick for me on her Hallowe'en

triumph !

I wish I could share with you my enjoyment

of the pictures ! The music is good enough,

but you have just as good there. The only

advantage the Old World has over the New is

its pictures. That is a hasty remark, made

without thought. So don't take it for too

much. But I will not change it now. Do you

really enjoy pictures, good pictures? If you

do not, begin now to learn. Go into the par-

lor alone and sit down before the little girl

from Capri and look and look till you begin to

get acquainted with her ; till she begins to be

a girl, not a picture to you (which will not be

long if you have any eyes). Try and get her

to tell you her story. She will tell it without

your trying if you overcome her shyness with

your friendliness. Another time get where you

can see (it is in a bad light— must be changed)

the engraving which is full of color, though

black and white, of the Assumption of Mary.

But don't go too fast from one to another. Go
many times to one, any one that attracts you,

and get acquainted with it. When you learn

to enjoy good pictures, you will never be alone

in the world again ! How I wish Lasell or I

— I don't care much which—had a long purse

that I might bring you home some of these

beauties ! Don't you wish some one would

give—so many people are giving to schools—
us some money to buy some? When you get

older, won't you coax some to do it ? You
ought to go, as often as you can, to the Mu-
seum in B. That is a part of education, an end,

— the end of it, I had almost said, — to be able

to see beauty and to love it.

We are having another sort of enjoyment

out of the different orchestra leaders at the

concerts. The various contortions aie some-

timis too much for my risibles ! One man's

hair was cut square in the neck, and stood

out from his neck, and as he worked

over that orchestra (we had a good side

view) that hair kept working over that neck !

His sharp nose went out over the orchestra

and his hair out over the audience, and as his

nose went one way his hair went the other, till

one could think of nothing but a caricature

Nast used to make of Carl Schurz ! Another

evening, Joseph Joachim, " the best violinist in

all the world," as an enthusiastic Teuton af-

firms, was leader. He is a large man with full,

black beard and black hair all but one round

bald spot, not way through yet, but bald

enough to catch your eye and make you watch

it and keep you wondering how long before it

would be way through. As it goes around it

becomes the centre of your gaze, and you fol-

low it about and wonder how old he is, if it'

feels cold, if he wears a silk hat ; bob, bob, bob

around it goes and your eyes after it, only

when they go to his wrist while he adjusts a

cuff which does not stay put. Isn't it a pity

to think of such things when good music is

One evening we heard the Sym-sounding?
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phony of Max Bruch, which was dedicated to

the New York Symphony Society in 1882,

worked over from '82 to '84, and is yet in man-

uscript and ought to be kept there till it is

" worked over " some more, and then perhaps

the audience, as well as leader and orchestra,

will not have to work over it so hard ! Most of

it is rather rough kind of music ! At this con-

cert is a "-Liza Lehman, from England." She

looks like an American, and sings like one.

Her singing seems to me (prejudiced ?) finer in

quality than most of the German singing I

have heard, as a fine face is different from a

pretiy one. For encore she sings delightfully

"Annie Laurie," and I fill up right away.

The piano player (Miss N. Janotha) did good

work indeed. Her fingering was odd. Her
hands seemed to lie on the keys, the wrist

seemed lower than the keys, and the most of

the work was done by fingers, and much of it

could hardly be seen. Grace Stebbins was

there, ask her. c. c. b.

git gHnnovtam.

JOSIAH LASELL.

Read by Mrs. Isabel Jennings Parker at the

reunion of the Alumnae Association, June 16,

1886:—
I am to offer some brief memorial of our

most beloved and honored teacher, whose re-

cent death makes this day sad with a new sad-

ness for some of us.

It is most fitting that we remember him here

where he passed many years of his early man-

hood, where he proved his rare gifts as a

teacher, where he won his young bride, a mem
ber of the first graduating class, from whose

side he was taken a few weeks ago, so suddenly

that it was to him a translation.

We who were his pupils need not to be told

of his virtues, his gifts, his goodness. They

are written in our hearts, not to be erased.

In the dear old days when we were studying

here, there was much to make us happy. And
no students ever had more zealous and earnest

help in their struggles toward intellectual and

moral excellence, than we received from our

two teachers, Mr. Briggs and Mr. Lasell, as we

called them, when titles were less freely used

than now. A score of titles would not express

our loving reverence for them both. We can

hardly speak of one without the other, so

united are they in our memory. Though un-

like, they were singularly suited to each other;

the one, full of enthusiasm for mathematical

and natural science ; the other, equally zealous

jn classical and metaphysical study ; the one,

constantly filling our minds with knowledge

from the perennial fountain of his own well-

stored brain ; the other, teaching us how to

arrange that knowledge, and make us useful.

The one taught us to solve difficult problems;

the other trained us to reason correctly. The

one was noble-hearted, large-minded, generous

,to a fault; the other, no less noble and gener-

ous, was far more exacting.

Is there not some Alumna; present, who re-

members one of the occasions when we came

from recitation with red eyes, which Mr. Briggs

quickly noticing, assumed an air of mock resig-

nation, saying: " There, Jo has been giving his

class a lecture. Now I shall have no lessons

for a week"?

Each seemed the complement of the other,

and the course of instruction would have been

incomplete with either one alone. After his

colleague removed, the senior principal was

like a bird with one wing.

But, O sisters of those bygone days, shall

we ever forget the kind and watchful care they

together gave us ? The wise and thoughtful

discipline so lovingly administered, the unfail-

ing approval, or the just rebuke which our con-

duct merited, showing us constantly how we

were surrounded with their watchful care at

every step? L-oking backward as we do to-

day over so many years, do we not remember

more gratefully than ever, how much we owe to

those two dear instructors whose voices we

shall no more he ar ?

And when class by class, year by year, we

passed our severe examination on this platform

and received our diplomas, did we not feel that,

go where we would, their benediction would

follow us ?

Just here, let me read an extract from a poem

read on our twentieth anniversary, by my class-

mate and your president, Mrs. Sampson, refer-

ring to our chagrin on being discovered in some

iniquity :
—

" For so deeply we revered him,

That his slightest word or look

Woke contrition in each bosom,

Sent the boldest to her book.

For to us the incarnation

Of all that 's wise, he seemed,

And to strive for his ideal,

Too hard no labor deemed.

Gladly now, with riper judgment

To that mind so clear and keen,

We renew the loving homage

Rendered them at sweet sixteen."

At the first meeting of this association, Mr.

Lasell was with us, and we heard from his lips

something of the last days of his fellow-prin-

cipal.

And to-day we look upon his completed life.

On Sunday evening he joined heartily with his

sweet, strong voice, in the praises of the Lord's

house at evening service, went home and wrote

a long, kind letter to his nephew, George Lasell

Briggs, retired to rest, and early on Monday
morning he entered into the rest of Paradise.

His eager, earnest soul passed onward to the

new life with no interval of illness and pain.

For this we may be thankful, and for all his

noble, gentle deeds and words.

Though he had numbered threescore years,

yet he went to his grave

" In all his glorious prime ; in full activity of zeal and

power.

A Christian cannot die before his time: the Lord's

appointment is the servant's hour."

RECEPTION.

Wednesday evening, Dec. 15. was the oc-

casion of the Junior reception ; the second of

the series given by the faculty to the students

of Lasell. The parlors, tastefully trimmed with

flowers and plants, were brilliantly lighted.

The evening was enlivened by vocal and instru-

mental music of superior quality, which cannot

be too highly complimented.

The guests were received by Miss Lina Jones,

president of the Junior class, aided by Miss

Eddy, and also by Miss Sheldon, as the rep-

resentative of the faculty. Refreshments were

served in the course of the evening. In the hall

stood the flowing bowl, which refresheth, but

intoxicateth not. Pleasant social intercourse

and good cheer reigned supreme during the

entire evening, and when the hour of departure

came, the guests reluctantly bade adieu to the

classic walls of Lasell.

Social intercourse at Lasell has been a some-

what neglected department in former years, but

the teachers, with their usual solicitude in for-

warding the best iiverests and happiness of the

girls, have made a good beginning in instituting,

school receptions.

LASELL GIRLS IN EUROPE,

We expect to take the Southern tour of Europe

next summer, and if the experience of former

years is of value in arranging and planning a

delightful foreign trip, the one proposed will

be a grand one. Every one who has been

abroad with any of the Lasell parties can

testify to their perfect management and un-

qualified success, and if a sufficient number of

persons can be engaged for next season, there

is no reason why the summer may not be a

charming and instructive one in foreign lands.

The trip will include the greatest points of in-

terest, from the home of Scott to Mount Vesur

vius, and that means a good deal. Any who
are proposing a trip to Europe next summer
may have a complete outline of our route upon

application. Address all letters to W. T.

Shepherd, Lasell European Party, Auburndale,

Mass.
»-•-•
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A POEM,

Read at the Meeting of the Lasell Alumnae, June 16, '86,

[IVritten by Mrs. Reed; read by Mrs. Potter.]

To you, beneath Lasell's fair oaks,

So many miles away,

Greeting, clear girls of fifty-nine,

I clasp your hands to-day I

We are the selfsame girls, except

A quarter century older —
Which does not mean our loyal hearts

Have grown a shadow colder.

What have they bi ought, these vanished years,

Since young and glad, we sto^d

Expectant, on the hither side

Of joyful womanhood ?

I pray you, what may be our score

Of credit that remains—
How balance Fdther Time's accounts

Of losses and of gains ?

Lost— youth! Adown our afiernoon

Sometimes a violet's sheen,

Of morning pink of hedgegrow rose,

Or cowslip's gold is seen
;

But youth has gone — the bubbling life,

When but to breathe was bliss,

And present joy did quite suffice

For all we chanced to miss.

Lost— innocence of sin and ill

;

Lost— ignorance of pain
;

Lost— friends uncrowned, some gods, whose brows

Our hero-worship claimed.

Lost— health perchance. Lost— buoyant hope's

Fair pinnacles of cloud.

Gone, the entrancing atmosphere

In which we lived and moved.

Lost from our vision those whose lives

Are of ourselves a part

;

Them missing we henceforth abide

In homesickness of heart

!

O mute, inexorable Time,

With hush'd feet speed thy years ;

Small care to thee, that heavy eyed

We hold our watch with tears,

As one by one they say " good by,"

The friends of eaily days,

Loosing their feet of pilgrim shoon

To walk the heavenly ways.

Do we not miss her here to day,

Our sister beautiful,

Whose daily walk and work and aim

Was ever dutiful ?

Gone from her children's sight, yet now
With wider power to bless

Her heaven-instructed ministries,

The mother love attest.

Oh write not "dead " against her name
;

She lives — she lives to-day

In even more beauteous womanhood
Than when she passed away.

Like the sweet music which her hands

Evoked in years long fled,

She lives, a gracious memory—
We will not call her " dead"

Thus scores the column of our loss —
Now turn we to our gains.

S'and we quite bankrupt with the years?

What of life's dower remains ?

Gaintd — husbands, children, homes— who shall

Make reckoning of this wealth ?

Our inner world of thought and love,

Our own, for life and death ?

Thou canst not reckon values, Time,

In souls, and tell their worth,

Or smelt to ducats mother-love —
Thy reckoning is of earth.

Gained— age— nay, smile not, mellow lights

And vistas soft appear,

Crude colors blend, harsh outlines fade

At longer range and clear.

Groups that in passing, sore and dread

Affrighted and dismayed,

Now sometimes seem in retrospect

The shadow Cod's wing made !

Wrenches that rent our faith in men
Sent us straight back to God,

Making us prayerful lest we too

Forsake His grace and word.

Gained— pain I strange gain ? Nay, verily,

Since pain doth turn the key

Of others' woe, that entering, we

Bear heavenly sympathy.

We in the midst of sorrow's cloud

Exchange swift countersign

With other pilgrims in the dark—
Pain's touch is true and fine !

Lost innocence ; but gained the power

And will to chose the right.

Weep we that evil's seeming grace

Grows ghastly in truth's light ?

How could we know, long years ago,

When strong were hope and health,

That even pain hath recompense,

That poverty holds wealth?

Slowly and painfully we learn

That our dear Lord would teach.

Still children, how we sigh and strive

Earth's pleasant fruits to reach I

We beat, with bruised wings, our cage

As our beloved go ;

We cry, " Be merciful, O God !

Thou know'st we love them so! "

Yet, as they silently go forth,

Heaven lies about our way.

The real home is where they bide,

The transient where we stay.

This poor life grows significant

Only as we are trained,

Each by His wisdom absolute,

So that our saints have gained,

And day by day, and year by year,

God's truth throws broader light,

Unfolding with each century's dawn
Before man's seeking sight.

We live in grand heroic time,

Athrob with vital thrills ;

Truth glows with unaccustomed light,

Caught from the heavenly hills

;

For truth is life, and life must grow—
The quickening Spirit waits

To fill our souls — as to the Sun

We turn us towards his face !

So hope grows stronger, though its type

Is higher than of yore
;

We feel how broad and strong the Love

That bideth evermore 1

H's morning dawn lights up the sky,

lis" kingdom is at hand "
;

Even where cruelty abides

His loyal soldiers stand.

And good can only be of Him,

Whatever name it bear;

For feeblest trust towards Him isfaith,

And longing is but prayer !

So stands our tale of loss and gain,

Dear girls of fifty-nine.

Would we retrace the hither way

Back of our midday line ?

Nay, verily. Better by far,

Though knowledge came by pain,

To know what enemies we face

Than in false bliss remain.

Better, if He shall count us fit

To help and bless and cheer,

Than rest alone in bliss of love

Of all we h Id most dear.

Since thus we grow, like Him we ferve-

" The Life, the Truth, the Way "—
Cheer comrades I greeting and good-by.

'* Faith— Labor — Victory "
!

Milwaukee, Wis., June, 1884.

OUR NEED OF SUNLIGHT.

We make no plea for the' free, outdoor life

of the gypsy maiden or the Indian chief. The
spirit of our age tells us but too plainly that

primitive life has its drawbacks, especially

in thunder-storms. Civilization is far prefer-

able, but civilization implies a growing state,

and sunlight is necessary to the best growth.

We speak now of a figurative sunlight, and that,

too, in spite of Peter Bell's patriarchal age,

and wide-spreading family tree.

In this day of analytical, sceptical tenden-

cies, there is special need of much social sun-

light. Cheerfulness, enthusiasm for life as life,

and appreciation of its humor as well as its

pathos, are requisite to keep the mind healthy.

Social life, in itself, is a necessity, for, with

Zimmerman, all feel that " those beings only

are fit for solitude, who like nobody, are like

nobody, and are liked by nobody."

Since much of one's time is spent with other

people, it follows that influences are both given

and received. So it is much more important

to have a cheerful atmosphere within, than

without. The clouds and storms of nature are

necessary to purify the air, and to nourish life.

But the philosopher has yet to come who can

prove the salutary effects of clouded brows, or

of eyes filled with tears, over the helplessness

of effort, and the general unsatisfactoriness of

life.

An advantage, or disadvantage, of social

life is that each one has certain claims upon the

time and attention of others. He can make
himself temporary king or tyrant; can, at

pleasure, speak of the brightest, best thoughts

of those brighter and wiser than himself ; can

show the happiest side of his own character,
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or can give utterance to his own last morbid

meditations, and to his personal views on every

subject, from the dawning of reason in the in-

fant mind to the doctrine of expectant atten-

tion. If he play the part of tyrant, one of two

things must happen. Either he will be dnven

away and so offended, or, if he remain, he will

not only bore his companions, but will also de-

termine the direction of their thoughts for the

time being. This ought not to be so ; but the

result is as inevitable as that sighs follow sighs,

or that yawns are answered by yawns.

During Elizabeth's reign, England attained a

height of social glory that our own land has

never reached. She had many good conversa-

tionalists. Yet we cannot find that any of

them had hobbies, or that they conscientiously

devoted every moment of their spare time to

self examination. They were not miserable,

even if their talk wandered far away from sen-

sible or scientific subjects.

Undoubtedly culture was partly the secret

of their success in conversation ; as undoubt-

edly a certain amount of culture is requisite

for all social growth. But, above all, there

is need of a willingness to look upon the

bright as well as upon the shady side of

life, to enjoy the brief splendor of a rocket

without thought of the prosaic old stick that

will soon fall to the ground. If a spade must

be called a spade, the utmost obligations of

truth cannot require us to persistently present

the disagreeable side of every subject under

discussion. " The best gifts are not got by

analysis." Even to a child, the discoveries that

its doll is stuffed with sawdust, and that the

world is a howling wilderness, are simultane-

ous. In refusing to think much, and talk much

of unpleasant things, there is no need to take

a shallow and a superficial view of life, nor is it

at all desirable to prove to the world that not all

poor Poll's imitators died with the lamented

Goldsmith.

But mental growth, as well as social growth,

has its own peculiar demands. The abstract

phrase, "This is a practical age," means little

to us, because the age may equally well be

qualified by so many other adjectives. But the

specific " object in life " means much to each

individual. The generally accepted meaning

of life is : To have something to do, and to be

able to do it ; while existence may be defined

as no work to do, and so much time in which

to do it. Granted, that life does mean work

to do, that "it is better to wear out than to

rust out," and that few can dream to such pur-

pose as did Hawthorne, — to do work in the

best possible way, with the best results for

one's self and others, is to grow mentally.

Can there be a mental growth without sun-

light ?

Seen from the nearer shore of Lake George,

Black Mountain looks stern and grim. One

can plainly see its trees and rocks, and the

places where its side has been scarred with fire.

Its height and steepness appall the most tireless

climber. If one crosses the lake, one can still

see the mountain distinctly. Its size is just

the same ; but its hard, pitiless look is softened

by the distance, and by the beauty of the cloud-

shadows. Neither view, alone, is complete

;

but both together give a perfect idea of Black

Mountain.

Constant nearness to one's work discloses

only the length and breadth of that work, and

all its disagreeable little details ; an occasional

holiday throws a better light upon the picture.

Distance shows what nearness could not —
beauty as well as size. So a love for one's

work is awakened, and love is quite as strong

an incentive to do good work, as is either duty

or indifference.

Again, by getting enjoyment out of life, one

gains mental vigor and enthusiasm. " All

work and no play, makes Jack a dull boy";

and, for the sake of rhyme, we are told that,

•' All play and no work, makes him a mere toy."

The former of these statements would better

read, "All work and no play, narrows his

intellect to the finest point, makes him

supremely selfish, and gives to the world a

poor quality of work, and no social helpfulness."

The latter statement has no excuse for being,

except that the metre demands it. Only a fool

would try the extreme of " all play," while no

one but a man of genius could, with any de-

gree of success, go to the other extreme of

"all work."

But moral growth has alsp its need of sun-

light. " Be good, and you will be happy,"

reads more truthfully, " Be happy, and you

will be good " When tired and cross and dis-

couraged, one thinks little about " the univer-

sal brotherhood of man." Or, if the thought

does come, with it comes the wish to share

one's troubles with all these brothers, and to

share alike. If there should not be enough to

go around, one would be willing even, to divide

one's own part the second time. The redeem-

ing feature of the case is, that when happiness

comes, there is an equal willingness to share

that with others. Those who have most, give

most. Mention is made in the Bible of only one

widow who gave her mite. It is chiefly in sto-

ries, such as " Bobbitt's Hotel," that we find a

poor, unhappy little boy giving his supper, and

his lodging-place for the night, to another little

boy, younger and more wretched than himself.

We should not be so moved by these stories, if

they illustrated a real fact of everyday life.

If a man would help others, he must first

have helpfulness within himself. Sermons are

of little avail when given outside the pulpit;

good examples are not effective, when they are

set by people who are anxious to be known
only by their deeds; but cheerful words, and

little acts of thoughtfulness, are what make

others happiest, and help them most in their

lives.

If one is constantly occupied with work, one

forgets to speak these words, and do these

acts. Even if a man find happiness in his own

work, it is not the kind of happiness that can

be shared by others. They are sweeping their

offices while he is sweeping his, and neither

party cares to sit in the other's dust.

But, aside from all question of social, men-

tal or moral growth, a love of sunlight is born

in our very natures. Two simple proofs of

this are, that the earliest language of a peo-

ple is pictorial, and that the word "hope " is uni-

versally qualified by the adjective "eternal."

We hope only for pleasant things, and we are

always hoping. It is natural for people to look'

on the bright side of life, and to find, in life,

more poetry than prose. One has no excuse

for working in opposition to nature, unless one

belong to that unfortunate class which Emer-

son desciibes, in saying: "There are people

who can never understand a trope, or any

second or expanded sense given to words or

any humor; but remain literalists, after hear-

ing the music and poetry and rhetoric and

wit of seventy or eighty years. They are past

the help of surgeon or clergy. But even these

can understand pitchforks, and the cry of fire !

and, I have noticed in some of this class, a

marked dislike of earthquakes."

INDOLENT CHRISTIANS.

" Professing Christians are sometimes in a

drowsy state, oftener in a drowsy frame. This

is sadly reproachful. What ! drowsy in exam-

ining yourselves whether you be in the faith ?

Drowsy in praising God of your salvation ?

Drowsy in seeking mercy and grace to help in

time of need ? Drowsy in serving your gener-

ation by the will of God ? Are you disciples of

Jesus ? Did he ever speak an idle word, or

lose a useful moment? 'I must work,' said

he, ' the works of him that sent me while it is

day ; the night cometh when no man can work.'

The universe is awake. God is awake. Angels

are awake. Glorified saints are awake. Brutes

are awake. The children of this generation

are awake. Devils are awake. Death is

awake. Damnation is awake. Their damna-
tion slumbereth not. ' It is high time to awake

out of sleep,' and to keep awake." — Zion's

Herald.
> »

"Every individual has a place to fill in

this world and is important in some respects,

whether he chooses to be so or not."
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There were once two little leaves who lived

upon the top of a high maple-tree. They

looked very much alike, and, if any one had

seen them for the first, or the second, or even

the third time, he would have said that they

were as like as two leaves could be. And why
should they not be alike ? Did they not live on

the same branch of the same tree ? The same

gentle winds lulled them to sleep every night,

and the same merry bird-song wakened them

every morning. If they were wakeful through

the night, the same sparkling eyes winked down
upon them, and, if one of them were cold, his

little brother shivered in sympathy. But,

although they had lived all their life as near

together as two brothers can, and although the

same things had always been around them both,

yet each was himself and not the other.

Little by little their individuality declared it-

self, so that no one would have said longer that

they were alike. This shows that even little

leaves may always live among the same things,

a id yet not see the same things.

On account of a strange inner blindness, one

small leaf found only discontent in things

which made the other very happy. The deli-

cate outlines and beautiful colors of a cloud

gave him no pleasure, because he could never

forget for one instant that it was still a cloud

in spile of its beauty. For all that this foolish

young leaf cared, every cloud might just as well

h ive been a great, hateful, black thunder-cloud.

In fact, the only thing in the sky that pleased him

was the dark blue color that he sometimes saw

there. And even this joy was half a sorrow,

because blue is the only color which he could

never hope to wear. Although he was young,

yet he already knew all the traditions of his fam-

ily ; and the best-known tradition of all is that,

in their old age, the leaves of the maple put on

all colors except the blue.

But the little leaf had another trouble which

he thought greater even than the first ; and

every night at bedtime he would speak about

it to his little brother: "I am tired of

always staying in the same place ; I don't at

all believe that other lives are so stupid as that

of a leaf." Thereupon his little brother would

answer, "We are not always staying still. I

am sure the wind rocks us back and forth in a

most delightful way." " Yes, but we never get

anywhere," said the little whimperer. " The
clouds go their way, and I know that the sun

also travels, because sometimes I feel warm in

one place, sometimes in another." You see the

little leaf was a bad philosopher.

" But where do you wish to go ?
" asked a

drop of sap in his veins, who had not yet gone

to sleep ; "you do not like the sky, so you will

not willingly go there. And, because you have

no wings, you cannot sweep about in the air;

and, as far as I am concsrned, the ground

doesn't please me at all A long time ago, I

fell out of a cloud, and lay upon the earth and

was very unhappy. I felt so small and weak,

and I saw the clouds so far away that I despaired

of ever getting back to them again. But I

wished to get as near them as possible, so I

went clown into the ground and began to build

my way up, up, until now I live with you."

The little leaf did not answer, nor indeed

did he say any more from that time on, with the

exception of a few words, but these were

spoken long after. Yet, as time passed on, his

once smooth little skin became wrinkled and

knotted, showing that he grieved over his

trouble in secret.

One night there was a violent wind, and the

contented little leaf had hard work to hold fast

to the tree. As soon as the wind had lulled, he

bent his head to kiss his brother and bid him

good night. But, alas ! there was no little

brother there. Whether he had grown dizzy,

through the constant motion, and so had fallen

off, or whether he purposely loosed his clasp

on the tree, no one knew. At all events, he

was gone. His brother missed him very much,

and it was noticed in the autumn that he faded

much earlier than the other leaves on the tree.

His sorrow did not rob him of the autumn

colors, however, but it made them softer and

more beautiful.

One day, late in the year, the summer came

back again to bid him another farewell, for he

was a great favorite with the summer. He laid

his little hand in hers, and in someway— he

never knew quite how — he was borne gently

to the earth. It happened that he lay near a

little dried leaf that he did not at all recognize

Also, this little leaf did not remember him, —
he was now wholly changed, with the exception

of his sweet voice and his cheerful heart, and

the leaf had as yet neither heard the one, nor

seen the other.

When evening came, the good leaf was a lit-

tle lonely, because he missed the cradle-song of

the wind. But he was still a brave little fellow,

so he began to sing himself to sleep. The other

leaf recognized his voice, at once, and cried,

'• Ah, dear brother, I am very glad that you are

come. I have been very sorry that I left you.

I thought that the life of a leaf on a tree was

stupid, but it is nothing to the life of a leaf under

a tree. People acted as if they did n't see me,

and I was often trodden under foot. But now
we have both come to the same place in the

end, so what difference does it make, after all,

in what way we came here ?
" "All the differ-

ence in the world," murmured the other, and

something glistened in his eyes ; but the night

had grown dark, so his brother could n't see

whether it was a tear, or a drop of dew.

They fell asleep in each other's arms, but,

perhaps, in truth, they had never before been

so widely separated.

LOCALS.

A flutter of happy excitement pervaded

the school on Wednesday, Dec. 22. Trunks

were packed, sat on, jumped on, and reasoned

with, to induce them to close. Then there was

a sudden flitting ; a few flew east, many flew

west, but all flew straight to the dear home
nest.

As the anniversaries of the year come to us,

we are pleasantly led to think of those of our

family on the ,k other side," whom we have

always Brag'd on. And we intend to brag

more, and keep on bragging, every time we re-

ceive one of those nice letters, written for us

girls left behind, trying to fit ourselves to ap-

preciate foreign travel, if we are ever so fortu-

nate as to undertake it.

The cooking classes, under the efficient man-

agement of Mrs. Lincoln, are making such

progress that the members will soon become as

proficient as the Irish woman who boasted that

she could make something out of nothing and

have '' lavins."

How :
—
Neglige figures glide through the halls,

Summoned by fifteen portentous calls.

When :
—

It was shortly after half past nine,

When not one light is supposed to shine.

Why:—
And the reason why ? Yes, the reason why
Was known in the twinkling of an eye.

Oh, the noblest work was done, we ken,

That night between eleven and ten.

French teacher, about to criticise work done

upon the board by one of the pupils, was in-

terrupted by that pupil with the exclamation,

" O, I've forgotten my pas /" To which the

teacher responded, " Mile. S., that is very

ungrateful treatment of your parent."

We are glad to announce that the Lasell

girls will enjoy the advantage of a course of

lectures, delivered in Newton by Prof. Clapp,

on •' Plays of Shakespeare." The subject of

the first lecture will be " Romeo and Juliet."

Our service of song on Sunday evening, Dec.

12, was unusually entertaining. Prof. Davis

kindly brought his male quartet, who admira-

bly rendered several selections. Misses Die-

trick and Ninde contributed instrumental solos.

There is a real and increasing interest mani-

fested in the girls' Sunday-evening prayer-meet-

ing. May it increase and bear fruit.

This year, for the first time, the classes,

other than the Senior and Junior, have organ-

ized.
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Mr. Barnard, who for the past term has

taught in the history department, this term has

resigned his position, finding that he had not

sufficient time to pursue his post-graduate

studies for the degree of Ph. D., which he

desires to take next spring.

This term, political economy will be taught

by Rev. Mr. Wm. R. Newhall, pastor of the

Methodist church.

Lasell Wit.— A two-cent stamp, please.

How much is it?

AT THE GERMAN TABLE.

Hardened Freshman.— " Say, anybody want

tea up there ?
"

ConscientiousJunior: — " Nein."

HardenedFreshman.— " Nine ? There are n't

nine of you up there."

Jokes in this style furnished to German,

French, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and Sanscrit

tables at thirty-seven cents a dozen. Former

price, sixty-two and a half cents.

Miss C. — " Who formerly took her vocal

lesson at this hour? "

Miss E. Race. — " I did."

Miss C. — '"Thank you, I had erased it, and

did not remember that you had that hour."

[Truly there are puns a.nd puns.~]

A musicale was given in the gymnasium on

Dec. 20, and furnished the occasion for a

pleasant farewell gathering of teachers, pupils,

and friends. The concert consisted of vocal

and instrumental music, under the direction of

Prof. Davis and Prof. Hills, assisted by Miss

M. R. Sherman, violinist, and Mr. E. Ruppell,

'cello, whose performances were enthusiastically

received. The programme was as follows :
—

programme.

Piano-forte. Etude, Op. 22 ... . Wollenhanpt
MISS COLE.

SONG. The Angel at the Window Tours
MISS MeBRIER.

Duo. For two Violins Ersfeld
MISSES E. WARD AND HUTCHINSON.

Song. In the Night She told a Story . . Chickering
MISS BERLIN.

PlANO-FORTE. Valse Caprice Bachmann
MISS C. BROWN.

Song. Dreams Strel-ezki

MISS BARBOUR.

'Cello and Pianoforte. Romanze and Finale,

Op. 15 Goltermann
MESSRS. RUPPELL AND HILLS.

Song. For Pity's Sake Adams
MISS LOWE.

Semi-Chorus. Holy Night Lassen

{With Violin Obligato by Miss Dietrick.)

Chorus. Faithful and True we lead Ve forth. Bridal

Chorus from Lohengrin Wagner
ORPHEAN CLUB.

Piano-forte. Quartette from Rigoletto. Transcrip-

tion Pru'ent
MISS MCECHRON.

Song. Serenad; Schzibert
MISS MUNGER.

Violin. Seventh Concerto De Beriot

MISS SHERMAN.

Vocal Quartette. A Canticle to Apollo. Carmichael

First Soprano . . Miss Hollingsworth.
Second Soprano . . Miss Bailey.
First Alto .... Miss Joy.
Second Alto . . . Miss MUNGER.

Song. Lullaby Wilson
MISS M. PAGE.

Piano-forte. Phantasie Stuck Bargiel
MIS8 A. SPARKS.

Song. Gayly I Wander Champion
MISS HOLLINGSWORTH.

Violin, 'Cello and Piano-forte. Trio in D minor.

Mendelssohn
Andante, Molta, Allegro, Agitato.

MISS SHERMAN, MESSRS. RUPPELL AND HILLS.

PERSONALS.

Miss Hattie Seiberling, at Lasell in '82,

and Mr. Lucius Miles. were married in Akron,

Ohio, Jan. 6, 1887. Miss Gertrude Penfield,

'86, and Miss Grace Seiberling, '87, were brides-

maids.

Miss Anna Hoxie and Mr. Chester Thorne

were married in New York City, Nov. 10, 1886.

Mr. G.Wakefield and wife, from Bozeman,

Montana, visited their daughter during the

holidays.

Gertrude Stewart and Libby Hance are

counted among us once more.

Georgie Prickett,' 85, is studying vocal

music at Mrs. Morrill's, in Boston.

Mrs. Elon Brown, nee Estella Greene, of

Watertown, New York, wishes to be remem-

bered to her old friends.

Prof. Bragdon writes us that his wife is

taking cooking lessons in London.

Nellie Alling is studying vocal music with

Prof. Davis, in Boston.

Annie Brown is studying in Boston with

Miss Call and Prof. Hills.

Florence Ryan and Jennie Jackson are

at Ogontz.

Lucy Harvey visited Lizzie Burnham in

November.

Mame Cornwell is (o spend the winter in

Saginaw, Mich.

Mame Wood spent her Christmas vacation

at home in New Orleans. Her first visit home
in two years.

Mayme Binford and May Church went home
to Iowa, to attend the wedding of Miss Bin-

ford's sister, which took place during vacation.

Anna Smith, on account of illness, was

obliged to go home during the holidays ; but

we learn she is better, and hope soon to have

her back again.

Owing to ill health, Ella Race has gone

home to Decatur, Illinois. She leaves warm
friends and pleasant memories.

POLITICAL NOTES.

President Cleveland, some months ago,

withdrew his name as honorary vice-president

of the American Exhibition in England.

The public debt reduction during December

was $9,358,202.

Should the United States Congress reject

the new treaty with Spain, a duty of twenty-five

per cent will be levied on American imports,

and the Spanish government will immediately

make overtures to other European powers, in

order to obtain new markets for West Indian

exports. Spanish statesmen of all parties look

with uneasiness and jealousy upon the increas-

ing intimacy of the relations between Cuba and

Porto Rico on the one hand, and the United

States on the other.

A movement is in progress among Southern

men in Congress, who are in favor of the re-

duction of the surplus, to form a combination

by which the taxes upon fruit, brandy, and

tobacco, and its manufacture, shall be abol-

ished, and there is some expectation that Mr.

Randall will co operate in this scheme.

Russia has concluded arrangements f> r ob-

taining from the Hersants of Paris a loan of

75,000,000 francs. The money is to be ex-

pended in constructing a canal from the eastern

extremity of the Gulf of Perekop, in the Black

Sea, across the neck of land joining the Crimea

to the main-land, to the Sea of Azov, in order

to afford a direct water route from the River

Don to the Black Sea.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

The amount of force exerted by heat and

cold in expansion and contraction of metal is

equal to that which would be required to

stretch or compress it to the same extent by

mechanical means.

Gelatine is made from the bones and tis-

sues of animals, and is of considerable impor-

tance in the domestic economy.

The largest dry-plate negative ever made was

produced in Boston last summer, by Mr. T. R.

Burnham. It measures three by five feet, and

weighs over eighty pounds. Over three pail-

fuls of developing solution were used, and the

successful manipulation of this enormous plate

required unusual skill. All the operations were

successfully conducted, and the result was a

very perfect life-size portrait of a lady. It is

not probable that pictures of this size will ever

become very common, owing to the difficulty of

handling the plates, and the cost of the neces-

sary apparatus.

Baltimore is about to build a cremator}-,

modelled after that of Buffalo.
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No stronger proof could ever be required to

overthrow the last vestiges of the once preva-

lent belief that severe mental labor tended to

shorten life, than the following fact. In Paris,

recently, the one hundredth anniversary of the

eminent chemist, M. Chevreul, was celebrated

with appropriate honors. Some idea of the

amount of work done by this centenarian,

whom M. Pasteur, in his letter of congratulation,

called the " Master of Masters," may be gath-

ered from the fact that his first book was pub-

lished in 1806, and all the years since that time

have been devoted to earnest study in his be-

loved field of science. He clearly remembers

Louis XVI., and the days of the Revolution,

and talks of the glories of the First Empire.

He has lived during eleven regimes.

ART NOTES.

One of the indications which M. Chesneau.

the French critic, finds of the decadence of

art in his own country is that painters and

sculptors will not, unless under compulsion,

paint and carve for decorative purposes. He
reminds them that the great masters of the

past had no such pride.

Miss Ellen Hale, daughter of Rev. Dr.

Edward Everett Hale, has made one of the

most creditable exhibitions of paintings in

Boston of the season.

It is said that in general, great colorists are

born by the sea.

American pride is destined to receive a ter-

rible shock when the news goes forth through

the length and breadth of this great land, that

the Bartholdi Statue of Liberty, after all, is

not the largest thing of the kind in creation.

A Britisher has written to the London Daily

News about a statue of Buddha cut out of the

solid rock, at a locality known as Bamian, on

the principal road between Cabul and Balkh,

which he declares is seventy feet higher than

our Colossus on Bedlow's Island.

The A. T. Stewart collection is said by

judges to surpass in value and interest the

famous Morgan gallery, which was the sensa

tion of last season.

Munkacsy's "Christ Before Pilate," which

it has been said, is wanted for exhibition in

Europe, and has been brought to this country

at a great sacrifice because of the painter's

love of America, is not owned by the artist,

but by the dealer, Sedelmeyer, who, having got

about all that is to be made out of it by show-

ing it in Europe, has brought it to the United

States, with the confident expectation of sell-

ing it.

An unlooked-for present to the Metropolitan

Museum comes from Mr. Morris K. Jessup.

The enterprising Mr. Sedelmeyer took him to

the studio of his son-in-law, V. Brozik, a

Bohemian painter, whose works, in the manner

of Munkacsy, are well known in this country,

and showed him the enormous canvas. "Christo-

pher Columbus at the Court of Ferdinand and

Isabella." Jt was brought to New York with

the hope that the Metropolitan Museum of

Art would buy it. The trustees told Mr. Sedel-

meyer, naturally enough, that they had no

money to spend on such a purchase; so Mr.

Jessup buys it and presents it to the Museum.

It is a showy picture, and makes a good decora-

tion. It is nearly as large as Munkacsy's
" Christ before Pilate."

MAJOR AND MINOR.

Music is a rare educator, and for this reason

— not as a '-safety valve" for restless mis-

chief, but for the fullest development of the

mind, and for the growth of an appreciation of

the more refined enjoyments of life — it

deserves a place among the most important

studies of the common school.

Patti ' prefers to be called Madame Patti-

Nicolini, and her cards are printed accordingly.

Paris is now in the height of the musical

season.

Nilsson has recovered.

Cappa: A stock company, to be called the

Cappa Concert Company, has recently been

formed in New York, for the purpose of giving

concerts, by Cappa's Seventh Regiment Band

in New York, Boston, Baltimore, Philadelphia,

and Washington. Cappa has promised to take

charge of the band.

The income of Madame Patti from her

present six months' tour in this country will be

$150,000.

The mandolin is becoming quite popular.

EXCHANGES,

We missed the Lampoon in November,

He greeted us twice in December.

We 're so fond of the looks

Of these sparkling red books

That, alas ! well, we hope he '11 remember (?)

In future that our hearts are tender.

In the first December issue of the Lampoon,

Lampy tells us that he knows that he prints

chestnuts. Lampy, accept our congratulations,

for in that knowledge lies great strength and

hope for the future. We have been pained by

those withered jokes. We could have passed

them by from any one but Lampy. He gives

an excuse ! Yes, we know, but he will not rest

there. He will dash forward and win a laurel

wreath, exchanging blossoms for leaves with us

hereafter.

The Xmas edition of the Tuftonian appeared

in a handsome new gown, the most artistic

and elegant of our exchanges for that month.

Inside we find this touching and tragic defence

of man's unselfish love :
—

I LOVE THEE.

I love thee. Wouldst thou ask the reason why ?

Because thou 'rt beautiful, and I love beauty ;

Because thou art loving, and I love love
;

I love thy pure and gentle mind; but chiefly

I love thee.

I love thee. Wouldst thou ask the manner how ?

Books say that man loves self above all else.,

'T is false ; for even as I love myself,

—

The ego, separate from all the world,

—

I love thee.

I love thee, rather say, as I might love

A finer, better, lovelier self than I.

'T is this, indeed thou art, — a part of me,

As I of thee, but thou the nobler. Thus

I love thee.

Yet, after all, the poem recalls these lines

from Browning, —
If whoever loves

Must be, in some s- rt god or worshipper,

The blessing or blest one, queen or page,

Why should we always choose the page's part?

The last issue of the Tech has lost its regular

exchange column . We hope this is not a perma-

nent action, as, first, we expect a paper like this

to progress and not retrograde ; second, we

exjoy the Tech, we are interested in the Tech,

and we think that more exchange and less

sporting news would make it more acceptable

to readers at large.

Through ihe compliment of a member of the

Tech Banjo Club, we have before us a copy of

the Technique. Its cuts are exceptionally good,

strong, and pleasing. We do not recognize the

faces in some of them, as, for instance, the

foot-ball and lacrosse cuts, but we overlook such

trifles.

The last December Advocate has a bright

article on " In the Theatre," which affords us

the opportunity of seeing ourselves as others

see us, and of realizing why a Boston audience

does not recognize noble sentiment, and, we

add, superior ability. Ah !
" It has not been

properly introduced." How hampered these

Bostonites. -Who said that culture expands

the soul, enlightens the mind, and broadens the

existence of man ?

WEDDING AND COMPLIMENTARY

-J-GIFT$-K
Largest Variety, from the Moderate- Priced to the

Choicest Gems, including every Household
Requisite in

FINE POTTERY, GLASS AND LAMPS,
Art Rooms reached by Elevator. One Price in plain figures.

Inspection invited.

JONES, McDUFFEE & STRATTON,
(Seven Floors.) 5 1 to 59 Federal Street.
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The misspellings of Lasell are so constant

and so astonishing, that at length it occurred

to us to investigate. We had been solemnly

assured that there was a deep psychological

meaning in everything, even in the position of

the mystic female who presides over the cover

of the Century Magazine, so we concluded there

must be some soulful reason in La Salle,

Lassell, Laysal, and all the rest of them. We
took a vacation and our office lantern, and

went prospecting for psych. The result ex-

ceeds our wildest dreams. The facts evolved

are so clear and concise that they may be re-

duced to the compact form of the stamp flirta-

tion.

La Salle. " f am an opulent parient, a

bloated bondholder, and am about to do your

institution the honor to place under its care a

member of my distinguished family." The
envelopes bearing this spelling invariably have

in the upper left-hand corner some such device

as " Jambon and Bacon, Packers, Chicago,"

or " Geld and Zweiglas, Brewers, Milwaukee."

Lasalle. This indicates a confiding nature,

as yet untouched by the rude jars of worldly

disappointment. When addressed to a pupil,

it usually contains an announcement that the

writer met the writee's chum's second cousin at

Bar Harbor, last summer, and so feels well

acquainted, and would like to call next Mon-
day. When addressed to a teacher, it heralds

some such strictly business notice as " I wish

to call your attention to my Bagnolia Malm for

the complexion. It is warranted to make any

skin as smooth as a toboggan slide, and to

keep wrinkles in the next county. It would

be greatly to your advantage to take the agency

for your school, as this is an article which

meets with a ready sale among young ladies."

L.asel invariably indicates " this is the third

time I 've sent you this little bill, and I want it

paid, p. x. q."

Lassell is never found on anything but paper

wrappers, and indicates always "lam a non-

such College Paper, and have, in my exchange

column an article beginning ' Were it not that

gallantry forbids,' or 'The Lasell Leaves is ob-

viously the production of the feminine mind '
"

Laselle. This style is always in an ultra-

fashionable feminine hand, and announces, " I

am the only daughter of a fifth-ward alderman,

and desire to come to your school as a parlor

boarder. I 've heard you don't receive parlor

boarders, but of course you '11 receive me. I

want a corner front room on the first floor, with

electric light, and a piano. I don't want the

earth, only all the best places in it."

Laysal is the orthography of the man who
has travelled a good deal, — as brakeman on

the B. & A., presumably, — and who now
devotes himself and his stereopticon to the

exhibition of views. These views have been

carefully selected with reference 'to use in

young ladies' seminaries, and come hipjfly

recommended by the [college] press. To
adapt the words of a great humorist :

" To
know and love, ' A short Lesson for the Little

Ones,' taken by permission, from The Lam-
poon for January 21, is a liberal education.

Did time and space permit, we might specify

many more of our choice views, but— etc., etc."

A class in amateur photography has been

formed in our midst, and great is the rejoicing

thereat. Our stained-glass attitudes will be no

longer squandered on vacancy. No more will

our four-by-six smile be lavished on the desert

air. Under the photographer's gentle art (or

gentle photographer's art) they will assume an

abiding form, and go to comfort the old folks

at home, or perhaps form a companion pic-

ture to one of Annie Pixley in somebody's

mirror frame. We expect some good work

from our amateur photographers, in more ways

than one. When they get the instantaneous

process down fine, they can gratify an inquisi-

tive faculty by furnishing a picture of the don't-

get-up-till the-last-bell maiden's method of pre

paring for breakfast. Signal service might be

done in the way of family groups, to reduce

calling-list brothers to a credible number. Then
we should suggest that an amateur photograph

of a loaf of our amateur bread might fill a long-

felt want, if sent to the religious editor of the

Yale Courant.

The unusual look of thoughtfulness upon the
face of the Senior Class has been visible to the
naked eye for over a week now, and means
:

' Thesis." In view of the prodigious amount of
literary work being done by '87. a few facts con-
cerning the literary habits of the class may not
be uninteresting. In divulging the said facts
we are violating the most solemn vows of
friendship; but before the iron-clad necessity
for filling editorial space, such petty consider-
ations sink into insignificance.

The howling vengeance of a Senior is terrible
;

but, as Schiller touchingly remarks, " Jedoch
der schrecklichste der Schrecken, das ist " the
printer in his cry for more copy.

Dog of a Senior, we defy thee ! We shall fill
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our space without "giving the contents of the

waste basket and unlimited authority to Swipes,

the office boy," and now we bid thee do thy

worst

But let us not wander from the pathway to

gather the wayside flowers. Rather let us re-

turn to our original theme, and get in our fine

work on '87 while it is yet day.

One member of the class, who has chosen a

scientific subject, daily copies an article from

an encyclopaedia or a scientific journal, and is

taking a special course in conjunctions, and

hopes by this means to make her thesis all

that the severest critic could desire. It is

needless to acid that all her writing is done in

the privacy of her own apartment, with an " en.

gaged " card as a conspicuous factor in the

case.

Another, who has chosen a humorous sub-

ject, takes a daily course of reading of about

two chapters of Watts on the Mind, one

canto of Young's Night Thoughts, three pages

of Butler's Analogy, and half a page of Lam-

poon. After an hour or so of this sort of thing,

the reaction is so great that she is fast amassing

a princely fortune by selling the surplus wit to

the Detroit Free Press.

A third, who has chosen Patience for her

subject, has adopted a novel but highly effica-

cious method. She has sent a petition to the

Faculty, asking to be excused from penmanship,

and while awaiting its consideration, chronicles

at her leisure the phases of patience through

which she journeys. She could give Job points

that would make him stare.

Two maidens, whose parental roofs are but a

few parasangs from Lasell, have chosen soci-

ety subjects which require experience to give

them point, and their connection with the

school is now merely nominal. Most of their

writing is in blank verse, and is done by pro\y,

on the 1 1. 15 P. M. train from Boston.

A Senior whom the order for theses inter,

rupted in a strictly private course of the

Duchess and Ouida, chose "Trash in Modern

Fiction " for her theme, and no longer occu-

pies the closet when perusing her favorite au-

thors.

One young lady informed us that the papi-

lionaceous character of the subjects chosen by

her classmates had led to her nonconcurrence in

their inordinately inadequate methods. Her sub-

ject is "The Inconceivability of the Infinitesi-

mal." Beginning at the " unintelligibility

"

page of the old spelling-book, she has com

pletely used up three copies. She has now

finished the writing of her thesis, and al hough

suffering from a severe attack of encephalgia.

is engaged upon the correction of her punc-

tuation.

The title of the class poet's thesis is

•'Yearnings after Recognition," and she is

studying up for it with an energy that would be

money in her pocket if put to a useful purpose.

Her whole life is becoming a soulful reaching

toward the sentimental. She has had five

callers within two weeks, and has prob-

ably read more Swinburne and Rossetti than

any living creature out of an insane asylum. In

her elocution work she attudinizes in such

poems as

My snul today is far away,

Sailing the Vesuvianbay.

She languishes before Whistler's Nocturne

in Gray and Gold, and Scherzo in Blue
;

and she is haunted night and day by fears lest

" Like ships at sea," etc.

The entire editorial board is in a state of

hilarity never before attained by a strictly tem-

perance organization, and the office boy is danc-

ing an Irish jig on the table to relieve the irre-

pressible spirits of his superiors. The cause of

this festivity is our discovery that once in a

century ot so to be an editor on a college

paper may mean something besides brain cud-

gelling and proof reading. We, in our official

capacity, have received from two Senior editors

of the Newton Review in their official capacity

an invitation to a Senior reception in Amory
Hall, 22 Feb. Our thanks flow from the very

bottom of our ink-well. We can as yet neither

accept nor decline the invitation, and during

the period of our uncertainty have had our

trunk moved down to the room of the Lasell

senior who is writing on Patience. We think

the answer to our little request will arrive from

the Faculty about the same time as hers, and

we don't wish to miss the office girl when she

brings them.

We, personally, have but one addition to

make to the admirable list of left-over expres-

sions given by the young contributor in

the February Atlantic, and ours must be

taken in a slightly different sense. It has

become to us a left-over expression that, ''no

one ever reads the editorials." At least, one

man read them, and read not to criticise but

to commend, and moreover, he is the editor of

a real, live, out-in-the-world paper at Milford.

Now that the coal heavers are going to work

again, the sigh heaver can take a vacation.

The late senatorial elections have not been

striking examples of the office seeking the man.

Mr. Lowell will lecture on " Our Politics
"

in Chicago, Feb. 22. Mr. Lowell is all right, and

his theory of our politics is probably all right,

but the Chicago element in the combination

gives it a peculiar look.

LASELL REUNION IN BERLIN.

We had talked of it for some time, but the

fact is, our carpet is not a very nice one, and we

are a trifle ashamed of it. The room is large

enough, and the sun. when there is any, — not

often, — comes in gloriously at the south

windows. The sofa, the main thing in a Ger-

man salon (if these fighting fellows did whip the

Frenchmen, they have to borrow words from

them), is real plush, and very good color. The
piano, where Belle plays me the Moody and

Sankey tunes, which seem like home — all

that does except the mashed potato and apple-

sauce, our staple diet, — is a handsome new

one and the sideboard is shiny, not so fine as

the Lasell sideboard. By the way, I don't be-

lieve half of you ever noticed what a grand

sideboard that is ! I hear you have a new one
;

where did you put it ? But the carpet is shabby,

really shabby. I have told the landlady if she

would put in another carpet the next renters,

not we, would give her fifty marks a month

(how much is a mark ? a black mark, I mean !

" Don't know! " Well I guess Miss Chamber-

layne has not been doing her duty by some of

you !) more for her lodging. But at last we

remembered that Christmas eve the Germans

have at home to themselves. There are no

operas, theatres, concerts, lectures. Everybody

is at his own or a friend's home, and they have

their trees. It's a poor family that doesn't

have a tree. Even the poor folks, who live

four in one room, and that a back attic seven

by nine in fourth story, had one ; and the old

lady who lives over the way alone, had hers all

to herself ! So we thought the Lasell girls,

being strangers, would be lonesome, and we

asked them to come to see us, carpet and all,

at four o'clock Christmas eve.

There were six visitors, and we five made
eleven, though the baby— did you know we had

a new baby ? — did n't count much, for she slept

most all the time. There would, have been a

dozen, but Grace Stebbins had gone to Geneva

to spend Christmas with her father. Mamie
Harmon Hellier and her husband, Helen

Hoke Sangree and her ditto, and Fannie

Wiswall and Miss Carpenter and we, oh, yes, —
and the baby, it is Helen Hoke's baby, and a

sweet little nine-months-old baby she is too!

as nice a piece of flesh as I ever saw, " good

as pie." Did you know Helen was here ? She

surprised us a week before Christmas. Is going

to stay a year or two. Has left the baby now
in the care of a friend and gone to Dresden for

a visit.

Well, that 's all there is of it. We drank

some coffee out of our old royal Berlin tea-

cups, we ate German Christmas cakes and

marzipan (" what is marzipan ? " It is a Christ-

mas sweet, made of grated almond and sugar,
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pretty nice\ tried Russian caviare (nobody liked

it but Mamie Harmon, she and I enjoyed it);

looked at the new Lasell pictures and agreed

they were a great treasure, worth a room to

themselves ; and chatted of Lasell girls and

times.

You folks don't know what a treat we have

arranged for you ! think of it ! thirty new oil

and water color paintings for Lasell

!

After all had gone, we filled the children's

and Miss Carpenter's stockings, and sat long by

our little stove talking, wife and I, of the dear

folks at home. We were thinking of you, old

girls and new, — how thoughts went like light-

ning from Maine to Texas, from Atlanta to the

Western sea, lighting on all of you with a bless-

ing and a prayer, — new teachers and old, as

you, too, were having your Christmas eve.

C C. B.
*-%-*

LIBRARIAN'S REPORT OF BOOKS ADDED TO
LASELL LIBRARY IN DECEMBER

AND JANUARY.

Anderson, R. B. Norse Mythology . 293.1

Arnold, Matthew. Essays in Criticism, 824.21

Arnold Matthew. Culture and Anarchy, 824.22

Bryce, James. The Holy Roman Em-

pire 937.8

Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de. Don
Quixote 868.1

Cox, Sir Geo. W., and Jones, E. H.

Romance of the Middle Ages . . 291.5

Dana, James D. Manual of Geology 550.8

Freeman, Edward A. Norman Con-

quest, History of. 6 vols .... 942.12

Freeman, Edward A. Norman Con-

quest, Short History of 942.12

Freeman, Edward A. The Chief Pe-

riods of European History .... 942.8

Gibbons, Edward. The Roman Em-

pire (Milman's). 5 vols .... 937.8

Goethe, John Wolfgang. Faust (Tay-

lor's) 832.1

Green, J. R. The Making of England, 942.11

Harte, Bret. Poetical Works . . .811.9

Hearn,Wm. Edward. The Aryan House-

hold 930 6

Holland, J. G. Complete Poems . .811.10

Holmes, O. W. Poetical Works . . 811.

8

Johnston, Alexander. American Poli-

tics 973- x 4

Keightly, Thomas. The Fairy My-

thology 291.6

Knortz, K. Representative German
Poems 831.2

Labberton, Robt. H. New Historical

Atlas, and General History . . . 910.

n

»Lettson, Wm. Nanson. The Niebelun-

gen Lied 813.3

Lockhart, J. G , and Southey, Robt.

Spanish Ballads and Chronicles of

the Cid 860.1

Lodge, Henry C. Daniel Webster

(American Statesmen Series) . . . 9 2 3-9

Lodge, Henry C. Alexander Hamil-

ton (American Statesmen Series) . 923.10

Longfellow Henry W. Complete

Poems, Household ed 811.2a

Magruder, Allan B. John Marshall

(American Statesmen Series) . . 923 6

Martineau, James. Types of Ethical

Theory. 2 vols 171.1

McCosh, James. Psychology. The

Cognitive Powers 140.

1

Morse, Jno. T. Jr. John Quincy

Adams (American Statesmen Se-

ries) 923-8

Morse, Jno. Jr. John Adams . . . 923.8

Plumptre, E. H. The Tragedies of

yEschylus 872.1

Plumptre, E. H. The Tragedies of

Sophocles 872.2

Roberts, Jno. S. Legendary Ballads

of England and Scotland .... 821.20

Scherer, W. History of German Lit-

erature. 2 vols 830.1

Stubbs, William. Constitutional His-

tory of England. 3 vols. . . . 942.9

Sidgwick, Henry. Outlines of the His-

tory of Ethics 1 09.

1

Stedman, E. C. Poems 811. 12

Sumner, W. G. History of Protec-

tion in the United States .... 973.15

Sumner, W. G. Andrew Jackson (Ameri-

can Statesmen Series) ..... 923.7

Taylor, Bayard. Complete Poems . . 8n.ri

Ten Brinck Bernhard. Early Eng-

lish Literature 820.5

Tennyson, Alfred. Poems. (Mac-

millan, 1884) 821.3!

Townsend, Rev. Geo. F. ^Esop's Fables, 880.4

Ward, A. W. English Dramatic Lit-

erature 822.25

Williams, Monier. Sakoontala, or the

Lost Ring 894.1

Winchell, Alexander. World Life, or

Comparative Geology . ... 551.8

Winchell, Alexander. Preadamites . 572.1

Lasell Seminary is much indebted to its

accomplished instructor in Shakespeare, Prof.

Wm. G. Rolfe. The library has lately received

a package of his editions of Shakespeare, suf-

ficient to complete the whole set which he has

given to the library from time to time. The
package included several other books of refer-

ence upon Shakespeare. The Leaves has at

various times noticed similar gifts of his. This

last and largest calls forth the especial grati-

tude of teachers, pupils, and all who use the

library.

By direction of the absent principal, the

Librarian is engaged in making a quite large

addition to our library. The shelves are not

sufficient to hold their new load, and it is not

certain what makeshifts may become necessary

before the work is completed, perhaps a set of

new shelves will be required. We call atten-

tion to the long list reported this month. It is

most attractive. We understand that the

mammoth strike in New York delays another

instalment.

THOMAS MOORE -THE MAN AND THE POET.

" But what does his own face say about him,

and what does he say and do when not talking

and acting for the public ? I tell you, Eric,

these are witnesses not to be despised. There-

fore, question them well, my boy, question

them well." Many writers, like George Eliot,

think that in publishing his works, an author

pays at once all his debt to the world ;
that

henceforth he has a right to live to himself, and

that people have no right to watch him live.

But Thomas Moore was essentially different;

and, paradoxical as it may seem, so much of

his private life was lived in public, that we can

study him with no fear that we are intruding.

In looking at Thomas Moore's picture, we

are first impressed with the thought that this is

the face of a man who was never for one mo-

ment either dissatisfied, or unsatisfied. We
have no need to read his journal to find that

he had the fullest appreciation of his own

ability. Whether we call him self-complaisant,

or self-conceited, depends much on the mood

we happen to be in while studying him ; but

we can the more easily pardon his self-love,

because it was counterbalanced by the kindli-

est possible feeling toward the world. He was

never envious, and was just as ready to rejoice

at another's good fortune as at his own. His

features are not handsome, nor are they strong
;

but they are lovable, and pronounce him a

man at ease-with himself and with all mankind.

His forehead is finely shaped, and the organs

of music and wit are well developed ; though

after studying his works, we believe that he

possessed neither wit nor humor, but some-

thing between the two, with the broad sweep of

the one, and the kindly feeling of the other.

His eyes are brilliant and vivacious. His

good-humored, dimpled mouth, with its full red

lips, prepares us to find him often at Rogers'

breakfast table. In short, he is a man who

likes himself, likes others, and is liked by

others. He will live and let live, provided

always that he is called upon to furnish only

the music and the poetry, and to keep the

world good-natured while it is doing all the

hard, disagreeable work.

It is difficult to get even a brief abstract of

Moore's life, because it was so uneventful that

there is almost nothing to separate one period
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fiora another. He had the lowly birth that has

attended so many other men of genius.

His youth was spent in a troubled political

period. The French Revolution was regarded

as a hopeful event by the Ultramontane party

in Ireland ; and once, after listening to the

toast, "May the breezes from France fan the

Irish oak into verdure,'' Moore felt impelled to

write some fiery political papers. But as these

showed more youth than power, they did no

harm

.

He passed through college with creditable

success, but preferred getting his knowledge in

any other way than by studying books. He
was versatile rather than profound. His sis-

ter's music teacher taught him to play on the

piano ; he learned Italian from a priest, and

picked up French from an emigrant acquaint-

ance.

Moore's social qualifications made him a

great favorite early in life. Indeed, the pages

of his diary are so filled with accounts of

breakfasts at Rogers, and dinners at Holland

House, that it is almost worthless to us. If he

had written Pepys' Diary, it would have been

nearly as good an exponent of his intellect.

Yet the man who was the esteemed friend of

Sir Robert Peel, Mr. Rogers, Sidney Smith,

Lord Jeffrey, Lord Byron, and Sir Walter Scott

must have had both social and literary merits

of no common order. It is somewhat signifi-

cant of the impetuosity of Moore's temper, that

he began his friendship both for Jeffrey and for

Byron, by challenging them 10 a duel on ac-

count of some fancied wrongs. But the duels

were never fought, and with his usual adapta-

bility, he soon looked upou these men as his

warmest friends. We are often tempted to

question both the depth and the quality of

Moore's affection. He pours himself out too

much. He tries so hard to say all that he

feels, that we have the. impression that he is

really saying much more. After praising his

friends with great warmth, he adds, parentheti-

cally, " And they have been so good to me !

"

It may be unkind to Mr. Moore, but we cannot

help feeling that the thought last expressed

was really the first in his mind ; especially, as

we find in his diary several allusions to useful

friends and ornamental friends.

He was naturally improvident, and though

he earned much money, it was only through his

wife's careful planning that the family was ever

provided for, even a week in advance. As it

was, they were often in great need ; and pas-

sages from his life sound much as if they might

have been taken from the lives of Goldsmith,

Steele, or even the fictitious Wilkins Micawber.

We find him once writing this serio-comic let-

ter to a friend :
" If you can let me have but

three or four pounds by leturn post, you will

oblige me. The truth is, we have been kept

on a visit at a house where we have been

much longer than I wished or intended ; and

simply from not having a shilling in our pock-

ets to give the servants on going away." This

letter certainly shows perfect honesty; and it

is only fair to add, that although Moore was

always poor, he rarely asked his friends for

help, and often refused it when freely offered.

He was much too proud-spirited to be depend-

ent on others ; besides, he disliked placing

himself in a position where he would be

obliged to look up, even to his friends. In

his own words, " Looking up too long is tire-

some, let the subject be ever so grand or

lovely— whether the statue of Venus, or the

cupola of St. Paul's."

All through his life, Moore continued to be

careless of money, to be gay-hearted, and to

go much into society. Even the troubles that

came so rapidly, towards the close, could not

keep him from this dear enjoyment. His life

has been summed up as an "Untiring pursuit

of poetry, prose, and fashionable society."

Byron adds, "Tommy dearly loved a lord";

but it is as useless to wish Moore anything but

what he was, as to wish a butterfly a bee, or

that a moth should not fly into a candle. It

was his nature; and the pleasure of being

caressed, flattered, and admired by titled peo-

ple must be purchased at any cost. He is no

more to be blamed for seeking enjoyment in

this gay life, than he is to be blamed for being

the kind of a man whom his friends naturally

called "Tommy" rather than "Thomas." We
find him at one moment overwhelmed by some

death or distress. News arrives that a son is

ill in a far-off land, or that a daughter is dead

at home. In the very next entry in his diary,

he' has rushed away with his grief into some

fashionable concert, where he sings and breaks

down in tears.

So he goes- on, until that melancholy end

comes to him which came to Swift, to Southey,

and to Scott; but even then he made a great

effort to hold on to his old life. He made en-

gagements to dinners and parties, but usually

forgot half of them. When he did appear, his

gay flow of spirits, happy application of humor-

ous stories, and congenial ease were all want-

ing. There was something peculiarly sad in

the change. The man formerly so universally

admired and envied had become an object of

pity to the world, and a deep source of grief to

his friends. For two years he lay dying—
conscious only at intervals, and at those times

murmuring like a tired child, " I can't think

now; but I shall think again, by and by."

Turning from his life to his works, we find

scarcely any perceptible change. The charac-

teristics of the one are characteristics of the

other, with this important distinction — the

restlessness of his life never makes him care-

less in his writing. His later works, espe-

cially, are remarkable for their fine and careful

finish. He says that he once searched twelve

hours for a single word.

He began writing so early in life that he

could never remember the exact date. He
seemed a bright particular star to the little

group which used to gather in the humble

rooms over his father's grocery store ; and he

was looked upon with an admiration quite dis-

proportionate to his merits. In the prepara-

tory school, Master Moore was considered the

" show " scholar, and was called upon to act,

sing, and rhyme for all public occasions. In-

deed, he seems to have called upon himself to

rhyme on all occasions, and he closes his first

little letter to his mother, with these lines, —
" Your absence all but ill endure,

And none so ill .is — Thomas Moore."

At the age of fourteen, he sent some verses

to the editor of the " Anthalogia," stating,

at the same time, that "a constant reader"

desired their publication, and signing himself

TH—M—S M—RE. These verses were pub-

lished, and met with so much favor that their

youthful author felt obliged to disclose his real

name, " lest the world burst in ignorance"—
to use his own modest and expressive lan-

guage. While in college, he wrote the inevi-

table prize poem that all men of talent write

during; their college course. At this time, he

also wrote a number of rhymes, all of them

correctly written, but of little literary value.

Love and good fellowship were his lavorite sub-

jects then, as indeed they were in most of his

later poems.

After leaving college he went to London,

and there published his translation of the

"Odes of Anacreon." This translation was

very English, but very smooth and polished;

so much so that the literary world was full of

Moore's praise. But his college would not

subscribe to the work. In all the pride of

youthful authorship, he retaliated by calling

them " A corporation of boobies, without even

sense enough to thank heaven for anything

like an effort of literature coming out of their

leaden body." This was Thomas Moore at

twenty-one ; but at seventy one he was just as

impetuous, and his anger was just as harm-

less.

In 1801, he published a volume of poems

under the name of the late Thomas Little,

Esq. The title refers to his own diminutive
]

size. The poems are not worthy of mention,

and many of them are not now published in

his works. The fictitious Mr. Little is de-

scribed as having "Too much vanity to hide

his virtues, and not enough of art to conceal

his defects." Could Moore have been think-

ing of himself as he wrote ?
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After his travels in America, he wrote his

" Odes and Epistles," and at different periods,

-"Satires" and "The Fudge Family in Paris"

In all these, Moore attempts sarcasm. The

first are aimed at the manners and government

of America; and the latter at the dignitaries

of Ireland and England. These writings have

now lost much of their original force, owing to

the change of circumstances in the three coun-

tries. That they were never vety successful is

shown by the fact that those whom he tried to

hit hardest were the ones who laughed most at

the joke. Moore never should have attempted

sarcasm. It was altogether beyond him, and

in his efforts to reach it, he cut as ridiculous a

figure as a child does when masquerading in

his grandfather's hat and coat.

During the latter part of his life, Moore

wrote much, but nothing that added to his

fame. Indeed, it is doubtful whether he would

not have held higher rank as a poet, if he had

never written anything but " Lalla Rookh

"

and the "Irish Melodies." They embody all

his excellences, and are free from many of his

faults. "Lalla Rookh" was the first impor-

tant work that he undertook. It was published

almost simultaneously with " Childe Harold,"

"The Excursion," and "The Curse of Ke-

hama." Moore put some of the hardest work

of his life into this poem. This is evident

from the polish of every line. The scenery

and customs are essentially Eastern, as are

also the gorgeous illustration and imagery. Of

the four tales, the greater number of critics

prefer " The Fire Worshippers." Taine sneers

at the whole work, and says that, " To write an

Indian poem we must be pantheistical at heart,

a little mad, and pretty generally visionary

:

whereas, Moore was simply the gayest and

most French of all the travellers and histo-

rians who disguised themselves as poets, — a

witty railer, graceful and recherche." It must

be admitted that some passages of the poem

are weak and unworthy their place ; as, for

instance, —
My dreams have boded all too right —
We part— forever part— to-night

!

'T was bright, 'twas heavenly, but 'tis past —
I knew, I knew it could not last.

Oh ! ever thus, from childhood's hour,

I 've seen my fondest hopes decay ;

I never loved a tree or flower,

But 't was the first to fade away.

I never nursed a dear gazelle,

To glad me with its soft black eye,

But when it came to know me well,

And love me, it was sure to die !

Now, too— the joy most like divine

Of all I ever dreamt or knew,

To see thee, hear thee, call thee mine,

Oh misery ! must I lose that, too ?

What nonsense for Moore to write in this

ray ! We quote it merely to show how vastly

inferior his character descriptions are to all his

other descriptions. Take, in contrast, these

four lines from " The Light of the Harem "
:
—

Here the music of prayer from a minaret swells,

Here the Magian his urn full of perfumes is swinging,

And here, at the altar, a zone of sweet bells

Round the waist of some lair Indian dancer is ringing.

The broad vowels in these four lines have in

themselves the melody of deep-toned bells

Our enjoyment of the poem depends much on

our mood ; and if we never have a mood when

we feel like being smothered with roses, then

we would better never try to read the poem as

a whole, but content ourselves with the exqui-

sitely melodious lyrical parts.

Moore's "Irish Melodies " are by far the

most simple of all his poems, and have also

the most feeling. Indeed, they have as much

feeling as Moore himself had, for he was very

much in earnest when he wrote them. They

have none of that flash and glitter which Cur-

ran must have been hinting at, when he said.

" Whenever you can't talk sense, Tommy, talk

metaphor." Moore worked on these melodies

for a period of thirty years. He began his

long task with the earnest desire to save to the

Irish people their many old, national hymns.

The poems were written to be sung, and as the

meaning is often sacrificed to the sound, they

lose much of their force when merely read.

Many of them, as " Those Evening Bells,"

" Sound the Loud Timbrel," " Go Wheie Glory

Waits Thee," " The -Last Rose of Summer,"

and " The Meeting of the Waters," have a

world-wide renown ; while in their own coun-

try, every song is dear to the people. Moore

is as truly the song-singer of Ireland as Burns

is the song-singer of Scotland
;
yet the national

airs of the two are no more to be compared

than the shamrock is to be compared to the

daisy. Moore's songs are the history of Ire-

land, and have everywhere made known the

defeats, the triumphs, and the hopes of that

impulsive, warm-hearted people. As one of

his own countrymen recently said :
" His songs

are resounding still beneath the eastern suns,

and amidst Canadian snows ; in the forests

of the West, and at the antipodes. The same

sweet words, coupled with the same old music,

have b^en heard throughout Christendom, and

far beyond it, — have been sung by the French-

man and the Russian, the Persian and the

Pole ; and thus have the name and the his-

tory and the genius of our land been made

familiar to distant nations, and we all have

been exalted by claiming as our own, one of

the greatest lyrists of modern times." X.

THE WASHINGTON PARTY,

Circulars are out announcing a trip to

Washington, — Easter vacation, — March 30

to April 6, leaving Auburndale the afternoon

of March 30, taking Old Colony Road and Fall

River line to New York, arriving there about

7 a. M., 31st, making the tour of the city over

the elevated roads. Central Park Museums,

etc. ; dinner at the Grand Central Hotel ; car-

riages to Desbrosses Street Ferry, taking the

Pennsylvania Railroad at Jersey City, for Wash-

ington at 3.40 p. M., arriving at 8.55 ;
omnibus

to the Ebbitt House and supper. This will be

headquarters for the party until Tuesday morn-

ing, the 5thinst. An excursion will be given to

Mount Vernon, a carriage ride throughout the

city, and various small excursions at will, see-

ing the sights of the Capitol. The homeward

journey will include a stop in New York of

three hours, for dinner and shopping, taking

the Fall River steamer at 4.30, arriving in

Boston 7 a. m., April 6. Total expense, in-

cluding railroad and steamboat fares, hotel

bills, excursion to Mount Vernon, carriage

ride in Washington, meals and state-room

berths on steamer to and from New York,

forty dollars ($40.00).

Lasell girls, old or new, and their friends

are invited. Mr. Shepherd will conduct and

care for the party from Auburndale back to

Auburndale. Send in your names soon to

Mr. Shepherd, if you wish to go.

If you are moving onward, some things must

be left behind. What are the things which are

left behind in your life ? — F. R. Havergal.

Dear Miss Editor :

The Leaves are as eagerly looked for as

ever. The December number has (January 18)

justreached us. Every word, except advertise-

ments, did I read before I slept. Your prede-

cessor's wail about lack of interest in working

for our paper is not a wholly unheard sound

from the" chair," and though this is not as it

should be, yet there was one note in her tune

that was new and strange, and that was that

there was a lack of interest in the paper itself.

That a student " echoes the sentiment of many
in saying, 'I don't care much for the paper, for

I never read anything but the locals,'" is hard

to believe. I have always thought that all the

students liked to read all the paper, and, as I

look it over, I wonder what in it any pupil

could skip.

If it be true that any teacher (I don't believe

it is so, mind you !) does not read it, and the

whole of it, with interest, I do not hesitate to

say that teacher is in so much lacking fitness

for his or her position. The Leaves has from
the first been the pupils' paper; they have

made it and managed it. Teachers have

rarely, and never as teachers, written a line in

it, excepting now and then a business notice

put in by me.
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In many schools the teachers have the super-

vision of, and do a great deal of the writing

for, the school paper. We have felt it to be

better training for the girls, as well as a fairer

index of (heir taste and ability, that they do it

all. I wish that every one in the school might

see the good she would personally get by help-

ing in some manner on the paper.

I notice the better students are usually

willing to do their part. It must be the very

poorest who take no interest in it. But that

any teacher can be uninterested in it, as a sign

of our pupils' ability in that direction, is to me
inconceivable. I think it is a very good paper

and very well handled, and if any one will com-

pare it with the school exchanges he will find

it so. Girls, I think you ought all to do what

you can to help to make it as good as we can do.

As the ex-editor says, there is too much mod-

desty or laziness in this regard. Probably the

very thing you would write and think unfit for

printing would be very interesting to many. I

don't see, in my letters to papers, anything

worth their space in a column. Yet, editors

use them and pay for them (a very good sign),

and ask for more. And every girl can help in

the locals and personals. It needs only a habit

of noticing things as they go on or come to our

ears, and the little trouble of jotting them

down. Now, try every one to have some part

in our paper, and see how glad you '11 feel to

have helped even a little. In the December

number one letter (and by far the better) was

by Miss Carpenter. The editor gave pleasant

thanks to me, and the initials " C. C." being

like mine, I am sure you all thought both were

my letters. But I am " C. C. B." and she is

"C. C."

So you folks thought to lay violent hands on

"the lists "in my absence! It is well you

stopped short of that ; but you came pretty

near it in putting everybody on the roll of

honor ! How do you girls feel that know you

don't belong there ? I give you one term to

become fit to belong there, and then I vote

for sending every girl home to her pa who has

not so become. What do you all say to that?

Then we '11 have Lasell where it ought to be—
ought to have been long ago. The more I

think of it, the more I think that, with this cor-

ollary, you did a wise thing. We shall see.

No sign of who wrote " Breeze." Tell me.

And who is H. S. J. ? Hattie Joy? It was

very good.

I want to put in here a bit of advertising,

and I want you every one to read it, and re-

member it, and make a note of it, to give to any

of your friends who are likely to come to Switz-

erland

This boarding-place, Pension Mury, at

Chailly, near Clarens, is by far the best home

we have ever found in Europe. That is saying

a good deal, for we have had some good ones.

The people are so quietly obliging and atten

tive, they try to give one so much for one's

money,—not try, as is too often the case, to see

how little they can give ; the cooking is so

good, the provision so ample (the children can

testify here), the whole air of the place so

homelike and pleasant, it is really delightful to

stay here. Why, Mrs. B. came near staying

here with the children all the time Miss C.

and I should go to Sicily, Africa, and Spain.

And, withal, the price is so low, not much over

half what most pensions in this vicinity wanted.

Then the location is good. In fifteen minutes

you are in Clarens by foot ; in twenty-five, in

Montreux, and in two you are at most splendid

points of view for this end of the lake. Every

way it is a " gem." Now, tell everybody com-

ing abroad. Yours,

C. C. B.

PERSONALS.

Miss LlovDhas been visited by MissLangley

and Miss Marshall.

Eloise Keith and Flora Whitney were out

last week to see the girls.

Mrs. Dietrick, who is visiting in Boston,

has been at the seminary several times to see

her daughter.

Grace Huntington's parents and brother

were here to see her on February 4.

Jennie Ninde was pleasantly surprised by a

visit from her father recently.

Miss Jennie Darling, who graduated at

Lasell in 1878, has returned to Auburndale to

remain for a time. Her sweet face is a very

welcome sight to the few who knew her here,

and it is hoped she will be often at Lasell dur-

ing her stay in town.

Lizzie Day is visiting Jennie Brown, in

Denver.

We have breezy news of Gertrude Penfield

;

she is on her way to California and the Pacific

coast. On her return she expects to stop at

Denver, and visit old Lasell girls.

Mrs. Millbank, nee Johnson, writes that

she is happily settled in her new home at

Yonkers, N. Y., and that already she has made

use of her cooking knowledge ; she makes it

emphatic that no girl should leave Lasell with-

out a course of cooking lessons. She medi-

tates a trip to Boston soon.

Invitations are out announcing the wedding

of Miss Annie Harbaugh, of Sewickly, Penn.,

and Mr. Victor Strobel, of Philadelphia,

Thursday, February 17. The Misses Wadhams,

'83, will go on from Wilkesbarre, Pa., to attend

the wedding. Mr. and Mrs. Strobel will take

up their residence at the Hotel Lafayette, Phila-

delphia, after the 1st of March.

Ava Lowe, '83, expects to visit Boston during

the next month.

Charlena Tidd is studying music wuh
Prof. Hills in Boston.

Mrs. Carrie Goode Reilly died at Salt

Lake City, January 15, the funeral occurring

two days later, from her father's residence in

Denver. All who knew and loved her at Lasell

are saddened by the news of her death, and

sympathize greatly with her bereaved parents.

LOCALS.

In chapel, on January 18, letters to the girls

from Miss Carpenter and Professor Bragdon

were read, acknowledging the Christmas greet-

ings sent them from Lasell. It is nice to be

made to feel that, notwithstanding all the diver-

sions which the European world has to offer to

our teachers who are abroad, we are held in

constant remembrance by them.

The course of four lectures, announced in

the January number of the Leaves, on " Plays

of Shakspeare," by Professor Clapp, have been

listened to with pleasure and profit. The sub-

ject of the first lecture was " Romeo and

Juliet "
; of the second, " Twelfth Night "

; the

third, "Othello"; the fourth, " King Lear."

The Pilgrim Fathers selected — doubtless

without any preconceived determination on their

part — a fine sleigh-riding country to settle in,

as we fully realized on the night of January 12,

when six sleigh loads of us found toboggan

caps delightfully comfortable on the occasion

of an exhilarating sleigh ride into Boston, a

supper there, and after that, of course a return

on the principle that " whatever goes up must

come down." We did not make the night

hideous with our singing ; on the contrary, we

flatter ourselves that we rendered the air

vocal with our melody as though " whispered

through " with songs of the lark and nightin-

gale. Sleigh rides have been taken before,

sleigh rides will be taken again, but none will

be recorded merrier than ours.

There is a sickly, miserable,

Wilting word called " mash";

Although not found in Webster,

It rus taken like a flash.

In general, weak sisters

Get " mashed " upon a brother
;

But sometimes tender school-girls

Are mashed on one another.

On the afternoon of the 26th, Master

Ward Wilson entertained a small party of

friends on the occasion of his ninth birthday.

The little folks seemed to enjoy themselves

very much.
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Mrs. C. {to senior, after a discussion on Mo-

zart) :
" Have you commenced your thesis ?

"

Sen. :
" What part of music is that ?

"

A company of girls. Fraulein R just

rpassing.

Freshman :
— " Don't you think it 's strange

that the girls call Miss R Fraulein ?
"

Sophomore :
— " Why, of course I don't."

Freshman :
—" Well, it doesn't seem just re-

spectful to call her by her first name."

On the evening of the 26th an instructive

law lecture was delivered by Alfred Hemen-

way, A. M. We are thus taught how to man-

age a fortune, if we ever have one left us :

and again, if we are heirs to any misfortune,

we are instructed how to make the best of it.

Among the occurrences of the month we are

pained to chronicle an accident that occurred

to the resident physician, Dr. Pierce. On

leaving the train at the Auburndale station she

fell, sustaining injuries so serious that she was

removed to Boston. The loving sympathy of

the girls attends her.

The new students wondered why the old

ones seemed so delighted at the announcement

in chapel on Friday morning, the 21st, that

Judge Parke would address them that afternoon

on " Patriotism." After an exceedingly inter-

esting discourse, Judge Parke remained to tea,

and was then conducted to the parlors by the

happy girls who gathered about him like bees.

Among other entertaining things he told us

about one of the speeches he heard Webster

deliver, until we imagined that we had actually

heard the speech ourselves from the lips of the

great orator of a generation ago. At evening

chapel, Judge Parke spoke a few earnest fare-

well words. The remembrance of that delight-

ful evening will linger long with us.

Thursday, the 27th, being the day appointed

for special prayer for colleges, the occasion was

duly observed at the seminary. The opening

services were conducted by Dr. Calvin Cutler,

pastor of the Congregational Church, Auburn-

dale, followed by a sermon by Rev. W. P.

Odell, of the Methodist Church, Maiden. In

the afternoon addresses were delivered by Rev.

W. I. Haven, of the Methodist Church, New-

ton Centre, and the Rev. W. R. Newhall,

pastor of the Methodist Church, Auburndale.

The Senior Class have enjoyed the benefit of

six lectures on " Evidences of Christianity," de.

livered on the 1st, 2d, 3d, 6th, 7th, and 8th of

February, by Dr. Parkhurst, of Dover, New
Hampshire.

The new burglar alarm and watchman de-

tector, which has just been added to the neces-

sary evils of the house, causes complaint from

numbers 26, 27, 28, 29, 61, 62, 63, and 65.

The inmates claim that it disturbs their beauty-

sleep.

The Seniors have finished their readings

from Daniel Webster. The Freshmen, how-

ever, will still continue their studies from Noah,

of the same name. (Explanation of this joke

furnished on application)

The teacher in charge of the German table

announces that if politics are to be the daily

topic of conversation at table, they must, a

least, be German politics. Any one having

back number information as to Bismarck's

younger days, please send it on at once, and

receive a suitable reward.

POLITICAL NOTES.

The President has signed the act granting

pensions to the soldiers and sailors of the

Mexican war.

The River and Harbor Bill was passed by a

vote of one hundred and fifty-four to ninety-

four.

The Texas senatorial contest ended in the

election of John H. Reagan as United States

senator.

In the Senate, Mr. Hoar earnestly pressed

his motion for an investigation of the charges

that political rights are denied to American

citizens in Texas. He contrasted the allega-

tion of Texas citizens with the outrages upon

the American fishermen, and asked if Ameri-

can citizenship in Texas was any less sacred

than the rights of American fishermen in Ca-

nadian waters. Mr. Hoar's resolution was

adopted, thirty-one to twenty-six.

It is announced that the British Imperial

Government has consented to send out men-

of-war next season to assist in the protection

of the Dominion fisheries.

Two of the seized American schooners have

recently been released on the payment of nom-

inal fines.

United States Minister Phelps had an

hour's conference with the Marquis of Salis-

bury, at the premier's request, to discuss the

Canadian fisheries question. The conference

was most cordial on both sides.

An order has been issued forbidding the

exportation of horses across the German fron-

tier, in any direction. In special cases de-

serving of exception, exemption will be made
from the present and from the future measures

controlling the exportation of these animals.

If we have a sparring match with Canada it

will have to be by Marquis of Salisbury rules,

and that 's what we don't like about the

affair.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

Three new comets are announced. The

first was discovered by Thomas, Dr. Gould's

successor at the Cordoba observatory in South

America, on January 18, in the constellation

Grus. It is said to resemble the great south-

ern comet of 1880, and is likely to become a

brilliant object. The second comet was dis-

covered by Brooks, on January 22, in the con-

stellation Draco, and in this latitude is now

visible, with the help of a telescope, throughout

the night. The third was discovered by Bar-

nard, on January 23, and is in Vulpecula ; it

is also telescopic, setting in the early evening.

A test of the speed of two swallows was

made at Pavia, Italy, which showed it to be

eighty-seven and a half miles per hour.

Charles S. Cummings, Ph. G., states that

honey gathered from white clover, basswood,

and raspberry is of a light color, and has a

delicious flavor; but the bees will not gather

it from white clover as long as it can be gotten

from other plants.

Considerable honey is also found in the blos-

soms of fruit trees, of the maple, locust, and

other trees. Buckwheat honey is considered

inferior, it being darker in color and less agree-

able in flavor than that procured from miny
other plants.

ART NOTES,

Who will paint the portrait of the lady of the

White House ? is the question agitating the

hearts of American artists. At present there

is no prospect of any of the ambitious artist

frequenters of Washington doing it, and it would

not be surprising to hear that Bertier, Mun-

kacsy, or Becker had received such an envied

commission.

The American Exhibition in London, it is

now said, will be opened about the 3d of

May. An international exhibition will be held

in Barcelona, Spain, opening some time in Sep-

tember, and closing in April of next year. It

will include exhibits of the fine arts as well as

of the industrial arts.

Mr. Larkin Meade is engaged upon a

large composition of a river god, representa

tive of the Mississippi.

The memorial exhibition of John B. John-

ston's work in Boston reveals the fact that this

artist was a great master, and that his works

would attract the attention of the best painters

of any country.

The annual exhibition of the Boston Art

Club has been held in Boston with the usual

large number of paintings, including many by

New York artists.
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When future ages shall come to study the

paintings of the old masters of America, how

the corners of the mouldering canvases will

be scrutinized to make out dates which may

reconcile the difference between the extremely

fine work of some of the N. A.'s, and the dash-

ing head-work of some of the independent

younger men. Dates that make all seem to

belong to the same period will probably be dis-

puted, or perhaps the great disparity will be

accounted for on other gounds The pictures

may be attributed to men of different tribes, for

instance, it may be supposed that a descendant

of Pocahontas became an exponent of one style,

while some other master, associated, say, with

the fair Minnehaha or the brave Hiawatha,

represented another.

As to the preferences of these connoisseurs,

the estimation on which they will hold the re-

spective styles, it is unsafe to speculate. But,

of course, they will reverence all our old

masters. .

*-*-<

MAJOR AND MINOR.

Nevada is to sing in Madrid.

Minnie Hauk is in Germany.

Patti's tickets in Mexico cost $8 each.

Miss Emma Thursby is spending the winter

in Paris.

The Prince of Wales plays the banjo.

Mozart : The monument to Mozart in the

suburban cemetery of St. Marx, Vienna, is to be

transferred to the new municipal graveyard,

known as the Central Friedhoff, and placed

next to the tombs of Schubert and Beethoven.

The cost is estimated at 1.000 florins.

The exact spot where Mozart's remains

were deposited is not known. There was but

one friend present at the burial, and the grave

was never marked so that it could be identi-

fied.

It is said that Carlotta Patti's execution is

probably superior to that of her more celebrated

sister, Adelina Patti ; but the tones of the latter

are more musical, and her manner is so capti-

vating to many that she outshines her wonder-

fully talented sister.

which is instructive and pleasurable reading;

the quotations used are worthy of notice.

Among our other new exchanges are, The

Yanktown Student, Johnsonian, News Letter,

Hesperus, Young Idea, Williams Fast-wight,

Raverfordian, College Current, of Ohio Univer-

sity. The Trinity School Record has a noticeable

exchange column and altogether is a most

worthy representative of a half hundred boys.

The French scholars will enjoy the little poem'

in that text, printed in the January issue.

Welcome.

The Amherst Literary Monthly for Decem-
ber missed us, so we sent for it, and we find

ourselves richly repaid for doing so. The es-

say on Oliver Goldsmith is a delight to every

lover of that author. The introduction is ex-

cellent, and the paper, in all respects, is worthy

the study of every girl to whose heart the

" Vicar of Wakefield " and the '• Traveller " are

dear. We extend our thanks for the clever ex-

pression of regret tendered in respect to over-

looking us.

The College Argus kindly invites us, also, to

inaugurate a series of papers on " How I was

Educated." We should be most happy to do

so, were it not for the serious objection that

our Faculty does not consider us competent to

write on that subject at present.

Although living so near Boston, we have

this fatal resemblance to the New York girl,—
" Our minds are not yet formed." If ever we

do emerge from this proto-plasmic state, we
shall be pleased to supplement the efforts of

the Argus man. The world will then have a

system of education as carefully elaborated as

is the character sketch which Mrs. Oliphant

and Mr. Aldrich are now writing together.

The Genevan has come to the profound con-

clusion that " Lasell Leaves is obviouslv the

production of feminine minds." If the ex-

change man will kindly send us the logic text-

book, in which he has "obviously " just passed

up, we shall be glad to learn through what syl-

logistic mazes he wandered, in order to reach

the conclusion that the publications of " Semi-

naries for Young Women " are always the

products of feminine minds. Perhaps, though,

he has n't yet come to this broad generaliza-

tion. At leas!, we are much relieved by
his announcement concerning us

; previous

to it, we could never feel quite sure whether
or not the demand for the personal label passed

away with " Wall," " Moonshine," and Co.

To be sure, one ought to make special al-

lowances for an institution which advertises

" Both sexes admitted," and yet carefully ex-

cludes the feminine mind from the editorial

board. If we had even one male student, we
should insist on his sharing our editorial

privileges. We should insist, also, on his appre-

ciating the fact that the "delightfully deli-

cious " Thanksgiving turkey makes poor hash

when served up in the middle of January. As
for reveries appropriate to the close of the old

year, we all know that stock of this kind is

always inventoried and closed out as soon as

ever we get safely through the first week of the

new year.

Truly "as many men, so many minds."

Owing to failing memory we can't give the Latin,

but its English equivalent is recalled vividly to

our minds by a glance at the December issue

of the Bates Student and the Colby Echo. Per-

sonally we thought very slightly of " A Con-
troversy " which these journals quote from a

former number of the Lasell Leaves. We
consoled ourselves with the thought that any
way its career would be neither long nor influ-

ential. But now that it has been adopted by

the Echo and the Student, it bids fair to repeat

the history of that famous shot, which was

once fired not many miles from here.

EXCHANGES.

L}lease address all Exchanges to Lasell Leaves,

since other address causes inconvenience.

Among the new exchanges appears The Cur,

from Albany Academy. Its editorials are good.

We are pleased to receive it.

The Coburn Clarion is welcome. The lit-

erary department is well worth reading, espe-

cially the paper on ' The Mission of Music."

The Wolf Hall Banner presents a pen pic-

ture of " Women as portrayed by Shakespeare,"

NEW YORK VIA FALL RIVER LINE.

FIRST-CLASS LIMITED TICKETS ONLY $3.00.

Leave Boston from Old Colony Station daily {Sundays excepted) at

6 P. M. by Special Express. Train connecting with steamers at Fall

River in 80 minutes. Music on Board, ^nnez steamers connect at

wharf in New York for Brooklyn and Jersey City. Tickets, State-

rooms and Berths secured at No. 3 Old State House, and the Old

Colony Station.

J. R. KENDRICK, GEO. L. CONNOR,
General Manager. Gen'l Pass. Agt.

L-. H. PAL/MrDH
Atrt., 3 OLD STATE HOUSE.
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After this number of the Leaves, we shall

retire into private life, and pull it in after

us. Henceforth, we shall be to glory and to

fame unknown. The amenities of a quiet civ-

ilization will once more affect us. Alienated

friends will become reconciled, our face will

gradually lose the stern editorial look, and

our chum will once more venture to address

us by our old familiar nickname. But, alas,

we pay dearly for these peaceful joys. We
must lay off our crown, and in less than a week

there won't be even a scar on our brow to

show we have ever worn one. We shall know
how Mr. Hayes feels as he comes in from

feeding his chickens, and reads in the morn-

ing paper Cleveland's last little exercise of the

veto power. Another shall reign in our stead,

and our glory shall be as a tale that is told.

No more shall we be pointed out to visitors as

" the editor of the Leaves, you know." Our
sceptre, the office pen, must be relinquished

just as it begins to have a comfortable feeling

as it reposes behind the editorial ear. Our
trusty vassal, the office boy, must have his

articles of apprenticeship made out afresh,

with a new party of the second part. We are

at present sole owner and proprietor of an ex-

pression of subdued grief that would be worth

$50 a week to a fashionable undertaker, and we
could " drop into poetry " without the slightest

effort. However, we don't propose to do any-

thing rash. We shall just step quietly down
and out, with all the grace of a two years'

course under the Delsarte system.

Despite sarcasm from high places, our pho-

tographers continue their preparations to

operate the deadly camera, and are even turn-

ing their attention to composite photography.

The popularity of this branch of their art did

not attract them
; on the contrary, anything so

nearly approaching a craze would repel their

striking originality of mind. Their preeminent

ability in this line was the lode star that drew
them to it, and this ability was revealed to

them by a most fortunate accident. The
other day they had gathered up all their

forces, and taken what they meant to be an
ordinary, straightforward likeness of y

e

editor, but on developing the plate they found

a composite nose decorating the editorial

countenance. The feature was so entirely sat-

isfactory, and so great an improvement on the

original, that it determined the class to devote

some time to the composite process. They have
already experimented on a variety of objects,

with success in every instance but one. They
wanted the typical New England weather, but

as each part of a composite requires an ex-

posure of about twenty seconds, they were

obliged to give it up.

The class hopes to be more successful in its

next venture, which will be a composite of all

the callers, on some not-far-distant Monday.

Apropos of composites, is n't it a pity some
one did not think to take one of the college

journalists who recently met in Boston ? A
type in which so much talent entered would

have been curiously interesting, and even the

Argus man could not have objected to a com-

posite of New England editors, for " our South-

ern and Western exchanges " were not there

to vex his missionary spirit and " make him

tired."

We never could imagine the source of cer-

tain popular college songs until some members
of the Missionary Society, at their entertain-

ment, sang a Chinese round to the native music.

The resemblance was striking and unmistaka-

ble. There was the same headlong dive at

starting, the same mustang pause in mid-

career, the same anarchist shout, the same
reckless flounder again, with the same plenti-

ful lack of tune and time
; the same— (We

have exhausted our stock of office adjectives

except "quaint " and "cute," and they don't

seem to fit the case. Any one wishing to finish

this article is at perfect liberty to do so, as we
have no copyright.)

P. S. Of course, we are speaking of the

abstract college song. If we were an illus-

trated paper we should take great pleasure in

showing how a delightful evening's entertain-

ment may be evolved from these same songs,

plus a judicious admixture of Glee Club.

The lucrative position of office boy to the

Leaves is vacant. The present incumbent
has just informed us that every day since he
has been in the office, some fiend or other
has "dropped in" and worked off a pun on
the alliterative title of this journal. He says
he knows when he 's had enough, and now he
proposes to act out his little pun, so he makes
his best bow and a great gap in our working
force. In order to fill the desirable situation

thus left vacant, we will receive sealed propo-
sals until twelve o'clock, noon, Friday, April i.

Come early and avoid the rush.

Not to be behind the times, we have con-

cluded to follow the example of some of our
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e. c.'s, and insert in the Leaves a column for

the accommodation of those of our patrons

who want to swap jack-knives or other articles

of barter. This column we shall call

NOTICES OF EXCHANGE.

02P
=

' The editors will positively take no re-

sponsibility concerning exchanges effected by

means of this department.

(Cgr* Exchange notes containing offers of

or for shot-guns, air-guns, poisons, dynamite, old

clothes, rare brands of gum, seeond-hand tooth-

picks, Waterbury watches, or hearts will not be

inserted.

N. B.—No Irish need apply.

Johnnie McGillicuddy, 1078 N. 98th St.,

New York, will exchange Vol. V. of Lasell

Leaves for a pug dog, or a three-bladed knife.

F. E. B., 24, .Lasell; three books, "Red-
Handed Ike; or, Seventeen Buckets of Gore,"

" Three Knocks at the Back Gate ; or, The
Milkmaii's Revenge," and " Snagged Again,"

for a good design for a class ring
;
plain gold

band engraved '87, ring set in class color, or

other new design, preferred.

A. M. M., 28, Lasell, autographs of the

Faculty, for maps of a new design for arrang-

ing the back hair.

C e' F., 65, Lasell; a few first-class sub-

terfuges for a term's lessons in legible chirog-

raphy.

Alumna
;
Jones's Find, Piute Co., Nebraska

;

a bridal veil, almost as good as new, a Greek
Lexicon, and Bowser's Differential and Inte-

gral Calculus, for a good cook-book, or a bound
volume of The Farm and Household.

Freshman class, Lasell ; two good class of-

ficers for a few quiet class 7iiembers, without of-

ficial aspirations.

Senior class, Lasell ; a composite photo-

graph of ten members of the class, for a few

ideas. Those dating prior to 1076 B. C. not

accepted, as we have a full stock on hand.

The Faculty
; a fine assortment of candles,

novels, gum, and other contraband articles, for

the best offer of midnight oil.

Writtenfor Lasell Leaves.

UNA.

Bright Una was a maid so pure, so fair,

So wholly lovely and so wholly sweet,

That once a lion, bounding from his lair,

Crouched in amazed subjection at her feet.

That lion heart, that never knew a fear,

Was quelled by purity and loveliness;

And ever after, a retainer dear,

Strove well to keep his mistress from distress.

Be ever like fair Una, and the foes

That lurk for all along life's thorny path

Shall change to friends, the thorn shall change to rose,

And sweet indeed shall be life's aftermath.

F. A. T.

Harvard, '80.

FROM JANUARY TO JUNE AND BACK AGAIN.

Now, girls, take your maps. I hope you at

home as well as you at school always use a map
when you read. Better go without butter to

your bread than a map to your reading.

We were at Clarens, Switzerland, at last

writing. Montreux is next to the East and the

more popular resort ; I could not see why,

unless because it has more shops. You know,

it is hard to get women to go far from the

shops, and the men must go where the women
go, and so Montreux is larger ! From Vevey to

Villeneuve is like one long Newton, with one

stretch of mountain behind and one curve of

lake in front. With the resorts of the Western

Riviera it is different. Each has its own shield

of hills and distinct bay, and from the various

forms and arrangement of these, each has its

peculiar winds and climate. Beyond Montreux

you see Chillon with its island castle ; we
walked there one afternoon and enjoyed it

greatly. Miss Carpenter is getting to be a

walker. I believe she could beat Lizzie Whip-

ple now. She will surprise you all some day

next year by walking ahead of you into Boston,

though she does not like to walk fast. We
agreed that if Bonnivard's room was kept then

as well as now, he was not so badly off. It is

quite a handsome apartment.

From Clarens we went to Geneva. The
mist hung so over the lake that we did but see

the water once, although the railroad runs close

by it much of the way. The main channel of

the Rhone was empty for repairs (between the

bridges) , and the things on the bottom of its

bed were a strange sight. From Geneva to

Modane (the western end of Mt. Cenis tunnel)

one goes through a piece of France that juts in

between Switzerland and Italy. So in one day

he has, besides two customs, a Swiss road, with

its rules and equipment, a French, and an

Italian. The French is the best. As we
climbed the Alps it became very cold, and we
had a circus in the car, trying to keep warm.

Next day (we stayed over night at Modane

;

don't do it, only one " hotel " and a poor one)

we had two "circuses," for, "it being Italy,"

the man said, we had no heat in the car,

though we were crossing the Alps in midwinter !

From Turin to Savona was from hardship to

luxury, from penury (calorically considered) to

opulence, from snow to sun, from January to

June (for details see Zion's Herald). This

was what I had sought all winter and I felt

" revealed," as John said one clay when we
had come safely over a temporary bridge (he

was trying to say relieved). I revelled in the

broad glare of the warm sun for three or four

weeks, I tell you. Think of trees loaded with

yellow oranges and lemons, and dates just over

the wall, and selling at the stall, three, some-

times four, for ten centimes; how much apiece

was that ? We did pick some ourselves once.

Miss Carpenter was bound to eat oranges of

her very own picking, so as to say she had done

it, (I told her I did n't see why she should need

to have done it to say so !) so she waylaid a

farmer, coaxed him with a half-franc into his

garden, climbled over a trellis two feet high

(measure that now, so as to imagine her doing

it) up a ladder, tore her dress, scratched her

hands and picked three oranges, lugged them

four miles when she could have bought five

times as many for the same money at the door!

Some folks do waste so much for a notion

!

Think of wiping perspiration from your brow

just from sitting in the sun ! Think of sun

umbrella and fan and shade hats January 6 !

Think of people staying indoors " because it is

so hot "

!

After San Remo, we visited Cannes, Nice,

Monaco, Monte Carlo, (you should have seen

Miss Carpenter's eyes sparkle at the gambling

tables ! but I was true to home training and

dragged her away in time to save most of her

money !) Mentone, Bordighera, Genoa, Pisa,

Rome. At San Remo, I recommend Hotel de

la Paix, near the station, for a hotel, and

Hotel du Pare for a pension ; nice rooms, good

fare, and fair charges. From our windows at

the Pare, we looked out over the hotels, villas,

and beautiful gardens of the whole town, the

bay from cape to cape, and the broad sea be-

yond with " Corsica visible in the distance in

a clear day." This about Corsica is a joke. It

was always "in the distance," though guide-

books say of several places that it can be seen

" at sunrise or sunset." We never saw it.

Miss Carpenter says she did once, at sunrise.

She knew I could not contradict her as to any-

thing that happened at sunrise, though anyone

who knows her habits will find it hard to imagine

her gazing seaward for Corsica, or anything

else at that time of day. At Nice we stayed at

Hotel du Midi and commend it ; at Mentone,

at Hotel de l'Europe, and do not commend it

;

at Bordighera,— one goes here to see the palms,

which are magnificent, and the scene of Ruf-

fini's story of " Doctor Antonio,"— at Hotel

Windsor, and commend it ; at Genoa, at Hotel

du Londres, which we do not commend, and at

Hotel Smith, which, in spite of its name, we do

heartily commend ; at Rome, at Hotel de Paris

which we commend with all our might. If

travellers find as much trouble as we do, in

spite of Baedeker's very fair help, in getting

just the right hotels, they will find our advice

" worth a year's subscription " to the Leaves.

(Tuesday question, " What is the smallest state

in the world?") We are now in our way to

Naples. Take the ride from Pisa to Rome at

night, if you are pushed for time, though I

advise no night travel, but that from Rome to
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Naples in the clay. The start from Rome into

the Campagna with the old aqueduct of Caesar's

time still in use, stretching for miles over the

plain, and the ruins of old aqueducts and

fortresses, the men and women in their

quaint costumes (John says, "The ladies do

most of the work over here") trimming vines or

turning over the earth, the dun-colored, long-

horned oxen, half buffaloes, peculiar to this

country, drawing the ploughs through the

furrow, or the carts, with two very large wheels,

over the very white roads ; the umbrella-pines,

olives, and cypresses grouped here and there,

standing out against the blue or red sky ; the

bare gray rocks here, the purple hills there,

the snow-capped mountains in the background,

with the cities of stone at their bases, or climb-

ing their sides ; the clouds,— all these things

make pictures only too fleeting and not to be

missed. The Apennines have given us to-day

better views of snow-covered peaks than all we

have had in Switzerland. We have just left

the station for Monte Casino, and soon comes

Capua, places not to be passed at night. An-

other Tuesday question :
" What about these

two places ? " We have not had it all as balmy

as at San Remo. A violent mistral (see

dictionary) struck us at Mentone, and we have

had cold weather ever since. To-day promises

warm weather again, though Rome was not so

cold as Genoa and Pisa. There is more snow

hereabouts than for many years,— so the oldest

inhabitant, etc.

If I have time and the Leaves room, I '11 tell

you something about these places later. Wish

I could tell you right away about the Carnival,

which closed yesterday ; the dancing of the

peasants on the steps of Trinita di Monti ; the

singing of the nuns behind the gratings ; the

snapping black eyes of the begging children,

who "spiks Ingleesh," and can only say "get

out." I can imagine where they learn that !

and the— but there ! Good by ! Be good girls,

and study hard and you will be glad of all you

know when you travel.

We had at Rome a glimpse of Misses Le-

Huray and Coe. They look well and report

Miss Preston as well (in Paris at work), but

Miss Webster, in Florence, not quite well.

Met also Miss Herrick, who was last year at

the Riverside School, and who made herself

very pleasantly known to us at Berlin in the

winter. Now for Vesuvius and Pompeii !

C. C. B.

One doing lights the way to the next. All

the little paths and aisles toward the light of

the Great Love open into each other. — A. D.

T. Whitney.

Will some one give us the married name of

Minnie Hopkins, of Madison, Wisconsin ?

LEAVES.

Dost know the story of the Sibyl, that of old

Inhabited a cave on fair Italia's shore?

^Eneas, in his wanderings o'er the earth,

In search of the prophetic spot

Whereon to found a city that should rule the world.

Came straightway to this cave;

That she— the Sibyl— might withdraw for him

The veil that hid the future.

Tarquinius, also, that proud and cruel king of Rome,

Bought with Rome's gold, from this same Sibyl,

Three mysterious and prophetic books

;

That thus Rome's future rulers, by searching deep

therein,

Might guide aright their ship of state.

'T is said this prophetess inscribed the fate

Of nations and of men on fallen leaves,

Wafted by gentle breeze within her mystic cavern
;

But, if some rougher blast swept these charmed leaves

With rude violence apart,

They ne'er again were reunited
;

The story that they told was lost.

Hast ever heard of wondrous leaves

Called Lasell Leaves?
The sibyl that inscribeth lines thereon

Inhabiteth a cell called in our modern parlance

" Y° editorial den."

She writeth on these sympathetic leaves

Profoundest thoughts concerning men and women
;

But chiefly doth she write of women,
For little doth she know of devious ways of men.

If thou wilt pay, as Rome of old did,

Thy gold for these wise leaves,

Then great shall be thy recompense
;

But if thou shuttest up thy heart,

Letting the chill breezes of indifference

Waft these green leaves away from thee,

After repentance will avail thee naught

;

For she — the sibyl editor— will use these leaves

To wrap and rewrap and enfold her hair,

Till she doth get it in such tragic style,

It looketh not unlike, as truthful poet saith,

" A door mat in fits."

Thus these rare Lasell Leaves
Are twisted, tortured, marred beyond deciphering

;

And what is writ thereon

Is lost to an expectant world,

Forever and forever. H. S. J.

HOWELLS'S PORTRAITURE OF WOMEN.

American social life, with its peculiar con-

ditions and relations, is a subject of great in-

terest, both at home and abroad. Among
those who have attempted to portray it, Amer-

ican readers are coming to look more and

more to Mr. William Dean Howells, who com-

bines so keen an observation with so charming

a style, that his works give a peculiar pleasure,

even to the sated novel reader. Using only

very slender plots, he weaves about them his

observations of American life, and builds up

with unimportant, everyday events his pic-

tures of the lighter side of our anxious New
England existence. His books are so full of

cleverness and literary tact that he is the ad-

miration and the despair of young writers.

Yet, admirable as his novels are, there is a

growing disappointment at the limits which

Mr. Howells sets for himself. His interest

seems to be wholly centred in one kind of life,

and that not the noblest. The people whom
he makes so interesting are never our grand-

est types. A writer, in a recent number of the

Atlantic Monthly, aptly puts it: "Sparrows,

orioles, wrens, are all engaging little creatures,

and one may observe them with great delight

;

but, after all, an ornithologist may make a mis-

take who looks with might and main at some

chattering English sparrows, when, likely as

not, there is a flight overhead of some strong-

winged wild geese sweeping northward after a

southern hibernation, or possibly even some

hawks poising in upper air for a downward

swoop."

In nothing are these limitations more marked

than in his portraiture of women. The women
who interest him and whom he chooses to por-

tray are particularly adapted to his method of

development by details. They have in per-

fection the peculiar characteristics of their sex,

which do not rise into the common intellectual

region requiring a broader treatment. They

have pre-eminently the feminine caprice, in-

consequence, and nervousness, but not -the

reason which governs noble souls of both

sexes. Within the limitations which he has

chosen, however, Mr. Howells treats woman
with an admiration of her truth, a delight in

her caprice, and a mingling of respect for her

conscience and quizzing of its inconvenient

manifestations, which leave nothing to be de-

sired. The humor which is used in describing

her is kindly and respectful, and directe"d

more against certain feminine traits than

against woman herself. He seems to take

especial delight in emphasizing these traits by

all the charming details of action which make
his books so real.

Most of his women have certain character-

istics in common,— characteristics which are

supposed to mark the sex. and compose the

charming "difference," so. attractive to the

average man. The alleged inconsequence of

woman has long been the subject of masculine

jests, but no one has so kindly, yet so wittily,

portrayed this feminine idiosyncrasy as has
this novelist.

From Isabel in " Their Wedding Journey,"

to Miss Vane in "The Minister's Charge," ca-

priciousness is recognized as a woman's right.

It varies in degree from silly Fanny Ellison to

lovely Mrs. Bowen, but is present in them all.

Unworldly Egeria Boynton is as inconsequent

in her way as that finished coquette, Rosabel
Farrell, is in hers. In the farce "The Parlor

Car," Mr. Howells gives himself up to a revel

in these contradictory caprices, of which Miss
Lucy Galbraith is the perfect embodiment.
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A morbid conscientiousness is another of the

feminine attributes which Mr. Howells intro-

duces into all his novels. His average woman is

lashed by an over-sensitive, unreasonable con-

science. In the words of the novelist himself,

"At the end of the ends she is a Puritan. . . .

Riches and ease are sinful to her, and some-

how to be atoned for." As Staniford says of

Lydia, " She has the pitiless Puritan con-

science which takes the life out of us all."

Like Florida Vervain, she is "a person wholly

abandoned to the truth." She is constantly

worrying others and making herself unhappy.

One thinks of Penelope Lapham's far-fetched

scruples against marrying young Corey, and of

the way in which Mrs. Bowen and Imogen

Graham needlessly torment each other ; but,

of all the slaves of conscience, Grace Breen is

most to be pitied. She is driven by her own

and harassed by her mother's. Her profes-

sion offers a fair field for these rigid monitors,

and her entire treatment of Mrs. Maynard,

both as patient and guest, is made a never-

ceasing trial. Poor Dr. Breen never knows

happiness until she makes a firm stand, defies

her tyrant, and resolves never to be ruled by

conscience again. Even then she is not at

peace until her husband appeases her fear that

riches and ease are sinful, by allowing her to

practise the healing art among his mill operatives.

A consideration of Mrs. Breen's conscience

leads to another kind which Mr. Howells loves

to portray; the conscience which has served

its day of usefulness for its owner, and is now

generously applied to others, the husband

being the favorite victim. This sort is quite

as common, and even more pitiless than the

other. Mr. Sewell " smiled to think how much

easier it was to make one's peace with one's

God than with one's wife." Mrs. Lapham's

conscience presides over all Silas's dealings with

" that delightful Mephistopheles," Milton K.

Rogers. Basil, on his second visit to Niagara,

becomes a veritable coward at thought of con-

fessing to Isabel the three dollars out cf which

he has been cheated, and Mr. Howells says,

" Nothing so marks the confirmed husband in

Basil as these fears."

Mr. Evans, in "A Woman's Reason," says

to Cornelia Root, " It is n't my conscience that

pricks me, it 's your conscience and Mrs.

Evans's conscience that have goaded me to

desperation. I can get on very well with my

own conscience."

All the men seem to agree with him. They

can get on very well with their own con-

science. Ben Halleck is one strong excep-

tion to this. Marcia being such an untutored

savage that a conscience cannot be one of her

strong attributes, it is transferred, in all its

perfection, to poor Halleck, whose already sad

existence is rendered almost unbearable.

Partly as a result of this rigid Puritanism,

most of Mr. Howells's women are unready in

conversation, devoid of small talk, and not apt

to see the humorous side of a subject. The
" lapses into terrible New England silences

"

are not confined to Lydia Blood. A talk with

some of these young women must have pro-

duced something of the stone-wall effect with

which Mr. Sewell retires from his monologues

with Lemuel Barker. The unresponsiveness,

especially to humor, becomes positively painful.

There is nothing intricate or difficult in any of

Mr. Ferris's delightful persiflage, yet Florida

Vervain is utterly at a loss to understand it.

She cannot imagine mere nonsense, but

gropes painfully for the deeper meaning which

is not there. Lydia Blood displays this same

helplessness before Stamford's mild levity.

Imogen Graham, in a vague, respectful way,

greatly admires Colville's jesting, but all she

can reply to it is an iteration of her delight in

it and him.

It is impossible to think of Marcia Hubbard

and not think of her jealousy. This and her

passion for a husband too weak to be even a

villain, are all there seems to be of her nar-

row, commonplace nature. Her jealousy of

every woman to .whom Bartley speaks, from

Sally Morrison to Clara Kingsbury, makes her

life with him a stormy misery. Her leading

trait is dominant to the last. It is only through

an appeal to it by a suggestion of another

woman back of Bartley's divorce suit, that her

father can induce her to appear against her

husband. Marcia herself grieves over this on

the journey to the trial.

" Father said he only wanted to get rid of

me, so he could marry some one else. Yes,

yes, it was that that made me start ! Father

knew it would ! Oh," she grieved in wild self-

pity, " he knew it would." Bartley himself

always recognizes this ruling power in her, and

dedicates his last message to it. " But there 's

one thing I should like you to tell her, Hal-

leck ; she was wrong about that girl, I never

had anything to do with her ; Marcia will un-

derstand."

Jealousy, though in a less degree than in

poor Marcia, is a recognized trait in many of

Mr. Howells's women, appearing as a light

touch which gives a delightful humanity to the

whole character. Nothing so helps us to real-

ize that Dr. Breen is a charming young girl

as does her momentary uneasiness about

Libby and the Leyden telegraph operator.

By no means the smallest part of Helen Hark-

ness's grief for Robert is her suspicion that on

his unlucky voyage he has flirted with a co-

quette from San Francisco. Mrs. Lapham's

love for Silas seems so much more real after

her quick jealousy of his handsome type-

writer.

Those of Mr. Howells's women, who are not

as absolutely straightforward and truthful as a

child, have a strong love for intrigue and

scheming. " Even in a good woman," says

Mr. Howells, "the passion for manoeuvring

and intrigue may approach the point at which

men commit forgery." In the older women
this passion usually takes the form of match-

making ; in the younger it appears as an ex-

quisite tact, in marked contrast to man's abso-

lute lack of this art. Of the match-making

number, Fanny Ellison is the most devoted.

She lends her whole wardrobe and her undi-

vided attention to the furtherance of Kittie's

love affair, all for the pure love of manoeu-

vring ; for when the Boston iceberg finally

proposes, she " does n't know whether she

wants Kittie to accept him or not."

Mrs. Elmore is of this same type. She is

not happy in Venice until her duty to " make

Susy Stephens's sister have a good time," calls

for endless scheming. Mrs. Erwin's attempts

to make Puritan Lydia conform to Oriental

Venice become almost pathetic, and she her-

self acknowledges that it is wearing her life

away to keep the facts of Lydia's voyage from

the ears of fashionable Venice.

In " Their Wedding Journey," there is a

charming bit of a woman's adroitness in her

own love affair. " They were about to enter

the village, and he could not make any open

acknowledgment of his tenderness ; but her

silken mantle slipped from her shoulders, and

he embracingly replaced it, flattering himself

that he had delicately seized this chance of an

unavowed caress, and not knowing (oh, such

is the blindness of our sex !) that the opportu-

nity had been yet more subtly' afforded him,

with the aft which women never misuse in this

world, and which, I hope, they will not forget

in the next." Compare this with man's total

lack of the art, as brought out in a little scene on

board the " Aroostook." Lydia and Staniford

are sitting on deck, and she has just told him

her father died of consumption. " Oh !
" said

Staniford softly. Then he added, with the tact

of his sex, " Miss Blood, you must n't take cold

sitting here with me. This wind is chilly;

shall I go below and get you some wraps ?
"

But of all the examples of manoeuvring and

intrigue, Rosabel Farrel is the most complete.

From the time she purposely drops her note-

book as an excuse to go back for a second

look at Gilbert and Easton, until she makes

scheming a business by going on the stage,

her life is one series of private theatricals.

She is the impersonation of worldly stratagem,

as Lydia Blood is of sturdy New England

truth. Mr. Howells shows his mastery of his

art in his ability to portray two such opposite

characters so well. The contrast between the

worldly coquette, Rosabel, and the simple
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country folk among whom she spends her

summer, is as vividly portrayed as is Lydia's

total unfitness for the wicked English society

of Venice. Such contrasts are Mr. Howells's

special delight ; also, the simple expedient of

taking a fresh, independent girl into the great

whirl of worldly life, and allowing her to de-

cide everything by her innate sense of right

and wrong.

Thus we have seen that Mr. Howells has

given us portraits of genuine women, with the

faults and virtues characteristic of the sex,

—

women often good and lovable, always inter-

esting, but never of large soul. He seems

never to forget that he is writing of women,

and regards them always from the masculine

standpoint. But the novelist who would

make a profound study of the human soul,

must enter into the depths of its being, rather

than look at it from the outside as an interest-

ins: bundle of either masculine or feminine

characteristics. M. I. S.

" And, lo! Ben Adhem's name led all the rest,

Because that he was writ

As one who loved his fellow-men."

I pondered on the lines,

Gazing into the flickering firelight on the hearth,

Till on a sudden, there shot forth a tongue of flame

That brightened all the room
;

And in the brilliance of the flame,

Clear as the writing on the Babylonian wall,

I read the sweet word " Charity."

And then I prayed,

O, grant to me large meed of charity

;

The charity " that suffereth long; is kind
;

That vaunteth not itself." The charity

That makes me " think no evil " of my neighbor.

Grant me to keep Thy second great commandment,
" And thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."

Then may my name be traced on heavenly scroll,

By angel hand. H. S. J.

Dear Girls :

A ride of an hour and a half, January 3,

brought us to Wittenberg. The most promi-

nent thing in the town, as seen from the sta-

tion, is the chimney of a brewery ; the next, the

two towers of the parish church where Luther

often preached. The station, as is often the

case, is outside the town, toward which we

walk over the bright, crisp snow. Funny-

sleighs with long, low boxes and a bit of a sad-

dle sticking out behind for the driver, look like

the pictures of a hundred years ago. A part

of the road is cleared of snow down to the

dirt, for those who prefer to go on wheels.

Considerate ! Just on the edge of the town,

in sight from Luther's old home, is the hand-

some oak-tree which marks the spot of his fa-

mous bonfire ! I suspect his wife looked out

that bay-window, and said, " I do declare to

gracious, whatever is that crazy man doing

now ? " as she saw him (students of history, see

Life of L.) making the fire and burning the

bull. " Burning the Pope's bull," said John,

" did he tie him to the tree ? and what did he

want to burn a poor animal for ? he had n't

done nothing !
" whereupon a lesson in history

and grammar for John. We pass the house

till to-morrow to have better light, but stop

seven doors down, at Melancthon's home.

They were neighbors, you see, and report says

that they often sat in the garden back of the

house, by a stone table still there, and talked,

over their beer, of the affairs of the kingdom.

Melancthon's house is a good one, and Luther's,

too, is one of the best of the town. The room

in which Melancthon died is kept in its old

style, and looked as uncomfortable as you can

well imagine, though it was a good room, as

German rooms of that day went. Round panes

of glass in lead sash, solid stone door frames

and sills, a huge stove, low ceiling, with six-

inch square rafters showing, and solid oak

doors with big, often curious, locks and bolts.

That will do for a picture of most of them.

The church where Luther and Melancthon are

buried is just now bare brick walls and a roof.

They will " restore " it. I asked the workmen
chipping stones, where Luther was buried, and

one scraped in the dirt with his foot, and said,

"There!" and hesitated, and added, "Or
over there!" Evidently, it did not matter

much to him. But Luther is the divinity here-

abouts. As many pictures of him meet you

from walls of castle, church, railway stations,

stores, homes, hotels, from show-windows of

beer saloons, and from the altar-piece of cathe-

drals, as of Emperor William in Berlin. You
see him young, old, middle-aged, gay, grave,

monk, younker, preacher, and scholar. All in

all, one does not get through these cities with-

out a persuasion that he was a giant among
men. In Erfurt is the cell he had as a monk,

and the library of the monastery where he first

saw the chained Bible. This was the most

solemn place of all. That Bible, half cinders,

is kept in a glass case in his cell. But these

things did n't interest me so much as the

thoughts that seemed to be thick about them

—

the sense of the power there is in a man with

a great idea. Nothing helped Luther or picked

him out from the crowd with which he ate,

drank, went in and Out. God's Spirit spoke

to him, but God's Spirit speaks to many a per-

son with as real and mighty a voice as to

Luther, but it is not listened to and followed.

Luther listened and minded, and God did great

things through him. But He is just as ready

to do great things through some of you, my
girls, if you were as " obedient to the heavenly

visions." You have them, I know it ; but

worldly voices drive them away. " How should

I look?" "What would folks say?" "I

can't change all my plan of life." " I 'd like

to, but I am not equal to that" etc., etc. But

eternity alone will show how many thus miss

of the large place they might have filled. In

Wittenberg is one of the homes of Cranach,

who painted the funny Adams and Eves, with

heads cocked to match. He painted many a

picture of Luther. He had a fine house, like a

well-to-do man. One of his pictures of the

Last Supper represents Christ putting his fin-

ger into Judas' mouth. How do you think he

got that idea ? Another represents a jet of

blood flowing in an impossible curve from the

side of the crucified Saviour upon the artist's

head. This celebrates his personal acceptance

of salvation. Do you see ? Luther stands by

his side, as having led him up. This, one of

his largest and best paintings, is in Weimar.

He lived there, too, and his house is shown.

Speaking of pictures, reminds me of an odd

one in Erfurt. Guess its name. Above, the

Evangelists, in the shape of the four beasts,

are turning a big coffee-mill. Below, popes

are receiving in a cup the grist, which comes

in the form of a scroll, and turns into a child

sitting in the cup.

Now for the Goethe and Schiller town,

Weimar.
As ever, yours,

C C. B.

BOOKS RECEIVED IN LASELL LIBRARY DURING

FEBRUARY, '87.

Aldrich, Thomas B., Poetical Works 8 11. 13
Browning, Robert, Christmas, Easter

Day, and other poems, edited by W.

J. Rolfe, and Heloise Hersey . . 821. 2

Cary, Alice and Phebe. Poems . . 811. 15

Gervinus, Dr. G. G. Shakespeare's

Commentaries, translated by F. E.

Bunnett 822.41.

Hughes, Thomas. The Manliness of

Christ 241.2

Hunt, Helen (Mrs. Jackson, "H. H.")

Sonnets and Lyrics 811. 16

Hunt, Helen, Verses 811. 17
Kugler. Revised by J. A. Crowe.

German, Flemish, and Dutch Schools

of Painting. 2 vols. . .

'

. . . 753.1

Kugler. Revised by Lady Eastlake.

Handbook of Painting of Italian

Schools, in 2 vols 755 3
Lamb, Charles, Elia, and Eliana . . 824.23

Landor, Walter Savage. Selections

from his writings, by Sidney Colvin, 829.1

Larcom, Lucy. Poems 811. T4
Milton, John. Poetical Works. Ed.

by Masson. 3 vols 821.9a

Shakespeare, Wm. The Winter's

Tale (W. J. Rolfe) 822.26
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Shakespeare, Win. Antony and Cleo-

patra (W. J. Rolfe) 822.27

Shakespeare, Wm. King Henry IV.

Part I. (W. J. Rolfe) 822.28

Shakespeare, Wm. King Henry IV.

Part II. (W J. Rolfe) 822.29

Shakespeare, Wm. King Henry V.

(W. J. Rolfe) 822.30

Shakespeare, Wm. King Henry VIII.

(W. J. Rolfe) 822.31

Shakespeare, Wm. King Richard the

Second (W. J. Rolfe) 822.32

Shakespeare, Wm. King Richard the

Third (W. J. Rolfe) 822.33

Shakespeare Wm. History of King

John (W. J. Rolfe) 822.34

Shakespeare Wm. Tragedy of Corio-

lanus (W. J. Rolfe) 822.35

Shakespeare, Wm. King Lear (W.J.
Rolfe) 822.36

Shakespeare, Wm. As You Like It

(W. J. Rolfe) 822.42

Shakespeare, Wm. All 's Well that

Ends Well (W. J. Rolfe) .... 822.43

Shakespeare, Wm. Two Gentlemen

of Verona (W. J. Rolfe) .... 822.44

Shakespeare, Wm. Merry Wives of

Windsor (W. J. Rolfe) 822.45

Shakespeare, William. Othello (W. J.

Rolfe) 822.46

Shakespeare, Wm. The Comedy of

Errors (W. J. Rolfe) 822.47

Shakespeare, Wm. King Henry VI.,

Part I. (W. J. Rolfe) 822.48

Shakespeare, Wm. King Henry VI.,

Part II. (W. J. Rolfe) 822.49

Shakespeare, Wm. King Henry VI.,

Part III. (W. J. Rolfe) .... 822.50

Shakespeare, Wm. Measure for

Measure (W. J. Rolfe) 822.51

Shakespeare, Wm. The Taming of the

Shrew (W. J. Rolfe) 822.52

Shakespeare, Wm. Tragedy of Cym-

beline (W. J. Rolfe) 822.18a

Shakespeare, Wm. Craik's English

of Shakespeare (W. J. Rolfe) . . 822.37

Morgan, Appleton. The Shakespeare

Myth 822.38

Siddons, J. H. The Shakespeare Ref-

eree 822.39

Holmes, N. The Authorship of

Shakespeare 822.40

Roscoe, H., E. and Schorlemmer, C.

A Treatise on Chemistry in 5 vols. 540.6

Stanley, Arthur P. A History of the

Jewish Church. 3 vols 933 .2

Uberweg, Dr. Friedrich. History of

Philosophy, Ancient, Mediaeval, and

Modern, in 2 vols 109.2

Wheeler, J. Talboys. A Short History

of India, Afghanistan, Nipal and

Burmah 954.

1

LOCALS.

On the 16th of February we heard the third,

and on the 24th, the fourth of the series of

lectures on law, mentioned in last month's

issue, delivered by Mr. Alfred Hemenway,

A. M.

• The afternoon of the 16th was occupied by

Dr. Caroline Hastings, Professor of Anatomy
in the Boston University, who delivered an in-

teresting lecture on " Circulation."

We listened to readings, on February 17,

from Prof. Cumnock, who is at the head of the

Chicago School of Oratory. Among many
other selections, the always difficult ones

from Scotch authors were rendered in the hap-

piest manner.

Lasell girls are nothing if they are not

patriotic, so of course the 22dof February was

observed by us in an emphatic manner. A
masquerade and fancy dress party was given

under the auspices of the grave and dignified

Seniors. The gymnasium was gayly decorated

with banners, fans, flags, lanterns, etc., and at

the witching hour of half past seven, the

witches began to appear. We would enjoy

making especial mention of a few of these

characters, as some were quite beautiful and

others very amusing ; but, it was once re-

marked, " Comparisons are odorous." Suffice

to say that with music and " tripping the light

fantastic toe," all went " merry as a marriage

bell," till the hour arrived for Cinderellas to

disappear. The memory of the masquerade

will remain a pleasant one for us.

On the 24th, the Faculty of the Seminary,

assisted by Specials, gave an afternoon recep-

tion from three to six, which was attended from

Boston, Newton, and neighboring places.

This was followed in the evening by read-

ings by Mr. Riddle, which was a notable

occurrence for us. When we say that he read

as he always does, those who have been so

fortunate as to hear him know that nothing

need be added to, or taken from, that simple

statement.

A very enjoyable affair was the Chinese

Tea, given on the evening of March 1, by the

Missionary Society of the school. We lis-

tened to a very entertaining talk by Miss Clara

Cushman, about some of her missionary expe-

riences. At the close of her address, eighty-

four one-dollar subscriptions were taken up

among the girls to aid in sending out mission-

aries.

In Prof. Bragdon's last cheery letter from

Germany, giving an account of the Kris

Kringle gathering of Lasellites in that home

of Santa Claus, one item of news was, as we

girls say, "too lovely for anything." Thirty

paintings, oil and water colors, for us from

abroad. If after this, we are not the most

artful pupils that ever came to Lasell, we shall

surely be ungrateful. The editorial staff feels

thankful for encouraging words about the

paper from his partial pen.

Signor Rotili, of the New England Con-

servatory, with his pupils, Miss Finleyson, of

Nevada, and Miss Jackson, of Wisconsin,

were present at our service of song, on Feb.

28, and rendered some delightful music, which

was appreciated by us.

One of the pleasantest occurrences of the

month was the participation of two of our

pupils, Miss Ninde and Miss Adams, as piano

soloists, in the concerts at Chickering Hall, on

the afternoons of the 7th and 14th of March.

The hall was well filled with an appreciative

audience ; of course, there was a goodly num-

ber of interested listeners from the Seminary.

The universal verdict was in the highest

degree flattering to our performers, who ren-

dered their selections with ability and artistic

finish.

Pitfalls for the unwary, in the shape of

newly polished floors, are lurking about the

halls now, and getting in their deadly work on

the just and unjust.

President of Freshman Class (to Secretary).—
" See here, you 've written this notice ' A meet-

ing of the members of the Freshman Class.'
"

Secretary. — "Well, what 's the matter with

that ?

"

President.— Why., you must say officers. You

know we have n't any just members."

The Washington Party has already reached

the goodly number of twenty-five goodly people,

and as the time for the " start " towards the

sunny South will soon be here (30th), get

your things on quick, and come along, for you

and your friends are all invited.

PERSONALS.

Miss Ransom has been visited during the

month by Miss Lucy Curtis, of Rockland,

Mass., and Miss Emily Shiff, of Baltimore.

Miss Sheldon spent Sunday, the 28th, at

Smith College, from which she graduated in

'84.

Addie Johnson, '85, has been spending a

week or so in Auburndale.

May Fowler is visiting in Philadelphia.

Jessie Hayden is in town, taking lessons

with Miss Call.

Blanche Ford, '86, will spend the Easter

vacation with Sue Brown in Philadelphia.

Mrs. Annie S. Pettus, from Texas, now

studying music at the Conservatory, spent the

evening of the 2 2d with Lulie Hogg.
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Married. Benjamin S. Brown, Susie P.

French, Wednesday, March 2, Manchester,

N. H., 18S7.

Lillian Mirick is enjoying the winter

with friends in New Jersey.

Miss Fannie Sanford, of New York City,

spent Sunday, the 21st, with Mae Kimball.

Lizzie Day, on her way home from Jennie

Brown's, in Denver, will visit Cornelia Wil-

liams, '86, in Desmoines.

Lou Hammond is visiting Helen Davenport,

'86, in Erie, Pa. They both expect to be at

Lasell during commencement week.

Marion Crane is visiting Blanche Henlin

in New York. They called on Clara White

the other clay.

Lydia Starr, '85, who has been spending

the winter in Philadelphia, has returned to her

home in Richmond, Ind.

POLITICAL NOTES.

The President has approved the act to pro-

hibit the importation and immigration of for-

eigners and aliens under contract or agreement

to perform labor in the United States.

Senator Ingalls, of Kansas, has been

elected President of the United States Senate,

in place of Senator Sherman, resigned.

The Treasury Department has issued a call

for $10,000,000 of the U. S. three per cent

bonds of 1882.

The U. S. Senate passed a bill appropriating

$17,200,000 for the construction, equipment,

and armament of vessels of various classes for

the United States Navy.

The Legislature of West Virginia failed to

elect a U. S. senator, and the governor of the

State has appointed D. B. Lucas, Democrat,

to serve as senator after March 4, until a suc-

cessor to Senator Camden shall have been

elected.

The.Austrian Minister of War has recently

declared that Austria desires peace. The most

of the European powers seem determined to

have peace, even if they are obliged to enter

into a general war to obtain it.

Owing to the war scare, German emigration

to America has greatly increased.

The recent elections in New South Wales

resulted in the return to the Legislative As-

sembly of 83 free-traders and 41 protectionists.

The Newfoundland Legislature has passed a

bill prohibiting the sale of bait to foreign

fishermen.

Newfoundland fishermen are petitioning

their Legislature for a protective tariff against

American fish.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

Another small comet was discovered by

Barnard on the evening of February 16. It is

visible in a three-inch telescope. The great

southern comet seems to have vanished as

suddenly as it came. Though careful search

has been made for it, we believe it has not

been seen in the northern hemisphere.

An automatic collecting or toll-taking device,

to be attached to telephones at public or pay

stations, has been invented. The mechanism

in the telephone-box is so arranged that the

telephone will not operate until a coin of a

certain size and weight, dropped into a slit in

the front, acts upon a switch-lever, thereby

making electrical connection between the trans-

mitter and the line wire. The act of hanging

the receiving telephone, after use, in the place

provided for it, drops the coin into a till and

releases the switch-lever, thereby breaking the

electrical connection and setting the trap for

the next user.

The educational bureau, or museum, and the

pedagogical library that Superintendent Draper

is building up in connection with his de-

partment at Albany deserves encouragement.

The collections will not only be -valuable in

themselves, but they should be the source of

inspiration and suggestion to numbers of

teachers.

ART NOTES.

Rob Italy of her artists and her art treas-

ures, and you have robbed a queen of her

sceptre.

Munkacsy's wonderful picture, " Christ be-

fore Pilate," soon leaves New York for the

" Hub," thence to other large cities of the

Union. There are few who have not seen this

famous work of art, and the managers are well

pleased with their success. The painting goes

in May to its purchaser, John Wanamaker, of

Philadelphia, who paid $120,000 for it.

Munkacsy is pronounced Moon-catchee, —
accent on the first.

MAJOR AND MINOR.

Emma Juch enunciates distinctly.

Adelina Patti-Nicolini was born at Ma-
drid, Spain, of Italian parents.

Charles Wehli, the distinguished pianist,

died in Germany a few days ago.

It is reported that Mr. Edward Lloyd, the

famous London tenor, may make a tour

through the United States. Should he do so,

the public will have an opportunity of hearing

a singer of wonderful style and finish.

Patti will soon appear in opera in New
York.

Considerable sensation has been caused

in foreign artistic circles by the sudden resig-

nation of the director of the St. Petersburg

Conservatory of Music. The famous pianist,

Rubinstein, has consented to assume the di-

rectorship.

Miss Amy Sherwin has made a success at

concerts in London, and is now under con-

tract to a Boston manager for a concert tour

of the United States.

Philadelphia's Beethoven Memorial Asso-

ciation will erect a monument to the composer

in Fairmount Park. Its cost will be about

$10,000.

Mr. Redway is printing a letter from F. G.

Lee, of All Saints, Lambeth, on " Immodesty

in Art," addressed to Sir F. Leighton. It is

furnished with* a motto from the second part

of " Locksley Hall," and one from Ignatius

Loyola.

EXCHANGES.

The Latin School Register makes public the

authorship of the novel " A Demigod." It is

Mr. E. P. Jackson, an instructor in the Boston

Latin School. The book was published by

Harper & Brothers, and given to the public

last November. It received much favorable

criticism when it appeared, and excited no lit-

tle curiosity as to the author.

High School Times, from Dayton, Ohio,

looks in with a " please exchange." From
the outside, we thought we had found an ama-

teur Puck or Judge. The inside we expected

would be accordingly funny. Our wildest ex-

pectations were realized. Verily, this is more

than funny.— " Miss Fannie Jones has

stopped school." Was she a Chicago girl ; did

she step in and stop it ? Or was she a Boston

girl, whose appearance in the doorway with

glasses attached, and Sanscrit in hand, so

overpowered the whole school, that it expired

in a breath ? The editor leaves us to our im-

agination for all details of the spasmodic dis-

aster. We are oppressed that in this woman's

century, one member of the sex should

so recklessly stamp out of existence a whole

educational institution. No wonder that Yale

is exercised because of the report that it

is about to have an " Annex." We welcome

the Times, but hope the editors will be more

specific in the future.

The following little poem appeared in the

Harvard Advocate, and is worthy of being com-

mitted to memory by all young women ; for,

although we do not all consider ourselves

belles, some author has said that "women
make men what they are," and again, " man
can be no greater than woman will let him."
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TO A BELLE.

Be warned, fair one, to use thy power with care,

For now how long 't will last you may not tell

;

Man stays not always brave, nor woman fair
;

Look, therefore, while it lasts to use it well
;

Award thy praise where it will give a joy,

For praise may make, and censure may destroy.

The Oberlin Review comes to notice on the

top of a pile of bright-colored exchanges.

First, under the literary head, comes an article

entitled " My Sketch Book." It is written by

an aspiring junior, who has doubtless fin-

ished writing criticisms on journalism, and now

desires to make contributions worthy of con-

siderable notice, since it is intended to imitate

Irving, both in title and style. The author

draws a sort of story from the life of an ec-

centric and illiterate mortal called " Rev. Wm.
X. Brattle, B. A.," on account pi his extreme

eagerness to carry out his predestined duty of

saving the world from sin and perdition. The

writer ends his lengthy tale witli the startling

announcement that this indifferent, cold, round

world is flattened at both ends like an or-

ange. The second and last article of a literary

nature is a similar sketch, and yet of quite a

different construction. It is entitled " The

Theologue at the Breakfast Table," and is

written by a very distant relative of the Auto-

crat. This invites attention. We have had

recent acquaintance with a few theologues, and

are interested to know what would be the na-

ture of a conversation carried on by a calm

and collected one under favorable circum-

stances. Much to our surprise, his impromptu

discourse is so eloquent that several forks hang

in eager suspense upon his words. The main

features of his talk are precision and vividness

in all minutiae, detailed description of his per-

sonal experience, and soporific views on the

universe in general.

The Fortnight supports a historical editor,

who has given to the public the biography of

its " Lichen."

. We read and are at once plunged in gloom

so profound that we find relief only in these

lines from Lalla Rookh :

" Oh! ever thus, from childhood's hour,

I 've seen my fondest hopes decay
;

I never loved a tree or flower,

But 't was the first to fade away," etc.

We copy one of Lichen's little gems.(?)

The lines are well conceived, but we think the

title misappropriated, as love in this case did

not encompasseth him, at least, to any degree

of staying power.

LOVE ENCOMPASSETH ALL THINGS.
I dreamed, poor fool, I could forget,

Though on these eyes there trembled yet

The tears that fain would fall.

Toward a far land my feet I turned,

Though in my heart there deeply burned

Love's constant seneschal.

No wonder man 's a misanthrope

When, slowly, every budding hope

Drops lifeless to the ground.

Ah me, one word could ease the pain

And make of me a man again,

By its melodious sound. Lichen.

The Phillips Exeter Lit. appears, and in the

" Editor's Table " we find the most excel-

lent sketch of " Latesset," given in the Jan-

uary number of Amherst Lit. criticised as

being " a little disappointing, because it did

not come out right." Here is a wide field of

labor for our new friends. Will they kindly

furnish an ending that would satisfy them, and

thereby display their personal taste in such

matters ? Then, too, if the Amherst Lit. would

just write up a variety of endings with a " take

your choice " placard attached, each critical

reader might find something that is just his

literary size.

In the college journal world, unlike the

ancient Greek world, one cannot "from one,

learn all." Besides, we are giving the so-

called feminine habit of " dealing in glittering

generalities " severe snubbing at this office.

Hence, it will scarcely be consistent for us to

pass an opinion on the Pacific Pharos, until

after we have seen more than one of its publi-

cations.

Articles in the various exchanges remind

us that this is the time of Junior Ex's, and

oratorical contests. But one woman will enter

the Ohio State contest this year, Miss Sibley,

from Buchel. We are sorry that there is but

one of her, but for that very reason we are

more enthusiastic in our wishes for her suc-

cess. However, we have been a little doubtful

of the issue since we read that she has " quite

a Boston style." The Vervena Tarrant style is

fast becoming antiquated.

The De Pauw Monthly gives the following

sensible comments on college oratory, in an

article by Jno. M. Goodwin :
—

" Any student, no matter how superior his

attainments, no matter how strong his oratory,

or how clear his expression of opinions may
be, can afford to be defeated in a college ora-

torical contest ; but he cannot afford to stifle

his own independence and opinions, and prate

on sentiment and prejudices in which he don't

believe, in order to please somebody else.

There are some defeats more glorious than

some victories ; and, if I were a college student

to-day, I would prefer to be defeated in every

contest where I spoke my own opinions, rather

than to win every contest where I had to

speak somebody else's prejudices to win,"
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Since the last issue of this paper, we have

passed up from the footstool of Literary and

Exchange Editor to the dizzy height of Editor-

in-Chief. We have sprung our last joke, our

last pun has been given to our classmate for

her essay, and our east-wind smile has been de-

posed. We have donned our classic robe and
with folded arms, one hand clutching a seven-

teen-inch quill, we tread the corridors with

Irving stride, at once the envy, fear, and joy

of all our schoolmates. But alas ! how true

that, if we wore our hearts on our faces, broth-

ers would not recognize each other. We should

gain something, however, for friends who now

stab us with a withering glance of envy, would

breathe out gentle pity as a balm for our

mangled being. We were feeling very face-

tious and exultant over the honors thrust upon

us, when lo ! the heavens darkened, the storm

rose, the deep and gloomy night set in, and by

the gleams of lightning we could read upon

the wall, "Life is but an empty dream." "The

paths of glory lead but to the grave"— which

by liberal translation means that the post

brought a letter from over the sea addressed

"To The Editor-in-Chief." We opened it

and read,— Oh ! that fate had stayed our hands

or blinded our eager eyes !
— " Dear Etta :

For I take it for granted the girls will

have wit enough to elect you for the second

term." Well, without reading further, we felt

as if we should be obliged to swallow the ink

bottle and give our editorials to the world, as

Holmes says Turner paints his sunshine, " with

a squirt." Here necessity compelled us to

gather strength, and peruse the following letter

which we give, verbatim, including original

punctuation and capitals, that future Exchange

Editors may be in some degree prepared for,

if not protected from, the gallantry and appre-

ciation of the " Southern and Western College

Exchange Editor":—
" I suppose when you receive this you will

wonder who had the impudence to write to you

without an introduction, & how I got your name.
" Well I saw in the Lasell Leaves that you

were exchange editor of that paper, & as I

fill the same position on the ' ' I felt

that there was at least an editorial friendship

between us [and breakers dead ahead of us].

" Now as to its being impudent, I know that,

but to-night after finishing my lessons, I picked

up your college paper & saw your name, &
recognizing the truth of the motto, ' nothing

venture nothing have ' take my pen and throw

prudence, &c. to the winds.

" What I want is to correspond with you, I

know it is a rather unheard of favor for a gen-

tleman to ask a lady to correspond with him

without having been properly introduced in

somebody's parlor, but knowing that yours was

a bon-ton school, &: also wishing to be im-

proved by having an educated young lady to

correspond with. And thinking also that as

some of your school generally go to Europe

each summer, I hoped that possibly you might

be of that number, & then I could get inter-

esting letters from each of the European capi-

tals.

" I suppose you think if I were anxious to

write to young ladies that I should select some

one nearer home, & so I have, some of my
correspondents are pretty, talented, and rich,

[we 've nothing new to offer
;
youth and simpli-

city are yours already] but to-night the spirit of

adventure is hovering over me, and I now

launch my little bark [is it worse than your

bite?] on an unknown and untried sea, pray-

ing at the same time that the Fates may be

merciful. I think at least I can entertain you

[and so you have] & assure you, that if you

accept this daring & unheard of proposal [not

as unheard of as you hoped] that you will never

have cause to regret it.

" I am a Senior, & am popular in college,

& class poet. [The woods are full of 'em up

here.] And if you would prefer not to ac-

cept this proposal to correspond until you

are assured of my social & college standing

say so, & I will send you all the references

you may desire. Excuse this paper as it is

raining & it is the only kind I have in my
room at present.

" Judging from the paper, as it is not fashion-

able, and also of my audacity, you can't help

having a poor opinion of me, but if you

will only answer this crude little epistle, I

think I can satisfy you in regard to all points

as to my standing, etc.

" Hoping that this will fall into kind hands, I

send it forth into the cold world, if this makes

you angry, please burn, [with anger, or with

fire ?] as I would not have my name shown

around to every one. And now I will say good

night, hoping that on the morrow you will have

a most pleasant and agreeable day [wish you

the same],
" Very Respectfully."

Keep this ever-busy, ever-tempted, evei'-

active heart of thine with ceaseless care and

with prayer, and in heaven you will find that

the pure in heart shall see God.— T. L. Cuyler.
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We have had our spring vacation, and one

might easily imagine that it was given us for

the sole purpose of propagating spring poetry.

Sweet-scented envelopes enclosing little po-

ems (?) of verdant title, come to us in the mail,

while our chum silently lays on our desk doz-

ens of dear little papers tied with blue ribbons,

which the modest authors have given her in

some unnoticed time and place. They have

begged her not to divulge the names ; for you

know, the soft warm air, the beautiful moon-

light, and the April showers forced them to

open their lips, and breathe forth the inspira-

tion with which gentle spring has imbued their

very souls. We are sorely grieved that we

cannot print all or any of these productions,

but we are in honor bound to refer all such

poetical effusions to a worthy college paper

near at hand.

"A book within a book" is the Atlantic's

very just comment on The Children of Gibeon.

One might go further and say "several books

within a book." Mr. Besant presents prob-

lems, any one of which is wide-reaching enough

to require at least a volume for its satisfactory

solution. Whatever else may be the perplexed

reader's feeling on laying down the book, he

cannot pass the comment which is current on

so many of our recent works of fiction : "Very

cleverly written, but I fail to see any reason

why it should ever have been written at all."

Mr. Besant's book is full to the brim of a moral

purpose— so full that it ranks itself hope-

lessly outside the realm of artistic writing.

Indeed, the movement and definite action seem

clogged by very excess of purpose. After the

opening pages, the story, which seems to pre-

sent a plot worthy the fertile genius of a Brad-

don or a Bertha M. Clay, retires to the back-

ground, to emerge only at longer and longer

intervals. Henceforth we are confronted with

Mr. Besant's theories on what is undoubtedly

one of the great moral questions of the age—
Our duty to the working woman ; or, what can

be done to improve the working woman's con-

dition.

Each of the more important characters of

the book works out his own peculiar answer to

this problem. Sam is evidently a member of

the Bread Winner's League. The curate and the

doctor have, respectively, the curate's and the

doctor's methods of work. Lady Mildred is a

type of those who feel the need of some great

revolutionizing force in the social world, yet

are willing that their own part toward accom-

plishing this shall be indirect. She will edu-

cate others to do work which she cannot, for

whatever reason, do herself. Violet and

Claude, whom she has taken from the people

and given a training, such that they may in

turn minister to the people, are as perplexing

as any of the characters in the story. Both

seem to have an innate horror of contact with

the working classes. They can feel sorry for

them, but their pity must be shown afar off.

We imagine that if, like Clara Kingsbury, they

should ever nerve themselves to the point of

surf-bathing and clam-baking poor children,

like her, too, they would afterward wash their

hands and exclaim, " Mamma, I must say that

indigent children are personally distasteful to

me."

Claude and Violet, too, seem diametrically

opposed in temperament and character to the

family to which they belong. Believers in

heredity find themselves completely baffled at

this point. The probabilities and the realities

are all at variance. To add to the perplexity,

Valentine, the daughter of aristocracy, feels

herself of near kin to people who are as far as

possible removed from the sphere to which she

has all her life been accustomed. She goes to

live among them, and her work and experiences

seem conclusive to Mr. Besant. He says

virtually, " The only way in which the poor and

wretched can be really helped, is by the coming

to live among them of people who have had a

better equipment in life."

Something bearing indirectly on this point

happened not long ago in a town which is the

centre of large manufactories. A number of

ladies invited certain factory girls to come to

their church for a pleasant social evening.

The town is alto the seat of a woman's college,

so the ladies, thinking to give the factory girls

additional happiness, invited the College Glee

Club to sing for them. The evening came

;

the ladies, the music, and the refreshments

were all in readiness. Two or three college

girls, who were not in the glee club, but who

had a natural desire to see the evening's enter-

tainment, drifted in. The same longing seemed

to have taken possession of a number of other

groups of students, each, of course, being much

surprised to see the others there.

The Glee Club sang, the warbler warbled,

the whistler whistled, and, late in the evening,

the fifty— more or less— college girls and the

two— no more and no less— factory girls ate

the refreshments. Now, how were the good

ladies of the church to interpret this state of

affairs ? They were to consider that the other

factory girls had virtually sent regrets, reading-

somewhat as follows :
" We appreciate your

kind intentions, but it is not in such a place or

manner that we can meet you. Tf you really

wish to help us, you must first come among us.

You will find individual effort much more ef-

fective than organized, in this case. We realize

our deficiencies, but we are not, on that ac-

count, any the more anxious to display them

before people who, however kind-hearted, have

still more or less curiosity to see how such an

assemblage as we should make would conduct

itself."

{Continuation of the Germany letter begun in March number.}

January 4 brought us to the Goethe and

Schiller town, Weimar. But, was n't it cold !

That was the day you were getting back to

school. I thought of you, and how nice and warm
the seminary would feel to you if it was as cold

coming up the hill as it was getting around by

the palace. For you must know, so as to be

wiser than I was, that Weimar has a palace

(yes, two or three ; there is the red palace, the

yellow jsalace, and then the palace), and a court,

and royal stables, and departments of Interior,

War, etc. (Navy, let me think ; I did n't notice

any building for the Department of Marine,

but there must have been, for there was a pond

behind the palace as big as "Haskell's"),

ministers, congress, constitution, gilded fence,

striped sentry-box, and all ! Does n't it seem

foolish to go through all the forms of a king-

dom for a handful of people fewer than Boston

has ! and for that nonsense the people pay over

$200,000, which is one seventh of all their taxes.

Think how Boston would stare if it was sug-

gested to pay its mayor $210,000 a year. The
curse of Europe is over-production of princes

and boundary lines. Why, it was almost dark

when we started for Stuttgart, and only mid-

night when we reached it, and we had been in

that time in four different kingdoms, having dif-

ferent officials, uniforms, and regulations. Four

different nations in twice as many hours ! And
they don't all pride themselves on being " one

folk," as under the Empire they are in certain

respects. Forgetfully, I mailed a " Deutsches

Reichs " postal card in Stuttgart. The porter

kindly showed it to me and put on a Wurtem-

berg stamp. " Well," said I, " I wonder what

I will do with these other post-cards. I have

several." "Why," said he, "won't you be

going back to Germany again?" I stared at

him. " No," said I, thoughtfully, as the full

meaning of his involuntary sarcasm on the

boasted union of hearts and hands came to me,

— "no, I shall not be going back to Germany

again. Just now I am going to Bavaria."

Let me give another instance of their minute

subdivision of territory. I found I had two

or three German stamps left, and as I was

going to pass through Hohenzollern, which

belongs to Prussia, I wrote letters for what

stamps and cards I had, and, in the half-

hour of our passage through this bit of

island of Germany, I mailed them. The

Empire has given one money ; that is a good

thing. But where was I ? Oh, yes ! in front

of the palace in Weimar. You see, I had for-

gotten that Germany had not swallowed up all

these little sprats, and, noticing the gilt palings
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on the iron fence, I said, " That must be a pal-

ace." I accosted a venerable passer-by. The
man had silver lace on his hat ; may have been

a driver, or in charge of drivers, or a secretary

of state or minister of war, or the Grand Duke
himself, for all I know, except that he had too

much lace for the very highest rank. " Is that

a palace ?" I asked. "Yes." "Whose?" "The
Grand Duke of Weimar's." " Is there a Grand

Duke?" "Yes, indeed!" "And a court?"

"Yes, indeed." "And is he alive yet?"
il Yes, indeed !" said the amazed old man,

and walked on. Think of any one asking in

front of the White House if we had a Presi-

dent, and if he were yet living ! we should

think him insane, as the man thought me.

Now, look in your Statesman's Year Book, and

see about it. He has a beautiful capital, the

lord of this fair spot. The streets, to be sure,

are mostly narrow and crooked, the houses old

and quaint. But all about it are forests, that

are very old, and grand and beautiful parks,

and walks, and views. I am coming here again

in summer. It must be charming, only I should

think if the boys ever play ball, they 'd be

afraid of knocking it into some other king-

dom ! Then, what?

But my letter is getting too long, running to

words too much, as you might say (how does

Miss Sheldon like it ? condensed, or rather

free ?) and the editor will grudge the space,

and the business manager the money that pays

for the printing of it— I would n't blame them.

Schiller's house is owned by a company, and

Goethe's by the government. Both are used

as show-houses, into which are gathered relics

of the men that make Weimar famous. Some-

how, when we had seen both, I felt sorry for

Schiller, and vexed with Goethe for being-

more prosperous and happy than he. As to

the things in their houses, no matter. There

is a noticeable rivalry between the custodians

of the two houses.

Through Stuttgart we came to Tubingen,

where I went to school fourteen years ago.

Even Miss C. was enthusiastic over the beauty

of the place, though the winter robs it of its

vines and leaves. Two old friends have died.

They were good to us. Blessings on them !

Through the edge of the Black Forest, under

Hohenzollern, with constant views of frost-

covered trees, to Schaffhausen and the falls of

the Rhine. Those trees, girls ! I thought

them more beautiful than in summer foliage !

Winter visitors not beirfg expected, we had

some trouble in getting here any rooms that

could be heated. We looked at " The might-

iest falls of Europe " (in all fifty or sixty feet

high) by moonlight, and next a. m. by day-

light. Then on to Zurich, a strange mixture

of the quaint old and elegant new, and after

two days there, to this hillside home in Chailly,

back of Clarens, and a real home it has

proved. If any of you want to spend a week

or a month on the shores of Lake Geneva, I

commend to you Pension Mury. So excellent

a table we have not found in any hotel, nor

so kind, honest, quiet, obliging people any-

where, and all far cheaper than we could

get anywhere else.. The situation is superb.

Back from the lake, among the vines, with-

in two minutes' walk of several of the finest

views of this entire end of the lake, with

Clarens, Vevey, Montreux, Glion, Chillon's

castle, and Villeneuve under your feet, and,

across the lake, the Dent du Midi and

other Alpine peaks, it is certainly a most

charming spot. We all walked to-day, in

less than four hours, to Chillon and back,

seeing views all along that are never to be for-

gotten. We are loath to leave this place. But

we must find more sun, and so, on we go to

Nice and the Riviera and Siena and the South.

In all our findings no place seems fairer

to us than Lasell, no faces half so charming as

yours. Your loving greetings from time to

time give us much comfort, and the good re-

ports of your ways bring us great satisfaction

and pride in you. In our wanderings our

hearts turn to you as our " chief joy," and

nothing is half so beautiful as the memory of

your kindly looks. Are you growing better,

more unselfish day by clay ? For in that I find

the chief evidence of the presence and help of

Him who came " not to be ministered unto,

but to minister." To his love and care we

commend you daily, praying that in you the

sweet graces of his Spirit may abound, that in

you love may be the " fulfilling of the law."

As ever, yours, C. C. B.
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SEMINARY, IN MARCH, 1887. LIBRARIAN'S

REPORT.

Andersen, Hans. Shoes of Fortune.

Christmas Greeting 813.34

Andersen, Hans. The Story Teller.

Fairy Tales 813.35

Andersen, Hans. The Mud King's

Daughter. Ugly Duck . . . .813.36

Andersen, Hans. Ice Maiden. Pic-

ture Book 813.37

Arnold, Edwin. Indian Idyls . . . 894.2

Carlyle, Thomas. Heroes and Hero

Worship 824.10a

Durny, Victoire. Histoire de France.

2 vols 944-6

Farrar, Frederick W. Seekers after

God 921.1

Goethe, John W. Reynard the Fox

[Ainslie] 837.1

Miller, Wm. Allen. Elements of Chem-

istry, Theoretical and Practical . . 547-3

Midler, David. Geschichte des Deut-

schen Volkes 943-2

Richardson, Chas. F. American Lit-

erature, 1687-1885 820.7

Tyler, Moses Coit. History of Amer-

ican Literature 820.6

Valmiki. The Iliad of the East. (F.

Richardson) 894.3

N. B. All but one of the long list of books
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of Shakespeare, or those upon his works, pub-

lished in the March number of the Lasell

Leaves, were gifts from our accomplished

teacher, Prof. W. J. Rolfe, to our library.

Many of them are editions of Shakespeare's

plays prepared by himself.

THE TRIP TO WASHINGTON.

Wednesday afternoon, March 30, the Au-

burndale station was all alive with Lasell

girls, each bidding good by to every one else,

not even excepting those who were to be of

the party bound for Washington. All the

trunks and girls being aboard, gossamers, um-

brellas, bags, shawl-straps, candy-boxes, and

noses were counted, and lo ! the wonderful

Hub was reached, only however to be for-

saken immediately for the cars to Fall River,

and the steamer, with its music, and its—
well, fresh air.

Seven o'clock Thursday morning found

some twenty-three girls from " Lasell Seminary

for Young Women " in New York City. All

the baggage being disposed of, these same

young women rode, not one of them knew

where, until they came to a corner at the junc-

tion of two wide streets, where all stood half

an hour in the cool, delicious morning air, wait-

ing for the appearance of the amiable con-

ductor of the party. Every one then proceeded

to enjoy a rare treat in seeing the famous

" Russian Wedding." A long ride brought

aforesaid party to another large, roomy cor-

ner, which, according to custom, was duly

ornamented, until the carriages came for the

drive through Central Park. There, the sculp-

ture, the paintings, the stuffed animals, the

live animals, Cleopatra's Needle, Mr. Crowly,

the chimpanzee, Croton Lake — everything to

be seen, we saw. Then came dinner at the

Grand Central Hotel, followed by a rush for

the two-o'clock train to Washington.

Now for one grand and only dose of weather.

Before leaving Auburndale, the wind had been

blowing quite hard ; in New York, the sun was

shining brightly (for reference, see almost any

grammar) • in Philadelphia, a heavy drizzle

was coming down ; in Baltimore, the snow

completely covered the pine-trees, making

them look like heavy, curled ostrich plumes
j

in Washington, the rain was pouring down

when we arrived, Thursday evening, at the

Ebbilt House ; for the remainder of the week,

the days were as bright and sunny as could be

desired. We found at the hotel Mr. and Mrs.

Emery of Bradford, Penn., friends of Miss

Zeile, whose pleasant company and interest in

our behalf were very complimentary, and who

were with us until Monday.

Next morning, the Treasury building had

the pleasuie of seeing our bright, lovely faces,

as did also piles of money, and Senator Bid-

dis, to whom we were introduced, and who, in

turn, after pointing out counterfeited bills and

the photographs of their makers, introduced us

to Capt. Brooks, chief of the Secret Service.

The machines of the life-saving service were

explained, and we proceeded to cheer up

President Cleveland at his public reception by

a hand-shake, and refresh ourselves afterwards

in the open air by a scarcely suppressed gig-

gle

Corcoran Art Gallery was then visited.

Among the many beautiful gems were the two

paintings, " Charlotte Corday " and " The

Vestal Virgin "
; the bronze room is said to

contain the finest collection in the world ; and

in one of the rooms were Henry Clay's table

and " Old Hickory's " cane.

Saturday, a carriage ride in the morning,

taking the steamer at 10 a. m. for Mt. Vernon,

and a more delightful place could hardly be

found except in the sunny South ; of course,

the house is filled with relics, and, although so

constantly visited, is still in quite a good con-

dition — for, to the shame of Americans be it

said, we are a terrible nation for hacking off

meinorabilis. The State dining-room and Miss

Custis's music-room are probably the most

completely furnished with the curious articles

of that day. In the former is a plan of the

Bastile, given to Washington by Lafayette,

and a fine marble mantel, the gift of some

admiring Englishman. In the pretty little

music-room is an old spinnet — a rare cuti-

osity.

But Mt. Vernon must be left behind, so re-

turning to the steamer, we watched once more

for the forlorn streets of Alexandria, which,

we were told, has had an increase of forty-five

inhabitants during the last ten years. Passing

Arlington Heights, Gen. Lee's home, in the

distance, and also the Washington Monument,

we were once more landed at Washington, at

3 p. m., where carriages were in waiting to

continue our ride of the morning about the

city, gazing at the houses of many celebrities

with whom we felt quite well acquainted.

In the evening, each wearing a bouquet,

presented by the proprietor of the hotel, we

listened to two extremely interesting dictative

stories by Capt. Brooks, and later on, heard

the true story of George Washington's little

hatchet. (If any desire to hear it, please

inquire at office.) Capt. Brooks was very

entertaining, and, we afterwards learned, had

conferred a great favor upon us in relating his

experiences. We were all sorry to have him

leave, and counted his visit as one of the

pleasantest features of our trip. Mr. and

Mrs. Sinsabaugh also called, and before leav-

ing, invited the girls to their house to spend

an evening, an invitation gladly accepted. I >r.

Loomis, too, entertained us with European

experiences. Mabel Raum, one of our girls,

whose home is in Washington, called with her

brother during the evening and joined in the

" merry go round " in the later hours.

Sunday, we listened to a fine sermon by Dr.

Newman, at the Metropolitan Church, where

seats had been reserved for us through the

kindness of Mrs. Sinsabaugh ; read the news-

paper sent to each room with the compliments

of the proprietor ; admired the bouquets he

sent us ; and attended services at a negro

church, in the evening. (No climax intended.)

Monday was to be our last day at the capi-

tal, and a busy day it was. The Patent

Office, and the one room of the Dead-Letter

Office shown to visitors, were hurried through,

only a few moments being devoted to the

horned toads, snakes, Chinese shoes, etchings,

Guiteau's hair, old-fashioned pictures, knives,

canned corn, piece of floor where Jesse James
was killed, and other odd mixtures which had
been sent through the mail and lost. We
were under obligations to Mr. Edwin Clifford

for special guidance through the Post-Ofhce

Department, and into the gallery of Post-

masters-General portraits, as also an introduc-

tion to the present Postmaster-General Vilas

in person.

Then we rode to the Navy Yard and listened

to music by the Marine Band, which is con-

sidered the finest band in the United States.

Coming to the Capitol, we were shown into the

Supreme Court room, soon to see Chief Justice

Waite and his seven associates enter in their

black silk gowns, and stately mien, to open the

Supreme Court of this great Republic. We
were introduced to Vice-President John Sher-

man while in his room. The marble room and

the statuary hall were the finest parts we saw,

as the other rooms were being cleaned, and the

hangings were down and the carpets up.

Now for the grand treat ! At 1.15 p. m., by

special appointment, we were ushered into

the Blue Room of the White House, and Mrs.

Cleveland came in and "shook hands all

around.*' She is quite pretty, very sweet and

charming, and, it seems to us, deserves every-

thing that could be said in her praise. But all

good things must come to an end, so a second

time we walked out of the White House, not

this time feeling unutterably silly, but thor-

oughly delighted with Mrs. Cleveland and her

frank, pleasant manner.

The National Museum was yet to be seen,

but Mrs. Cleveland being still in our minds, we

did not stay there long, and after an introduc-

tion to Dr. Edward Eggleston, came away. We
saw mummies, swords, bugs, pottery, glassware,

playthings of the Esquimaux children and of

our American Indian; all kinds of stuffed ani-

mals, from horrid baboons to duck-bills; musi-
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cal instruments, George Washington's bap-

tismal robe, his tents, spy-glass, Martha Wash-

ington's treasury-box, and so on through along

category.

Next day at two o'clock, we were in New
York, admiring Munkacsy's " Christ before

Pilate." Thence to the Eden Muse'e, where

Queen Victoria, Gladstone, Emperor William,

Bismarck, Emperor of China, Handel, Hadyn,

Beethoven, Pasteur, Guiteau, were all passed

safely, because they were on platforms. But

one of us almost poked a man to see if he were

wax, but barely saw a dawning smile soon

enough to experiment on some other object,

human or otherwise, generally otherwise.

The boat once more took us under the sus-

pension bridge, passing the statue of Liberty

at a distance, and finally brought us to the train

at Fall River. So sleepy were we that some

were almost left behind, for of course we were

obliged to stay awake when the band played

"Three little maids from school" for our

benefit, by request of some masculine un-

known.

On the train, each one tried by a few suitable

words to express the gratitude and pleasure of

the week passed. Just as we are trying to tell

how kind and thoughtful Mr. and Mrs. Shep-

herd were of every one's comfort, — " Change

cars ! Newtonville, West Newton, Auburn-

dale !
" Only one day of rest and fhen we must

begin to studv. Bo-hoo ! G. L.

Dear Girls :

I am sorry to say I have forgotten how far

in our travels I took you in the last letter

"From Snow to Sun." The cold snap did not

leave us till we reached Rome, and there, for

two or three days, it was cold enough. Genoa

was less comfortable than Lasell usually is in

January, and we skipped the Eastern Riviera

entirely on account of the cold. At Pisa, we

buttoned our coats up tight, while we listened

to the wonderful echoes of the Baptistery, and

our teeth chattered while we tried to make the

children understand the beauty of the front of

the cathedral (which is the only beauty it has),

and the wind nearly blew us off the top of the

Leaning Tower. The landlord lighted one

piece of wood in his big stove, and when we

begged for warmth to eat our meals by, he

pointed at that. At Naples (I do remember

telling you of meeting Misses LeHuray and

Coe in Rome, so I must have said something

of this before), we found warmer days, but

not enough warmer to tempt us to stay in Sor-

rento, as we had planned. " On to the Sun,"

was our cry. Accordingly, we left soon for

Sicily. Naples, by the way, has greatly

changed since four years ago. I think it is

a handsomer place than Rome, with better

chances of being a fine city. If I were Hum-
bert, I would make Naples my capital. Rome
has nothing that can ever equal the magnificent

drive and gardens of the Chiaja Riviera;

Rome has no Bay of Naples, with Capri and

Ischia in the purple distance; and Rome has

no Vesuvius. The mountain was quieter than

at any previous visit. At night, he showed no

fire at all, only a little cloud of white smoke;

at closer quarters, he was no less tame. The

giant under him must be sleeping. Only puffs

of sulphurous smoke, with bits of lava, re-

warded us for our dusty ride to his lair. Oh,

yes ! the view, that would reward one, if there

were no crater at all. That can never be

tame. A world at your feet is something to

see. Nothing equal to it have I ever seen, un-

less it be the view from Rigi-Kulm on a clear

day.

The fastest express train between Rome and

Naples runs about twenty-three miles an hour,

and it has almost no grades. The Boston and

Albany train to New York makes, if I remem-

ber rightly, about forty-two miles an hour. So

you see the Italians have not learned the full

use of steam yet. We were told that it would

take twelve and a half francs to put us aboard

the Palermo boat (the boats at these Mediter-

ranean' ports do not come up to a wharf, but

anchor in the bay, and passengers are taken to

and from them in small boats). They said

(they always say that now), "There is a tariff,

and there is no evading it." Nevertheless, we

got well on board for eight francs, and every-

body seemed satisfied but one fellow, who tried

to slip out of his bargain, and seemed not to

know what to make of it when he could n't ! The

sail from Naples to Palermo, from 5 p. m. to 10

next a. m., was on as quiet a sea as I ever en-

joyed. The women made all preparations to

be sick, going to bed right after dinner, thereby

losing Capri and one of the loveliest moon-

light rides. The water was like glass. Think

of that, you who dread the great inland sea in

March ! It was the same a week later, from

Palermo to Cagliari, in Sardinia, and from

Cagliari to Tunis, a trip beyond telling de-

lightful, from 6 P. M. till noon of the day after

the next. I make a note that the Mediterra-

nean is not always rough in March.

I will not say much more about Naples.

They have made anew grottooinder Posilippo,

not so picturesque as the old one by the horse-

shoers' shops. They still complacently ask

two prices for everything (it is "tariff," you

know), and do it with an air of expecting

green foreigners to pay it; which some do.

The Pompeiian figures seemed to me more

graceful than ever. Strange that these people

could make such beautiful forms, such airy,

graceful shapes, not since surpassed even by

Murillo in his cherubs, and could not paint

landscapes ! About Palermo, you will read in

a Zion's Herald letter, and also about Tunis.

So I will not repeat here.

The French have put a railroad from Tunis

to Ovan, over which they run one through

train daily, starting it between 5 and 6 a. m.

and stopping it about 8 p. m. for the night.

It has a speed of about thirteen miles an hour.

Why they could not let it go, say about twenty

miles an hour, and so let passengers sleep a

little later mornings, does not appear. Prob-

ably they don't wish to surprise the slow-

going Arabs too much at once. The country

is at first level, and caravans of camels and

donkeys (they do look so ridiculous side by

side), and Arab villages of low, black, cloth-

covered tents, and the ravines showing the

violent rains of this section, are the only inter-

esting features of the ride. By and by the

road climbs into hills, and later into moun-

tains, where there is snow nine months in the

year, and scenery worthy of the Appenines or

Alps.

We rode from 5.40 a. m. to 8 p. m., the first

day, and stopped at Guelma. Next clay, we

decided not to take the whole course, and

only rode an hour at midday, stopping at

Hammam-Meskoutine, which means " accursed

baths," but which are no such thing, but very

beautiful hot springs, which have left fantastic

bowls and cones of pure white carbonate of

lime over a wide tract. We rested here a day.

Then a half-day's ride brought us to Constan-

tine, an eagle's eyrie among the rocks, the

old Cirta, in defending which, Jugurtha was

taken captive by the Romans. Of this I will

tell you next, Are you being good? and work-

ing hard? I never wanted to know more, so

much as on this trip. You will be glad of all

you learn. C. C. B.

SHYLOCK'S SOLILOQUY.

Oh, what a change in but a little time

!

But now, I was the happiest man on earth,

Thinking my deadly foe within my grasp
;

And now, oh, dreadful thought ! I fall beneath

His power, no longer Shylock, feared by all.

Ah ! those were happy, happy days indeed,

When I commanded and my world obeyed.

Could I work out my vengeance ! but no,

I am forsworn to act a Christian's part.

A Christian's part, was that what I did say ?

The words cut deeper than a sharpened knife.

God ! where is thy mercy gone ? why should

My burdens fall so numberless and harsh ?

1 care no more to live ; what was my life

Is ta'en away. I am a stranded wreck,

And, like a wreck, let me but sink beneath

The waves of cruel destiny.

M. L. C.

The total amount contributed thus far to the

Hendricks monument fund is $21,000. The
sum required is $50,000.
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LOCALS.

All please laugh !

The Gypsies have arrived.

" There's a good time coming"! June.

Lost:— An hour of sleep. Cat concerts at

3 a. m. daily. Will an old girl please forward

a bottle of cat poison, or her brother, with a

gun, if the former article is not obtainable?

Who says we prefer the brother ?

Only a Slip of the Tongue. — "Yes, I 've

read Shakespeare's ' Merchant of Venison.'
"

The tennis season is approaching and where

are the Atalantas ?

After the Authors' Reading, one of the girls

was greatly disappointed because Mr. Clemens

took Mark Twain's place on the programme.

Rev. Mr. W. B. Newhall led chapel ser-

vices several times last term.

" Bright Young Sister " to Librarian —
" Please let me have Thackeray's ' Marble

Faun !
'

"

After the Examination in Law. — "A
minor is a man working in mines, isn't he? "

Parties wishing snow for sleighing can

obtain it at low rates in Hinsdale, a Berkshire

hamlet. Drifts, ten cents a barrel ; slush,

nothing a wagon ; and semi-frozen snow still

cheaper.

We give below the elaborate menu served

at Seiberling and Ninde's, daily, during the

vacation.

Candy on Tongs.

SOUP,

Consomme a la Oyster. Stewed Oyster.

Oyster Stew.

FISH,

Salmon, Egg Sauce. Plain Salmon.

ROAST,

Salmon, Egg Stuffing. Egg, Salmon Stuffing.

Pickles.

ENTREES.

-J
Partridge, Egg Sauce. Loin of Left-over Chicken.

Salmon finely chopped, Corn Sauce.

Olives.

COLD MEATS,

Frozen Salmon. Sliced Salmon, with Analyzed Egg.

VEGETABLES.

Thought to be Boiled Potatoes. Stewed Corn.

Fried Corn. Can of Corn. Corn.

PUDDINGS.

Broken Pickle. Cooking Butter. Olive.

DESSERT.

Frozen-in-Snow Cream. Vanilla Ice.

Lasell Sherbert. Caramel Cake.

Oyster Crackers. Milk and Pickles.

At a meeting of the Faculty, March 20, it

was decided to allow the girls to make out the

"S. G." list.

They made it. " If at first you don't suc-

ceed," etc.

From the Rhetoric Class. — "You may

take several pages in the Spectator for Thurs-

day."

Bright Pupil— " Is that paper in the library

now ?

"

N. B. — A choice collection of etchings are

for sale at room 47. Must be sold regardless

of cost, as the family moves to Chicago in June,

and wishes to dispose of all valuables.

At a meeting of the Juniata Boat Club the

following elections took place : Daisy E.

Lloyd, president and captain ; Grace Seiberling,

secretary and treasurer
;
Jessie Flint, stroke

oarsman ; Kitty S. Prescott, coxswain. The

other oarsmen will not be elected until after

the initiation.

Which will Win the Day, — Cuticura re-

solvent or Hood's sarsaparilla ?— Holyoke resi-

dents say " Cuticura "
; Fall River and New

Bedford inhabitants, " Sarsaparilla."

We conclude from the hoarse tones the ris-

ing bell sends forth, that it is suffering from the

popular malady, tonsilitis. Will our trained

nurse please come forward ?

Wanted. — Aunts to rent. None need ap-

ply who are not fond of having Lasell girls

spend Sunday with them at least twice a term.

Ladies living in Newton, Chelsea, or Harwich

preferred.

Remark Heard in the Hall. — "Yes,

very strange that all Shakespeare's heroines are

women."

Scene in a Senior Class. — Teacher —
" Ivory is obtained from the tusks of the ele-

phant, of course, and — "

Student— " What difference is there between

the tusk and the trunk ? " Sensation.

The cooking classes ended with the last

Monday of the term. We are now prepared to

solve all mysteries in the culinary department.

Mrs. A. D. Lincoln will certify to our profi-

ciency in that direction, we feel sure.

The three art lectures delivered by Mrs.

Annie Downs were listened to by the girls

with much pleasure and interest.

The following was the result of the recent

election in the Lasellia Club :
—

President Miss Sinsabaugh

Vice President Miss Kennedy

Secretary Miss Atwater

Treasurer Miss Sayford

Critic Miss Hogg
Guard Miss Zeile

Asst. Guard Miss S. Brown

The following is a copy of the note of ap-

preciation received by our superintendent from

a Chicago beef-packing firm, on receipt of a

photograph of the school :
—

Chicago, March 28, 1887.

Dear Str,— The bouquet gathered from the garden

of girls, which you so kindly sent us, seems to have had

a very spring-like effect upon the bachelor member of

our firm. To show you how the tender flowers of

rhetoric and sentiment may survive and bloom even

under the baleful shadows of the shambles, we send, with

our thanks for the photograph, a copy of his verses, in-

spired by the picture of so many beautiful young women.

Yours very truly,

Lees, Hendricks & Co.

It came to us via express,

That semicircled loveliness
;

The picture that to us unfurls

The photic semblance of " our girls."

Yours the skill, Lasell, to lead them,

We will do our best to feed them.

We claim them all, we ne'er were churls,

And here adopt them ait " our girls."

When they leave their foster mother,

May her precepts o'er them hover.

When the social maelstrom whirls,

May the ^//-Father shield "our girls."

~
/

PERSONALS,

Eva Morgan visited Grace Seiberling dur-

ing the vacation.

Nellie Alling, who is in Boston, does not

forget her Lasell friends. She is always wel-

come here.

We were glad to see so many of the old girls

here for the pupils' musical rehearsal. George

Prickett, Blanche Ford, Annie Brown, Nellie

Ailing, and Eva Morgan were here to tea on

that evening.

Miss Boyd spent part of the vacation with

Miss Kennedy.

Rachel Allen and Nell Bcjbb have not al-

lowed society to absorb them entirely, since they

left their dear Lasell. We hear of mornings

spent in diligent study, and vague rumors of

a fine " cooking club " come to us. The youth

of Williamsport are invited to discuss heavy

course dinners and dainty suppers, all cooked

by the '• Williamsport girls." Bravo! We ex-

pect to get a box for putting this in.

Miss Fuller called on Mi-s Ransom not

long ago.

Mrs. F. Hellier, nee Harmon, of New
Haven, is soon to return from abroad to take

up her abode in cultured Cambridge.

We were much pleased to see among us

once more Miss Whipple, Miss Baker, and

Miss Jennie Baker, all loyal old girls. They

thought Lasell much improved, but strange

without Miss Carpenter and Mr. Bragdon, to

whom they wish to be remembered.
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Married, March 15, Mr. Theron H. Brown

and Miss Fannie M. Thornton. Their future

home will be in Richmond, Va.

Stewart-Peabody. (From the Cincinnati

Gazette.) All nature certainly smiled yester-

day upon the wedding day of Miss Emily Pea-

body and Mr. Alexander Mair Stewart, of St.

Louis, for a more perfect day is seldom vouch-

safed to the capricious month of April. The

bride is the daughter of one of the most genu-

inely popular railroad men in this part of the

country, Mr. William Wirt Peabody, general

manager of the B. & O. lines west of Ohio.

The groom, Mr. A. M. Stewart, is a St. Louis

gentleman of high social standing, President of

the Y. M. C. A. in that city, and junior partner

in the firm of James Stewart & Son, architects.

The ceremony took place at Captain Peabody's

residence at Madisonville, at 6 o'clock, in

presence of relatives and intimate friends. The

entire house en fete, the handsome drawing-

rooms being especially decorated ; across the

eastern corner of the room was swung by

garlands of roses, a wedding bell of rare blos-

soms. The mantel and sides of the room were

banked with flowers. In a room adjoining, a

stringed orchestra played softly. At the mo-

ment appointed, the bride, preceded by her

ushers, Mr. W. W. Peabody and Mr. A. L
Metcalf, and her two pretty maids, her sister

Nannie, and her cousin Carrie Peabody, en-

tered the drawing room leaning on the arm of

her father. The ceremony was performed by

Rev. Dr. Pease, and Rev. Dr. Hill bestowed

the benediction, the happy pair plighting their

troth after the Episcopal service. The bride

wore a train of faille francaise, over a petticoat

of white brocaded velvet. The square corsage

was decorated with much old lace, and clasped

with a diamond brooch. Her veil was fas-

tened with a half coronet of orange blossoms,

and her bridal bouquet was of lilies of the

Valley and Cornelia Cook roses. The congratu-

lations were most cordial, and received with

unaffected pleasure. The gifts filled three

sides of a large room, and were superb. At the

hour of the ceremony the corner-stone of the

house to be built for the bride was laid in St.

Louis. Telegrams from all parts of the country

were received during the evening, and two

cablegrams from friends in Paris and London.

Colonel Orland Smith's private car brought in

the bride and groom to town after the recep-

tion. Mr. and Mrs. Stewart left next morning

for the East, where they pass their honey-

moon.

Miss Constance Waite of Freeport, Maine,

a former pupil of Lasell, most pleasantly re-

membered by some of the senior teachers of

the school, is now in Portland, taking lessons

in music, with a view to teaching. She is in

much better health than she was when here,

and looks very rosy and bright.

We learn that Miss Lucy Tappan has lately

given an illustrated lecture in Gloucester, her

home, giving the account of Eastern scenes of

interest which she has visited. A Gloucester

paper speaks very highly of the lecture, and the

interest which Miss Tappan throws around her

travels in the Holy Land.

We learn that Harry Pennell (junior), eon of

Harry B. and Grace Fribley Pennell, of Port-

land, Maine, is flourishing finely. The young

gentleman is now several weeks old. There

are a few still at Lasell who remember Grace

Fribley and her stay here with much pleasure,

and will be interested in this item.

One of our teachers, who saw Miss Con-

stance Waite in Portland, learned through her

of the recent death of a brother of Misses

Emma and Sarah Belcher. These young ladies,

from Freeport, Maine, were pupils of this

school at the same time as Constance Waite,

and were also much valued for their worth and

lovableness. Those of us who remember

them will give them sincere sympathy in this

bereavement.

ART NOTES,

The King and Queen of Italy will formally

open the National Exhibition of Fine Arts in

Venice on the 28th of April.

The Duke of Buccleuch's famous collection

of etchings and engravings by Rembrandt, the

Van Ostades, and other old masters, is soon

to be sold.

Over $42,000 has been subscribed for the

proposed art school at Princeton. Plans for

the museum, designed by A. Page Brown, have

been accepted, and the work of erection will

be commenced at once.

The will of the late Catherine L. Wolfe pro-

vides that her collection of paintings shall go

to the Metropolitan Museum of Art. This is

one of the finest private collections ever made

in this country, and is worth more than half a

million dollars, and it constitutes the largest

collection of its kind ever made to a public in-

stitution in the United States. The recent gift

to the Metropolitan Museum of Rosa Bonheur's

"Horse Fair," by Cornelius Vanderbilt, and of

the dozen paintings valued at $50,000, by

George J. Seney, coupled now with Miss

Wolfe's bequest, endows that institution with a

richer art treasure than exists elsewhere in

America. Miss Wolfe's collection contains

examples of nearly all the most prominent

painters of modern times, as well as those of

the older schools.

POLITICAL NOTES.

Mr. Charles S. Fairchild, who was acting

Secretary of the Treasury during Mr. Man-

ning's abser.ce from his post, was appointed to

succeed Mr. Manning on March 31, and Mr.

I. H. Maynard, who was Second Comptroller

of the Treasury, succeeded Mr. Fairchild as

Assistant Secretary.

The new government dry docks, the con-

struction of which was authorized by the last

Congress, will be built at the Brooklyn and

Norfolk Navy Yards.

April 26 will be observed in South Carolina

as Calhoun day. The Calhoun Monument at

Charleston will be unveiled on the occasion.

Among those invited are President Cleveland

and Cabinet, the governors of the States, and

Mr. Venable, of North Carolina, and R. M. T.

Hunter, of Va., who were with Mr. Calhoun in

Congress. Jefferson Davis has been invited

and is being urged to be present, but will prob-

ably not attend.

The Russian government has declined to

take part in the Exhibition to be held in Paris

in 1889, and forbidden its subjects to send

exhibits.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

An experimental passenger train, lighted

throughout by electricity, and heated by steam

from the engine, now runs between New York

City and Boston. Each car is illuminated by

eighteen 16 candle-glow lamps, the current be-

ing derived from storage-batteries hung beneath

the floor-timbers, charged for ten hours by

dynamos. Both light and heat are said to be

ample; and danger from fire, in case of ac-

cident to the train, is much lessened, if not

almost wholly done away- with.

Mr. J. W. Walker has discovered on the

south side of Pine Mountain, Georgia, nearly

two hundred feet above the famous Corundum
mine, a site where the ancient inhabitants of

that region manufactured their talc vessels for

cooking.

Evidences of the use of stone implements in

the work are indubitable. The vessels were

blocked out and hollowed before being broken

from the ledge. Many of the remaining frag-

ments are honeycombed by exposure for a long

time. Archaeologists are familiar with similar

phenomena elsewhere.

A new and complete edition of the writings of

Galileo, in twenty volumes, is to be published

at Florence under the authorization of the

Italian minister of public instruction, who has

nominated a committee of scholars to edit the

work.
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MAJOR AND MINOR.

Nevada is in Berlin.

Nilsson's terms for concerts are $2000 per

night.

Minnie Hauk is in Paris.

Verdi has decided not to publish the full

score of his new opera, '• Otello," for fear that

American managers will perform it without

remuneration to him, there being no interna-

tional copyright.

Jenny Lind was at Cannes when the recent

earthquake took place there. She is said to

have been very courageous through the dis-

turbance.

New York yearns to possess itself of the

services of Herr Wilhelm Gericke, but Boston

does not wish to give him up, neither does he

wish to make any change.

Curiosity to hear the new Gilbert and Sul-

livan opera, "Kuddygore," seems to be dying

out in New York. Good judges predict a

short run for the work.

Engagements have been made with manager
H. E. Abbey for a season of Italian Opera at

the Boston Theatre, beginning April 25, with

Patti and other famous artists in the company.

EXCHANGES.

We have read with interest the reports of the

various Inter-collegiate Press Associations recently

formed throughout the country. The forma-

tion of such organizations can but promote the

interests of college journalism, not only by their

incentives to greater effort, but also by the

broadening of ideas consequent upon the

friendly union of representatives of the college

press. These associations, one and all, have

our best wishes for their success.

The exchange editor is noted for her fond-

ness for the arm-chair. Often in this, her favor-

ite resting-place, she has taken pleasant jour-

neys, but never with a pleasanter companion

than the Rockford Seminary Magazine. An ex-

ceedingly appreciative and entertaining travel-

ler our arm-chair friend has been, and much of

value concerning the customs, dress, and

homes of our neighbors across the sea has been

added to y
e lazy editor's small stock of learn-

ing. A bright, cheery, well-written magazine,

worth more than ordinary perusal, is our ver-

dict.

In the April Haver/ordiau, a well-written ar-

ticle comparing the character and action of

" Heracles and Christ," and an essay on " Music

and Song," deserve particular notice.

In thoughtful and graceful style the essay

traces the relationship between music and

poetry, their effect upon our emotional nature,

and their mission in developing our mental

powers. The subject-matter has especial

charms for us at this season of the year, yet its

treatment is as far as possible removed from

the weakly sentimentalism which the mere men-

tion of poetry and music in the springtime

often seems to awaken.

The Lafayette seems to regret the fact that

many of our exchanges have a great tendency

to produce long, laborious literary articles to

the partial exclusion of the news department.

We have not noticed such a tendency ; anyway,

it has always seemed to us that it is the duty

of a college representative not only to publish

the college news, but also to publish articles

which will show the literary standard of the

college. Of course, a literary magazine an-

swers the latter purpose ; but where there is no

such publication the literary department should

not be entirely ignored, even if " the only true

and authentic " explanation of a base-ball de-

feat, or an elaborate account of y
e gentle

Freshman's spread has to be omitted.

The Academy News, an energetic eight-page

paper, outdoes herself this month in a most

noteworthy poem, " The Magian's Daughter, a

Legend of the Hudson." The paper is indic-

ative of a live editorial board and school.

The Swarthmore Phoznix contains an exceed-

ingly well-written article on the relative advan-

tages of the elective systems at Yale and Brown

in 1851. The tribute to Professor Hadley and

Dr. Francis Wayland, set off with many pleas-

ant reminiscences of college life under them,

gives an insight into the everyday life of two

of this century's greatest scholars. The rela-

tive positions regarding the elective system,

which this article claims for Yale and Brown

in 1851, is not, we are glad to note, their posi-

tion to-day.

The Adelphian, in an article entitled " Girls

Who cannot go to College," nobly upholds the

cause of academic education. It acknowledges

most justly the glamour with which a collegiate

career is invested. The word college possesses

an indescribable charm, summoning to the

mind pictures of revered professors, of high

literary aspirations, and of congenial pursuits

with kindred minds. To the girl who has a

longing for a collegiate education but cannot

gratify that desire, The Adelphian offers many a

consoling word. The trouble is that facts will

not substantiate all its statements. The
equality of the academic and collegiate curricu-

lum cannot be proved.

Our worthy chief reports herself as in honor

bound to hand over all poetry on spring and on

amorous subjects to a college not far from here.

Consequently, it is with no little trepidation

that we venture to quote the following poem

from The Tuftonian. We hope the fact that it

concerns only the last month of spring will

plead loudly in its behalf.

It's coming, the merry,

The mad month of May !

The light-footed Fairy!

It's coming, the merry,

With blossom and berry,

With sprig and with spray.

It's coming, the merry,
'

The mad month of May

!

The Archway Bookstore,

365 WASHINGTON ST.. BOSTON.

Our stock is one of the largest and most complete to be found in

the city, including books in all departments of literature, and our
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Lines written by a lover on the verge of

despair :
—

You turn away,

And tell me " nay."

I '11 blindly sue to you no more.

In the briny deep

I 'II madly leap,

And stay there till I— swim ashore.

At a special meeting recently, the Publishing

Association voted that the term of office of the

Board of Editors be changed from three months

to five and four months respectively. The

Board of Editors elected for the beginning of

the school year to serve five months, and the

following Board four months. This is a most

advantageous change, both for the editors and

the paper. We can all see how much better

work the officers will be able to do for the

paper after they have had the experience of

two or three issues, while as it is now the

editors just get the swing of the axe so they can

handle it with ease, and wisely direct their ef-

forts, when lo ! their term of office has expired.

It is fitting that the first term be made longer

than the second because of the difficulties at-

tending the publishing of the first issues. Truly,

an editor knows the trials and tribulations of

the first issue of the paper. There is no ma-

terial to publish, but that fact is of no concern

to any one save the distracted editor-in-chief,

whom every one shuns for fear of being asked

to contribute something. This is the case not

only relative to the first issue, but is in sub-

stance the tenor of every issue. Why is it that

a girl can see her duty, her loyalty to her

school in every visible and invisible direction

save the broad, open way that leads her to the

support of the school paper ? Girls talk about

class feeling, school fellowship, school yell and

club songs, with the burning enthusiasm of

Rider Haggard ; but the paper receives only a

few explosives — like paper ; don't amount to

anything. " Don't begin with the issues of past

years," etc., etc.; these, too, from girls who never

know what is in the paper, " never read it—
don't care enough about it— only if they are

going to have a paper, why not have a good

one." The editor should not be obliged to go

begging material for publication. The school

paper exists for the purpose of publishing the

best efforts of the students, and they ought to

take a deep interest and heartful pride in it,

as their organ of speech. They ought to sup-

port it with their best efforts, and voluntarily,

for in no other way can it be a true represent-

ative of the school, or a real success. If you

can't wtite, never did, don't know how,— try,

and your effort will be an honor to you, but to

sit and fold your hands, declaring that you have

no talent for writing, and that it is so hard for

you while it is so easy for others, is a disgrace.

Besides, you are deceiving yourself wofully.

One would imagine to hear girls talk that those

who write for the paper or anything else are a

sort of Seidlitz powder; that they pour their

brain into an ink bottle. This effervesces, and

in the fizz fame is found.

This belief is a delusion and a snare. Those

who write do honest, hard work, and the only

difference between them and their complaining

sisters is that they are more conscientious and

energetic. We suggest here that the Board of

Editors for the first term next year be elected

this term, so that material may be gathered

during the summer ; notes taken and plans

made which shall facilitate matters for the

Board next fall. It was voted also at the last

meeting that the cover and size of the Leaves

be changed for next year, and a committee of

three was appointed to accomplish the task.

Many of the members are anxious to have the

form changed to one more easily handled, and

more like a book, where the different subjects

will be separated one from another. Some
other members are sad and melancholy that it

is to be changed, because it is so original now,

so totally unlike any ether school paper. We
agree with these mourning members as to its

being original, etc., and of course it is a

matter of much convenience to find all the dif-

ferent subjects just before one's eyes when one

opens the paper ; but it also detracts from an

article to be printed on a sheet where four other

headings attract the eye at the same time.

But now that it is to be changed, what form

shall we adopt ? As we look over our pile of

exchanges to search for their beauties and their

faults, we become only more bewildered than

before. In truth, we are sore distressed. Here
is the protoplasmic style assumed by the fra-

ternity magazine. It has a ghastly appear-

ance, and the mind tries to grasp ponderous
names, scientific problems, and geological the-

ories ; but one glance inside sets one's brain at

rest This is incongruous, to say the least.

Then there is the petite little exchange with

the amoeba as its signet. True, we should not

have recognized the amoeba in the particular

case, and should have given the paper the

benefit of the doubt and called it a spider,
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granting that ever-busy, industrious little in-

sect as its motto, but it was not to be misin-

terpreted, and so in pure Greek the name is

spelled out. Alas ! the amceba is itself only

when by itself apart from any foreign sub-

stance. Conceive of an editor who is able to

write everything so that it will transform itself

to the notion of every man, woman, and child

who reads it. A veritable kaleidoscope of an

editor !

Now we see the disciples of the Advocate

style. The staid appearance of this retainer

is refreshing and exhilarating, suggestive of

classic symplicity. The Vassar Miss: the first

thought is, When was it originated ? Before the

time of design ? But we withdraw and an-

nounce the editorial P. O. box open to receive

sealed proposals of a new design in magazine

covers
*-•-*

The advisability of supplementing the differ-

ent courses of instruction with lectures has

been agitated of late in most of the higher

schools and colleges Some institutions have

already adopted this plan, and others have

made arrangements to adopt it next year. We
have had more experience with the lecturer

this year than ever before, and there seems to

be a unanimous feeling of appreciation of his

assistance to each department represented.

There has been some little complaint of the

loss of study hours occasioned by the lectures,

but we are sure that the profit of a good

lecture far exceeds the benefit possible to be

derived from the same amount of time spent

in study. As we have never before at Lasell

had so many lectures in succession, we were

not able to arrange and utilize our time to the

best advantage ; but we are now able to profit

by experience.

The first course of lectures was on Law, and

was given by Mr. Hemenway ; the second, on

Architecture, was given to the art class by

Mrs. Annie Downes ; and now we have finished,

with much regret, a course of biographical

lectures by Mr. Leon H. Vincent.

Mr. Vincent told us that the young lecturer

was like unto the measles,— a thing to be had

and gotten over with as soon as possible ; that

we represented the patient and he the disease,

and that we must have him eight consecutive

times. We groaned, but how fickle is human

ity ! We are so thankful now that the simile

did not apply to a disease we could have but

once, for we are all longing for a relapse.

The lectures were deeply interesting ; knowl-

edge gleaned from wide research was given

in such an easy, felicitous manner that we felt

as if we had walked in the very by-ways of

Chaucer, Addison, Steele, and Swift, and

breathed the atmosphere that gave Boswell

and Johnson life.

Mr. Vincent was as pleasing in class-room

conversation as on the platform. He was so

kind as to talk with the Juniors and Seniors

about his travels abroad; here he proved again

that his was the happy faculty of teaching well,

while he entertained delightfully. We shall

be glad to welcome him and his new lectures

on Modern Literature to Lasell next year.

All our poetry comes from Cambridge now-

adays. This is probably in grateful acknowl-

edgment of "Nan's" services to The Advo-

cate.

A SUNDAY SONG.

Erewhile I sang of a wandering spider

In church one autumn day.

Who amused his Miss Muffet, but sat not beside her,

Nor frightened the weakest away.

And to-day while lost in admiration

Of the minister's great research,

There are signs again of agitation

In fair faces across the church.

And, doubting whether it please or grieve them,

On the floor two wasps I see,

Who soon ungallantly turn to leave them,

And crawl away to me.

But that doubtful smile of demure anxiety

I fain would see again
;

Though smiles, in regard for Lasell propriety,

They reserve for wasps, not men.

Now the wasps, if I only can hypnotize them,

And make them change their track,

May move toward the girls in a way to surprise them,

And bring those bright smiles back.

And surely now they are really turning

And hurrying over the floor,

With ambition commendable inwardly burning,

To visit Lasell once more.

And, though often wasps are things so hateful,

And make girls misbehave,

Their coming now seems far from ungrateful

To maidens fair and brave.

For now from lips the sweetest and rarest

A stifled whisper flows
;

And see in eyes, the deepest and fairest,

An anxious expectance glows.

And I think that wasps are unpitying creatures

That sting the friendliest heart,

And I turn my gaze to the human features,

And think, have they learned that art.

But, if I again try hypnotizing,

It shall be for a higher prize,

If, perchance, some look of sympathizing

May be won from laughing eyes.

Cambridge.
c. w. c.

The total amount contributed thus far to the

Hendricks monument fund is $21,000. The
sum required is $50,000.

ODDS AND ENDS IN THE TWO SICILIES.

I noticed in Sicily that the homeliest girls

wore bangs, the better ones did not. I won-

dered if it was to hide their want of beauty?

There were many schools, walking always in

procession and in uniform. I thought the ef-

fect good. The uniforms were handsome, and

I think boys, at least, are made better looking

by the uniform ; why not girls, too ?

We went into one large church belonging to

a convent. Priests performed the offices of

religion. Why not have women priests for

women, if they must keep them so barred off?

For confession, covered holes were made in the

walls, so that the priest could not see the con-

fessing nun, and the galleries were all closely

grated, and had curtains, besides. What a

sight for to-day ! as bad as the veiling of the

Arab women.

Do you want a bill of fare or two? On the

boat from Naples to Palermo our dinner was,

1st, soup, with grated cheese; 2d, sausage,

sardines, pickles, and butter; 3d, boiled fish,

with mayonnaise sauce or lemons (no lemons

with sardines in this sardine country)
; 4th,

roast beef, peas, carrots, turnips, and bits of

liver, all in a soft stew; 5th. artichokes, peas,

and toasted bread ; 6th, roast chicken and let-

tuce
;

7th, Washington pie, with cherry jam
and some liquor sauce ; 8th, cheese

; 9th,

apples, pears, warm baked almonds, raisins;

withal a red wine was free, as also a glass of

white wine, passed after the No. 6.

Between courses every one of twenty-two

persons, except the Americans, picked his teeth

openly, and we had the captain and chief owner

of the line, and several notables at table. I

have noticed it much, and it seems to be a uni-

versal habit ; and what look like nice people

suck their soup, not clandestinely, as if ashamed

of it, but openly and with noise. They say the

French know how to cook. So do Italians.

Some of the best cooking we have tasted has

been Italian. There are, by the way, only

two meals in these southern lands. Breakfast

somewhere from 9.30 to n, though at hotels

you can get it from 10.30 to 1, and dinner at

6.30 or 7 o'clock. We had, at breakfast, 1st,

soup with cheese ; 2d, sausage with mushrooms,

salt sardines and butter (the butter is removed

after the course in which it is served)
;

3d,

curried chicken
;
4th, omelet; 5th, fried veal

and potatoes; 6th, apples, pears, almonds,

figs, wine, free again. It has been so every-

where south of Rome.

Instead of hazel brush the hillsides are cov-

ered with cactus. Instead of apple and pear trees,

the valleys are covered with lemon and orange

and olive trees, far as the eye can reach.

The milkman in these lands drives his flock

of goats around the streets, and milks you your
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quart at your door. The goats have the right

of way, on sidewalks. If you don't believe it,

try to keep the inside, as I did once, and you '11

find out ! Instead of bits in the horses' mouths,

metal pieces project from the head-stall on

either side the nose, and the reins are fastened

to these. I call this an improvement, and

worthy of American adoption.

I noticed the cost of travel by rail on one

stretch. It was $4.54, second class, for 163

miles. The Boston and Albany takes one 233
miles for $5. For time, this "fast" train ran

28 miles an hour; the B. & A. runs 41, over

steeper grades.

The street cars have first and second class.

The forward end is second, the latter is first

When the car gets to the end of its route, the

driver changes the horses, while the conductor

puts the cushions from back to front division

of car, and so makes second into first and first

into second ; both equally dirty, only the first

class has the dirty cushions extra !

Think of Trinity Church, with the entire side

and ceiling covered with mosaics on a gold

ground, and you will know what several of the

old churches in Palermo have The decoration

of some of the churches of three or four hun-

dred years ago was mammoth — far more

costly than the costliest nowadays. But they

were not Florentine mosaics by any means.

The proportions and drawing are often ludi-

crous, but the work is splendid, better than

can be done now. A rainbow looks like the

Arch of Titus. Elijah is larger than the hills

which make the valley in which he sits beside

a river that is bigger than a sea. Noah's ark

holds eight persons, each larger than itself, and

the ark is larger than the two Ararats on which

it rests by opportunely placed planks.

There is a queer place just out of Palermo.

It is the Capuchin Monastery. About the walls

of its very common porch are pictures, votive

offerings from miraculously helped people, pic-

ture-stories of their deliverance through St.

Rosalie, whose history I have told you. In one

a man is in bed, and a stream of blood is pour-

ing from his mouth — a stream like a river.

The saint appears in a cradle above the bed

and he is healed. There are several like this.

In another a man tumbles from the yard of a

ship ; again, a man is stabbed by highwaymen

clear through his body, with a knife as big as

a scythe. Here, a child is burned up in a house.

There, a man sits on one side and a woman
on the other side of the room, back to back.

Domestic infelicity. Again, a horse falls on a

man. In each case the saint is pictured as

coming in the cradle-like cloud, and the miracle

of healing is implied.

In a great cellar of this monastery are corpses

of monks and citizens, mummies, dried up by

the peculiar air of the place, arranged in boxes

with glass fronts, so that you can see the entire

body in its burial clothes, beard, hair and all.

Sometimes two are in one box. Children are

numerous ; often the photos of the deceased

are put with them, giving their appearance in

life. In some instances the corpses are ar-

ranged standing or sitting against the walls.

The monks have no boxes. They are clothed

in their gowns and cowls, and stare at you and

grin. They are hung by cords fastened up in

many ways. There must be thousands of these

bodies. I was told that this burial is still in

vogue. There are several miles of these sub-

terranean tombs, well lighted, and not offen-

sive to the smell. But to the eyes, what a hid-

eous sight ! The old monk who showed us

round pointed to one or two places where he

thought it likely he himself might be put when

dead.

A pleasanter walk was through the garden of

the veritable LajCubola, now a decaying build-

ing, but with traces of its former splendor. In

its ponds were mammoth gold and silver fishes

;

on its trees were oranges and lemons innumer-

able ; in a room quite open were bushels of

lemons in heaps, yet no one hindered our en-

trance, no one appeared while we were going

about and ate our lunch in its summer house.

The Favorita, a palace of the late king, is a

summer villa of exquisite beauty, in Chinese

style, but with varying decorations in different

rooms : one Pompeiian, one Japanese, one Chi-

nese, etc. The most beautiful ceilings I have

seen anywhere are here. No one lives in the

palace; it is kept for show, and worth showing

it is, indeed. It is two or three miles from the

entrance to the house. C. C. B.

W.

BOOKS ADDED TO THE LIBRARY OF LASELL

SEMINARY, IN APRIL, 1887. LIBRARIAN'S

REPORT.'

Cassell & Co., editors. English

Cathedrals 726.1

Gage, A. R. Physical Technics . . 530.3

Hodgson, Win. B. Errors in the Use

of English

Huxley, J. H. Physiography

Langland, Wm. Ed. by W
Skeats. Piers, the Ploughman . .

Macy, Jesse Our Government .

Tennyson, Alfred. Ed. by W. J.

Rolfe. Enoch Arden, and other

poems

Shakespeare, Wm. Ed. by W. J

Rolfe. Love's Labor's Lost

Shakespeare, Wm. Ed. by W. J
Rolfe. Troilus and Cressida .

Swift, Jonathan. Selections from

his works 839.1

420.5

55i-9

821.21

320.1

821.31a

53

822.54

A Moorish wedding in Algiers ! Would you

like to hear a bit about it ? My little guide, a

girl of twelve or fourteen years, started quickly

from her embroidery, and her bright, smiling

face told too plainly she was glad of anything

for an outing. I waited for her but a momeLt,

but oh, what a change ! Her pretty face was

covered with a while kerchief, drawn just

under her eyes so tightly as to flatten her nose.

A large white mantle thrown over her head

quite covered her forehead, so that nothing of

her face was visible except the eyes, and was

confined by one hand under the chin. I said,

pointing to her mask, " Pastres ag/iaote." The

quick, sad shudder of the child spoke volumes.

She led me on through streets so narrow that I

shrank into niches to escape the panniers of the

passing donkeys, up the stone steps that paved

the hills of the streets, by windowless houses,

where it seemed no one could ever live,— cer-

tainly, no one who loved the sunshine, — until

we stopped at one of the great wooden doors

that seem like so many barn doors along the

way. They were quickly pushed aside, and we

stood in an entrance hall with stone seats all

around it. We went up-stairs, and stood on a

kind of balcony surrounding an open court.

In a long, narrow room off one side this

court sat eight or ten bridesmaids on the

floor around a large tray, also on the

floor, on which their breakfast was being

served. It was then between one and two

o'clock in the day. Soup, bread, and radishes

constituted the first course. These brides-

maids were dressed in various colored muslins,

with much jewelry, a kind of silver crown, and

long jingling pendants behind their ears

reached almost to the waist, and many bracelets

on their arms, and anklets on their ankles.

Their faces were much painted both with red

and white, and here and there little black

patches to heighten the contrast. I looked

about for the bride, and her pretty little sister

ran to the other side of the court, and beckon-

ing me to follow, raised a heavy portiere.

There sat on the floor, or rather on cushions,

with a tray of coffee between them, the happy-

looking couple. I felt like an intruder peep-

ing under a curtain in that style at a bride and

groom, but they courteously motioned for me
to enter, and I followed the little sister who led

the way. She removed her slippers at the

threshold, and then went down, Turkish fash-

ion, on the mat. My high-buttoned American

boots would not come off, so I stepped in and

presented my congratulations in American

fashion. They seemed happy, and received me
cordially. After this, by the way, I wore slip-

pers during my stay in Algiers, as we were

never allowed to enter a mosque without re-

moving our shoes.

The bride was dressed in white, with a blue
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jacket confined at the waist with a silver belt.

She had no gloves ; but instead her hands and

wrists were painted with black in flowers and

figures. The groom wore a bright turban, a

loose jacket and trousers, with a broad, bright

girdle. They were both handsome, and made
a pretty picture sitting on the rug among the

cushions The ceremony began on the pre-

vious evening with a glass of water. Each one

held a glass to the lips of the other. Then, of

course, the veil must be removed, and he saw

for the first time the face of his chosen com-

panion. All the real marrying was done by

the parents previously, but the festivities last

five days, during which the house is crowded

with women, no man being allowed to cross

the threshold except the husband, who comes

to breakfast and dinner, and sees the bride

alone, for even he must not look upon the

bridesmaids. After these festivities are over

the house becomes quiet. There are no win-

dows where one can look out except into the

court. There is no place to get into the sun-

shine except upon the terraces of the roof.

The bride goes out but seldom, and then

closely veiled. She does not even go to church

until old ; in fact, I have never seen a Moorish

woman in a mosque except two or three times,

some begging at the door, then not inside.

Oh! ye maidens of Lasell, be thankful that

you were born in a Christian land where the

women are not slaves. C. C.

LITERARY CRITICISM.

Some one shrewdly says that the critics are

those who have themselves attempted literary

work and failed. There are several grains of

truth in this statement, yet like all generalities,

it is of too large a pattern to suit all shapes and

sizes. However, the fact remains, that the

critics are themselves a much criticised race.

Vast stores of wit, humor, and sarcasm are

annually expended on them. Lowell's "A
Fable for Critics " is a good illustration of this

class of writing. Again, where shall we find a

keener bit of analysis than in the " Foxes

Tails " ? The old Scotch parson coolly in-

forms his parishioners that he has been to the

university and has learned to understand all

truths, and that now it is his duty to explain

things to ordinary people. But setting aside

ail pretenders and their bombastic utterances,

there must still be some ground for good liter-

ary criticism, some way in which we can gain an

understanding of literary work, and be able to

distinguish the good from the bad.

Many refer us to the author's own person-

ality. In the Nodes Ambrosiana we find the

shepherd saying, -'But what does his own face

say about him, and what does he say and do

when not talking and acting for the public ? I

tell you, Eric, these are witnesses not to be

despised. Therefore, question them well, my
boy, question them well." After we have seen

and heard an author lecture, his writings seem

more real. People go to hear Lowell and

Matthew Arnold from an interest in their writ-

ings, and not because they are great orators;

for their manner of speaking is better fitted for

the fireside than for a lecture hall.

The character of an author has much effect

upon his style of writing. If we can under-

stand the character we often have the key to

the whole situation. A gloomy and reflective

man is impelled to write satires as much by his

own character as by the surrounding manners.

On the other hand, many writings are largely, if

not entirely, impersonal.

The biographical study of authors is interest-

ing, but tends to develop in two directions

:

historical research into trifles and anecdotes.

As soon as a celebrated writer dies, his friends

and enemies apply themselves to the work of

writing his biography. His schoolmates relate

the anecdotes of his youth, and some man sud-

denly recalls word for word the conversation he

had with him more than twenty years before.

Others make out a list of the different offices he

has held, and publish an account of his domestic

virtues. All this may be very interesting to

those who knew the man, but it is of no use to

the world. Biography needs to be reformed

before it will become of practical help in inter-

preting an author.

The surroundings of a writer have great in-

fluence upon his style, and a proper under-

standing of them is often a great aid in inter-

preting his works. Some authors cannot write

unless their surroundings are in harmony with

the line of thought they wish to develop, yet

there are many instances of men who have

been able to continue their intellectual work

under the most unfavorable circumstances.

Archimedes at Syracuse was able to abstract

himself sufficiently from the tumult of a great

siege to forget it altogether when occupied

with his mathematical problems. Goethe, in the

bombardment of Verdun, did not think of what

was passing in the conflict around him, but

was wholly absorbed in scientific considerations

about the phenomena of colors. These exam-

ples show that it is possible to be absorbed in

any study when surrounded by the most dis-

turbing influences, but even in these cases it

would be a mistake to conclude that the sur-

roundings had no effect whatever. The circum-

stances of an author must have some influence

upon his thinking. Even in the case of Goethe,

who could study optics on a battle-field, his

English biographers recognize the effect of the

Frankfort life which surrounded his childhood.

The direction of the world's thoughts at any

given period determines the direction of the

individual's thoughts. The great literary works

have usually been produced at times when

great social or political forces were at work in

the outside world. But while a knowledge of

social and political forces of biography and

personality may help us to a better under-

standing of a literary work, it cannot always

help us in ranking that work. It is prepara-

tory, but not final; we must look for other

aids.

Matthew Arnold says the historic method of

criticism is the one best adapted to show the

distinction between great and little in literature.

But this fails even in some of the once standard

works, which after a time go out of style, as

have the novels of Fielding and Richardson,

and it is of no use whatever in criticising new

books.

Arnold also says that in order to find out

whether a poem is good or not, we must com-

pare a portion of it with some line in a standard

poem, and if it does not jar upon us we may

call it good. As tests of comparison, he offe>s

Dante's " In God's will is our peace," and

Hamlet's "Absenc thee from felicity awhile."

This seems to be a very artificial way of judg-

ing writing, for what might jar upon one person

would not upon another; besides, people hav^

such different opinions as to what are the

standard works. According to this method,

everything must stand or fall, not by its actual,

but by its comparative merits.

The best of all critical methods is that which

lays stress directly on the work itself. The

purpose of literature and what it is expected

to do has caused much confusion among

critics. The reason that they have been

largely incapable of judging of any work of

poetry except in the case of imitations, is that

there has been no clear and well-settled opin-

ion as to the true purpose of the poetic art.

The true test for literature is that it shall be

beautiful. There are many theories as to what

constitutes beauty. The aesthetic school think

anything is good that is beautiful in form, no

matter what is within that beautiful form. Sir

William Hamilton attributes the effect of

beauty to the union of variety with unity, and

some think it is due to the association of ideas.

But the central idea round which these and

other theories cluster is that increased mental

activity is the essential effect of beauty. A
work of literature must not only express much

life, but it must give much life. The book is

bad which only narrows and restricts the feel-

ings and ideas, and that is good which awak-

ens activities that tend toward more attainment

and being.

Poetry is the highest form of the literary art,

because it has the greatest expressive power.

Matthew Arnold says that poetry is a criticism

of life, and that the greatness of a poet lies in
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his powerful and beautiful application of ideas

to life.

The novel has been subject to many dif-

ferent bases of criticism. One novel will be

praised on the ground that it has a moral pur-

pose, another because it paints actual facts,

and a third because it depicts an ideal world.

The real test for a novel is that it shall be true

to life, having pure emotions and noble inten-

tions. Walter Besant and Henry James say

that a novel cannot be truly artistic which is not

first of all interesting. They make the inter-

est of the story transcend all descriptive beauty

or high moral purpose. Wordsworth gave as

the criterion of a book, that " it should make
us wiser, better, or happier."

But a study of criticism is incomplete with-

out a study of the kind of mind which makes
the professional criticism. Some of the critics

of the present day do not show much of the

disinterestedness which Arnold says is neces-

sary for good criticism. Most of the reviewers

are paid to praise a poor book, or to find fault

with a good one. If the authors object to

being ill-treated, the critic is immediately of-

fended into saying something still more abomi-

nable. Mr. Rees thinks that the reviewer,

being guided exclusively by a set of obsolete

and worthless rules, is necessarily incapable of

recognizing genius under any new develop-

ment. American critics have the reputation

of being more kind-hearted than discriminat-

ing. Poets are the most fallible critics of

poetry, and an author is often the very poorest

judge of writings entirely different from his

own. Dryden professed a great contempt for

some of Burns's poetry, and he objected to

Milton's blank verse, to which he thought

Milton was driven because he could not write

in rhyme. Ben Jonson was anything but a

just and impartial critic, and his criticism on

contemporary poets was very severe and sweep-

ing. Dr. Johnson was one of the best critics

on the classic poets, but he was entirely out of

his sphere when he tried to criticise romantic

poetry. The man of creative genius is almost

as disqualified as millions of others to decide

upon the merits of an original production, be-

cause, usually, his creative faculties have been

developed, and the rest neglected.

Many people, with Wordsworth, hold the crit-

ical power very low, and think that the time

spent in writing criticisms could be better em-

ployed in creating something new of whatever

kind it might be, and that this new product

would not do half as much harm as the

false criticisms. It is natural that poets and

novelists should believe that the creative faculty

alone is of any true service to the world. But

the critical power, though on a lower level

than the creative, is of inestimable help in its

development. The creative power is undoubt-

edly the highest function of man, but there are

other ways of using it than in producing great

works of literature. The exercise of the crea-

tive power in the production of great works is

not always possible, and labor would be wasted

in attempting it. which might have been spent

in preparing for it by studying and interpreting

the works of others. We find that great works

are written when the standard of criticism is

high, the influence of classical literature great,

and when foreign literature is understood and

appreciated.

The aid of critics, sufficiently skilled to

judge good works, was never as much needed

by the average reader as at the present time,

when there are vastly too many things to be

read in a lifetime, and he is in doubt what to

choose. The object of criticism is simply to

clear the air about fine works and to start

people in the right direction. We only waste

our powers when we refuse a guide, and by

forcing our minds hither and thither we squan-

der in idle research the time and thought which

should be spent in reading something that will

benefit us, and we also weaken our judgment by

wrong conclusions. It is the duty of the critic

to aid people, by his practised judgment, to

extract what is good from every field, and to

trace those varying degrees of excellence,

which it is to their advantage to discern.

Thomas Carlyle said he never understood

Virgil until he read Heyne's edition, which also

gave him an insight into Roman life, and

pointed out the circumstances in which the

poems were written.

To comprehend the works of a dramatic

writer, most people need the aid of a critic.

After one has studied the analysis of the ideal

Hamlet, which Goethe has given in a few pages

of " Wilhelm Meister," he will find the play in-

vested with a new interest, as well as enriched

with a deeper significance. What Goethe did

for Hamlet has been done by other critics for

many of the other characters of Shakespeare.

It has often been said that some of these crit-

ics find more in his character than Shakespeare

intended. This may be true, but even when

the critics overdo, they stimulate to inquiry and

earnestness. When the duty of the critic has

been successfully performed, it invests the

author with greater attraction for the reader.

One should not follow the opinions of critics so

blindly as not to have any of his own. The

office of the real critic is simply that of one

who, for whatever reason, has reached a point

which is still ahead of us. He shares with us

the view before him, confident with Tennyson

that " We needs must love the highest when

we see it." S. H.

The Juniata Boat Crew have been rowing on

the Charles several times.

LOCALS.

" These jokes are grand !

"

But,—
" Don't make me laugh !

"

Green grass has arrived.

"The freckles that bloom in the spring, tra-

la!"

The Seniors are having their beautiful,

learned-looking countenances placed on card-

board. They will soon be for sale at $14 a

dozen.

A Dream. — " Huyler's pure, fresh, and

delicious confections " for sale at the store

during recreation hours.

''Let me dream again." There is consola-

tion to be found in that.

Lost, strayed, or stolen, a small, slim, broken,

bitten pencil. Finder will confer a great favor

by leaving the same at the office, as the owner

is financially embarrassed. Chronic state, by

the way.

The gymnasium is now closed on pleasant

days.

We have enjoyed the privilege of listening

to Mr. Leon H. Vincent's " Biographical Lec-

tures on English Literature." The attendance

upon the eight lectures was optional, but very

few students availed themselves of this un-

wonted privilege. Each evening the chapel

was well filled with an audience who listened

attentively to the interesting and instructive

lectures of this accomplished speaker.

Sealed proposals for the clearing of Room
12 of mice will be received by the Board

of Editors of the Lasell Leaves until 10.30

p.m. on twenty-seventh day of May, 1887, at the

office of the editor-in-chief. The Board of Ed-

itors reserve the right to reject any and all bids.

Mark the envelopes, G. F. de Seiberlingninde.

By order of the Board of Editors,

G. F. de Seiberlingninde.

B. L. M. P. Hill-Bliss.

The Seniors study so hard these warm days,

fears are entertained lest they undermine their

health, or tire themselves before graduation.

We recommend more star gazing, and perhaps

it would be well for them to indulge in a same
of "hop scotch" now and then, and carry little

lunches of maple sugar to classes. Maple
sugar, you know, is both nutritious and re-

freshing.

New Arrivals :
—

A horse, — a fiery steed, too.

A hair-dresser, May 6.

A marker for the tennis courts.

Dandelions on the lawn.

One white cat.

Spring fever. Ah !
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From an eight-o'clock recitation: "Is it

proper to write, Mrs. Rev. Richard Smith, or

Rev. Mrs. Richard Smith ?
"

Sleepy girl on the back seat: " Mrs. Richard

Smith with a D. D. after it, of course !

"

A very pleasant reception was held in the

gymnasium Saturday evening, April 23, in

honor of Mr. Vincent.

Teacher. — "Name the chief varieties of

prose composition."

Student. — "Letters, diaries, essays, news,

travels, and dictionaries."

We have sadly neglected this variety of prose

composition, not knowing that it was entertain-

ing. "Live and learn," ye editors!

The tennis nets are to be seen upon the

lawn. A tournament will be next in order.

Some one should offer prizes to the contest-

ants this year.

The Juniata Boat Club held their initiation

on Saturday evening, April 23. Five "young
women " passed safely through the trying

ordeal. After they had entirely recovered from

the " terrors" caused by the process of initiat-

ing, they were invited to a supper awaiting

them in No. 65. The evening was a glorious

success in every respect.

Photography is the rage here ; everything

from Lewis to the deer-house has been taken,

and the indefatigable amateurs sigh for " more

worlds to conquer." They should take tin-

types ; the demand would be stupendous.

Prof.— " What are the three forms of gov-

ernment ?

"

Student. — " Republic, monarchy, and an-

archy."

On and after May 20, Senior autographs

may be obtained at reduced rates.

Girl. — " Do buzzards buzz ?
"

Room-mate (sarcastically). — "No, they sit

on trees and jump down at you."

Overheard while out walking :
" Hello

\

what were you doing over there ?
" " Catching

violets."

If the girls who have played the banjo inces-

santly since September would hammer the

tunes backward for the rest of the year, we

think they would be charmed with the melodi-

ous strains such practice would bring forth.

We have been endowed with a large portion of

that admirable virtue, patience; but we do like

variety, and being charitable, we offer this little

suggestion to the banjo devotees.

No. 1. — " You don't feed chickens fodder
;

cattle eat that, don't you know?"

No. 2. — "Yes, I know cattle are fed hay

and corn and brine." A new brand of

bran, we infer.

Stout girl. — "Oh, girls, I 'm so hot!"

Moderately stout girl — "Yes, we're in the

fiery furnace. See, there are Shadrach,

Meshach, and Abed-nego."

Thin girl.— "Is that an extract from ' She '
?

"

Query.— " How far can you hear a rattle-

snake rattle ?

"

Answer. — "Depends on the number of

rattles."

A day laborer was seen by some one from

the studio the other day and an appointment

made to sketch him. On the day appointed

this " son of Erin " appeared at the studio door

arrayed in his Sunday best. A glossy coat,

much too large, and a heavy brass watch chain

were the most noticeable articles of his dress.

The girls wanted him for his working costume

chiefly, and when he discarded this the charm

was gone. The joke was so good they con-

cluded to make two pictures of him. The girls

had some difficulty in persuading him to appear

in the costume they wished, as he had a vague

idea it was not the correct thing to do.

There is a skilful tonsorial artist living in

No. 43. Patrons will be received at any time,

excepting when the class in phonography is

reciting.

She No. 1 . — " Do you know in what opera

Patti is to sing ?
"

She No. 2 (Looking rather vaguely from

her book). — "I think in the Museum, May 7
"

Saturday evening, May 7, was a merry one

at Lasell.

Half past seven saw' a throng of gir's

wending their way towards the gymnasium, to

the May festival. Evidently something very

unusual was anticipated, for every face wore a

look of expectancy. The look of expectancy

turned to one of astonishment and pleasure as

strains of lively music were heard issuing from

the room. Up in the balcony sat installed a

brass band. In a second every one was in a

whirl of excitement and also in— " the whirl

of the dance." The feature of the evening

was the May dance around the pole, erected

in the centre of the room. Sixteen young

ladies grasped the ribbons and danced grace-

fully this fascinating dance, their light dresses

adding much to the brightness of the scene.

During the evening members of the band

favored us with solos. A cornet solo—
" Schubert's Serenade" — was especially en-

joyable.

A great deal of taste was displayed in the

arrangement of the decorations in the gymna-

sium, and the refreshments were also highly

appreciated.

All too soon the retiring bell rang forth its

summons, — so unwelcome to the gay dan-

cers, — and the party ^dispersed with three

rousing cheers for Mr. Shepherd and the band.

Girl No. 1 — to dog No. 1. — " Here, Peter,

come here, old fellow !

"

Girl No. 2 — to dog No. 2. — "Yes, come

here, what's your name? (Examines collar.)

L-i-e, — no L-e-e, or L-i-c. Yes,— it's L-i-c."

Girl No. 1 — to girl No. 2.— "No, it

is n't Lie."

Girl No. 2 — to girl No. 1. — "See, he

won't answer to any name but Lie, — it must

be his name."

Girl No. 1 (reluctantly). — "Yes, I be-

lieve it is."

Girl No. 1 — to dogs No. 2 and 3.

—

" Phew, phew, come here !

"

Girl No. 2 (in surprise). — "Why, these

dogs are named Lie, too !

"

Girl No. 1.—" Homely name, too." (Stoops

down and reads the names on collars.)

••C. S. Auburndale. Lie. 86." " E. L.

Auburndale. Lie. 73." At this period girl

No. 2 sits down on a stone wall near by, and

bursts into laughter, as it dawns upon her what

all this " Lie." means.
• License 86, License 73," she managed

to gasp. Her companion does n't say much
;

apparently she is disgusted. A very wise ex-

pression creeps over her face, she murmurs

something about a "fertile intellect," opens

her Moral Philosophy and begins to study

hard.

These girls address all dogs by the good old

name of Peter now.

At a meeting of the Lasell Publishing As-

sociation, held May 6, it was decided to have the

Board of Editors of the Lasell Leaves serve

one half the year instead of one third, as here-

tofore. A committee was appointed to decide

definitely about changing the form of our

paper. We hope they will be more prompt

than their predecessors.

The usual trip to Plymouth was made on

Monday, May 10. The party left Lasell at

8.15 a. m., and returned at 6 P. M., sunburned

and tired, but nevertheless well pleased with

the day's journey.

We are authorized to announce, for the bene-

fit of future students, that suggestions similar

to the list we give below may some time be

tacked upon the doors of the rooms.

SUGGESTIONS.

Occupants of rooms will not be held respon-

sible for damage done to furniture. There-

fore, do not put furniture against the steam

pipes ; the treatment is too mild ; but cut your

names all over it, and if you are in the studio,

procure paint and besmear the furniture with

the latest shades.
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Do not close the door quietly ; slam it, so

the latch will break about twice a term, and the

glass in the transom shatter over your head

like a summer shower.

Do not use the picture hooks. Pins, tacks,

screws, and nails will suffice.

Do not use the steps except in case of fire
;

but plant your foot firmly on the cane-seated

chairs, and don't be alarmed if you go through

Do not use calendars brought from home

;

mark out one on the wall, and keep all your

little memoranda and diaries there also. This

will save time, and be a source of amusement

to your friends.

Cut your names in the windows, and if you

do not possess a " head-light " with which to

do the work, borrow one

Do not hesitate to remove from another room

any piece of furniture that you may fancy, and

take from your own all superfluous pieces.

Do not mend holes in the carpet ; be careful

to get your foot in any you may see, thereby

enlarging them.

Do not use chairs all the time
;
you will find

the beds comfortable and convenient.

Do not use scrap baskets ; they are out of

date. Throw all things out of the window or

behind the bureau.

Do not cork your ink or shoe polish bottles.

If they are overturned, remember that mot-

tled carpet is fashionable.

Do not reprimand friends for sitting upon

the towel racks. There will be extra chargesfor

water used to wash mirrors and windows.

PERSONALS.

Kitty Youngs expects to go abroad with

the Lasell party in June.

Maggie Corcoran, who has been in Ken-

tucky for several months, has returned to Wil-

liamsport.

Eva Parker has been compelled to leave

school on account of illness. She is at present

in Auburndale.

Jennie Jackson spent part of her Easter

vacation in Boston with Etta.

Fanny Hanscome has removed from Denver

to Wichita, Kan.

Gertrude Penfield is visiting Lou Wells

in Denver.

Jennie Brown is in Denver. She takes

lessons on the mandolin, and is said to be " a

very promising pupil."

Hattie Adamson, of Germantown, Pa., and

Helen Johnson, of Boston, both of whom were

Lasell girls in 1880, made us a flying visit

April 27.

Miss Lily Flagg, with her mother and sis-

ter, is travelling in the Southern States.

Ada Langley graduates from the Boston

School of Oratory this month.

Hattie Emory spent Sunday with Emma
Civill.

Miss Merriam, of Smith College, spent Sun-

day with Miss Sheldon.

Married. — April 14, at Trinity Church,

Claremont, N. H., Mr. Charles W. Barrett, of

Melrose, Mass., and Miss Anna S. Lovering,

of Claremont, N. H. The bride and groom

left for the North for a short bridal tour on the

same evening.
•-•-•

MAJOR AND MINOR.

Scalchi has been very ill.

Miss Clara Louise Kellogg is concertizing

in Pennsylvania towns.

Airs from Verdi's " Otello " are already at-

tainable in America.

It has been decided that a statue of Mozart

shall be erected directly in front of the Opera

House at Vienna. A competition will shortly

be initiated for the best design. Up to the

present date 63,000 florins, or more than $26,-

000, has been raised by public subscription for

carrying out the project.

An international musical exhibition is to be

held at Bologna next year. An important

feature will be a series of historic performances,

illustrating the development of the art from its

earliest times.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra continues

its triumphal tour of the country. An enthu-

siastic New-Yorker said: "I did not imagine

orchestral playing could be brought to such

perfection. This organization alone demon-

strates Boston's right to be considered one of

the great musical centres of the world."

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

The reason of ' : the sun putting out a fire "
:

At the time of day when the sun shines into a

room, the fire is often allowed to get dull, and

the sun's rays warm and rarify the air in the

room as much as the fire warms the air passing

over it up the chimney. Hence, the draught

ceases, and the fire goes out. To remedy the

inconvenience, open the door or the window,

to let the warm air out and cold in.

It is stated that the specimens of clay from

the Royal Society's borings in the Nile delta

have not at present yielded any but " derived "

fossils ; but beds of gravel found at a depth of

a hundred and twenty feet show that the whole

surface was formerly a hundred and twenty

feet higher, and was that of an ordinary river

valley.

The laboratory of the United States fish com-

mission at Woods Holl is said to be the lar-

gest in the world. There have been hatched

there since the 1st of December last over one

hundred million codfish, many of them having

been sent to harbors of the Pacific coast. Fifty

thousand young lobsters have also been raised,

notwithstanding the tendency of the young

lobsters to devour each other.

Prof. Tyndall says that the sky is indebted

for its blue color to the particles floating in the

air.
•--•

ART NOTES.

Munkacsy's " Death of Mozart" is in New
York City. Mr. Sedelmeyer intended to ex-

hibit it publicly, but as there is a probability

of its being purchased for the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, he has not decided whether to

show it or not. It is about half the size of

the " Christ before Pilate," and has been ex-

hibited in Paris and London.

Alma Tadema's last and most famous pic-

ture, " Women of Amphissa," now at the

Royal Academy, has just been sold for 6,000

guineas.

An exhibiton of etchings by Rembrandt and

the artists of his circle is now open in the print

department of the ivluseum of Fine Arts at

Boston, organized by Mr. S. R. Koehler. The

exhibition forms almost a complete exposition

of Rembrandt's works as an etcher. Most of

the etchings belong to Mr. Henry F. Sewall,

of New York.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York has received from Mr. Henry Hilton,

Meissonier's famous painting " 1807," which

he purchased at the recent sale of the Stewart

collection, and Edouard Detaille's "Defence
of Champigny."

The death is announced of M. Oudine,

the French medallist and sculptor.

POLITICAL NOTES.

Ex-Speaker J. G.Carlisle has declared that

he does not wish to be considered a candidate

for the Senate from Kentucky, and has made
the predictions that the Fiftieth Congress will

reduce the revenue both from customs duties

and the tobacco tax, and that Mr. Cleveland

will again be the Democratic candidate for the

Presidency.

Mr. Blaine's Western trip served the excel-

lent purpose of giving an opportunity for dis-

covering the drift of sentiment in the Republi-

can party regarding his candidacy in 1888.

It is to be inferred from Mr. Conkli tig's let-

ter to the American Club in Fitchburg, which

last week celebrated the sixty-fifth anniversary

of Gen. Grant's birthday, that he believed that

the Republican party is still in existence, though
in a comatose condition.
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The Swiss State Council has ratified a lit-

erary copyright convention with the United

States.

It is reported that Russia has proposed to

remit the Turkish war indemnity in return for

a cession of territory in Asia Minor.

EXCHANGES.

The Beacon starts upon its new year with a

progressive editorial board and glowing pros-

pects. We are glad to notice that the new
prospectus includes that always essential de-

partment of every live college journal, the ex-

change column. The Beacon is among the first

college papers to take up the present popular

style of writing letters to dead and living

authors. The present issue forcibly points

out the absurdities of the Father of Hymns,
Rev. Isaac Watts. Let not all this criticism

rest upon him alone ; numerous Watts still live

among us, although it was only of the original

one that Johnson made the siatement : "He
has done better than anybody else what no

one has done well."

For a monthly essay reporter the Hamilton

College Monthly is very well conducted. How
sweet must be the monthly composition task,

what great and mighty ambitions must be

aroused, when one knows that her essay with

the ten or twelve other best literary productions

of the month will be put in print ! To para-

phrase slightly,

"'T is sweet to see one's name in print

:

An essay 's an essay, e'en though

There 's nothing in 't."

A little of that sort of writing is very good,

but it is scarcely the right kind with which to

fill the pages of a college journal. Something

more spicy and bright, written without that

distasteful school composition flavor, would be

much better suited to such a publication.

Now that we have had our say concerning

what we consider the great defect of the Ham-
ilton College Monthly, we will add some well-

deserved praise of the articles entitled "Wanted
Women " and '' The Way Girls Write

Compositions." The former speaks forcibly

of the lack of women fitted physically and

mentally to fill their different spheres of useful-

ness in the world. It is a deplorable but in-

disputable fact that women mentally fitted are

as a rule physically unfitted.

The latter essay is a very good critical hit

at the most common faults and absurdities in

the ordinary school-girl's manner of writing

compositions.

With its usual cordiality and kindly notice,

the Newton High School Review once more

greets us. We thoroughly appreciate the

thoughtful acts of courtesy which have during

the past year been shown us by the gentlemanly

editors of The Review. The last paper on

Mediaeval Literature treated in a happy manner

the eventful life and grand writings of Dante.

" Chain Links," " How We Two Kept

House," and other short stories appearing in

the last few numbers are brightly and attractively

written. The different departments are all well

sustained, and the paper well deserves the

prosperity of the past year.

The Dickinson Liberal has been severely

criticised of late for its inappropriate, over-

righteous style of writing. We consider the

criticism just and well deserved. From the

beginning to the end of the last few months*

issue, this kind of writing has predominated to

an inexcusable extent. If the subjects were

only well treated, we could with more patience

read its columns. In the last issue " The Lit-

erature of the Bible," a subject upon which the

eminent Matthew Arnold has written page after

page, is treated in a column and a half, and

poorly, as one might expect. " Saints " and

"Tea" are subjects which remind us of our

primary-school days when we wrote on " Trees"

and " Charity " ; and The Liberal's treatment of

its subjects suggests the school-boy's first essay

on " The Horse."

2he Sunbeam, glistening with good literary

thoughts, shines once more upon the editor's

desk. The editorials voice exactly our senti-

ments regarding the subjects treated. Insin-

cerity is a contagious element which penetrates

all communities. Where many reside to-

gether, so long as people will ask, and most

inexcusably, what our opinions are concerning

their personal acts, insincerity seems the only

alternative to deeply wounding their feelings,

and ruining our friendly relations with them.

The defence against the mistaken ideas con-

cerning the educational standard and pur-

pose of ladies' colleges is thoughtfully and fitly-

written. Too often a sneer is unjustly cast at

the character of higher education among young

women.

We are one of Lasell's "old girls," over

whom the exchanges wax facetious At our

advanced age anything which carries us back

to our childhood is worth more to us than a

spring bonnet or an editorship on the Leaves.

It has been many, many moons since we were

so completely rejuvenated as in poring over

the contents of the Yale Courant of April 23.

Again we were a guileless, innocent child,

eagerly perusing, in our own little room, a story

in Godey's Lady's Book for 1850, — a story so

like the Conranfs "Jilted" that their own

authors could not tell them apart. Again, as

our mother's footfall approached our apartment,

we deftly and artlessly slipped the forbidden

story under our handy Sunday-school paper,

"The Lambs of the Flock," or some such

meaty publication ; and upon the entrance

of our maternal progenitor we were " discov-

ered " meekly reading the twin story to the

Conranfs " A Light Under a Bushel." How
our e. c. must enjoy its blessed power to thus

lend sunshine to the lives of its " constant

readers "
! How beautiful the task of bringing

back the sweet halo of youth to brows fur-

rowed with the cares and trials of this terres-

t'ial existence ! Selah.

WEDDING AND COMPLIMENTARY

GIFTS!
Largest Variety, from the Moderate- Priced to the

Choicest Gems, including every Household
Requisite in

FINE POTTERY, GLASS AND LAMPS,
Art Rooms reached by Elevator. One Price in plain figures.

Inspection invited.

JONES, McDUFFEE & STRATTON
(Seven Floors.) 5 1 to 59 Federal Street.

NEW YORK VIA FALL RIVER LINE.

FIRST-CLASS LIMITED TICKETS ONLY $3.00.

Leave Boston from Old Colony Station daily (Sundays excepted) at

6 P. M. by Special Express. Train connecting with steamers at Fall

River in 80 minutes. Music on Board, ylnnex steamers conned al

wharf in New York for Brooklyn and Jersey City. Tickets, State-

rooms and Berths secured at No. 3 Old State House, and the Old

Colony Station.

J. R. KENDRICK. GEO. L.CONNlR,
General Manager. Gen'l Pass. Agt.

If. H. PAL^ME^,
Agt., 3 OLD STATE HOUSE.
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Again, the time and tide that waits for no

man, rings out the old, rings in the new

;

another Commencement has come and gone.

The weather, of which New England has so

large a stock ready made, seemed ordered for

the occasion, so perfect was each day ; not

even a cloud marred the perfectness. The

smoothness with which the exercises of Com-

mencement week flowed along certainly in-

dicates the forethought and executive ability

of our preceptress, Miss Chamberlayne ; only

a woman at the helm, and still the year has

been a prosperous one for all concerned.

Our dear Prof. Bragdon was with us about

six weeks at the opening of the school year,

then he sailed to Europe, leaving our es-

teemed and beloved Miss Chamberlayne to fill

the position both of principal and of a pre-

ceptress who has had twelve years experience

at Lasell. Thus, although called upon to fill

the position of man and woman both, when

weighed in the balance she was not found want-

ing. We congratulate the administration on hav-

ing secured such a combination of interesting

features for the programme of Commencement
week. To our knowledge no other school, of

the pretentions of Lasell, has such a number

of illustrious persons and noted speakers during

Commencement week, as we have had. The

exercises were in all respects a glorious success-

The Alumna Association should consider

itself fortunate in having secured Mrs. Abba

Goold Woolson to deliver their address. The

subject treated was "The American Woman
Abroad and at Home," and was delivered in an

earnest, enthusiastic manner calculated to in-

spire every American woman with a deeper

sense of her own freedom, and a broader con-

ception of the condition of woman in other lands.

She entered a very earnest plea for the exter-

mination of the English custom of chaperon-

ing girls, which has crept in among us through

the false standard of propriety set up by those

fashionable mothers, who, having been abroad

six weeks, are so English, you know. Their

manners, their dress, their coat-of-arms. it's all

English, you know. Since the exercises were

public, it is to be deeply regretted that more

of the undergraduates did not avail them-

selves of this opportunity of hearing so dis-

tinguished a speaker.

If any one who has left money with me, to

have photographs finished, does not receive

them within a fortnight, and will notify me, by

postal, I will see that they are sent.

J. A. C

One of the notable occasions that marked

the never-to-return school year was the concert

given June 9 in our gymnasium. The corcert

went off in a manner that left nothing to be

desired or critcised. Each part was rendered

with ability and accuracy. The programme

was as follows :
—

PUPILS' COMMENCEMENT CONCERT.

Lasell Seminary, Auburndale, Mass.

Thursday Evening, June 9, 18S7, at 7.45 o'clock.

PROGRAMME.
FIRST PART.

PIANO-FORTE QUARTETTE. Marche Hongroise, Liszt

MISSES BAILEY, MceCHRON, C. BKOWN, AND SPARKS.

SONG. Hast Thou e'er seen the Land? From Mignon, Thomas
MISS M. PAGE.

PIANO-FORTE. Andante, Spinato, and Polonaise . Chophi

*MISS ADAMS.

SONG. Se Crudele il cor Mastrai .

MISS LOWE.

Belly

PIANO-FORTE TRIO. Concerto in D Minor. Three

Piano-Fortes Bach
Allegro— Marcato — Alia Siciliana— Allegro.

MISSES E. STAFFORD, BAILEY, AND MR. HILLS.

SONG. Within my Chamber. Recitative and Aria from

Don Munio Buck

MISS BARBOUR.

CHORUS. Rosebud on the Heather

ORPHEAN CLUB.

Gade

* Graduate in music.

PROGRAMME

SECOND PART

BrahmVOCAL QUARTETTE The Bridegroom .

(Getherela Quartette.)

MISSES HOLI.INGSWORTH, BAILEY, JOY, AND MUNGER

SONG. Ave Msria Raff
(With Violin Obligato by Miss Dietrick.

)

MISS MUNGER.

PIANO-FORTE. Concerto in E Minor .

Romanze and Rondo.

*MISS N1NDE.

, , Cliopi?c

SONG. Io So Volar A rditi

MISS HOLLINGSWORTH.

PIANO-FORTE QUARTETTE. Waltz in A Flat, Moszkcwski

MISSES NINDE, BAILEY, ADAMS, AND E. STAFFORD.

CHORUS. Hunting Song .

ORPHEAN CLUB.

Humme

Orchestral accompaniments supplied at a second Piano-Forte

by Mr. Hills.
* Graduate in music.
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BACCALAUREATE SUNDAY.

The Baccalaureate sermon was delivered by

Bishop Andrews to a large and deeply inter-

ested audience. His manner was direct, con-

versational, and forcible. The theme of his

discourse was, " Paul at Athens"; and before

announcing the text,— Acts xvii. 23,— he gave

a short account of the persecution of Paul and

his followers before reaching Athens. Paul

had come alone to the great city to rest and

wait for his disciples before beginning work

there. Athens at that time was the university

city of the race; the centre of all the arts ; its

streets thronged with professors and students

eager for knowledge and some new truth.

Paul had never seen such a city before, and

with his spiritual insight and life, probably was

not greatly impressed by the merely physical

beauties, although he must have known their

value. " His spirit was stirred in him when

he saw the city wholly given to idolatry," and

he began to talk and preach to the people in

the streets and market-places. Paul's personal

appearance was against him, but his person-

ality was the greatest in history, Christian, at

least, and his words must have been very im-

pressive. The philosophers heard of his preach-

ing and new doctrine, and escorted him to

Mar's Hill, where all might hear him. The

Acropolis was a very sacred place to the

Athenians, with idols and altars to their differ-

ent gods ; one to the "Unknown God" about

them; and Paul must have been inspired by

this opportunity of preaching Jesus to them.

He showed his wisdom in using Demosthenes'

old style of address, which would reach them

quickest.

" Whom therefore ye ignorantly worship, Him

declare I unto you," was the text, and the ser-

mon was divided into four heads : the Presence,

Resource, Power, and Nearness of God.

First. Paul declares God the universal and

illimitable Presence who dwelleth not in temples

made with hands. The only localization of

God possible is in the individual soul.

Second. God is all resourceful, and not de-

pendent upon man's help ; nor can man atone

for sin by gifts to God. God is not worshipped

by magnificent temples, but by the heart of

man.

Third. God's power is shown in history by

the plan developed in the struggles of nations

for civil and religious liberty. History is not

the chaos it seems.

Fourth. The Greeks felt and believed in no

personal connection with God, and Paul showed

them that it was possible for each individual to

find and know God.

We must have the nature of God, and be

made in His image to apprehend Him. Yet

we so mar the image, and allow o'ur hearts to

become so narrow and selfish, we cannot see

and feel God.

Only when men make the true and best use

of their faculties, and open their hearts and

minds to God, can He be real to them, or work

in them.

This closed the sermon, and turning to the

class the speaker impressed upon them the ad-

vantage and responsibility of having been edu-

cated amid Christian influences. They should

cherish the possibility of knowing and serving

God, who would be the chief good of their

lives. Finding and living with God depend

upon the steady training of all the moral facul

ties, and steady cultivation of conscience.

The Congregational choir furnished fine and

appropriate music, and the closing prayer was

given by Bishop Foster. L. E. M.

CLASS DAY (June 13).

CHAPEL EXERCISES.
PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS,

Miss Florence Evelyn Bailey

PIANO-FORTE. The Chase .... Reinberger

Miss Jane R. Ninde.

CLASS HISTORY . . Miss Lizzie Brainard Burnham

COMPOSITES. Lasell, '77, 'S7, and '97 . Miss Sallie Head

RECITATION Selected

Miss Anne Maude Mitchell.

CLASS 1 R0PHECV . . . Miss Carrie Salom£ Foster

PROPHECY ON PROPHET . Miss Rose Marie Welt

SONG. All Things, O Maiden Rololi

Miss Blanche Maie Lowe.

POEM Miss Hattie Lavinia Robbins

OLLAPODRIDA . . Miss Mercy Stevens Sinsabaugh

DIRGE.

LAWN EXERCISES.
BURNING OF THE BOOKS ..... Elegy

Miss Agnes Cole Kingman.

PLANTING OF THE. TREE Oration

Miss Emma Brace Civill.

PEACE RITES Mistress of Ceremonies

Miss Grace Irene Seiberling.

C l_ A S O N G

Miss Blanche Maie Lowe. Music by Miss Jane R. Ninde.

Side by side to-night we s'and

To sing our parting song.

We look upon the friends we love,

And memories in a throng

Come rushing o'er us, like a shower

Of jewels, clear and bright

;

The unbidden tears rise to our eyes

;

Our hearts are full to-night.

Happy years have been the four

Since friendship's chain was cast;

Each link a firm, unbroken one,

Remains so to the last.

In all our sorrows, all our joys,

We have been one at heart,

And shall be in the years to come,

Though cast by Fate apart.

Vanished are our school-girl days,

Their pleasures gone forever,

Like the soft ripples lightly blown

O'er Time's deep-flowing river.

We must look out into Life's face,

And learn its meaning deep,

" No footsteps backward," pressing on

Our pathway we must keep.

Should cares perplex us, sorro-AS frown,

Or we are filled with sadness,

Spanned by the rainbow of Memory
Shall be our sky, and gladness

Shall reign within our hearts again.

The clouds shall all be riven
;

The sun will shine its brightest then,

On the class of "eighty-seven."

[We have been called in from a game of tennis

to write an account of the Senior reception.

We propose to do it decently and in order, so

have borrowed our chum's French dictionary, and

shall give our whole attention to the matter in

hand. We shall start with the date, thus :

>l On
Tuesday evening, June 14," a date is always a

good thing to start with ; it is ccncise and to

the point, and does not require a reference to

the French dictionary. This particular French

dictionary was purchased by our chum during a

period of temporary financial embarrassment,

consequently, the type is so small as to be rather

trying to the naked eye. Well, after having

the date set forth, we shall proceed to the

guests. We should like to tell the plain truth

in plain English, and say the guests were nice

guests, and seemed to enjoy themselves rather

more than people usually enjoy receptions.

But that would not do. Anybody could say

that. We must speak of them as a very recherche

assembly. The toilets must be noticed as

comme-il-faut, and above all, everything must

be as merry as a marriage bell.

It is a mighty poor little reception that can't

go merry as a marriage bell.

After the guests, the Seniors must have a

chance. Instead of merely stating that we

know the girls, and that they are nice girls,

and that they don't look much better in their

partv dresses than in their school dresses, be-

cause they are pretty girls anyhow, we shall

rave over the fourteen sweet girl graduates

with an ardor that will turn the Hamilton Col-

lege Monthly green with envy. We shall dwell

upon their petite figures with a sublime disre-

gard of the fact that the average height of the

class is something like five feet nine and a half,

and mignon faces shall be distributed to the

whole fourteen with strict impartiality. No
Senior shall say we do not treat her fairly ; we

will even go so far as to offer retrousse noses

to any wishing them, and no questions asked

as to Irish ancestors.

When the Seniors are finished to suit us,

we shall proceed to consider the reception as a
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whole, not forgetting to mention that the guests

viewed our new pictures with the eye of a con-

noisseur. The collation will be spoken of in

glowing terms, and the band referred to as a

discourser of sweet sounds.

Oh! we shall write the reception up in fine

style when we have time— which we haven't

now, as our game of tennis is still waiting, and

it is our advantage in a deuce set.]

M. I. S.

COMMENCEMENT DAY,

Never was there a more beautiful day than

June 15, 1887. Lasell looked her prettiest,

and smiled her brightest welcome, to the many

friends who gathered beneath her hospitable

roof.

The early morning hours differed little from

those of previous Commencement Days ; there

was the usual bustle and chatter, caused by

the sudden recollection of innumerable " last

things " that must be clone.

After breakfast came the last chapel ser-

vice for the year. One of the Seniors chose

the morning hymn ; it voiced the thought of

many a heart, and the merriest faces grew se-

rious as the earnest voices sang, " God be with

you till we meet again." Loving thoughts

clustered around the girls, who would not meet

in that chapel again as pupils, and there rose a

prayer for God's blessing upon them in their

widely separated lives.

The graduating exercises were held in the

M. E. Church, as usual ; and, as usual, the

church was filled to overflowing. Dr. Pierce,

editor of ZioiCs Hirall, offered the invocation.

Arthur Gilman. of Harvard, gave the address
;

his subject was " Education and Progress."

After sketching a vivid picture of woman's

limited education in past centuries, he spoke

more fully of the recent change of attitude

toward that subject in New England, and

showed how every door tq education and cul-

ture is open, or opening, to the woman of to-

day, and urged the members of the graduating

class to appreciate and grasp the wondrous

opportunities that lie before them.

The " good-bye " for the class was given by

Blanche Lowe. Tears had been near many

eyes all the morning, and Blanche's words of

farewell called them forth ; even some of the

stern (?) faculty were seen wiping their eyes

in a very suspicious way.

Diplomas for graduation in piano-forte were

given to Winnifred Adams and Jane Ninde.

The prizes for the best bread were wori by

Louise Dietrick and Mamie Peck. Compli-

mentary mention was given the bread made by

Josie Wallace.

Mr. Bragdon then presented diplomas to the

fourteen graduates, whose names and the sub-

jects of whose essays are as follows :
—

Florence Evelyn Bailey,— " The Mediaeval

Saint."

Lizzie Brainard Burnham,— "The Woman
M. D. in Literature."

Emma Brace Civil!, — " The Psychology of

Dreams."

Carrie Salome Foster, — " The Evolution of

the Club."

Sallie Head, — " Literary Criticism."

Agnes Cole Kingman, — " /Estheticism in

Art and Literature."

Blanche Maie Lowe, — " Two Portraits of

Evil."

Anna Mitchell, — "Childhood in Modern

Literature."

Jane Ninde,— " A Study."

Mary Frances Noyes, — " The Knights of

Malta."

Hattie Lavinia Robbins, — " India Mythol-

ogy."

Grace Irene Seiberling,— " The History of

the English Novel."

Mercy Stevens Sinsabaugh, — " Three The-

ories of Friendship."

Rose Marie Welt,— " Caste in American

Society."

In speaking of the graduating exercises,

mention should be made of the fine vocal mu-

sic furnished by the male quartet and five of

the Seminary girls.

A delightful feature of the day was the re-

turn to the old custom of having lunch on the

lawn. The part of the grounds near the gym-

nasium was the spot chosen, and a more satis-

factory selection could not have been made.

At three o'clock all the wise ones took their

way to the Seminary chapel, to hear Mrs. Abba
Goold Woolson address the AJumnre Associa-

tion. She spoke of <; The American Woman
Abroad and at Home," and gave her audience

a rich treat. Every woman who listened must

have felt a thrill of patriotic pride as Mrs.

Woolson described the women whom she met

abroad, and told how American women sur-

passed all others in knowledge and practical

ability. The other exercises of the Alumnae

comprised instrumental music by Miss Ninde.

of '87, vocal music by Misses Prickett and

Whipple of '85, and a reunion hymn, written

by Mrs. Ada Langworthy Collins of '61.

By five o'clock few guests remained, except

the Alumnae, who gathered once more on the

lawn forjheir annual supper.

Tn the evening, the few who were left at the

Seminary gathered in little groups and talked

over the events of the day, unanimously voting

it one of the pleasantest Commencements that

Lasell has enjoyed. S. C

The Leyden jar was discovered in 1745 by

Cunens, a philosopher of Leyden.

"S. D." BANQUET,

On the evening of May 28 the " S. D." So-

ciety held their annual banquet, and an enjoy-

able affair it proved to be. The guests were

received in the parlors by officers of the society,

while the members did their part by entertain-

ing. A brief programme had been arranged,

consisting of a vocal solo by Miss Prickett ; a

piano solo by Miss Barbour ; and a harp solo

by Miss Lamme.
After this a general move was made to the

dining-room, and the club turned their atten-

tion to the tables ; the one at which the Seniors

were seated was beautifully decorated, a largu

bouquet of roses being placed at each plate.

The toast-mistress welcomed the guests in a

short address, and the following toasts were

given :
—

The Seniors Miss Lloyd.
" Push on ; keep moving."

OLD "S. D.'s" Miss Packard.
" United, yet divided. 1 *

The Camera Miss Wallace
" Anything for a quiet life."

The Lasellia .... Miss McEchron
"Fame! Glory! Power!"

The Banjo Miss Ward
" Bid me discourse; I will enchant thine ear."

The response to " The Camera " was per-

haps the most enjoyable, being written in

rhyme, though all were witty and original.

Prizes were awarded to every one but the right

one, causing much laughter. The equestrian,

the high jumper, the agriculturalist, the most

indolent, were all remembered, together with

many more.

When the tables were relieved of their bur-

den of dainties, the club was invited to the

gymnasium, and dancing was enjoyed until the

inevitable hour for retiring arrived. All voted

the evening one of the merriest the " S. D."

Society ever enjoyed. D. E. L.

BOOKS ADDED TO THE LIBRARY OF LASELL
SEMINARY, IN MAY, 1887.

Emerson, R. W. Essays, 2 vols. 1st

and 2d series 8*4-7

Emerson, R. W. Conduct of Life . 814.

3

Emerson, R. W. English Traits . . 814.9

Emerson, R. W. Miscellany . . . 814.10

Emerson, R. W. Representative Men 8r4.i 1

Emerson, R. W. Letters and Social

Aims 814.12

Emerson, R. W. Nature Addresses

and Lectures 814.13

Campbell, Helen. Prisoners of Pov-

erty '• • 33 r -3

Campbell, Thos. Complete Poetical

Works 821.22

Dyer, Rev. T. F. Thistleton. Domes-

tic Folk-Lore 2 9 1^
Higginson, Thos. W. Common Sense

about Women 177.7
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Lanier, Sidney. The Science of Eng-

lish Verse 436.1

Lanier, Sidney. The English Novel 801.

1

Martin, Lady (Helena Fawcet).

Female Characters of Shakespeare 822.57

Miiller, Max. The Science of Lan-

guage, vol. 1 400.1

Parton, Jas. Noted Women of Europe
and America 920.35

Sainte Beuve, C. A. Monday Chats

(trans, by Wm. Mathews) . . . 844.1

Shakespeare. Ed. by VV. J. Rolfe.

Timon of Athens 822.58

Titus Andronicus 822.59
Reber, Franz von. History of Me-

diaeval Art 709.8

Whipple, Edwin P. American Liter-

ature 820.8

Whipple, Edwin P. Recollections of

Eminent Men 814.14
•-»-*

LASELL1A CLUB BANQUET.

The Seniors were entertained and feasted

by the Lasellias on the evening of June ir.

The club room was beautifully decorated

with festoons of soft bunting of blue and white,

and garlands of flowers. The colored lights.

the rich rugs and handsome chairs, made the

whole appearance that of an Oriental apart-

ment. The fouiteen dignified Seniors were re-

ceived by the President, Miss Hogg, in a most

hospitable manner.

We had the honor of the presence of Miss

Gussie Lowe, Miss Lizzie Whipple, and Miss

Lillie Upton, all loyal Lasellias.

Miss Whipple sang two selections, much to

the delight of her hearers, and Miss Upton,

assisted by a banjo, rendered several Irish

songs in such a clever style that the new girls

were convinced that the old girls had not pre-

varicated, and that Lillie's entertaining manner

is inimitable. Miss Upton also favored us

with a recitation in Irish dialect.

The hour for eating and drinking came only

too soon. The tables were artistically deco-

rated with flowers, and laden with a bountiful

repast. The menus and dance orders were the

handiwork of the committee, and were unique

and dainty. Each Senior was presented with

a bouquet of roses, attached to her menu by a

knot of ribbon. Miss Helen Underwood acted

as toast-mistress, and afforded great amuse-

ment by her witty remarks.

Miss Gussie Lowe responded to the toast,

"Our Guests"; Miss Florence Bailey, "Se-

niors"; Miss Emma Civill, "S. D Society";

Miss Josephine Bogart, "Murdock's Food";
Miss Etta Stafford, "Post-Graduate Class";

Miss Mabel Hill Bliss, " Dress Reform "
; Miss

Lulie Hogg, " Lasellia Club."

All of the toasts were exceedingly amusing,

especially the " Post-Graduate Class" with its

full corps of officers passing everything by a

two-thirds vote, and its remarkable unity of

voice in all matters ; while the picture of the

" Dress Reform maiden" was vivid indeed:—
See her coming,

Curly hair;

Sleeves loose and easv,

Wrists brown and bare.

Skirts of spring growth,

Short and neat;

(Striped stockings all complete,)

Thus they plainly show her feet

;

Newton swells cry, what a treat

!

No cruel stays there go to waist,

To shove her short ribs out of place

;

No bustle warps her form divine,

And gives her curvature of the spine
;

No corns upon her toes do grow,

Her shoes have rooms for each, you know,

And small piazzas round them go.

You '11 recognize her now, I trow,

This Dress Reform that's coming slow.

Miss Bliss asserted that although this maiden

was so far in arrears as yet, that she could be

seen only with the aid of a telescope, still, she

is pointed clue east arid progressing down the

age with a Xantippe trip.

The prizes were awarded to the most unsus-

pecting members, and provoked shouts of

laughter. The Senior class yell was one of the

features of the evening. Never did a Senior

class at Lasell yell in such a professional tenor-

Long live Lasellia to banquet its guests and

the Seniors so royally. H.

A STUDY.

(Suggested by Miss Jewett's Country " By- Ways.")

There is no such solid enjoyment in life as

to lie in a hammock swinging over a brook,

the singing water below me lending its notes

as an accompaniment to the low murmur of

my voice as I read aloud to my cousin Rachel.

She sits on the log near me,— an old hemlock-

tree, that was long ago bereft of its verdure,

then of its branches, and has at last pulled up

its large roots out of the shallow sand and lain

down to rest and decay across this trout

stream.

I always associate pine woods with a trout

brook, and a. trout with immeasurable moss-

covered logs. This one is parallel with my
hammock, and Rachel, — may she hereafter be

rewarded. — as often as she accomplishes a

row in the afghan she is making, puts down

her work and gives the hammock a gentle

push. It is like clockwork, and I swing away

lazily until she winds me up again at the end

of another row.

We are near a road, and the bridge is just

below us. There are some little urchins with

mud-colored bare feet and jolly faces, sitting

on the edge fishing, with strings and bent pins

for the trout which, tradition says, haunt the

shady nooks of the stream. These are noisy

intruders in this silent, far-off place ; and

though we are braver than any fish, and will

not be frightened away by their noise, we

try various stratagems to keep them quiet.

Rachel, who has a sympathetic nature, and is

fond of children, has just delighted the young-

est with a cap made of leaves. He is a sturdy

little fellow, very fond of his first pair of pants,

the pockets of which are bulging out, and seem

ready to burst with the overflow of string,

sling-shots, and marbles, his face is oh, so

dirty, but cherubic in its innocence.

The small fisherman lets his pole and line

fall into the water and hurries to put on the

cap. With an air of pride he jams his dirty

fists into his pockets and struts up and down,

the admiration of himself and the rest. Rachel

laughs at the comical little fellow, and says,

"How true that all is to human nature!"—
All what? I have just finished a chapter,

most of which she has not heard in her ab-

sorption in her prote'ge, and now I look up to

see where she finds her example of human
nature. Why, look I see the vanity already

showing itself in the child !
— and she goes

on to deduce some gener.il theories and prop-

ositions from this special case. But while we

discuss the moral element in these ragamuffins,

they have evidently grown disgusted with the

poor fishing, and have wandered up the road

to a patch of wild raspberries. We can just

see, through the trees, their heads appearing

and disappearing among the bushes, and every

liale while the sound of their noisy voices in

dispute come to us. Except these far-off child-

ish voices there is no sound now in this wild

forest save the ripple of the stream, the dull

murmur of our voices and the sighing of the

wind through the tops of the pine-trees.

What more peaceful than to lie here with

one's face turned upward, and gaze at the sky

through a fretwork of nodding and gossiping top

branches of pine and birch trees ? They rustle

and whisper, and find more to busy themselves

about than a church sewing society. I turn

my head to the left, and try to separate and

untangle the many different branches, and find

out from what trunk they come ; for here the

trees are all interlaced, crooked and straight,

old and young. They must even get mixed up

themselves, and have to call a council to find

out who they are. The pines are the straightest

in the company; and there is one over there

by you, Rachel, that is serving as a crutch for a

decrepit old birch. It almost staggers under the

weight of the burden ; but the old invalid does

not seem to mind at all having some younger

life hold her up, and reclines at her ease. In

these apparent good-for-naught branches there

is a whole colony of squirrel*, and now that

the place has become quier, several of the little

creatures have peered out of their hiding-places
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and shown us their striped coats and beady

eyes. Rachel tries to coax them to come near

us and be fiiendly ; but they are so coy and shy,

and hard to please,— such coquettes too,

making eyes at one, and then whisking off

again at the least advance to further the

acquaintance.

They have their own notions too, these shy

friskers, though they be flirts ; and pretty good

notions they are, sometimes, for they are very

wise and dainty in their manners, and choice

about their eating. Now one has come out and

is sitting on his tail on a big limb in front of

his magazine of stores, munching away at an

acorn, held so daintily between his paws. He
eats a bit and nods, and says,— at least so

Rachel thinks, — "Come up here, you silly

mortals, and enjoy a taste of my dinner, and

of my gay and unhampered life." Rachel goes

on to say that she finds a resemblance in our

blithe little neighbor to a jolly little old bache-

lor, dried up by researches, and still keeping

his freshness of heart, and enjoying immensely

his own wit and learning.

You see Rachel has lately become greatly

interested in the transmigration of souls, and
'• Pug, the monkey." I have also noticed of

late that Rachel has often spoken enthusi-

astically of the many beauties of Platonic love.

However, I believe myself that she has not

heard from a certain young man for a week or

so, and is now trying to convince herself,

—

and me,— that, after all, she is only Platoni-

cally inclined toward him. Ah, Rachel, if you

will turn into an orchid or a passion flower,

perhaps it is best you should try to make your-

self believe such dwarfish theories. Fantastic;

yes, all your beliefs will ever be poetical and

fantastic; but may Heaven shield thee from

being compelled to content thyself with only

Michael Angelo's love for Vittoria, or from the

worse misfortune of being transformed into a

South African missionary.

Suddenly, I turn to Rachel and hold up our

book. She laughs, and we have a merry little

time joking about our dreamy talk. The

squirrels look astonished at our noise, then

flirt their tails in the air, and scamper off into

their retreats disgusted with such hilarity. Is

it not strange, Rachel, that we should have

so become possessed with the spirit of the

place ? Why, no, not strange, for the " mur-

muring pines and the hemlocks "sing a lullaby

that will put any one's earthly senses to sleep,

if she will only have sensitive enough hearing.

Jane, do you not already feel as if you were

growing like the beautiful scene around you ?

I have brought my soul into sympathy with

that tall fern on the bank that nods so grace-

fully with every puff of wind ! But let us turn

from our day-dreams to our book. Rachel is

varying in her moods and tastes, so I am quite

puzzled sometimes about what to bring with

us on our wanderings. This time I brought

the " Marble Faun," and as an after thought,

tucked under my arm a book of Emerson's

essays, for my conscience smote me when I

reflected how little solid reading we were doing

these drowsy summer days. Now that we

have become so dreamy, so fanciful, I con-

clude to keep poor Emerson still in the back-

ground, and to keep on with the poetical fancy

of Hawthorne. Rachel is delighted, and we

begin again at once to read, — but how

much?— until we come to discussing Dona-

tello, and how well he fits into this green

niche. Poor Faun ! says Rachel, can you not

see him, at first a creation almost akin to the

woods and fairy beings that haunt them, —
friend of the squirrels and birds, gay and free

like them ? Yes, Donatello's great love of

nature is so child-like, and he is so much a

part of nature, that we pity him all the more

when he comes in contact with wickedness

and, wild, simple creature that he is, becomes

estranged from the life he was intended to

live. Hawthorne seems to sympathize with

Donatello
;
yet to what a fate he subjects his

beautiful creation ? It is like a parent punish-

ing the child he holds nearest his heart. The

real material for a Donatello was surely in our

wild weird genius, and his love for nature was

as passionate and real as if the waving trees

of his favorite nooks and walks were human

beings. The birds, the flowers were things

not to be analyzed calmly, and surveyed with

the eye of a critic, but to be caressed, held

tenderly and loved. How differently two

lovers of nature speak of the cardinal flower !

Hawthorne says, " Its gorgeous scarlet is a joy

even to remember. The world is made bright

by flowers of such a hue. Even perfume,

which otherwise is the soul and spirit of a

flower, may be spared when it arrays itself in

this scarlet glory. It is a flower of thought

and feeling, too ; it seems to have its roots

deep down in the hearts of those who gaze at

it." Then there is Miss Jewitt's exquisite

description of the flower, full of a dainty

appreciation, a quiet photograph of its charms

taken at a suitable distance and thoroughly

objective.

There is a different way still of looking at

nature, — the microscopic view taken by the

hermit Thoreau. Now, Rachel, here would be

a place,— here by this brook, — where the her-

mit could level his glass at nature undisturbed.

"Yes," says Rachel, "but I think he was con-

tent to abide by his little lake, surrounded by

the forests he loved, and every feature of which

he knew, down to the minutest detail."

Now, I think that, in his jovial way, Charles

Dudley Warner has shown about as much love

for nature in his " Summer in a Garden," as

any of these we have spoken of. He revels in

it; he delights in watching his bean-poles grow,

and in hoeing out his natural enemies,— snake-

grass and pusley.

Rachel looks doubtful at my last example o

a nature lover, but avoids, slyly, the necessity

of answer, by calling my attention to certain

"tinny" sounds in the distance. My! what

kind of a batallion of tinkers have we coming

up the road ? At first the sound was faint.

Now it grows louder and louder, and we hear

all kinds of voices in the distance, singing in

all keys, the new tune of " Seeing Nellie

Home," to a tin bucket accompaniment, with

loud rub-a-dub-dub interludes in each pause.

" Well, here are our friends, Jane. They have

found us out at last." I turn my provoked head

around, and, sure enough, there is a cloud of

dust advancing toward us, and behind it a

whole colony of campers-out, in flannel suits

and straw hats ; and, alas for us, with altogether

too many pails on their arms. Now we must

climb down off our high perches,— mental and

physical,— and go to help in the picking of

huckleberries for supper.

Farewell, O fair and lovely retreat; and to

thee, wise philosopher of the tribe of "busky

tail," we would express our great regret that

we did not take thy sage advice and leave thy

lower, berry-picking world, escape to thy lofty

station in the tree-tops, there forevermore to

swing in ease ; and, looking down from our high

observatory, gather wisdom instead of huckle-

berries from the poor, struggling world below.

,
J.N.

* *

PLYMOUTH.

On Monday, May 8, a small party of loyal

souls took a very unceremonious leave of the

Seminary, their object being the exploration of

the land of our forefathers. When bu f part

way to the station the train whistled in, a not

unusual occurrence, and regardless of lookers-

on, all took to their heels. Through the kind-

ness of Lewis, the train was detained, and

seats were taken amidst many inquiring glances

from those already aboard. It seemed that

many had the same destination in view as our-

selves, for the train at the Old Colony was

well-nigh filled on our arrival.

Those who had never seen the ocean were

soon enabled. to take in refreshing draughts

from it, and to gaze on that hitherto unknown
part of the element which covers the earth's

surface. All were too busy taking in the

scenery to pay much attention to anything

inside of the car, except as an occasional visit

from Professor or Mr. Shepherd solicited a

response. One serious question arose as to

who could point out on the map the situation

of Plymouth. Only two felt quite certain; and

of these, one had looked it up before starting,
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and the other was a resident of an adjoining

town. Alas for our geography! We under-

stand that one young lady had a fancy for

sketching, and was entertaining her little com-,

pany with a sketch of a young girl opposite,

when a man seated beside the aforesaid young

girl leaned forward and said that he had a

daughter in the art school, and thought he

could judge of the merits of the work. This

was a squelch, but was boldly sustained.

The first suggestion of Plymouth was the

partly finished monument of Miles Standish,

on Captain's Hill ; the reality came upon

entering the broken-down station. Neverthe-

less, the street, with the hotel, and the new

residence in process of erection, presented a

more pleasing appearance.

At the monument, Professor brought forth

his camera, and nothing would. do but all

must be quiet while he counted ten, and try to

look real pleasant, smile a little, and hold up

their heads.

Again, after sitting and standing on the

Rock, we posed with it as a background.

Little did we think when we gave in our names

to go on the excursion that at every stopping

place we must wait for the sun to print our fea-

tures on a plate of glass.

Next, to the graveyard, where with mingled

grief and delight we studied those stones which

mark the resting-place of our fathers. Whit-

tier's words came to our minds, —
" We tread the paths their feet have worn,

We sit beneath their orchard trees,

Their written words we linger o'er."

Perhaps their quaint epitaphs were expres-

sive of their feelings ; but it hardly seems to

our mirth-loving eyes that words like these

can express true sorrow, or impart to the be-

holder a feeling of resignation, —
" Look down and view

The hollow, gaping tomb

;

This gloomy prison waits for you,

Whene'er the summons comes."

To return to mortals, we began to feel the

pangs of hunger, and forthwith seated our-

selves in a vacant part of the cemetery, where

our hunger was appeased by a bountifully sup-

plied lunch. We did not choose this dining-

room from any desire to rival the Capuchin

monks. A kind resident furnished us water

and a barrel for debris.

Prof. Cassedy attempted to walk among the

°raves regardless of stones, but found to his

sorrow that they offered some resistance, for

the centre of gravity had too great an attrac-

tion for him. Again that camera was sta-

tioned before us, and again all was still, with

the exception of the three small boys of the

party. Here we bade farewell to the camera,

and went on our way rejoicing.

A vote was taken as to whether we should

go a-maying or visit the jail. The latter car-

ried the day, as none of us expected ever to

get in, and especially out, so cheap again, so

after visiting the Court House, the prison ex-

tended its hospitality. It was honor enough

for one day to stand on the very spot where

Besse breathed his last only a month before.

Liberty Hall now remained to attract us,

and

" Oh that my tongue could utter

The thoughts that arose in me,"

as I saw the pictures of those to whom we are

indebted for our peace and happiness.

At the station it seemed to be the style to

buy Mayflowers ; and presumably the flower

boy wished more than once that we would

come oftener.

Hardly were we started on our homeward

way when our thoughtful superintendent sent

round in a continuous string the following

courses :

—

First. Small round crackers (went well).

Second. Square snowflake crackers (not

fancy enough).

Third. Olives and pickles (disappeared

rapidly).

Fourtli. Bread and ham (too substantial).

Fifth. Graham crackers (that 's good,

too).

Sixth. Mixed candy (left sweet recollec-

tions).

Seventh. Mirror. (Oh, what sights
!

)

We found a tempting dinner awaiting us at

home, and with our sun-burned faces shed a

radiance throughout the dining-hall.

M. L. C.

LOCALS.

The wished-for daisies arrived before the

close of school.

How did you like the "Annex" maid?

Popular drink, — "essence of water."

The pictures of the Juniata Boat Club were

a failure. The photographer could not make

the river stand still long enough to catch an

expression.

Mosquitoes and June bugs were on hand,

as usual, this year.

" What time does the 2.07 train go? "

The Juniors had their class supper in Bod-

ton. " A fine time," they say.

On the train the other night, one of the girls

looked at her watch to see what station the

train had stopped at. Tea, coffee, or soda?

Freshman! "Something has stang your

eye."

Miss M. has lost her blue jersey. We ex-

tend our heartfelt sympathy, for we know with

what deep sorrow she must have parted with

that venerable article of dress.

There is a report in school that, during the

summer, Lasell will be furnished with electric

lights and a passenger elevator.

To the class of '87 we offer our cordial con-

gratulations.

A new catalogue has been issued. An im-

proved edition.

Lawn tennis has been more popular than

boating, this year.

The Studio girls were too modest to have

their work exhibited in the chapel.

Saturday evening, June 4th, the Orphean
Club gave their last concert for the year. They
were assisted by Mr. J. C. Bartlett, tenor;

Mr. W. E. Nowell, violinist; and Mr. G. M.
Nowell, pianist. The programme was well ren.

dered and much enjoyed. The concert was
given in honor of the party from abroad, and

at the close of the concert an informal recep-

tion was held in the chapel, when the friends

of Mr. and Mrs. Bragdon and Miss Carpenter

had the opportunity of welcoming them.

The gymnasium has been transformed into

an art gallery.

The Class Day programmes were much ad
mired.

Cast-off "gym" suits for sale at the office.

New girls please notice.

The Freshman class is over-crowded. Two
girls claim membership.

We did not see the design for a Lasell pin

the old girls promised us We still have great

anticipations.

At the final recitation of the preparatory

Csesar class, energetic complaints against

Caesar and his methods of dealing with the

barbarians were presented by the Veneti, the

Belgians, and Ariovistus, in the persons of

Miss Gibbons, Miss Hallock, and Miss Sutton.

Miss Lee replied with much animation in de"

fence of Caesar. The spirited charge of the

youthful Ariovistus, and the skilfully phrased

response from Csesar, called forth much ap-

plause from the class.

Among the many excellent things for which

Lasell is noted mention should be made of the

rare crockery she has secured. A pitcher filled

with flowers recently took a flying leap from a

second-story window and, dexterously avoiding

the heads of three people seated beneath the

window, struck the piazza in an emphatic and
startling manner. The possessor of the pitcher

looked down anxiously, expecting to see broken

heads, and beheld not even a broken pitcher.
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The Juniors were accidentally photographed

twice on the same plate. The picture was

amusing ; double headed, two or three nosed,

ten-fingered, mixed-banged girls were plentiful

Devitalize, breathe, and do your motions

this summer.

The A. T. C. tournament was not held.

The members of the club like to languish and

sleep.

Lewis should have a " jubilee," having filled

the water tank for the last time this year.

Lasell girls are noted for their thirstiness.

The Lasellia supper to the Seniors was given

Saturday evening, June 11.

An adjourned meeting of the Lasell Publish-

ing Association was held June n, 1887, Vice-

President Miss Sayford in the chair. The

committee on changing the form of the Leaves

submitted a report, which was accepted. The

Leaves are to be changed to the sjze of the

Harvard Advocate. Reports from the differ-

ent committees were read, and the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year:—
Editor-in-Chief, Miss Eddy.

Local Editor, Miss Bogart.

Exchange Editor, Miss Bushnell.

Musical Editor, Miss C. Brown.

Political Editor. Miss Lee.

Scientific Editor, Miss L. Foster.

Art Editor, Miss Simpson.

President, Miss Law.

Vice-President, Miss M White.

Secretary, Miss Binford.

Sub. Agent, Miss Matthews.

Business Manager, Miss L. Jones.

The last bell has tolled, and we resign our

enviable positions, wishing the next year's

Board all success. Write more ? " I cannot

take the responsibility."

,

PERSONALS.

Gertrude Rice, '81, sailed for Europe

June 14, and will be absent until fall.

Miss Gussie Lowe, '84, spent Commence-

ment week with her sister.

Miss Mollie Crane, of Dalton, spent a

few days with Miss Richards.

Miss Burridge, on account of the illness

of her brother, was obliged to go home the

first of the term.

Miss Anna Wallace, '84, was here during

the last few days.

Miss May Bigelow visited Miss Joe Wal-

lace during Commencement.

Mrs. Wood, Mrs. Robbins, and Mrs. West

spent the last week of school with their

daughters.

Members of the European Party of 1884

will be interested to know that Ella Wassemer,

of Minneapolis, Minn., was married June 8 to

Dr. J. H. Martindale. She will make music

for him ! The Lasell girls will recall her won-

derful gifts as a pianist.

John Stoddart Herkness entered the

home of Walter and Mame Shellenberger

Herkness, St. Patrick's Day, in the afternoon.

Many of the old girls will be pleased to know

that Mame is enjoying the society of a little

son.

Miss Prickett, '85, visited Miss Kit

Prescott in May.

Miss Nellie Packard, '84, was present at

the " S. D." banquet. We are always glad to

see her.

Miss Nelly Ferguson, '81, was married

June 1, but has not let us know officially of it,

so we can give no particulars.

Miss Elizabeth Virginia Johnston has

become Mrs. Edward Daniels.

We noticed a number of old girls here on

Commencement Day : Blanche Ford, '86

;

Nellie Packard, '84; George Prickett, '85;

Lizzie Whipple, '85 ; and Mary Marshall.

Florence Ryan was graduated from Ogontz,

in June.

The recent death of Mrs. Fannie Miller

Stilwell at Atlantic City, N. J., awakens fresh

sympathy for the bereaved family of our Julia

Miller. In the thirty-six years of our school,

how much of brilliant, joyous youthful life has

gladdened these halls, and yet how this sad

March day stands out among all the days—
when Julia Miller passed from the midst of her

work among us. Surely it is not our living

only who have tender thoughts. " All the

girls " — the later comers as well as her asso-

ciates — know the familiar name — the one

to whom the heavenly calling came, here.

And so, far away, and personally most of us

unknown, we hear of this fresh sorrow with

deep sympathy. Mrs. Stilwell is characterized,

by those who knew her as " the very model of

all those pure, gentle, and crowning qualities

which adorn the maiden and the woman."

Our thoughts turn tenderly to two of Lasell's

former pupils, whose hearts have been sad-

dened by the sudden death of a dear and

honored father. In days gone by, Mamie (now

Mrs. Hodgman) and Gussie Adams were be-

loved members of our school family, and we
extend to them our sincere sympathy in their

great loss.

Miss Mercy Stevens Sinsabaugh, one of

our graduates of '87, will sail for Europe in

August. She will be accompanied by her

mother, and will remain two years, for travel

and study.
•«

ART NOTES.

Miss Elizabeth J. Gardiner, the dis-

tinguished American artist, who has resided

in Paris many years, has received at the Salon

this year the much coveted and highly honor-

able medal. Miss Gardiner is a native of

Exeter, N. H., a graduate of Lasell, and the

first American female artist ever honored in

Paris as above mentioned.

The statue by Augustus St. Gaudens of " The

Puritan," a heroic work, singularly massive

and serious, has just been successfully cast in

Philadelphia. The head is a most striking

and suggestive expression of the noble, serene

Puritan spirit.

Of the four pictures bought by the Royal

Academy of London, this season, with the

proceeds of the Chantney Fund, one was

Mr. Alfred Parsons's landscape, " When
Nature Painted all Things Gray," and another

was Mr. J. L. Sargent's figure piece, " Carna-

tion, Lily, Rose."

MAJOR AND MINOR,

Gounod has composed a cantata for the

approaching jubilee of the pope, and will direct

its performance at the Vatican.

It is understood that the authorities of the

Paris Grand Opera and Verdi's representatives

have reopened negotiations with a view to an

early performance of "Otello."

That was a bold manager who ventured to

bring out the "Mikado" in Yokahama ; and

discreet as well, as he had the forethought to

consult a lawyer, who advised him to change

the title and some of the phraseology of the

text. So they called it " Three Little Maids

from School," sang the opening chorus " If you

want to know who we are, we are gentlemen from

Siam," and in other ways fixed the text so as

not to offend loyal Japanese. Two perform-

ances were given, and brought in more money
than had six of any other work in the com-

pany's repertory.

Hoffman is the name of the new musical

prodigy, who excites the greatest enthusiasm

whenever he appears in any city of Europe.

He is said to have a wonderful execution,

facility, memory, and a remarkable talent for im-

provisation. He listens attentively to a melody

which he hears for the first time, and immediately

without a moment's hesitation or study, he car-

ries the original theme through a dozen or more
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variations, never losing it, and never giving it

ciore embellishment than the rhythm and musi

cal idea can support. Hoffman comes from

Vienna, and is said to be only nine years of

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

A scientific society at Haarlem (Holland)

cffers a gold medal and four hundred florins

(about ,£33) for the best treatise, which may

be written in English, on the researches of

M. Pasteur, to be sent in before April, 1887.

Ancient Meteors.— A large piece of mete-

oric iron has been found in a bed of tertiary

lignite, Upper Austria. This is the first find

of that sort in distinct geological periods,

—

a proof that meteoric stones fell also in former

periods of the earth's existence.

Professor Proctor intimates that if the

so-called star of Bethlehem was about as far

away as the first magnitude stars — taking

their average distance — may be supposed to

lie, we may assume that the light of the star in

its suddenly perturbed condition had taken not

fewer than twenty years to reach our earth.

Magic Ink. — Any writing or picture made

with a solution of cobalt chloride is invisible

until heated strongly for a few seconds, when

the written characters or picture appears of a

blue color ; by simply breathing upon the pa-

per they again disappear from view, to reap-

pear if again heated.

The observer at Blue Hill records in his

monthly summary the first appearance for the

season of a cherry blossom on May 6, and of

an apple blossom on May 15.

POLITICAL NOTES.

Senator Sherman, by invitation of the

Republican members of the Legislature of

Illinois, made a speech at Springfield, on

national politics. He called the doctrines

and the tendency of the Democratic party,

" Confederate," expressed approval of the

schemes to give aid to education, and to con-

nect, at the government's expense, the waters

of the Mississippi and of the lakes.

William G. Wheeler, ex-Vice-President of

the United States, died at his home in Malone,

N. Y., on June 4, in his sixty-eighth year.

Mr. Hamlin is now the only survivor of those

who have held the Vice-Presidential office.

The Russian government has raised the

duty on iron and steel from twenty-five to

thirty per cent.

It is hinted that Russia will pursue her

plans in Afghanistan without much regard to

England's feelings.

Postmaster General Vilas has under him

a force of nearly 100,000 men.

The war continues between the troops of

the Ameer of Afghanistan and the Ghilzais,

who are in revolt, but the two armies have for

some time retained the same position, trying

to starve each other out.

EXCHANGES.

During the past year the advancement of

some college journals has been particularly

noticeable. Some which seemed in the fall

to be retrograding have risen above the hin-

drances which then seemed to be impeding

their progress ; and at this, the close of the

school year, we find ourselves agreeably sur-

prised at their success.

In none has this change been more marked

than in the Oberlin Review. In the fall it

seemed discouraged. A deep gloom seemed

to overshadow the first numbers. The spring

finds it cheerful and promising, with no sign

of its former discouragement. The May num-

ber was especially noticeable for many well-

prepared anic'es. " My Sketch Book," how-

ever, failed to meet our approval. We don't

exactly admire that style of rhetoric.

Our neighbor. The Tech, comes to us once

more with a poor, meaningless cut on the last

page, forming a decided contrast to the well-

filled pages preceding it. The new Board of

Editors has made a vast improvement in the

paper, and started the year with energetic

push and literary spirit. " The Facts in the

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde "

is imaginative and original in style, and is in

fact the best article of its kind that has ap-

peared in our exchanges for a long time.

In an editorial, The TufIonian states that its

aim has been " to combine in one paper the
|

lightness and humor of a college sheet with

the solidity and soberness of a monthly." In

our opinion this aim has been nobly carried

out. During the past year there has been no

superfluity of college items, to the exclusion of

literary articles. We have delighted in the

choice stanzas and rondeaux which have of

late brightened its pages, and its literary de-

partment, as a whole, is deserving of no little

priise.

The University Cynic might well be placed

in the same category as the Hamilton College

Monthly, and be called an excellent monthly

essay reporter. We hope thrt next year the

Cynic will stop its child's play at composition

writing and do something in the journalistic

line, which will indicate that it is a college

publication.

With the new boards of editors, changes

great and small, and sometimes not for the

best, have been made in many of our ex-

changes.

The new editors of the Yale Courant have

regardlessly dropped some of the best man-

aged departments of their paper without sup-

plying anything in their places. And the

stories in the late numbers of the Courant are

evidently resurrected from the waste-basket

of former boards — very former boards, judg-

ing from the stories. ^

WEDDING AND COMPLIMENTARY

GIFTS!
Largest Variety, from the Moderate-Priced to the

Choicest Gems, including every Household
Requisite in

FINE POTTERY, GLASS AND LAMPS,
Art Rooms reached by Elevator. One Price in plain figures.

Inspection invited.

JONES, McDUFFEE & STKATTW
(Seven Floors.) 5 1 to 59 Federal Street.

NEW YORK VIA FALL RIVER LINE.

FIRST-CLASS LIMITED TICKETS ONLY $3.00.

Leave Boston from Old Colony Station daily {Sundays excepted) at

6 P. M. ^ Special Express. Train connecting with steamers at Fall

River in 80 minutes. Music on Board, vlnnex steamers conned at

wharf in New York for Brooklyn and Jersey City. Tickets, State-

rooms and Berths secured at No. 3 Old State House, and the Old

Colony Station.

J. R. KENDRICK, GEO. L. CONNOR,
General Manager. Gen'l Pass. Agt.

L/. H. PALyME}^
Agt. 3 OLD STATE HOUSE.
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ODE TO A PIECE OF CHEWING GUM.

O Chewing Gum, thou hateful thing,

That tears to loathing eyes can bring

That never wept before !

Why wilt thou stretch the female face,

Depriving of its sweetest grace,

What man would fain adore ?

Why wast thou made to curse mankind ?

Who vain heroic means would find

To stay thy fearful works.

Thy blinded slaves enjoy their fate,

Nor see until it is too late

The harm that in thee lurks.

Oh, would that every scrap of thee

Still clung to the primeval tree

From which at first it sprang !

Then were the girls as bright and sweet,

In every charm of life complete

As ever poet sang.

HOW TO READ.

There is an art of reading, although many

who read never master it ; an art to be ac-

quired, as all arts are acquired, by long and

patient practice. Those who learn this art

not only read books, but remember them ; not

only gain the enjoyment of the first keen im-

pression of a writer's style and thought, but

make his thinking a part of their own intellect-

ual possession forever after. There are peo-

ple who are continually making the casual

acquaintance of books, but never establishing

relations of enduring friendship and intimacy

with them. They recall books as they see the

titles from time to time, but they do not recall

what they once knew of them. There is con-

tact, but no cohesion, between such a reader

and the books that have passed under his eye.

This kind of superficial knowledge with liter-

ary works is not without its advantages, but it

misses entirely the deeper and richer results ot

reading; it retains a vague recollection instead

of the vitality, impulse, and power of another's

mental struggles and achievements.

The art of reading for mastery of what one

reads lies in concentration of attention. The

trained reader finds no difficulty in abstracting

himself from the noise and crowd of the horse

car and putting all his mind on the printed

page before him. For the moment More's

" Utopia " or the marvellous island where Pros-

pero works his spells is more real to him than

the people or the scene actually about him.

Everybody who frequents bookstores has

noticed men who have fallen on some curious

or unfamiliar book, and are straightway obliv-

ious of everything else. They have for the

moment escaped from the rush of the tides of

life around them, and found a quiet of thought,

at once restful and inspiring. All the great

scholars have mastered this art of concentra-

tion ; it is the secret of their achievements.

No one can read Ben Jonson's plays and

masques, so full of the wealth of allusion and

the resource of scholarship ; or Milton's splen

did prose, enriched with the spoils of all ages
;

or Gray's few but lasting contributions to

English verse, so pervaded with the scholar's

spirit, without recognizing behind these noblest

achievements of mind and art a training so

sustained and prolonged as to add a certain

nobility of character to the work of the imagi

nation.

This training was not completed in a day
;

there is no easy road to it. The royal roads

to achievement are always long and hard, and

no one will start on such a journey who is not

ready to share the fortunes of the way, and to

count himself fortunate in the opportunity to

prove his mettle before he has won his prize.

One must be ready, with Miiton, to "scorn

delights and live laborious days," if he would

divide with Miiton even a small part of his

noble intellectual possession. To know great

books familiarly is to hold one's mind and

heart close to the deepest pulsations of life, to

enter into the very heart of history, to pene-

trate the secrets of the noblest souls, and to

be counted a companion of the elect minds of

the race. This is a great achievement, and it

must be matched by a great endeavor. That

endeavor involves labor, patience, and a pro

longed effort of will ; it rewards this outlay of

force with an immense expansion of the hori-

zon lines of one's thought, an immense addi-

tion to one's little store of experience and

knowledge.

To acquire this art of concentration, com-

mence with the first good book that comes to

hand. Read and reread its pages until you

find yourself absorbed in them ; until you have

forgotten that there is anything in the world

but the book and its reader. Your thought will

probably wander at the start and for a long

time after. Your attention will be diverted by

trifles around you ; the least noise or motion

will lift your eye from the line before it; so it

has been with every one who began to learn

how to abstract himself from his surroundings

and to concentrate himself upon the thing in

hand, and so it will be to the very end of time.

The trained mind is separated from these first

irresolute and feeble efforts by one thing only

— practice. To learn the art of concentration

one must concentrate his mind again and

again, patiently and resolutely, until, little by

little, his effort becomes habit. When the

habit is formed, the mind has received its im-

pulse, and will do its work with increasing

ease and efficiency, until one is no longer con-

scious of effort or resolution or labor.— Chris-

tian Union.

The Sultan of Turkey has ceded the Island

of Cyprus to England.

Dear Girls :

I think you have been bored enough this

year by my travels, and so I send to you these

scraps as my contribution for this month : one

to show you what Miss Willard thinks about

reading ; one to give you an actor's notion of

the theatre ; and a third to tell you the story

of our beautiful hymn. I wish you would read

them thoughtfully.

As ever your friend, C. C. B.

NOVEL READING.

The young people who read the greatest

quantiiy of novels know the least, are the dull-

est in aspect, and the most vapid in conversa-

tion. The flavor of individuality has been

burned out of them. Always imagining them-

selves in an artificial relation to life, always

content to look through their author's glasses,

they become as commonplace as pawns upon a

chessboard. "Sir, we had good talk! "was
Sam Johnson's highest praise of those he met.

But any talk save the dreariest commonplace

and most tiresome reiteration is impossible

with the regulation reader of novels or player

of games. And this is, in my judgment, be-

cause God, by the very laws of mind, must

punish those who kill time instead of cultivating

it. For time is the stuff that life is made of,

the crucible of character, the arena of achieve-

ment, and woe to those who fritter it awav.

They connot help paying great Nature's penalty,

and "mediocre," "failure," or 'imbecile"

will surely be stamped upon their foreheads.

Therefore, I would have each generous youth

and maiden say to every story spinner, except

the few great names that can be counted on

the fingers of one hand : I really cannot pat-

ronize your wares, and will not furnish you my
head for a foot-ball, or my fancy for a sieve.

By writing these books you get money, and a

fleeting, unsubstantial fame; but by reading

them I should turn my possibility of success in

life to the certainty of failure. My self plus

time is the capital stock with which the good
Heavenly Father has pitted me against the

world to see if I can gain some foothold. I

cannot afford to be a mere spectator. I am a

wrestler for the laurel in life's Olympian games.

I can make history ; why should I maunder in

hammock and read the endless repetition of

romance ? No, find yourself a cheaper patron.

Frances E. Willard.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

On the 28th of December, 1886, I started

from San Antonio, Tex., for California. At El

Paso a theatre troupe, fifty-eight in number,
boarded the train for Los Angeles. In the or-

chestra were a few Germans, with whom I got in
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conversation about one and the other thing.

One of these men was very intelligent and well

informed. He told me he had travelled nine

years with that troupe. I asked him if he had

a family. He said that he had a wife and

eight children,— two sons and six daughters.

1 asked him if any of his sons or daughters

were with the troupe, or playing on the stage

anywhere. He looked at me for a moment,

and then deliberately said (listen and hear

it, you theatre-going Christians) : " Sir, my

daughters are all dead, and it was hard, very

hard for me to bury them one after another
;

but rather than to have my sons go on the

stage, I would bury them, too. You see these

young men and women ; by their conduct you

see what they are. We have some young and

innocent girls in the troupe, but how long wiU

they be able to resist the influence surrounding

them before they are dragged down to where the

others are,— to the lowest level of immoral-

ity?" This man only repeated what Barrett,

Stephan, and other actors said before him.—

The Christian Advocate, N. Y.

WANTED.

"JESUS LOVER OF MY SOUL."

The brothers John and Charles Wesley, with

Richard Pilmore, were one evening holding a

twilight meeting on the common, when they

were attacked by a mob, and fled from its fury

for their lives. The first place of refuge that

they found, after having been for some time

separated, was a hedge-row near at hand, be-

hind which they hid a few minutes, protecting

themselves from serious injury by the missiles

that fell like hail about them, by clasping their

hands above their heads as they lay with their

faces in the dust. As night drew on, the dark-

ness enabled them to leave their temporary

retreat for a safer one at some distance. They

found their way at last to a spring-house,

where, in comparative security, they waited for

their pursuers to weary of seeking them. Here

they struck a light with a flint stone, dusted

their soiled and tattered garments, and after

quenching their thirst, bathed their hands and

faces in the water that bubbled from the spring

and flowed away in a sparkling streamlet.

Then it was that Charles Wesley was inspired

to write -'Jesus, Lover of my Soul," with a bit

of lead which he had hammered into a pencil.

These circumstances beautifully illustrate the

hymn, giving to almost every line a reality that

makes it peculiarly significant to every loving

Christian heart. They had fled before their

enemies, and found shelter from danger. He

" Tesus lover of my soul,

Let me to Thy bosom fly."

W. H. Dikerman, in Christian Guardian.

Did you ever notice that portion of the

newspaper where the various wants of man-

kind are arranged for public inspection ? If

not, we advise you to glance at it occasionally.

It rivals in interest the police reports ;
and one

feels like exclaiming, " Verily, the fools never

die!" That is, they never all die at once, so

that their pattern is lost on the face of the

earth. First, there is the man who has a

" little capital to invest in a paying business,"

and wishes a partner. A paying business

meaning to the advertiser a profit of one hun-

dred per cent ; and you amuse yourself imag-

ining the levee the unsophisticated, would-be

business man will hold the next day, when all

the patent-medicine, sewing-machine, and won-

derful-invention men are trying to smuggle his

few hard-earned dollars into their capacious

pockets. Again, there is the lady who

" wants " her dog, which is stolen for the tenth

time, and "wants" to pay a "liberal reward"

(also for the tenth time) for his return, and

ask no questions. The only conceivable cir-

cumstance in which the lady can be placed

and ask no questions. Also, the man who

wants a small — very small — boy, to do the

work of a very large man. Boy not to expect

any wages the first year, his reward consisting

in learning the business of— turning the other

cheek when one cheek is smitten. There is also

that benefactor of the needy, the man who

wishes agents to sell some astonishing some

thing. Work of selling, absolutely nothing;

profits oi selling, immense. Why will the plod-

ding thousands grub for a living, when no end

of money can be made without effort by just

applying to this advertiser !

People of the Aladdin-lamp style figure con-

spicuously in these columns. They are willing

to exchange anything for something else. A

spider-legged table, that would make a second-

hand furniture dealer's mouth water, for a

creaking, rheumatic rocking-chair; or their

family bedclothes for somebody's family car-

pet ; both articles fearfully the worse for the

"moth that doth corrupt," and both equally

safe from "the thief that breaks through and

steals." In an ornamental line, the exchange

is sought of a " creation in china," called in

common parlance an old cracked cup and

saucer, for somebody's grandmother's ancient

rusty andirons.

We must not forget the doctor, who has a

diploma either from a New York medical uni-

versity or from some medical institution in the

Indian Territory,— both equally reliable,— and

who can be seen by suffering humanity for "one

week only." This advertisement is accom-

panied by a paralyzing picture of an unfortu-

nate patient before treatment, and a radiant

one of the triumphant patient after treatment

;

also by a likeness of the doctor himself. To be

sure the picture more resembles a pugnacious

bulldog than an ideal M. D. ;
still it undoubt-

edly gratifies the vanity of the doctor and the

curiosity of his patients It is also valuable

as a work of art. We are consoled in reading

of the man who wants a wife, and the woman

in search of a husband, by the reflection that,—

" Both are well suited for life
;

She gets a fool for a husband,

He gets a fool for a wife."

Most laughable of all is the father of a ris-

ing family, who wishes to purchase, "at a very

low figure," a family horse ; one which is kind

and gentle, and as fleet as a safe animal should

be. It is desired that he should possess the

easy, rocking, delightful motion of a saddle

horse; be large enough to look well before a

one-horse vehicle containing four well-devel-

oped grown persons and a fair sprinkling of

children ; and also be small enough to appear

to advantage with the stylish drag in which the

ambitious daughter or son air their fine clothes.

This animal must have such a well-regulated

mind as to look with horsely contempt upon

the advancing bicycle, with its human freight

perched on top; must have an appreciative

ear for a brass band, an admiring eye for small

boys flying kites, and to be so utterly indiffer-

ent to danger as to be willing to run his nose

against the incoming locomotive. We draw a

veil over the purchasing transaction.

Fifteenthly, and lastly, there is the respect-

able girl, who wishes a respectable situation in

a respectable family to do respectable work at

repectable wages; no cards answered. This

column is inexhaustible. Chloes succeed

Bridgets ; black girls, white girls, and green

girls, in unending procession, appear, and are

as disastrous to the investor as is the family

horse. We might go on enumerating, but we

wish to leave something for the reader of ad-

vertisements tD imagine. H. S. J.

The Question. — Is the world moulding the

church, or the church lifting the world ? This

is a question that has been asked with a good

deal of earnestness lately, and it is not yet

answered satisfactorily. How is it in case of

yourself and your own church and neighbor-

hood ? — Congregatwialist.

" Robbing Peter to pay Paul." — The

origin of this expression is as follows: In 1540

the abbey-church of St. Peter, Westminster,

was advanced to the dignity of a cathedral by

letters patent ; but ten years later it was joined

to the diocese of London again, and many of

its estates appropriated to the repairs of St.

Paul's Cathedral. — Christian Union.
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